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BLOCK GRANTS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICE
PROGRAMS, 1984

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 22. 1984

V.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON LABOR ANU HUMAN RESOURCES,

Washington, DC
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in room

SD-430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Charles E. Grass-
ley presiding, pro tempore.

Present: Senators Hatch, Grassley, Pell, Eagleton, and Thur-
mond.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR GRASSLEY
Senator GRASSI.EY [presiding]. I am Senator Chuck Grassley. I am

sitting in for the distinguished chairman of this committee, Sena-
tor Hatch, who will be momentarily detained and will be along
shortly.

I would like to announce for the public at large that today is the
first of 2 days of hearings to consider five major Public Health
Service Act reauthorizations. The bills we are here to consider will
have a significant impact on our quest to improve the health and
well-being of the American people.

Briefly summarizing the health programs involved, there are
first the three block grant reauthorizations: Si 2303, the alcohol,
drug abuse and mental health block grant; S. 4301, the preventive
health services block grant; S. 2308, the primary care block grant.
Second, there are two equally important legislative measures: S.
2281: the National Health Service Corps Amendments of 1984; and
S. 2311. the Health Maintenance Organization Amendments of
1984.

Today's first panel will provide, us with the views of the adminis-
tration, presented by the distinguished Assistant Secretary of
Health, Dr. Edward M. Brandt, discussing all five of tho bills that
we will consider over the next 2 days. Following him today will be
a panel on the alcohol, drug abuse and mental health block grant
and a panel on the HMO reauthorization.

On March 7, during our second day of reauthorization hearings,
we will continue with panels on the preventive health services
block grant, the primary care block grant, and the National Health
Services Corps reauthorization.

As many of you already know, 3 years ago this committee was
engaged in President Reagan's initiative to transfer Federal cate-
korical programs to the States through the block grants. In large

11,
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part, we succeeded. And we are obviously pleased to have witnessed
since then that the programs have worked, well as we revised them.
Local and State governments have masterfully taken over the task
of providing designated services under the various Public Health
Service block grants. As a result, States have been able to target
their efforts where they are most needed. As we review these block
grant initiatives, we must reaffirm our commitment to allow the
States to direct these services.

Let me now briefly review each of the pieces of legislation. I
taint for the benefit of time, I am not going to go through the rest
of my testimony.

So I would call upon my distinguished colleague, who has once
again taken a position on this very important committee, Senator
Strom Thurmond, and ask if he has any comments at this point.

Do you have any comments, Senator Thurmond?

STATEMENT OF SENATOR STROM THURMOND, A U.B. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA

Senator THURMOND. Thank you very much, Air. Chairman.
This is the first session that I have attended on this committee. I

' have just been added as a new member here. I was on this commit-
tee many years ago and then moved off. I am very glad to be back.

This committee considers many important matters. There is
nothing more important to the American people than health. And I
am very pleased to be here and do what I can to stimulate interest
in health, and I am very glad to see these splendid witnesses here
today.

I have got to go to open the Senate in a few minutes, but I will
read the record here. I want you gentlemen to know that I am very
vitally interested in what you say and what you do because there is
nothing that would do more to help the American people, I think,
ithan to promote their health. You pre in a position to do this.

Thank you very much. ;10

Senator Gummy. Thank you, Senator Thurmond.
We welcome here today, as I previously said, Dr. Edward N.

Brandt, Jr., the Assistant Secretary for Health in the Department
of Health and Human Services. He is accompanied, I am informed,
by Dr. Robert Graham, who is the Administrator of the Health Re-
sources and Services AdministratiOn; Dr. James Mason, who is
head of the Center for Disease Control; and Dr. Robert Trachten-
berg, Deputy Administrator of Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental
Health.

Would you proceed, Dr. Brandt? And if I made any errors in the
introduction of anyiamly, correct them and add if/there is anybody
at the table you want us to knaw about in addition to the ones I
introduced



STATEMENT (W EDWARD N. BRANDT. JR., M.D.. ASSISTANT SEC-
RETARY FOR HEALTH. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND
HUMAN SERVICES, ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT TRACHTEN- M

BERG, ACTING ADMINISTRATOR, ALCOHOL, DRUG ABUSE AND
MENTAL. HEALTH ADMINISTRATION; JAMES MASON, DIRECTOR.
('ENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL ROBERT GRAHAM, ADMINIS-
TRATOR, HEALTH RESOURCES AND SERVICES ADMINISTRA-
TION: DR. JOHN MARSHALL. DIRECTOR, NATIONAL CENTER
FOR HEALTH SERVICES RESEARCH; AND DR. MANNING FEIN-
LEIB. DIRECTOR. NATIONAL, CENTER FOR HEAL*" STATISTICS'.
Dr. BRANDT. Thank you very much, Senator Grassley and Sena-

tor Thurmond. I appreciate the opportunity to appear here tutlay to"
discuss with you the reauthorization of Public Health Service Pro-
grams which expire at the end of fiscal 1984. With me are the offi-
cials who head various units of the Public Health Service that ad-'
minister these programs, and I would simply like to introduce the
remaining tw ) people: to my far right, Dr. John Marshall, who is
Director of the National Center for Health Services Research; and
to his left, Dr. Manning Feinleib, who is pirector of the National =
Center for Health Statistics.

I will addrese the programs for services io individuals, including
the alcohol, drug abuse and mental health services block grants,
preventive health and health services block grant, mid the primary
care block grant, as well as the National Health Service Corps field
program.

I also wish to discuss expiring project grant programs for immu-
nization, for control of sexually transmitted diseases, and for our
programs of health statistics and health services research.

We appreciate very. much the interest of this committee and that
of Chairman Hatch and the concern for these important programs.
We're reviewing bills that have been introduced to extend and
modify many of them, including the Primary Care Block Grant
Amendments of 1984, the Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health
Services Block Grant Amendments of 1984, the Home Health Serv-
ices, Preventive Health Services, and Home and Community Based
Services Act of 1984, and the National Service Corps Amendments
of 1984.

While there are .features in these bills that we do not support, we
do welcome certain important elements of them, and these bills
and the administration's proposals are a foundation for our collabo-
ration on improvements in these programs.

I sincerely hope that we can address them together in the inter-
est of making these programs work even better in the service of
goals we all share.

I look forward, as do my colleagues, to working with you.
These -programs are key in accomplishing our priorities for

public health. Their renewal, and certain changes we *ill be rec-
ommending, would move us toward. accomplishing several of our
objectives, including achieving the Department's prevention goals,
with particular attention to the 1990 objectives. maintaining a
strong Federal commitment to health research, expanding private
institution participation in many PHS activities, improving our
data base, particu!arly regarding health and illness, health care

1U
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1.echnology, and the delivery of health services; and finally,
r strengthening the State anti local government capacity to manage

public health programs.
To recall for a moment the basic .hiloSophy of the block grant,

the President, Ls you know, pro 1 Z 1 to Congress shortly after he
took office that there be two health lock grant programs emit) li-
dating a total of 25 separate cattgorial programs that we lieve
should be operated and would be operated better by the Sts .

, The Congress, in. the Omnibus Budget r, e c o ncil i a ti o a Act f 1981,
created four health blocksthe three. that we are considering
today and the Maternal aid Child Health Block Grant Program.

This restructuring of Federal assistance springs from our convic-
tion that the State and State health authorities are better able to
allocate funds for health programs within their boundaries than is
the Federal Government.

The tasks of identifying the specialized requirements of- geo-
graphical areas, targeting resources, making resource allocation,
and monitoring the success of these activities all require closeness

204 to the situation and a sensitivity to loia1 conditions that call for
State administration and State involvement.

Our experience has taught us that this basic philosophy was cor-
rect. All indications are that the block grant mechanism is working
smoothly. Early reports on results of studies conducted by the
Urban Institute and by the General Accounting Office indicate
that States are using these Federal funds to address their own
unique health care problems. 10

Mr. Chairman, I address the operation of two of these block
grant programs in my statement, and I would now, however, like to
spend a little bit of time on the primary care block.

This block grant program provides funds to assist State4in pro-
viding primary health services to medically underserved popula-
tions and, as currently constituted, includes only the community
health centers program. Participation by the States is not required.
The Public Health Service continues to award and administer cate-
gorical grants to community health centers in those States which
have not chosen to participate. .

During fiscal year 1983 the Health Resourct and Services Ad-
ministration awarded grants to West Virginia and the Virgin Is-
lands. In fiscal year 1084 the Virgin Islands will continue to par-
ticipate. West Virginia, which received an award earlier this year,
is now negotiating with us to return it, since their State legislature
has directed that the State withdraw from the program.

The poor acceptance of this block grant by the States is a lesson
that the program as deigned is not an effective one. And thus we
will be seeking to modify it. We are recommending to the Congress
that this block grant include existing project grant programs which
ought, in our view, to be administered by the States, including
family planning, migrant health, and black lung clinics, in addition
to community health centers

This approach not only makes good sense from the standpoint of
management and administration, it also is a more effective way of
organizing health care. The various services provided by past and
present categorical programs ought to be organized together so that
a person who obtains care from these programs is not dealing with

.
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a series of independent, unrelated programs, often located at geo-
graphically discrete points.

The block grant, as we envision it, eliminates the administrative
distinctioni-between services and lets the States deliver services in
a coordinated fashion according to the basic philosophy of primary
care.

We are also recommending other changes to make this program
more appealing to the States. Our experience so far has convinced
us that more flexibility and more freedom at the State level is re-
quired. Specifically, we wish to make the block grants the sole way
of funding community health centers and other project grant ac-
tivities within a State. We wish to eliminate the requirement for
State matching funds. We wish to allow States to determine-which
projects to fund, and we wish to eliminate the requirement that
States administer community health centers in accordance with
the PHS Act's current concept of a project grant program.

Again, I would like to emphasize, Mr. Chairman, that we hope to
work with you closely on this to try to move toward the freedom
and flexibility that the States need.

We will ask for renewal authorities for these three block grant
programs in title XIX of the PHS Act and for certain changes to
improve the effectiveness and efficiency of block grant administra-
tion.%

We also propose for fiscal year 1985 to place the administration
of the health block grants in the Office of the Assistant Secretary
for Health. This will allow greater consistency in administration
and provides States with a single focal point for resolving block
grant administrative issues. Technical and programmatic issues,
however, will still be dealt with by experts within the agency's pro-
fessional- staff, who are in fact, and who are expert in fact, in the
particulars of the health issues concerned.

Turning now to the National Health Service Corps field pro-
grams, the National Health Service Corps, administered by the
Health Resources and Services Administration, has been a signifi-
cant factor in distributing medical and other health personnel to
health manpower shortage areas. There now are 2,865 National
Health Service Corps practitioners in 1,600 shortage areas, making
available health care to approximately 2,280,000 people.

Most of the practitioners now coming available for serviceire
fulfilling wvice obligations or repayment of tuition costs paid sev-
eral years o. .

For fiscal year 1985 we project a Federal field strength of 1,150
Federal officers and employees plus an additional 2,433 serving in
private practice option and private placement assignments to fulfill
their obligations.

These private, fee-for-service practices in shortage areas accom-
plish the objectives of the program without requiring Federal phy-
sicians.

We seek renewal of Vie field program, authorized under section
338 of the Public Health Service Act. While the increase in the
number of available physicians in our society will result in fewer
shortage areas, there may still be areas for which this program will
continue to be the only supplier of health services.
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For scholarships, we are not asking 'n' a renewal of authoriza-

tion for the scholarship program which expires this year, because
the needs of the field program do not call for additional scholar-
ships at this time. However, in the late 1980's the number of schol-
arship-obligated practitioners should decline, and we are in the
process of developing a new, more efficient approach to meeting
the personnel requirements over the next decade.

We are requesting reauthorization of the program of projecz
grants for immunization services operated by the Centers for Difr'
ease (' In the 21 years since grants for this p first

A= ' it has been one of the most sues ul PuHic
Health Prui, IIIS in the United States. Local and State health de-
partments, v Prkinii with their colleagues in the private sector,
have raised is tmunization levels in American children to the high-
est point ever and have reduced to the lowest levels ever the inci-
dence of the diseases against which we vaccinate children.

IL() statistics are truly encouraging. Declines of greater than 99
percent have been obtained for most of these diseases, and over 87
percent for all of them. For -children entering school for the first
time in the fall of 1983, more than 95 percent presented proof of
immunization against diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis, measles, ru-
bella, mumps, and polio.

And I would like to point i, 4r. Chairman, that in the 1990
objectives which were ublished . 1980, that this levet was project-
ed, to be reached in 1' I, but has already been reached in 19$3, 7
years ahead of schedule.

This amazing progress results from highly effective collaboration
between the public and private sectors and among all levels of gov-
ernment.

Experience has shown that it is often necessary to vaccinate
older children and adults who may have escaped both natural in-
fection and immunization in the past. Our hope is to include within
the State and county efforts some of these persons who are at spe-
cial risk. For example, in recent years, more than half of rabella
cases in this country have occurred in persons 15 years of age or
older.

We also seek renewal of the program of project grants for control
of sexually transmitted diseases. This program also is a fine exam-
ple of the successful partnership between local, Stat.° and Federal
agencies. The collaborative effort best exemplified iF the gonor-
rhea control program begun nationally in 1972. The Federal Gov-
ernment, with its active support, contributed to the dramatic rever-
sal of the spiralling morbidity. By the middle of the 1970's, report-
ed gonorrhea morbidity had already begun to stabilize, and de-
creases became readily apparent in the 1980's, despite the growing
size of the population at risk.

The case of syphilis is a bit more complicated, and it is instruc-
tive. To some extent, the national gains in gonorrhea control were
made possible, in part, by diverting some resources to syphilis con-
trol efforts. While gonorrhea was stabilizing in the middle of the
decade, reported syphilis cases began to increase steadily with each
successive year.

Current trends, however, warrant cautious optimism. In 1983,
the number of reported cases of early infectitious syphilis remained
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virtually unchanged compared to the corresponding number report-
ed for 1982. These illnesses, however, still present reason for our
continued concern, and I have detailed specifically the reasons for
that.

It is important not to repeat the mistakes of the past, whea ad-
vances comparable to those we are now witnessing prompted us to
withdraw Federal resources to support syphilis control, leading to a
resurgence of the disease as a public health problem in the 1960's.

The opportunity of States to make further advances in the con-
trol of sexually transmitted diseases has never been greater.

Let me now turn to our program of health services research car-
ried out through the National Center for Health Services Research,
which we also wish reauthorized.

This Center is the focal point within the Federal Government for
research on the health care delivery system. It provides informa-
tion that is used to improve the effectiveness, efficLency, and distri-
bution of health care services within the United States. Its re-
search is designed not only to meet the needs of the Departmeat,
but those of Congress, the States, local governments, health care
providers, and consumers as well.

To this end, the Center supports an extramural research grant
program based on peer review of investigator-initiated research. It
seeks to develop the knowledge base for future policies, as it did,
for example, in the developmental work on many key features of
modern health care delivery, including the development of diagno-
sis-related groups, the fed DRG's, the development of the com-
puter-stored ambulatory records system, which is now the most
widely used automated medical records system in the I'nited
States, and the demonstration of the value and effectiveness of
nurse practitioners and physician assistanta.

The Center also has a number of other extramural projects now
underway, and some of those we have provided information on.

We also hive an intramural research program, which is a steady
source of timely technical assistance to congressional committees,
the Congressional Budget Office, Department of the Treasury, and
the Office of Management and Budget.

It operates a user liaison program to disseminate the findings of
health services research projects, and it is a key particiNnt in our
technology assessment activities. Indeed, the Office of Health Tech-
nology Assessment conducts evaluation of new and existing tech-
nologies for purpose of coverage determinations under medicare.
This is an activity that continues to be pertinent to the national
dilemma of controlling health care costs without compromising
quality of care.

Another essential contribution to the national health effort is
our statistical program, again a portion for which we seek renewal.
It is conducted by the National Center for Health Statistics, which
is the Federal Government's general purpose health statistics
agency. Its data systems address the full spectrum of concern in
the health field from birth to death.

The Center maintains over a dozen surveys that collect health in-
formation through personal interviews, physical examinations, lab-
oratory testing, review of hospital, nursing home, and physician
records, and other means.
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Again, these data systems and the analysis that flow from them
are designed to provide information useful to a variety of users.
One such example is the comprehensive annual report entitled,
"Health, United States," the 1983 version of which was recently
submitted to the President and the Congress by Secretary Heckler.

I have also detailed, Mr. Chairman, several of the examples of
important uses of these data.

This concludes, Mr. Chairman, my prepared statement. We stand
ready to work with the committee on the reauthorization legisla-
tion, and I and my colleagues will be happy to answer any ques-
tions that you may have.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Brandt follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, and members of the Committee:

I\Ippreciate the opportunity to appear here today to discuss

with you the reauthorization of Public Health Service programs

which expire at the end of Fiscal Year 1984.

With me are the officials wVo head the units of the Public

Health Service that administer these programs, and I would

like to introduce them to you. They are Mr: Robert .

Trachtenberg, Acting Administrator, Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and

Mental Health Administration; Dr. James Mason, Director,

Centers for Disease Control; Dr. Robert Graham, Administrator,

Health Resources and Services Administration;

Dr. John Marshall, Director, National Center for Health

Services Research: and Dr. Manning Feinleib, Director,

National Center for Health Statistics.

I will address the programs for services to individuals,

including the Alcohol and Drug Abuse and Mental Health

Services Block Grant, the Preventive Health and Health

Services Block Grant, and the Primary Care Block Grant, as

well as the National Health Service Corps (MSC) field

program. I will also discuss expiring project grant programs

for immunization and for control of sexually transmitted

diseases, and expiring authorities for our programs of health

statistics and health services research.
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-
We appreciate your interest in and concern for these impotent

programs. We are reviewing the bills you have introduced to

extend and modify many of them -- the Primary Care Block Grant

Amendments of 1984 (S. 2308), the Alcohol and Drug Abuse and

Mental Health Services Block Grant Amendments of 1984

(S. 2303), the Home Health Services, Preventive Health

Services and Home and Community-Based Services Act of 1984

(S. 2301), and the National Health Service Corps Amendments of

1984 (S. 2281). While there are features in these bills that

we do not support, we do welcome certain important elements of

them, and these hills and the Administration's proposals are a

foundation for our collaboration on improvements in these

programs. I hope we can address them together, in the

interests of making these programs work even better in the

service of opals we all share. I am looking forward to

working wit you.

These programs are key in accomplishing our priorities for

public health. Their renewal, and certain changes we are

recommending, would move us toward acco:plishing several of

our objectives, including:

o Achieving the Department's prevention goals, with

particular attention to the 1990 objectives:

o Maintaining a strong Federal commitment to health

research:

38-784 - 84 - 2
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o Expanding private institution participation in many

PUS activities;

o Improving the public health data bass, particularly

regarding health and illness, health care technology,

and the delivery of health services;

o Strengthehing State and local government capacity to

manage public health programs.

Block Grants

Let me discuss first the basic philosophy of the block

grants. As you recall, the President proposed to Congress,

shortly after he took office, that there be two health block

grant programs, consolidating a total of 25 separate

categorical programs that we believed should be operated by

the States rather than the Federal government. The Congress,

in the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 (which the

President signed on August 13, 1981). created four health

block grant programs -- the three that we are addressing

today, and the Maternal and Child Health Block Grant Program

-- which subsume most of the former separate categorical grant

programs. This restructuring of Federal assistance springs

from our conviction that the States are better able to

allocate funds for health programs within their boundaries

thrn is the Federal government. The tasks of identifying the

specialized requirements of geographical areas, targeting
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resources on underserved populations, making resource

1
allocations among competing needs, and monitoring the success

of health service activities, all require closeness to the

situation and a sensitivity to local conditions that call for

State administration.

Our experience has taught us that this basic philosophy was

correct. All indications are that the block grant mechanism

is working smoothly. Early reports on results of studies

conducted by the Urban Institute and GAO indicate that States

are using these Federal funds to address their own unique

health care problems.

Let me describe the operation of each of these programs.

Alcohol and Dru% Abuse and Mental Health Services

This program provides funds to the States in support of their

alcohol, drug abuse and mental health activities, for

prevention, treatment, and rehabilitation services. It

consolidated a series of separate grant programs: alcoholism

State formula grants, alcohol abuse and alcoholism project

grants and contracts, drug abuse State formula grants, drug

abuse statewide services grants, and community mental health

centers. ADAMHA, which currently administers this block

1.
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grant, has made grants to all 57 jurisdictions and to two of

the eligible Indian tribes and tribal organizations which have

applied for grants.

The States have in large measure continued the array of

programs that had been funded under the categorical prograWs.

But certain trends are emerging with regard to States' choice

of target populations. Within State mental health programs,

the chronically mentally ill are receiving the highest

priority. Within State drug abuse programs, opiate abusers

appear to be receiving the highest priority, especially in

States with large urben populations. A number of States

reported that they are giving higher priority to the alcohol,

drug abuse, and mental heath pr6grame in urban areas.

Preventive Health and Health Services

This program provides States with funds for preventive health

services for individuals and families and for a variety of

public health services to reduce preventable morbidity and

mortality and to improve quality of life.

It consolidated the prior categorical programs for

hypertension control, comprehensive public health services,

risk reduction and health education. rodent control, emergency
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medical services, fluoridation, and home health services.

Since FY 1982 the Centers for Disease Control, which now

administers this block grant, has made block grant awards Co

all 57 eligible entities -- States, territories, and insular

areas -- end to the two Indian tribal orgahizations eligible

to receive grants directly. There is a separate allotment of

$3 million foi providing services to rape victims and for rape

prevention, distributed to.the States according to

population. The States have continued the majority of

State-level programs funded under the categorical programs.

For example, States continue to allocate block grant and State

funds to the 1990 national health promotion objectives. They

are placing emphasis on technical assistance to communities

within the States. This assistance is designed to help

'communities identify high-priority problems locall7i, based on

local-area data, and to launch community risk reduction

initiatives. Many communities are generating local resources

for these types of programs.

To acknowledge the work States and localities are doing in

health promotion, the Secretary was pleased this year to

recognize 161 community projects nominated by 40 State health

departments 5y presenting awards and certificates of merit for
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excellence in health promotion. Thee. projects illustrate.the

beneficial interaction of combined Federal, State, and local

resources and efforts.

Primary Care

This block grant program provides funds to assist States in

providing primary health services to medically underserved

populations, and currently includes only the comamunity health

centers program. Participation is not required; the Public

Health Service continues to award and administer categorical

grants to community health centers in those States which have

not chosen to participate. During FY 1983 the I$ealth

Resources and Services Administration, which administers this

program, awarded grants to West Virginia and the Virgin

Islands. in FY 1994, the Virgin Islands will continue to

participate in the program. WestIVirginia, which received an

award earlier this year, is now negotiating with us to return

it; the State legislature has directed that the State

withdraw from the program.

The poor acceptance of this block grant by the States is a

lesson that the program as designed is not an effective one,

and thus we seek to modify it. We are recommending to the

Congress that this block grant include existing project grant

2,i
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programs which ought, in our view, to be administered by the

States -- family planning, migrant health, and black lung

clinics. This approach makes good sense not only from the

standpoint of management and administration -- it is also a

better way of organising health care. The various services

provided by past and present categorical programs ought to be

organised together, so that a person who obtains care from

these programs is not dealing with a series of independent,

unrelatbeprograms. The block grant as we envision it

eliminates the administrative distinctions between services,

-and lets the States deliver services in a coordinated fashion.

We are also recommending other changes to make this program

more appealing tq the States. Our experience so far has
A

convinced us that more flexibility, more freedom, at the State

level, is needed. We believe our proposals to this effect

will be welcomed by the States.

Specifically, we wish to make the block grant the sole way of

funding community health centers and other project grant

activities within a State; to eliminate the requirement for

State matching funds; to allow States to determine which

projects to fund; and to eliminate the requirement that Stites

administer community health centers in accordance with the PHS
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Act's present concept of a project grant program. I hope to

work with you closely on this, to try tomove toward the

freedom and flexibility the States need.

Renewal of Block Grant Programs

We ask for renewal of authorities for these three block grants

in title XIX of the PHS Act, and for certaip changes to

improve the effectiveness and efficiency of block grant

administration.

We also propose for FY 198S to place the administration of the

health block grants in the Office of the Assistant Secretary

for Health. This will allow greater consistency in

administration and provide States with a single focal point

for resolving block grant administrative issues. Technical

and programmatic issues will still be dealt with by agency

professional ktaff who are expert in the particulars of the

health issues in the programs.

National Health Service Corps Field Program

In the years since 1970, the National Health Service Corps.

administered by the Health Resources and Services. 00.

Administration, was a significant factor in distributing

medical and other health personnel to health,manpower shortage

20
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areas. The designated areas were low income or

geographically or culturally isolated, or perceived as having

deficiencies which :base difficult, in attracting and

retaining medical care providers. Now there are 2,865 MHSC

praOtitioners in 1,600 shortage areas, making available health

care to approximately 2,280,000 people. Most of the

practitioners now coming available for service are fulfilling

service obligations for repayment of tuition costs paid

several year. ago under the MSC scholarship primram. There

are also some volunteer, each year.

For FY 105 we project a field staff strength of 1,150 Federal

officers and employees, plus an additional 2,433 other hdalth

professionals,.servini in Privatt Practice Option (PPP) and

Privv.te Placement (PP) &Alignments to fulfill scholarship

ob/igations. These private fee-for-service practices in

shortage areas accomplish the objectives of the NHSC program

but do not require Federal positions.

We seek'renewal of the field program, authorized under section

338 of the PHS Act. While the increase in the number of

available physicians in the society will result in fewer

shortage areas, there may still be areas for which this
.or

program will continue to be the onllPsupplier of health care.
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Thus, while we need to reauthorize the NHSC at reduced levels

reflecting, in part, greater reliance on the PPO, we are also

reviewing options to address the needs of shortage areas.

NHSC Scholarships

We are not'esking for a renewal of
authorization for the VHSC

scholarship program (which expires this year) because the

needs of the field program do not call for additional

scholarships at this time. However, in the Late -1980s the

number of scholarship-obligated
practitioners will decline,

and we are developing a new, more efficient approach to

meeting the personnel requirements over the next decade.

Let me move on now to the programs of the Centers for Disease

Control.

Immunization Services

We are requescing
reauthorization of the program of project

grants for immunization services (under
section 317 of the PUS

Act) operated by the Centers for Disease Control. In the 21

years since grants for the childhood immunization program

first were authorized, this program has been one of the most

successful public healti. programs in the United States. Local

and State health departments,
working with their counterparts
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in the private sector, have raised immunization levels in

America's children to the highest point ever and have reduced

to the lowest levels ever the incidence of the diseases

against which we vaccinate children. The statistics are truly

encouraging: declines of greater than 99 percent have been

obtained for most of these diseases and greater than 87

percent for all of them. Of children entering school for the

first time in the fall of 1983, more than 95 percent presented

proof of immunization against diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis,

measles, rubella, mumps, and polio.

This amazing progress results from highly effective

collaboration between the public and private sectors, and

among local, State, and Federal governments. Federal

involvement has been an important component in this progress.

A Federal presence is important to deter the erosion of

immunization levels and increase in disease incidence seen in

the mid-1970s when Federal interest in immunization grants

declined.

A
Experience has snown that it is often necessary to vaccinate

older children and adults who may have escaped both natural

infection and immunization in the past, and our hope is to

include within the State and county efforts some of these

2



persons who are at spacial risk. For example, in recent years

more than half of rubella cases in this country have occurred

in persons 15 years of age or older. Immunization of this age

group is essential for the early elimination of congenital

rubella syndrome.

Sexually Transmitted Diseases

We seek renewal of the program of project grants for control

of sexually transmitted diseases under section 318 of the PUS

Act. This program too is a fine example of a successful

partnership between local, State, and Federal agencies. The

collaborative effort is best exemplified by the gonorrhea

control program begun nationally in 1972. The Federal

government, with its active support, contributed to the

dramatic reversal of the spiraling morbidity. By the middle

of the 1970s reported gonorrhea morbidity had already begun to

stabilize, and decreases became readily apparent in the 1980s,

despite the growing size of the population at risk.

The case of syphilis is a bit more complicated, and it is

instructive. Since Federal assistance for syphilis control

began in the 1940e, resorted cases of all stages of syphilis

have decreased by 8G percent, and reported congenital syphilis

decreased by 98 percent. To some extent, however, the



national gains in gonorrhea control in the 1970s were made

possible in part by diverting some resources from syphilis

control efforts. While gonorrhea was stabilizing in the

middle of the decade, reported syphilis cases began to

increase steadily with each successive year.

Current trends warrant cautious optimism. In 1983 the number

of reported cases of .arty infectious syphilis remained

virtually unchanged compared to the corresponding number

reported for 1982. These illnesses still present reasons for

our continued concern. For examples

o the number of reported cases of gonorrhea and syphilis

(including congenital syphilis) is still too high;

o drug resistant strains of gonococcal and other

sexually transmitted organisms continue to exist and

must be carefully monitored to prevent disease caused

by the organisms from becoming established throughout

the country;

o an increasing timber of other sexually transmitted

organisms, most prominently infection' caused by

chlastydia trachomatis. herpes simplex virus, and human

papilloma virus, affect our population.
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It is important not to repeat the mistakes of the past, when

advances comparable to those we are now witnessing prompted us

to withdraw Federal resources to support syphilis control,

leading to a resurgence of the disease as a public,health

problem in the 1960s. The opportunity of States to make

further advances in the control of sexually transmitted

diseases has never been greater. Maintaining skilled

professional assistance to States, localities, and other

entities is part of the effective Federal response to the

control of these diseases.

Pealth Services Research

I now want to discuss our program of health services research

under sections 304, 305, and 308 of the PHS Act, carried out

through the National Center for Health Services Research

(NCHSR) and which we want reauthorized.

The National Center for Health Services Research is the focal

point within the Federal government for research on the health

care delivery system. It provides information that is used to

improve the effectiveness, efficiency and distribution of

health care services in this country.
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In contrast with health services research programs of

operating agencies, HCHSR research is designed not only to

meet the needs of the Department, but those of Congress, State

and local governments, and health care providers and consumers

as well. To this end, the Center supports an extramural

research grant program based on peer review of

investigator-initiated research. It seeks to develop the

knowledge rase for future policies, as it did for example, in

the developmental work on many key features of modern health

care delivery, including these:

o the development of diagnosis-related groups (DRGs);

o the development of the Computer Stored Ambulatory

Records system (COSTAR) - now the most widely used

automated medical record system in the United States:

o demonstrating the value and effectiveness of nurse

practitioners and physician assistants.

The Center has numerous extramural projects now under way,

including one in which researchers will prospectively compare

the accuracy of diagnostic predictions generated by the Duke

University Corornary Artery Disease databank with the accuracy

of predictions made by the patient's physician. If successful

this system will enhance medicine's ability to predict the

severity and prognosis of coronary artery disease.
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We also have intramural research which is a steady source of

timely technical assistance to Congressional committees, the

Congressional Budget Office, the Department of the Treasury,

and the Office of Management and Budget. NCHSR provides the

basis for estimating the coat of medical care, the extent of

insurance coverage, and the effects of treating employer

provided health coverage as a non-taxed benefit; and has

developed methods for predicting the need for long-term care.

t?Cl'SR also operates a user liaison program to disseminate the

fin.lings of health services research projects to State and

local officials, program managers, and health care coalitions.

NCHSF is also a key participant in our technology assessment

activities. Our investigator-initiated extramural program

includes projects to study the clinical benefits and costs of

specific technologies; factors influencing technology use,

dissemination and financing; and the cost and effectiveness of

medical techniques.

Within NCHSP, the Office of Health Technology Assessment

conducts evaluations (and coordinates those undertaken by

other PE5 units) of new and existing, technologies for purpose

of coverage determinations under Medica..... This is an
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activity that continues to be pertinent to the national

dilemma of controlling health care costs in the Medicare

program without compromising the quality of care. NCHSR is

developing plans for a coordinated PHS approach for developing

new approaches and methodologies for performing cost analyses.

assessing new and emerging technologies, and describing the

process and impacts of technology diffusion.

Health Statistics

Another essential contribution to the national health effort

is our statistical program under sections 304. 30C, and 308 of

the PHS Act for which we seek renewal. This program is

conducted by the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS),

which is the Federal Government's general purpose health

statistics a,:ency. Its data systems address the full spectrum

of concerns in the health field frog birth to death, includiny

overall health status, life style, and exposure to unhealthful

influences. the onset and diagnosis of illness and disability,

and the use of health care and rehabilitation services.

The Center maintains over a dozen surveys that collect health

information through personal interviews: physical examinations

and lat.ratory testing; review of hospital, nursing home, and

1H-7H4 H4
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physiCian records; and other means. These data systems, and

the analysis, public use tapes, 'And reports that follow from

them are designed to provide information useful to a variety

of users, including Congressional committees, other portions

of our own Department, other Federal agencies and policy

makers, and researchers in the public and private sectors and

academia. One such example is the comprehensive annual

report, Health, United States, recently submitted to the

President and the Congress by Secretary Heckler.

I would like to provide a few examples the important uses

of NCHS data.

o As the official source of national vital statistics,

NCHS provides critical information on life expectancy,

infant mortality, and other indicators of our success

in improving the health of our people. It also

conducts in-depth studies to explore risk factors

associated with infant mortality and other health

problems.

o MPS plays an important role in the government-wide

National Nutrition Monitoring System, through which we

are attempting to improve our understanding of the

nutritional status of the population.

3,



b The Center is conducting a special survey of the

Hispanic population in the United States. For the

first time this will provide a baseline to compare the

health status and health care needs of this growing

segment of our society with the general population.

o On an ongoing basis, NCHS provides data critical to

the monitoring of our success in meeting the Nation's

le."90 Objectives in health promotion and disease

prevention.

0 NCHS conducts a number of activities that contribute

to our understanding of the aging process and the

health problems associated with aging, an increasing

concern.as the-population ages. Over the next several

years, special data programs are planned by NCHS t.6

further address this priority area.

this concludes my prepared statement. We stand ready to work

with the committee on the reauthorization legislation. I

would to happy to answer any questions.

3 6
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Dr. Brandt. We appreciate your testi-
mony and its thoroughness, and we appreciate your summarizing
it, as well.

Senator Ga Assi.sv. Mr. Chairman, if I could, since I have to go at
10:30, I would like to ask two questions.

The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator GRASSLEY. One deals withand also I would like to have

permission to put into the record a statement that I have.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
Senator GRARSLEY. First of all, I would like to compliment you on

the good work you are doing as Assistant Secretary of Health, and
ask you about the formula for allocation of moneys under the Alco-
hol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health block grant. There is a feeling
among many people that this is inequitable. I am sure that you feel
it is equitable.

I would like to have your comments on that, but I also want to
ask if there is any possibility of review or whether maybe even a
review has already been instituted by your agency.

Dr. Bilmarr. Thank you very much for your kind comments, Sen-
ator Grassley.

We have looked at the allocation of block grant funds not only
for the Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health block grant, but
also the other two that are operational, and have prepared and
submitted to the Congress a report on this particular study.

Our view is at the present time that the formula which is oper-
ational is, in fact, working. But as I say, we have presented a
number of arguments and a number of alternative approaches to
this in our report, which was dated September 1982. I would be
pleased to give you or other members of the committee a copy of it
for your perusai.

Mr. Trachtenberg may have something additional to add to that.
Mr. TRACHTENBERG. Only to say that we have done a number of

computer runs, and it seems to came out that if you move away
from the present method of allocation, a number of States are less
satisfied with the present arrangement than are presently satisfied.

So someone gets hurt one way or the other, as we compute the
different allocations.

Senator GRAMMY. Could you generalize for me, for Members of
,Congress, if you had then about an equal number on both sides,

people suggesting changes as opposed to those who want to main-
tain the status quo, or those of us that are raising the question
very much in the Minority?

Dr. BILANDT. Well, Senator Grassley, I really do not know wheth-
er you are in the minority or the majority, with respect to the
people raising the question. I think the issue is that if we changed
the allocation formula in any way, there would be fairly losers and
winners, if you will, with respect to the amount of dollars flowing
to the States. I can assure you that none of the States that lose

money would be quiet about that activity, although I anticipate
those who gain probably will not say very much about it.

I think the issue, the concept of the current formula was based
upon the State's receipt. of categorical grant funds and, I think, was
an indication therefore of the interest of the people in the State in
dealing with the particular problems that were in force.

3
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Certainly, we have received a number of recommendations about
alternative formulas, and I think all of those have been considered
in this report, We again are willing to work with you and the corn.
mittee to look at this issue again should you desire.

Senator GRASSLEY.. My last question on another point is very
short. How does the administration feel about the special program
for women, which is included in S. 2IO3?

Dr. BRANDT. Particularly with respect to the Alcohol, Drug
Abuse and Mental Health block grant, I think at the present time,
Senator, we still have all of these bills under review, and therefore
I cannot get too specific. But I think our basic concern is that we
would prefer that the States be advised of the interest of Congress
and all of us on the special problems that women may present with
both alcohol and drug difficulties, rather than to tryeto develop a
new categorical program within a block grant. We would have
some concerns about that as a concept. We have no concerns about
certainly emphasizing the issues of womeh.

I have a task force on women's health that has been operating
for some months now and anticipates giving me a total report on
Public Health Service activities with respect to essentially an
agenda for Public Health Service activities for women in the
future.

One of the special things they will be addressing are alcohol and
drug Abuse problems amopg women, at least to reach them.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Grassley.
(The prepared statement of Senator Grassley follows:]

rl
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STATEMENT

SENATOR CHARLES E. GRASSEI1

BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOORCES

February 22, 1984,

S

MR. CHAIRMAIWTHANK YOU FOR ORGANIZING THIS SERIES OF

EARLY HEARINGS ON THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE PROGRAMS WHICH THIS

COMMITTEE IS RESPONSIBLE FOR REMMIORIZING THIS YEAR. A QUICK

START IS ESSMIAL IF WE ARE TO GET THESE PROGRAMS REAUTHORI-

ZED IN WHAT IS TO BE AN ABBREVPRTED SESSION.

I WOULD LIKE TO CAUTION AT THE OUTSET THAT. AS WE WORK

.TOWARD REAUTHORIZATION OF THESE PROGRAMS WE BE MINDFUL OF THE

PROBLEM WE FACE WITH FUTURE mum DEFICITS. AND EXERCISE

CARE IN AUTHORIZING INCREASES IN FUNDING*LEVELS FOR THESE

PROGRAMS.

WITH RESPECT TO THE ALCOHOL, DRUG ABUSE AND MENTAL HIALTH

BLOCK GRANT WHICH WE WILL DISCUSS TODAY, I WOULD LIKE TO SAY

THAT IT SEEMS TO ilk THAT THE THREE BLOCK GRANT PROGRAMS, INTO ,

WHICH WE GROUPED- SOME 14 CATEGORICAL PROGRAMS IN 1981, APPEAR

TO HAVE WORKED WELL, AND, IN GENERAL, I SUPPORT YOUR INTENTION

TO. EXTEND THESE BLOCK GRANT PROGRAMS WITHOUT MAJOR CHANGES.

I AM CONCERNED THAT 111E SECRETARY, AS SHE WORKS TOWARD

A MORE EQUITABLE DISTRIBUTION FORMULA KOK THE ALCOHOL, DRUG

ABUSE AND MENTAL. HEALTH PROGRAMS, mum? THAT RURAL. STATES

SUCH AS MY OWN STATE or IOWA DO NOT SUFFER FROM ANY CHANGES

WHICH MIGHT BE MADE IN THE WAY MONIES ARE ALLOCATED IN THAT

PROGRAM.

3J
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FURTHERMORE, I DO SUPPORT YQUR INTEREST IN MAKING IT POSSIBLE

TO IMPROVE THE COLLECTION OF PERTINENT DATA ACCROSS THE SEVERAL

STATES. THIS HAS BEEN ONE OF THE WEAKNE§SES IN THE BLOCK

GRANT-PROGRAMS AS THEY ARE PRESENTLY ORGANI:EP, AND IT

SEEMS TO Mt' THAT WHAT YOU PROPOSE IN S. 2303 WILL HELP THE

STATES MOVE TOWARD A BETTER KNOWLEDGE OF WHAT THEY ARE
0

ACCOMPLISHING, WITHOUT AT THE SAME TIME IMPOSING BURDENSOME

REPORTING REQUIREMENTS.

WITH kiSPOT TO HEALTH MAINTENANCE 0i0ANIZATIONS, I

BELIEVE THAT IT IS TRUE, AS YOU POINTED OUT IN YOUR OPENING

STATEMENT, THAT THEY ARE ONE OF THE MOST PROMISING AND

SUCCESSIUL DEVELOPMENTS IN OUR EFFORTS TO CONTAIN THE INCREASE
o

IN HEALTH CARE COSTS. SINCE I HEAR A GOOD DEAL ABOUT HI,ALTII

CARE COSTS FROM MY. CONSTITUENTS, I AM INTCRESTED IN INSURING

TAAT HIAITH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATIONS CONTINUE TO FLOURISH, .

I WILL SUIT/ART YOUR EFFORTS -TO HELP ACCOMPLISH THIS.

If I could just interrupt for, a mod, we will turn to Senator
Eagleton, who would like to introduce one of our later witnesses. I
apologize for holding you I mill have some questiona\tor all of Yolf-

Senator FAourroN. You are very kind, Mr( Chairmen. I appreci-
ate it. I will be brief.

I would like to introduce a witness that will appear in panel No.
8 later this Tenting; Mr. Robert Rasmussen, - Group
Hettlth of America, and executive of Prime-
Health of Kansas City. Prime Health of Kansas City is, in mY in_dir-
ment,- one of the finest libl(Ys in the country, and I do not think
our committee could have a better witness.

I might point out one day I was visiting Prime Health. It was an
icy day. I slipped and fell on the .ice, and they treated me. [Laugh-
ter.] .

Right there on the spot. And the price was right [Laughter.'
So am gratified that Mr. Rasmussen is here. I thank you, Mr.

Chairraan.
The CHAISMAN. Well; thank you, Senator. We appreciate it.
I am just happy to greet all of you. I ath sorry I was a little bit

late, but I had three conflicts at the same time, which is not unusu-
al here.
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It is an honor to greet each of you, but I would like to especially
express my pleasure that Dr. Mason is here. He is an old friend as
well as the former director of the department of health in my own
State of Utah.

Dr. Mason, this is my committee's first opportunity to congratu-
late you on your new post and to welcome you before this commit-
tee. We are happy to have you here.

Dr. MASON. Thank you, Senator Hatch.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Brandt, from your testimony it is apparent

that you agree with most aspects of S. 2301, the Preventive Health
Services block grant and that you support reauthorization of effec-
tive public health programs.

However, I afn a little surprised that you did not comment on
the new section related to home and community-based care. This is,
of course, targeted for the elderly and disabled individuals at risk
of institutionalization.

Would you please comment on that initiative as well?
Dr. BRANDT. Well, I think, Senator, that the reason we did not

comment on it is, as I said in my response to Senator Grass ley, we
have not completed our review of that particular legislation, and
until we do, it actually would be premature for me to comment on
it in any detail.

But we do have it under active review, and we do intend to be
able to speak to that, and we will be pleased to send you our com-
ments about it in writing when we have completed it.

The CHAIRMAN. All right. I would appreciate that because I have
been somewhat disappointed that the studies requested in Public
Law 97-414, the Orphan Drug Act, which related to home health
services, have not yet been completed.

As you know, this data was due on January 1, 1984. Could you
give me some indication what has been done to date and when we
can expect a full report on this matter?

Dr. BRANDT. I think Dr. Graham will be able to comment on
that.

The CHAIRMAN. If you would, Doctor, we would appreciate that.
Dr. GRAHAM. Mr. Chairman, the report was due, I believe, late

last year. We have been working with the services of a contractor
in gathering the data and doing some of the analysis. Unfortunate-
ly, that contractor has experienced some delays in completing the
task, and it looks to us that it will be some additional 4 to 6
months delayed in reaching the results.

The CHAIRMAN. You are saying about April of this year to June
of this year, or even later?

Dr. GRAHAM. I feel that right now June is a reasonable target,
since to some extent we are dependent upon the review done by the
contractor.

The CHAIRMAN. Who is the contractor?
Dr. GRAHAM. I do not know that off the top of my head.
The CHAIRMAN. Could you get that for me?
Dr. GRAHAM. I would be happy to, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Can you give me the specific reasons why it's

taking so long?
Dr. GRAHAM. We will be glad to do that for the record.
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The CHAIRMAN. All right. If you will do that, I would appreciate
it.

Let me turn to the ADAMH block grant. What programs are cur-
rently being administered that recognize the special needs of
women and substance abuse? Mr. Trachtenberg, would you care to
comment on this?

Mr. TRACHTENBERG. Mr. Chairman, since the establishment of
the block grant, as you know, ADAMII is no longer carrying out
any services demonstration program geared to any . particular
group.

The CHAIRMAN. OK.
Mr. TRACHTENBERG. We are, however, continuing to do a good

deal of research involving women and drugs, both from the stand-
point of women and alcohol abuse and women and other drug
abuse.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you feel that the Federal Government is ade-
quately addressing the problem of women and substance abuse?

Mr. TRACHTENBERG. I think it's an area of profound proportions.
I think we need to do more in terms of finding better ways to bring
women into treatment, identifying those who need treatment, and
assuring that those programs that are not gender-specific to women
have adequate sensitivity and adequate of what women's needs are
so that they can serve those people in need.

I might add that one of our recent surveys indicated that about
1,100 of the 4,000 treatment facilities that reported through the
National Drug Abuse Treatment Utilization Survey indicated that
they had women-specific programs even though they might have
been integrated with male-oriented programs.

The CHAIRMAN. Since the block grant in 19S1, what types of data
collection efforts have been undertaken? Do you think that it is
necessary to develop some type of national data collection effort?
And if so, how would you propose to tailor that effort?

Dr. BRANDT. Mr. Chairman, I think one of the goals of the block
grant program was an attempt to say to the State health officials
that here are funds that can be used to address these particular
problems within your State, that you should make the kinds of pri-
ority judgments and so forth that are necessary in order to meet
the most pressing need.

As you know, we do not mandate reports with respect to the de-
livery of services from States, only that they meet Federal specifi-
cations with respect to expenditures and that they hold public
hearings within their State in order to look at and be sure that
public input is achieved with respect to the distributio of funds
and to the priorities that have been determined by the State health
officials.

So as a general statement, we have tried to follow that philoso-
phy.

Now, with respect to the Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental
Health block grant, I think Mr. Trachtenberg can tell you some of
the specific types of information we do have.

Mr. TRACHTENBERG. Well, as Dr. Brandt stated, when we were
managing the national treatment system, both in drug abuse and
through the (7ommunity Mental Health Center Program and, to a
lesser extent, in alcohol, it required a great deal of data on our
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part to appropriately manage the system and hold the State ac-
countable and understand who was being treated and whether
there were gaps in various treatment areas.

With the block grant, obviously, that has changed, and a lot of
the very detailed data that we did previously collect, particularly
in the alcohol/drug area is no longer being collected. But I am not
sure that that is inappropriate, given the thrust, as Dr. Brandt
said, to State accountability and State responsibility to determine
its needs.

We do, however, collect a lot of information still. We try to be as
inobtrusive as possible with the States, but we have a DON system
which reviews emergency room mentions in drug abuse and alco-
hol. It is a nationwide program. We continue to collect data in
what I mentioned before, the National Drug Abuse and Alcohol
Treatment Utilization Program. We have a measure from the high
school senior survey in NIDA. We have a national household
survey that NIDA has also.

So there is a range of areas. We have a voluntary community
mental health program through the NIMH to collect data in the
mental health area, and just recently we have completed work
with the National Association of State Alcohol and Drug Abuse Di-
rectors to develop a State alcohol and drug profile. The States will
be using that, and that will collect common data on inpatients and
treatment and funding sources. But it is not going to be as exten-
sive as it was before, and again I do not think it needs to be as
extensive.

The CHAIRMAN. Can you please identify whether or not the
ADAMH block grant funds are going for services for the chronical-
ly mentally ill? And is there a need to address underserved popula-
tions to meet the unique needs of these and other groups?

Mr. TRACHTENBERG. As you know, Mr. Chairman, the legislation
itself provides that the community mental health centers must give
priority to the chronically mentally ill. One of my concerns prior to
the block grant was that I felt that many CMHC's were not paying
enough attention to this particular group.

We recently received a report from a grantee who looked at 71
community mental health centers nationwide, and it was very en-
couraging to see that there were increases in a large majority of
those 71 CMHC's in areas very specific to the needs of the chron-
ically mentally ill, including day treatment, residential treatment,
partial hospitalization, crisis counseling, better cast management.
In all these areas, these have been deficits, in my opinion, in terms
of many CMHC's, and we were very encouraged to see that greater
expansion had occurred in that area.

Also, through our block grant annual reports that we receive and
through our compliance reviews, we have found that the attention
to the chronically mentally ill has been an area of very high priori-
ty.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Brandt, when the primary care block grant
was created in 1981, critics alleged that the States would have little
interest in the provision of primary care services. Now, whether or
not this was true then, what experience do you have, or is there
now, that the States do have an interest in these services?
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Dr. BRANDT. Well, I think the perception, Mr. Chairman, that
the States did not have an interest was not correct. I think the
States all along have had an interest in the provisior. of primary
care services because that certainly is the bulwark, if you will, the
cornerstone of delivering health care.

We had, in our initial development of the two health blocks, had
built in, in effect, the provision of services totally around the exist-
ence of a primary care component.

The States did not respond, in my judgment, to the whole provi-
sion ofor to the acceptance of the primary care block, largely of
the requirements that were quite clearly disincentives built into
that block grant.

To give you some indication of the interest of the States, we have
now completed the memoranda of agreement with 36 States with
respect to the placement of community health centers, the respec-
tive services offered by those community health centers. We now
have completed 28 such memoranda of agreement with States con-
cerning the placement of National Health Service Corps officers to
allow the States to develop their primary health care systems, in
spite of the fact that we do not have a primary care block that is
viable from the State's point of view.

So that in reality, we have been attempting to work with the
States so that we can meet their needs by these memoranda which
allow us to work with them and to decide where the community
health center is best placed, to determine where priorities should
be given within the State with respect to those programs and with
respect to the placement of the National Health Service Corps offi-
cers.

We have been attempting to work with the States to the extent
possible under the existing categorical program to allow them to
integrate services because, quite frankly, from a medical stand-
point you have a separate migrant health center separate from an
existing primary care center, it just causes confusion and does not
really make any medical sense.

It seems to me that that is why we continue to propose the pri-
mary care block that is built along medical models that are viable
and that would not mandate the State to meet unreasonable expec-
tations.

If I could just take one more moment, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Surely.
Dr. BRANDT. I meant to mention that Dr. Mason now lives in At-

lanta and not in Utah, as well, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, we miss him in Utah, but we are delighted,

too, that he is there in Atlanta on that job.
Dr. Mason, what is the background--let me turn to youto the

Department's proposal for a campaign to eliminate rubella? Specifi-
cally, has the number of new cases of rubella increased recently?
What is the Department currently doing to eliminate and reduce
the number of cases of rubella?

Dr. MASON. Mr. Chairman, Dr. Brandt commented earlier that
this Nation. through Federal, State, and local partnership and
working the public and private sector together. has achieved this
magnificent level of immunization for school enterers. Around 95
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percent of these children are immunized against rubella and these
other vaccine-preventable diseases.

However, rubella vaccine has not been around as long as some of
the others. So we find in our childbearing women 10 to 20 percent
of these have neither been immunized against rubella or had natu-
ral infection. So here today, when we have an effective vaccine, we

are still having somewhere between 90 and 110 babies born each

year with congenital rubella syndrome.
Now, each one of these babies could be severely handicapped,

and it might cost as much during the lifespan of that baby, apart
from the heart throbs of that unnecessary waste, as much as a
quarter of a million dollars for institutional care.

So what we are planning to do, as Dr. Brandt outlined, is to
tailor-make immunization programs to specifically get to these
high-risk women who still are susceptible to this infection that is so
devastating to their unborn infants. And so the program is to get
older people of childbearing age who still may be susceptible to this
disease, and we will want to work closely with the States to target
those populations where we have large numbers of susceptible
women.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you. I would like to give you some
credit, Dr. Mason. I just noticed the UPI story yesterday that pa-
tients in Utah's hospitals continue to have the shortest length of
stay anywhere in the country, contributing to a lower overall aver-

age hospital charge than most areas of the country.
The average length of stay in Utah hospitals in 1982 was 5.4 days

compared with an average in the Rocky Mountain States of 6.6
days and nationally of 7.6, according to a study by the American
Hospital Association and the Utah Hospital Association.

I attribute a lot of that to the leadership that you provided in

Utah, Dr. Mason, and we are hopeful that you will continue to pro-

vide that great leadership in your present job as well. I am sure
you will. We are glad to have you at CDC.

Dr. Brandt, let me come back to you. I would like to turn your
attention for a moment to the new development of social HMO's

that provides, through the HMO, a structure of a wide range of
services that are vital to the elderly from medicare to home care
and community services.

As you know, I expressed my interest in this idea in a letter last
month to David Stockman, supporting demonstration projects

which the Department plans to conduct through Brandeis Universi-

ty to test the feasibility of social HMO's.
Could you give us a status report on this promising development?
Dr. Bs.Asurr. Let me let Dr. Graham address that.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Dr. Graham.
Dr. GRAHAM. Mr. Chairman, we have relatively limited informa-

tion within the agency about the Brandeis study or the potential
for social IIMO's. At the present time, the major responsibility for
investigating the possible utility of the social HMO resides with the
Health Care Financing Administration. I believe it is HCFA that
will be participating most directly with the people at Brandeis or

any other place that such studies may be developed.
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For the record, we can try to work with HCFA staff and to pro-
vide you with the most up-to-date information as to where their
study stands at the present time.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Brandt, a question for you and perhaps Dr.
Graham and Dr. Marshall. I understand that the user's liaison
service in the National Center for Health Services Research is par-
ticularly valuable for the States. Could you just tell us a little bit
about your plans for this program?

Dr. MARSHALL. Well, the user liaison program represents an
effort to try to translate research results which normally are writ-
ten for the benefit of other researchers into the kind of information
that is useful to State and local policymakers who have to make
decisions in real time about limited resources. Basically, it focuses
on people who work in the executive offices of Governors and
people in State legislatures who are making these kinds of deci-
sions.

What we do is, working with what we feel are representative
panels of these types of individuals, identify issues where we then
put together a group of researchers to come together with a group
of potential users and try to translate the research results into the
kinds of information that is germane to issues that they are deal-
ing with in their States.

Examples of things that we either have done or are working on
now include cost containment, which is a very, very hot issue for a
lot of State legislatures, viability of rural hospitals, the use of
health maintenance organizations and what they can contribute to
an overall State activity.

So we will plan to continue those activities in the Center in the
coming years because it is an important part of our activity.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
I will at this time, without objection, put the UPI story that I

mentioned about Utah in the record.
[Material supplied for the record fallows1
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Utahns have shortest hospital stays
SALT LAKE CITY (UPI) Patients in Utah hospitals continue to have

the shortest length of stay anywhere in the country, contributing to a
lower overall average hospital charge than most areas of the country.

The average length of stay in Utah hospitals in 1982 was 5.4 days,

compared with an average is Rocky Mountain states of 6.6 days and

nationally of 7.6, a study by the American Hospital Association and the

Utah Hospital Association shows.
in 1982, Utah hospitals averaged $2,038 per admission, compared

with a regional average of $2,300 and $2,500 for the United States.

Utah hospitals also recorded a 15.8 percent increase in costs over

1981. Nationally, the increase was 15.2 percent.
Utah's low median age of 24.2 years is a factor in the lower rate

of hospital admissions, Utah Hospital Association spokesman Robert

Burton said.
The median age nationally is 30 years, with most medical expenses

incurred in very early or late years' of life, he said.

In 1982, 131.7 out of very 1,000 Utilises spent some time in a

hospital. The state ranks 50th in the number of beds per 1,000

population. Only Alaska wr.s lower in a survey that included the District

of Columbia.
Utah ranked 37th in expenses per admission.

The amount of uncompensated care per admission in Utah hospitals

increased more than $10 million in 1982, reaching $64.9 million.

That category includes bad debt, charity care and the shortfall in

relebursement by government programs that do not pay the full coot of

hospitalization.
Patients who pay their own bills or are covered by private

insurance are charged the difference for those patients who don't pay

the full amount. That adds $83 a day to the bills of non-govern ent

patients, the Utah association says.

Hospitals and doctors attempting to reduce the rate that prices are

increasing have encouraged patients to seek care outside of hospitale,

the association says.
From 1981 to 1982, the number of patients who visited hospitals but

did not stay overnight increased 40 percent, while surgeries that

required a patient to remain decreased 5.5 percent.

upi 02-21-84 03j 56 pps

119 21-84 01:05 ppse

n.m.
PACE, Ariz, (UPI) Two New Mexico children have been killed whil
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The Ow RmaN. I would also submit written questions to all of
you so that you can answer those, if you could, as quickly as you
can.

I would also note that Senator Kenned,y could not be at this
bearing today due to a schedule conflict. So I ccovvy his regrets,
and I would like to submit for the record questions that I would
like you to answer for him later.

I appreciate the time that you have given. I appTeciate the
testimony you have given and having all' of you gentlemen
with us.

With that, what I think we will do is recess for 5 minutes, and
then we will go to our second panel here today.

Dr. Swan. Thank you very much.
[Recesr taken.]
The CHAIRMAN. We will come to order. It is now my pleasure to

welcome our witnesses discussing the reauthorization of the Alco-
hol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health block grant FIrst is Russell
Williams, Executive Director of Mental Health Programs for Davis
County, Utah. Dr. Williams is a member of the board-of directors
of the National Council of Community Mental Health Centers. He
brings before this committee extensive knowledge on the provision
of alcohol, drug abuse, and mental health services.

Our second witness is Ken Eaton of the Office of Substance Serv-
ices of the Michigan Department of Public Health. He is legislative
Chairman of the National Association of State Alcohol and Drug
Abuse Directors.

Both of these witnesses have a long history of working with this
committee, and I want to thank them personally for being willing
to share their expertise with us.

In addition, we also have prepared statements from the National
Mental Health Association, the National Alliance for the Mentally
Ill, and the American Lung Association, which we will put in the
record. I strongly urp all my colleagues to review this testimony.

[The statements referred to above follow:)
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The NatiOnal Mental Health Association urges approval of 8.2303, 41
the Alcohol and Drug Abuse and Mental Health Services Black Grant
Amendments of 1984 with the important recommended changes discussed
below. We commend Chairman Match for his early introduction of
this important piece of legislation which will help assure that
people in need will continue to receive appropriate mental health
and substance abuse services in their local communities.

The National Mental Health Association (MINA) is the nation's oldest
and largest voluntary, non-governmental, consumer advocacy organiz-
ation dedicated to the prevention of mental illness, the promotion
of mental health, and the improved care and treatment of persons
suffering from a mental illness. MBA's 650 chapters and statewide
.divisions, and !to more than one million citizen members and volun-
teers, work toward these goals through a wide range of activities
in social action, education, advocacy, and information.

MENTAL ILLNESS IN AMERICA

The scope of mental illness in America staggers the imagination.
Behind one out of every three doors is someone with some type of
mental health problem. At least 35 million Americans suffer from
mental and emotional disabilities which significantly interfere
with their full functioning in the work place and at home. Between
2 and 4 million persons suffer from a sever mental disorder which
results in a prolonged (usually life-long), sever disability.
Mental illness now cox s America over $40 billion a year in direct
and indirect costs, with approximately $16 million being spent on
the treatment of mental illnesses. Mental illnesses also accounts
for more days of hospitalization each year than does any other
illness, including cancer, heart and respiratory illness COMBINED!

THE FEDERAL INVESTMENT

Since 1946 and the National Mental Health Act, the federal govern-
ment has performed the essential leadership role in improving the
mental health of the people of the United States. The federal
government has effectively and prudently exercised its leadership
by conducting researches, investigations, experiments, and demon-
strations relating to the cause, diagnosis, and treatment of
psychiatric disorders; by assisting and fostering such research
activities by public and private aaenoies; by supporting the
appropriate training of a sufficient supply of mental health pro-
fessionals; and by developing, and assisting States in the use of,
the most effective methods of prevention, diagnosis, and treatment
of psychiatric disorders. The positive and creative influence of
the federal investment, in conjunction with the efforts of states
and local governments and the private sector, has produced profound
changes in,opportunities for treatment, rehabilitation, and support
for persons suffering from a mental illness. The century-long
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illusion of the "good' mental institution is being abandoned by

states and communities in favor of appropriate community-based

outpatient, inpatient, and support services.

As a result of the
federal investment we are asking impressive

headway in our understanding of the human brain and its functioning.

We are learning much about the clone linkage between physical and

mental hearth; about the cost implications of failing to address

the mental health needs of people in a timely, humane and effective

delivery systems and about effective models of 'community support

systems" for the 2 to 4 million persons suffering from a chronic

mental disability.

We also know that people with good mental health tend to live longer

and tend to have fewer diseases than people with poor mental health.

Me know that factors of personality and emotion are directly related

to certain incidences of heart disease. Practitioners know that

when mental health services are included in general health services,

there is often a substantial cost offset which results from reduced

utilization of medical and surgical services. We also know that

the ravages of mental illness and emotional disturbance in infants

and young children can be reduced or eliminated by early and

enlightened treatment.

When American business addresses the need for adequate mental health

services for employees, studies indicate substantial cost savings

are achieved. based on data compiled by large companies the Washington

business Group on Health concluded that the benefits of psychiatric

coverage were: improved employee productivity; reduced absenteeism;

improved employee morale; reduced hospital/surgical/medical utiliz-

ation; and lower insurance premium.

The federal investment has also caused the creation by states and

communities of nearly SOO Community Mental Health Centers (CMHCs)

and has stimulated the growth of countless other community-based

providers, resulting in * major shift in the mental health system

from almost total reliance on a system of involuntary incarceration

in public institutions to treatment in a voluntaristic and pluralistic

'system.

The Nation's investment,
however, has not been comparable to the

burden of mental illnesses. Mental illnesses continue to be the

most stigmatized illnesses to which people are subjected.

A person with a mental illness, unlike most others suffering from

an illness or disability, will be denied equal access to many

federal programs, as well as most private health insurance programs.

Many federal government programs, such as Medicare, Medicaid, and

the Federal Employees Health benefits Program, specifically discrim-

inate against people suffering from a mental illness. Other programs,

such as housing, education, and disability insurance. discriminate

on a de facto basis. Private health insurance illogicaily limits

mental benefits and discourages
utilization of cart-effective non-

hospital alternatives to treatment.
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These discriminatory policies and practices result in kigher health
care costs (much of which the federal nt. will fventually
have to pays, reduced worker productiv ty, and further stigmatis-
ation of persons with a mental illness.

The federal government's health research policies alsoireflect this
pervasive stigmatiaation of mental illness. While there are approm-\ imstely 35 million cases of mental illness year (mare than cancer,
diabetes, kidney and neurology conditions combined), the amount
spent on mental health research in terms of per case of illness is
only Five Dollars 05.001 per case. This is compared with $168
cancer research dollars per case of cancer; $16 diabetes research
dollar per case of diabetes; and $10 research dollars per case of
kidney and neurology conditions.' This gross disparity in research
effort is compounded by the rigidity that only15 percent of the
funds that support research in the mental health arena are provided
by non-government sources, mlhile in other areas of medicine the
amount is closer to 45 percent.

Federal, state, and private sector policies as to treatment also
reflect this discriminatory attitude toward person, with a mental
illness. Investigators have consistently shown non-hospital alter-
natives to be as good or better than hospitalization for seriously
disturbed patients, and usually cheaper; however, 70 t of all
mental health dollars are spent on inpatient care, and 25 to 30
percent of all hospital dyes are for mental disorder. As the rm
Ingland Journal of Medicine recently reported, patients with Serious
psychiatric disorders are often not treated in ways that have been
shown to be the most effective and least expensive. One of the major
reasons for this is the lack of public and private health insurance
coverage for non-hospital treatment. Another major reason is the
failure of consistency in fedora} policies. On the one hand, the
Apm ((lock Grant and the policies of the National Institute of
Health MIMS) encourage community-based treatment and support s ices
Inch hospitalization only when necessary and' appropriate; while on
the other hand, the reimbursement policies of the public programs
such as Medicare and Medicaid, and the private health insurance
programs favor hospitalisation, even when non-hospital alternatives
are more effective and less expensive.

The funding history of the ADM Block Grant also reflects the stig-
matisation of mental illness, as we will discuss below.

REAUTHORIZATION OF ADM BLOCK GRANT

In 1981 the Alcohol and Drug Abuse and Mental Health Block Grant was
established to continue the federal governmerit's support of mental
health and substance abuse Services under a new authority which
consolidated all mental health and substance abuse 'service programs
into a single grant to be administrated by the States. The ADM
((lock Grant is essentially two block grants programs within one author-
ity, with different requirements and providions for substance abuse
programa and mental health services. Nationally, approximately 480
of the total appropriation goes to states for community mental health

52
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services. The Apm Block Grant is the only federal mental health
services worms that encourages the development and maintenance
of communitV-based services which respond to local needs. Over
the past 3 years this bloct grant has assured the identity and
continuance of community mental health centers, and has focused
national attention on those population group. who are most in need.
The AVM Block Grant should be continued so as to allow states and
community mental health centers and other providers to have the
flexibility to meet local needs.

The proposed funding levels in S. 2303 beginning in FY 1985 at the
President's requested funding level with a 3 percent increase in
each of the out-years, however, continues the stigmatization of
mental illness and would prevent Congress from responding again as
it did last year to increased service needs. The Rational Mental
Health Association recommends the funding levels be not less than
the following, which provide for a continuance of the FY 1984
funding level in FY 1985, with a 3 percent increase in the out-
years*

FY 1985 $532.0 million
FY 1986 $548.0 million
FY 1987 $564.4 million

Under the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1981 the PI 1982, FT 1983,
and FY 1984 fundings levels for the block grants were intended to
be appropriation levels. This expectation has become closer to p
reality for the other social services and health block grants than
it has been for the ADM Block Grant as the following chart shows:

tin millions)

Authorization
FY 1984 FY 1984

Appropriation

Appropriation
As 0 Of

Authorization

Social Service
Block Grant $2,500.0* $2,675.0 107%*

Maternal £ Child
Health Care Block
Grant $ 373.0* $ 399.0 1071*

Primary Care Block
Grant $ 327.0 $ 327.0 100%

Preventive Health 6
Health Services Block
Grant $ 98.5 $ 88.2 90%

Alcohol and Drug Abuse
6 Mental Health Block
Grant S 532.0 $ 462.0 87%.

*Authoriz-tions for Social Services i the Maternal and Child Health
Care Block Grants were increased so as to allow for the increased
appropriations.
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During each of the three years of the ADM Block Grant the appro-
priations for this program have been substantially less than the
intended appropriation, as is shown in the following charts

(in millions)

FY 1981 FY 1982 FY 1981 FY 1984

Authorisation -- $491.0 $511.0 5532.0
Appropriation $638.0" 5432.0 8469.0** $462.0

*Appropriation prior to recessions in programs which were
consolidated in the ADM Block Grant.

*Includes $30 million supplemental appropriation in "Jobs
Bill" to respond to increased demand for services caused
by rising unemployment.

Thus, the funding of the ADM Block Grant began its inauspicious
history with a 32 cut in FY 1982 from the equivalent FY 1981
appropriations, which represented only BSI of the authorisation
level of $491 million. Then in FT 1983 the appropriation for the
year began at 85 of the authorized level of $511 million, but
after Congress responded in the "Job% Bill" to the Increased demand
for services because of rising unemployment, the expenditures for
the year ended at $469 million, a 9% increase over FY 1982. The
FY 1984 appropriation of $462 is only 87 of the authorised amount
of $532 million, and a 1.5% decrease from FT 1983.

The funding levels recommended by MIA, while less than the pro-
jected rate of inflation, would writ Congress to begin to rectify

s. the historical discrimination against mental health programs, and
would allow Congress to respond to expanding needs for mental health
and substance abuse services.

VOW= ALLOCATION

NMROCeupports the proposed report by the Secretary on the formula
for the allocation of the block grant funds among the States.
However, if the States are able to agree on a formula this year,
we urge the Committee to adopt such a formula now and dispense with
the proposed study.

REPORT TO CONGRESS ON ACTIVITIES

SecticM 8 of S. 2303 proposes to repeal the requirement for a
report to Congress on the activities of the States which have
received funds under the .ADM Block Grant. Such information is
critical in assuring appropriate use of the federal funds, and

5 1
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assisting Congress make decisions on the need for any app ate

changes to the legislation. We urge the Committee not to repeal

this provision, but to require such reports on an annual basis.

COLLECTION OF DATA

NMHA fully supports the proposed addition to the ADM Block Grant
concerning the development of model criteria and forms for the
collection of data and information with respect to services

provided under the ADM Block Grant. Such data collection, however,
cannot be done in a vacuum. America's mental health services
consist of a diversified multi-agency provider network, many of
which do not receive funds under the ADM Block Grant. Data
collection, therefore, in order to be useful must include data on

all the services which comprise a state's mental health system.
Therefore, in addition to Section 7 of S. 2303. NMHA's proposal

described below should be adopted.

PREVENTION PROGRAMS AND DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS

Prevention programs in the fie.ds of mental health and substance

abuse have been sorely neglected. This bill, S. 2303, will help

address the needed prevention programs that are effective in
reducing the ill health effects of substance abuse among women.

A similar initiative is needed to help address the needed programs
to prevent mental illness and promote mental health.

With the assistance of NIMS's Office of Prevention there has

developed a body of knowledge and applicable technology in

effective programs to prevent mental illness and promote mental

health. The critical problem now, in addition t' continued

prevention research, is disseminating the information and imple-

menting programs that work.

The National Mental Health Association, therefore recommends a new

authority be added to S. 2303 providing funding of not less than

$10 million for mental health prevention, with not less than
inflationary increases in the out-years. These funds would be

allocated to the states to establish or to supplment a state-level

Office of Prevention within the state's mental Pea.th authority.

Such offices would implement, stimulate, and coordinate primary
prevention and promotion activities, i.e., service programs,
information-sharing, training, development of materials designed

to prevent mental or emotional disabilities in groupb that are at

risk for such disorders or to enhance the mental health of the

general population. Such offices should be encouraged to establish

linkages to prevention programs in other state departments concerned,

for example, with prevention of drug or alcohol abuse, child abuse,

spouse abuse, or delinquency. The funding of $10 million would
allow an allocation of $200,000 to each state.
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This bill, S. 2302, should also be amended to add an authority
for demonstration and evaluation projects, as well as compre-
hensive data collection and diesemina'.on by the Rational Institute
of Mental Health. This authority is needed to reverse the errosion
of these essential and historical roles of NINE over the past
several years. This new authority should provide sufficient funding
in addition to that for the AVM Block Grant for service demonstration
such as MINS's highly successful ComOunity Support Programs, and for
comprehensive data collection and dissemination, as well as technical
assistance.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee;

This testimony represents the position of the Board of Directors of

The National Alliance for the Mentally ill, a four year old organization,

consisting of family members -- parents, spouses, siblings, children --

and friends of individuals with disabling mental illnesses -- the schizo-

phrenics and affective or manic depressive disorders.

We are a self-help organization whose members have come out of the

closet to advocate for the seriously mentally ill who are unable to speak

on their own behalf. The National Alliance for the Mentally Ill has 270

affiliates in 47 states and we are growing rapidly having doubled our

affiliate membership in the past 18 months.

As this Committee knows, the serious mental illnesses -- the schizo -

phrenias and serious depressions strike 10 million people in our country.

An additional 30 million immediate family members are impacted by these

disorders -- by repeated crises including hospitalizations, suicides,

inability to maintain sobs in competitive settings, and difficulties in

relationships.

Of the total hospital beds in our nation, more are occupied by the

mentally ill than those with any other illness. These diseases can last

for the life of the person, and cripple the individual's capacity to be

self-sustaining vocationally and socially. With proper treatment however,

the symptoms can be controlled and with support many victims can achieve a

degree of independence.

In what follows, we suggest some ways in which the ADOMMA Block Dv:tit

Program can be revised to provide proper treatment and support for these

victims of mental illnesses.

Last year NAMI testified before the appropriations committees in sup-

port of this program and suggested gently to the Congress that it put

pressure on recipients of these grants to ensure that they comply with the

intent of Congress which is to emphasize care ofthe chronically mentally

ill. Since that time, our office has talked with hundreds of mentally ill

0.5
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people and their families across this nation about the serformence of the

Community Nentel Health Centers which are the mechanism prescribed in law

for using these funds. The message we hear from our people is clear and

urgent: with some important
exceptions, the CM C's are not helping the

people Congress
intended them to help -- the

chronically mentally ill.

There seem to be two reasons for this. First, it is difficult to

effect a cure for mental illness. By Contrast, people
suffering from be-

reavement or anxieties often recover completely.
Hence some CMISC psy-

chiatrists, psychologist, and social workers prefer to treat people with

emotional problems rather than those suffering from mental illness.

Secondly, the method of operation practiced by many CMOC's is not well

suited to the needs of the chronically mentally ill. They tend to work

from 9 to 5 Monday through Friday, and to have waiting lists and time

consuming evaluation procedures, whereas mentally ill people often need

help at odd hours and on short notice. Moreover, our members report that

many CMMC's feature what we call "talk therapy" which is not of much use

to most mentally ill persons by itself although
counselling on practical

problems is useful especially in combination with a program of prescribed

medications.

After hearing from so many persons that CMC's are not doing much

for the chronically
mentally :11, it was surprising to re-read the intent

of Congress which is that the CMISC's should give "special attention to

individuals who are chronically mentally ill." It is a fact that in many

jurisdictions congressional
intention is not being carried out. Hence

one change we urge you to make is to eliminate the requirement that states

should channel ADAMHA Block Grant money through CMISC's as the instrument

of first choice. In some cases CMMC's are doing a good job and states

should be free to continue to channel Block Grant funds through them. In

many other states, CMHC's are not doing the job and states should be free

to find other programs
that can do a better job of carrying out the will

of Congress.

Considerable progress has been made in recent years in identifying

the kinds of community-based support needed by chronically mentally ill
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people. This is thanks in large pert to the insightful actions of Congress

in providing from $4 to $7 million annually between 1978 and the present

for the HIMH-administered Community Support Program. This has been a pilot

program to test and demonstrate the effectiveness of various support pro-

grams based in the community. roc less that $40 million over the pest 5

years this program has been a resounding success -- a sound, pragmatic

approach'to the needs of the chronically mentally ill.

And what have we learned about those needs from this pioneering effort?

A comprehensive community based program to help the chronically mentally

ill achieve as much independence as possible and to reduce the painful and

costly rotation of patients in and out of hospitals, should contain these

elements:

1. A place to live that teaches the skills needed for independent living.

2. A prograr of constructive activity during the daytime such as training

or low-stress jobs.

3. A network of friends to turn to When lonely or in need of emotional

support.

4. Medical treatment for the mental illness including crises interventi

as well as treatment for dental and other medical problems.

5. Income to pay for the above.

6. Help in dealing with the ?tally complex governmental agencies handling

the above matters.

It would make sense for the Congrass to make block grant funds avail-

able for any of these elements of a community support program through

whichever agencies can serve the purpose best as determined by each state.

In addition to permitting states to choose the agencies to administer

these funds, we recommend the Congress reinforce its intention that these

funds be used chiefly for the chronically mentally ill. We do not offer

specific language to achieve this intent -- for example, language that

would prohibit its use for non-disabling emotional problems. However, the

NAM office would be pleased to work with your staff in developing language

to enforce the intent of Congress.
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With these two changes -- leaving states free to chooae the mechanics

for using these Federal funds and clarifying further the Congressional in-

tent that the money Obould be used chiefly for the chronically mentally

ill -- we support these block grant funds for ADAM.

In fact Mr. Chairman, we urge an increase to make it possible to set

up a more aquitable system for distributing these funds among the states

without tie allotment of any state being reduced. As you know, there is

widespread agreement that the present formula is unfair: The chairman's

bill would .isk for a study of this problem by the Secretary. We are told

that with an $80million increase, one could make an equitable formula

using the size of the population as the criterion without any state get-

ting mealier share than they presently receive. The $80 million in-

crease could provide and added incentive for all states to net about

building adequate support in the community for the chronically mentally

ill. The need is certainly urgent and 'is likely to grow greeter as the

post-war baby boom comes into the 15 to 35 year age group that is most

susceptible to mental illness.

One other quick point: The Administration recommends that all con-

gressional spending mandates among the alcohol, drug abuse, and mental

health programs be removed. States would be permitted full discretion

in spending these funds. We hope Congress will not accede to this request.

Frankly, we fear that the mentally ill -- already the most neglected of

I, handicapped groups -- would suffer even greater neglect in many states.

The chronically mentally ill and their families are in desperate need

of help. Congress has led the way before. Its intentions are clear.

With the changes we have recommended, the ADAMMA Block Grant could net a

realistic national standard in responding to the needs of this vulnerable

group of American citizens.

UI
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The American Lung Alsociation welcomes this opportunity to

comment on S. 2301, "Health Services. Preventive Health Services.

and Home and Community Based Services Act of 1984." The

American Lung Association is thin nation's oltleOt voluntary

6-Nhealth agency. established in 1404 As the NationalAssociation

\for the Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis. The organization

remains committed to its original goal-the eradication of

tuberculosis- -while expanding its mission to address the

greater challenge of the prevention and control of all lung

diseases. The primary emphasis in this statement will be

Justification for reauthorization of the Tuberculosis Control

Program for fiscal years 1985. 1986. and 1987. A secondary

empahsis will address the continued need by the chronically ill

for adequate home health care services.

Tuberculosis Control Program

Tuberculosis i3 av infectious disease which can be transmitted

without regard to geographic or governmental boundaries.

It is a public health problem of national scope and its pre-

vention and control require a national commitment.

Due to advances in medical sciences. tuberculosis is preventable

and curable when treated with appropriate drugs. The drugs

are inexpensive and hospitalization is usually not required.

However. drug therapy must be undergone for approximately one

year. Generally local health departments have the responsibility

it

6.s
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0 for locating individuals with tuberculosis and ensuring that

they complete drug therapy. A further responsibility is the

identification of persons in contact with individuals diagnosed

with TB in order to begin preventive therapy if so indicated.

*During the past 25 years, the number of reported TB cases has

declined by approximately 4 percent per year. In 1980, however

the rate increased by 0.6 percent, the.first such increase since

1963. A major contributing factor for the increase in incidence

was the large number of TB cases diagnosed in the Indochinese

refugee population migrating to the United States during 1979

and 1980. In 1981 the rate declined 6 percent to 27,373 cases

and in 1982 a further decline of 7 percent to 25,522 was noted.

This decrease represents the anticipated rate of!decline with

adequately functioning TB control pilgrims.

Continued funding of the Tuberculosis Contr.') Program will enable

the Centers for Disease Control to address several specific

proglems which remain in the control and prevention of tuberculosis.

o Drug Resistant Tuberculosis is a continuing problem for

many health departments. Approximately 7 percent of

new cases (priviously untreated cases) are found to

cv

have been caused by drug resistant tuberculosis_bacteria.

There have been 3 community outbreaks of drug resistant

tuberculosis -- Mississippi. New York, and Montana. Therapy

for drug resistant TB presents a more complex treatment

6 4
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problem. The drugs used are more toxic and less effective

cresting patient compliance problems which require a

significant increase in the surveillance activities of

health department out -reach workers.

o Tuberculosis in Children, which is an indicator of

on-going transmission in a community, has shown no

decline in the period 1916-1922. Only about 30 percent

of children who are contacts to new cases are placed on

preventive. therapy. This population Is considered a

primary priority for preventive therapy since they are

at highest risk of developing TB. Further, preventive

therapy for children does not present the compliance

problems of ocher populations since children do not

experience any side effects to the drug therapy. Im-

proved case-finding and improved surveillance and

asc-ssment activities by outreach workers could increase

the percentage of children (who are contacts to new cases)

placed on Lino co mpleting preventive therapy.

o Examination of Contacts and Completion of Preventive

Therapy continues to be a problem. Annually, a

10,000 contacts of new cases are not ident ed. 5 to 10

percent of these contacts can be expected to subsequently

develop infectious TO. Over 30 percent of persons placed

on preventive therapy fail to complete the recommended

regimen--18,000 persons annually. As a result, 900 to 1,800

4
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of these persons, even though examined and placed on

preventive therapy, will eventually develop infectious

disease. Improved case-reporting and disease surveillannce .

and additional out-reach workers who directly observe

therapy could accelerate the reduction of transmission

of disease from this group and avoid unnecessary

° hospitalizations.

;
4-

The continued funding of the Tuberculosis control Program at
r.

the levels authorized in S. 2301 of $8. 9, and 10 million

respectively for fiscal years 1985. 1986 and 1987 is essential

if we are to achieve a case rate of 9 cases per 100.000 by

1990, a goal identified by an expert Task Force of the

ALA in 1982. The prevention and control of tuberculosis can

be achieved economically and effectively and it would be a

very short-sided policy not to invest in the funds needed for

its control. The cost of preventing and controlling tuberculosis

falls far below the cost to society of neglecting this important

health problem.

The ALA's medical section. the American Thoracic Society and

the Centers for Disease Control prepared 3 important publications

on the prevention and control of tuberculosis, which we would like

to enter into the record. The publications, "Treatment of

Tuberculosis and Control of Tuberculosis ", "Diagnostic

Standards and Classification of Tuberculosis ". and "The

38-784 0 - 84 - 5
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Tuberculin Skin Test" outline reCeiomendatioes for treat-

ment of TB, gOidelimes for.pieventive therapy and objectives

for community Ts control programs.

Npwe Nealth Carl Services

Our remaining remarks will address the provisions in S. 2301

which provide new authority for a home health services and

communftyrbased health services block grant. The ALA is

dedicated to the identification and delivery of the best

possible care for Adividuals with lung diseases and has

taken a leadership role in communicating current knowledge

of these disises and 'the factors affecting 'patients suffering

from them.

. of

Approximately 15 million Americans suffer from one or more

chronic pulmonary diseases including emphysema, chronic

bronchitis, and asthma. 45 percent of patients with emphysema

report restriction in their daily activities due to disease.

18 percent of patients with asthma reported such restrictions,

as. did 4 percent of patients with chronic bronchitis.

New knowledge that benefited respiratory patients in the

hospital has not been readily accessible to patients in the

home. For this, and other reasons, out-of-hospital home

health care is fn need of review. The general goal of home

.health care is to promote, maintain, or restore health and

6 /
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minimize the effects of illness and impaired function. The

services should be given by' agencies meeting appropriate

standards, and should help recipients achieve and sustain

an optimum level of health, actieityand independence. The

services may be therapeutic or preventive. The purpose of

home care should be the provision of direct patient services.

treatment, education or evaluation.

Health care within the home for both adult and pediatric

respiratory patients have been impaired because of many deficits.

There is the lack of individuals educated in the specific needs

of respirator; patients in the home, lack of adequate home care

services, lack of effective coordination Of these services,

limitations in financial coverage, and regional variability

of coverage.

Unique problems arise in the allocation of home health care

service's for children with chronic pulmonary. diseases. Asthma

and cystic fibrosis are the major causes of school absenteeism

and disability for children under 17 years of age.

for the respiratory disease patient, the home health care team.

optimally, should be composed of physicians, both primary care

as well as specialists in pulmonary medicine; res?iratory nurse

specialists bad nursing personnel at all levels; psychologists;

social service personnel; physical therapists; occupational

therapists; respiratory therapists and technicians;

6
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vocational counselors; nutritionists; homemakers; and home

health aides.

Direct services may, but need not always, incude such services

as physical training, energy conservation measures, bronchial

hyg)ene, breathing exercises, psychological and vocational

counseling, nutrition education. equipment management and

monitoring. personal care, housekeeping or homemaker services,

transportation, meal preparation or provision, financial support

or planning and escort service.

Not all home patients need all services, and many needed services

are unavailable. Patients' disease processes, for example.

may be "stable" but require basic supportive services such as

chest therapy. Chronic periods may be marked by exacerbations

requiring even more supportive services. such as oxygen.

assistance trith ambulation, or dietary changes.

The ALA supports efforts to expand home health care services

to the disabled and elderly. This population should include

respiratory disease patients and of particular importance.

the unstable patient with recurrent cardio-pulmonary

deterioration. The ALA believes the needs of many patients

with chronic respiratory disease could be better met in

the comfort of their homes instead of resorting to

institutional care. However, the comprehensive needs of

6



of respiratory patients must be met if home health care is

to be a viable alternative to Institutional care.

To ensure proper care and treatment of patients in the nome,

standards shoild be established for health professionalas

and all personnel providing home health care services. In-

clusion of standards should be part of the certification

process of all agencies providing home heialth care services.

1

Thank you for this opportunity to preseht our views.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Williams, we are very happy to have you
with us. We are proud of the work that you do, and it is a particu-
lar honor to welcome both you and Mr. Eaton to this committee.
We will start with you.

STATEMENT OF RUSSELL WILLIAMS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
DAVIS COUNTY MENTAL HEA TH CENTER, FARMINGTON,
UTAH; ACCOMPANIED BY KENN H L. EATON, CHAIRMAN, LEG-
ISLATIVE COMMITTEE, NATIONA ASSOCIATION OF STATE AL-
COHOL AND DRUG ABUSE DI RS

Dr. Wm'. .Ams. Thank you. Mr. 'rman and members of the
committee, I am here today to p nt the views of the National
Council of COmmunity Mental H th Centers with respect to S.
2303, the alcohol, drug abuse and ental health block grant reau-
thorization bill. I might mention t I deem it an honor and a
privilege to be able to represent th National Council of Communi-
ty Mental Health Centers at this ng.

Mr. Chairman, Utah has demons ted its concern and commit-
ment to the residents of the State a Utah by add the needs
of those who are experiencing al hol and drug addressingiction and
mental illness by establishing a corn naive community mental
health system, including the Utah Sta Hospital. The Utah system
has not only addressed the needs of these who are disabled, but has
also been conscientious of the residents of the State of Utah
through the development of a program \which is in harmony with
the conservative fiscal policies of the Stake of Utah.

Within the State, Federal, and local partnership,'-Utah has devel-
oped a statewide comprehensive mental health system that is di-
rectly available to 95 percent of its residents, compared to 86 per-
cent availability within region VIII and juitt over 50 percent avail-
ability nationally.

Utah prides itself on its ability to provide 'comprehensive commu-
nity mental health services to 95 percent of its residents at a per
capita cost that ranks at 50th among the 51 States and the District
of Columbia.
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In 1979, ',tah became the first State in the Nation to expend a
larger portion of its available alcohol and drug and mental health
resources for community-based programs than for institutional
care.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to point out that the community
mental health system is working, and as evidenced in the State of
Utah, works well in helping to provide services to those in need.

The National Council of Community Mental Health Centers rep-
resents over 600 community mental health programs. Community
and comprehensive mental health programs are designed to pro-
vide treatment with the major emphasis on providing services to
the mentally ill at the local level.

Through programs such as these, the majority of our Nation's
citizens have access to comprehensive mental health services that
would not otherwise be available to them, in a setting that offers
the clients an opportunity to remain in the community with family
and friends, at a lower cost than in institutional care.

Revenues for community mental health services flow from many
sources, including the ADM block grant, State government, local
government, medicare, medicaid, private insurer, patient fees, and
contributions. According to a recent national council survey, the
four major sources of funding for community mental health center
activities are: State government, 38.6 percent; local government,
16.1 percent; the ADM block grant, 13.6 percent; and collections,
31.7 percent.

According to a recent survey of the national council members,
the majority of reporting centers provide the following services: in-
patient, outpatient, day treatment, 24-hour emergency, alcohol and
drug abuse, transitional residential, consultation/education, screen-
ing evaluation, aftercare, and prevention.

The national council views the ADM block grant as a foundation
of funding for community mental health services which helps forge
a partnership among Federal and State governments and commu-
nity mental health centers.

It is our position that the ADM block grant should provide a
long-term, stable Federal funding floor to support the ongoing ac-
tivities of community mental health centers. Although community
mental health center funding comes from a myriad of sources, the
ADM bloLk grant remains the only Federal program with the sole
focus of funding community mental health services.

Mr. Chairman, the council applauds your bill, S. 2303, because it
embraces the fundamental objectives and goals that the national
council views as necessary for extending alcohol, drug abuse, and
mental health services to those in need. S. 2303 assures stability to
a proven and effective program by extending the ADM block grant
for 3 years, assures growth through increased authorization levels,

and assures a continuing Federal commitment for the funding of
community mental health services.

Although the national council certainly embraces the chairman's
bill, a major issue related to the allocation of ADM block grant
funds also needs to be addressed.

During the January 1984 National Council of Community Mental
Health Centers Board of Directors meeting, the Board unanimously
approved a recommetidation for changing the ADM block grant

71
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funding formula. The details of the national council's recommenda-
tions are described in my written statement.

Of course. Mr. Chairman, the national council would like to see a
new formula based on the concepts outlined in the written state-
ment enacted into law as soon as possible. We want you to know
that we stand ready to assist and would like to participate with the
committee in developing such a formula.

However, if the formula is not going to be altered in this reau-
thorization, we would appreciate your willingness to consider
changing the funding formula report deadline to November 1985 in
order to reduce uncertainty among a number of States and so that
States can depend on at least an annual cycle of stable funding.

At this point, Mr. Chairman, I would like to address four final
items regarding S. 2303.

First, I would like to address the proposed authorization levels in
S. 2303. Although the proposed bill allows for growth over the next
3 years, the proposed 1987 authorization levels would still fall
below the current fiscal year 1984 authorization level of $532 mil-
lion. Moreover, we are concerned that the proposed authorization
levels, which represent only a 9-percent increase over the next 3
years, will not allow for maintaining the current service levels,
much less allow for services to be extended to unserved areas or to
expand to meet the unmet needs of the mentally ill in our commu-
nities.

Therefore, we would urge the committee to raise the authoriza-
tion levels in S. 2303.

Second, the national council endorses the data collection provi-
sion in S. 2303. We are especially pleased that the data collection
tool would be developed with the input of all concerned parties.

Third, the national council welcomes the proposed separate au-
thorization in S. 2303 for a special demonstration for the preven-
tion and treatment of alcoholism, alcohol abuse and drug abuse
among women. As you. Mr. Chairman, have clearly pointed out, al-
cohoa..:7-., and drug abuse among women is a rapidly growing prob-
lem in our society, and we need to develop programs to meet the
unique needs of this underserved population.

This demonstration provision represents an important step, but
there are other groups, for one reason or another, who are not able
to access the alcohol, drug abuse and mental health system, and we
need special programs developed for them also.

The national council would suggest to the committee that consid-
eration be given to establishing other separate demonstration ini-
tiatives outside of the ADM block grant for these other under-
served populations and to provide for the development of alcohol,
drug abuse and mental health services to those in need in areas
where these services are inadequate or nonexistent.

Fourth, in order to assure maximizing the utilization of ADM
block grant revenue for direct clinical services, the committee is re-
quested to evaluate the need to continue the administrative allow-
ance provision at the current 10-percent level.

In addition, the national council urges the committee to restate
the current provisions of the law prohibiting States from supplant-
ing State revenue with ADM funds and also from supplanting
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funds already obligated to community mental health centers to
complete the 8-year start-up cycle.

Finally, it is recommended that the committee reiterate that
community mental health centers, at a minimum, continue to pro-
vide the comprehensive range of services as described in existing
law.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, the national council appreciates your
ongoing leadership and support in the fields of mental health, alco-
holism, and drug abuse. We are pleased to have had this opportuni-
ty to appear before you today and look forward to continuing to
work with the committee in obtaining early favorable ection on S.
2303.

At this time I would like to entertain any questions that you
may have.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Williams and responses to ques-
tions submitted by Senators Hatch and Grassley
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am Russell

' Williams, Executive Director of the Davis County Community Mental

Health Center, which is located in Farmington, Utah. I am also a

member of the National Council of Community Mental Health Cen-

ters' Woad of Directors and serve on the Board's Public Policy

Committee. I am here today to present the views of the National

Counc114'of Community Mental Health Centers with respect to

S.2303, th. Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Block Grant

reauthorization bill.

The National Council commends you, Mr. Chairman, for your

timely introduction of legislation to extend the Alcohol, Drug

Abuse, and Mental Health Block Grant for another'three years. We

especially oppreclate your commitment and hard work in seeking to

assure that tnts iiroqram is placed on sound footing and allowed

to 3r,4w over the next few years.

'Itah hat, Aemonstrated its concern and commitment to the rest-

dent; in th.. State of Utah by addressing the needs of those who

are x:ri.encini alcohol and drug addiction and mental illness by

estahlishina a comprehensive community mental health system in-

tao utth State Hospital. The Utah system not only ad-

tho:;(. who are disabled, but it has also been

con.,cientious nl the residents of the State of Utah through the

de.e16pment 01 A program Witch is in harmony with the conserva-

r'tve :iolt.-,es that .mist in the State. Within the state,

ant ;,iltnership, Utah has developed a statewide

compretwnir- coma,w,iti montal healtlp system that is directly

7 . )
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available to 95% at its residents compared to 869 availability

within Region 8, and just over 501 availability nationally. Utah

prides itself it its ability to provide comprehensive community

Dental health services to 95% of its residents at a per capita

rate that ranks it 50th among tht 51 states and the District of

Columbia. in 1979, Utah became the first state in the nation to

expend a larger proportion of its available alcohol and drug and

mental health resources for community-based programs than for

institutional care, thus, reinforcing Utah's commitment to pro-

vide appropriate care to the residents of the State of Utah in

the least restrictive environment. Bylatoviding services in the

optimal therapeutic environment, we have been able to drastically

reduce Institutionalization and provide appropriate services to a
7

larger number of individuals at a reduced cost to the residents

the State of Utah. As is demonstrated in the State of Utah,

the comprehensive community mental health system is working.

The National Council of Community Mental Health Centers re-

presents over 600 community mental health programs nationwide.

These proyi,rms provide needed mental health, alcoholism, and drug

abu,;(! services to people of all ages and disability groups. Com-

muiif-y mental health piograms are designed to provide comprehen-
6.

%ive tratrnt with a major emphasis on providing services to the

mentally ill at the local level. Through programs such as these,

a mo)ority of out nition's citizens have access to comprehensive

mental health services that would not otherwise be available to

76
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them in a setting that offers the client an opportunity to remain

in the community with family and friends at a lower cost than

institutional care.

Revenues for community mental health t,ervices flow from many

sources, including the ADM Block Grant, state governments, local

governments, Medicare, Medicaid, private insurors, patient fees,

and philanthropic contributions. According to a recent National

Council survey, the four major sources of funding for community

mental health center activities are state governments (38.6%),

local governments (16.1%), the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and mental

Health Black Grant (13.6%), and collections (31.7%). According

,tu a recent survey of National Council members, the majority of

reporting centes provide the following services: inpatient,

outpatient, day treatment, 24-hour emergency, alcohol and drug

abuse, transitional/residential, consultation/education, screen-

ing/evaluaton, aftercare, and prevention.

National Council views the ADM Block Grant as the founda-

tion of funding for community mental health services which helps

Large a partnership among federal and state governments and com-
a

manity mental health centers. It is our position that the ACM

Block Grant should provide a long-term, stable, federal financial

floor tp support the ongoing activities of community mentil

health centers. Although community mental health centers' fund-

ing comes from a myriaa of sources, the ADM Block Grant remains

the only fedral program with the sole focus on fundint community

mental health :rwic .-n.

7er
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Mr. Chairman, the Nati.lnal Council applauds your bill,

5.2303, because it embraces the fundamental objectives and goals

that the National Council views as necessary for extending alco-

hol, .'.Rug abuse, and mental health services to those in need.

S.2303 assures stability to a proven and effective program by

extending the ADM Block Grant for three years; assures growth

through increasing authorization levels, and assures a continuing

federal commitment &or the funding of community mental health

services.

Although the National Council certainly embraces the Chair-

man's bill, S..:303, a major issue related to the allocation of

ADM nlok Gr.int funds also needs ,to be addressed. As you know,

Mr. Chairman, in enacting the ADM Block Grant as part.of the

Omnibus Heceneiliaton Act of 1981, Congress decided to distri-

bute the ADM funds according to the amount of alcohol, drug abuse

and mental health dollars that were in the states in 1980 and

19H1. At that time, Congress intended that this funding formula

would be an interim step until a formula could be developed based

on some measures of "need."

nurLnq the January 1984 National Council of 'Community Mental

Health Centers' Board of Directors meeting, the Board unanimously

approved a recommendation for changing the ACM Block Grant formu-

Ia. The National Council's position proposes that no state's ADM

funding be reduced below the FY 84 level. Second, the position

also states.that all "new' money above the FY 84 level be distri-

but to tilof;e ,tats; that would have gained from an immediate

76
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S

change in a new Congressionally adopted formula. 'For example, a

state currently receives $3.6 million from the ADM Block Grant.

It for instance a new formula were to be based on 508 population

and 508 per capita income, that state would gain around $4.3

tailttop Undef the NCCNHC recommendation, all "new" money above

the FY 84 level would be distributed to states like the one in

41 tilts example in proportion to the amount they would have gained

under the,new Congressionally adopted formula. Third, the dis-

tribution of all "new" money above the FY 84 level would be dis-

tributed according to some measures of need, such as population

and state revenue raising \ pacity. Fourth, when those states

like the one described above, which would receive all "neN...iii090y

above the FY 84 level, reach the total level of funding they

would have gained ("maximum gain level") with an immediate change

is the formula, then any additional funds above the "maximum gain

Level" would h. distributed to all states, under the new Congres-

sionally adopted tormula.

Of cours, Mr. Chairman, the National Council would like to'

twe a new tormula bas-d on the concepts just outlined enacted

into law as soon as possible. We want you to know that we stand

ready to asst..;t and would like to participate with the CoMMittee'

in developinq suc.711,a formula. However, we understand the time

constraints under which the Committee and Congress must operate

during thts sesnion, and therefore, recognize the reasons wtly

4.2inl requ,sts this Secretary of Health and Human Services to

submit to Congr..is reportNied recomitiendftions regarding the ADM

st.

C.
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Block Grant funding formula by April 1, 1985. 'Mr. Chairman, the

National Council supports your strong commitment to addressing

the tunding formula issue in a most tamely fashion. However, if

the formula is not, going' to be altered in this reauthorization,

we would appreciate your willingnesSto consider changing the

funding formula report deadline to November 1.985 in order to

reduce uncertainty afong a number of states; and so that states

can depend on at least an annual cycle of stable funding. N4

At this point, I would like to take a few minutes to discuss

four final items regarding 5.2303.

First, I would liketo address the proposed authorization
. I- /4

levels in 5.2308. The propose- Ismks of funding in type bill are

$472.4 million in FY OS, $486.5 million in FY 86, and $501.1

million in FY 87. Although the proposed bill allows for growth

over the next three years, the proposed FY 87 authorization levei

would still tali $31 million below the current FY 84 authoriza-

tion level of $532 million. Moreover, we are concerned that the

proposed authorization levels, which represent only a 94 increase

over the next three years, will not allow for maintaining the

current srvwe levels, much less allow for services to be ex-
.

tended to unerved areas or be expanded to meet the unmet needs

of the mentally ill in our country. Therefore, we would urge the

CoSoittee to ra the authorization levels in S.2303.

Second, the National Council endorses the data collection

pcovt4kon included in 5.2301, which requires the Secretary of

Halto and Human Services, in consultation with nalgional organ-

SO
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izations, to develop model criteria and formAs for the collection

of data and information with respect to services provided under

the ADM Block Grant. We are especially pleased that the data

collection tool would be developed with the input of all col-

eerned parties. This process will assure that the final product

would be of value4o those who would use the data. Certainly we

need more comprehensive information so that all of us, which in-

eludes community mental health centers, states and the federal

government, can better determine the mental health needs of the

general public-.4and develop appropriate programs to meet those

needs.

Third, the National Council welcomes the proposed separate

authorization in 5.2303 for a special.demonstration for the pre-

vention and treatment of alcoholism, alcohol abuse, and drug

abuse among women. As the Chairman so clearly pointed out n his

introductory statement to 5.2303, alCbholism and drug abuse among

women is 0 rapidly growing problem in our society and we need to

develop programs to meet the unique needs of this underserved

population. Thi; demonstration provision represents an important

step, but there are other groups, for one reason pr another, who

are unabi. tcfaccess the alcohol, drug abuse or mental health

systems, and hued 'special programs developed for them. The Na-

tional Council would suggest to the Committee that consitieration

be given to estahlishing other separate demonstration initiatives

outside of the Aee Block Grant for these other underserved popu-'
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lations and to provide for the development of alcohol, drug abuse

and mental health serviceW to those in need in areas where these

services are inadquate or non-ezistant.

Fourth, in order to assure maximizing the utilization of ADM

Block Grant revenues for direct clinical services, the Committee

is requested to evaluate the need to continue the administrative

allowance provision at the current 108 level. In addition, the

National Council urges the Committee to restate the current pro-

. visions of the law prohibiting states from supplanting state

revenue with ADM funds and also from supplanting funds already

obligated to community mental health centers to complete the

eight year start-up cycle. Finally, it is recommended that the

Committee reiterate that community mental health centers, at a

minimum, continue to provide the comprehensive range of services

as described in exsiting law.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, the National Council appreciates

your ongoing leadership and support in the fields of mental

health, alcoholism, and drug abuse. We are pleased to have had

this opportunity to appear before you today, and look forward to

continuing to work with the Committee in obtaining early favor-

able action on 5.2303.

I would be pleased to answer any questions that you have at

this time.

38-764 0 - 134 - 6
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March 28. 1984

The Honorable Orrin G. Hatch
Chairman, Committee on Labor and Hunan ResourEes
United States Senate

Washington. D.C. 20610

Dear Senator Hatch:

Please find enclosed g answers to your questions. Thank you tor

the oppOrtunity to testify before the Labor and Wan Resources
Committee with respect to S. 2303. the Alcohol. Drug Abuse and

Mental Health Block grant. If I can be of further help, please

- let aie know.

Sincerely,

Russell A. Wiillans, Ph.D.
Board of Directors, National Council of

Community Mental Health Centers

RAW/Jw

Enclosures

9
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DR. RUSSELL. WILLIAMS' ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS

Question I.

for the most part ADAM Block Grant funds are going to services for the
chronically mentally ill. However. greet care needs to be taken in pursuig
the continuity of care to those suffering from mental illness. There is a
tendency in same areas to use limited available resources to address the housing
needs of the chronically mentally ill or to provide case management to the
chronically mentally ill. Although both deserve serious consideration, treatment
is of absolute necessity and without availability of comupreheesiveness of'services
much of what has been gained in the last 20 years could be lost, such as,'crisis
intervention, emergency services, outpatient services to children and youth,
etc. There are several underserved populations, such as, children and youth,
alcohol and drug, and elderly; however. for the most pert this is a function
of availability of revenue not because of availability of effective programs.

Question 2.

As stated in nor oral and written testimony, there are programs that exist to
meet the needs of women who are experiencing alcoholism or drug abuse. However.
these programs are incomplete, and I strongly support your intention as proposed
In the authorization in S. 2303 to develop additional worthwhile programs for
women suffering from alcoholism and drug abuse. There are specific areas,
such as, Identification and working through the denial system that exist for
women.

Question 3.

There is an effective data collection effort being conducted at the state and
local levels. Because of the uniqueness of this data, it is very difficult
to develop national norms, criteria, and goals; therefore, we strongly support
the data collection proposal in S. 2303. At present, it seems post reasonable
that National Institute of Mental Health would be the appropriate agency to
tailor this type of effort; however, it is extremely important, in our opinion,
that this effort be conducted conjointly with states and with the providers
of services by working through organizations that are now in place to represent
them such as the National Council of Community Mental Health Centers.

sAtion 4.

We strongly support prevention programs and their inclusion in the basic
services required under a provision of the ADAM Block Grant. We do not feel
it appropriate. hoidever, to designate a fixed percentage to be specifically
allocated to one or the other element of service.

84
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QUESTIONS FOR MR. RUSSELL WILLIAMS, PRLSIDCNT, NATIONAL COUNCIL
commuNrmiwirrwintiq-CENTERs FROM SENATIMIWAlinEZUSSLEY

1) I know of the gor work that community mental health centers do.
Or. Mary Carman of Prairie View Community Mental Health Center
in Newton, Kansas, told the Subcommittee on Aging, which I
chair, at our last hearing, about the excellent program she
runs there for the elderly.

I would like to know however, how you respond to the statement
ma foi the record by the National Alliance for the Mentally
111 to the effect that the community mental health centers
are not serving the chronically, mentally ill.

21 You suggested that the Committee evaluate the need to continue
the administrative allowance provision of the block grant at
the ten percent ILvel.

Is it your position that some of these funds he shifted into
direct clinical services?

As Chairman of the Subcommittee on Aging, I an particularly
interested in the welfare of the elderly and how the programs
this Committee oversees affect them.

If this Committee authorizes the new program for women in
S. Z103, should elderly women be identified in the legislation
as a group which should receive special attention? After all,

It nut the case that elderly people use sort vrescription
and over-thecounter drugs than other population groups, and
that there is alcoholism among older people too"!
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DR. RUSSELL WILLIAMS' ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS

Question 1.

for the most part ADAMH Block Grant funds are going to services for the
chronically mentally ill. However, great care needs to be taken in pursuing

the continuity of care to those suffering fnmn mental illness. There Is a

tendency in some areas to use limited available resources to address the housing
needs of the chronically mentally ill or to provide case mana;eoent to the
chronically mentally ill. Although both deserve serious consideration, treatment
is of absolute necessity and without availability of compretensiveness of services
much of what has been gained in the last 20 years could be lost, such as, crisis
intervention, emergency services, outpatient services to children and youth,

etc. There are several underserved populations, such as, children and youth.
alcohol and drug, and elderly; however, for the most part this is a function
of availability of revenut, not because of availability of effective programs.

geestton 2.

As stated in my oral and written testimony, there are programs that exist to
meet the needs of women who are experiencing alcoholism or drug abuse. However,

these programs are incomplete, and I strongly support your intention as proposed
in the authorization in S. 2303 to develop additional worthwhile programs for
women suffering from alcoholism and drug abuse. There are specific areas,
such as, identification and working through the denial system that exist for

women.

Question 3.

there is an effective data collection effort being conducted at the state and

local levels. Because of the uniqueness of this data, it is very difficult
to develop national nor' s, criteria, and goals; therefore. we strongly support

the to collection p, ,sal in S. 2303. At present. it seems most reasonable

gatha tional Institute of Mental Health would be the appropriate agency to
tailor this type of effort; however, it is extremely important, in our opinion,
that this effort be conducted conjointly with states and with the providers
of services by working through organizations that are now in place to represent
them such as the National Council of Community Mental Health Centers.

Question 4.

We strongly support prevention programs and their inclusion in the basic
services required under a provision of the ADAM Block Grant. We do not feel

it appropriate, however, to designate a fixed percentage to be specifically
allocated to one or the other element of service.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Dr. Williams. We will have Mr.
Eaton testify, and then I will have sane questions for both of you.

Mr. Eaton.
Mr. EAToN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am extremely pleased to

be here to share our views about proposed legislation and about the -
problems that still remain in the alcoholism and drug abuse area.

I cannot help but reminisce about being in a room not far from
this one about 15 years ago when the United States Senate for the
very first time addressed formally the problems of alcohol abuse
and alcoholism. That led to legislation and eventually evolved into
the issues that you are dealing with today.

It makes me as an American citizen so pleased to see the leader-
ship of our Nation,' especially our Senate, looking at these problems
and dealing with them so productively. In addition to reminding
you of some additional problems, I wish to point out some very
good things that have happened as a result of the leadership that
has come from the Senate and ultimately, from this committee.

I have taken the opportunity, by the way, to consult, with several
other national organizations, and in addition to representing the
National Association of State Alcohol and Drug Abuse Directors, I
also sepresent and serve as legislative chairman for the Alcohol
and Drug Problems Association of North America. We have con-
sulted about these issues with the National Federation of Parents
for Drug-Free Youth, the Therapeutic Communities Association of
America, the Association of Labor-Management Administrators
and Consultants on Alcholism, which operates at a national level,
and with the National Council on Alcoholism [NCA]. I understand
you will be receiving separate testimony in written form from NCA
and perhaps some others.

We do have a grim circumstance, but let me make two or three
points that are very positive. In the 15 years that ensued the first
inquiry by the U.S. Senate, we have seenochanges in the legisla-
tion, but every single State has continued the agencies and the pro-
grams which were spawned by that early Federal legislation in the
early 1970's. And their financial commitment has very, very
dramatically. They are now in financial terms afrosT the senior
partners of the State-Federal partnership, and though it's giving us
some difficulty, I think it is working very well.

There are some signs, as we have been hearing, that drug-taking
behavior of teenagers who stay in school may be beginning to
change for the better. This is not yet showing up in our treatment
clinics as a reduced demand for services, but it's a very promising
sign. We are encouraged to see that kind of changing signal.

In the private sector, chemical dependency treatment has become
a booming new part of the health care industry, and we are seeing
growing instances where third-party payersinsurance companies,
Blue Cross-Blue Shieldare now seeing the wisdom of making re-
imbursements available for chemical dependency treatment.

Volunteerism is growing as a result of these efforts. We have
seen the development of new and very significant organizations at
the national and local level, including the National Federation of
Parents for Drug-Free Youth, many groups against drunk drivi
(for example, Students Against Drunk Driving). They have made
very significant contributions to our entire Nation s leadership

8'7
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effort. Today, compared to that circumstance of 15 years ago when
you began, hundreds of thousands of Americans have now a fair
shot at life because treatment services are available to them, and
they can deal with their problems.

So your efforts are paying off, and the partnership is paying off.
We congratulate you for your interest in continuing and commend
your prompt action to renew the block grant authorities as your
1 lation has proposed.

There is yet another side to that coin. We still have 10 to 15 mil-
lion people in this Nation who suffer from alcoholism, and more if
you include drug abuse. About 33 percent of all Americans have
used an illicit substance or a prescription drug for some nonmedi-
cal purpose; 76 percent of children who arc4 abused have at least
one alcoholic parent. Drunk driving crashes, as you know, have
become perhaps the leading cause of death among American teen-
agers. Drugs are now beginning to enter that circumstance in addi-
tion to the use of alcohol.

Fully 10 percent of all of our Nation's deaths are alcohol-related,
and 15 percent of the Nation's health care costs might be avoided if
we could eliminate alcoholism and alcohol abuse. Much of this, in
fact, can be saved by providing more treatment at earlier stages of
alcoholism and by a stronger commitment to educate the American
public.

We have recently seen a 33-percent increase in heroin use which
leads to a hospital emergency room visit. This predominantly
occurs in our cities. This is frightening, for Marty reasons, especial-

' ly the fact that active heroin addicts each commit an estimated 350
crimes annually. Cocaine overdoses are increasing at quite a simi-
lar rate.

I will not continue to paint the grim details, because I know you
have heard this, and this committee is very well aware of thine
kinds of problems. What I am. proposing, however, is that we have
a picture which says we have made a lot of progress but we have a
long way tc go. This is the right time for us to assess very carefully
the continued nurturing of the State - Federal partnership which
was begun so many years ago and continued by.the block grant leg-
islation.

A few specifics. We concur with the points that were made earli-
er by Dr. Williams about the allocation formula. There are some
explicit inequities in the fashion with which the funds are now al-
located among the States. We also concur with remarks that were
made by the administration in terms of problems related to chang-
ing that allocation formula. We think the data suggested by the as-
sociation represented by Dr. Williams is a very reasonable
tion in terms of when to require a report about that allocatiOingte:'-
mula.

But I muse point out that the major problem there is not a tech-
nical problem. We can find ways that most reasonable people
would agree by which that allocation might be made. The big prob-
lem is that beginning from the base that we begin, the 19131 pic-
ture, there are going to be at least as many losers as there are win-
ners, and without a significant increase in the total amount of
funds which are made available if a new allocation formula is de-
vised, I think we are going to have a great deal of acrimony among

s
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the States with any recommended change in the allocation formula
because inevitably it will generate many losers as well as many
winners.

The audit requirements that are recommended in the legislation
are very reasonable. We think it makes sense to audit this program
every 2 years instead of every year.

I must make a special point about the data collection references
made in the legislation and stress that we think this is very, very
badly needed. We now have an inadequate intelligence system de-
scribing what's happening around the country with respect to these
problems.

I was interested to note Dr. Trachtenberg's response to some
questions. I think he remains as up to date as he possibly can
about these matters, and yet there were many, many issues about
which he needed to plead very limited information being available
to him and pointed out, as you might recall, that since the block
grants the two institutes basically do not have very much informa-
tion about the service delivery system, about the extent tk wbich
various groups are having their needs met, and so forth.

I think this stresses the need for some kind of uniform capacity
to gather the types of information that we need as a Nation and
which we can use to make policy decisions. We applaud your recog-
nition of this need, and offer to help in any way, we can with that.

We are also especially pleased with your emphasis on women in
the provisions of S. 2146. We are pleased to see the special needs
recognized, as you have. Those provisions I think will do two
things. They will, one, help sharpen the focus that the States are
able to make upon the specialized needs of women and, I hope,
work them into their ongoing funded programs from block grant
resources. It is obviously not going to permit them to expand to
any significant degree any specialized services, but I think it is a
:cry good start. I think the specialized research effort which you
'lave suggested for NIDA and NIAAA is very badly needed. We cer-
tainly support that. I think there will be difficulties :n terms of the
resources that are recommended. I am not sure that it is an ade-
quate effort, but it certainly is a step in the right direction. We ap-
plaud that effort.

There are some other significant needs, as Dr. Williams pointed
out, that we would like you to be aware of and consider in addition
to those of women. One need is the extremely serious situation
which exists in many of our metropolitan areas. This is partly re-
lated to what I mentioned with respect to increased heroin addle-,
tion. For a variety of reasons, including that, our large cities are
suffering an especially serious and very difficult burden. I hope we
can find some way to assist them more diligently than we are able
to at the current time.

The seccrid emerging need relates to the area of drunk and
drugged driving. Most States have enacted new legislation within
the past year, and almost without fail; that requires additional at-
tention and resources from the alcoholism and the drug abuse
treatment community. And it is important to have widely available
assessments to determine who might benefit most from a treat-
ment setting versus incarceration or some other form of punish-
ment from our criminal justice system.
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Young people are beginning to show more and more problems in
terms of demanding treatment. I think there is probably no excep-
tion to the fact that the States are seeing increased needs for treat-
ment of young people and are faced with the circumstance in
which there are inadequate resources. We are dealing with the

. future of our country as we look at young people, and I think it is
very important that we look extremely carefully at this particular
need and do what we can to respond.

In summary, I think that brings me to my final and, perhaps,
most important point, and that is the authorization levels. I will
not repeat the review, because I think Dr. Williams adequately re-

' viewed the circumstance. There have been very substantial reduc-
tions since 1980 and 1981 in the total financial resources that are
being provided by the Federal Government through the States.
This has been managed, 1 think, well, and we have not suffered
unduly, but we are seeing a great many effects of that.

In Michigan, we were required to lose about 10,000 patients in
our treatment system as a result of the combined State cuts and
the Federal cuts. And this has happened across the States.

Because of this reduction, we can look, I think, to next year, if
we are not able to increase the resources beyond the level that
they currently are, to more and more serious problems. We would
very seriously urge the committee to look carefully at the authori-
zation level with a ,view towards increasing it and at least provid-
ing the appropriations committees with an opportunity to carefully
evaluate the need for additional Federal fiends as they go through
the appropriations process.

If we remain at such a low level of authorization, I thin we shut
off the opportunity to look and study that issue very care ully, and
we would be happy to mak%.specific recommendations. But clearly,
I think, increases in the 10- to 12-percent range are called for and
can be justified. These are investments, I think, not additional ex-
penditures. We have some studies that indicate that for every
dollar we spend in alcohol and drug abuse treatment, we get about
$2 return back in the form of increased productivity and decreased
governmental expenses for other programs.

The crucial issue here, I think, is the partnerships,the quality of
that Federal and State partnership. I think you have dealt with
most of those issues. We are very pleased with, as I say, your
promptness in, dealing with the issues. We know the Senate calen-
dar is extremely crowded this year and everybody is going to be in-
volved in lots and lots of horseraces. Thank you for your leadership
and your prompt action: Please count us as willing partners and
collaborators as you continue the legislative process.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Eaton and responses to questions
submitted by Senators Hatch and Grassley
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M -. Chairman, we wish to commend you and the Committee for taking such prompt

action toward reviewing the ADMS block Grant. It demonstrates your obvious canters

.; is important Federal program. Please assume our continued cooperation as you

proceed with the legislative process.

e...x-tent of idle Problem

The Chairman and Members of the Committee are already familiar with the range

:ompleiuty of problems atuch result from alcohol abuse and alcoholism, licit and

drug abuse and addiction. These are problems which impact on every sector of our

.4...ety, transcending socioeconomic levels, race, age and sex. An estimated 10-13 million

Terican adults are problem drinkers or alcoholics and 33 percent of all Americans over

th age of 12 have used an illicit substance or a prescription drug for nonmedical

.14rposes. American. youth have the highest level of drug abuse in any industrialized

.:ion.

No one is immune to the probleiei associated with alcoholism and drug abuse.
,

...eel, all of us have at one time or another observed the human suffering among friends,

.-.:iates or family members caused by these problems. Available data suggests that

akonol abuse is responsible for 13 percEnt of the nation's health care costs and 10 percent

- C'ea-.Is in this country are directly alcohol-related, many of them caused when ycking

drink and drive. Apother problem associated with aasehol abuse was highlighted in

Cy presented a: Inc Fifth National Conference on Child Abuse in 1981 by child abuse
O

soe...1!ist Carol Sullivan. That study found that 76 percent' of the subjects who are

%%4Jised as children reported that one or both of their parents had been alcoholics. In

.on. c.rrent research indicates tnat children of alcoholics are a high risk grow in

of developing alcohol addiction in their adult lives.

kccorcting to data obtained through the NIDA-sponsored Drug Abuse Warning

N.etworkkAWN), the number of hospital emergent room visits as a result of heroin use

-.oreased by approximately one-third over a comparable time period for 19811 the number

92
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af '7ocaine overdoses reported ii the first nine months of 1932 surpassed the total member

o2 such reports for all of 19111. Sixty-she percent of high school students use an Illicit

or a prescriptier drug for nonMedical program before they complete high

sc.lool. In additlop, drug abuse hes a tremendous Impact on the criminal justice system

And the general public as manifested by the fact that heroin addicts alone, when actively

addicted, commit an estimated 330 crimes per Yeer

Mr. Chairman, i am pleased to &polar before yOu and the other members of the

c:ommittee qn Labor and Human Resources on behalf of the National Associations of State

A:cohoI and Driig Abuse Diiictoes, Inc. (NASADAD). NASADAD is a nos-profit

organization whose membership is corprised exclusively of the Diectoes of the officially

designated State agencies responsible for elastic:411m and cfrtig &Ouse treatment and

ventiOn. I will be pleased to answer ropy westions that thetommittee wishes to pose

1-ope, to provide as much specificity as possible wit** regard to the issues before us

. If, however, you require 'additional data, I will be more than pleased to submit any

ca:a for the record. 1

\SOtte Alcohol and Drug Abuse Agenda§

Ne 4: The State Alcoholism Agencies and the Single State Agencies for Drug Abuse

...-entIon were initially created by the States in response to Congressional action in the

:.-yreheretive Alcohol Abuse and AlcohoUsm Prevention, Treatment and Rehabilitation'

1970 and the Drug Abuse 6ffrce and T5eatment Act of 1972, respectivelyato have r
:^..! responsibility in the State to plan and administer a Statewide alcoholismiGx1Jor drug

prevention and treatment network. Under the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1911,

....cis created the Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health Service (ADM) Block Grant

significantly* revised the role of the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and

t. 'holism (NIAAA) and the National Institute on Drug Abuse (MAI, the mandate for

: iese State structures was repeated. However, i am pleas inform you that each
- .

,:ate has chosen to retain this State structure to effects y coordinate State alcohol and

4
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d-ig abuse treatment and prevention services including administration of 'the relevant

portion of the AO hello& Grant.

Because of the prvasiveness of alcohol and drug abuse throughout our nation, all

levels of goverment illehg with tige`private sector must assume substantial responsibili-

tie' in the effort to prevent and treat alcohol and drug abuse and its acconfipanying fiscal

and societal coal! including its devastating impact on individuals and families.

Fedend,State-Local Partnerships

The publicly funded alcohol and drug abusiprevention and treatment network relies

on financial support ifaM all levels of government - Federal, State and tom!. This

partners/0 effort has evolved over theiast two decades with the roles and responslbill-

ties of the various government entities changing over the years. the Federal Govern.'

menrs effortt in the alcohol, and drug abuse fields were to provide national

ieadership and to stimulate State and local goverment participation in the development

iveU-eoordinated and comp. ellens.ve alcohol and drug abuse service delivery system.

A: that tune, State alcoholism agencies and State drug abuse agencies were generally

email, had limited tuthority and low visibillsiy_ within their State governantis and State

r-

and local financial support of community based service programs was very limited with

:rle -*table esceptibn of a few States.
!Sr . .1

encouragement ..tom the Federal government, houstver, the States soon

ass.vned a significant portion cif' the responsibility for allocatiniand monitoring not only

:nee owl State revenues fbr alcohol and drug tibiae services, but also for allocating asc
r

monitoring Federal dollars awardegFalits within the States for alcohol'.

related services\and programs. lichen the ADMS Block Grant was authorized in I1States had been receiving the
..

lf
A project grant sett*ViCe dollars through a. mechinism.

sinilar to the Block Grant for al yeass - the Statewide services contract - ardVere

al y responlible for allocating and monitoring Federal monies. Also, at the time of the

. Illagis pram authorization. Federal officials were considering switehingt1 to a

If.
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s
services funding mechanism for the Federal alcoholism project grants, most of

, ot°
tnat tune were Del mitered by NIAAA. In fact, five States were

in a demonstration oject to test the feasibility of the Statewide services

grant mecharusm for alcoholism project grants. Both the alcohol add drug Ouse formula

g-nts were awarded directly to the State alcohol and drug agenq,, which in turn

allocated the ototlari where they were needed most. The States were, therefore,

r-sponsiele or administering three-fourths of the programs eventually *aided into the

-onol and drug portion of the ADMS Block Grant program.

Over ttie past twenty years, the local units of government have also assumed major

responsibilities for the dev1opment of comprehensive alcohol and drug abuse programs at

4 me community level. Major urban areas, in particular, are the site of extensive,

prehensiye, giblicty-Tunded gervle. delvery systems which were developed to address

nojor alcohol and drug abuse problems which occur disproportionately in many of our

:arge cities. City drug and alcohol Coordinators, whose responsibilities are similar to the

'tate alcohol and drug agency directors, administer these service delivery systems.

t Transition from Categorical to Block Grant!

When the ADMS Block Grant was authorized in 1931, the responsi ities of the

government for the administration of tlie Federal alcohol and drug abuse services

t'programs -were eased lignf.cantly. The ADMS Block Grant, authorized by P.L. 97-35,

.r^ed co-np;e:e acnunistracve responsibility for the Federal alcohol and drug abuse

-^ ..qas over to the States. Already responsible tar administering three-fourths of

me Federal' alcohol and drug abuse programs through a mechanism simitar to the ABMS

Grant. the Spites were well prepared and willing to ept responsibility for

awarding and moniioring thfe service dollars included in the ADMS Block Grant program.

The transition from categorical to block grants for the State alcohol and drug abuse

agencies was smooth} and did not cause disruption in services. All of the 90 States and the
*

*.S. Territories participated tr. the ADMS BI,ck Grant program° during its first yeti.

_ 1i 1
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Fiscal Year (FY) 1982 and have continued in the program ever since with no major

,...:31,:erns arising which relate to the ADMS Block Grant as a funding mechanism.

However, a major cause for concern and one which has hampered many States'

abilities to provide alcohol and drug abuse services to those in need, has been the drastic

-eduction in Federal financial support which accomparued the ADMS Block Grant

'I'''-.-"program. In FY 1980 (the base year arfor the alcohol and drug portion of the ADMS Block

.;:alt) Federal appropriations for the alcohol and drug abuse project and formula grant

programs totalled $332 million. In the current fiscal year, the alcohol and drug portion of

the Block Grant equals $234.5 million a 29.4 percent reduction from FY 1980 levels

without adjusting for inflation. If the inflation rates of 10.4 percent in 1981, 6.1 percent

in 6182 and 3.9 percent in 1983 are taken into account, current Federal funding levels for

.1. oho' and drug treatment and prevention services represent a 42 percent reduction in

reel: 10111U11.

l, The 4ohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health Services Block Grant Amendments of

t

NASADAD applauds Senator Hatch's leadership and efforts to secure a three year

ea.itnOriZatiOd of the ADMS Block Grant program as proposed by Senate bill No. 2303.

: 4ppreciate your willingness to extend the program and to seek immediate action on

: e proposal by the Committee. If I may, I would like to briefly describe NASADAD's

.,...1."rt for particular aspects of the proposed legislation and to express our concern

re4arding the authorization levels.

Three-year Reauthorization

NASADAD concurs with the proposed three-year reauthorization of the ADMS Block

piogram, NASADAD believes that the dice-year reauthorization will provide

cont:nuity and stability to the alcohol and drug abuse fields in their planning efforts. A

fL-iti-year reauthorization will enable the States to canituct long range planning activities
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3 nettle system and will also permit the Committee to carry out complete oversight

nearings without the pressures of reauthorization deadlines.

thorization Levels

NASADAD is extremely concerned, however, over the authoriaato. nets proposed

S. 2303 to. the ADMS Block Grant program in Focal Years 1939. 1987. As I

mentioned previously .in my statement, Federal support for alcohol and drug abuse

.ser vices has been reouced by 42 percent over the past four years. States and cities are

to make ends meet. Many community-based programs are experiencing the

,.nonomenon of waiting lists and of having to turn clients seeking treatment away from

rograms which ark. already operating at ar above -their treatment capacity. The

alcoholics andidrug abusers whose names appear on these waiting lists rarely return to the

toes am a second time.

In addition, with the current emphasis on removing the intoxicated driver from our

;"ways, the ever increasing demand for alcohol and drug services that is being placed on

ban treatment /programs by clients who typically do not have sufficient means to

pay for their serve , and the general increase in public awareness of alcohol and drug

)51ems, our treatment and prevention programs are striving to meet demands which

t...! never been greater, at a time when the Federal share of support for the Federal-

Stee-Local partnership has been reduced significantly.

Because of the drastic decrease in Federal support for alcohol and drug services

-. :mss was implemented in Fiscal Year 1932, N.4SADAD encourages the Committee to re-
,

raluate the autnorization levels proposed in S. 2303. NASADAD realized that the

:A-rent authorization 'evel for $132 million the ADMS Block Grant program is

significantly higher than the FY 1934 appropriation level of $462 million. However, we
r.

...plore and encourage Committee members to leave sufficient room for the Congress to

return Federal support far alcohol and drug abuse services to an adequate level.

a
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As proposed, the authorized level for the ADS'S Bleck Grant in FY 1983 would ble

).P72 million - a two percent increase over the FY 19114 appropriation (which in itself

.--,eatli a 42 percent reduction in Federal support since FY 1980). While we aptilaud

the Committee's willingness to support in increase in the MASS block Grant program

aver the current fiscal year's appropriation, we respect:41y submit that a two percent

increase will result in a decrease in the purchasing power of these dollars when inflation is

taken into account, as it should be.

Rattier than being forced into a struggle for survival, States and cities need to be

supported by the Federal government in their efforts to address the needs of alcohol and

drug abusers across the country. In a survey of the NASADAD membership conducted

during March, 1983 over 94 percent of the States responding reported that en unmet need

fcr Treatment and prevention services exists within their States. Thus, even though a

state may be able to maintain current services levels. this is not enough - there are still

i-ousands of individuals who need and could benefit from prevention an or treatment

sal-. ices.

Recent estimates of the economic cost of alcohol and drug abuse to society have

.!-Q1!-.ted that the costs of alcohol and drug abuse will approach $220 billion in 1982.

!;,.',.:re 5153 billion higher than the estimated costs for these illnesses in 1977. Given the

rap-rity escalating social and economic costs of alcohol and drug abuse and the current

1...rmet need for these services in almost every State, itruld appear to be appropriate for

r Committee to consider increasing the authorization levels proposed by S. 2303.

Rather than increasing the .Federal deficit, a sufficient commitment from the

Federal government to preventing and reducing alcohol and drug abuse, would ease what is

S. rely a significant drain on our economy. In fact, increasing the nation's treatment.
4

would have a direct impact on the Fet;eral deficit since every dollar invested in ^T

-no! and drug treatment is returned directly in the form of increased us revenues. it

38 -784 0 - Fa - 7 98
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:east two additional dollars are returned in the item of decreased government expenses

anc c:Teased economic production.

At Walden Formula Report to Cerenesa

NASADAD recognizes that there have been some discussions within the Confess

a:to the alcohol, drug abuse and mental health constituencies regarding the equitability of

me allocation formula for the ADMS Block Grant. Az the Committee is aware, trite's

ADMS Block Grant allocation is based on the amount of grants which a particular State or

entity within the State received from N1AAA, NIDA or the National institute of Mental

He a lth (NOAH) in Fiscal Year 1960 for alcohol and drug abuse and in Fiscal Year 19111 for

mental health services. While we have examined the equitability of various alternath\

formulas for the ADMS Block Grant allocations, NASADAD has been unable to develop a

sormula which would significantly improve the status of particular. States without taking

away from other States. We, however, are available and willing to work with the

t-:-rtary of the Department of Health and Human Services and appropriate State and

I 'government and provider In an examination of the distribution of

funds allotted to the States as proposed 3.

Because of the complexity of the allocation formula issues and the need to ensure

t...e participation of many government and provider representatives, we agree with the

C rnmittez's willingness to extend by one year the time period within which the Secretary

'met make her recommendations to the Congress. The legislation, as proposed, requires

the Secretary to prepare and transmit a report to the Congress on this issue by April 1,

1985. NASADAD understands and concurs with your decision to extend the report due

date until April 1, 19%.

Audit liferjuleannents

NASA DAD strongly supports the Senator's proposed changes in the ADMS Block

'Grant audit requirements, permittini States to submit their audit of Block Grant funds
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; R two years. as opposed to the current requirement for annual reports. Since States

are permitted to use the AIMS Block Grant funds over two year period It is appropriate

.7 .1.1 audit of those funds to also cover a.two-year period.

Need for Notional Data Collection AL-deities

NASADAD believes it is crucial that a model uniform instrument and process for the

.7-.71:ection of alcohol and drug abuse client, funding and services information be developed

are applaud the Chairman's recognition of this serious problem.

lfUle States were previously required to report data to the Federal government as aFederal

:.-rnt.tion of receipt of Federal funds, these reqvirements were eliminated with the

1 of the ADMS Block Grant. Even though States do not wish to return to the

da, s of extensive mandated repenting requirements which collected data the value and

usefOrtess of which was at times questionable the States and Institutes currently need

;..p -"art for the development of mechanism and process by whkh significant data can be

.1..t-t1 with other States across the nation or even within their own region.

zates have become increasingly "concerned over the lack of data available at the

...nal level which comprehensively and accurately describes the treatment and preven-

t:or. network and its clients.. While a considerable amount of data was collected by

V.:A.", and IN1121.\ prior to the beginning of Fiscal Year 19E2, only limited data has been

..:zcted since tnat time period. In the meantime, States have sought to revise their data

. systems tn make them more responsive to their individual needs. As a result,

agility of States to compare information based on the same d. tie elements and

is being threatened. As responsible State officials, we believe that a uniform

collection tool and process should be jointly developed and implemented by State and

:;.v...tute representatives. Some of these data elerneims that should be incorporatelinto

'nstrument include the following: information on total numbers of clients served by

3.2:erent types of programs; information on client needs, demographic characteristicseand

,.;:vicest information on types and levels of fiscal resources utilized to support proven-

t
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::or. intervention and treatment services; information on oo special need* to+,

Women, youth, drift drivers); information on toe effectiveness and Impact of treatment

an:: prevention programs.

NASADAD is willing to work with the eongrerrand the Sierstary in whatever way

we can to assist in the developmont of a model instrument and proceis which will help the

alcohol and drug fields to better assess the alcohol and drug abuse service delivery

sl.sterns and their clients.

Alcohol and Dm Abuse Among Women

NASADAD also %lobos to express its support for the Chairmait's proposals which

sr- ek to better address the needs of. women. In particular, we support S. 2146, the

Prevention and Treatment of Alcoholism, Alcohol Abuse and Drug Abuse Among Women

'Act of 1933, a portion of which is included M S. 2303.

Of the approeimately 10 million alcoholics in this country it is estimated that as

!...my as one half are females. Until the last 15 years, public agencies and professional

groups paid little attentive' to the validity and necessity for treatment programming

adesigned specifically to respond to the special problems of alcohol and/or drug abusing

women. Althot.gh some progress has been made (some States are regkirting Increased
4.%

at t.cipation by women in treatment programs), the majority of women with alcohol

and/or drug dependency, problems still do not receive or have access to services designed

Ty meet the special needs of the female substance abusing population. There are several

for this phenomenon one of which is that a woman with an alcohol or other drug

problem faces the double stigma of being an addict and a "fallen woman." When a woman

A ;:.1 an alcohol br drug abuse problem begins to cope with her alcoholism or addiction she

frequently faces the problem of desertion by loved ones. According to the National

Council on Alcoholism, it is estimated that whereas 9 in 10 dives stay in marriages with

alcoholic husbands, only 1 in 10 husbands stay in., marriages with alcoholic wives.

Therefore, women with alcoholism or drug abuse problems tend to experience a profound

lk
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sense of isolation accompanied by feelings of guilt and shame. Thine feelings, along with
fl

denial of the problem, often stand in the way of women seeking help.

While several States nave sought to address the' often unique needs of woman

alcoholics and drug abusers, much work remains to be done. The State of liassechusette

has developed, with seven community agencies, several models of epecial programs for

pregnant, drug dependent women. Abe, three halfway houses exclusively for women

Cccriolics have been opened in hlaseachusetts in addition to two new co-ed halfway

no:nis. In New Hampshire, a new halfway house for women has also been opened.

NASADAD, therefore, supports the authorization of a separate program to assist the

States in sharpening their focus upon prevention and treatment of alcoholism, alcohol

abuse and drug abuse among women.
e.

The limited authorization levels for this program, we feel, do not allow for any

;i4nificant expansion of .treatment services. It will, however, permit the States to

d7iitify and plan Or needed prevention and treatment services for women.

The proposed authorization of $2 million annually for each of the Institutes to

increase their efforts related to the problems of women is dearly a step in the right

There are some other significant needs which we hope can be addressed in this

tegisrauon or in some other fashion. One need is the extremely serious situation which

exists in many of our metropolitan areas. For a variety of reasons, dealing with alcohol

ird drug problems within our large cities places an especially difficult burden upon our
e.

mayors and local governments. A second emerging need relates to the area of drunk and

drugged driving. As legislative and enforcement efforts have gained momentum with

regard to the -iletection of drank drivers, increasing demands have been placed on our

treatment systems:. It is important that clinical assessment and treatment resources be

excanded to respond to these demands. Also, in many States, the alcohol and drug abuse

treatment needs of young people appear to be increasit. The future of Do nation

4
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Ina: we respond v..11 s...fficient and appropr.a- prevention and treatment services

resources to meet the needs of our youth.

ki closing, I would liKe to extend NASADAD's appreciation for the Chairman's

uia,ership and in set, reauthorization of the Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health

Block Grant. The State Alcohol and Drug Abuse Agencies are extremely pleased

the Block Grant program and its accompanying philosophy that the States and not the

government. are Detter able to identify the need,s of their citizens and to

unere Federal support will be of most value.

.au again for the opportunity to appear before the Committee today.
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on behalf of the Matirnal Association of State Alcohol
and Drug Abuse Directors, Inc. (NASADAD) I would like to
or.oe again thank you for your strong Leadership and
diligent efforts during the comittee's recant consideration
of S. 2103, the 'Alcohol and Drug Aturreand mental health
Amendments of 1484." 1 would also like to thank you for
your willingners to listen to the alcohol, drug abuse and
mental health constituencies' concerns and your invitation
for trAsADAi. to appe.1 before the Committee during your
nybounty 22nd hearing on the health block grants.

Encloeed are our responses to written questions
uubmitteu by the Committee following the rebtuary hearing.,
:f I hey be of :urther assistance please do not hesitate
rte efmtsct

lairlomure
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Sincerely,

1- ...

V `.

(
C

Kenneth Eaton
legislative Committee chainsan

441 Nona Capitol. ?lost. kW. Das Oa Wasidoss, D.C. MIN MD 7104110
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From your experience an a state official combating subetance

abuse, what kinds of treatment programs are needed Or women

who abuse subetaneen? Do women really need different services

,than those currently'Offered? 0
"

Mr. Chairman, the treatment need*
.
of Women are often mere

complex and at times different than those currently being

nerved by alcohol and drug treatment programs. However. '

treataient Preemie should not be blamed since they LAW

historically had a signiilcantly higher proportion of men

in treatment than *Often and thee treatment has at time tended

to focus on the needs of male alcoholics and addicts. One

sf the major reasons for :he dlsproport tonate repregentxtion

of men in treatment programs talthenigh women represent one

half of the alcoholic and thug alnainq
population, is the

double stigma shier roomer; wits alcohol andfor drug abuse

poelemn face in our society. Not only are woolen. like men,

resistant to admitting they have an alcohol or drug abase

prnhhem, but their families ere quite often unwilling to

accept that the Ate and mother figure is addicted to alcohol

or drug's niece addicted women are often viewed mit:fellen women.'

The Horth"American women's
Cummins:40e states that it in

e.,towmte4 that only one In ten husbands stay in marriages

with al,,,holir wives whereas, nine in ten wives stay in

matfiwq" with alcoholic husbands.

An4:upc barrier ,which inhibits a woven's; participation in

treatment progress is the belief, on her part, that she Will

lose her family as a result of her entry into a treatment

todtao. A single . married or divorced mother who is told absemest

enter a residential treatment
program for the typical 10 day

detoxification rat.d rehabilitetion period is concerned about

who will take care of her children while she is partleigatiirq

it, the treatment program. If she is unable to find anyone

willersh te care for her children or the program cannot provide

tossino for the children then the wean will undoubtedly decide

not to enter treatment nince she reoboo simply "Abeadou" her

!raptly.

Treatment programs for women do not necessarily nee4 to be

solely for women, but can be co-ed facilities which recognise

and are sensitive to the unique, often chronic and complex

needn of rename. Because of the stigma attached to women

ii

olrnholicw and dr addicts many of these women only enter

treatment when eh ic physiological and psychological problenm

are present. The needs must be addressed by the treatment

program it, addition to the alcoholism and drug addiction. rlice,

child care should be provided for women entering treatment and

the fgmily must hr intimately involved in the treatment leavens.

If a mimeo with children must enter a
residential program, ate

should be referred to a halfway house type netting an wooer an
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t
possible so that she may continue to have close ccartact with,
her family on a daily bards. Job training and other services
suet also be provided to women if they are going to successfully
reenter into the community,

Massive public edueation campaigns must be launched le
tNe nationel, State see local levels Co help sap and overcome:
the double stigma attached to female alcohol mad drug abusers.
Preventinh strategies which rocas on reseals alcohol and drug
abusers nest also continue to be developed .95 information on '

'these distributed to the State and wax levels. Familia, and
the ...Iserel public must be educated that alcoholism and drug
addiction are equal opportunity diseases whiter do not. discrarinate
based on ems or race.

o : In current e:, 20 peroert of all funds allocated'for alcohol

oe

and drug enure services are to ti. used for prevention activities.
AR an advocate for preventior activities, I am always interested
in leareing what States are doing to prevent alcohol and drug
abuse. Can you describe same of these initiatives?

In the State of Michigan we are in the rommess of planning the
eVelementation of a health curriculum in the achools throttghout
the State which will include a major focus on alcohol and drug
u9e by youth. MP are also provifing prevention training for
teachers twined on a Grade K-12 curriculum material developed by
the State. Au you spy be aware, the State of Utah racent:y
vpropriated $500,000 for school-barred K-12 curricular. en

edtlticxsal our million dollars were diiPereed to planning districts
Gard vtr population. About $150,000 was allovated to proi4e
sufficient funding to thou districts were the population
allocation would not provide sufficient money for minimum
programming. The Pemaining money was held at the State level to
rend media campaigns, training, evaluation of sdhool-based .

ettletasfeing and demonstration projects. The State of Utah has
nine awarded a contract to Mr. Bernell Boswell, executive nitertow.
cottage Program International, who has testified before this
commerttee.on several occasions, for a community outreach priepaul.
The goal of the program is to directly contact approsimately one
wreet of the population of the State of Utah and to provide
outreach rarticipants with concise, consistent information about
effective methods for the prevention of substance abuse.

follewing is a brief, State-by-State summary which provides
Information on prevention activities in oeveral other States.
The inhermation wan providedby States :.: response to an inquiry
a9 to whether there had been any nigniftcant changes in
treatment or prevention activities. Only the renpormes which
relate to prevention services are included.

ir
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V/STA volunteers, Telephone Pioneers of itererice, and

other volunteer groups increased their efforts in

promoting drug awareness and prevention programs, and

in recruiting more volunteers. Additionally, the

volunteer groupe have joined again in sponsorin4 the Second

Annual Governor's 0:inference on Drug Ransmeness to be held

iL January. 1904.

District
of t

Columbia; /di new State-supported prorame yeti in the area of

prevention, with the primary focus on youth.

Indiansk by policy infitituted early in FY 1963, all State supported

Irr
prevention,plograms must demonstrate direc:progiamming on

alcohol/drugs. Genetic youth develoment/activity services

are no longer supported.

lova: Prevention - The expansion of service consisted of a

geographical expansion. not an expansion of typeisl of

nervipen. The expansion was possible due to an increase

of Pawling.

1)
&wools; The State prevention staff initiated several major prevention

traitors; efforts in Pt 1907 Which will be continued. We have

taken the U.S. Department of Education's School Team Training

to Prevent or Reduce Alcohol and Drug Ahulial design eifd

comfialed thin 5-day residential training in the State of.

Kansas using Kansa* staff. Nine 5-member teams from S school

distritn went through the first cycle. An estimated IS teams

wail receive tt&snino in a June 19144 cycle, These. teams Impact

not only their schools, but their districts and cossminitien.

An extension of school team training is Teaming the Peer

Athletic Group. Kansas piloted this training for 100 114h

school students at one site mid 175 junior high student, at

another site.

(Air Peverf/famly initiative has shifted Irmo formation of

parent groups to training for strengthening families. SS master

trainers fur Dr. Steve Glenn's Model, Developing caviar Young

People, were trained and will" be delivering these concepts,

Statewide.

Minnesota: Some increase in communi4y-based prevention efforts are

anticipated due to the Chemical Pecepleplinesecita project

initiated in November, 1943. Some additional Ames have been

p.vided to the sinnesois Prevention Ammource Center to meet

the increased demand for material, and technical ansistance.

Nebraska; Vun4ing for the Statewide erevention Technical Assistance and

Tr/liming comet (Nebraska Prevention Center for Alcohol and

Drug Abuse/Nebraska Alcohol and Drug Information Clearing House)

Wan cut by $75,000 eliminating the Nebraska curriculum revision

10.7
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Prevention of inicericested driving activities were transferred
to the Midweek& Office of Highway Safety, Department of Motor
Vehicles. Previously -these activities were co- sponsored by
Office of Highway Safety and the Meheasha Division on Alcoholism
anderug Otsego

New
firtakohtt..

Mini grants for $300 or less were awarded to 19 local greearoots
voluntary organizations to suppnrt voluntary prevention activities:

Funding wns awarded to the Statewide Voluntasy Parents NovemInt
(Parents In Action in Nebeeeke/ to provide for coordination via
a hi-monthly Statewide newsletter and smaRriala (Parent Group
Starter KM to support local prevention- oriented parent groups,

The Pilot of the School Community Intervention Program was
initiated in Lincoln, Nebraska high schools with local _private
and public {undo and no State kuPPorti and

The youth drug treatment program on the Omaha Indian reservation
wan changed to a drug/alcohol prevention prcenam for youth. Thin
pregramnatic change VMS requested by the program staff in eesponne
to community needs /eighteen treatment clients were referred to
at he; agencies..

Cat the prevention side during Pe 1901, a change in targettine
anis A principal development. Where prior efforts were centered
on ommunity organization with adults, focus shifted towards ii
similar, but intengive, tergetting of youth featerigg promotions
of peer e4ucation, peer support, and peer count:maim; strategies.

(negro,: Implemented prevention strategies directed at specific target
populations.

fenneylvania, block (rant stipulations with regard to the MO minimum to be
allcuated to prevention/early intervention program; resulted 311
a planned expansion of funding for prevention programn that
.tootled the neimar, of federally funded programs for the previeun
year.

Ve ream t s

Thy first Chemical People program took place in Pittsburgh and
resulted in the formation of more than 100 voluntary groups set
up to participate in prevention end intervention work with the
school aromas. This required additional technical assistance
and resource material from the State Agency.

Mat, employed Prevention/Intervention Spra-iliota have been.
deployed Statewide (9 regions) to stimulate community organization
eiforte and coordinate inereaned prevention activities.
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In the past few years, the President, the Congress and many

State Governor, and State legislators haw actively sought

aolutiona to the terious problems of drunk and driveller driving.

What has been the experience of State elogusl sad drug prevention

and treatment agencies related to these problems?

Ammer: The States are pleased that appropriate
recognition is being

given to the myriad of problems related to drunk and drugged

driving. However, increased attention and focus on these

problem as well as more intensive enforcement efforts have led

to greater de- ,,,as on the existing alcohol and drug service

delivs% both State and local levels. Many States

0 It difficult to respond adequately to

o the i w.1 eanestes for services without

4 eggresponding A case in ivNonrces. The Block Grant mechanism

Nag provided State with flexibility to reallocate some resources

roe other areas t. respond to these gnawing needs. Nevertheless.

acme the demand or services is growing so fast it would be

':jul if the Congrss would consider providing MAO increased

fly resources to assist the States in meeting these needs

',hid. mile from the provision of clinical assessment and screening

sorvict to treatment and rehabilitation.

AxIstioo some national studies indicate a downturn in certain types of

drug abuse among high school seniors. What is the experience

of the States with regard to drug and alcohol abuse among youth?

An The States are encouraged that NIOA's am a high school

seniors irm1icates What appears to be a d. 4 '.er in the use of

certain drugs such as marijuana. Howeve., fact that many

States appear to be experiencing some incre......e ih the demand for

services by youth leads us to interpret these survey results

with Pelee caution. First of all, while there is some downturn

with regard to some drugs, other drugs are continuing to be

abused at high levels while some drugs er.g., cocaine) appear

to be increasing in terms of abuse levels. Also, specifically

with regard to the High School Senior survey, it is important

t . keep in mind the limitations of the sample. It incluees only

high satool seniors in school on the date of the survey. It dhes

not inelude.either high school dropouts or absentees. Also,

as reported on January 5, 1984 by Seeretary.of Cducetion, T.N.

bell, the dropout rate is high and increasing. Whereas, the

percent of ninth graders who went on to graduate from high school

was 77.2 percent in 1972, by 1982 it was only 72.8 percent. in

addition, this dropout rate of over 27 percent is only" the

national average, In some schools, often in Areas with high

rates of drug abuse, the (Troia:est rate is over 50 percent. Finally,

As noted within a report, on a EISRchnical Review on Drug Abuse and

Dropouts that was supporte... by NIDA,
"Solid evidence exists to

support the assumption that drug use is more prevalent among

ahmenteen and dropouts than regular students.' Therefore, we

rnoammh4 that caution be esercieed in attempting to generalize

from data eolfected from high School seniors to other groups.
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U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Grassier

Thank you for the opportunity to submit a written response
to your questions on alcohol and drug abuse which follow my
testimony before the Senate Committee on Labor and Human
Resources in February, 1984 on the Alcohol, Drug Abuse and
Mental Health Services (ARMS) Block Grant. The answers to
your questions which were received by the National Association
of State Alcohol and Drug Abuse Directors (NASADAD) office
on ]ugly S. are enclosed with this fetter.

As Chairman of the NASADAD Legislative Committee I

commend you for the interest which you have demonstrated and
desire to carefully research the problems of alcohol and drug
abuse, particularty as they relate to the elderly and rural areas.
If you desire, NASADAD is willing and able to discuss further
with you and other members of the Subcommittee on Aging the
special alcohol and drug abuse prevention, education and treat-
ment needs of the elderly and would be happy Ord* so at any
time.

For specific information on the incidence and prevalence
of alcohol and drug-related problems in the State of Iowa and
the status of prevention and treatment efforts, I refer you to
the Iowa State of tidal responsible for monitorim and adminis-
tering the publicly-funded treatment and prevention services
network in your State Ms. Mary Ellis of the Iowa Department
of Substance Abuse. Ms. Ellis' address and telephone number
are provided in the response to Question No. 2.

Also, if I can provide you with further information please
do not hesitate to contact me or the NASADAD staff.

Sincerely,

Enclosure

Kenneth Eaten
Chairman, Legislative Committee

IM Nov& CspIrd erred. N.W. Daft OS Woliarlso. D.C. MN Use Mall
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stion I: Would your organization support the proposal made by the National Council
of Community Mental Health Centers here today on the changes required in the funding
formula?

Answer: Our organization is unable to actively support the funding formula as proposed
by the National Council of Community Mental Health Centers because the formula would
benefit some of our members at the same time that it would require other members'
/MIMS Block Grant award to remain at its FY 193$ level for an extended period of time,
without adequate adjustment for inflation. As a national association, we have chosen to
stilmort the provision included in S. 2303, the ADMS Block Grant renewal legislation which
would require the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services to enter into
an agreement with a nongov tad entity to review the present formula for allocating
funds under the block gradt to determine whether a more equitable formula can be
designed. The Secretary would also be required to report to Congress by October 1, 1985
on the findings of this review and to include any recommendations considered appropriate.

stion 2: You mentioned that alcohol and drug problems place a particularly heavy
on the mayors and administrators of large cities. Could you address the question of

alcohol and drug abuse in rural areas? That is, are there special problems faced by these
programs in rural areas?

Answer: Alcohol and drug treatment and prevention programs in rural areas :sr.% two
rVZris which are not typically encountered by programs In urban areas saw 1 scant

transportation costs and the need for a multi-faceted services program which can address
the treatment and prevention needs of many communities at the same time. Treatment in
rural areas is usually provided by a centrally located service program which covers a
broad geographical area. Ideally, outreach centers are located in several small towns
throughout this broad geographical area. These centers might provide information
services to the local community and refer clients when necessary to the treatment
program. Transportation between the program and centers is a vital necessity and usually
commands a sizeable portion of the program's budget. This is not a problem which Fanner
be overcome if sufficient financial resources are available, however. It is also interesting
to note that a recent review of costs associated with programs in rural versus urban areas
conducted by the Iowa Department of Substance Abuse found that the high transportation
costs associated with rural programs are balanced by the high rent which programs in
urban areas are required to pay.

Also, because of the broad geographical area which they must cover, rural programs
must be able to provide multi-faceted services, services which will not only address the
needs of adolescents involved in polydrug abuse but also services for the treatment of
alcoholism in the elderly or prevention/education services to the local communities.
While urban programs are often able to specialize in providing specific services to a
specific population or age group, rural programs must be able to meet the unique needs of
each client, whether they are 15 or 70 years of age, Black, Hispanic or White since there
is often no other program in the area- Again, this is not a problem which cannot be
overcame. It simply requires careful planning and evaluation and a multi-talented staff.

For a more complete picture of the alcohol and drug treatment end prevention
delivery system in a rural State, I encourage you to,contact Ms. Mary Ellis, Director, Iowa
Department of Substance Abuse, 505 Fifth Avenge, Insurance Exchange Building, Suite
202, Des Moines, Iowa 50319, 015) 281 -it.41. Ms. Ellis is responsible within your State for
the administration of the publicly-funded treatment and prevention servi :es system and
would be able to provide you with up-to-date information on the status of alcohol and drug
abuse services in the State of Iowa.
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Question 3: As you may know, I am Chairman of the Subcommittee on Aging of this.
Committee, and therefore am particularly interested in the welfare of the elderly and
how the programs this committee oversees affect them. If this committee authorized the
new program for women in S. 2303, should elderly women be identified in the legislation
as a group which should receive special attention? After all, is it not the case that
elderly people use more prescription and over-the-counter drugs than other population
groups, and that there is alcoholism among older people too?

Answers The National Association of State Alcohol and Drug Abuse Directors welcomed
t he separate authorization of a program to demonstrate the provision of alcohol and drug
prevention and treatment services to women as provided in S. 2303. We would also
welcome the identification of elderly women in the legislation as a group which should
receive special attention as well as we would support a recognition of the needs of
pregnant teenagers who are sixteen years or older.

It is true that there is a significantamount of alcoholism among the elderly as there
is among the general population. For the elderly, however, diagnosis of this illness is
often confused with the signs of senility and therefore it is difficult to determine the
extent of this illness within this population. Another unique problem appears for the
elderly alcoholic by virtue of the fact. that the elderly are of ten taking significant

t- amounts of prescription or over-the-counter drugs which often can cause life-threatening
situations when combined with alcohol. Doctors and the elderly must be adequately
educated about this potential life-hazard. What is perhaps one of the greatest problems
for elderly persons addicted to alcohol and/or prescription drugs is the acceptance of this
addiction by family members and society in general who feel that he or she "does not have
many years left so let him/her continue the addiction". As a result of this acceptance and
the, at times. lack of detection of the problem in the elderly individual who is often alone
and withdrawn from society, health and psychological problems develop and are
compounded by the alcoholism or drug abuse resulting in increased hospitalization periods
and costs. Addiction causes severe, chronic health problems and interferes with the
addicted individual's ability to lead a normal life. Neither age not sex sivxdd be a factor
in seeking or receiving treatment for this illness.
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The ('HAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Eaton.
Let me ask both of you this question. What programs are cur-

rently being administered that recognize the special needs of
women in the problems of substance abuse, and do you feel that
the program that I have proposed through the reauthorization of
the ADAMH block grant will begin the development of some
worthwhile programs for women? Dr. Williams?

Dr. WILLIAMS. In answer to the first part of your question, there
are programs in existence at this time that do treat women and do
treat the needs of women. For example, in -Davis County in Utah,
where we have treatment, 13 percent of those admitted to our resi-
dential programs are, women, and a littl1 over a fourth, about 23
percent, are women that are admitted into outpatient treatment
programs.

We, in the alcohol and drug field have learned a lot, and we have
grown a lot. However, there is still a lot to be learned, and there is
still a long way to go. NIMH is currently conducting research. The
research they conduct is primarily of an empirical nature. Demon-
stration projects allow for a step between the empirical data and
.mplementation of new data across the entire system. Denionstra-
.ion projects allow us to look at the effects of new data on a demon-
stration area, learn from that experience, and then aply new meth-
odology across the system.

It's difficult to go from empirical research to application without
a step in between, and demonstration projects provide for this step.
Therefore, we support your proposed demonstration project and
will continue to support these kind of efforts.

Mr. EATON. There are several activities going on in all the
States. I think most large communities have a few specialized pro-
grams, and all the States fund some specialized programs for
women. I think the issue is much as Dr. Williams has pointed out.
We are learning more at a time when we do not have resources,
and we're learning that some of our standard approaches to the
treatment of alcoholism and drug abuse are not as appropriate for
many women as they are for the dominant male clients.

The CHAIRMAN. I take it you believe we do need different serv-
ices than what they are presently offering to help women?

Mr. EATON. There is no question that we need different services,
and need to look, I think, at the demonstration concept that you
have suggested.

The CHAIRMAN. I appreciate the testimony of both of you. I am
going to submit written questions to both of you, and I am going to
ask that you get your responses back as quickly as possible so that
we can complete this hearing record. -

I just want to thank both of you for appearing here today.
Dr. WILLIAMS. Thank you.
Mr. EATON. Thank you, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you sa much. .

The final panel of witnesses today is on S. 2311, the Health
Maintenance Organization Amendments of 1984. The panel will

consist of Mr. Michael Herbert and Mr. Robert Rasmussen. Mr.
Herbert is speaker of the house of delegates of the American Medi-
cal Care Review Association tAMCRA) and is president of Physi-
cian's Health Services of Trumbull, CT. Mr. Herbert is accompa-
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nied by Mr. David Main, of Epstein, Becker, Borsidy & Green, legal
counsel to AMCRA.

Mr. Rasmussen is president of the Group Health sociation of
America and is executive director of Prime Health, Inc. of Kansas
City, MO, and of course has been introduced by his Senator from
Missouri, Senator Eagleton.

I am happy to welcome both of you before the committee. Let's
start with you, Mr. Herbert, first.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL HERBERT, SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE
OF DELEGATES. AMERICAN MEDICAL CARE REVIEW ASSOCIA-
TION, AND PRESIDENT, PHYSICIAN'S HEALTH SERVICES.
TRUMBI'LL, CT. ACCOMPANIED BY DAVID C. MAIN, COUNSEL;
AND ROBERT F. RASMUSSEN, PRESIDENT. GROUP HEALTH AS-
SOCIATION OF AMERICA. INC., AND EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
PRIME HEALTH. INC.
Mr. HERBERT. Thank you. Mr. Chairman. It is indeed a pleasure

to speak before you today. My organization, Physician's Health
Services, represents 36,000 HMO enrollees and 650 .participating
physicians in southwestern Connecticut. And as you mentioned, I
am also currently speaker of the house of delegates of the Ameri-.
can Medical Care Review Association, AMCRA. Founded in 1971,
AMCRA, formerly the American Association of Foundations for
Medical Care, is the only national organization which represents
individual practice association-type health maintenance organiza-
tioqjkand other competitive plans.

AllICRA member plans work with industry, labor, insurance, and
other organizations in developing and offering competitive health
programs that emphasize quality assurance and cost effectiveness
through sophisticated utilization review programs.

AMCRA membership currently includes over 140 health organi-
zations representing 34,000 participating physicians and a com-
bined enrollment of well over 2,234,000. Our membership involves
66 federally qualified HMO plans throughout the United States.

Our association is very pleased to have this opportunity to
present its views and recommendations on your bill, S. 2311, the
HMO Amendments of 1984. The members of our association have
followed closely the development of the program of Federal assist-
ance to HMO's over the past 10 years. We believe the Federal Gov-
ernment has contributed generously to the establishment and
growth of HMO's and that this Federal support provided the neces-
sary impetus for the movement of HMO's from an experimental
model to a position of significance in our health delivery system. .

We have now entered a new stage in the evolution of our health
delivery system. All of us are aware of the rapid escalation of ex-
penditures for health services and the strains this growth has
placed on our public and private resources. We are carefully exam-
ining the reasons for health cost inflation and seeking innovative
approaches to the moderation of these expenditures.

We believe the HMO industry has and will continue to make an
important contribution to the solution of our health cost problem
and to the maintenance of accessible and high-quality health serv-
ices. At the same time, Mr. Chairman, we believe it is appropriate

18-784 0 - 84 - H
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to examine the Federal role in the HMO industry to ensure that it
complements new policy directions in other health programs.

At the Federal level, there has been considerable emphasis on re-
ducing the regulatory burden associated with health programs en-
acted over the past two decades. Increasing reliance is being placed
on marketplace incentives as the most efficient and effective means
of allocating resources for health care. For the market to operate
fairly, competitors must be able to compete on an equitable basis.
We see the thrust of your amendments as another step toward the
establishment of a level playing field for HMO's and other health
delivery systems.

At this time we believe that the remainirig objectives of the
HMO Act are: One, the maintenance of Federal standards set for
HMO's; and two, the assurance of consumer ..access to HMO's
through the dual choice mandate.

The financial assistance which has been available to HMO's
through the grant, loan and loan guarantee provisions of title XIII
of the Public Health Service Act is being rbplacecl by the upsurge
of private investment in the industry. This improving climate for
HMO access to the private capital market could not have occurred
without the early Federal support. However, we do not believe it is
necessary to retain these authorizations in the law except in the
case of those organizations with existing commitments for Federal
assistance.

We would like now to call your attention to our comments on se-
lected provisions of S. 2311.

Section 2 of the bill removes the requirement for federally quali-
fied HMO's to community rate any supplemental benefits which
are offered to enrollees. As the market for health services has
become increasingly competitive, attention has focused on the
design of benefit plans that are responsive to the needs of the mar-
ketplace. Our members believe that if HMO's are to compete effec-
tively in these markets, as I believe they indeed can, some flexibil-
ity in the rating process of benefits offered by HMO's is both essen-
tial and fair.

Section 2 of the bill recognizes that HMO's are vying for mem-
bers in the same market as conventional insurers and self-funded
employer plans. While HMO's derive considerable cost saving ad-
vantage from their effective management of health services and
their patterns of practice, it is difficult to remain price competitive
in the supplemental benefit area if HMO's must use community
rating as the basis of premiums.

In 1981 Congress recognized this problem and included in the
HMO amendments that year a modification in the required meth-
odology for establishing HMO premiums. Community rating by
class permits the consideration of factors which have been associat-
ed with the use of health resources to be reflected in HMO rates.
Section 2 continues this type of flexibility for the determination of
premiums for supplemental benefits. AMCRA supports the enact-
ment of section 2.

In section 3 of your bill, Mr. Clmirrnarwou have proposed elimi-
nating the requirement for private HMO's to include at least one-
third of their members on their governing body. While we support
the appointment of HMO members to the governing body of their
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plan, we believe that it is not necessary for such a requirement to
remain in title XIII. The members of our association promote par-,
ticipation in their enrollees on governing boards and in a variety of
other roles. At the same time, the repeal of this provision as pro-

. posed in section 3 would be consistent with efforts tsi reduce the
regulatory burden of the act, and it has our support.

As we testified before this committee in 1981, we believe that
-funding for HMO development and initial operations should come
from private sources. The purpose of this funding under the origi-
nal act was to provide a catalyst for the growth of the HMO model.
It was never intended to be a perpetual source of financing for
mature organizations. The provisions in sections 4, 5, and 6 would
repeal the authorizations for appropriations to support new grants,
loans, and loan guarantees for operational support and the con-
struction or acquisition of ambulatory care facilities. AMCRA sup-
ports enactment of these sections, recognizing that those organiza-
tions with existing commitments will be held harmless by such a
repeal.

Section 7 of the bill, repealing Health System Agency reviews of
proposed Federal assistance to HMO's, is, in our opinion, a neces-
sary conforming amendment, in view of the fact that such assist-
ance will not be available in future years. Furthermore, it repre-
sents another opportunity to reduce the regulatory burden on both
HMO's and IISA's, and we support enactment of this section.

Mr. Chairman, we also wish- to associate ourselves with your
view, expressed in your introductory statement accompanying S.
2311, that the requirement for periodic requalification of HMO's is
no longer necessary. The departmental review and monitoring pro-
gram, along with the discretion to withdraw Federal qualification
for cause, provides sufficient assurance that statutory standards
and practices will be enforced.

Again, we want to express our appreciation for this opportunity
to participate in these hearings. AMCRA supports the 3-year reau-
thorization you have proposed in S. All of the HMO Act, and we
believe the modifications you have proposed will reduce the Feder-
al regulatory burden appropriately and ensure that HMO's can
compete fully and fairly with one another and with other health
delivery systems.

I will be happy to respond to any questions you may have.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Herbert and responses to ques-

tions submitted by Senator Hatch follow:]
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Mr. Chairman, my name is Michael Herbert, President of the Physicians

Health Services, Trumbull, Connecticut, and currently Speaker ofthe Hoof*,

of Delegates of the American Medical Care and Review Association (ANCRA).

Founded in 1971, ANCRA (formerly the American Association of Foundations

for Medical Care) is the only national organization which represents Individual

Practice Associatfaa -type Health Maintenance Organizations (IPA/HMOs) and otheil

competitive plans. AMCRA member plans work with industry, labor, insurance and

other organizations in developing and offering competitive health programs

that emphasize quality assurance and cost effectiveness through sophisticated

utilization review programs. AMCRA membership currently includes over 140

health organizations representing 34,000 participating physicians and a com-

bined enrollment of well over 2,234,000. Our membership involves 66 federally

qualified HMO plans from throughout the United States

Our association is very pleased to have this opportunity to present our

views and recommendations on your 011, S.2311, the HMO Amendments of 1984.

The members of our association have followed closely the development of the

program of federal assistance to HMOs over the past ten years. We believe

the federal government has contributed generously to the establishment and

growth of HMOs and that this federal support provided the necessary impetus

for the movement of HMOs from an experimental model to a position of signi-

ficance in our health delivery system.

WO have now entered a new stage in the evolution of our heafth delivery

system. All of us are aware of the rapid escalation of expenditures for health

services and the strains this growth has placed on our public and private

resources. We are carefully examining the reasons for health cost inflation

and seeking innovative approaches to the moderation of these expenditures.

We belie* the HMO industry has and will continue to make an important

contribution to the solution of our health cost problem and to the maintenance
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of accessible and high quality health services. At the same time, Mr.

Chairmen. we believe it is appropriate to examine the federal role In the NRO

industry to ensure that it compliments gem policy directions in other health

programs.
rx.

At the federal level, there has been considerable emphasis on reducing

the regulatory burden associated with health programs enacted over the past

two decades. Increasing reliance is being placed on marketplace incentives

as the most efficient and effective Means of allocating resources for health

care. For the market to operate fairly, competitors must be able to compete

on an equitable basis. We see the thrust of your amendments as another step

towards the establishment cf a level playing field for HMOs and other health

delivery systems.

At this time, we believe that the remaining ob4ectives of the HMO Act are:

1. The maintenance of federal standards set for HMOs; and

2. The assurance of consumer access to HMOs through the

dual choice mandate.

The financial assistance witch has been available to HMOs through the grant,

loan and loan guarantee provisions of Title XIII of the Public Health Service

Act is being replaced by the upsurge of private investment in the industry.

This improving climate for HMO access to the private capital market could not

have occurred without the early federal support. However, we do not believe

it is necessary to retain these authorizations in the law encept in the case

of those organiaationi with existing cameitments for federal assistance. We

would like now to call your attention to our comments on selected provisions

of 5.2311.

Comments on Selected Provisions of 5,2311

Section 2. of the bill removes the requirement for federally qualified

HMOs to community rate any supplemental benefits which are offered to enrollees.
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As the market for health services has become Increasingly competitive,

attention has focused on the design of benefit plans that are responsive ty

the needs of the marketplace. Our members believe that if HMOs are to compete

effectively in these markets, as 1 believe they indeed can, some flexibility'

in the rating process of benefits offered by HMOs is both essential and fair.

Section 2. of the bill recognizes that HMOs are vying for members in the

same martet as conventional insurers and self-funded employer plans. While

HMOs derive considerable cost saving advartage from their effective management

of health services and their patterns of practice, it is difficilt to remain

price competitive in the supplemental benefit area if HMOs most use community

rating as the basis of protons. In 1911, Congress recognized this problem

and included in the HMO Amendments that year a modification In the required

methodolooy for establishing HMO premiums. Comity rating by class permits

the consideration of factors which have been associated with the use of health

resources to be reflected. in HMO rates. Section 2. continues this type of

flexibilityler the determination of premiums for supplemental benefits.

AMCRA supports the enactment of Section 2.

In Section 3. of your bill, Mr. Chairman, you have proposed eliminating

the requirement for private HMOs to include at least one-third of their

members on their governing body. While we support the appointment of HMO

members to the governing body of their plan, we believe that it is not

necessary for such a requirement to remain in Title XIII. The members of our

association promote participation of their enrollees on governing boards and

in a variety of other roles. At the same time, the repeal of this provision,

A
as proposed in Section 3. would be coo tent with efforts to reduce the

'regulatory burden of the Act, and it has our support.
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As we testified before this committee in 1981, we believe that funding

for HMO development and initial operations should come from Private sources.

The purpose of this funding under the original Act was to provide a catalyst

for the growth of the HMO model. It was never intended to be a perpetual

source of financing for mature organizations. The provisions in Sections 4.,

S. eh 6. would repeal the authoriiatfoos for appropriations to support new

grants, loans and loan guarantees for operational support and the construction

or acquisition of ambulatory care facilities. *NM supports enactment of

these sections, recognizing that those organizations with existing commitments

will be held harmless by such a repeal.

Section 7. of the bill, repealing Health System Agency reifews of proposed

federal assistance to HMOs, is, in our opilon a necessary confirming amend-

ment in view of the fact that such assistance will not be available in suture

years. Furthermore, it represents another opportunity to reduce the regula-

tory burden on both HMOs and HSAs. We support enactment of this. section.

Mr. chairman, we also wish to associate ourselves with your view,

expressed in yourintroduCtory statement accompanying 'S.2311, that the

requirement for periodic requalification of HMOs is no longer necessary.

The departmental review and monitoring program, along with the discretion to

withdraw federal qualification for cause, provides sufficient assurance that

statutory 'standards and practices will be enforced.

Again, we Kant to express our appreciation for this opportunity to

participate in these hearings. AMCRA supports the three year reauthori-
i

zation you'have proposed in S.2311 of the HMO Act, and we believe the

modifications you have proposed will reduce the federal regulatory burden

appropriately and ensure that HMOs can compete full', and fairly with one

another and with ether health delivery systems.

will be belley,to respond to
any questions you or other members of the

committee may hive. Thank you.
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.-.,.., The Honorable Orrin G. Hatch
Chairmen

r1 Comnittee on Labor and Human Resources
"...

United States Senate
Washington. DC 20510 ae

0164w . "4
1 0 ago Dear Senator Hatch:

44 MN,/U .14 I
' 4440 Hoe

This is in response to your letter of February 41. 1984, in which
you asked me for some additional comments an the following ques-
tions you raised in connection with the proposed Health Maintenance
.....!atlOr9erckmailmemilio of 1964.

question No. 1: Could you explain how an IPA differs from the
mai traditional group or staff HMO?

A health maintenance organization (HO) is a health
cAre plan that delivers comprehens ve. coordinated
Aedical services to voluntarily enrolled members on
a prepaid basis. A roe staff HMO delivers services
4 one or more locat cm a group of physicians
that contracts with the HMO to provide care through
its awn physicians who are employees of the HMO. In
an IPA. or individual practice association/type of HMD,
contractual arrangements are made with doctors in the
community who practice out of their own offices and
see HMO members there. The IPA model contracts with
local hospitals, rather than own their own as do sane
group models. In summery. the IPA builds upon existing
facilities and services.

Question_ No, 2: I understand that one proposal being considered
in some quarters is to eliminate the Section 1312(11)(1) reconsidera-
tion and hearing requirement for the wIthdrawal of Federal
qualifications for an HMO. Do you have a position, on this issue?

In my testimony before your Comniettee on $.2311.
I expressed our agreement with your view that the
requirement for periodic requalificatioe.of HMOs
is no longer necessary. De rtmental review and
monitoring programs. al th the discretion to
withdraw Federaftualifi tion for cause. provides
assurances thst-itatu standards will be adhered

41/1

to. Out, the essence of Federal statute is the
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certification of Federal qualification. We believe

that the reconsideration and hearing features con-

tained in Section 1312 provide qualified HMOs with

an important mechanism to present their side in any

disputes over compliance with the Government's

qualification requirements.

Despite easing of a number of burdensome requirements

applicable to HMOs, the Federal HMO Act as administered

by the Department of Health and Human Services is still

a highly regulatory system. Many of its provisions

are general (such as the requirement that all HMOs

"have a fiscally sound operation" and that they have

management "satisfactory to the Secretary") and open

to subjective and even arbitrary enforcement. As a

matter of due process, it is important that organiza-

tions under such a system have a fair hearing available

to them before federal qualification can be revoked.

This also is consistent with state licensure pro-

tections in most states, and with a policy of avoiding

over-regulation of HMOs. To my knowledge, the wring
requirement has not been onerous or costly, or resulted

in the Department being unable to enforce the Act. To

the contrary, its mere existence has probably made the

Department more attentive to due_ process in the day-to-

day administration of the law. Thus, the current

hearing requirement, originally sponsored by Senator

Hatch, is a wise one and should be retained.

Question No. 3: Other than what we are doing, what steps do you

e eve we could take to improve the competitive climate of HMOs?

First of all, Mr. Chairman, we would like to express

again our support for many of the steps you and your

Committee are taking to improve the competitive climate

for HMO development in the United States by working to

eliminate some of the regulatory burdens imposed by

certain aspects of the Federal HMO law. As I noted in

our testimony,we believe that there must be a reasonable

flexibility in the area of rating benefits offered by

HMOs if competition in the marketplace is to be both fair

and reasonable for all parties. Regrettably, not all

States - some of which also have extensive regulation

governing HMOs - have seen fit to improve the competitive

environment for alternative delivery systems by removing

such barriers as well. It is our hope that both Federal

and State legislators will continue to consider with an
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open mind our requests to reduce all regulatory
burdens that prevent HMOs from competing fully
and fairly with one another and with other health
care delivery systems.

Heavy government regulation is always a barrier
to private investment. We support whatever you
can do to minlmize the regulatory burdens on HMOs
and to maximize government cooperation with in-
vestors' timetables on necessary approvals for
HMOs seeking private financing. Also, lessening
regulatory requirements will improve 11401sv,ability
to be flexible, offer competitive products and
succeed in meeting marketplace demands vis-a-vis
their less regulated competitors.

I appreciate the opportunity to provide these additional views
and to respond to your questions.

Sincerely.

0444"
Michael Herbert
President
Physicians Health Services
Trumbull, Connecticut
Speaker of the House

a American Medical Care and Review Association

MH:j1w
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Herbert.
We note that Mr. David Main is with you.
We welcome him back to the committee.
For those in the room who do not know who David is, he was

minority counsel for the Health Subcommittee when Senator
Schweiker was here and was the ranks minority member. And of
course, Senator Schweiker was my p r on the Republican
side of the committee.

We are very happy to welcome you once again.
Mr. MAIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It's a pleasure to be here.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
We will turn to you, Mr. Rasmussen, now, and you will be our

final witness.
Mr. RASMUSSEN. Thank you, Senator.
I would like my complete statement to appear in the record, and

I will present a summary.
The CHAIRMAN. We will, without objection, place your longer ver-

sion of your statement into the record, and we appreciate your
summarizing.

Mr. RASMUSSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I also ,vould like to acknowledge Senator Eagleton's kind words

about Pnme Health in Kansas City. He has been a great supporter
of ours, and we appreciate his remarks.

As you have noted, I am Bob Rasmussen, president of Group
Health Association of America, GHAA, and executive director of
Prime Health.

GHAA represents over 120 pre id group practice plans, a ma-
jority of the group and staff model health maintenance organiza-
tions in the country. GHAA's member plans serve a roximately
10 million enrollees, 80 percent of the total national i 0 enroll-
ment. Prime Health is a staff model HMO located in Kansas City,
MO, a product of the development under this act, and it now has
over 50,000 members after 7 years of operation.

GHAA is pleased to have an opportunity to comment on Senate
bill 2311, the Health Maintenance Organization Amendments of
1984, recently introduced by you.

We would like to begin by thanking you, Mr. Chairman, for the
very positive introductory statements which accompanied the bill.
We are grateful for your serious interest in HMO's and for your
continued support.

While we have few problems with the specific provisions of your
bill and appreciate your desire to improve the HMO Act in modest
ways, we would nevertheless urge you not to undertake the amend-
ment of the act this year beyond any technical amendments to the
loan fund authority.

The HMO Act, in its present form, is causing no significa It oper-
ational problems for GHAA member plans, and under its pror.-
sions HMO's are currently receiving their strongest support to date
from the employer community. Given these circumstances and the
lengthy and often difficult process b# which the act reached its
present form, we are strongly urging that the act simply be permit-
ted to work and that no changes be considered this year.

Over 10 years after enactment of the original HMO Act, HMO's
have become an accepted part of the health care marketplace and
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their popularity with employers, unions, and consumers alike is im-
pressive. In the past 1 or 2 years in particular, HMO's have grown
in their attractiveness because of their ability to maintain compre-
hensive benefits while achieving significantly lower premium in-
creases than their competitors.

A study by the Massachusetts Hospital Association for the 15-
month period ending in March 1983, showed that health insurance
premiums in the State increased 20 to 40 percent annually, while
HMO premiums increased only 15 to 18 percent. Indications from
GHAA members across the country are that this experience is not
an isolated one. Further, in a fairly recent development, HMO pre-
miums are often lower in absolute terms than those of other carri-
ers despite the more comprehensive HMO benefits.

As a result of our success in controlling costs while maintaining
comprehensive, high-quality care, employers today are more enthu-
siastic in their support of the HMO option than ever before. The
employer community has been awakening to the important impact
it can have as a purchaser of health care services. While some em-
ployers are moving toward benefit packages with higher copay-
ments and deductibles in an effort to hold down premium increases
among traditional carriers, comprehensive HMO coverages are
growing in their attractiveness.

The role of the HMO Act as a backdrop for the impressive mar-
ketplace performance of HMO's has been an important one. While
HMO's could not have succeeded without providing high-quality
care at competitive rates, the HMO Act has been critical to permit-
ting HMO's to gain the entry into the health care marketplace
which has given them the opportunity to prove themselves. The
significance of the dual choice provision in this regard cannot be
underestimated. The provision created the atmosphere in which
employers began to voluntarily offer federally qualified HMO's.

Of nearly equal importance have been the standards for Federal
qualification, which assure that important basic criteria are met in
areas such as comprehensiveness of benefits, fiscal soundness, and
quality assurance.

Currently, the scope of the HMO Act is well known to interested
employers, consumers, and HMO's, and the climate for HMO
growth and development of which it is an important part is highly
favorable. Almost all States have enacted their own HMO regulato-
ry mechanisms, many of which follow the pattern of the Federal
act. These enactments and the 1981 HMO Act provisions sponsored
by Senator Hatch have all but eliminated problems involving HMO
solvency, which arose several years ago. From our perspective,
there Me no changes in the act which pstify opening it for sub-
stantive debate and amendment at this time.

To cemment briefly on the specifics of S. 2311, the provision
which deletes the requirement that supplemental health benefits
offered on a prepaid basis mist be community rated is unnecessary
at this point. While additional flexibility might well have merit, we
have heard no complaints from our members about the present re-
quirement and see no need to alter it this year.

With respect to the proposed change in the board composition re-
quirement, GHAA has long been on record in support of the
present provision mandating that one-third of the board must be
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HMO members. Although seek meaningful consumer input
through a variety of means, the significance of board representa-
tion is widely recognized, and the requirement is not generally
viewed as burdensome.

The proposed amendments to repeal grant and loan authority
and related provisions are not necessary, since funding cannot be
expected to be provided again. And the provisions altering compli-

ance and OHMO reporting requirements, while they may be useful,
are similarly not of sufficient importance to require action this
year.

We support provisions which ensure the availability of loan
funds for the costs of initial operation for those HMO's which cur-
rently hold loan commitments, but these are essentially technical
in nature.

Finally, while we considered the HMO management training pro-
gram to be a significant contributor to the pool of skilled HMO
managers and although t-chnical assistance has been one of the
most successful programs in which GHAA has participated, the
growing number of national HMO firms and national cooperative
management and development efforts is resulting in a sharing of
expertise which has made these governmental programs less than
essential.

In conclusion, in 1970 thefe were only 26 HMO's in the count
serving about 3 million members, while currently there are
HMO's nationally, serving approximately 12.5 million members.
The climate for HMO growth has never been more positive, and it
is now marked by unprecedented employer and consumer accept-

ance. While future changes in the health care marketplace may
call for alterations in the HMO Act, the act is now working well
and playing a positive role in a very promising era for HMO devel-
opment. Although we are grateful for your desire to improve the
act, we strongly urge you to defer any amendments beyond those
needed for the operation of the loan fund, in light of the act's cur-
rent practical workability.

Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank ybu. Mr. Rasmussen, you indicate that

you feel it unnecessary for the community rating requirements for
supplemental health services to be revid at this time. Let me put
it this way. If Congress were to take such a step, would your mem-
bership welcome it.

Mr. RASMUSSEN. I do not think it would make any difference, to
be honest with you. It would not change the way we presently oper-

ate or rate those particular benefits. For instance, we voluntarily
offer to all of our membership a drug benefit, which is not required
under the act, and we would continue to do that and rate it the
same way we have been doing it.

The CHAIRMAN. You would not mind then having it revised?
Mr. RASMUSSEN. I think one of the more fundamental aspects of

this program is community rating. I think community rating is an
essential part of the genetic code of HMO's. And I think that ero-
sion in that area is difficult to support.

The CHAIRMAN. Where do you come down, Mr. Herbert, on that?
Mr. Mamma. Well, we are obviously in support of experience

rating for the supplemental benefits. I am not sure how our asso-
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ciation feels about whether community rating per se ought to be
maintained within the act.

I can tell you personally that our organization would consider re-
moval. of the community safety requhement for supplemental bene-
fits a positive step in order to be better able to compete with the
self-administered plans and self- funded plans which are causing us
some significant competition in the Connecticut area. a

The CHAIRMAN. I am going to submit further questions for both
of you. I would appreciate it if you would answer them as quickly
as possible.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Rasmussen and responses to
questions from Senators Hatch and Grassley were subsequently
submitted for the record:]
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee. I am Robert Rasmussen,

President of Group Health Association of America (6NAA) and Executive Director

of Prime Health. GNAA represents over 120 prepaid grOup practice plans,

a majority of the group and staff model health maintenance organizations (HMOs)

in the country. GHAA's member plans serve approximately 10 million enrollees,

80% of the total national HMO enrollment. Prime Health is a staff model 110

located in Kansas City. Missouri. The plan now has over 47.000 members after

7 years of operation.

GHAA is pleased to have an opportunity to comment on S. 2311. the

Health Maintenance Organization Amendments of 1984, recently introduced by

Senator Hatch. We would like to begin by thanking you. Mr. Chairman, for

the very positive introductory statement which accompanied the bill. We are

grateful for your serious interest in HMOs and for your continued support.

While we havefew problems with the specific provisions of your bill and

appreciate your desire to improve the,413 Act in modest ways. we would

nevertheless urge you not to undertake amendment of the Act this year beyond

any technical amendments to the loan fund authority.

The HMO Act in its present form is causing no significant operational

problems for GHAA member plans, and under its provisions HMOs are currently

receiving their strongest support to date from the employer community. Given

these circumstances and the lengthy and often difficult process by which the

Act reached it present form, we are strongly urging that the Act simply be

permitted to work and that no changes be considered this year.

Over ten years after enactment of the original HMO Act. HMOs have

become an accepted part of the health care marketplace and their popularity
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with employers.
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of health care serviws. While some employers are moving towards benefit

packages with higher cellarilentS and deductibles in an effort to hold down

premium increases among traditional carriers. comprehensive HMO coverages

are growing in t**Ir attractiveness. Xerox Corporation recently experienced

an 84 percept increase in its HMO enrollment nationwide spread among

76 HMOs. 1811 now offers over 160 HMOs and is evaluating the cost effectiveness

to the company of its HMO offerings.

The Ford Motor Company has already esmeined the value of its 1M0

offerings. and in 1983 estimated that with HMO premiums averaging 16 percent

below other carriers. a $7 million savings would result. The company offers

27 HMOs and by the next open enrollment period this *in. expects to be

offering 32 HMOs. In March, 1983. Philip Caldwell, Chairmen of the Board at

Ford, moiled an unprecedented letter to every Ford employee encouraging

examination of the HMD options available. Caldwell pointed out that HMO

enrollment'ssiong Ford workers has increased 60 percent during the last five

years and stated 'the HMO approach provides an effiCIOM, top-notch health

care plan. limits out-of-pocket expenses for participants and loners the`

Company's health care costs." With this sort of support. Ford experienced a

4 healthy increase in HMO enrollment among unionized workers which brought

penetration to 9S of the eligible workforce. Ina fall open enrollment period

for salaried employees. enrollment increased by 9.000 members to tax of

those eligible to join.

Chrysler has gone even farther in encouraging Its employees to consider

joining the HMO it offers in Detroit. Health Alliance Plan of Michigan (HAP).

Recognizing that satisfied members are an HMO's best marketers. during the
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198.7 open enrollment period the company offered with warier idie bus than an

NAP member a savings bead of op to $210 for each enrollment by a fellow worker

who Joined the 1,10 on the meeier's recemendation. A Chrysler brochure stated.

Chrysler can offer this special enrollment incentive' because of Nat's favorable

premium rates.'

The role of the HMO Act as a backdrop for the ingressive mortetpiece

performance of NMEt has been an important one. Wilt Nies could not have succeeded

without providing high quality care at competitive rates, the IMO Act has been

critical to permitting Mips to gain the entry into health care markets which

has gives them the opportunity to prove themselves. The significance of the

duel choice provision in this regard cannot be underestimated. Mut provision

created the atmosphere in which employers began to voluntarily offer tolerant

qualified heft. Today, growing numbers of large employers offer smItiple HMOs.

and employer receptivity to HMO offerings goes far beyond the basic roldirements

of the statute.

Of nearly equal importance have4been the stoiderds for federal

qualification. While less thin perfect, as any regulatory scheme must be, they

have achieved the purpose of making federal qualification a °Good HouseheepiaO

seal of approval' which assures employers ondposehers that important basic

criteria are mat in areas sock es'comproke!siveness of benefits, fiscal

soundness and quality assurance. Despite the demise of progroms of federal

financial assistance far HMOs, plans continue to apply for federal qualification

as a sign of responsible management and a commitment to quality care end in

order to receive the benefits of dual choice.

Currently, the scope of the HMO Act is wall -known to interested

employers, consumers and Haft. and the climate for HNO growth and development

r
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of which it is an important pert Is highly favorable. Almost all states have

enacted their own HMO revelatory mechanisms. mem of which fellow the pattern

of the federal Act. Themeenactiments sad the 1011 IMO Act provision sponsored

by Senator Match have all but ellsOnsted problems involving HMO solvency which

arose several years ego. From our perspective. there are no changes in the

Act which Justify opening it for substantive debate and amendnint at this time.

To comment briefly on the specifics of S. 2311. the provision which

deletes the requirement that supplemental health services Offered on a prepaid

basis must be community rated is unnecessary at this poiNt. While additional

flexibility might well have merit, we have heard no complaints fran our members about

the present requirement and see no need to.alter It this year.

With respect to the "posed change In the board composition requirement.

OHM has long been on record in support of the present provision mandating that

one-third of the board must be MID members. Although HMOs seek meaningful

consumer input through a variety of meats. the significance of board representatiOn

is widely recognized. and the requirement is not generally viewed as burdensome.

The proposed amendments to repeal grant and loan authorities Ind

related provisions are not necessary since funding cannot be expected to be

provided again, and the provisions altering compliance and ONNO reporting

requinmments, while they may be useful, are similarly not of sufficient importance

to require action th4p year.

we support provisions which insure the availability of loan funds for

the costs of initial operation for those Was which currently hold 'ian commitments.

but these are essentially technical in nature.

finallypwhile we considered the HMO management training program to

be a significant contributor to the pool of skilled MO managers and although
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4Wtechnical assistance has been one of the most successful programs in

which 6HAA has participated, the growing number Of national 1010 fires and

national cooperative management and development efforts is resulting in

a sharing of expertise which has made these ioyernment programs less thin

essential.

In conclusion. in MO there were only 26 WN:ls in the country serving

about 3 millimmeubers, while currently there are 280 14110s nationally serving

appronimately 12.5 million members. The climate for HNO growth has never been

pore positive, and it is now marked by unprecedented employer and consumer acceptance.

While future changes in the heal care marketplace may call for alterations

in the,HNO Act. the Act is now working well and playing a positive role in

a wry tiromieing era for HNO development. Although we are grateful for

your desire to improve the Act, we strongly urge you to defer any amendments

beyond those needed for the operation of the loiln fund In light of the Act's

current practical workability-

1.35
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The Nonoreble Orrin Notch
Chairmen
Senate Leber sad NNW Resources Committee
SD-42$ Dirks.' Senate Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20610

Deer Senator Hatch:

i

Following the Mori on Febreery 21. IOW at which
I Polsomted testimemy on S. 23
Orgenitattee Amomdosets. Wealth Ramis-

Mnarf record
glatftest.imm-feemesmorferruetherded ams:ddttiemal reticle and

enclosed.

I ajreciated the opeortemity to testify and hope
that you or your staff will contact me if further information
is seeded.

Exclaim1

Sfisooroly,

.

4StgA5T-4 q"1144.'"IL.
Robert F. Rasmussen
President
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SEHATE LAVOR me Haw Rooms Cattrrnm

Response for the Record
Hearing of February 22, 1984

QUESTION:

Teat further steps do you feel that we at the federal level can take to

toPreve the competitive climete of HMO's?"

RESPONSE:

The federal HMO initiative developed by the Congress in 1973 contained

three major elements: first, override of restrictive legislation in 38 states;

second, a requirement that employers offer the HMO alternative; and third.

a provision of modest seed money for the development of HMOs. These

initiatives have been eminently successful. Some 48 states now have their

own enabling or regulatory legislation. llekeal choice mandate has received

overwhelming support from employers generating a threefold increase in

enrollment and at least a 15 percent
growth rate which is expected to continue

or increase. Phase out of the federal, funding has been met with a more then

commensurate infusion of capital from the private sector.

HMO growth will continue at en accelerated rate limited only by the

availability of the necessary human and physical resources to meet the demand.

Federal funding for increased development and expansion is no longer practical

or desirable. Any existing statutory impediments are not major obstacles.

We would urge that the
appropriate committees of the Congress carefully

scrutinize changes in a volatile health care marketplace and proposals for

legislative enactments which regulate the health care,field to assure that

the current successful
growth of HMOs not be slowed.
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RESPONSE TO
QUESTIONS FROM

SENATOR CHARLES E. GRASSLEY

t

1) Are HMO's primarily an urban phenomenon? Nationally, how many are in

urban areas and how many are in rural areas or small towns?

If they are primarily an urban phenomenon, why is tLis so? Do rural

HMO's face special problems which make them more difficult to operate

than HMO's in urban areas?

If so, do we need any special incentives or assistance to rural HMO's?

It is true that HMOs have been established primarily in urban areas,

although in GHAA we have several members who have developed HMOs in

rural communities, for example in New York, Colorado and Minnesota.

Among the 120 GHAA member plans, at least 9 serve rural areas or small

towns. We do not have an urban/rural breakdown of the approximately

290 HMOs nationwide.

The smaller population base in rural areas makes it difficult to

develop group and staff model HMOs, but it is also difficult to

attract and retain individual medical practitioners in these areas.

We are sympathetic to the health care needs of rural communities

and small towns, and we sad our members who serve such areas would be

happy to work with you to explore ways to improve the availability of

health services through HMO development outside of urban areas.

2) The assumption underlying deletion of the requirement that supplemental

health services offered on a prepaid basis must be community rated is

that HMO's would then be able to set fees on an experience basis and

thus become more competitive with conventional insurance. One

consequence could be that HMO's could offer additional services.

I understand that your membership is not demanding this, but do you

feel that if we took this step with S. 2303 we would not be improving

the situation for HMO's?

As I stated in response to Senator Hatch's question, I do not believe

that deletion of the requirement that supplemental services offered on

a prepaid basis must be community rated, as proposed in S. 2311, would

alter the benefit offerings of HMOs or the way in which they are rated,

and I do believe that community rating is the rating system most compat-

ible with HMO operations. Therefore, my view is that deletion of the

requirement would not be an improvement.
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The CHAIRMAN. Let me turn to Senator Pell.
Senator Nu.. I have no questions. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you so much for being here. We ap-

preciate all the witnesses.
With that, we will recess this committee until further notice.
[Whereupon, at 11:50 a.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene

at the call of the Chair.]
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BLOCK GRANTS AND OTHER HEALTH SERVICE
PROGRAMS, 1984

7

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7, 1984

U.S. SENATR,
COMMITTER ON LABOR AND HUMAN Rigorism,

Washington, De
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:40 a.m., in room SD-

430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Orrin Hatch (chair-
man of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Hatch, Kennedy, Pell, Crawley, and Randolph.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR HATCH
The CHAIRMAN. It is my pleasure to chair this second day of

hearings to consider five major reauthorizations of the Public
Health Service Act.

During our first hearing, on February 22, Assistant Secretary for
Health of the Department of Health and Human Services, Dr.
Edward Brandt, addressed all five bills and the committee received
additional testimony on two of the bills, the Alcohol, Drug Abuse,
and Mental Health Block Grant, S. 2303, and Health Maintenance
Organizations, S. 2311.

At the February. 22 hearing, Dr. Brandt reported that the block
grant mechanism is working smoothly, with States using these Fed-
eral funds to solve their own unique health care problems. The ad-
ministration's encouraging words reveal a readiness to work with
us to reauthorize these programs, and to make them work even
better.

We also heard from the National Council of Community Mental
Health Centers and the National Association of State Alcohol and
Drug Abuse Directors, both of whom su my effort to secure a
3-year authorization of the Alcohol, I Abuse, and Mental
Health Block Grant Program, as 041,..1 in my legislation, S.
2303.

The American Medical Care Review Association testified in sup -
port of my bill, S. 2311, the 3-year reauthorization of the Health
Maintenance Organization Act, concluding that this legislation will
reduce the Federal regulatory burden while ensuring that HMO's
compete fully and fairly with one another as health delivery alter-
natives.

During today's hearing we will hear testimmiy on the three
other bills: The Preventive Health Services Block Grant, S. 2301;
the Primary Care Block Grant, S. 2308; and the National Health
Service Corps Amendments, S. 2281. Our distinguished witnesses,

(I )
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representing the General Accounting Office, the Association of
State and "territorial Health Officials, urban and rural coalitions,
and the Michigan Department of Health, represent diversity and
formidable expertise.

The block grant program for health protection and disease pre-
vention, a product of our 1981 committee deliberations, will soon be
cited in a forthcoming GAO report for its overall effectiveness as a
balanced and workable block grant approach. The Health Services,
Preventive Health Services, and Home and Community Based
Services Act of 1984, S. 2301, reauthorizes the preventive health
and health services block grant. The existing home health care
training program and the tuberculosis, venereal disease, and im-
munization categorical grant programs will also be reauthorized. In
addition, the bill authorizes a new home and community based
health services block grant, as well as a 3-year demonstration
project related to improving emergency medical services for chil-
dren.

The home health care block grant included in this reauthoriza-
tion is an updated version of my earlier bill, S. 1639, which this
committee favorably reported last year. I believe today, as I did
then, that improved home health care deserves more than polite
lip service. Many senior citizens who are infirm and in need or dis-
abled can receive care and attention in their own homes or apart-
ments where they so often desperately need to stay.

Home health care is humane. It is cost effective in the long run.
It is an idea whose time has come.

A second program, the primary care block grant, was established
as a voluntary program. Unfortunately, this block grant is off to a
slow start. We need to find ways to get more States involved. The
Department of Health and Haman Services has taken the first step
by developing formal and informal relationships that encourage
States to assume certain responsibilities in the community health
center and primary care programs. To date, 40 States have already
partici pated in this approach through memorandums of agreement
with DHHS.

I am encouraged by the Department's efforts, but I am convinced
of the need to amend the primary care block grant statute to fur-
ther encourage State participation. Several States have expressed
interest in participating, and are likely to do so with the changes I
am proposing in S. 2308.

Finally, we will hear testimony on the National Health Service
Corps Program. The growth of the Corps has justifiably leveled off
since 1981. The number of Corps members is now in harmony with
evidence that a surplus of physicians is having a significant effect
on the geographic distribution of health professionals. I know that
there are parts of our country that will not be able to attract suffi-
cient health care practitioners without the National Health Service
Corps, even in the face of a doctor glut. This is why I support the
Corps as a modest but effective long-term means of voluntarily
moving health care professionals into areas in greatest need.

The National Health Service Corps Amendments of 1984, S. 2281,

reauthorizes the National Health Service Corps Field and
provides a small scholarship program for fiscal years 19 1986,

and 1987. The bill also directs the Secretary to transmit to the Con-
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grew a long-range staffing plan based on a total Corps size of 2,100
people or such lesser numbers consistent with the needs in health
manpower shaliag-e areas.

At this point we will insert in the record the opening statement
of Senator Kennedy and the prepared statements of Senators Haw-
kins and Crawley.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR KENNEDY

Senator KKNNICDY. I am pleased to be here this morning to dis-
cuss health promotion and disease prevention, the Community
Health Centers Programs, and the National 'Health Service Co.
These are all causes close to my heart. In 1975, I introduced legisla-
tion that formulated national goals for health promotion and pre-
vention and established or improved grant programs in high priori-
ty areas to reduce preventable illness, disability, and death. In
1978, I introduced legislation that laid the groundwork for the
"Healthy People Report," authorized community-based comprehen-
sive prevention programs, and extended and improved prevention
project grant programs. I was the original sponsor of the Communi-
ty Health Centers Program and have been deeply involved in the
National Health Service Corps since its conception.

Since the days when I first attempted to place health promotion
and disease prevention at the center of our national health ageiuda,
there has been a growing recognition that a comprehensive, aggres-
sive prevention strategy can be our most effective weapon in the
struggle to secure health and well-being for the American people.
As Assistant Secretary Brandt recently stated, "'Me time has come
for us to turn our attention as a nation to the preservation el good
health, the promotion and enhancement of healthful lifestyles, and
the prevention of disease and disability."

The knowledge base for rapid improvements in the health of the
American people through an effective prevention strategy is now in
place. The 1979 Surgeon General's report, "Healthy People," identi-
fied major health problems for each of five broad age groups and 15
priority areas for further action. The Surgeon General's 1980 fol-
lowup report, "Promoting Health/Preventing Disease," established
226 measurable prevention objectives for these 15 priority areas.
The Center for Dim Control has developed model prevention
standards for community health services. The prevention-oriented
activities of the Public Health Service have been inventoried and
given renewed emphasis.

Implementation of the goals outlined in this series of reports will
result in dramatic improvements in the health and well-being of
the American people. By the end of this decade, we can anticipate:
A 35 percent reduction in infant mortality; a 20 percent drop in
deaths among children; a 20 percent decline in adolescent deaths; a
25 percent lower death rate among adults; and 20 percent less dis-
ability for older Americans.

But these lower death and disability rates and all they imply for
healthier, happier, more active, and productive lives will not occur
simply because we have a roadmap showing how to get from here
to there. We need an aggressive national policy if we are to achieve
these goals.
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The major missing ingredient in our national prevention strategy
has been the lack of an effective Federal-State partnership to
assure comprehensive prevention planning and service delivery at
the State and community level where people can be reached most
effectively.

The preventive health block grant should be the key vehicle for
development of an effective Federal-State partnership. Instead, this
block grant is an example of the Reagan so-called New Federalism
at its worst. Essentially a thinly disguised attempt to eliminate the
Federal responsibility for a grth of categorical programs, this
block was establis without, i*&, priorities, accountability,
measurement, or a clear relationship to either national or local *-
jectives.

I will shortly be introducing legislation to transform this block
grant into an effective vehicle for helping to achieve the vital goals
laid down in the Surma General's report. This legislation will
assist States in planning comprehensive preventive service deliv-
ery, will assure careful measurement of our in meeting
prevention goals, and will provide funding 1 sufficient to make
a real impact on our prevention needs.

Community health centers are at the center of another health
area of vital concern to the American people, access to health care
of the poor and underserved. This program has not only provided
services to people with no other satisfactory access to health care,
it has done so in a truly exemplary manner.

Last year, community health centers provided high quality, com-
prehensive care to over 4.5 million people. They have a proven
record of increasing the use of preventive services, of reducing
ness and hospitalization rates among the deprived populations they
serve, and of holding their costs to levels considerably below those
of other health care providers.

To cite just a few examples, CHC's between 1974 and 1983 in-
creased their volume of services by more than 300 percent while
grant funding increased by only 43 percent. At the same time, costs
per encounter decreased 60 percent in real terms. Independent
studies have found hospitalization rates that are 50 percent lower

for individuals using CHC's then for comparable persons without
access to CHC services. These lower hospitalization rates are esti-
mated to have saved the medicaid program alone over one-half bil-
lion dollars last rar; more important than the dollar savings are
the needless suffering and illness avoided.

All in all, community health centers have a tremendous record
of accomplishment in providing health care services to the poor

And these services are needed more today than ever before. The

Reagan administration's failed economic policies have plunpd an
additional 8 million people into poverty; reckless changes in wel-
fare policies have denied medicaid to hundreds of thou-
sands of mothers and children. Cuts in medicare benefits have
use access to care of the elderly more difficult.

Despite this need, the Reagan administration budget would Rind

CHC's at a level that, after correcting for inflation, is 50 percent
below the 1980 level. I believe real growth is as imp tin the
health budget as it is in the defense budget. The CHC program de-
serves and needs increased support, and that the direct funding re-
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lationship betwen the Federal Government and community-based
CHC's that has served us so well in the past should be continued. I
will shortly be introducing legislation to achieve both these objec-
tives.

Regarding the National Health Service Corps, this program, too,
has a proven record of accomplishment in providing health care re-
sources to underserved rural and urban locatians all over the coun-
try. Changing conditions such as the enhanced supply of physician
manpower dictate modifications in this program. But we must be
careful to assure that any changes we make allow the corps to con-
tinue its essential mission of providing access to health care in
areas that would otherwise lack essential services.

I look forward to hearing the comments of our witnesses on how
we can improve these programs.

[The statements referred to follow:)
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March 7, 1954

STATEMENT OF SENATbR HANKINS
ON

S. 2301

.Mr. Chairman, 1 an sorry that 1 will not be able to attend today's

hearings on proposals to reauthorize health progrpos under our

Committee's jurisdiction, but t want to take this opportunify to

-express my strong support of the provisions contained In S.2301,

the Health Services, Preventive Health Services and Dome and

Community Based Services Act of 1984.

I appreciate y4ur support for continuing the
authorization of the

Tuberculosis control program as a categorical grant. Like venereat

diseases and childhood diseases, this. is a high priority preventive

health program which is critical to our nation's health. Tuberculosis,

although easily diagnosed and treatable, remains a major health

concern and risk throughout our nation, particularly Alurban areas

experiencing a major influx of refugees. Miami's tubeekirtosis case

rate is over six times the national rate. However, the egtogorical

tuberculosis grant funds allocated to the Dade County Public Health

Department tralready having a significant impact. The use of

federally financed Creole and Spanish *peeking outreach workers and

directly observed therapy has increased the percent of patients

completing their outpatient therapy fithe 35% to 855.

Alt4ough the funding levels fort qberculosis central arc lower La

5.2101, that that contained in of T.B. reauthorization legislatiell.

S.1176, 1 feel that if the House and Senate Appropriations Committees

agree to fund these programs at their fully authorized levels, we c.in

reach our goal of controlling and, hopefully eradicating these

infectious diseases.

I an also supportive of two new\prolisions contained in 5.2301,

the grants for demonstration prdjects for the expansion and

improvement of emergency medical
service systems, including seeAces

for the treatment of critically
ill children, and the new provision

authorizing an additional $150 million in federal block grant funding

'or the coordination and
development of community based and hone

health services for the elderly and disabled. The need for community

and home health services has %len well documented in hearings in the

Senate Labor 4 Hunan Resources Committee and the Subcommittee on

Aging. The hearing record clearly demonstrates the need to egpand

our community based support systems to enable our elderly and disabled

citizens to continue their full and productive lives. Too many elderly

and disabled individuals are unnecessarily institutionalized when they

don't really require that level of health care. I believe that federal

Junds expended for community based home services such as homemaker

services, adult dayaare, hone health care, dietary services, physical

occupational and speech therapy and other types of services that enable*

an elderly or disabled individual at risk of being institutionalized

to remain in their own homes will reduce the overall visits to the

government as it enhances the quality of that individuals life.
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STATEMENT OF CHARLES E. GRASSLEY

BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES

March 7, 1984

4

MR. CHAIRMAN, I WANT TO THANK YOU AGAIN FOR ORGANIZING

THIS SERIES OF EARLY HEARINGS SO THAT WE WILL BE ABLE TO

REPORT THESE PROGRAMS OUT RELATIVELY QUICKLY.

THE THREE PROGRAMS ABOUT WHICH WE WILL HEAR TODAY

ARE IMPORTANT ONES. THIS IS PARTICULARLY THE CASE FOR THE

PREVENTION PROGRAMS WE WILL REAUTHORIZE UNDER S. 2301. I

THINK IT IS SAFE lb SAY THAT THE PREVENTIVE APPROACH TO HEALTH

CARE EVENTUALLY PAYS SUBSTANTIAL DIVIDENDS IN THE FORM OF BETTER

HEALTH AN!) REDUCED HEALTH CARE COSTS. IT IS DIFFICULT TO THINK

OF HEALTH PROGRAMS WHICH HAVE BEEN SOUNDER INVESTMENTS THAN

THE PROGRAMS IN CHILDWOD IMMUNIZATION, TUBERCULOSIS AND

VENEREAL DISEASE. THE PREVENTIVE HEALTH AND HEALTH SERVICES

BLOCK GRANT SERVICES HAVE ALL PRODUCED BENEFITS IN EXCESS OF

WHAT THESE SERVICES THEMSELVES COST.

THE NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICES CORPS IN ANOTHER PROGRAM

WHICH HAS HELPED TO GET NEEDED MEDICAL CARE TO MEDICALLY

UNDERSERVED AREAS OR POPULATIONS, MANY OF WHICH ARE IN RURAL

PARTS OF THE COUNTRY. NY OWN STATE OF IOWA HAS SOME 27

CCRPSMAN, EITHER DENTISTS, GENERAL MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS, OR

OSTEOPATHS, SERVING IN SOME IS DIFFERENT PLACES IN IOWA.

*TOGETHER THEY SERVE EACH YEAR THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE WHO HAVE MEDICAL

NEEDS.
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CHARLES GRASSLEY(2)
MARCH 7, 1954

ALTHOUGH INCREASES IN THE NUMBERS OF MEDICAL PERSONNEL

HAVE HAD THE EFFECT OF MORE EQUITABLY DISTRIBUTING THEM

ABOUT THE COUNTRY, IT IS PROBABLY THE CASE, AS YOU SAID IN

YOUR OPENING STATEMENT, THAT SOME AREAS OF THE COUNTRY WILL

ALWAYS BE UNDEPSERVED, AND WE NEED A MECHANISM FOR ASSURING

THAT PEOPLE IN THESE AREAS HAVE ACCESS TO APPROPRIATE MEDICAL

CARE. THE NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE CORPS ENABLES US TO ACCOMPLISH

THIS.

AS I SAID IN MY STATEMENT AT THE FIRST HEARING IN THIS

SERIES, THE BLOCK GRANTS HAVE WORKED WELL. THE EXCEPTION TO

THIS IS THE PRIMARY CARE BLOCK GRANT WHICH AT THE PRESENT

TIME HAS ONE PARTICIPANT, AND THAT PARTICIPANT IS NOT A

STATE. IT SEEMS TO ME THAT ONE OF THE QUESTIONS WE HAVE TO

ASK ABOUT THIS PROGRAM IS WHETHER STATE RELUCTANCE TO

PARTICIPATE IS ATTRIBUTABLE EXCLUSIVELY TO THE RATHER LARGE

MATCH REQUIRED BY THE BLOCK GRANT, OR WHETHER IT IS ATTRIBUTABLE

ALSO, AT LEAST IN PART, TO STATE LACK OF EXPERIENCE WITH

PRIMARY PROGRAMS AND A RESULTING LACK OF CAPACITY TO ADMINISTER

THEM. FURTHERMORE, REPRESENTATIVES OF COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTERS

HAVE EXPRESSED CONCERN THAT STATE GOVERNMENTS MIGHT NOT PLACE

A HIGH PRIORITY ON THIS PROGRAM AND EVENTUALLY MIGHT REDUCE

SERVICES WHICH THE CENTERS OFFER. WE SHOULD TRY TO DETERMINE

TODAY WHETHER THIS IS CONCERN IS WELL-PLACED.
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The CHAIRMAN. We will now proceed to our first panel who will
testify on the prevention block grant legislption. We are happy at
this time to welcome the witnesses from the General Accounting
Office: Mr. Richard Fogel, Director of the Human Resources Divi-
sion will testify* regarding GAO% review of State im tation of
the preventive health services and the abuse and
mental health block grants. Accompanying Mr. Fogel are Mr. 'Wil-
liam Gadaby, Mr. Gene L Dodaro, Mr. Dan Leech, and Mr. William
Bidwell.

Mr. John Tierney, deputy director of the Rhode island Depart-
ment of Health, will testify regarding the health services, preven-
tive health services at home, and Community Based Services Act of
1984. Mr. Tierney will be representing the Association of State and
Territorial Health Officials.

We want to welcome all of you to the Senate, and we look for-
ward to having your testimony at this time.

Mr. Fogel, we will turn to you.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD FOGEL. DIRECTOR. HUMAN RE-
SOURCES DIVISION, U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, AC-
COMPANIED BY J. WILLIAM GADSBY. GFNE L DODARO. DAN .

LOESCH. WILLIAM BEDWELL, AND JOHN TIERNEY
Focal.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We have submitted de-

tailed statements on both the preventive health an the alcohol,
drug abuse and mental health block grants, and if hey could be
inserted in the record, I would like to just read a brief summary
statement.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, we appreciate summaries. Without object:
tion, we will place the prepared statements of all witnesses in the
record as though fully delivered.

Mr. Foam. Thank you very much.
By way of background, the General Accounting Office has under-

taken an extensive study of all of the block grants that were en-
acted by the Congress in 1981, and we are pleased to be here
to discuss the implementation of the preventive health and health
services and alcohol, drug abuse, knd mental health block grants.

To do this work, we visited 13 States 'du the past year Cali-
fornia, Colorado, Florida, Iowa, Kentucky, husetts, Michi-
gan, Mississippi, New York, Pennsylvania, Texas, Vermont, and
Washington, to examine a wide range of issues that were of inter-
est to your committee as well as to other committees of the Con-
gress.

Our testimony today focuses on four major areas: States' awn*,
(ince of their expanded management role; funding trends in State
preventive health and alcohol, drug abuse, and mental health pro-
grams between 1981 and 1983; changes' in services since block grant
implementation; and perceptions about the block grant from State
officials and interest groups.

I would like to highlight our observatiobs, and. ray remarks will
focus mostly on the preventive health block grant, but we will have
some observations on the alcohol, drug abuse, and mental health
block grant also.
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In terms of the preventive health block grant, the 13 States gen-
erally assigned block grant responsibilities to State officials which
ha& administered the prior categorical programs and made only
minimal changes to their or the structure of the serv-
ice provider network. The tee' were taking their expanded ad-
ministrative role seriously, and grant management activities were
often integrated with ongoing State efforts for other related pro-
grams. While we were not able to quantify the cost savings associ-
ated with using the block grant approach, there were numerous in-
dications from the State officials of administrative simplifications.

States were also obtaining input for making decisions on how to
use the block grant funds from several sources, including hearings
and advisory groups. Program officials also noted that Caftrnors
and State legislators were becoming more involved in program de-
cisions. And, I might add, that the same trends were also true for
the alcohol, drug abuse and mental health block girant.

As States implemented their new rerponsibilities, a central con-
cern was attempting to maintain funding for preventive health pro-
grams. Trends in total expenditures for preventive health program
areas varied considerably among the States. For the 11 States that
have administered the block grant since October of 1981, total ex-
penditures increased in 6 betweens1981 and 1983, and declined in 5.
New York and California, which began block grant administration
in July 1982, both increased- total expenditures between 1 '. 2 and
1983, bringing the number of States with increases in total expend-
itures to 8 of 13. However, after adjusting for inflation, total ex-
penditures for preventive health programs increased in only 3 of

the 13 States. .

The variations in total expenditures occurred even though each
State received a 12-percent reduction in Federal funds in 1982. This

was primarily due to ongoing outlays from prior categorical awards
iand increases in State funding.

Ongoing categorical outlays were an important source of preven-
tive health funds. Categorical funds comprised 61 percent of total
1082 expenditures of both categorical and block grant funds in the
10 States where we were able to get complete data, and still ac-
counted for 11 percent of total expenditures in 1983. They helped
offset reduced Federal appropriations and enabled States to carry
an average of 43 percent of their 1982 preventive health block

grant funds into 1983.
Eight of the 11 States administering the preventive health block

grants between 1981 and 1983 increased the expenditure of related
State funds, as did New York and California between 1982 and
1983. Eight of the 10 States that increased State expenditures also
experienced growth in total expenditures.

iWhile trends in total expenditures were mixed, States reported
that the types of services offered under the preventive health grant
were essentially the same as under the categorical programs. How-
ever, States did modify certain program priorities. Generally,
States gave higher priority to program areas where they previously
had greater involvement isemaking funding and program decisions.

They had had considerable prior involvement in health incentive,
hypertension, fluoridation,'and health education and risk reduction
categorical programs. Although there were variations across the 13
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States, the percentage of total expenditures for these
areas was generally maintained or increased. Also, States
little reason to actiust the types of services provided in these four
program areas.

In contrast, States have had more limited control
over Federal services and rodent control pro-
grams, and under lock t many assigned thee program
areas a lower priority and more changes in services.

Many of our observations on the alcohol, drug abuse and, mental
health block grant, are similar to what we found for the preventive
health block grant. States were taking their new management role
seriously, and the need to" make =Or organisational or adminis-
trative changes was obviated by the State's prior involvement in
categorical programs and other related State activities. Ongoing
outlays for the prior categorical programs as well as increases in
State support contributed to overall increases in total financial
su 'rt for alcohol, drug abuse and mental health programs. And

percent of the 1982 funds spent were moneys and that
in the nine States where comp data was available 70

enabled 60 percent of the 1982 block grant Wads to be carried over
into. 1983. Eight of the nine States increased total su for this
program between 1911 and 1983, even though F appropria-
tions declined by 21 percent. Few changes were made concerning
the types of services offered.

In conclusion, almost all State executive and legislative branch
officials that we interviewed liked the increased flexibility and re-
duced administrative requirements under both block grants. Genera
ally, they viewed the block grant as a more desirable way to fund
preventive health and alcohol, drug abuse and mental health serv-
ices than the prior categorical approach.

On the other hand, about half of the interest group respondents
tended to view the block grant as a less desirable funding ap-
proach. While interest groups and State officials had differing
views, both expressed concern about the Federal funding reduc-
tions that accompanied the block grant, which from their perspec-

i Live tended to somewhat diminish its advantage.
My staff and I would be pleased to respond to questions after Mr.

Tierney gives his statement.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Fogel follows`]

lag 11
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee;

We are pleased to be here today to discuss the implementa-

tion of the alcohol, drug abuse and mental health block grant.

During the past year we have visited 13 states (California,

Colorado, Florida, Iowa, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Michigan,

Mississippi, New York, Pennsylvania, Texas, Vermont, and

Washington) to examine a wide range of issues that were of in-

terest to your committee as well as other committees of the

Congress. These states include a diverse cross section of the

country and account for about 46 percent of the national

alcohol, drug abuse, and mentrl health block grant appropria-

tions and about 48 percent of the nation's population. Our

draft report, which is currently being prepared, Mould be

available soon to the Committee. Today, I would like to focus

on our preliminary observations in four areas

--states acceptance of their expanded management role,

.L-funding trends to alcohol, drug abuse and mental health

programs between 1981 and 1983,

--state policy decisions associated with block grant imple-

mentation, and

--perception. about the block grant from state officials

and interest groups.

Before discussing our observations, it would be useful to high-

light the1historical federal and state roles in administering

the alcohol, drug abuse and mental health programs because of

their influence on state block grant implementation.

In the mental health area, federal policy was to assist the

start-up of oemunity-based mental health centers with federal
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support declining over time. As a result, most states Were pro-

viding about two thirds of the overall financial support to

community mental health centers when the block grant was

enacied, and they had considerable influence over the direction

of mental health programa. Por example, California spent 5355

million for community mental health programs in 1981 compared

with about 818 million in federal categorical awards.

State agencies were also heavily involved in managing

federal alcohol and drug abuse categorical programs./The drug

programs funneled a major portion of their support 1.hrough a

single grant to state agencies which provided services-in.

accordance with federally approved plans. Although most federal

alcohol programs were project grants that by-passed the state,

formula grants under one major program were made diiectly to and

administered by the states.

This shared financial and administrative responsibility be-

tween the federal and state governments for alcohol, drug abuse

and mental health programs provided an established planning and

administrative framework for states to assume their expanded

block grant management role and helps explain the absence of

major state program policy changes.

STATES INVOLVED IN
Mardf0-15 0dag-suppoRTED
gffirgaTEIT-dEr0f-MON

hIl 13'states generally assigned alcohol, drug abuse and

mental t.alth LIvck grant responsibilities to their state

oftic,-s .::.xct Lad administered the prior categorical programs or
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similar state programs. Thus, states found it necessary to make

only-limited organisational changes. Also, states were taking

their management role seriously by establishing program

requirements, monitoring grantees, providing technical

assistance, collecting data, and auditing funds. These efforts

were often integrated with ongoing state efforts for other

related programs.

While we were not able to quantify any cost savings asso-

ciated with managing alcohol, drug abuse and mental health

programs using the block grant approach, there were indications

of administrative simplification. According to state officials,

the block grant enabled 7 of the 13 states to reduce the time

and effort involved in preparing grant applibations and re-

porting to the federal government, 5 to change or standardise

their administrative requirements, and 8 to improve the planning

and budgeting process.

States were also obtaining advice for making decisions on

how to use block grant funds from several sources. In addition

to conducting the mandated legislative hearings and preparing

required reports on the intended use of block grant funds, all

13 states held executive hearings on some aspect of the program

and 9 states used advisory groups. Many program officials re-

ported that input from advisory. committees, together with infor-

mal consultations, often had the most influence on program deci-

sions. Also, program officials in nine states noted that

legislatures had become more involved in program decisions under
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block grants. In five states, the governor's Livid of involve-

Sent was also greater.

pallieM OVERALL PROGRAM

The federal-state shared responsibility for financing

alcohol, drug abuse, and mental health services helped ease

states' transition to the block grant. However, it also made it

very difficult to construct a complete picture of aggregate

program funding in 1991 from state records because all federal

mental health grants and many alcohol awards went directly to

local entities, by- passing the states. Nevertheless, we were

able to develop financial information for the 1981-B3 period in

9 of the 12 states that began administering the block grant in

October 1981, and in California which assumed responsibility for

the block grant in July 1992 for the 1982-$3 period.

Eight of the 9 states where complete data was available

showed an increase in the total financial support for alcohol,

drug abuse, and mental health programa. The increases varied

considerably among the eight states, ranging from about 3

percent in Pennsylvania to about 24 percent in Texas. Only

Kentucky showed a decrease in overall funding of about 8 percent

during this period. Also, California decreased total financial

support by less than one percent between 1962 and 1983. After

adjusting for inflation, however, only 5 of the 10 states showed

increases in total financial support.

The upward trend in total financial support for the program

between 1981 and 1983 occurred during a period when federal
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support declined about 21 percent nationally. This was primari-

ly due to two key factors, (1) carryover funds from categorical

awards And (2) increases in state funding.

The carryover funds from Categorical grant awards were an

important source of financial support for alcohol, drug abuse

and mental health programs during 1982 because the prior

categorical programs bad project grants with awards that.ex-

' tended well into 1982. Therefore, many service providers were

able to fund much of their 1982 operations with categorical

funds. The availability of these funds reduced the amount of

block grant funds that states had to spend if they chose not to

increase funding above the 1981 levels.

Por the nine states where complete data was available,

categorical funds comprised about 70 percent of the total

federal categorical and block grant funds used to support

alcohol, drug abuse and mental health programs in 1982. Because

categorical and block grant funding overlapped, the immediate

impact of federal appropriation reductions was mitigated, and

these states were able to carry about 60 percent of their 1982

alcohol, drug abuse and mental health block grant awards into

1983.

All nine states with complete data also increased their

contribution to the overall alcohol, drug abuse and mental

health prograT funding between 1981 and 1983. These increases

ranged fro,312 percent in Pennsylvania to 63 percent in

Kentucky. For California, expenditures of state funds in 1983

were aonat one percent less than in 1982.
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While the rise in state funds generally contributed to

overall increases between 1981 and 1983, changes for each

program component varied considerably. Total funding increased

for mental health programs in 8 of the 9 states where complete'

data was available while remaining constant in one state. At

the same time, total funeing for alcohol programs increased in

six states, remained constant in one and decreased in two. In

contrast, drug abuse total funding decreased in six states and

increased in three. The more trequent funding reductions in

the drug area stem, in part, from states' heavier dependence on

federal support to operate these programs.

LIMITED CHANGES MADE Tip TYPES
ararmacc

while trends in expenditures varied among.the program

areas, states did not make substantial changes to the kinds of

services offered or to the network of service providers.

Generally, the services offered in 1983 were the same as

those available under the categorical programs. However, five

states reported that more emphasis was placed on alcohol preven-

tion and early intervention programs. In the drug area, more

emphasis was being placed on prevention activities in three

states. In the mental health area, four states reported that

more emphasis was being placed on outpatient programs for the

chronically mentally ill, follow-up on patients released from

mtmtal intltutiDns, and community-based residental care.

AlcOL!):, drug abuse and mental health services have typi-

cally Leen vr:)vicseu by non-profit z,rganizations, hospitals, and
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local governmental agencies. None of the 13 states had 1184e

changes in the types of organisations eligible for fps under

the block grant, and the network of providers which bed received

the categorical grants remain th principal recipiepti of block

grant monies. It appears that the long standing co-sponsorship.- ft
0

of many of the same service providers, coupled with fairly

stable funding enabled the states to maintain the structure of

the service provider network.

CONSIDERABLE CHANGE OCCURRING
re-norrerwormarCEVIL--

Although the states made few policy changes affecting the

types of services offered, a wide.range of changes were
4

occurring at the 47 service providers we visited. Each of these

providers was unique. They had been.in business for different

lengths of time, served unique local needs, and were supported

by different funding sources.

About two-thirds of the service providers had experienced

total funding increases between 1981 and 1983. Typically the

amount of federal funds had decreased while state and local

funds increased. About balf the providers had increased

staffing levels where as the other half had staffing decreases.

Only one provider had a constant level of staffing.

At most of bhe service providers visited, officials re-

ported they were serving the same population groups which had

been served under the categorital program. Also, about 60

percent of the providers told us that the number of clitnts

served had increased whereas about 35 percent reported that
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clients served had decreased. Again, as expected, providers

offering drug services tended to experience decreases in the

number of clients served more often than did alcohol or mental

health providers.

In cert'xin instances clinics were making operational

changes to increase their income or adapt to expected cuts in

both federal and state program support. For example, a larger

clinic in New York was buying the building it had occupied under

a lease arrangement. That option offered a lower operating cost

and the unused space could be rented out to increase income as

well. Additionally, this New York clinic had raised its fee

charged for methodoneMaintenance treatment from 55.00 a week

per client in 1981 to 510.00 a meek in 1983, although, according

to clinic officials, thOseunable to pay were still provided

services.

In another instance, a county clinic in Colorado chose to

spin-off a clinic providing alcohol services in a rural area

into a nonprofit organization. Officials believed that several

services offered 'could be marketed profitably and the type of

services and their geographic coverage could be expanded as

well.

Not all clinics visited seemed to be coping with funding

chanjes as well as these. For example, a community mental

health renter in Mississippi, saw its total funds reduced by

i,t,:at 40 :,et,:ent ;,etween 19b2 and 1983. Accordiny to center

officials, staff had been reduced by about one half and the

enter sc!rvi:.1 22 percent fewer clients.

4 S
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While a variety of changes were occurring at the service

providers visited, they were not solely attributable to the

block grant. Instead they resulted from an array of factors

which influenced their operations including program dynamics and

changes in. other sources of funds.

OVERALL PERCEPTIONS OF
aorranurflymmr----

Almost all state executive and legislative branch officials

liked the*increased flexibility and reduced administrative

rec,,.4_ements offered under the block grant. Generally, they

viewed it as a more desirable way to fund alcohol, drug abuse

and mental health services than the prior categorical approach.

On the otlier hand, about 49 percent of the interest group

respondents tended to view the block grant as a less desirable

funding approach while 26 percent viewed it as more desirable.

The remaining 25 percent perA6ived no major difference.

While interest groups and state officials had differing

views, both expressed concern about the federal funding reduc-

tions that accompanied the block grant, which from their per-

spective tended to somewhat diminish its advantages. It was

often difficult, however, for individuals to separate block

grants--the funding mechanism--from block grants--the budget,

cutting mechanism.
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The CHAIRMAN. We will be happy to get into questions, in a few
minutes.

Let's turn to you, Mr. Tierney, and get your testimony on, and
the.) I will turn to questions.

Mr. TIERNEY. Senator, it is my pleasure to be here today and
have the opportunity to testify. I am speaking on behalf of the
Rhode Island Department of Health and the Association of State
and Territorial Health Officials.

In general, we both support all the programmatic elements in S.
2301, as indicated in my printed testimony filed with your §taff.

The preventive block grant is most important to public health.
Rhode Island receives $400,000 a year and adds $200,000 of State
money for health promotion. The entire $600,000 goes directly into
health promotion activities. The department of health conducts two
major health promotion programs, one for children and one for
adults. The program for children is operated through the State
school systems. The purpose is to give children basic knowledge so
they can make healthy lifestylestyle decisions. The prwram consists of
integrated learning modules in grades K through 12.

In the past 3 years the department of health programs in the
schools have been provided in 12 school systems, 79 schools; 1,690
teachers have participated; and 42,000 children have participated.

The uepartment of health has developed a computerized health
risk assessment program for teenagers 13 to 17. The system, includ-
ing the software, is given free to every school system. A feature of
the program is the capability to develop a profile for each group,
grade, school or sys m, and to compare their lifestyle with similar
populations.

From the data we can tailormake a health education program
based on demonstrated need. To date we have a profile on over
5,000 Rhode Island teenagers.

Within 1S months the system will be in most schools in the
State.

We also hope to create a climate among school systems to
achieve healthier lifestyles, as has been done in sports and academ-
ics.

A similar health hazard appraisal and health risk reduction
system has been designed for adults. The purpose is to increase
their level of awareness about health risks and how to lessen them.
Through the Wellness Wagon, over 30,000 Rhode Islanders have
been evaluated by this system. It is now being tested in West Ger-
many, in Canada, and almost a hundred universities and health de-
partments, hospitals, health maintenance organizations, and doc-
tors offices in This country.

Mr. Chairman, I believe that we are winning the battle for im-
proved health behavior. Fewer people are smoking cigarettes, more
are exercising, more have their blood pressure under control, more
are eating healthier diets, more are wearing seat belts, fewer are
dying from coronary heart disease, and drunk drivers are being
caught.

We should increase our efforts and the resources allocated to
health promotion. We spend about $1,400 per capita for curative
services in this country, and small ch4nge for prevention. We
spend billions in looking for the causes of cancer and heart disease
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and in caring for these patients, and yet we know that smoking
causes disease in 30 percent of the victims.

Let's take a lesson from public health history. Di. Lind, the Scot-
tish naval surgeon, did not know about vitamins or the etiplogy or
the physiology of scurvy. He noted that sail n ships for long pe-
riods of time who did not eat citrus fruits their teeth fall out
and came down with scurvy. He then sho ed how oranges and
lemons cured the disease.

Dr. John Snowe of London did not know about the cause of chol-
era nor the microorganism involved. He noted people drinking
from a certain water system got sick and died at a much greater
rate than those drinking from other water systems. So he took the
handle off the Broad Street pump and cured an epidemic.

Please help the public health workers of this country take the
handle off the pump.

The Association of State and Territorial. Health Officie' . nuggets
that rather than $89 million for the preventive block grant in 1985,
it be changed to 50 cents peer capita, which would amount to $115
million in 1985, and then in 1986, $120 million, and in 1987, $125
million. 4

On behalf of the Rhode Island Department of Health and the As-
sociation of State and Territorial Health Officials, I appreciate the
opportunity to tescify here taflay and urge all, of you to adopt the
motto of the Rhode Island Department of Health, "Take care of
yourself."

The prepared statement of Mr. Tierney and responses to ques-
tions submitted by Senator Hatch follows:)

18-7R4 0 - Rd - 11
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TESTIMONY OF

ANN T. TIERNEY
DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF HEALTH

FOR THE
STATE OF RHODE ISLAND AND PROVIDENCE PLANT...TIONS

NR. CHAIRMAN:

KY NAME IS JOHN TIERNEY AND I AN THE DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF

HEALTH FOR THE STATE OF RHODE ISLAND AND PROVIDENCE PLANTATIONS. I

AM ALSO THE CHAIRMAN OF THE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE OF THE ASsOCIATILO

OF STATE AND TERRITORIAL HEALTH OFFICIALS. I Ni PLEASED TO APPEAR

BEFORE, THIS COMMITTEE AND TO PRESENT I VIEWS OF THE RHODE. ISLAND

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND THE ASSOCIATION OF .STATE AND TERRITORIAL

HEALTH OFFICIALS.

MY REMARKS ARE ADDRESSED TO S:2301, HEALTH SERVICES, PRI.-

VINTIVE HEALTH SERVICES AND HOME AND COMMUNITY-BASED SERVICES ACT Of

1984, AS PUBLISHED IN THE FEBRUARY 9, 1984, CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.

THE STATE HEALTH DIRECTORS APPRECIATE THE FLEXIBILITY PRO-

VIDED BY THE BLOCK GRANTS. ;WHILE HEALTH DE°AR1NENTS ARE TRYINC TO DO

MME WITH LESS RESOURCES, THIS METHOD OF FINANCING IS IJORKING SUCCINSFULLI.

EVEN TIRMI RHODE ISLAM) DID NOT HAVE FEDERAL RODENT CONTROL.

FUNDS IN 1111. BASE; YEAR, NOSEY FROM THE PREVENTIVE HEALTH BLOCK taDon HAS

Kati ALLOCATED FOR'THIS IMPORTANT ACTIVITY.

fIDORIDA1ION ACTIVITIES ARE FINANCED WITH SEAT(' AND LOCAL

RADS, AND At PERCENT OF THE POPULATION ARE SERVED BY FLUORIDATED WEER

SUPPLIES, FLUORIDE RINSI PROGRAMS, OR SUPPLEMENTS.
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mt: MOM ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH IS MONT PROUD OF

MONEY AND PERSONNEL DEVOTED TO COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAMS DESIGIED

TO DETER SMOKING AND ME USE OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES AMONG cl II LDREN AND

ADOLESCENTS AND OF OUR OTTER RISK REDUCTION AND HEALTH EDUCATION PRO-

GRAMS. THE CORNERSTONE OF THESE ACTIVITIES IS THE $400,000 FIRM TIE

PREVENTIVE HEALTH AND HEALTH SERVICES BLOCK GRANT TO WHICH IIE STATE

01 111100E ISLAND CONTRIK7E.. AN ADDITIONAL $200,000.

IIIIS YEAR, TUE RHODE ISLAND ACCIDENT PREVENTION PROGRAM MEM

SAUETY EDUCATION LESSONS ON A ROTATING BASIS TO PUBLIC SC1101)1. CHILDREN 1%

Litmus k-3 IN IVO RHODE ISLAND CCBSTUAIITIES. PRESENTATIONS ARE GIVEN BY

"SPECIALISTS" IN THEIR PARTICULAR FIELDS OF EXPERTISE AS AN INTRODIXTUEN

lu THAT TOPIC. THESE LESSONS ARE THEN REINFORCED BY A STATE HEALTH DEPART-

MENT RINOURCI. TEACHER. IN ADDITION, THE CLASSROOM TEACHER IN GIVEN RESOURCE

MVIERIAis PROVIDED KY THE DEPARTMENT TO FACILITATE A THIRD REVIEW OE TIN.

stlif.11ET 411-11N. THE EVALUATION CONSISTS OF PRE-TESTING AND KEST -IESTING

sEcOND AND THIRD GRADE STUDENTS TO MEASURE THE EXTENT OF LEARNING

lifkOUGH THE PROGRAM. FOR THIS 3-YEAR PERIOD, 20,000 CHIUMIN HAVE. RECI RID

A PRI VENTIoN INSTRUCTION.

THE RHODE ISLAND COMINITY SMOKING AND ALCo1101. PROJECi CONSIST''

Of' COMPREHENSIVE AND COORDINATE) ILALTH EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR LURIA. IN

GRADES k MOM! I.!. Mt ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE CONSISTS 01 111{; Fulualst.

INTt :GRATE() MOLOILLS
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K-3 - THE PROVIDENCE PLAN FOR IMPROVED HEALTH AND

NUTRITION IS A COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH PROGRAM

INTEGRATED INTO EXISTING CLASSROOM CURRICULA.

4-$ THE SLHOOL HEALTH CORRICUIUM OR "BERKELEY"

PROJECT CONTINUES TO DEVELOP KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS.

AND ATTITUDES ABOUT THE STRUCTURE AND rusmay

OF THE HUMAN BODY.

7-$ SUBSTANCE USE/ABUSE EDUCATION IS PRESENTED TO

JUNIOR HIGH STUDENTS TO INCREASE SELF ESTEEM.

DLcIsION-MAKING SKILLS, AND KNOWLEDGE ABOUT

DIMS, SMOKING AND ALCOHOL.

9-12 - STUDENT SEMINARS REGARDING THE INHERENT DANGERS

OF SMOKING AND ALCOHOL ARE CONDUCTED.

THE sOcCIsS OF THE. PROJECT CAN BEST BE MEASURED IIMOUGH A

NATIONAL LVALUATION OF SCHOOL HEALTH CURRICULA CONDUCTED BY ART

ASsucIAILS, IM:. PRELIMINARY REsULTS FROM FIRSEYEAR "BERKELEY" DATA

(MCAT), sIGNIfIcANT INCREASES ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE PROGRAM IN JO KNOWLEDGE

ARIAS. IN AUDITION, PROGRAM PARTICIPATION IS ASSOCIATED WITH LARGE

IREAsLs IS DLCIsION-MAKING SKILLS. PARENTS REPORTED CHANGES IN TT IR

t.*% BLHAVIDR (PARTICULARLY SMOKING REDUCTION OR CESSATION) AS OFTEN AS

LELA REINMILD imANGIS IN °WWI BEHAVIOR (OVER 9,000 PARE mIsPoNELD (0

tilt. SURVM
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IN ITS 3 -YEAR LIFE, T1115 PROGRAM WILL HAVE: KEEN INSTITUT! I)

IN 12 SCIIOUL SYSTEMS AND 79 SI11001.S. APPROXIMATELY 1 , b90 I EACHERS AND

-12,0011 SllIDENTS WILL. HAVE BEEN EXPOSED TO T1115 CURRICULA.

MUST PEOPLE REALIZE THAT A HEALIllY LIFESTYLE - littalLAR ENEKCINI. ,

A NUTRITIOUS DIET, NO SMOKING - 15 "GOOD" FOR THEM, BUT, ALL 11)0 OTTLIN , 11111

110 .'T IX) ANYTHIM, ABOUT IT.

MI PROBLEM Is THAI', WHILE PEOPLE MAY VAGUELY RI COGN1 1111,

!VALHI DANCLRS etiSLI) B1 CIGARETTE SMOK1'46 AND 1111 LACK OF 11I Kt'lStf, IlK 1

%III NOT NO Oil ICI TO St THI DANLER OF THESE HABITS IN 1111:1R tAIN L1% 1.s.

THE PREVI.NTIVE HEALTH BLOCK GRANT 1,11;0111 1St 1AD 111.14,11

MINI 1/1. 111A1.111 TO 111.1111,011 A COMPUTERIZED tIF.ALT11 RISK APPRA ISAL l'ItUbitA11 ,.AL1.111

WI 1.1,NESS 11114:14. Thl PROGRAM IS DI:SIGNED TO MAKI. INDIVIDUALS MORI AWAKI OE 1111

01111.111144.1 "111.'41111 RINKS" CAN MAXI" IN "THEIR LIVES.

Tills IS IR* WELLNESS C1111,14 WORKS. Till. IND' V I MAI COMPLf II ti A.

Qth.NTIOAN AIRF 4:OVER ING A RANGE OF LIFEST1 LE TOPICS. 111E Qt/I.STIONA Al lil

kti sivssi cARD Iti IN1'0 A CARD READER LINKED TO A COMPUITR , AND, .11)41".1

14\11 pi tin, JUL ki.SPONIANT !.ECF. IVE5 AN INDIA' IIXIALI Z1 11 PR I NT0111 ,

1:4s1 SSINC; 1111 ; \D 'DUAL'S fiauni "PROGNOSIS" - BASED UN CURRI.N1 111 LS 11 LI

HAB I TS AK ICI ON HOW TO RLIXE'T HEALTH KISKS HALO IA 111I

APPRAISAL 111.1'0421 . PARTICIPANTS ALSO RI:CLIVE. A fit.XIKEI , 1111 WAY TO :L1NTSS,

10 t:U1111. DEEM IN DEALING WI Ili TILES' ,HEALTH RISKS.
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flit HEALTH utPARNENT HAS PRIMARILY USED WELLNESS LIIECK IN

CONJUNCTION WITH THL "WELLNESS WACALN", A MJCROCOMPUTER-EWIPPEE. VAN

THAT HAS PROCESSED HEALTH RISK APPRAISALS FOR MORE THAN 30,000 RHODE

ISLANORN SINCE -nu: PROGRAM BEGAN IN 1980. THE "WELLNESS %WON" HAS

1,011.1111 IIIROIICHOU'l I IIt STATE, VII;ITING INDUSTRIAL PLAN'IS, t

SHOPPIY. MALLS, HEALTH FAIRS A.ND OTHER PUBLIC IOC/MOSS.

WHILE KILLNISS CHECK IS PRIMARILY DESIGNED AS AN IPOCAIIONAL

TOOL TO URAMATM 7111 IMPOWTANCE OF HEALTHY LIVIAR; HABITS IN AVOIDING

ILLNESS AND INJURY, IT ALSO ASSISTS THE COMUNITY IN IDLNYIEYING 115

PREDOMINANT HEALED PROBLEMS.

SlAt't DIVILOPMENT, WELLNESS CHECK ItAS 111:E.E4 NAT IONALLY

RI t LIGNI.:11/ AS A UNIqUE AND EIVI.CTIVE HEALTH PROMOTION PROGRAM. 11 WAS

I1. :11104111 IN THE NOVEMBER 1980 HEALTH PLANNING NEIVSLEITIR OF TM. U.S,

Di PARTMENE 01 HIALTH AND HENAN SERVICES, AND, IN APRIL 19$2 AT .%

N.11 IONAL CONSUMERS WELK PROGRAM IN WASHINGTON, D.C. , Al THE lAt'llk:"ION

01 IliAl DEPARTMENT. ii IS AN IMPORTANT PART OF 11111 MOVE ISLAND DEPAEI

ttt:sr OF HEALTH'S "HEALTH EDUCATION-RISK REDUCTION PROGRAM" srux-rup AS

A NATIONAL MODE1. BY 'TM FEDERAL CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL.

THE PROGRAM HAS PROVED SO SUL: UL THAT IT HAS BEEN INTRO-

!WED IN A NUMBER OF OTHER STATES, AS WELL FOREIGN NATIONS. ,AND ItAS

BIEN IRANSIATID FOR USE BY Ellt SPANISH-SPEAKING COMMIINITY.
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THE FORMAT ION OP HEALTHY LIVING HAB ITS IS ESPECIALLY IMPORTANT

FUR YOUNG PEOPLE- TL/WARD THIS OBJECTIVE. THE RHODE SLAN DEPARTMENT OF

HEALTH HAS SUPPLEMENTED ITS WELLNESS CHECK PROGRAM FOR ADULTS (AGE 18 AND

OVER) W I 111 A COMPANION PROGRAM FOR TELNAGERS FROM 13 TO 17 YEARS OF AG!.

milli THE TEENAGE VERSION INCLUDES SOME OF Tilt SANE MAIM! RISK

CATEGORIES ( SAW" I NG*40.41S !CAL FITNESS, ETC . ) AS THE A1101 T VERSION, IT ALSO

FLA !ORES (1111ER COLC=ORIES ESPECIALLY APPROPRIATE FOR THE YOUNGER GROUP

SUCH AS "SEXUAL 1 TY" AND"MAR'JUANA AND OTHER DRUGS." 111 TEENAGE VERSION

01.11.RS A KOOK III COVERING TOPICS PARTICULARLY RELEVANT TO '111 15 AO. G1o01'

AND otirrE% I S A STY LE SUITED TO THE TEENAGE READER

SO FAR. ALMOST S.000 RHODE ISLAND TEENAGERS HAVE PARTICIPATLO

11115 PROGRAM. 111E PROGRAM'S coreirmit soniim AND EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS

ARE. BEING PROVIDED TO EVERY HIGH SCHOOL IN THE STATE. TO HELP EACH 5(11001

SH,N HEALTH 1.1AX:Al ION PROGRAMS THAT MELT ITS PARTICULAR %LEDS

.1 1),N 11.1 IsAsIS, AN IMMEDI A fi: PROFILE FOR 111E: !NUR 1011AES Pk0.11-.551:11

hi PRODIRED 1511 COMPARED 1 11)1 0111E.R S IMI LAR GROUPS IN Bit. DA IA IIA.SI

WILL IHE MAIN PURPOSE UP THE PROGRAM IS To PERSUADE 1141; VOINg;

PAWICIMIS lo ADM! AtAINIIIER LIFESTYIJ HABITS, 11I1. PloA,KAM Al:A) AR(I,

AS A AMAABLE RISTAR411 POOL. FUR ADAINIS1kA1I1L STAII KITH hIsPON .1-

BILITIES loft SURMA DEAIAIL
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WELLNESS (NECK HEALTH RISK APPRAISALS AMONG RHODE ISLAND

TEENAGERS HAVE SHOWN THAT:

ALMOST ONE-THIRD DON'T GET 20 MINUTES OF HEALTHY EXERCISE

Al IJAk MEE. TIMES A WEEK.

ONE QUARTER CATEGORIZE THEMSELVES AS REGULAR c1041.1-11,

SMOKERS.

1: PERCENT SAID THEY L1WSUME SEVEN OR MORE ALCOHOLIC. DRINKS

WEEKLY, AND 20 PERCENT SAID THEY "SOMETIMES /OFTEN" DRIVE OR RIDE WITH A

DRIVER UNDER 110. INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL.

ALMOST 70 PirtaINT SAID THEY NEVER WEAR A SEAT LiLT MUM

TRAVELING IN AA AUTOMOBILE AND, AMONG THE FEMALE RESPONDENTS, 86 PERCENT

SAID HILT DON'T PRACTICE: BREAST
SELF-EXAMINATION ON A MONTHLY BASIS, As

RECOMMENDED BY THE AMERMAN CANCER SOCIETY.

" DESPITE ALL THE PUBLICIZED INCIDENTS OF VIOLENT CRIMES ASSO-

cIATED WITH IT, 19 PERCENT OE 110. TEENAGERS SAID THEY HITCHHIKE AT LEAST

OCCASIONALLY. OVER 12 PERCENT OF THE GIRLS SAID THEY HITUVIIKE "SELDOM,

SMITIMI.S, DR OFTEN."

THE WELLNESS CHIA PROGRAM IS INTENDED TO CONVINCE TEENAGE

PARTICIPANTS THAT. EVEN AT A YOUNG AGE, HEALTHY LIVING HABITS AUL IM-

PoRTANT; AND 10 PERSUADE THEM TO ACT UPON THAT CONVICTION.
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11W. RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH OFFERS A COMPREHENSIVE

VARIETY OF EMPLOYEE RISK REDUCTION SERVICES TO RHODE ISLAND'S INDUSTRY.

A NETWORK OF COMMUNITY RESOURCES IS COORDINATED TO PROVIDE RISK REDUCTION

PluNalAMS LIKE SMOKINu; CESSATION, FITNESS, NUTRITION AND STRESS REIVETION

cEAsSES Al rue: woRkstn. THE WELLNESS CHECK HEALS! RISK APPRAISAE. INSTRE0-

MINT IS UsED TO PROVIDE THE INITIAL EMPLOYEE HEAVEN PROFILE AND 10 PLAN

APPROPRIATE PROGRAMS. A BROCHURE HAS BEEN DEVELOPED TO PROMOTE TIU PROGRAM

AND MEI 'Elms HAVE BEEN HELD WITH OVER 20 COMPANIES.

MIME ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH WITH PREVENTIVE DEoCk GRAM

moNifs coNDucTS A STATEWIDE HYPERTENSION CONTROL PROGRAM 11RGEIING OIEJ1 RISK

PoPHEATIoNS Al' 1111 WORKSITE. THE PROGRAM INVOLVES A CONTRACT WITH DIE AMERI

LAN HEART ASS0CIA1ION, RHODE ISLAND AFFILIATE, TO CONDUCT A SERIES OE WORASIKEPs

DfsIGNED fu TRAIN REPRESENTATIVES OF WORKSITES IN HOW TO OPERATE AN ONGOING

H1'PIREEN510% TRAGKIM; AND MAINTENANCE SYSTEM FOR EMPLOULs. EMPLOYERS PAR-

Iii IPAiING IN 111E PRoGRAM SUBMIT DETAILED QUARTERLY REPORTS 01 STATISTICS IU

00. HEART ASSocIATION. 25 WORKSITES, INCLUDING 111E RHODE ESIAND DEPART2II.N1

UI HEAE111. MOst WITH OVER 25o EMPLOYEES, HAVE COMPLEMD WORKSIKEP TRAINING.

11E KILOII1. ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH GONTK,cTS wITH rgo.lotALL .

id AEU! WNIERs 10 coNLIOcl A HYPERTENSION SCREENING AND FOLLOW-UP NORM, FUR

1011111 EINUR 11,7114s. 111E CENTER SERVES THE POPULATION 11 mows!' Kim ou

suEll*ING IkoM UNDLIECTED OR UNCONTROLLED HYPERTENSION (D0014, MAO:, "Nos DsEws"

Uk fpfsopft, USE RS OF HIAITH cAREE. THE CENTER DOCUmENTS ComPLIANLE 10 AN

EppfluvniNif 1-01.1.oN UP REGIMEN FOR IDENTIFIED IfYPEREENsfvls.

I 0
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THE RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH STAFF WORKS WITH

CONMUNITY GROUPS TO DISTRIBUTE MATERIALS, CONDUCT PUBLIC AND $1100L

EDUCATION CAMPAIGNS AND PARTICIPATE IN A VARIETY OF ACTIVITIES FOR

MAY. NIGH BLOOD PRESSURE MONTH. THIS YEAR, BLACK DIURGILS ARE THE

TARGET OF A SCREENING AND EDUCATION CAMPAIGN.

THE REMOVAL Of HYPERTENSION FROM SET-ASIDE FUNDS IS LAUDABLE

.LSD IN KEEPING WITH THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE ASSOCIATION OF STATE AND

TERRITORIAL.HLALTH OFFICIALS OF MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY AT THE OPERATING

LEVEE.

ASTHO SUPPORTS THE REAUEHORIZATIONS FOR 01ILDHOOD IMMUNIZATION,

TUBERCULOSIS, AND SEXOALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASE PROGRAMS. WE hOULO NOTE.

HOWEVER. ESPECIALLY IN THE CHILDHOOD INMUWIZATION PROGRAM, THE COST OF

VACCINES HAS GONE. UP SO MUCH THAT INCREASINGLY, STATES ARE FORCED TO PUT

UP LOCAL FUNDS FOR PERSONNEL AND PROGRAMMATIC SUPPORT. THE NATURE OF THESE:

ULAETH PROBLEKS IS SUCH THAT WE SHOULD NM BE LULLED BY OUR SUCCESSES INTO

DECREASING THE EFFORTS OR RESOURCES DEVOTED TO THESE IMPORTANT ISSUES.

WI, ALSO SUPPORT THE WINNING AND MODEST EFFORTS IN IMPROVING EMERGENCY

MEDICAL SERVICE SYSTEMS FOR CRITICALLY ILL CHILDREN. !IL MIST CONTINUALLY

REMIND OURSELVES AND OTHERS THAT CHILDREN ARE NOT JUST SMALL ADULTS.

ASTUO CONTINUES ITS SUPPORT FOR A UNIFORM NATIONAL COMPENSATION

SYSTEM FOR CHILDREN WHO ARE VICTIMS OF VACCINE-RELATED
INJURIES, AND WE ARE

PLEASED TO NOTE. THAT THIS COMMITTEE WILL TAKE UP THIS INITIATIVE LATER IN 11K SPRING.

WE ALSO SUPPORT PROGRAMS
TO PREVENT RAPE AND TO MAIM SERVICES

TO EWPI VICUMS.
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THE HOME AND COMMUNITY SERVICES SECTIONS OF S:2301 ARE TIMELY,

EXCITING AND GENERALLY ON THE MARK. THESE SECTIONS PROMTE COORDINATION,

CASE-FINDING, VOLUNTEERISM, EDUCATION AND INFORMATION, ADULT DAY CARE,

RISPITL CARE, CASE MANAGEMENTAND OTHER SUPPORTIVE SERVICES. THIS TYPE

OF DEVELOPMENTAL PROGRAM IS ESSENTIAL IF WE ARE TO MEET THE IoRMIDABLE

CHiEEENGE OF AN AGING POPULATION IN A COST/EFFECTIVE MANNER. CLEARLY, OUR

CDAENT LONG-TERM CARE SYSTEMIRIICH IS INSTITUTIONALLY-BASED MUST BE TRANS-

IORMID INFO A COMMUNITY-BASED SYSTEM IF 0 WANT TO PRuvIDE APPROPRIATE ACCISS

10 HIGH QUALITY LONG-TERM CARL SERVICES AT A REASONABLE COST.

THERE ARE A NUMBER OF QUESTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH THE HONE AND

(TA6MNITY SERVICES SECTIONS WHICH ARE WORTH CONSIDERATION. FIRST, IS

THERE: A DANGER II. COMBINING PREVENTIVE HEALTH SERVICES AND LONG-TERM CARE

SERVICES IN ME SAW BILL? IN THE LONG ROC WILL TILWINTIVE HEALTH SERVICES

HE AKLE TO HOLD THEIR OWN IN THE FACE OF A GROWING DEMAND FOR LONG-TERM CARE

SURvIcES? (tRTAINEY, WE WOULD NOT WANT TO EROOE SUPPORT FOR PREVENTIVE HEALTH

SERVICES. WHILE WE RECOGNIZE THAT PREVENTIVE HEALTH AND HOME HEALTH SERVICES

DAVE SEPARATE TITLES, SHOULD THERE BE SOME PROVISION TO PROHIBIT TRANSFER

BIEWEEN PROGRAMS?

SECOND. MIMED HOME AND COMMUNITY-BASED SERVICES BE TIED CLOSER

TO THE MEDICARE AND MIDKAW PROGRAMS IN ORDER TO MINiNt:E FRAGMENTATION

AND IN ORDER To MAXIMIZE IMPACT? IN THE FINAL ANALYSIS, PROGRAM EFFECTIVENESS

WILL DEPEND ON EFFECTIVE LINKAGES BETWEEN THESE THREE PROGRAMS.
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THIRD, SHOULD STATES WHICH CURRENTLY HAVE A SUFFICIENT NUMBER

OF NONE HEALTH AGENCIES BE ABLE TO ALLOCATE rumps FOR ESTABLISHING HONE

HEALTH AGENCIES TO OTHER PREVENTIVE OR IAING-TENN CARE PURPOSES' SOMME HEALTH

PLANNING AGENCIES HAVE IDENTIFIED THE PROLIFERATION OF HOME HEALTH AGENCIES

AS A BARRIER TO EFFICIENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS. THERE IS A SIGN1FICANTDIFFER-

EWE BETWEEN THE NEED FOR ADDITIONAL NONE HEALTH VISITS AND THE NEED FOR

ADDITIONAL HOME HEALTH AGENCIES.

FINALLY, AND MOST IMPORTANTLY, THE STATES CAN PUT THE HOME AND

CCWMUNITY SERVICES SECTIONS OF S:2501 TO VERY GOOD USE. IT APPEARS THAT

ALL OF THE FOLLOWING AGENDA ITEMS AND MORE COULD BE PURSUED UNDER SUCH

AUTINJRITY AND FINANCING:

VERTICAL INTEGRATION OF HEALTH SERVICES.

EMPHASIS ON A SOCIAL SERVICE APPROACH,

LINKAGE OF AMBULATORY AND HONE-BASED SERVICES,

DEVELOPMENT OF INNOVATIVE FINANCING PACKAGES FOR LONG-TERM

CARE SERVICES.

* PROMOTION OF SOCIAL HEALTH MAINTENANCE ORGANIZATIONS.

410 THUS, THE HOME AND COMMUNITY
SERVICES SECTIONS OF S:2301 COULD

BE VERY INSTRUMENTAL IN THE
RESTRUCTURING OF LONG -TEE CARE SERVICES IN THE

SPATES, SUCH DEVELOPIWNT FUNDS COULD HAVE A VERY POSITIVE IMPACT ON THE

PACE AND DIRECTION OF CHANGE IN TEL LONG-TERM CARE FIELD.

ei
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MR. CHAIRMAN:

I BELIEVE THE BATTLE iOR IMPROVED HEALTH BEHAVIORS IS

BEING MON. FEWER PEOPLE ARE SMOKING CIGARETTES, MORE ARE EXERCISING,

MORE HAVE THEIR BLOOD PRESSURE UNDER CONTROL, MORE ARE EATING HEALTHIER

DIETS, MORE ARE NEARING SEAT BELTS, DEATHS FROM CORONARY HEART DISEASE

Aitt DRAMA r IcALEy DECREASING, AND DRUNKEN -DRIVERS ARE BE IM; CAMEL

THE ASSOCIATION OF STATE AND TERRITNUAL HEALED OCEICIALs

kl.CoGNIZEs THAT WE AS A COUNTRY MUST SPEND RESOURCES ON RESEARCH FOR

THE CAUSES CIE CANCER AND HEART DISEASE AND PAYING FOR MEDICAL SERVICES

PRUV !MD TO CANCER AND HEART DISEASE. AM) ACCIDENT PATIENTs. wE.

IT r6 RECONCILE WHY WE SPEND SO LITTLE ON THE PREVENTION OF

CAJCLR IMES WI: ANON THAT 301. IS CAUSED BY CIGARETTE SMOKING,'IEE KNOW

TI 6T 30 1.1.811NT OF MART DISEASE IS CAUSED BY CIGARETTES, AND ANOTHER

3:. PERCENT OF CANCLIL. is CAUSED BY DIET, AND THAT SEAT BELTS DRAMATICALLY

REUUCE III.3111 AND INJURY FROM ACCIDENTS. WE BELIEVE WE CAN INTERVENE

i I I I .C1 Vt. LY NON I F WI. ARE GIVEN DIE RESOURCES.

Nt FIND IT DIFFICULT TO UNDERSTAND 011Y THIS COUNTRY SPENDS"

AIMEST ONE THOUSAND FOUR IRINDRED DOLLARS PER CAP [TA FOR CURATIVE SERVICES

ASH ONLY SMALL CHANGE FOR PREVENTION. WE SHOULD INCREASE SUPPORT OF

PRoc;RAW DEDIcATED TO IMPROVING HEALTH BEHAVIOR, THOSE DESIGNED TO PETI K

SMOKING AND THE USE OF AU:01401. AMONG CIIII.DREN AND ADOLESCENTS, AND OTHER

RISK ItEictit:TION AND IIF.,iLTli PROMOTION PROGRAMS. WE 1.110;1. THAT THESE PROGRANN

Yiotifj) hi I uNDED Al' A MINIMUM OF SU CENTS PER CAPITA, MIMI AMOUNTS 10

ION IN 198C, $120 MILLION IN 1986, AND $11.F. MILLION IN 1987.

1 7 1
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FINALLY, AN AREA OF GROWING CONCERN AMONG THIS COUNTRY'S

swat HEALTH OFFICERS AND AMONG MEMBERS OF CONGRESS IS THE NEED POU

NATIONAL, UNIFORM INFORMATION ON THE USES OF BLOCK GRANT FUNDS. LEAD-

AND BURDENSOME BLOCK GRANT REPORTING REQUIREMENTS ARE NEITHER

."NECESS4Y NOR DESIRABLL: BUT MAINTAINING PUBLIC CONFIDENCE AND ADEQUATE

FUNDING,FoR THESE.HIGHLY FLEXIBLE GRANTS HINGES UN THU STATEN' ABILITY

TO DESWRIBI IN NATIONAL, UNIFORM TERMS, THE VITAL SLRVICES SWPORTED Si

BLOCK GRANT FUNDS. THE REPOCS REQUIRED BY PL 97-35 FAIL TO MEET nas

NEED BECAUSE THEY LACK UNIFORMITY, AND rims, CANNO1 61. AGGREGATED NATIONALLy.

HOWEVER, THE LAST 12 thARS, THE STATES HAVC OPERATED A

VOLUNTARY, LUOPIRA7Ilit INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR THE EXPRESSNelpOSE OF

PRMIDISK, 71IL KINDS Of UNIFORM DATA THAT ARE NOW BEING SOUGHT. THIS

NATIONAL POOL HEALTH PROGRAM REPORTING SYSTEM CURRENTLY PRO UDES (ON-

PRtHENSIVI, UNIFORM DATA ON STATE HEAL711 AGENCY OPERATJONS, INDIVIDUALLY

Aid, NATIONALLY, INCLUDING: HOW MUCH THEY SPEND, WHERE TWIN MONEY COMES

PROM, PRIAT KINDS OF SLRVICI.S THEY PRO(i1DE,rANO HOMfMANY PEOPLE THEY SERVE.

TIlt suRVEY INSTRUMENTS FOR THIS SYSTEM WERE EXTENSIVELY REVISED FOR THE

FISCAL YEAR 1982 CYCLE. TO ENABLE US TO TRACK AND ASSESS TILE IMPACT OF THE

BLOCK 6RANTS. IN FACT, I HAVE WITH ME A SUMMARY OF SOME OF THk MOST SIG-

N1U1CANT FINDINGS 01 114. 1982 SURVLY THAT I wom).pu PLEASED TO SUBMIT FOR

RECORD.
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IT IS NWT UNFORTUNATE THAT THE =TIMED EXISTENCE OF THIS

VOLUNTARY, COOPERATIVE SYSTEM IS CURRENTLY JEOPARDIZED BY A LACK OF

FUNDING. FEDERAL FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR THIS SYSTEM IS, 100Ai, ROUGHLY

HALF 01: 1,4141 .IT WAS FIVE YEARS AGO. THIS HAS CAUSED THE TIMELINESS OF

OGR RI PORTS 10 SUFFER GREATEV; OUR 1982 REPORTS WILE BE PUBLISHED 9 10

1u yoNim. EAiER IN 1111 YEAR MAN WERE OUR 1980 REPOR1S. 111Is Is mil.

cuLARly SIGNIFICANT WHEN CONSIDERED IN THE CONTEXT OF REALITIMIZATION

ILARINGS SUCH AS 111E5E. FOUR YEARS AGO, THE MEMBERS OF THIS COMMITTEE

WOULD HAVE RECEIVED BOUND COPIES OF OUR FY 1982 REPORTS WELL BEFORE niL

!IRS!" SESSIJN OF 11115 CONGRESS ADJOURNED; AND I MOM BE SITTING HERI

1Up11 NI III PRELIMINARY FY 1983 DATA IN HAND. INSTEAD, 1 HAW. 'TODAY A

!JimMAat 01 So* OF OUR 198: DATA IN HAND, WITH THE PUBLISHED REPORTS

1110 OUT IN MAY OR JUNE. FOR THIS REASON, THE STATES APPLAI'D THE *ORB

Hum In GAO, 10R hi nurr THEIR IS STATE STUDY, THE CONGRESS WOULD Mkt

PRIGIOON LITTLE INWIMATION ON 111E 1983 USES Of BLOCK GRANT 10NDS.

RUT, UNLESS THE cmcitEss INTENDS FOR THE GAO TO GO INTO 110

106INTss or MAINTAINING A ROUTINE DATA COLLECTION SYSTEM, AND UNL1SS lUt

LURREN1 INE0RMAiION CRISIS IS TO BE REPEATED THE NEXT TIME THESE BLOCK

GkANTS COME UP FOR RIAMORIZATION, THIS COMMITTEE HEIST [AXE sOME DEIINITI61.

PREVENrhvi ACTION. 110BEFORE, NE ASTHO URGES YOU TO CONSIDER SETTING

As101: oNE-HALF OF ONE PERCENT OF 110 5:2301 BLOCK GRANT APPROPRIAtION lu

Gtr IHE slATES' VOLUNTARY, COOPERATIVE SYSTEM BACK ON SOE110 FOUTINC.
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IN SUMMARY, THE ASSOCIATION OP STATE AM) TERRITORIAL HEALTH

UfFIC1ALS SUPPORTS S:2361, THE. HEALTH SERVICES, PREVENTIVE HEALTH SERVICES

AND HUME: AND CTIMMUNITY-BASED SERVICES ACT OF MA. ADDITIONALLY, NE SUMMIT

TIN 114CREASE. UM1ORIZATIONS AND THE PROVISION TO ASSURE ONE-HALF OF ONL

u"
PERCENT OF Ut APPWIPRIATIoN FoR THE TABULATION AND ANALYSIS OF UNIFORM

NAT1oNAF DATA VOLUNTARILY NEI% REPORTED BY STATE AND TERRITORIAL MALIN

iSit iro

I APPRECIATE 11B OPPORTUNITY TO TESTIFY BEFORE YOU 100A1,

!.ND UMAPTOU TO CONTINUE YOUsTRONC ADVOCACY FOR II uni PROMoitoN

AND ISEAsf PRTITION.

177
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State Health Department Use of P1015 and

NCH Block Grant Funds, FT 1982

In FY 1902. 51 state health agencies (SHAs) reported service and expenditure
information to the Association of State and Territorial health Officials Foundation.
these SHAs reported that $5.0 billion was spent to provide public health services
to 67.0 million persons. SHA expenditures for public health services increased by
5 percent from 1981 to 1982; however, when the 1982 expenditures are adjusted for
inflation. total expenditures decreased by 1.5 percent.

In the area of personal health programs, 43.7 billion was spent in fiscal

year 1982. State funds accounted for $1.9 billion and 51.5 billion came from

federal grants anc contracts. When adjusted for inflation. this represented a 0.5

preent increase in state funds and a 6 percent decrease in federal grant and contract

funds. The proportion 0 total personal health program expenditures represented by
..tale funds increased from tp percent in FY 1981 to 51 percent in FT 1962: while the

ereirortiun of these expenditures represented by federal grant and contract funds

decreased from 42 percent to 40 percent.

Of the $1.5 billion in federal grant and contract funds spent for personal health

Programs. S19 million (1.3 percent) was from the Preventive Health and Health Services

(11;fhS; Block Grant and $139 million 19.5 percent) was from the Maternal and Child

health (MCH) Services Block Grant. The amount of block grant funds spent hs tine. Stills

,rue 1cq their 14t,2 fiscal year period was rather small for several reasons. first.

smst states' 19o2 fiscal rear began in July 1981 but biccc grant funds were not

available until October 1, 1981. The result being that block grant funding was
available to most SeeAs fur a maximum of 9 months during their 1982 fiscal year.

'second. some states (e.g.. California and New York) did not assume control of the

block grants during their 19b2 fiscal year. Such states continued to receive a pro

rat.' share of categorical funding. Finally. overlap existed between the budget periods

of many of the categorical program that were included in the block grants, and the

tlacr ;rant r themselves. As a result. significant sums of (federal) FY 1981 categorical

vre s-,4,nt.try the SHAs during their 1982 fiscal Year. This enabled them to

ionserre a portion of their 19112 block grant allotments for expenditure the following

,ar.

Al.ThO's FY 191,2 data provide no evidence that any of the individual programs

tnat were heavily funded by categorical grants sustained a disproportionate share of

the funding reductions that accompanied the block grants. Rather. most SHAs appwar

to brio, reduced program funding across the board on a pro rata basis. Certain Sheds

Old. however. take advantage of the flexibility inherent in the block grants to address

ahtorsrn lacylic health emergencies. For example. in Virginia. PHHS Block urant 'ond%

o trucial resource in enabling the SHA to successfully respond to the vurst ruttre..

f ry8tes in the state'. histgry.

However. there is evidence that the reduction in federal funding accompanying

the block grants did have an impact in two key areas: (1) the number of people served

and (2) staffing levels. From 1981 to 1982, there was a 5 percent reduction in the

total number of forsons served by SHP% programs reporting comparable data. This

reiresent% A total of 7 million people who did not receive public healt services in

191... The SeAs also reported a 5 percent decrease (1.5 %Illicit persons) in the romber

of .egole screened for all diseases or health conditions.,

1
These data arc based on appioximately60 percent of the universe of all individuals

eielvtvg any service or screening in 1982; thus, it is likely the actual reduction

to the number of people served WW. substantially greater.

7 ti
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The A41. flatten did not collect staffing data for 1982 but in 1981. a

u.4 percent decre.,_ in inflation-adjusted napenditores was accowpanied by a 2

PerLent reduction in personnel (1300 positions). The cuts fell most heavily on

personal health programs, unere a 5 percent reduction took place (representing

11(to po..itionsl. Extrapolating this relationship to 1932. it can be presumed that

the 1.4 percent decrease in inflation-adjusted public health expenditures would

as...ociated with either a further reduction or, at best, a freeze in

.f.:flipy levels.
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Q & A FOR SENATE TESTIMONY

SENATOR: MR. TIERNEY, WHAT, IF ANYTHING, IS UNIQUE ABOUT THIS VOLUNTARY

STATE REPORTING SYSTEM OF WHICH YOU SPOKE?

MR. TIERNEY: SENATOR, FIRST, OUR SfSTEM IS A VOLUNTARY, COOPERATIVE EFFORT OF

THE NATION'S STATE HEALTH AGENCIES. AS SUCH. THE DATA COLLECTED

REPRESENT THE CONSENSUS OF TILE STATES, RATHER THAN A SET OF

INFORMATION DE -ERMINED AT ANOTHER LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT. IN

ADDITION. OUR DATA COLLECTION UNIVERSE CONSISTS OF THE NATION'S

57 STATE AND TERRITORIAL HEALTH AGENCIES, MAKING OUR SYSTEM THE

ONLY SUCH COMPREHENSIVE INFORMATION GATHERING EFFORT. FURTHER,

WHILE OTHER STUDIES OF THE BLOCK GRANTS HAVE BEEN SOMEWHAT

PROSPECTIVE IN NATURE, OFTEN DEALING WITH BUDGET FIGURES OR

PROJECTED EXPENDITURES, OUR SYSTEM IS MORE GEARED 70

ACCOUNTABILITY. DEALING IN ACTUAL EXPENDITURE FIGURES, COLLECTED

AFTER THE CLOSE OF EACH STATE'S FISCAL YEAR.

A FINAL, UNIQUE ASPECT OF THE STATES VOLUNTARY SYSTEM IS THAT

THE LARGEST PART Of OUR EFFORT IS AIMED AT OBTAINING OUANTATIVE

DATA ON THE SERVICES PROVIDED BY STATE HEALTH AGENCIES. MOST

OTHER STUDIES OF THE BLOCK GRANTS HAVE CONCENTRATED ON THE

FISCAL SIDE ALONE. FOR EXAMPLE, AS A RESULT OF OUR FOCUS ON

SERVICES WE HAVE BEEN ABLE TO DOCUMENT A DECLINE DE FIVE PERCENT

(OR, ROUGHLY 2.8 MILLION PEOPLE) IN THE NUMBER OF PERSONS SERVED
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BY STATE HEALTH AGENCIES FROM 1981 TO 1982. IT IS PARTICULARLY

DISTURBING THAT, CONTRIBUTING TO THIS TOTAL, WAS A DECLINE OF

ROUGHLY Z MILLION IN THE 'UMBER OF PERSONS SCREENED FOR ALL

DISEASES AND HEALTH CONDITIONS. THAT FIGURE STRIKES AT THE

HEART OF THIS NATION'S PREVENTIVE HEALTH STRATEGY.

151
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Reporting System Language for Block Grant Testimony

Finally, an area of growing concern among this country's state health

officers and among members of Congress is the need for national, uniform

information on the uses of block grant funds. Elaborate and burdensome block

grant reporting requirements are neither necessary nor desirable; but

maintaining public confidence and adequate funding for these highly flexible

grants hinges or the states' ability to describe in national, uniform terms,

the vital services supported by block grant funds. The reports required by Pt

97-35 fail to Ineet this need because they lack uniformity, and thus, cannot be

aggregated nationally.

However, for the last 1? years, the states have operated a voluntary,

cooperative information system the express purpose of providing the kinds

of uniform data that are now being sought. This national public health

program reporting system currently provides comprehensive, uniform data on

state health agency operations, individually and nationally, including: how

much they spend. wht:re their mneey comes from, what kinds of services they

provide, and how many people they serve. The survey instruments for this

system were extensively revised for the FY 1982 cycle to enable us to track

and assess the impact of the block grants. In fact, I have with me a summary

of some of the most significant findings of the 1982 survey that I would he

pleased to submit for the record.

1S2
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It is most unfortunate that thectontinued existence of this voluntary,

cooperative system is currently jeopardized by a lack of funding. Feciral

financial support for this system is, today, roughly half of what it was f4ve

years ago. This has caused the timeliness of our reports to surfer greatly:

our 1982 reports wilt be published 9 to 10 months later in the year than were

our 1980 reports. This is particularly significant when considered to the

context of reauthorization hearings such as these. Four years ago, the

members of this Committee would have received bound copies of our FY 19R2

report; well before tne first session of this Congress adjourned; and I would

be sitting here today with preliminary FY 1983 data in hand. Instead, 1 have

today a summary of some of our 1982 data in hind, with the published reports

due out in May or June. For this reason, the states applaud the work done by

CAP, for withrtht their 13 state study, the Congress would have precious little

information on the 1483 uses of block grant funds.

Rut, unless the Congress intends for the GAO to go into the business of

maintaining a routino data collection system, and unless the current

information crisis is to he repeated the next time these block grants come up

for reauthorization, this Committee must take some definitive, preventive

iction. ThPrpfnre. WHO urges you to &onside,* setting aside one-half of

one percent of the 5.2301 block grant appropriation to get the states'

voluntary, cooperative system hack on solid footing.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Tierney.
Mr. Fogel, critics of the block grants have suggested there is in-

sufficient data to determine if they are meeting State health needs,
the various State health needs. However, your testimony seems to
indicate that States are, in fact, establishing reporting require-
ments, collecting data, and auditing funds.

Now, will this information be sufficient to assess trends in re
vant health statistics, and are States submitting the required re-
ports in a timely manner?

Mr. Rx;Ei.. Senator, the States are doing what is consistent with
the act. The Secretary of HHS has discretion to prescribe the data
elements that the States collect. HHS at this point in time has not
prescribed specific data requirements but has let the States submit
the data that they think. is useful, and then HHS will compile the
data in an annual report.

I think after that report is compiled, the Congress will have a
much better basis for deciding whether the data that you are get-
ting is sufficient for your needs.

I would like to point out it has been difficult in the past from our
perspective to evaluate the effectiveness of these programs and to
get good data at the local level. And that was true under the cate-
gorical programs, and it is true now under the block grant pro-
gram.

I think that it will be difficult under the block grant program for
the Congress to compare data across States and among the States
unless we get some consistency. There are certainly voluntary, co-
operative efforts among the States to try to get this data, but as of
right now it would be difficult to assure that we have a good data
base to compare results across States.

Mr. TIERNEY. May I comment on that, Senator?
The CHAIRMAN. You bet.
Mr. TIERNEY. The Association of State and Territorial Health Of-

ficials for over 10 years now has been operating the National
Public Health Program Reporting System. And it is a voluntary
system which involves the 50 States and the territories. It is volun-
tary. The data is provided by State health departments. It's compa-
rable, and it has a long history of being around.

It is the only data system that we can put together to show what
public health departments do on a uniform basis. And in my testi-
monyI didn't present it orallybut in my written testimony was
a request for support for that data base.

The CHAIRMAN. Right.
Now, Mr. Fogel, your report indicates that almost all States view

the block grant as the more desirable way to fund preventive
health services than the categorical approach, but that about half
of the interest groups polled viewed the block grant as the less de-
sirable funding approach.

Now, does your study give any idea of why these perceptions
differ so markedly on these two points?

Mr. FoGs:i.. Yes; it does, Mr. Chairman. I would like to let Mr:
Gadsby respond to that because we have done some detailed analy-
ses to try to answer that question.

The CHAIRMAN. All right.
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Mr GAnsay. We are in the process of doing some statistical anal-
ysis, and the prelimir,ry results suggest there is. as one would
expect. a strong correlation between interest group respondents
who were dissatisfied with the block grant as a funding mechanism
and those that believe that the people or organizations they repre-
sented. had been adversely affected by the funding decisions that
States have made.

There was also some indication that the dissatisfied respondents
were really not active participants in the citizen input process, and
that they tended to be dissatisfied with the State's response to the
things that they had raised concern about during the citizen input
process.

Mr. Fota.1.. But basically, what it boiled down toand it's not
surprising- is those interest groups whose constituents were nega-
tively affected at the local level as a result of this block grant proc-
ess weren't as satisfied with the process. which is what we would
expect would occur.

The CHAIRMAN. Although you did not discover any significant
cost savings associated with the management of the preventive
health services block grant during the time of your study, do you
think that this reflects additional costs related to program transi-
tion period? Do you fed that future management may be more eco-
nomical. or do you just feel that it's going to be kind of a wash?

Mr. Focaq.. We found that it's difficult to really tie a dollar
hmount to the amount of funds that can be saved in going from a
categorical to a block grant. The problem is that there is no base
tine and there was no comparable data among the States as to
what administrative costs were.

On the other hand, as I alluded to in my testimony, the over-
whelming majority of the State officials that we gathered the evi-
dence from felt that the block grant process has streamlined some
aspects of their administrative operations. It has made the whole
grant application process-simpler. They have been able to in some
cases reallocate staff to more programmatic missions rather than
some of the administrative missions. So in that sense, we definitely
think there has been a benefit, but we would be very hesitant to
try to put a dollar amount on it, and we think it's going to be din.
cult in the future.

The CHAIRMAN. You have indicated that most of the States have
gone beyond the required legislative hearings and that they have
held further executive,. hearings and they have used advisory
hoards to determine how to use the funds. Do you think the
publicthat is, the average citizenhas been given more access to
the decisionmaking process, or less, than under the previous cate-
gorical programs?

Mr. FocFa.. At this point in time that the block grant process has
allowed more people the opportunity to providejnput at the State
level on how the State' is going to.spend its funds than the categori-
cal programs did.

In the preventive health bloCk grant, for -tiCample, 10 §tates held
executive hearings, and none did when they had categorical funds.
And under ADAMII, 13 States held executive branch hearings
trying to decide how they would spend this money, where previous-
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ly only three did. So at the State level there has definitely been
more input.

Mr. Gadsby may want to add something.
Mr. GADSBY. As Mr. Fogel said, there has been clearly greater op-

portunities for citizen input. We also triedto get a sense of wheth-
er or not private citizens had actually participated in the process,
and we found they had, to some extent. They didn't participate
much in the mandated process of commenting on the intended-use
reports that the States are required to put together. Service provid-
ers tended to be the most dominant participants there.

On advisory committees that States had established, private citi-
zens were among the groups most often represented on those com-
mittees, and those committees tended to be very influential in the
decisionmaking process in the 13 States.

In terms of the executive hearings, we found that some private
citizens did participate in those hearings in all the States we vis-
ited, but again that service providers tended to be the dominant
participants in process.

The CHAIRMAN. I WaS somewhat surprised to learn from your tes-
timony that Federal funds constitute only one-third of the financ-
ing for preventive health services in some of the States. Could you
describe where the balance of the funds really come from?

Mr. FOG EL The balance of the funds came from State revenues.
But I would like to let Mr. Dodaro answer that in more detail.

The CHAIRMAN. Gp ahead, sir.
Mr. DODARO. Senator, as Mr. Tierney indicated for Rhode Island,

many of the States contribute money from their (Awn revenues to
help fund these services. Typically, Federal preventive health
funds are channeled into services such as tuberculosis control and
Immunization that are basically provided through State public
health laboratories* local health departments. And States natu-
rally channel a lot of their own moneys into those entities as well.

Additionally, some of the preventive health services at the State
level are given high priority. For example, in the State of Washing-
ton the Emergency Medical Services Program has been a high pri-
ority, and the State provides a lot of its own funds for that activity.
Also, the State of Pennsylvania has a State mandated emergency
medical services act, so by State law the State has to contribute to
provide those services.

The CHAIRMAN. OK. And States that increase their funding of
preventive programs following the block grant, did GAO look at
the source or rationale for that particular increase?

Mr. Foam,. W4. didn't have much information on that at all, Mr.
Hatch. 'Irst,e one point I would like to make there is, that in the Pre-
eirentive Health Program historically the States have been commit-
ted to a lot of these programs. And this is some speculation on my
part, but I think &pm the information we've gathered, that they
have just been historically committed to these types of programs
and they wanted to maintain these programs in many instances re-
gardless of whether it would be State or Federal funds.

The CHAIILMAN. OK. Let me just turn to the alcohol, drug abuse
and mental health block grant, and I will only ask you one ques-
tion and then I want to turn to Mr. Tierney and allow time for my
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colleagues. But I will submit further questions to_you on this, and I
hope you will get yolir answers back as soon as possible.

Let me just ask you this one question: What feedback did you get
from local and State officials about their new involvement in ad-
ministering the alcohol, drug abuse and mental health block grant?
Has the feedback generally been favorable or negative-

Mr. Foot.. It's been favorable. Basically, seven States specifical-
ly said they were able to reduce their time and effort in preparing
applications and reporting on the grant; five said they were able to
standardize procedures; and eight said it improved -their planning
and budgeting process for programs. SO I think we would say over-
all the reaction from the State officials that we talked to was defi-
nitely favorable.

The CHAIRMAN. OK. I will submit the remaining questions to
you.

Mr. Tierney, we appreciate your being here, and thank you for
your testimony.

As you stated, the block grant approach has given the States
more flexibility. Now, how has Rhode Island specifically used this
new flexibility? Have previously mandated Federal programs been
terminated, or how have you handled it?

Mr. TIERNEY. No. Under the categorical system, Senator, we got
a piece of money for heart disease and cancer and chronic illness,
and we had to stay within those categories and we had to report
and make financial statements on them and we had to make pro-
gram reports. And we had a whole bureaucracy to deal with.

Our approach in Rhode Island in health promotion is to try to
deal with health, and there is no categorical grant for health and
there's not one for wellness. Now, this Wellness Check Program I
described to you initially deals with all those areas, and you could
just think of the turmoil you could get. We get a questionnaire
with 50 questions. Maybe five are on cancer, so many are on heart
disease, so many are on immunization, and so forth. And you imag-
ine the free-for-all we would get into with the Feds if we charged
for cancer and this is the heart and this is for this program. And if
it gets worse, where would you charge fitness to, where would you
charge smoking? Would you charge it to cancer or would you
charge it to heart?

We have in the educational programs for children, we try to
teach the children how to deal with strangers, and there's no Cate-
gorical grant for that.

So we have this flexibility. I don't think with categorical grants,
that we could have got up the children's programs or the adults'
health risk assessment, because we dealt with the general category
of health.

We did lose money in the tradeoff, as has been pointed out, but
we certainly enjby the freedom and we can program much better
and easier.

The CHAIRMAN. I see. You have commented on the need for
funds to facilitate a voluntary cooperative reporting system. Could
you tell us why you feel this is important and how the information
will be used?

Mr. TIERNEY. Yes. The associationI personally think it's very
important. We believe we should be accountable to somebody for
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the money that is given to us. And we're not unselfiA about it
either; we *ant to get some more. But we think there should be a
national voluntary uniform system that can be compared among
States and that we can report to the Congress and to the people of
this country what we're doing with their money and show changes
in health.

We would like to implement' the national objectives for the
Nation- that haie been published. And we need some kind of .a data
system in order to do that. We thirik the one that's up, the one
that's voluntaryand we've had 10 years' experience with it
should be the one that should be maintained.

The CHAIRMAN. I was interested personally in your comments
about the home health service part of the block grant. If this bill"
becomes enacted into law, how would Rhode Island utilize its share
of the allocated funds?

Mr. TIERNEY. Rhode Island has a pretty Food system of home
health services. Again, it's a function of size. We're only 1,050
square miles, so were not too big.

When medicare came in in 1965, we had 27 so-called home health
agency, or visiting nurse agencies. Through funds from the depart-
ment and through gri.int funds, we were able to bring those 27 visit-
ing nurse down to nine good, solid, strong voluntary home health
agencies.

So we haVe coverage throughout the State. When somebody is
homeand I don't have to tell you, you know but the most im-
portant thing to have in home care is first the home. You have got
to have a place to tie. And the second thing, you've gut to have
somebody to take care of you, somebody to assume that responsibil-
ity. And from personal experience, I know of that responsibility.
And we keep thinking of directing all the services to the patient,
and currently we think of medical services. Well, the patients
needs some medical services, but the -thing that makes the differ-
ence in them staying home is .social pervice*, or .the support serv-
ices. But we place, I believe, too much emphasis on the services to
the patient, and we ought to put more emphasis on the services to
the person who assumes that responsibility so that they don't fall
apart.

So we would strengthen more services in home health, and we
would add more, because you have got to have an array of services.
Home health won't do it by itself. We have got to have respite serv-

. axes. We've got to have day care services, hospice services. and all
those other kinds of service, sits we have some choices.

But again, we strongly believe that they should be directed for
the patient, of course, but for the one who is respOnsible.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you support the TB program as a categorical
program? And if so, why do yOu feel it is important that the TB
program remain as a categorical program?

Mr. TIERNEY. Yes. Well, the TB program was a categorical pro-
gram. While the philosophy of the Association of State and Territo-
rial Health Officials is to move to the block grant because of the
flexibility, this is a reauthorization, and we don't have any trouble
with carrying that forward. I think, to be hotiest about it, we'd
take the money in any form, you gave kto us. [Laughter.) .

We would prefer a block grant.
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The CHAIRMbN. Well, I underfitand your position.
Without objection, we will put the statement of Senator Charles

Grass ley into the record in the opening statement part of this pro-
ceeding, and mention that he was here.but he needed to go to an-

, other committee hearing at the Finance Committee; He certainly
takes a great interest in this.

Let's turn to Senator Kennedy.
Senator KENNEDY. Mr. Chairman, I understand that our col-

league from West Virginia, Senator Randolph, has an eittremely
pressing engagement, and I .would be glad to yield to Senator Ran-
dolph.

The CHAIRMAN. That would be fine.
Senator Randolph.
Sen'ator RANDOLPH. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to be here this

morning with you and Senator Kennedy, for the second day of
hearings in which !members of the Committee on Labor and
Human Resources will be receiving testimony on five major Public
Health Services Act Reauthorizations.I take this opportunity to
welcome our distinguished panel of wititbsees who we will talk with
today, and I would like to introduce one of those witnesses at this
-time, Mrs. Martha Chapman, the executive director of the Tug
River Community Health Center in Gary, WV, serving the resi-
dents of McDowell County, Mrs. Chapman is testifying on behalf of
the Natiohal Association of Community Health Centers. We are
truly pleased to have you with us today.

Three years ago, with the enactment of Public Law 97-35, the
Omnibus0Audget Reconciliation Act of 1981, 21 public health pro-
grams that had previously been authorized categorically, were con-
solidated into four health block grants: The Preventive Health
Services; the Alcohol and Drug Abuse and Mental Health Services;
the Maternal and Child Health; and the Primary Care Block
Grants. _

Today we will focus on the Preventive Health Servides and the
Primary Care Block Grants, as well as the reauthorization of the
National Health .Service Corps. We will hear testimony as to the
status of these vital programs and we will carefully examine the
effects that the major changes made in 1981 have had on the indi-
vidual programs contaiped these block grants Ao.the States.

I am anxious to hear your knowledgeable opinions on the effec-
tiveness of the Prevention - Block- Grant as It has provided funding
for such important programs as rodent control, fluoridation, hyper-
tension control, home health care, health education/risk reduction,
rape crisis centers, 314(a) Health incentive grantarand emergency
medical; services.

Additionally, I el.xess my sincere appreciation to the chairman
for his understanding and acceptance of my amendment to provide
pediatric emergency medical service projects.

I am also,very interested in receiving your funding recommenda-
tions for these programs. Although the President's fiscal year 1985
budget proposal has recommended a 2-percent increase for health
block grants, I am concerned that this funding level, although re-
flecting a slight increase over fiscal year 1984 levels, would result
in a reduction of services, due to rising medical costs. Based on pro-
jections of the Congressional Budget Office, it has been estimated
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that at least a 6.5-percent funding increase would be needed in
fiscal year 1985 for the Block Grant Programs to continue with the
same service offering; as in fiscal year 1984.

With `regard to. the National Health Service Corps, which is so. very mportant to the rural, medically underserved areas in West
Virginia, I want to-know how the limited numbers of new scholar-
ships a*aided in the past 3 years, and how the administration's

-recommendation that no new scholarships be awarded in fiscal
yea_iv 1985, has and will affect the availability of health' care in

t'' health manpower shortage areas.
r am deeply troubled over the reduction in the National, Health,

Service Corps Program, based on the premise that we will be expe-
riencing a physician glut ip the near future. Although some areas
of our Nation might have im over abundance of doctors, economi- .0

cally deprzied and remote rural areas will continue to have diffi-
culty in 'attracting and retaining health care professionals, thus
maintaining manpower shortages. Further, we must look into and
address certain problems that have been reported as a result of in-
creased private practice option placements, insuring that the truly.
needy are continuing to be served.

Last, but certainly not least, w e will listen carefully today, t o t he
testimony of those expounding on the Primary Care Block Grwit
As I mentioned before, we have the privilege, of hearing from Mrs.
Martha Chapman. Not only is Mrs. Chapman the execptive direc-
tor of a Community Health center, but she, along with the dirk-
tors or the other 18 community health centers in West Virginia,
have had the unique experience of operating /tinder the Primary
Care Block Grant. An additional problem that Mrs. Chapman 's
center has had to face it.a tragically high unemployment rate in

. her 'service w as McDowell County whose residents the Tug
RiverClinie serviee,ces, has an unemployment rate of nearly 25 per
cent,cent, and in the past 2 years this figure has alimbed as high as 43
percent. . 1

The Cofilminity Health Centers Program, as/ uthorized under
wtion.330 of the yublic Health Services Act, p suppdrt for z

health services in low-income urban and rural com ities whicik
have been designated as medically underserved areas. With the
basic purpose of the program being to provide persons in tarch,
areas with comprehensive health services, regardless :of their abili- i

ty to pay, our Illgalth centers through the primary care program aue
thOrities have proven to be effective prqyiders of quality health
.dare to millions of Americans, who otherwise wouldliave no other
available source of care. For this reason, and because the Cotnniu-
nity Health Centers Program is national in scope. serving eery
State, it)is extrimely important pat we move with caUtion, w'Fien
determining how to administer this tali,. : II

The Primary Care Block Grant "
. I established in 1981 is

unusual 'as it Foyers only one program, the Community Health
. m--and participation by the States is purely volun-
tary, with .. operating the categorical CHA program in nonpar-
ticipating Sta =:. s

Only one State, West yirginia, opted ;c1 receive a Primary Care
Block Grant allotment. .414
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Since its original decision to participate in the Block Grant Pro-
-, it gram, the West Virginia Department of Health has recently deter-

mined that it would be in the best interest of the Community
Health Centers Program to turn back the block, and:return to the
categorical program.

This should in no way reflect on our Atate's, Department of
Health, as our West Virginia health officials are 'among the most
capable and progressive leaders in the f!eld of public health in the
Nation. However, it is my strong'opinuth that ...what happened in
West Virginia should be studied carefully, and the feasibility of a
Primary Care Block Grant Program, as opposed to the categorical
Community Health Centers Program, should be reassessed.

Dr. Clark Hansbarger, director of the West Virginia Department
of Ifealth'has assured me of his delire to be of assistance in deter-
mining the most beneficial legislative route to take, whether it be
through perfecting the Block Grant. approach, or through' recate-
gorization, in order that we may protect and enhance our Commu-
nity Health Centers Program.

I commend all of our West Virginia centers, as they have served
so many, so wellparticularly when up against the problems that
the high unemploynient that has plagued our State has caused. ;

It is my hope that through this hearing, we can determine what
we did right in 1981, and recognize what we did wrong-4correcting
And learning from our mistakes and building oh our accomplish-
ments.

Thank you Mr. Chairman. .

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator. Nice to lave you here.
Senator I$enned? -
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much, Mt. Chairman.
;I would like to extend a warm welcpme to our,panelists here this

morning, and to our other witiftsses that will(be appearing after
them on these very important hecilth issues of preventive health
care, disease prevention, health promotion, community health cen-

t ten. Preventive _health care is our most cost-effective form of
health care. It is also our most humarily effective, because it allows
individuals to avoid the pain and suffering that, disease brings.
Community htalth centers- are of vital -rmportance in providing
quality talre to many of those who have been left out of the health
care system, or would be left out, these centers are facing increased
demand as'a result of economic conditions which have seen more
and more people either lose their jobs or move into the area of pov-
erty .

We are struck by the recent census figures of some 8 million
more Americans below the tide of poVerty. And we have also seen
the fact that as there have been additional cutbacks in support for
many of these programs, many individuals who have health needs
in our society are actually kept out of the whole health care
system.

And we are mindful of the importance of the National Health
Service Corps and the role that it has played in meeting these vita:
needs, as well as the attempts to eliminate that program and the
fact that It has been able to endure in spite of the assaults on it by
the Administration.
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So I just want to welcome all of our witnesses here today. I
would like to have the statements that refer to these three areas of
health policy included in the record as if read, if there is no objec-
tion to that, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. No objection.
Senator KENNEDY. What I would be interested in hearing from

this panel is on the issue of the criteria, how we really find out
what is working and what is not working in our States with regard
to health promotion and disease prevention.

As was mentioned by Mr. Tierney, we have the Surgeon Gener-
al's report of 1980 on promoting health and preventing disease. It
establishes these 226 measurable preventive objectives for 15 priori-

., ty areas. And then we heard Mr. Fogel and, I believe,-others talk
about the fact that we have in the block grant program the States
moving into different areas of, need. Resources in this area of
health policy have an enormou$ily significant impact in terms of
the well-being of the individual and in conserving scarce resources,
whether it is individual resources or community resources or Fed-
eral resources. ...

But I am interested in trying to see as we support these pro-
s and as we go back to the American people to ask for addi-

tion I help and support for these programs, what actually is work-
ing d how effectively these programs are working.

e have, as I mentioned, in the Surgeon General's report, after
a terry considerable degree of study and review, some very clear cri-
teria about steps that can and should be followed. It seems to me it
would be useful and wise for us to at least ensure, as we are ex-
pending these resources, that we are going to be able to measure
the achievement in the States over any period of time.

The concern that I have about the block grant program is that
we have not been sufficiently specific with regard to standards and
priorities and accountability or measur'ment or a clear relation-
ship to either the national or local objectives.

I am just wondering, given what Mr. Tierney has said about the
past about the paperwork that is included in various categorical
programs, whether he would not feel that it might be useful and
helpful to us as we are supporting these programs, to have at least
some criteria so that we know what is happening in the States, we
are able to compare the successes and the failures in other States
and we know what is having the greatest impact in the whole
range of preventive health care and whether it wouldn't be more
efficient and effective and wiser a way of proceeding?

Mr. Tierney?
Mr. TIERNEY. Well, I can speak, I guess, for Rhode Island. We

have this health risk assessment instrument that we have given to
30,000 Rhode Islanders. Now, the program is only 3 years old, and
that is exactly what we are trying to measure. Not that the sample
of the people that come on the Wellness Wagon are truly repre-
sentative of all the people of Rhode Island, but it's not bad. And
the statisticians would ask for a lot of t-tests or the chi-square.
That's not my business. Our business is to get the message out, and
I think we're doing that.
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We are seeing changes. We are seeing reduced smoking. We're
seeing more use of seatbelts. We're seeing changes in food habits,
and we're seeing these things.

One of the things that drives me. on is, before the Surgeon Gener-
al's report in 196-1, we surveyed Fs- Island's physicians so we
could get a fix on their smoking h before the word came out
from the Surgeon General. And we d out in 1963we did it in
the fall; as you remember, the Surgeon General's report came out
in January 1964in the fall we surveyed ali the licensed physi-
cians of Rhode Island. We found that one-third of them smoked
cigarettes, one-third of them never smoked, and one-third of them
smoked and quit.

And we have tracked them every 5 years: 1968, 1973, 1978, and
we did 1983 this past fall. Every year, the physicians are down. As
a matter of fact, they went from 33 percent in 1963 to less than
percent in 1980.

So I believe you Kan change that behavior. They did it. They
know more than anybody else about the impact on health.

The objective for the Nation is to move this country to 25 percent
smokers by 1990. Currently, 33 percent of the people smoke. So the
people are now where the doctors were 20 years ago, in 1963. One-
third of them smoke cigarettes. And I really believe we can move
it.

And the data that we Saveand again, it's short, and it may be
hissed, only 300Wshow it's dropping about 1 percent per year.

Mr. FOGEL. Senator Kennedy, let me respond to that from the
.;eneral Accounting Office perspective. Obviously, our job is made
easier in terms of finding out what's going on and preparing re-
ports on programs across the States, if thp Congress. or the execu-
tive branch, is clear in terms of the type' of data that they would
like to see gathered for comparison purposes.

I remarked earlier that the Secretary does have discretion under
the current act to prescribe data needs. Now, the administration
has not seen fit to do that up to this point in time. As we under-
stand it, what they want to do, is to see what the States come in
with. This will make it, more difficult from a methodological and a
measurement standpoint to provide good, comparable information
across the States. And indeed, if it's the concern of the Congress to
know what's going on; it would be beneficial to have some consen-
sus on what it is we're trying to achieve at the local level with the
delivery of services.

Senator KENNEDY. Well, it seems to me that we Neer a great deal
of rhetoric around here that the Congress "throws tl,oney at prob-
lems and money doesn't resolve them." But we also hear that we
ought to have a degree of accountability so that we know whether
programs are effective or whether they're working.

And the Surgeon General's report of 1980 I think has outlined
some very important goals and recommendations which I would
think would be sufficiently, flexible to permit the States to develop
plans within those criteria and still permit the cross-referencing of
the material to know whether these programs are actually working
and working effectively.

There are various goals with regard to infants and infant mortal-
ity and low birthweight and birth defects and about healthy chil-
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dren. and a great variety also with regard to adults and older
adults.

It seems to me that it would be of value and use', if we' are going
to be trying to get the support for this program. to be able to go
back to the Congress and say, "Look. these are the' results of-the
program. allocation of resource, and what's been done with regard
to either the health* of children or infant mortality or low birth-
weight, or with regard to the health conditions of our senior citi-
zens, whether it's in the area of home health care' or other areas.

Do you have any objection to having that kind of accountability?
Mr. TIERNEY. Absolutely not. The Association of State and Terri-

torial Health Officials'has a national public health program report-
ing system that has been up for about 12 years. Its voluntary. It's
unifeirm. You can compare' 0 States and the territories in their ac-
tivities. And this could easily be adapted to report many of the'
things in which %.e are attaining the goals as enunciated by the
Surgeon General throughout the country?

Set-MW KENNEDY. What about the rest of the panel?
Mr. Foe; Well, I think from the CAO perspective. we would

view that as basically a policy decision for the' Congress regarding
how it wants to get information on what's happening out there'.
But, we're basically concerned that we do obtain infix

Senator KEN N .Just in terms of carrying on your own respon-
sibility in doing evaluation, would it be easier or more difficult if
you had that kind of thing?

.\15. FouEl., Oh. it would definitely be' easier far us to undertake
an assessment

Senator K EN NEM Would it be' easier to find out what's working
and what isn't working. what's effective. what's not effective?

Mr. Foea.a.. Yes: it would be.
Seniitor Krx :uv flow much of a burden would this be' in terms

of the States, do you think, in developing' these kinds of plans?
Mr. TIERNEY. I think the State's would be very interested in this.

As I said. they've been participating in the national public health
program reporting since' for a dozen years. We want to be accountie
tile to the Congress. and we' want to demonstrate' that the money
that has been given to us we' have' used wisely and we are. in tact.
making a difference. And we welcome a reporting system.

As I say, we've gut one up. and we ask that consideration be
given that one-hall of 1 %x'rcefl of the appropriation be used to fi-
nance the existing reporting system, which can be' modified to meet
the needs that you described.

Senator KENNEDY. Let me' ask you. what has been the effect of
the total moneys that have been available to the States for preven-
tive health in the period of the last year? What has been
impact?

Mr. Foeaa . We have some information on that. Senator, from the
13 States we have looked at. not though, in terms of effect on the
actual delivery of services and change's in people's health condition.
The objective of our work first was to find out liter ally what was
happening in terms of the process.

The interesting thing in the preventive health areas is that Fed-
eral funds decre'aseei. about 12 percent in the first year and then
they went hack up again. But overall- -and Mr. Dodaro has some
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more statistics on that most of the States ended up funding their
preventive health programs at an increased level even though Fed-
eral funds went down, because of State contributions.

But there is one other important thing to remember in both the
preventive health and in the alcohol and drug abuse and mental
health block grants. We think one of the reasons w6 have not seen
too much of an effect yet is that the States were able to carry over
a lot of their categorical funding from 1981 to 1982; therefore, they
were able to carry over block grant funding. For example, they
were able to then use block grant funds which they got in 198 lel
1 983.

So we have not really seen the effect yet from funding changes.
Mr. DODARO. That's true, Senator. Many of the awards made

under the categorical programs in 1981 extended into 1982. This
permitted the States to have available categorical funding at the
same time as the block grants were implemented. So there was ac-
tually a period of overlapping funding.

Senate KENNEDY. Well, what happens now? What will be the---
Mr. Dotmao. Generally, what we have seen, Senator, as the cate-

gorical money is being dissipated over time, the Federal share of
total program financing in the States is declining and that States
revenues are taking on an increasing proportion of total program
casts. This is true both in the preventive health block grant and
the Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health Program, and several
other block gra.its that we are looking

So several States are attempting p offset Federal reduc-
tions. In other States, State funds have declined, and we have seen
a greater drop in total program financing during the period.

Auditionally, elm. inflation is taken into consideration, in the
preventive health block grant only 3 of the 13 States over the 1981
to 1983 pe:iod actually increased expenditures in real terms, con-
sidering funding from all sourcesFederal, State. and local.

Senator KYNNEDY. Three out of?
Mr. Donime. Three out of 13.
Senator KE:,NtEnv. Well, what happened to the other States?
Mr. DODARO. The other States' funding, total program support, in

real terms declit.ed.
Senator KENNIDY. So as a general matter, there has been a gen-

eral decline over country?
Mr. Dorman. 0:Te inflation is taken into account, yes. that's

right.
Senator KENNEDY Well, that is the reality of today.
And what do you anticipate in the next year? Of course, it de-

pends on this current fiscal year in terms of the 1984 level.
Mr. DottAao. Well, a rot of it obviously depends on the Federal

appropriations as well as State revenues. But during the 1981 to
1983 period some of the Sta.is had to make decisions on which pro-

.. gram areas within the bk.ck-grants would continue to receive prior-
ity over other areas. And they have been making those decisions in
terms of tradeoffs as to 414.'1 program areas to maintain and
which to reduce.

What we seen in the prev ttive health area is that the hyperten-
mipn area, health incentives urea, fluoridation, and health educa-
11116n and risk reduction expos ditures have been generally main-
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tamed. white those that have been dedicated to emergency medical
ervi..:es and urban rat control activities generally speaking in some
of the States haye declined during that period.

So the States, in fact, are making decisions and setting priorities
opposed to across-the-board reductions in programs
Mr. FOGEL. If' I can generalize, I think that what we will see in

the next several years is thatand this is consistent with the
intent of the legislationthe States will be getting a certain sum of
opmey, and they are going to have to make some decisions on how'
they want to allocate the resources.

If we can use the past as a prologue, what we notice in the
health area is the States have tended to put their own funds into
programs that they historicallyand this goes back over a number
of years, 20 to 30 years, 40 years, in some cases have been in-
volved with. And from our perspective we think the nexf several
years will really give us more of an indication of how the States
can make decisions with block grant Tunds than the first several
years did, because of the carryover of some of the categorical pro-
grams.

Senator KENNEDY. I would be interested whether you thought
some kind of a systematic planning approach with higher funding
would move us toward the goals of better health care?

Mr. Fpcia.. Well, let me give a Federal perspective, and then I
would be interested in what Mr. Tierney says of this, too.

I guess from our perspective, when we looked at how the block
grants were working, one of the encouraging things we found was
that the States were able to integrate decisions on these moneys
into the basic program and policy decisions they were making in
their States regarding how they wanted to spend their total health
dollars. found that the overwhelming majority of State officials,
both executive branch and legislative officials, that we talked to
felt that was an improvement. The Governors were more involved
in the decisions, and the State legislatures were also more in-
volved. And indeed, even interest groups were involved in input-
ting into substantive decisions on how the States were spending
their money.

In the broad preventive health area 97 percent of the money was
State money anyway-, so the marginal change you could get with
Federal dollars is fairly narrow. To the extent the States had fairly
good planning and decisionmaking processes for their health pro-
grams, they should have been able to intergrate this money in
those processes. Now, to the extent they didn't have good planning
processes that's something I think the States would just have to
deal with. But we found overall that because this money was more
integrated into their normal decisionmaking- process, they felt
better about the decisions they were making.

Mr. TIERNEY. That's true. We would underline that. We have a
State health plan, and we've set up five priorities these next 3
years that we re going to implement. One of them is health educa-
tion, life-style health promotion. We set our own goals and objec-
tives.

We did get this so-called "carry forward" money. We got money
both in the block and the category. Somebody was sleeping, I guess.
Anyway, but that's going to run out.
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States are in trouble, -Senator. We've got a 5.5 percent cap on the
budget in the State of Rhode Island. The expenses are going up
better than that. The carry forward money has been helping us
along, and we're going to face reality starting July 1, 1984. And I
would guess that our efforts may taper off. We're trying to prevent
that. Medicaid is killing us, as a State, not ajealth department.
And we're going to try to get some new initiative. Our biggest initi-
ative now is injury control, and we put bills before the legislature
to have a statewide 911 number, establish a division of injury con-
trol in the Department of Health, and also to make moneys avail-
able to supplement the EMS section of the biock grant.

Senator KENNEDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Pell.
Senator PELT.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First I wanted just to belatedly welcome John Tierney, whom I

have known and admired for many years from my own State of
Rhode Island. And second, to express my own thought that as a
general rule/ I am inclined to the categorical side of funding be-
cause I think that more clearly preserves the intent of Congress.

What worries me very often in the block approach is the original
intent of Congress can be muffled as the 15 agencies of a State vie
for the funds. And that philosophical point I think we sometimes
lose sight of.

Third, in connection with the wellness program, I would like to
commend the game, Mr. Tierney. I have been through that check-
list myself and was much impressed with the job it did. And I re-
member being very impressed with the council on wellness that
Governor Jerry Brown set up in California soma time backN am
sure it has probably been dissolved or scattered to the winds by the
present California administration. But I would hope that other
States might emulate it.

I thank you for this opportunity to say a word. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Well thank you, Senator Pell.
We wank to thank each of you for appearing here today, and we

appreciate you, Mr. Tierney, for coming .down from Rhode Island.
We are glad to have you here, and thanks for being with us.

Mr. TIERNEY. ThaAk you.
The CHAIRMAN. Our second panel is composed of three distin-

guished members who will address S. 2308, the Primary Health
Care Amendments of 1984, and S. 2281, the National Health Serv-
ice Corps Adiendments of 1984.

Our first witness will be Ms. Jean Chabut, chief of the Health
Promotion and Disease Prevention Administration of the Michigan
State Department of Health.

Next will be Mr. Stephen Wilhide, executive, director of the
Southern Ohio Health Services Network. He will be representing
the National Rural Primary Care Association.

.Following Mr. Wilhide is Martha Chapman, executive director
for the Tug River Community Health Center of West Virginia. She
will be representing the National Association of Community
Health Centers.

So we want to thank all of you for taking time from your busy
schedules to testify before the committee today.
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Ms. Chubut, we will begin with you, and we will take your testi-
mony at this time.

STATEMENT OF JEAN CHAVT, CHIEF OF HEALTH PROMOTION
AND DISEASE PREVENtION ADMINISTRATION, MICHIGAN
STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, ACCOMPANIED BY STEPHEN
WILHIDE. BOARP MEMBER, NATIONAL RURAL PRIMARY CARE
ASSOCIATION, AND EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, SOUTHERN OHIO
HEALTH SERVICES NETWORK; AND MARTHA CHAPMAN. NA-
TIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTERS, INC,.,
AND EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, TUG RIVER COMMUNITY HEALTH
CENTER
Ms. CaAavr. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Please accept

my gratitude for this opportunity, and my thanks for the impor-
tant leadership that you are providing on this issue.

I would like to comment first about the National Health Service
Corps and S. 2281. The National Health Service Corps programtlias
been extremely helpful in assisting Michigan to deal with problems
of physician and other health professional maldistribution. I think
we hear a great deal these days about the various diffusion theo-
ries which conclude4hat our maldistribution problems may soon be
solved as a result of the current oversupply of physicians. We in
Michigan ate experiencing an increase in physician supply, but our
own data on where these physicians are locating make it clear to
us that the problems of distribution will not be solved by diffusion
alone. We will continue to need the National Health Service Corps,
and we are very pleased to see the Senate express..a long-term com-
mitment to the program through S. 2281 and your remarks in in-
troducing this bill.

As we come to grips with the changing medical marketplace, old
strategies that worked effectively in the past few decades may need
to be reshaped some in order to take into account the changes that
will be produced in the marketplace by new health care financing
policies and reductions in medical school enrollments.

State contract demonstrations have been an important first step
in establishing a means of collaboration between the State and
Federal Governmint in resolving manpower issues. We are one of
28 States with a contract to participate in the National Health
Service Corps placement program. As a result of the contract,
States have become involved to a greater degree in determining
priority areas for placement and in facilitating the recruitment
and match process, as well as management of assignees in the field.

The contract provides flexibility with respect to the degree of re-
sponsibility States assume in concert with their interests and capa-
bilities.

We commend HHS for devgloping the State demonstrations, and
we are pleased to see a recognition for the need to engage in a
State-Federal iiartnership in mai:power planning that S. 2281 will
stimulate by including Governors' involvement in the Secretary's
plan for 1988 and beyond.

S. 2308, dealing with the primary ( are block grant, and the vital
services if community health center; is also an extremely impor-
tant proposal. The thrust of this legislation is to bring about a
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more effective State-Federal partnership in the delivery off' primary
health care. We support this thrust and believe it can benefit the
community health center program. This program has a tradition of
excellence and provides cost-effective primary health care to people
who would otherwise fall through the cracks of our traditional
health care system.

It deserves our full support and has to be nourished in every pos-
sible way. Michigan has had a long history of involvement in pri-
mary health care, and we have been pleased to work with our fed-
erally funded community health centers in our State. We have
learned a great deal from this relationship and are committed to
its continued growth. .

To further strengthen this relationship, we have occasionally

I considered applying for the primary care .clock grant. We have
been unable, however, to bear the financial and other burdens re-
quired by the current bloc* grant legislation. The disincentive has
been toe strong. S. 2308 addresses many of these disincentives and
has, we thiflk. the potential of generating closer partnerships be-
tween several Stutas and the Federal Government.

There are two principal policy issues addressed by this legislative
proposal. Perhaps the most important issue relates to the money
and matching fund requirements. Direct Federal funding of com-
munity health centers does not requite matching funds. However,
to be eligible for the block grants, States must now provide a 334percent match and assure ongoing financial mamtenan of effort
regardless of Federal appropriations levels. This has eft ively pre-
vented States from seeking the block grants.

S. 2308 requires a 10 percent match. We support this. A IC per-

1 cent match requirement will require States which are serious
about primary care to apply for the block grant. It should efiective-
ly discourage those States who are unwilling to make the fimilcial
commitment to primary care. It would permit Michigan to serious-
ly explore with our community health center leadership the possi-
bility of our applying for the block grant.

S. 2308 quite appropriately requires at least 1 year of continued
funding for previously funded community health centers. This will

assure continuity and permit subsequent Federal appropriations to
.be considered in making ongoing funding decisions.

The second major issue is the designation of medically under-
served areas which are eligible to receive fund; for primary.a.re. A
stronger role for the States in making these desi?nations is badly
needed. Obviously, a national standard is required in order to
maintain congressional intent. The States, however, are quite fa-
miliar with community conditions and are often in a better posi-
tion to identify and enforce specific criteria which are the strongest
indicators of a medically underserved.area. In the cases of States
which ultimately would elect to assume the block grant, we would

sun est that the States, in consultation with their community
health-centers, develop designation criterion-consistent with stand-
ards established by the Federal Government. In other cases, a
closer consultation with the States would be helpful.

In all cases, we would suggest a formal appeal procedure which

can consider unusual local circumstances in the designation pro-
ess. S. 2308 moves in this diiection, and we hope these suggested
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c.. . refinements can be 'considered as -the committee deliberates its
-final decisiorio.

Mr. Chairman, we are pleased to see that the authorized funding
levels proposed by S. 2:308 recognize the need to maintain a signifi-
cant portion of the funds which were added to this program in
fiscal year 1983 and which will be partially coRtinued in 1984. In
fact, the proposed authorization would permit a 2.5 percent in-
crease between fiscal year 1984 and 1985.

It is important, however, tc recognize that this program was re-
duced by nearly $30 million between 1983 and 1984. There was an
even larger reduction of $57 million between 1981 and 1982. The
proposed authorization would barely return the program to its
fiscal year 1981 level of funding. "

We urge the committee to seriously consider the need for a some-
what higher authorization. The impact of inflation since 1981 needs
to be 'recognized. We believe that our recent recession has in-
creased the need for primary health care in our medically under-
served areas. In the long run, these services are investments which
help avoid the higher costs that are predictable if these health care
needs are neglected.

The key policy issue before us is how best to meet the needs of
the people in medically underserved areas and what, if any, role a
viable block grant program can play in accomplishing this. Perhaps
we are not ready for a nationwide community health center:, pro-
gram to be folded into the block grants of the States. Many States
are still pondering their role in providing primary care. Others,
however, are not ambivalent; they simply have insufficient re-
sources to do what is needed. In these cases, a carefully designed
block grant could be productive from all points of view. It can add
State resources to Federal leadership and Federal funds. I think it
has the potential to strengthen the commitment of State govern-
ments to primary care, just as Federal leadership has accomplished
this in _other health services, including mate and child health;
alcohol and drug abuse, family planning, and y others.

The provisions of Senate bill 2308 are positi steps in the right
direction. We hope our suggestions can be considered as you pro-
ceed with this important matter. You may depend on our contin -,
ued advocacy of the community health centers program. Our
people benefit greatly from these services, and we are proud to be
associated with them and wish tq see an even stronger association
in the future. And perhaps moist importantly, Mr. Chairman, we
thank you and this committee for taking such prompt steps to deal
with what are difficult issues.

We realize that you are presented with conflicting points of view.
We are confident, however, that everyone's attention is focused
upon. the primary health cars needs of our medically underserved

They deserve our very best effort to shape a public
policy which gives them a better chance to obtain the health care
which most of us take for granted. We are anxious to help in any
possible way. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Chabut and 'responses to ques-
tions submitted by Senator Hatch follow:]
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STATIMPIT OF

HS. JEAN CHANT
OIEF

HEALTH PROMTJO% AND DISEASE PREVENTION ADMIMISTRATIOR
miCHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH.

Primary Care Needs in HiChlgen
4

tit

Mr. Chairman, thank4ou for the opportunity to appear before the Labor and

Human Resources Committee to provide you Ath information *befit Mabry care

needs in Michigan and our perspective on.the proposed primary care block grant.

CcemlunIty Health Centers were established in 1965 through the Office of

Economic Opportunity out of recognition that mainstream health Care was not

responding to the needs of all groups within our society. The Community Health

Center legislation was 'lege at responding to the problem of access to WIC

health services created by financial indigency, geographic or cultural barriers

and Oiler factors that result In scene population groups not getting needed

services. Unfortunately, the medically indigent population is growing as a

result of The prolonged and high unemployment our region his experienced over

the past Jew years and CHCs are needed more critically than ever.

1
The CHC program has been unlovely successful .n achieving its 9,1. As state

policy makers come to grips with today's or health Care issues of cost

containment, charcterized try out-of-control Medicaid budgets, they would do

well to examine the track recofd of community health centers for lessons that

can be learned in targeting resources effectively. Community Health Centers

neve been particularly effectiv in reacKIng those groups within our society

that are most vulnerable to being luded'fnme care, and exhibiting the wore,

h011th status measures. In other words, these persons most likely to cost the

If
health core system the most ddilars when their negl,ected conditions fines!),

result In a medical crisis.

Community Health Centers have been effective In encouraging the use of

preventive and health promotion services.1.2

./0
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COMmuntty Health Centers are providing Paolo ambulatory services 4lesi costly

settings than 406011701 outpatient dePerteents and emergency rooes.1.3 se

Community Health Centers reduce in-patient noupitellAtIcm geong their 6sers.

A factor shat is highly signIflitont in controlling the mostespenolve pert of

health csre.4.5.6

.0

CNC, have been energetic and Innovative In mobilizing their communities to .eel

oirob el< SuCh as environmental issues. this inith larger Cotimunity health

parr, is reflective of the community governance principal that has been a manor

tenet of this program.

In Nichilan, ere first Community Health Center was established in 19% thr4,,,c:r

a Partnership of the City of Detroit, tne State Health department, and tne

Governor's Ottfte. Thiy Community Health Center serves a hispanic popolaTicn

In Southwest Detroit. Later federal CHC funding became available and toddy t4

centTr is supported by both ffterel end state funds Over its 14 year histo.v,

tre C.JrmuniTy dear[ continues to deeenstree remer.able commitment to a

community responsive approach In delivering comprerensive care ft.; the

resi:ents Lt The area. Over the years, the number cf catvnunity tvitairTt .Cer.t.!ts

it 'fichiqen has ri:,en.to 20, .1.4 They aro supported 6 a combinatiln of stJt

and federal funds. Ile have come to regard these CHCs as an Integral pert ct

ouropublic Neeith delivery system, and utilize them to carry out other

impertAet htaitft services Such as tne women, infant and _.!1,1rer

S4PPleMee/di t;Utritii.n Program, infant mortality initiatives, 1111 heerrr

educatiLn trovamS.

I Menticrs tAiS to vlophosie the important priority we place upon preServing tre

essential features that have charecterizeb,t6e CHC Program and contributed to
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It11 effectiv eness, Including the community governefde firuCture. Michigan has

had fourteen year history of managing a small state supported CHC program

that Is not operating under Shy federal requirements at all. These state

supported CHCs are, however, identical in every way to federally supported

Centers Including their governing structures and their array of services.

While we neve Deen managing CHC's fall a long timer we have (earned a greet Obal

about administering primary care programs through our Memorandum of Agreement

%

MOM with,the federal government. The agreement allows ,states to plticipate

In the resource allocation end monitoring process for fieerel CHCs. As a

result of our exposure /o federal management systems. we have eeopted the

federai reporting system for oyr own stele centers. Our process for

administering state centers,incluoing revisOof their annual applications,

- review of *their performance and the! financial relationship for providing them

their funds is very sloiler to current federal administretivi:proosevres. We

fine that communications between our LNCs and state administrative staff is

06

more frequent because we sre closer to the centers. We are fundamentally

convinced tnar CHCs Denialt trail rnis closer relationship becisulle state staff to

ere more familiar with the dynamics of local communities. and Defter able to

help,CHCs with their proDlems. The state oleo benefits by what It can.learr

from CHCs, i.e., the CHC Program has Important Impliettons for state naaithie

care financing IpoliCi In this era of.maeltn ccmt containment since it nes been

able to aedress the issues of access and prevent on In a cost-efficient way.

The pOmary care block grant created by the OMnibus ReconcillatIon Act in 108!

provided a first step toward developing a state /federal partnership in

colductins the community health center program. Unfortunately, states have
Sll

peen prevented from assuming this block because its provisions are unusually

discouraging. Michigan is spending about SI.5M for CHCS but would need to find

on sadttionet

Slat t, 'axe tne bicck vent. Our state has been in desperate financial shape
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shape for the past few years, and In spite of a ccomitment to primary care, we

Could not appropriate more money eta time when other state services were being

cut.
0

The federal and state partnership create." by theblock Is Important for a

variety of reasons. First, it allows state and loCal government to moue tr

financial invei.ment in Community Health Centers because states are assured of

some meaningful role In their aaministration. Where the federal government has

'created programming that allows states to partlulpitte administratively, staves

have fuliuwed Dy making significant financial contributions to the program. A

1905 report from the Association of State and Territorial Health Officials

describing state healtft.ngency spending Illustrates this phenomena very well.

States contributed 37 of total spending for HCH, 34a for fam.ly planninG, 45;

4114or genetic diseases, 72% tor general communiceOle disease control, 43o tor

immuiCations, 157: for hypertension and 60% of alcohol and drug abuse. As

These figures Illustrate, state spending occurs regardless of match

'regvir,ment. CommunIty Health Centers on the other hr.ld are pretty much

.reliant c.ltederai funding for their support because their development has

rssentialif 4y- passed state and local government.

Anerner reason why states should be Involved. In Community Health Center

programming Is because it allows them to do a better overall job of resource

management ',men they are In a position to distribute both state and federal

funds. States can plan for a complementary d)strloutIon of resources ter MCH,

chronic disease and primary care to a given area. CRCs will more often than

not be the beeeticieries of such planning beCisua states familiar with ?hit cost

atticioncviv community Sensitivity of CRCs will view them as appropriate

agencies to carry out *other personal health programming'
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States are also ic a position to help CHCs carry out the difficult job of

maintaining a service delivery structure in underserved areas through their

regulatory and grant making authorities when states become sufficiently

sensitized to tne types of problems CRCs encounter. For example, rural clinics

often have difficulty keeping Weir physicians because the physicians come to

feel prOess:onally isolated from their peers. Support networks can be helofql

toil prooiem. In michlgen, we have taken a state supported

,
*A,,I, pre Lice residencies and restructured it

soociticati, ro address the isolation problem for rural CHCs and NHSC sites.

This would r nave occurred if the state had not learned about the unique

..aolems rixas clinics face through exposure to Rural Health Initiatives

tnrougn the rIOA with the federal government.

We support most of tne key provisions of Senate Sill 2308 because they correct

several of the problems associate the primary Cara block. The 10'1

matcning provision is reasoneole .ppropriate. Since many states have not

Previsiusly teen involved in primary Care, some financial commitment

demonstrated Dy the aetcn should serve td reassure CHes that states are

commitea to the program.

Many stares have developed their capacity to administer various personal health

programs as a result of federal Initiatives. States were readily able to

aaSene the other health clocks in 1981 because they had In most cases el ready

been aomiAistering tne categorical programs on benalf:cf the federal

goverrment. State aomlnistrative structures were already in place. The

Primary Care Block grant smauld make provisions for states to develop the

capacity to ateinister primary care by providing funds for state administration

and for competent long-term planning. We e0ala welcome a strong role by CHCs
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In policy, administrative, and planning decisions, a.'d perhaps legislative

provisions should assure such a rule.

"4.

Me. Chairman, we are pleased to4ee that the authorized funding levels proposed

by Senate Bill 2308 recognize the need to maintain a significant portion of tne

funds which were added to this program in FY 1983 end partially continued in FY

1984. In fact, the proposed authorization would permit a 2 1125 increase

between FY d4 and FY 85. It is important, however, to recognize that this

program was reduced by nearly 53014 between 1983 and 1984. There was also a

suostantial reduction in this program between 1981 and 1982. The proposed

authorization 'weld oarely return the program to its FY 1981 level of fundino.

ae urge the cvemitfee to seriously consider the need for somewhat higher

authorization. The impact of inflation since 1981 should be recognizes and .e

believe that our recent recession has Increased the need for primary health

care in medically unoerserved areas. In the long run, these services are

investments which help avoid the highlir health care costs which are predicta:,le

it these needs ore neglected.

dith respect to the designation process for determining medically untlerservec

areas, we are 4reatly heartened to see a provision in the bill to give

Governors some voice In designation areas within their states.

The updating of the federal reeically UniderServcd Areas data base may result in

as many as five of Michigan's 17 CHCs losing tneir flUA dsignations and federal

funding. This Is most unfortunate considering that these sane clinics are

serving Increasing numbers of unemployed, medically Indigent and medicaid. One

jeopardized center for example, reports that 254 of its patients have ;wanes

below 2.005
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poverty, and 31i are on Medicaid. The factors that have resulted in tne loss

Of the designation have to do with the movement of private physicians into the

area. It Is a shame that the community's investment in a clinic that is

clearly providing care to the population Congress intended to be served is in

,-.

jeopardy of closing because of a loss of the designation. It is evident from

this example, that tne federal designation process is too insensitive to

measure local needs In some instancesI For states that assume the clock, it is

appropriate to allow the state In consultation with tneir CRCs, to establisn

more sensitive criteria of need that could be approved by the Secretary ana

then used in lieu of the federal designation.

Where the state does not assume the block, the closer consultation provided by

S8 2306 between states and the Secretary 1,111 be a helpful first step in

establishing improved criteria. In all cases we would hope a formal appeal

process that has the ability to consider appropriate local factors of need

Could be developed.

I would like to speno a few minutes commenting on the fiffSC Program and S8

2281. The NMSC Program has been very helpful in assisting Michigan duel with

the prooiems of physician and other health professions maidistribution.

Nor a great deal these days about various diffusion theories which conduce

that our maidistribution problems may soon be solved as a result of The current

oversupply of physicians. We In Michigan, are experiencing an increase in

physician supply,: but our own data on wnere these physicians are locating m.we

clear to us the problems of distribution will not be solved by diffi.:sion

if

During the period fruit 1961 to 1980, Michigan gained 6,800 physicians. Most of

the increase was concentrated in areas which already had a relatively large

supply of physicians. As the taJ.t. belof shows, -he counties with the
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greapst concentration of physicians - -those with more than 160 physicians per

100.000 population -- increased In number from 4 to 11 Potrero 1961 and 1980.

The county with fhb highest ratio of physicians to papulatio, In 1961 had 343

physicians per 100,00C population; mat county had 535 by 1980, an increase of

56 percent. In contrast, there was no reduction In the number of counties

whicn h.:4J fewer than 72 physicians per 100.000 population. In fact, the numoer

of such counties actually Increased 14 one.

Physicians Per Hundred Number of

ThauseeiLBpaiLllinn ---Tauntie5

102

Fewer than 50 17 18

50 to 71 18 18

.12 to 160 44 36

Over 160 4 11

A major reason for tnis lack of progress is that five of tne urban counties in

the state tall out one of which were already well supplied with pnysicians in

1961) absurZed "0 percent of the increase in physiCian supply. Oaklanu county,

alone, gained slightly more tnan one-third of the 6,800 licensed pnysicians

that were adoed to the state's total Supply between 1961 and 1980. During the

same two decades, 45 counties gained fewer than 10 pnysicians apiece, and 8 of

tnese counties actually lost physicians.
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We have examined the placement of Family Practice Residents graduating from the

states 22 Family Practice Residency Programs and find 0 clear difference

tueen the practice locations of those with *GC obligations and those who can

yoPuntarily practice anywhere. We have twmeerized the finding in Table I. It

is clear that the MSC is directing physician, to towns of less than 10,000

population and inner city neighborhoods of large cities while residents witnout

ooligatfon tend to select mid-size cities.

TA0LE I

Family Practice tWSC Obligated Community/Town/

fle.ILIgnc.r.:xsiLiatra physicians gliaetaultilipal

25' 46% 410,000

32: 11% 10,000 49,999

24; 9% 50,000 - 250,000

13t.' 34% >250,000

Tne NHSC'nos worked in complementary fashion to the CHC grant program allowing.

rural and isolated clinics to nave a rellao:e source of qualified personnel.

As we come to grips virn the cnanging meolCal market place, old strategies Tr-1T

voriced effectively for tne past few decades nay need to oe reshaped to take

into account change filet will be produced in the market piece by new health

care financing policy and reductions in medical school enrollments.
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State :ontract demonstrations have been an Important first step In 'stabil ng

a means of colloboretion between state end federal government in resolving

manpower issues. States have become Involved to greeter degree In

determining priority areas for placement and in facilitating the recruitment

and match process, as well as management of assignees In the field. The

contracts provide flexibility with respect to the degree of responsibility

states assume in concert with their interests and capabilities. We cowmen° HMS

for developing the stale damonStration.

We are pleased to see a recognition tar the need to engage In a state /federal

partnership in manpower planning that SB 2381 will stimulate by Including

Governors involvement in the Secretary's place for 1988 end beyond. We hope

this plan will taxa into account the following recommendations:

1. Include. new authority for proposed loan forgiveness program as a mecnanism

tcr recruiting health professionals into the MSG program to serve in

priorltiz areas. Tne loan forgiveness should act In Complement with the

itschoiersh .0a0 volunteer recruitment program.

2. The Secretary will request from stare contracts and /or state and local

health planning authorities, projections of future manpower needs. The

Secretary will provide support for states to carry out this activity.

These state proajctIons will be used as the basis for annually determining

numbers of: scholarships, recommendations on distribution of scholarships

between medical schools and their subsequent distribution for placement,

;-
volunteers, federal salerles, loan repayment participants, and start-up

loans.
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3. Within the level of torsi scholarships established by state projectionS,

scholarships should be allocated to medical schools based o4 a combination

Of factors includings

a) percent medical school graduates entering Fatally practice residencies;

D) percent medical school graduates practicing in hard -to-fiii states;

c) percent medical school graduates practicing In FIJSA

4) minority student enrollment

4. medical school graduates should be provided incentives established by tne

Secretary to enter into family practice residencies.

S. The Secretary should identify effective training expreiences for preparing

MSC scholarship recipeints to serve in shortage areaws.

6. The Secretary is encouraged to allocate assignees to states who will

allocate them to areas of need according to state priorities.

7. The Secretary will develop a plan for the establishment of incentives for

teiSC assignees to select °hard -to-fillo states/areas.

In closing, I would like to say, Michigan's long-standing cooperative

relationship with HHS estblished through the Primary Care Research and

Demonstration and later a Memorandum of Agreement for primary care has been of

tremendous benefit in essiting the state develop primary care expertise. We

commend the Department for their support and encouragement in helping us become

a more effective partner and strongly recommend continuation of flOAs and

capacity ouilding demonstrations with state government.

TOPH/ORCS

3/84
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Questions for Testimony

MISC

1. How have the state demonstrations worked?

a) Excellent intent in establishing state /federal partnership

b) Contracts allow flexibility between states with re;pct todegree
of responsibility and interest in various facets of management

c) Provide states with resources to develop their expertise in solvihs

related manpower problems at the state icv0.1

d) States have the inherent capacity to wake ilore sen3itive and less
arbitrary decisions than the federal government because they are
closer and know the situation better

e) These advantages must be weigr,. .ainst the aspects of political
liability in areas perceived as undesirable.

f) States can agree to take on this liability when they have sole

flexibility to make r.ore sensitive and less arbitrary decisions
and when they see some agency capacity building going on

2. There has been some indication of a bias against urban areas in placing

UhSC asi9nees. What is your perspective about this?

a) Michigan f,as rural and urban !VSAs. I:e will place for t...e

zyLle assinees In rural areas an in 'own areas.

ke believe placements shuld reflect the cl..:upnic characteistiGs
of each state t.J thi., will vary considerabiy with respect to

urban, rural pe07itio!.s
b) The concern hAs arisen as a result of the effort of the UHSC to

distribute a fOrly nurlher of salaried personnel into there

areas with the least likely possibility of OffefUg a viable
private practice

c) There Fa. wri-iw an er..ont-nrs asstarptien r.ade that urban arras

have rare financal re!:oorceS at tneir dis;;Lsal to pay practitioix,

to :ierve non,fiayt,:g at;cnts. thi, is an erroneous assuli-
f. tion. Urban areas have a Cosprortioate vaunt tf the poverty

problem and ile:yf greAtt ionirt!. 61: t3 Cow.

with their problem, 'racing all comblood foris of rese,..rcs. fowral
grants. state and luc,.1 governert srq?(Ain. lh total, there is still

a cap in coverage and urban areas suffer fra: tkis as Well as

rural areas
d) A better sniution for the NqiC prfirai wolki de to distribute

allocation,. of salaries Cr a stale :Iasi,. as lilocotitm", of field

personnel are nce-., doer. ThPh st4teS rise ft.e salary

in tne wo'.t financially hard 9re%sel. areas. same of wnich

would he urban, and sore 'oral.
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3. In Oat ways do states not ha.x input into the designation process:

a) With respect to both MUA and IMA. states now have input in the
sense that MSA4 iritiate designation requests and both HSAs and the
state Siihinls review and co,nont on the PUA and HMSA lists

b) Th problem arises wnen gross criterias of measurement necessary
for n.iticrial cno:istency are applied to very small geographic
areas with unigge lucal problems. Neither the HMSA nor the MA
firowlro prall:.1% of a:ess that !,!ate goverment and local ccn.lerni-
ties it in a better pasition to he aware of. The change: in the
Primary Care Mork gt,.nt legi'1ation rewiring the CoverOor's
involvrent in tilt process will be very helpful in solving this
prali tap allowing an appeal proces'

Primary Care

1. How wilt Lhaogoc in the block *grant make conditions better for Z!C4..?

al. CM0 will tienefit from the involvtrynt of Governors with respect
to tfi d,silnatiwn piOteS%. So,:ouso of r,cent pnsiiian
Suitt l titre cplicrs ore in darujer cf losing, their !'.; aNd. thrrfere
their viiiihility for ftderal funding even though these centers are
still neci rupulations. states can dewelo;. mere !.ehsitive
stff .if;( 'J hurt's of need than can help ttf., retain ter

trv..tf!.,10 of !s,t;fc. fwacrs into program areas OW in your
; %totg. going to cpchd more honey fcr prirary rare?

a; We or. iJ't.ttn:; .ihat has been the historical funOno patterns
psta! :1 : gith re'Te,t to other feoeral pro' rat L-hore soitt state

Chit t rt. I tt:L1 by virtue of stato i4it r lratiGfr. 44th
to st,,tc% will do in the future fer prt iri crr,

can O , 1,"at has occurred in Michigan. ta.1

hock sr.. , tloo (r.C... for 1: rear: and state fuedirn has i,,crcaed
on a ovpr tne:e fourteen yeies. Onw7ver. tte stale
doe' in cnuth to meet the unusually stiff '..-,atch rurrehtl)
required.

3 Are ihtere,tea it primary care since they have rat Gees
1.ittorica.1)'

a; We chro,14 not forget, the yen first CHCs were :tarte1 by stater
and halth agnc.v, - dew York. There is much eviderce
to ifidica: state: are teatt.nirv, to asa,e a math ;.Ore active
leadership r6le with respect to primary care issuer.

first tic need for ficalth c.. re (cat contain-cnt is fordo them to
take a hatJe 1voi at hoh to duaeloo prirJr; are systems,
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%ow ststes are beginning-to
incorporate a colliprOionlive.

continuing cart- phi icr oPhy jos.° their fCH. thohic program.

effort,.. there is state recoritien that thi,, is es,rutially

primary cors'approach to service delivery. Interest in CMCs is

a 10,11Cat 1,i Kt 'Aril.
A

The fact that a majority of states have signed Y31's with VuS to

en.a4, i, joint pri.:.arr care plahhisat Isiah indicatfbh of growitia

.inte,rest.

4. How will (tiontF , in state(' allow statt.s to tai.o

a) ratch ,.1?fl.sble
h) Stte, 1141T

fer !lat. ing gip federal share

ftire fie, IA 4!esii:ne.i.in

(1) fta rt,.
uced to t:evelop capai.:iti

develni Jd,,Ifii`stratiVe ales ; le's

5. what AS+CtS to provim, Irgisl.stion created hat, io.rs

a) h(ese,ii,e watiji

b) I irr,int ial ist for unPnown federal appropriation by a.c!enance

Ofort
0/ No monie reluirine stale avprocTilticie:

own bueauccdc. 6.1101 Cott i.ack en prip;rar,s
;-;

. .:tv it tt4 ortano. have states '1'4'01 wed?

it) t`..(e:C.p eioprtice in firHary care
t)) ',tates can levi.rige t.r)!th tare for trroult, "ril Ion,

Ntate.et.:C11 M. health IiIneCtier, trainin9 rc4,:caid

ltnancing

toffii:m. Hi( c.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you so much, Ms. Chabut.
Mr. Wilhide.
Mr. Waning. Chairman Hatcl.h and members of the committee,

my name is Steve Wilhide.
I am representing the National Rural Primary Care Associa-

tionNRPCAtoday as a member of the board of directors. I am
also executive director of the Southern Ohio Health Services Net-
work, a nonprofit community-based organization funded in 1976 to
address the problem of inauate primary health care services in
four Appalachian counties id Otio.

Initial flindinig forthe Network was from the Appalachian Re-
gional Commission and the Community Health Center program of
the Public Health Service. The Network currently' operates six
medical and two dental centers in this underserved area

Let me turn now to the situation in my home, in southern Ohio.
Today,'unemployment and poverty In this area exceed the rate of
1976. In Adams County, the unemployment level exceeds 20 per-
cent; a year ago it was about 33 percent in that county. Public as-

! .sistance programs are provided to another 27 percent of the popu-
lation in Adams County. The network has two medical and one
dental centers in this county, and in addition to patients covered
by medicaid, under which the State of Ohio reimburses us only 45
percent of our charges, another 20 percent or so are people who are
on a reduced fee"based upon income and family size.

In spite of this, extensive need, we are currently receiviig less
than half of our operating revenues from Federal grants. Dona-
tions, patient fees and other third -party billing constitutes the re-
mainder. I might add here that this is not particularly desirable.
Now that the economy has bottomed out, we cannot get our level of
Federal support back up to where it once was, and, as a result we
have been having to curtail services. -In effect the network is being
penalized for being efficient. Our services are utilized by all mem-
bers of the community.

Due to the shortage of quality primary care physicians in this
area it is not unusual to see the local attorney's wife sitting in the
waiting room with her children, talking to a local ADC mother and
her children. We have the only board certified pediatrician in
Adams and Brown Counties. The entire community benefits from
this program.

For that reason, I believe, we have very broad blued community
support7 and I think this is true in many rural areas of the country
where poverty is diffused.

In Brown Canny, the situation is very similar. Again the- net-
work pediatrician is the only pediatric specialist in the county. He
is kind of an unusual fellow. He was a very urban oriented individ-
ual from Chicago and came to Brawn county to serve a National
Service Corps scholarship obligation. He found he liked it there,
bought a farmhouse and renovated it. He is into gardening now
and his friends back in Chicago are amazed at the transformation.

But he is really enjoying it. He is a salaried employee now of the
network and a real pillar of stability in the area.

You will find our 12 network ph very actively involved in
such community aetivities as ing baseball teams. One physi-.. cian volunteered to be the clown in the hospital's dunking booth

L
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this past summer. They are team physicians for local spoils teams.
They write "Ask the Doctor" columns for local papers and appear
monthly in radio health call-in programs. Network physicians are
all very deeply committed to the concept of prevention and health
promotion. This is one of Our very successful programs through the
health promotion initiative of the community health centers pro,-
gram.

We have been real pleased with the community response to that
program, including an infant car seat program which has.signifi-
cantly reduced the number of infant deaths from unsecured infants
in cars.

Not everyone is obviously inclined toward this kind of rural life-
style that our friend from Chicago has adopted. Over the past $
years, however, my experience in recruiting physicians has been
that .the majority of.people coming from the National Health Seiry-

ice Corps are indeed socially committed. They accepted the scholar-
ship not just as a source of sending themselves through n'dical
school. but because they believed in the National Health S Service

('ores and what it stood for.
As a result, although we serve a rather large geographical area,

there is a sense of unity and mission among the health care provid-
ers in the network.

-

In spite of the so-called "physician glut" my attempts to recruit
outside of the National Health Service Corps have not been very

I get calls all the time from professional recruiting agencies

who want :i.1";,000 a head and no assurance of what we are going to
get. The quality of physicians coming through the National Health
Service Corps is exceptional and better than I an rind on the open

market.
This is in spite of a program through the University of Cincin-

nati Medical &bool whereby medical students rotate through our
rural health clinics. The' students who seem to express an interest
in ultimately coming to nark for us are those who have National
Service Corps obligations.

As the GEMANAC report,concluded a few years age. while there

may be physician glut in coming years, the National Service Corps

program is 'a key resource to assure inaccessible rural and isolated

communities have adequate medical manpower.
The National' Rural Primary Care Association is very apprecia-

tive of the introduction of Senate bill' 22s1 to reauthorize the Na-

tional Service Corps, including The scholarship program. We do 'not

feel that 1541 scholarships is adequate to meet the need, however. It
is safe to assume IQ percent of the scholarship recipiepts will drop

out of the' program for whatever reason, and another 20 percent
will choose a private practice option in .areas that are not necessar-
ily those of highest We feel perhaps a mo:e adequate scholar-

ship number might-be :100:
Finally, I would like to address Senate bill 2308. Again, the Na-

tional Rural Prime Care Association is very appreciative of the in-
troduction of this legislation to reauthorize and extend the commu-
nity health center's program. We' feel the funding levels are realis-

tic in this period of austerity.
Both of these programs provide very critical services to medically,

undrserved populations. We have seen an improvement in the ad-

7
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ministration of this program through the Federal-State partner-
ship. I might flay that in Ohio there was not one single staff person

co.,

in the State government who had any knowledge whatsoever In
primary care prior to this joint effort.

I have been very involved with the Goiernor in developing, that
capability. So, I think bringing States into the process at this point

Sta to be included in the administration of the program.
helpful. I think it has been an education pnxeirs for the

e feel that this alliance will help assure the long -term viatility
or these community based programs. So, the National Rural Pri-
mary Care Association strongly supports the increase in the State

irole n the administration of both the National Health Service -

Corps and the Community Health Center program.
We are a little concerned, however, with the community health

center program in a block grant. As a national orgpization repre-
senting diverse rural health institutionshospitaly and other kinds
of serviceswe are committed to the principle orbeluity in services.
We are concerned while that in some mates may co*tinue to
expand rural primary care, others may use the funds in lieu of cur-
rent State or local funds.

We are concerned also that f u n d s might b e allocated on a p e r-
capita basis as opposed to need, as is the case in Ohio with public
health dollars. As a result, Adams County, which has thelughest
poverty and the highest unemployment in the State, gets such a
small level df State funds they can only support a part-time nurse
and a part-time receptionist in the local health department.

Consequently the south Ohio Health Services Network has had
to carry out many of the other traditional public health depart-
ment kinds of programs. I will say, however, I feel our ripproach is
perhaps more desirable because rather than having an immuniza-
tion clinic once a month and a hypertension clinic once a month,

. we are providing family-oriented primary care and it is comprehen-
sive. We do not feel that patients or families should be treated on
the basis of a specific disease, rather on the basis of total health
care.

The NRCPA also believes people should have adequate and ac-
cessible primary care services regardless of the State they live in. I
am sure you are very aware of the fact that medicaid programs
vary significantly from State to State. In Ohio, there is some confu-
sion as to whether a woman who has not previously been on ADC
who is pregnant for the first time am get prenatal care prior to

elr giher sixth month because she is not ble for ADC until 6 months.
So, there are some real concerns about that type of inequity across
the States.

Finally, the National Rural Primary Care Associatiim advocates
local control of health centers through consumer boards. We feel
that this goal is assured through the current categorical adminis-
tration of the program:

We are very appreciative of the introduction of both Senate bill
2281 and Senate bill 2308 to reauthorize the community health cen-
ters program and the National Service Corps. We feel the introduc-
tion of these bills is testimonial to the effectiveness of these pro-

gr:1;in assuring a national commitment to high quality, accemi-
imary care services to all of our citizens.
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I have also brought with me, a letter from the Governor of the

State of Ohio in support of the reauthorization of both of time pro-

grams, and I would like to add that to the record if I 'day.

The CiAIRMAN. Without objections we will put it in the record at

this point.
Mr. Wninns. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Wilhide follows:]
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/Mr

Chairman Hatch, and members of the Committee,- airateme te.Steate

Wilhide.

I am representing the National Rural Primary Care

Association (NRPCA) today as a member of the Board of Directors.

I am also Executive Director of the Southern Ohio Health Services

Network, a non-profit 'community-based organization founded in

1976 to address tne problem of inadequate primary 'health care

services in four Appalachian counties in Ohio. Initial funding

for the Network was Trois the Appalachian Regional Commission and

the Community Health Center program of the Public Health Service.

The Network currently operates sit medical and two dental centers

in this undeservd area. 1

Let me first say that the NRPCA strongly supports

continuation of the National Health Serv:ce Corps and the

Community' ii!altn Center programs. These programs provide

services that ..tr critical to the interests of medically

anderservel pona!atioss. many of whom live in rural areas of our

country. The, pogrims are well managed both at the federal and

local lev,!1 W.Ln trend toward management improvement

at both levels. One aspect of this improved management is a

growing partnership between federal and state governments in the

administration of these programs. NRPCA feels that this alliance

will help an5ure trt long term viability of these community-based

programs.
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With that to mina let me now turn to the situation in my

home in Soutilern Ohio. Today, unemployment and poverty 'in this

Area exceeds the 1976 rate. In Adams County, with' an

unemployment level exceeding twenty percent, "economic recovery"

is an elusivP dream. Twenty-seven percent of the population are

recipients of puhlic assistance programs. The Southern Ohio

Health Services Network has two medical and one dental program in

Adams County. In addition to patients covered by Medicaid (for

which the State of Onto pays about 45% of charges) twenty percent

are an a redacei basis because of low incomes relative to

their family sir.'.

In spit of this extensive need, the Network receives less

than half of 1'5 operating revenue from federal grants.

Donations, pa! (!it fees and other third party billing constitutes

the rmaindi.r. Doe to the shortage of quality primary care

phy5ipl-tn:7, I ,ommunity members avail themselves of our

servi,:e:;. It 1; not ig4sual to see a local attorney's wife and

clilfr-o I*1;,c,!1.. with In AR" mother and her children while

WiLting t., ,r National Hellth Service Corps pediatrician,'

the only 69ari pediatrician in Adams County.

In Brown County, the situation is similar. Again. the

Network pedialtrician is the only pediatric specialist in the

county. He was recruited through the National Health Service

Corps Scholarstio program four years ago from Chicago. Today he

is salaried by1the Network, Lives in a renovated farmhouse off a

1

1'
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back road and enjoys gardening
and watching the wide array of

wildlife that feed near. his house. ALI of the twelve physicians

and four dentists working in the six Network centers live in the

communities where they work. They are team physicians for the

local schools, footbaal and basketball teams, have., "ask the

doctor" columns in local papers and radio call-in shows. They can

be found staffing health fairs, teaching classes on hypertension

and diabetes to Individuals and families and serving as leaders

for church youth groups. I can't emphasize enough how important

these providers are to the areas they serve.

Not everyone is irc.ined toward a rural lifestyle, and

physicians and dentists are no exception. My experience in

recruiting, over the past eight years, has demonstrated that the

majority .-)1 health professionals choosing the National Health

Service Corps, whether through the scholarship program or as

volunie'-rs, are indeed socially committed and motivated. They

want to do what they Jo best; provide quality health care to all

who seek to be served
regardless of social or economic status.

In .:pit2 of the so-called physician "glut", 1 nave not had

much s4ccess recruiting outside the National Health service

Corps. This is in spite of linkages with the University of

Cincinnati Medical School whereby students spend a given period

of time working in our Centers with our physicians as preceptors.

Those who do express an interest in ultimately working in the

Network are usually National Health Service Corps scholars. This

situation is verified by many of my rural colleagues who report

similar recruiting problems. If there is a "glut", it certainly

D
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is not apparent in the poorer rural communities served by oue

*programs.

Generally speaking, recent National Health Service Corps-

policies have been favorable to rural areas. Working with the

States, the Corps has recently developed a Health Manpower 4

Shortage Area Placement Opportunity List (HPOL) which targets

National Health Service Corps providers to areas of greatest

need. The HPO% has relieved problems caused by the Private

Practice Option (PPO) which made recruiting in the most needy

rural areas more difficult. Given absolute freedom of choice,

young Corps' physicians tended to select urban or suburban sites

which were not necessarily the areas of greatest need. For

example, two physicians placed before the advent of the Placement

Opportuniti:: List Are currently serving their National Health

Service Corps scholarship obligations in 114,0 sites near

Cincinnati barely inside a Health Manpower Shortage area. One

works for an urgent care center operated by a large proprietary

chain; the o' is with 3 private medical group, less than five

minutes frxii the 7irlinnAti areas, newest shopping mall.

The plac,,s where a Corps-ooligated physician can serve must

be prescribed Di the HPOL, and that provision should be included

in the current legislation to assure that providers go to the

sites where they are most needed.

The National Health Service Corps is a critical resource to

assure adequate ind .accessible health care to underserved rural

areas. As the Graduate Medical Education National Advisory

Council (GEMANAC) report concluded, many small rural communities
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will not benefit from the physicians surplus. This report.

commisi,ioned by the Department of Health and Human Services,

advocated continuing the National Health Service corps to tpeet

the medical manpower needs of rural underserved areas. The

National Rural Primary Care Association appreciates the support

that the Chairman's Bill (S.2281) provides to the NHSC. NRPCA

strongly supports the three-year reauthorization of the National

Health Services Corps, including the scholarship program. However,

we do not feel that 150 scholarships is adequate to meet the needs.

We feel a more adequate number would be at least twice that

number (300). This would provide an adequate base upon which to

"build a strong Nell service corps.

Finottly .let me address S. 2308. NRPCA shares the

Chairman'.; aid the Committee's concern for the provision of

primAry yire 3ervies. We support the reauthorization of

the prrniry p,,grams under :lections 329 and 330, The Migrant

1711 H.Nt:th Center programs. We also believe

'.flit !TV.I. A role partners with trio? Federal

Government in tn.f ,Ipport of primary care. Over the past severai

years nom progress has 4een made in involving States in primary

care through memoranda of agreement. While there has been little

-formal evaluation inese federal-state relationships, it is safe

to say thst thr! is great variation in the abilities and

commitments of Stites for primary care. This variability among

the :,t stns in tneir primary care efforts is one of the factors

that maa3 tn.e whole issue of the Primary Care Block Grant an
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extremely complex one.

The MCA membership is divided on the Primary Care Block

Grant) issub precisely because. it is so complex and so much is at

risk. We have not as an organization taken a position on the

specific provisions of S.2308 which deal with the Primary Care

Block Grant, so I am not at liberty to address them in this

testimony. We will be meeting in about two weeks to try to

develop a consensus. NRPCA.is on record, however, supporting the

types of restrictions that are on the Block now. The Block must

remain optional and restricted to protect the integrity of

existing community-based, comprehensive primary health care

programs.

The NRPCA believes people should have reasonable access to

'high quality, comprehensive primary health care services

regardless of the 5t3tV in Whin they live. Through categorical

feleral programs Such as Community Health Centers and Migrant

Health i.ograms this goal can and is being achieved. The NRPCA

3190 advocates local control of health centers through community-

base'd consumer boaris. This goal is likewise Assured through the

current administration of tn..? Community Health Centers and

Migrant Health Centers Programs.

In summary, the National Rural Primary Care Association

appreciates and supports a large part of the- contents of S. 2261

and S. 2308. We would urge the three year reauthorization of the

NHSC, proposed by Senator Hatch, with an inbrease to at least 300

the annual number of scholarships. National Rural Primary Care

Association also asks that language be included -which would

mandate the use of the Practi7e Opportunities List in determining

P
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sites eligible for MHSC placements. We Also strrngly support the

reauthorization of the. Migrant Health and Community Health

Centers Programs as catergorical authorities. , We Would'urge you

to consider higher funding levels over the next three years,

however, because of the high degree of need which remains in the

populations served by Community Health Centers and Migrant Health

programs. While National Rural Primary Care Association strongly

supports state support for an involvement in the provision

primary care services through memoranda of agreement, we are not

prepared to address the specific provisions of S. 2308' relative

to the Primary Care Block Grant.

There's a philosophy in rural'Ohlo which was cited in our

testimony in 1980 in support of the reauthorization of The

Community Health Centers Program which still applies:

"if t,t works, don,t. fix it."

Tank you very much for the opportunity to testify.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Ms. Chapman, let us turn to you.
Ms. QuotilltAN. Good morning, Mr. Chairman, Senator Kennedy.
If yvu do not mind, in order to make myself feel a little more

comfortable with you, I would like to greet you like I would if you
were down home: "Good morning, you all, how are you doing"?

The CnaussrAsr. We are happy to have that.
Ms. CHAPMAN. I am the executive director of the 'Frig River

Health Clinic located in Gary, WV.
The State of West currently has an unemployment rate

of 15.9 percent. 1 County's is at 25 percent, and the town
of Gary's unemployment rate, we are happy to my, him dropped
Irma 90 percent to 70 pemmt in the last severer months.

The. Tug River Mk is a rural health clinic established in 1970
through a Rtirul Health Initiative Grant from_the Federal Govern.
mart to serve the people of our county, focusing on the low-income
and population.

Before the was established, our people traveled as long as 1
hour over mountainous aerrain to visit a hospital ream.
But through the clink vre are able to offer
hentive health care at a much lower cost to :)4 ' 000tYPetc471we
Berm

I am speaking to you today as the director of a clinic froni the
only State in the Limon that opted to take the were blot.*
grant and to explain why, aka* with all other health
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center representatives not only in West Virginia but throughout
the that the primary care bloCk grant was a mistake
from the 'nning and one which needs immediate correction
from you an the Congress.

The National Association of Community Health Centers' written
statement, submitted to you, talks about the excellent job commu-
nity health centers have done under uniform Federal management
guidelines and policies over the past 15 years.

Despite this fact, Congress in 1981 created the primary care
block grant, giving States the option to take over this p
Those supporting the primary care block grant said they bnelfireairv:d
States could do a better job of administering the program and that
the people would be better off under more local control.

In our experience, just the opposite has been true. In fact, in a
recent letter to the director of the Health Department of West Vir-
ginia, our Governor explained the inadequacies in the program and
instructed the director to return the management of the health
centers back to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Serv-
ices.

Under vague block grant regulations, the Department of Health
and Human Services provided no guidance to the State and left the
door open to abuse and confusion. As a result, the State of West
Virginia failed to guarantee the centers their minimum funding
levels guaranteed them by law.

This resulted in a court casewasting money, time, and
energy just to have the law enforced as it was written and to
ensure that the health centers would get their full entitlement.

State management problems that were experienced under the
block grant program have been somewhat hard to deal with. Even
though the West Virginia State Legislature passed a bill which
would allow advance payments to the clinic, we are now experienc-
ing delays of 1 to 2 months in order to get our operating cost for 1
particular month.

If I invoice the State on the first of February for my March
check, I am lucky if I get my March invoice by April. This creates
some real cash-flow problems for us.

Another problem we have experienced is that the State govern-
mentthroughout the State government, not only the heal de-
partmenthas simply not had in place the system that is required
to meet the administration of this block grant. I have had to go to
the extent of calling the State auditor's office myself and spending
as many as 2 hours on the phone, trying to track down my invoice,
find out where my check is. Is it in the treasurer's department? Is
it in the auditor's department? Is it still in a basket at the State
health department? I have actually spent 2 hours on the phone and
have had to have my senator make a call to try to track down my
money, to find where it is going to be se that I can meet payroll
the next day.

One of the big problems I have really been concerned with for
the last 2 years, before the State actually took the block and now
that the State has had the block, is the political implications on the
local level. I do not know about other States, but the State of West
Virginia has a very strong political base as far as the local commu-
nities are concerned. It is not what you know or what your clinic
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does, but who has the most influential senator sitting in the State
legislature; that is how you get your money.

It is who you know and not what you do. One of our real con-
cerns is that a lot of the centers would suffer because some people

would have more local influence with their State senator than
others, whereas the weaker clincis may really need the money
much more.

So, the local political implications have been a real problem for

us.
Economically, the primary care block grant has locked West Vit..;

ginia into a fixed percentage of national funding, regardless of
changing conditions. For example, during the 1982 recession when
West Virginia had the highest unemployment rate in the nation,
we would have lost $200,000 in Special Jobs Bill money had we
been-operating under the Block Grant.

Second, the State actually lost $600,000 in 2 fiscal years because

of an arbitrary decision in calculating West Virginia's share under
the block grant, Which has forced us into yet another court case.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we believe the primary care block
grant is a mistake in any form. It is bad medicine for the health
centers and the people they serve.

I want to thank you for the opportunity to be able to speak to

two such distinguished members of the U.S., Senate. I hope that
what I have said will have some impact on this decision that is
going to be made, and I will be happy to answer any questions that
you might have.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, thank you. We are to hav all threehappy
. of you here, and I have listened carefully to all of your testimony

on the primary care block grant and my bill, S.. 2M8, the primary
health care amendments of 1984. .

I really have to say that I am enormously impressed with the
commitment that the State of Michigan has to primary care. With

, the changes that we are proposing in this bill, it seems to me they
have a deep desire to work under a primary care block grant and I
feel it is important that they have the opportunity to do so.

But I also note with some wonder the incredible, and I believe.
unjustifiable, fears expressed about the block grant by some com-
munity health centers.

I find it hard to reconcile those fears with the obvious credibility

and good intention of Ms. Chabut here in the State of Michigan.
But I am going to listen and make sure that we keep an open mind
on this.

. But I would like to ask each of you panel members to respond to

this question:
What specific statutory or report language can we adopt to

assure that Michigan and other interested and qualified States, can
choose to assume the primary care block granttli_ necessau
flexibility, yet provide reassurance to commnnity health centers
that their fears are unjustified?

Basically, I want to know how we can work together to make the
care block grant concept a success in those States where

i imp is arppropriate and desired by the States, while

not raising unnecessary fears elsewhere.
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Let us start with you, Ms. Chabut and then Mr. Wilhide, and
then Ms. Chapman.

Ms. CHARM. Well, I think that it has been probably clear that
the assumption of a block grant and the intention to work with
community health renters is not something that evelry State would
want to go through.

I think I am talking about Michigan, who is interested and com-
mitted to the process of working with our community health cen-
ters. I think some of the safeguards could be found in the block are
the 330 statute where you would continue to spell out the characw
teristics of the Community Health Center Program.

You would continue to require the community governing struc-
ture. There would continue to be Federal approval of MUA's as
well as a clear Federal oversight of the way in which the States
were working with the Community Health Centers' as they assn
the block.

I certainly have heard in the testimony from West Virginia that
there just has to be a pretty clear definition of wliat the authority
and the relationship is between Federal and State levels of govern-
ment. It would be essential to spell that out pretty `clearly.

I heard also the need fora clear sitting down between the States
that were intereaed in pursuing the grant with their local commu-
nity health centers in order to work out the kind of administrative
processes and procedures that would be considered by the commu-
nity health centers to be/appropriate safeguards.

The CHAIRMAN. You kind of see it as a State leadership proPlem
so that things are equal and fair, and the procedures are well de-
fined and outlined.

Ms. CHAstrr. I think that it has to be, that has to be true, yes. I
also think that most States would be anxious to fulfill what is Fed-
eral intent, congressional intent. I know, speaking for Michigan,
that we would be very pleased to sit down with a group of folks to
Work out what might be the appropriate safeguards that should get
built into the reauthorization.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Mr. Wilhide?
,FILHIDE. I have several comments.

One, I think the comment that Ms. Chapman made, "it depends
upon how powerful your State representative or senator is," is very
real. It is very real the State of Ohio. I think my concerns 3
years ago with our then Governor was that somehow primary care
would be interpreted as putting flush toilets on the interstate be-
cause we currently have pit toilets. [Laughter]

Mr. Wrumm: That was a very real concern. I mean, the pits are
the pits, no question about it. But you know, the priorities are a
little higher than that So I had a great deal of concern about how
primary care is defined.

I think primary care is clearly defined right now. The mandated
and optional- services a community httalth center must offer is
clearly spelled out in the Federal Register.

It seems to me just from what I read of the problems with the
block grant that HHS said to. the States: "OK, here is the money,
no strings attached." There were really no detailed guidelines to be
followed. The kinds of problems that Ms. Chapman encountered
should not have happened, in my opinion.
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But then again, I wonder if you institute that degrell of detail to

assure the intent of Congress is being met, are you then introduc-

ing yet another layer of bureaucracy?
So, I do not know, it is a tough question.
The CHAIRMAN. They should be doing it on the State and local

level where the people should be responsive. That is the argument,

"anyway.
All r_. wht, I did not mean to cut you off.
Mr. WILHIDE. 1110 is OK.
I guess the other concern that I would have would be the State's

ability. I think this,thing was thrown open to the States. As I indi-

cated, Ohio does not have anyone with expertise in primary care.
In some States, let us face it, the State medical society does not feel

the State has a role in providing primary care. So, you have that
going against you.

In the State of Ohio we had a v ery tragic case where an infant

was referred by a National Service.Corps doctor in Pike County to

the nearest county where there was a pediatrician, in Ross County.

The pediatrician on call, on call would not come into the ER to see

that infant because the family was on medicaid, and the infant
died about 4 hours later.

In the same county there is not a single physician who accepts a
medicaid card for obstetrical care and women are going to the
emergency room in labor.

These kinds of problems have not been addressed by the State
adequately and I have some real concernsand again the Concern

of equity. Look at the ADC grant in the State of Mississippi versus
New York, for example, as a case of geographical inequity.

I feel that health care, basic health care services, should be de-
fined and available as a right for everyone, and I feel the scope of
services available should be nationally determined. That is my per-'
sonal feeling. I have a real concern that the State in which a
person lives will determine whether health care will be available

or not to low-income people.
The CHAIR IAN. Ms. Chapman?
lVfs. CHAPMAN. I am going to try to answer if I remember the

question. ['Laughter.]
I think I lost track of what they were saying. But I want to say

at this point, with all due respect, I do no think that there is any
other State that has any more commitment to primary care' than

the State of West Virginiathe State government, the health de-

partment, the Governor's office. I do not-think there was any more
commitment anywhere than those people had.

The problem for us was that the system was simply not there.

Other States might be different West Virginia, I feel, did not have

the system that was adequate enough to monitor and evaluate our
firogram, and to be able to keep local politics from playing a role in

that Program,
You know, State by State, I realize it differs. Maybe other health

departments are more capable of handling the administration of
this program. But in our State it just was not that, it was not a
question of commitment from the department of health or the

State government.
S
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So, my only recommendation would be to continue with the reau-
thorization of the Federal program and to allow the centers to con-
tinue to work with the State health departments and State govern-
ments to provide as much primary.-care as we can to the people,
with the State health departments in one category, perhaps, and
with the Federal Government through the community health cent,
tern in another.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Ms. Chabut, let me direct a few questions to you, and then I will

direct a few questions to each of
How will the chanws pro in S. 2108 make conditions better

for community health centers in Michigan, in your opinion?
Ms. CHABUT. Well, I think that it probably helps to create a

sense of State ownership as well as commitment in helping commu-
nity health centers to solve the problems in the States:

Then the obvious increase in funding through the match that
would be required, and I think that State involvement would prob-
ably be quite sensitive to the CHC concerns and perhaps better
able to maintain the kinds of close communications that would be
required for that kind of problem solving.

The CHAIRMAN. I see. The concern has been raised that States
have historically had little interest in the provision of primary
health care to indigent populations.

Therefore, would States make attempts to redistribute CHC
funds in a less equitable manner than the Federal Government, in
your opinion?

Ms. CHABUT. Well, I think that goes back a little bit to the issue
before on the kinds of safeguards that have to be built in. I do not
think that that would happen. I think that the States would re-
spect congressional intent.

I think, again, that the reference to the 330 statute already in-
cluded in S. 2308 requires the continuation,of certain basic impor-
tant features of the CHC program as well as, the anticipated Feder-
al oversight role, would help to put the necessary safeguards and
checks and balances into place.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me lust ask a couple of questions on the Na-
tional Health Service Corps.

As 1 of the 28 States that are participatii.g in the National
Health Service Corps State demonstration projects, what NHSC re-
sponsibilities have Michigan and other States assumed?

Based on Michigan's experience, what are the positive and nega-
tive pictures of the demonstration project and, in your opinion, how
can the project be improved?

Ms. CHABUT. Well, I think that there was excellent intent in es-
tablishing the State-Federal partnership in the National Health
Service Corps. The contracts that get developed do permit some
flexibility between the States with respect to the degree of respon-
sibility as well as the interest in various facets of management.

It provides States with resources to begin developing their own
expertise in solving related manpower problems at the State level.

I think States have some inherent capability, perhaps, to make
more sensitive and less arbitrary kinds of decisions than the Feder.
al Government because what constitutes good, sound Federal policy
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at the national level can be brought closer to home on a smaller
geographic level by the State.

We have enjoyed the participation in the matching-of assignees
to health centers. We think that that has been a real strength in
the program.

I guess that the liability, of course, is in the aspects of n to
place physicians in areas that they may perceive as being less
optimal or less than highly desirable, but I think that States are
quite willing to get involved in that kind of a situation because you
can see that you are doing some community health capacity build-
ing and that it makes sense. States are willing to do this, if the
Federal Government stands behind the recommendations the State
has made and respect the terms of the contract.

The CHAIRMAN. Do the States, in your opinion, feel that they
have adequate input into the health manpower shortage area desig-
nation process, so that the National Health Service Corps assign-
ments are being made to the areas of greatest need?

Ms. CHAstrr. Well, with respect to both MUA and HMSA desig-
nations, the States really now have input in the sense that the
HSA's and the State planning agencies are asked to initiate re-
quests and they can review and comment on the lists.

The problem comes up when the gross criteria for measurement
that is necessary for national consistency are applied to smallcr ge-
%raphic areas that have some unique kinds of problems. Neither
HMSA's nor the MUA measurement measure problems of access
that State governments and local communities may be aware of.

You have situations, for example, where a community, an area
that has a small pocket of phverty and need in it might be Aacent
to a more affluent area, and that kind of washes away, according to
the Federal designation methodology, the need. But it is a very real

need.
So, I think that is the kind of thing we feel that the primary care

grant legislation would be helpful in solving that problem by
having the Governors built into the appeal process.

The CHAIRMAN. In your statement you describe an initiative in
Michigan to create a community health center system similar to
the Federal program.

Could you elaborate on this program and tell us how the Federal
program would interface with this State initiative should Michigan
become involved in the primary care block grant?

Ms. Camitrr. Yes; Michigan has been involved with funding com-
munity health centers since about 1970, and the interest in funding
those centers in Michigan was developed primarily because of State
legislative interest in the problems of access to care, much as it has
in Congress, I think.

State funds are used in pretty much complementary and not
competitive fashion in areas that are usually quite marginal or not,
eligible for MUA designation.

What often happens is that we find we have at least three or
four grant applications for every project that successfully achieves
either State or federally funding, and so we feel that we would
have the opportunity, if we were administratively involved with
both the Federal and the State programs to make them work in a
better planned and more coordinated fashion.
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The CHAD `YIAN. OK.
Mr. Wilhide, your testimony seems to reflect some division

within the rural health clinics community regarding stronger State
involvement in the administration of community health centers in
that particular program.

Now, is that true, and could you explain the reasons for the sup-
port or nonsupport of the block grant concept?

Mr. Wi Lunn. Well, the National Rural Primary Care Association
is composed of State offices of rural health, rural hospitals, as well
as rural clinics. Therefore, we do not have a clear consenEus of
opinion among our membership as to whether this is good, bad, or
otherwise indifferent.

I do feel there are some States, as Michigan for example,. that
have historically been involved in primary care. Prior to this initia-
tive, this legislation, Michigan was involved I think in those kinds
of cases there is II clear track record and apparently things are
working.

However, the majority of States that we are aware of do not have
this kind of capacity. I see States beginning to get interested in and
developing this sort of capacity. Where it is going to go yet, I do not
know. I think that is a major concern of many of us; there is no
record to stand on in terms of States and what they are going to do
with these programs.

There is a real concern about lack of adequate protection, I
think, to assure rural primary care services are delivered to the
areas of highest need.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, you have addressed a concern that States
under the block grant may distribute funds according to population
criteria rather than need.

If this were indeed the case, could you propose legislative lan-
guage that would benefit the rural centers without causing a simi-
lar inequitable situation with regard to urban centers?

Mr. WILHIDE. Sure. t think the population criteria, for example,
the county neighboring Cleveland is a heavily populated, fairly af-
fluent county and they get a lot of money for the local health de-
partment. Tney, in my mind, do not need that level of funding,
whereas the inner city of Cleveland could certainly benefit from
that level of funding. The same thing applies to rural areas.

So, I think perhaps some of the same criteria used in the MUA
process and the IIMSA designation process could be used to deter-
mine levels of funding, and that these criteria be built in as a pro-
tection, strictly prohibiting per-capita distribution of funds.

Again, it is a matter of finding a way to target areas "f highest
need.

The CHAIRMAN. If your network had the funds to pay average
physician salaries for your area, would you be able to recruit physi-
cians without the NHSC?

Mr. WILHIDE. In counties that are not more than, say, 45 minutes
drive from the city or suburban area, I have been able to do this.
However, in counties and towns that are at least an hour or more
away from the nearest shopping mall or urban-suburban area, the
answer is no. It has been difficult even through the National Serv-
ice Corps to be able to recruit because therr have been fewer
people available.
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So, the problem continues to exist.
The CHAIRMAN. Currently, the National Health Service Corps

awards scholarships to help professionals while they are attending
health profession school. This results in a long delay, in some cases,
7 years, between the time an individual first receives a scholarship
and the time that the individual begins fulfilling that particular
scholarship obligation.

Now, do you think that the Corps would benefit from obligating
health professionals during their residency or advanced clinical
p rather than during their formal education?

r. WILHIDR. Of course, the time of their formal education is
when they need it most. The people that I have been able to re-
cruit, by and large, could not have attended medical school without
the NHSC scholarship. For example, an internist at one of our
Adams County centers is a second-generation Mexican-American.
His father speaks very broken English. He is very grateful for the
National Service Corps program. He told the regional office he
would go anywhere they wanted to send him.

A long-standing physician vacancy in Adams County has there-
fore been filled. He could not have made it through medical school
without the NHSC program. Now, if there were some way of
saying, "Well, you can take out a loan during medical school and
perhaps during your residency you can get a National Service
Corps scholarship that will retroactively pay," or something like
that, that might be more beneficial.

But I do feel that the time of greatest need is when these fellows
are in medical school. There are some problems that you are ad-
dresf,ing and I respect those problems.

The CHAIRMAN. All right.
Ms. Chapman, in your testimony you state the National Service

Corps placements should be to the highest-priority health manpow-
er shortage areas. But that the Secretary should be required to con-
sider problems of access to care as well as geographic distribution
in determining need.

Now, could you explain in more detail what you mean by, "The
Secretary should be required to consider problem of access and geo-
graphic distribution?"

Is that not being done now, in your opinion, or what needs to be
done?

Ms. CHAPMAN. I do not know what testimony you are referring
to, the one I just gave on the primary care block grant?

The CHAIRMAN. Your written testimony that you submitted.
Ms. CHAPMAN. The written testimony?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Ms. CHAPMAN. I do not have a copy of that with me.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. Well, let me submit that to you, and if

you can get us your answer to that I would appreciate that.
Ms. CHAPMAN. Yes, I will be happy to do that.
[Information supplied follows:)

MS CHAPMAN'S RESPONSE TO SENATOR HATCH'S WESTION

The problem. Mr. Chairman, is that the NHSC currently distributes its resources
(health professionals( solely in response to availability problems. Simply put. if an
area or population has less than one physician for every 3,500 residents, it is a can-
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didate for NHS(' assistance. If, however, it has greater than one primary care physi-
cian for every 3,500 people, it does not qualify.

Cn the other hand, the simple availability of a physician for dentist, or whatever)
does not in any way assure that the people will then have access to those services.
Many studies, most recently one by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, have
shown that poverty, or low economic status, is the single most significant barrier to
gaining access to health care.

While measures of poverty and infant modality currently have some impact in
determining whether an area qualifies for NHSC support it is far from adequate. I
firmly believe that these measures should have much greater impact., that access to
ewe should be taken into account and not merely "geographic distribution?, or phy-
sician-to-population ratios.

The attached paper makes some specific recommendations, which I strongly en-
dorse.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me just take a second or two to further dis-
cuss the West Virginia experience with the primary care block
grant.

The primary care block grant requires States to match Federal
funds provided under the block. In its first year, West Virginia ap-
propriated $800,000, as I understand it; the second year $1.4 mil-
lion; and in the third year $1.8 million to meet the matching re-
quirement.

Now, this funding is a supplement to the Federal grant moneys
provided to the community health centers, money that would not
have been available to the community health centers in West Vir-
ginia had the State not become involved in the prograrri itself.

Now, has the Tiw River Center applied for and received supple-
mental funding under this block? Has the additional fundingif it
has, has the additional funding been helpful to your center?

Ms. CHAPMAN. OK, first of all, let me just say that the additional
funding that was added to the State budget for primary care was
not necessarily to meet the match for the block grant.

I mean, there is money in the budget, in the primary care line
item of the State health department's budget for primary care. It is
not necessarily to meet the match for the block.

As a matter of fact, even tat the Governor has returned the
block to the Department of there is still $1.8 million in the
State budget for primary care.

As a matter of fact, about a year ago last April or May I did
apply for a supplemental request. Actually, I applied to HHS be-
cause at the time the Federal Government was still administering
the program because of a Federal court injunction against the pri-
mary care block grant. I applied to the Department of HHS for a
supplemental to take care of the needs of themhe higher unemploy-
ment. At that time, McDowell County had an unemployment rate
of 43 percent. And when I applied to the Department of HHS for
the supplemental, the State health department did come in and
want to give me half of the supplemental request. And I did receive
$57,500 for which the people in Gary were very grateful.

The CHAIRMAN. I see. Will, the federally funded CHO3 in West
Virginia actually lose supplemental fundi now that the State is
no longer required to funnel State matching funds directly to
former Federal grantees. Will you lose fun

MS. CHAPMAN. No.
The CHAIRMAN. OK. Are the Tug River Center and other estab-

lished centers in West Virginia, willing and ready to share these
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supplepental dollars with some 63 other sites basically in West
Vitiutia?

Ma. CHAPMAN. Well, we did share them. Under the primary care
block grant the State health department funded several organiza-

tions that were not originally federally-funded health centers with
it matching share of the block grant money.

The CHAIRMAN. OK. Your testimony states that, "Due to the
block grant, better relations exist between the State health depart-

-Ment and the CHCs."
Do you feel that these improved relations have been beneficial to

the centers?
Ms. CHAPMAN. I am not sure I understood or heard the question

very well.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. In your statemento your written testimony,

you stated that, "Due to the block grant, better relations actually
presently exist between the State health department and the
CHCs."

Do you feel that those improved relations helped your centers?
Ms. CHAPMAN. Not my center in particular, no. And it does help

the centers, you know--and when I speak of centers, I am con-
cerned about health care all over West Virginia

The CHAIRMAN. I see.
Ms. CHAPMAN [continuing]. And not Gary, and I was speaking

more to the centers who, you know, had not initially received a 330
grant and was able to get money from the State health department
through the matching funds.

[Additional information supplied by Ms. Chapman follows:]

ADDITIONAL RESPONSE ITT MS. CHAPMAN W QUESTION BY SENATOR HATCH

I have received the written testimony, submitted by the National Association of

Community Health Centers, Inc. and can not at any point find the quote used by

the Chairman. The only reference to relationships between CVOs and states is

found an 8 of the written statement:
"Local munity Health Centers have developed excellent working cooperative

relationships with State officials, in compliance with the Congressional intent found

in the catalgorial Community Health Center legislation." (emphasis mine)
Clearly, the intent of this statement.. both on its own and in the context of the

entire NACHC statement, is to show that, under the Federal categorical program,

CHCs have worked well with the states. I support both the intent and the thrust of

that statement, which clearly implies that we do not need a Block Grant in order to

encourage close working relationshipsthey already exist under the current (feder-

ally-managed system.

The Chairman. OK.
Senator Kennedy.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you.
It has been a very helpful and useful panel. and I want to thank

all of you for your presentation.
One very compelling conclusion that I reach is that the existing

program is working, and working pretty well. Ard I think, as Mr.

Wilhide mentioned earlier, if it's not broken, why try and fix it? I
think Ms. Chabut from Michigan has indicated that it is working
well in their State and that they have the memorandum of under-
standing, a strong commitment in that State in terms of both com-

munity health centers as n in primary care, and there can be
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perhaps an even greater effectiveness with some additional kinds
of flexibility.

But it would seem to me it would be the height of folly, in order
to achieve those gains which I think are certainly desirable and
worthwhile, if we were to try to restructure or reorganize this pro-
gram in such a way as to undermine what has been an effective
prw: am.

I have not heard during the course of these hearings where the
Federal Government has either established health centers in areas
where they should not have been, or objections by local people
about the procedures that have been followed. I think all of us
would obviously like to expedite the process and the procedures. I
am sure we would like to have more efficiency in terms of the
funding. A good deal of that blame comes right back here to the
Congress because of our delay in getting appropriations up and the
rest.

But I have been listening to these comments here this morning
and am really very reassured about the way that we have promW-
ed under the Community Health Service Program, and certainly
the comments that have been made about the primary care block
grant give me reassurance about the importance of establishing
some general criteria under some kind of a partnership between
the Federal Government and the States so that we can find out
what is effective and what isn't effective in terms of the Primary
Care Program so that we can come back to the Congress and get
expanded funding for those programs that are efficient and effec-
tive and discard perhaps those programs that are not really meet-
ing the needs of the people.

And we have the Surgeon General's report to establish an excel-
lent criteria and an excellent start for these prograras. And I do
believe that Mr. Wilhide's basic summarythat ie, that what we
should be interested in in our society when we Lae allocating Fed-
eral resources is the fact that where a particular child is going to
live; whether he or she is going to get some decent health care is
not going to be decided by county line or even State line, that if we
find that is an area of need, that we ought to be trying to respond
to those particular needs.

So I would hope that perhaps Ms. Chabut would indicate what
recommendations could be made to the existing program that
might help assist to provide some degree of flexibility. I know she
has spent time making some recommendations, but I would hope
that she also would agree that we should not be disassembling
what has been a pretty effective program across this country, in
order to devise a different process or different procedure for fund-
ing these programs in these various States.

I do not know whether any of you have any reaction, but I must
say after listening to the panel here, I would certainly hope that
we couldthere are enough programs around this building that
should be altered or changed, without trying to tinker or tamper
with something that seems to me to be pretty effective.
Mr. WILHIDE. Senator, if I may- -
Senator KENNEDY. With the exception of perhaps gaining more

money to try to do the job a little better. We haven't talked about
that yet. I will wait until my chairman comes back. [Laughter.]
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That's something that we haven't gotten into today, and I don't
want to lose the opportunity to at least give you the opportunity of
a quick chance to maybe briefly make a summary comment about
what the needs are in the communities.

Maybe if I could just ask the panel to remain here, I could ask
Stephen Haves, who is the deputy commissioner, if he could just
join the panel up here, we might start of with his testimony. And
then as I say, I would just like to get for the record a comment
from the panel here when the chairman comes back just on the
needs.

Steve is the deputy commissioner in Massachusetts, and if the
panelists remain here, unless they have got some time problem,
and then as soon as the chairman comes back in, I will ask the
others just that last question, and then I will ask that Steve's testi-
mony appear at the appropriate place in the record.

The CHAIRMAN [presulingl. Yes.
Senator KENNEDY. Since the chairman is back here DeughterjI

was saying that there is one area of public policy that we did not
talk about, and that was the funding levels and what could be done

with additional resources to the existing structure and what that
would mean in terms of health needs for the people that you are
serving. If I could just get a quick comment from each one of the
panelists on that issue, I would have no further questions.

Mr. WILHIDE. Senator Hatch and Senator Kennedy, I would like

to give an example of what has happened in our area. Our base

grant has remained level for the past 3 years while unemployment
and need has increased.

Last year we were faced with a majorand this yearfaced with
some major decisions about how to allocate our scarce resources in

terms of subsidized prescriptions. I attended a m of our phy-
sicians because we are facingif it hadn't been for the jobs bill
an enormous deficit this year.

We were trying to establish some priorities, and we got into a
discussion of whether we subsidize prescriptions of indigent elderly
people whose prescriptions are not covered under medicare and yet
those prescriptions are very expensive, versus a child with strep
throat and whether he ought to get antibiotics.. And at that point
the discussion revolved around how expensive the drugs would be
for the elderly person and what effect is it going to have versus the
child. I had to leave the discussion. I was literally getting sick to
my stomach over those kinds of discussions.

I started this program 7% years ago, and I can't be a part of am-
putating pieces of it because of lack of funds.

We started a community fund drive. My church has given $1,000.

Even my Co has given some generous contributions. But

it's not enoug -
And those are the kinds of problems we are facing.

Ms. Cusatrr Well, in Michigan I think that we are right now

into our fifth ywir of consecutive double-digit unemployment. Prob-

ably everybody understands the economic plight of Michigan as re-
lates to the auto industry. Our State is working very hard on an
economic revitalization program.

But whenever you have the kind of situation that we have in

Michigan, you know that you have not only the needs of the newly
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poor that we now need to make an effort to address, but that the
plight of the chronically poor is with us as well.

And so every time that we have the opportunity, we have been
describing what we've been going through the State as we partici-
pate in hearings. We know that our ability to provide basic health
care has eroded some in Michigan over the past few years, and
anything that we can do to help to bolster that would be very
much appreciated.

Ms. CHAPMAN. I guess my story is
The CHAIRMAN. Bring the mike over a little.
Ms. CHAPMAN. OK. I guess my story is probably pretty similar to

the women from Michigan, since Michigan and West Virginia has
experienced a lot of the same problems with high unemployment.

Our problem is that in West Virginia our only industry is coal,
and when the coal industry shuts down, as it did a couple of years
ago, then we're all in poverty. And I include myself in that catego-
ry.

You know the people are there. They have no place to go. They
have no health care insurance. The increased dollars are absolutely
essential to take care of these people that no one else will agree to
take care of. I mean profitmaking hospitals aren't going to take in
100 o- 200 indigent patients a day. They just, simply aren't going to
do it.

Senator KENNEDY. Your testimony is that there is increased suf-
fering or there Are increasing health demands on the particular fa-
cilities that you are familiar with-

Ms. CHAPMAN. Both.
Senator KENNEDY. By the people?
Ms. CHAPMAN. That's right. Increased suffering, and increased

demands on the centers. In West Virginia the State medicaid pro-
gram just passed a new regulation that the people having State
medicaid cannot go to an emergency room to seek care. So there-
fore, if they're not being hospitalize... they have to go to one of the
centers who will accept medicaid, of which Tug River happens to
be one. And our medicaid patient load is increasing tremendously,
but our income is not increasing.

Senator KENNEDY. What about it, Mr. Wilhide?
Mr. WILHIDE. We're facing the same thing. Almost a twofold in-

crease in the number of indigent patients that we're taking Fare of.
A lot of the new poor, whose unemployment benefits have run out.

There is a physician --I wish he were here today instead of me
because he is a very, private-practice-oriented type of person, but
also socially committed. He went to a small town by the name of
Bainbridge, which is in our service area, to set up. practice. He left
6 months later, in declaring bankruptcy, and with a heavy heart
because he could not get patients to go to the hospital- for tests that
they sorely needed to detect cancer in the early stages because they
did not have health insurance and were too proud to go without it,
and he was paying for that out of his own pocket.

And I only wish it were he here who is testifying today rather
than myself.

Senator KENNEDY. Fine.
No further questions for these panelists.
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The Chairman. Well, we are very grateful to have had all 'of you

testify here today.. We have received a' number of interesting sug-

gestions. find we appreciate having the effort put forth that you
have all put forth.

Thank you so much.
Senator KENNEDY. Mr. Chairman, I have a witness, Mr. Stephen

Haves;
The CHAIRMAN. O h, I am sorry. Let me reassemble the commit-

tee. [Laughter.]
I am sorry.
You are Mr. Havas?
Dr. HAVAS. Dr. Havas, yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. OK. I had not understood that. I apologize.
What we will do is reconvene the committee, and Senator Kenne-

dy would like to get your testimony on the record, and I would
also. And I do have to leave, that is my only problem:_So I am
going to ask Senat9r Kennedy to put you on the record and ask

any questions. And if my staff has any questions, they will submit

those as well.
Senator KENNEDY. They may submit thooe.
The CHAIRMAN. If you will submit those.
Senator KENNEDY [presiding]. Mr. 'Havas, we are glad to have

you here. We appreciate your making the effort to be with us to
deal with the subject matters which are before us today. And we
wed me you to give us your testim ny

STAl'EMENT OF STEPHEN HAVAA, M.D., M.P.H., M.S., DEPUTY

COMMISSIONER. MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC

HEALTH

at Dr. HAVAS. Thank you very much, Senator Kennedy.
I am Dr. Stephen Haves. I am the deputy director commissioner

of the Massachusetts' Department of Public Health, and I am
speaking on behalf of our department today. I appreciate the op-

portunity to testify before you on the prevertive health and health

services block grants. My presentation will focus on three areas:
One, the need for increased funding for this block grant; two, the

need for targeting that inc..eased funding toward the goals and ob-

jectives set out in Healthy People and the 1990 Objectives for the

Nation; and three, the need for tracking progress toward those

goals and objectives.
Funding for the preventive health and health services block

grapl should be increased substantially. The States have still not
recovered from the setbacks that resulted from the cuts in funding

. when it was shifted from a categorical basis to a block grant basis.

For example, Massachusetts received 22 percent less funding in

fiscal year 1984 than in fiscal year 1981. This reduction in funding

has resulted in decreased program efforts in all areas covered by

this block grant.
When inflation is factored in, the cuts since fiscal 1981 are even

deeper. Our State, like most of the others, has not been able to re-

build these programs through State funding.
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Furthermore, the administrative savings which were to accrue to
States from block grant funding have not become evident to am of
us.

We would recommend an increase of $50 million for the 'reven-
tive health and health services block grant for fiscal year 1

Senator KENNEDY. Let me ask you, some have said that the over-
flow from the categorical grant helped them pick up the deficit
from the reductions in the primary care. What happened up in
Massachusetts?

Dr. HAVAS. That did occur in the initial years, but that overflow
has run out in most of the States at this point. So we are down
.considerably below where we started.

Senator KENNEDY. Does that T2 percent just reflect the reduction
in the amounts that you have got in the program, or is it the total
spending made in the primary care?

Dr. HAVAS. I am sorry, sir, this is for preventive health.
Senator KENNEDY. You say you received 22 percent less funding,

but you still must have had some overflow from categorical grants.
Dr. HAVAS. Right. Which has been by and large used up.
Senator KENNEDY. All right.
Dr. IlAv As. Disease prevention programs are critical investments

to preserve and improve the public s health. If preventive services
are not adequeWly funded, the health cost for treating diseases
which could be prevented will far exceed the savings from limiting
block grant funding.

Rather than simply increasing each State's funding under the
block grant, the funds should be specifically targeted to address the
13 disease prevention areas outlined in Healthy People and the
1990 Objectives for the Nation. If such targeting is not done, the
increased funds are likely to be used in an unstructured manner
that minimizes both effectiveness as well as accountability.

For this process to be successful, participating States should be
required to prepare comprehensive plans for the use of such funds.
In these plans the States should address a minimum of 3 and a
maximum of 5 out of the 15 disease prevention areas. Few States
would be capable of strengthening or initiating efforts in more
than five areas at one time.

Participating States should submit explicit well-reasoned ration-
ale for selecting their priority areas that they will be addressing
and specific implementation plans.

In Massachusetts we lire currently in the planning stages for a
statewide multiple-risk factor reduction program aimed at the
three leading causes of death. We chose this approach because it
has the greatest potential impact on mortality and morbidity
within the State. Together, heart disease, cancer, and stroke cause
over 70 percent of deaths in Massachusetts, as they do nationwide.
The majority of deaths from these causes are preventable through
a reduction in their underlying risk factors.

These risk factors have been well identified and are extremely
common in our society, and they are also susceptible to reduction.
We believe that a program focusing on the prevention of these dis-
eases could very rapidly achieve substantial reductions in mortality
rates. But to implement them, we will require funding that is cur-
rently not available in the block grant.
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The impact from disease 'prevention efforts in these 15 areas can
be quite large. The impact can also be very rapid. To cite one ex-
ample of the success of such efforts, Connecticut conducted a 5-year
demonstration project for high blood pressure control from 1978
through 1983. That effort was not funded through the block grant
but rather through a grant from the National Heart, Lung and
Blood Institute. Within 3 years of the inception of that project, age-
adjusted heart disease mortality rates had dropped 11.6 percent in
Connecticut compared to 5.2 percent nationally.

For stroke, the-declines in age-adjusted mortality raiks were even
more impressive: 28.3 percent in Connecticut compared to 15.5 per-
cent in the United States as a whole.

Those declines continued in the years followinf that, although
they were at a somewhat lower rate.

It is extremely important that participating States not only un-
dertake a planning effort but also closely monitor progress in meet-
ing their objectives. This tracking should focus on changes in risk
factors as well as changes in mortality. The States should set-quan-
tifiable goals and objctives consistent with the 1990 Objectives for
the Nation, and monitor them on an annual basis.

Senator KENNEDY. When did they do that? I mean why not let
the States themselves make those decisions and determinations?

Dr. HAVAS. Well, what I was going to say and was not added in
there, I think that those objectives should be at least as rigorous as
what is in the 1990 objectives. Right now the objective-setting proc-
ess for those block grant funds is not terribly rigorous in most of
the States, and the amount of tracking of progress in terms of what
is actually being accomplished is not very impressive. I think it
need§ to be much better.

Senator KENNEDY. It would be helpful perhaps if you could in
supplementing your testimony, give us some examples of that, you
know, at a later time. 1 think it would be valuable to our consider-
ation of whether we can just continue the way we're going or
whether we do establish some criteria, some planning goals follow-
ing the "Objectives for the Nation" criteria.

Dr. IIAVAS. Right now I think the accountability, from what I
have seen now, being in two different States involved in that block
grant process, is not very good. And there is almost a sense that
one could use those funds for almost anything that was related to
prevention, and no one would watch terribly carefully to see th3t
in fact one was doing that in a manner that would have a signifi-
cant impact on public health.

I believe that both the setting of those goals and objectives and
Cie reporting of progress should be required for funding, and cer-
tainly if you're thinking about increases in funding. But even at
the funding that is there right now, I think that that would be nec-
essary. And I think that it would have to go beyond the kind of
reporting that was described earlier, the ASTHO reporting that is
done by many of the States. Those data are not what I would call
hard data that one could really back up. I think that one really has
go to out and monitor either via telephone' surveys or household
surveys for a lot of this to really track what is being done. And
that's not occurring in most of the States right now.
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And most of the States, when they do fill out those ASTHO
forms, don't do it in a terribly rigorous manner.

Again, I v.ould like to strongly urge you to incitase funding for
the preventive health and health services block grants so that our
State and the country as a whole caemove forward in achieving
substantial reductions in death and disease rates. Without such
funding, our progress toward that goal will be small.

The economics of public health argue strongly for spending more
money on prevention. Federal leadership in setting priorities for
prevention activities and providing funds to States for accomplish-
ing them are critical. Without this leadership and funding, many
people will become sick, and some of them will die needlessly.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Havas follows:]
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Testimony to the. U.S. Senate Committee on Labor and HOman Resources on the
et

Preventive Health and Health Services Block Grant

By: Stephen Haves, N.D., M.P.H., M.S.

Deputy Pmmiss loner

Massachusetts Department of Public Health

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Committee, fau Or. Stephen

Navas. 1 an the Deputy Commissioner of the Massachusetts Department of Public

Health. I appreciate the opportunity to testify before you on the. Preventive

Health and Health Services Block Grant. My presentation will focus on three

areas: 1) the need for increased funding for this block grant; 2) the

need for targeting that increased funding towards the pals and objectives set

out in Healthy People and 1990 Objectives for the Nation; and 3) the need for

tracking progress towards those goals and objectives.

1) Need for increased funding

Funding for the Preventive Health and Health Services Block Grant should be

increased substantially. The states have still not recovered from the setbacks

that resulted from cuts in funding when it was shifted from a categorical bcsis

to a block grant basis. For example, Massachusetts received 22% less funding in

Ft.114 the in FY.81. This reduction in funding has resulted in decreased

prograM efforts in all areas covered by this block grant. When inflation is

factored in, the cuts since FY'81 are even deeper. This state, like all others,

has not been able to rebuild these programs through state funding. Furthermore.
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the "administrative savings* which were to accrue to the states from block grant

feeding have not become evident to any of vs.

We would recommend an increase of $50 million for Preventive Health and

Health Services Block Grant for PPM. Disease prevention pre rams are critical

investments to preserve sad tmprove the public's health. If preventive services

are not adequately funded, the health care costs for treating diseases which

could be prevented will far exceed the savings from limiting block grant

funding.

21 Targeting of funding

Rather than simply increasing each state's funding under the block grant,

the funds should be specifically targeted to address the 15 disease prevention

areas outlined in Healthy People and the 1990 Objectives for the Nation. If

such targeting is not done, the increased funds are likely to be used in an

unstructured manner that minimizes both effectiveness as well as accountability.

For this process to be successful, participating states should be required

to prepare comprehensive plans for the use of such funds. In these Plans.

states should address a minimum of three and a maxim wm of five out of the 15

disease prevention areas. Few states would be capable of strengthening or ini-

tiating efforts in more than five areas at once.

In Massachusetts, we are currently in the planning stages for a statewide

multiple risk factor reduction program aimed at the three leading causes of

death. We chose this approach because it has the greatest potential impact on
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mortality and morhidity within the state. Together heart disease. cancer,

and stroke cause over 70% of deaths in Massachusetts, as they do nationwide.

the majority of deaths from these causes are preventable through a reduction

in their underlying risk factors. These risk factors have been well

identified and are extremely common in our society. They are also susceptible

to reduction. We believe that a program focusing on the prevention of these

diseases rould very rapidly achieve substantal reductions in mortality rates.

However to implement them, we will need funding beyond what is currently

. :,ailable for the Mock grant.

Trie impact from disease prevention efforts in these 15 areas can be large.

The impact can also be rapidly felt. To cit" one example of the success of such

efforts, Connecticut conducted a five year demonstration project for high blood

2ressure control from 1978 to 1983. That effort was funded through a grant from

the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute.

Within three year., of the inception of that project, age-adjusted heart

disease mortality rates dropped 11.6% in Connecticut, compared to 5.2% in the

mited States as a whole. For stroke, the declines in age-adjusted mortality

rates were even more impressive - 28.3% in Cuinecticut compared to 15.5% in the

U.S. as a whole. The declines in morbidity contineed in the final years of the

project. albeit at a slightly slower pace.

3i..MonfterH11,progress_in_disease prevention.

It is extremely important that participating states not only undertake a

panning effort but also closely monitor progress in ak.eting their objectives.
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This tracking should foci's an changes in risk factors as well as changes in mor-

tality. The states should set quantifiable goals and objectives consistent with

the 1990 ObActives for the Nation and monitor an an annual basis their

progress towards achieving them. Both the setting of goals and objectives and

reporting of progress on them should be required for continued funding.

Closing Statement

Again, I would like to strongly urge you to increase funding for the

Preventive Health and Wealth Services Block Grant so that our state and the

country as a whole can move forward in achieving substantial reductions in death

and disease rates. Without such funding, our progress towards that goal will

be small.

The economics of public health argue powerfully for spending more money on

prevention. Federal leadership in setting priorities for prevention activities

and providing funds to states for accomplishing them are criticel. Without

this leadership and funding. many people will become sick and some of than will

die needlessly.

Thank you.
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Senator KENNvtiv. Maybe you could outline for us, if we did pro-
vide additional resources and we did give a greater definition of cri-
teria, what do you think could really be achieved and accomplished
in the country over the period of these next several years? Obvious-
ly. it depends on the amount of money. I suppose, but what sort of
achievements and accomplishments?

Dr. HAVAS: Well, I think the kind of program that I was involved
with in Connecticut could easily be replicated on a national basis.
But I th;nk unless there is some rigor built into the block grant.
it's unlikely to happen in most of the States. Even in Connecticut
now, the followup since that period. there has been much less of an
effort along the lines of that blood pressure program. And I think
part of that is because under the grant from the Heart, Lung and
Blood Institute there was a lot more accountability. They were spe-
cifically told to do a 5-year demonstration project. They knew that
progress was being monitored on blood pressure levels within the
State and that mortality rates were being followed very closely.

Under the block grant tnere is not that kind of close following.
and so a lot of the funds often arethe decisions on how to spend
them are more a result of political forces than perhaps based on
sound public health rationale.

Senator KENNEDY, Have you reviewed the Surgeon General's rec-
ommendations, and do you think that those are sound and useful?

Dr. HAvas. Absolutely. And I think you don't need great
amounts of money to do these kinds of things, but you do need to
do them in a comprehensive way. If you look at the prevalence of
some of these risk factors, they are very high. Smoking affects
about a third of the adult population. High blood pressureif you
define it as 14(t over 90 or aboveaffects about a third of the popu-
lation. Diets that are high in fatabout 70 percent of the popula-
tion eats that kind of diet, which increases the risk for both heart
disease and cancer.

Physical inactivity--about two-thirds of the adult population
would be defined as physically inactive.

So we're talking about things that don't affect just a small
number of people, but really a population base. To change that. you
need to divide the States into regions. go out and work with busi-
ness and industry, work with the local communities, that kind of
thing, and really go after large numbers of people. But you don't
need huge amounts of money. You do need, however, more than is
involved here. And I think you really need to say to the States,
"These' an. the kinds of areas we want you to focus on rather than
the broad area of prevention," because what you can sneak in
under that "broad" label makes it almost meaningless.

Senator KENNEDY. Good. OK. That is very helpful, and we will be
getting back to you as we move toward the legislation.

We' want to thank you very much.
LIAVAS. Thank you. Senator.

(Additional material submitted for the record follows:1
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The American Lung Association welcomes this opportunity to

comment On S. 2301. "Health Services, Preventive Health Services,

and Home and Community Based Services Act of 1984." The

American Lung Association is this nation's oldest voluntary

health agency. established in 1904 as the National Association

for the Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis. The organization

remains committed to its original goal--the eradication of

tuberculosis--while expanding its mission to address the

greater challenge of the prevention and control of all lung

diseases. The primary emphasis in this statement will be

justification for reauthorization of the Tuberculosis Control

Program for fiscal years 1985. 1986. and 1987. A secondary

empahsis will address the continued need by the chronically ill

for adequate home health care services.

Tuberculosis Control Program

Tuberculosis is an infectious disease which can be transmitted

without regard to geographic or governmental boundaries.

it is a public health problem of national scope and its pre-

vention and control require a national commitment.

Due to advances in medical sciences, tuberculosis is preventable

and curable when treated with appropriate drugs. The drugs

are inexpensive and hospitalization is usually not required.

However. drug therapy must be undergone for approximately one

year. Generally local health departments have the responsibility
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for locating individuals with tuberculosis and ensuring that

they complete drug therapy. A further responsibility is the

identification of persons in contact with individuals diagnosed

with TB in order to begin preventive therapy if so indicated.

During the past 25 years, the number of reported TB cases has

declined ay approximately 4 percent per year. In 1980, however,

the rate increased by 0.6 percent, the first such increase since

1963. A major contributing factor for the increase in incidence

was the large number of TB cases diagnosed in the Indochinese

refugee population migrating to the United States during 1979

and 1980. In 1981 the rate declined 6 percent to 27,373 cases

and in 1982 a further decline of 7 percent to 25,522 was noted.

This decrease represents the anticipated rate of decline with

adequately functioning TB control programs.

Continued funding of the Tuberculosis Control Program will enable

the Centers for Disease Control to address several specific

proglems which remain in the control and prevention of tuberculosis

o Drug_ Resistant Tuberculosis is a continuing problem for

many health departments. Approximately 7 percent of

new cases (previously untreated cases) are found to

have been caused by drug resistant tuberculosis bacteria.

There.have peen 3 community outbreaks of drug resistant

tuberculosis,-Mississippi, New York, and Montana. Therapy

for drug resistant TB presents a more complex treatment

2 5 2
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problem. The drugs used are mortetoxic and less effective

creating patient compliance problems which require a

significant increase in the surveillance activities of

health department out -reach workers.

o Tuberculosis in Children, which is an indicator of

on-going transmission in n community, has shown no

decline in the period 1976-1982. Only abaat 30 percent

of children who are contacts to new cases are placed on

preventive therapy. This population is considered a

primary priority for preventive therapy since they are

at highest risk of developing TS. Further, preventive

therapy for children does not present the compliance

problems of other populations since children do not

experience any side effects to the drug therapy. Im-

proved case-finding and improved surveillance and

assessment activities by outreach workers could increase

the percentage of children (who are contacts to new cases)

placed on and completing preventive therapy.

o Examination of Contacts and Completion of Preventive

Therapy continues to be a problem. Annually, approximately

10.000 contacts of new cases are not identified. 5 to 10

Perient of these contacts can be expected to subsequently

develop infectious TS. Over 30 percent of persons placed

on preventive therapy fail to complete the recommended

regimen--18,000 persons annually. As a result. 900 to 1.800
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of these persons, even though examined and placed on

preventive therapy, will eventually develop infectious

disease. Improved case-reporting and disease surveillannce

and additional out-reach workers who directly Observe,

therapy could accelerate the reduction of transmission

of disease from this group and avoid unnecessary

hospitalizations.

The continued funding of the Tuberculosis Control Program at

the levels authorized in S. 2301 of $8, 9, and 10 millizm

respectively for fiscal years 1985, 1986 and 1987 is essential

if we are to achieve a case rate of 9 cases per 100.000 by

1990. a goal identified by an expert Task Force of the

ALA in 1982. The prevention and control of tuberculosis can

be achieved economically and effectively and it would be a

very short-sided policy not to invest in the funds needed for

its control. The cost of preventing and controlling tuberculosis

falls far below the cost to society of neglecting this important

health problem.

The ALA's medical section, the American Thoracic Society and

the Centers for Disease Control prepared 3 important publications

on the prevention and control of tuberculosis which we would like

to enter into the record. The publications. "Treatment of

Tuberculosis and Control of Tuberculosis", 'Diagnostic

Standards and Classification of Tuberculosis", and 'The
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Tuberculin Skin Test" outline recommendations for treat-

lent of TB, guidelines for preventive therapy and objectives

for community TB control programs.

4

Move health Services

.

Our remaining remarks will address the provisions in S. 2301

which provide new authority for a home health services and

commuoity-based health services block grant. The ALA is

dedicated to the identificition
and delivery of the best

possible care for individuals with lung diseases and has

taken a leadership role in communicating current knowledge

of these diseases and the fattors affecting patients suffering

from them.

a

Approximately'16 million
Americans suffer from one or more

chronic pulmonary diseases including emphysema, chronic

bronchitis, and asthma. 4S percent of patients with emphysema

report restriction in their daily activities due to disease.

18 percent of patients with asthma reported such restrictions,

as did 4 percent of patients with chronic bronchitis.

New knowledge that benefited respiratory patients in the

hospital has not been readily accessible to patients in the

home. nit' this, and other reasons,
out-of-hospital home

health care is in need of review. The general goal of home

-health care is to promote, maintaiX, or restore health and
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AO minimize the effects of illness and impaired function. The

services should be givenby agencies meeting appropriate

standards, and should help recipients achieve and sustain

an optimum level of health, activity, and independence. The

services may be therapeutic or preventive. The purpose of
0

'home care shauld be the provision of direct patient services.

treatment,, education or evaluation.

Health care within the home for both adult and pediatric

respiratory patients have been impaired because of many deficits.

There is the lack of individuals educated in the specific needs

of respiratory patients in the home, lack of adequate home care

services. lack of effective coordination of these servirs,

limitations in ffneucial coverage. and regional variability

of coverage.

46

Unique problems arise in the allocation of home health care

services for children with chronic pulmonary diseases. Asthma

and cystic fibrosis are the major causes of school absenteeism

and disability for children under 17 years of age.

For the respiratory disease patient, the home health care team.

optimally, should be composed of physicians, both primary care

as well as specialists in pulmonary medicine; respiratory nurse

'specialists and nursing prsonnel at all levels; psychologists;

social service personnel; physical therapists; occupational

therapists; respiratory therapists and technicians;

253
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vocational counselors; nutritionists; homemakers; end home

health aides.

Direct services may. but need not always, incude such Services

as physical training, energy conservation measures, bronchial

hygiene. breathing exercises. psychological and vocational

counseling, nutrition education, equipment management and

monitoring, personal care, housekeeping or homemaker services,

transportation, meal preparation or provision, financial support

or planning and escort service.

Not all home patients need all services. and many needed services

are unavailable. Patients' disease processes. for example.

may be "stable" but require basic supportive services such as

chest therapy. Chronic periods may be marked by exacerbations

requiring even more supportive services, such as oxygen,

assistance with ambulation, or dietary changes.

The ALA supports efforts to expand home health care services

to the disabled and elderly. This population should include

respiratory disease patients and of particular importance.

the unstable patient with recurrent cardio-pulmonary

deterioration. The ALA believes the needs of many patients

with chronic respiratory disease could be better met in

the comfort of their homes instead of resorting to

institutional tare. However, the comprehensive needs of

25?
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of respiratory patients must be met if home health care is

to be a viable alternative to institutional care.

To ensure proper care and treatment of patients In the home,

standards should be established for health professionals

and all personnel providing home health care services. In-

clusion of standards should be part of the certification

process,of all agencies providingshome health care services.

Thank you for this opportunity to present our views.
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THE NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE CORPS

AND

HEALTH' MANPOWER SHORTAGE AREAS

REAPPRAISAL AND RECOMMENDATIONS
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Sectio\332 1254e1(b) of the Public Health Service Act

states that

The Secretary shall establish by regulation...
criteria for the designation of areas, population
groups, medical facilities, and other public facili-
ties, in the States, as health-manpower shortage
areas. In establishing such criteria, the Secre-
tary shall take into consideration the foll ng:

(1) The ratio of available health manpowe to
the number of individuals in an area or po la-
tion group, or served bra medical facility or

,'-other public facility under consideration for
designation.
(2) Indicators of a need, notwithstanding the

supply of health manpower, for health services
for the individuals in an area or population
group, or 'served by a medical facility. or other
public facility under consideration for desig-
nation, with special consideration to indicatdis
of --

(A) infant mortality,
(5) access to health services, and
(C) health status.

(3) The percentage of physicians serving an
area, population group, medical facility, or
other public facility under consideration for
designation who are employed by hospitals and
who are gradeatea of foreign medical schools.

The following salient points should be noted regarding
4

the discussion of health manpower in these regulations:

(1) health manpower is,dengxed only in terms of availability:

(2) the percentage of local hospital-employed and foreign medi-
Fo

cal graduate physicians will be taken into consideration --

and their services will. in the isain,""De determined as unavaila-

ble in terms of the provision of primary care: and (3) indica-

tors of en area's or population's need for health services wil1

be taken into consideration "notwithstanding the supply of

health manpower" that may be present in the Lrea.
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Those indicators of need which will receive special con-

sideration are infant mortality, health status, and access to

health services. High infant mortality rates and poor health

status have been demonstrated to be closely associated with

poverty.11-1/ Moreover, recent studies have shown that low

economic status is the single most significant barrier to gain-

ing access to health services..thJ Therefore, it would seem

evident that the indicator of need that requires the most

careful consideration is the economic inaccessibility of per-

.

sonal health services.

There is currently no evidence that the national poverty

level will decline during the coming years. Further, the

growing production of physician manpower has thus far been

accompanied F'y a trend toward higher medical coats, but not

an increase in the availability, much less the economic acces-

sibility, of primary care physician services.-
7/ Thus, the need

to maintain a basic minimum of health services for the poor

and near poor will require the continued supplementation of

accessible primary care manpower services through such mechan-

isms as the National Health Service Corps for the foreseeable

future.

In light of the above, the following recommendations are

offered regarding the designation of Health Manpower Shortage

Areas (HMSAs):

Indication of need (based upon the economic inac-

cessibility of health cervices) wilt be given
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priority cret physician/population ratios in de-

termining al-ea and population designations.

Areas and populations with poverty levels of 150

percent of the national average or,greatet will

automatically receive designations.

Primary are physician* will not be included in

physician/population ratio computations for desig-

nation purposes if (1) their serTices are provided

under contractual or other employment arrangements

through federal or other public (i.e., state, local)

funds, or if (2) the percentageiof their medical

practices based on Medicare/Medicaid reimburse-

ments is less than 50 percent :of the national/

state average for physicians in the saw: specialty

fields.
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The Association of Schools and Colleges of Optlmetry represents

the 16 optometric education institutions in the United States,

graduating some 1100 optometrists annually. We remain committed to

improved access and the highest quality of vision services to the

people.

Over the years the NW has evolved as a significant Federal

program to ensure access to health care for the underserved. Other

legislation enacted by the Congress has been instrumental in

increasing the number of graduates in optometry which has further

pcovioed for the vision care needs. Unfortunately there remains a

continuing unmet need due to certain geographic and demographic

factors which inoreesed competition will not solve. There is,

therefore, a continuing requirement for a level of Federal

intervention to serve these otherwise underserved population groups.

62281 proposes 150 new scholarships in health professions which will

address the most critical of these health care situations:

While undoubtedly vision care needs of the underserved have been

recognized, they have not been addressed in the priorities of the MUSC

to date. ASCO wishes to bring these critical needs to the attention

of the Congress.
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Optometry

The optometric profession has had a long history of success in a

balanced geographic distribution of its practitioners. More recently

the increasing indebtedness of new optometric graduates and the s

evolution of specialised practice of the profession have resulted in

shift to this pattern. More of the graduates now flod it necessary to

locate in high density, affluent population centers rather than the

more rural coamunities. Additionally, the social and economic

deterioration of-some major inner city areas have resulted in

migration of optometrists to suburbia. These circumstances and a

general shortage of primary vision care providers have resulted in a

number of areas being classified as Vision Care Shortage Areas under

the health manpower shortage area criteria of the Public Health

Service and an additional number of counties considered as eligible to

be no declared.

The schools and colleges of optometry have responded in part to

this shortage, having increased the graduates of U.S. schools from 789

in 1975 to 1106 in 1983. This 40h increase has increased competition

and benefited geographic distribution. The American Optometric

Association through an urban Optometry Project, is working to assist

inner city optometric practices to survive.

It is our opinion that regardless of these efforts many other

factors will still result in a certain number of areas which will not

attract a qualified vision care practitioner. The assignment of an

optometrist through the MSC is considered necessary to bring adequate

primary vision care to the most critical of underserved groups.
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To date vision care needs have received only minimal attention by

the MSC. Based on appropriations language in 1979 a few scholarships

were awarded. We appear today to request your support under 52281 for

an amendment to provide for addressing critical vision care manpower

needs. This amendment to 338T(a) would be to allocate 109 of the new

soholargbip awards to students in schools and colleges of optometry.

As of the latest listing in the Federal Register the Public Wealth

device had designated over 250 counties as vision care shortage areas

(1981). Little bas been done in recent years to collect the necessary

data to request designation of other areas since no solution to this

critical problem was at band. The Congress has the opportunity with

these amendments to the MUSC to contribute to the vision well being of

underserved populations in,our country.
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NC
EMS

NATIONAL COALITION FOR EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
Suite 905,-1331 Pennsylvania Aveaue, N. W., Washingtoe. D.C. 20004

Telephone (232) 393-1313

March fo. 1984 C.

Committee on Labor and those Nesources
United States Senate
Washington. D. C. 20510

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

The National Coalitiou for Emergency Medical Services. Inc. (WENS)
would like to express its position regarding federal support for emergency
medical services. The MESS represents a wide variety of emergency medical
service providers including physiclems, nurses. paramedics, and ambulance
drivers /wag others. Am such, we are experienced in working with crisis
situations -- situations that are literally a meaning of life and death for
the victims of trauma. Ironically, the emergency medical services system

; finds itself on the brink of a crisis. Despite the fast the l tremendous
strides have been made in EMS. further develofAment is jeopardised by lack
of adequate funding.

The reality of serious accidents occasioning the need for immediate
specialised medical attention is all too apparent. Every year over

10,000.000 persons are victims of trauma. Some 350.000 of these suffer
permanent disability. pad over 100,000 people die from traumatic injuries
on an annual basis. It is the third greatest killer in the United States
and the number one killer of people under the'age of 40. We can reasonably

conclude that each person is this country will need the services provided
by an emergency medical system some time dories his or her lifetime. The

question, are: Will it be there? Will it be adequate?

A comprehensive system of emergency medical services is extremely
effective in reducing the number of deaths and serious injury complications
resulting from train. When an ENS system is in place and operettas, the
chancevf a victim being saved Is 852; without system. this drops to 602.

In the State of Naryled, where a statewide women has been in place
for ten years. the mortality rate has fallen from 782 to 142.

The purpose of emergency medical services systems is to transform
the victims of trauma into patients, by providing a means of prompt rescue.
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Committee as Labot and lumen Museercee
Much 7, 1944
Pep Ira

knowledgeable treatment At the acmes of the accidents and the transporta-

tion to a definitive medical facility. Mhos a *Teton Le is pia"' a Victim

ie treated st ths scale of the occident by a trained emergemcy medical tech-

Sides or peremedie who is capable of performing basic, end *mu appropriate.

advanced life support care. He can analyse the victim and, if needed,

receive imetructioss from a physician at a medical commend statise situated

im a trews castor.

Time is critical; a victim treated by an MI6 teem will receive initial

core and be is the definitive medical teeter within 60 miasma.

Me. Chairmen and Members of the Committee, we hive toms a long any. Is

the years 0 federal support for the INS initiative, the highest standards of

care have been defined and implemented. Trmesportatiom and communications

ateipmemt and meteoric* have boon tailored to Met the specialised needs of

the quick response teem providing emergency medical services. Paramedics

and amergemcy medical tetbniciaos who men the aebulances and helicopters,

sad who begin treatment, are trained in life support techniques which meet

u stiomel standards. Trams cotters provide physicame. someone, mod other

epeCialiste Whom the petiect arrives.

Neverthelees um was only om the threshold of realising the fill

potential of the EMS t...ecept. Mew comprehensive EMS systems met be

established to fill the voids in the =timid networks. twisting systems

must be updated and expanded if necessary.

Muorgercy medical services moods
special mimesis.' -- by the federal

g overmewst, as well as the outs and local governments. In remit years,

ender the preventive health services
block past, OM has received a icecaps

of the dollar* needed when compered to
the seisitude of the problem it

addresses. Present fording levels are inadequate to provide for the growth

and empaseios necessary to bring the CMS system to its true optimum. The

problem it addresses is national in scope and interstate in services rendered.

He believe that provision of emergency
medical services is, therefore, of

sufficient federal cowers to worm spatial consideration either through

IN separate a.. horiastion
asecatagerical program or special earmarking Ls the

prevestivelhealch service* block grant.

The Motional Coalition for Imergemcy
Medical Services appreciates this

opportuniey to gamer. if we cm provide any additional information, please

do not hesitate to contact mw.

1111rts

Since

4

MP "1i
Marry To er, Jr.
Executive Director

4ri
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The moo tog effective ripendeure in the Federal
healthcare budget o for preventive health caw
Preventive health cane services ellmesate and
syndic an* reduce nicakulable human suffering,
the number of days lost from wadi or school and
they help peep* feel good about themselves
Disease prevention, nsk reduction, health educa-
tion and improved litestyle, proper nutrition, exer-
cise and Owlet 11 fitness, eat* detection of &woe

that's what the Preventive Health and Health
Services Block Grant is all about State and local
Health departments have a lot to say about the
innovative uses of the blush greats and Preveydron
Notes has been initiated by state health official
to tell the story

1 xpeoditures fc r ntedm at care have continued to
rise annually but the 'demi tpendmg fce pre-
vention and basic public health progranis has
remained relatively constant since 1970 as apprise
Mutely $90 million $tate health officials urge that
at least SO4 per capita be devoted to prevention

that 1fw authontation end appropriation for
Preventhe Hnshh be increased to a ineumues of
5115 mentor Prevermon Notes will tell why

4*

Health Risk Alissintent
Health risk aseessinerstthealdi hazard appraisal
IHRAIHHA1 Is a component of "prospective OnCli

/CM."with emphasis on identifying errs rotors of
illness and MO" and centrelines them HRAAttiA
prowess, ro use nationally range widely on terms
oricentific bow& sophostscoon and contprehen-
sivimess

Dr lawn C Robbins, Chief of the Cancer Control
Branch of the Division of Chrome( Direaws of the
United States Public. Health Senate, founded
"Plosssectoe nirdscine" on 1959 Up to that taw.
the prevailing philotophy of cancer control was
based on early detection and treatment pr
Robbins belreved dart. while early dueperin and
treatment are impariant cancer could be MOM
effectively controlled through a program of
identifying and reducing causes of the disease
Thus was Introduced the concept of meowing
and quantifying health mks and redwing or
controlling the eau's*s of disease, over time it
was extended to 'mums and diseases other than
canter

The following esicistplifies how rot factors coo
tribute to causing disease

A two-pack-aday smoking habit doubles the
average risk of thong from king cancer for a
4year-old individual If the welividu.t1 quits
smoking, the nil' of death from king cancer
roams to average after a 10-1S year petted

thong seat belts winces the danger of death
and emery from motor tektite accidents by
60 percent

A 50-year cad man with uncontrolled high blood
pressure has tesq,lise tbante of suffering a
heart Mock ws an Individual with normal blood
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The American Academy or Pediatrics is pleased to submit comments o' S. 2301, the
Health Services, Preventive Health Services, and Home and Community -Based
Services Act of 1984." We will confine our remarks to those pec'.ions of the
bill which deal with the reauthorization of the childhood immunization program
and with improved emergency medical services for (Andrea.

One of the best examples of an effective preventive measure is childhood immuni-

zation. It is one program which experts accept as a safe and cost - effective

expenditure. Immunization againpt seven childhood diseases -- diphtheria, per-
tusais, tetanus, measles, rubellh, mumps and polio -- has been responsible for a
reduction in childhood mortality and the handicapping conditions which can

result from these diseases. The 3 million children born each year must be immu-
nized against these diseases; each failure becomes a potential victim for the

future. (See Appendix I.)

In the mid-1960s it became evident that immunizations could play an important
role in child health. In 1966 the federal government began to fund measles and

4111

polio immunization programs through grants to states. 1W 1977 the federal
,7,overnment launched a major drive, the Childhood Immunization Initiative. This

program provided matching grants to states to 1) purchase vaccine; 2) inform
parents of the need for immunization; and 3) assess the number of children pro-

te-r4. This highly successful program was greatly responsible for raising the
imat-_zatl.,u levels of kindergarten and first-grade children to more than 95
peer nt in 1983.

The rising financial cost of these programs, both federal and state, must be

met. The failure to proribe adequate funding means significant cuts in ser-

vices. The Center for Disease Control and other public health eperts warn that
within one year after relaxing immunization programs, the rise of reported cases
of measles, rubella, polio, diphtheria, pertussis and tetanus would result in

needless tragedy. (See Appendix II.)

No one ran quantify the pain associated with these illnesses. Deafoess, blind-
ness, cerebral palsy, retardation and severe emotional disturbances can destroy
children and their families. When the capacity to prevent these conditions is

at hand, failure to protect our citizens is doubly cruel. The authorization

levels provided in S. 2301 are insufficient to meet these needs. These levels,

at a minimum, should reflect the FY 1983 funding level of $39 million, the PT

1984 funding level of $a2 million and the President's request for a fiscal 1985

budgf!t of $46 million, and beiadjusited accordingly through 'he fiscal year
ending September 30, 1987.

We direct the committee's attention to three molar issues which should be eon-`

sidered in developing the authorization levels for the fiscal years 1985-a8.

1. The Administration has requested an additional $2 mAllion to initiate
a campaign to eliminate rubella in its fiscal 1985 budget request. We

would support this initiative. Babies born with rubella syndrome
suffer needlessly from severe defects of the brain, eyes and heart.
We would urge the Committee to make the necessary legislative modifi-
cations'in 'urrent law to allow for the immunisation of women at risk.

2. While vaccine costs have increased significantly over the recent
years, the cost of the DP7 vaccine hes increased dramatically. CDC
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currently does not purchase this vaccine under its consolidated
contract buying policies for polio and measles, mumps and rubella req..
eines, hence these costs are not reflected in the budget. States are
currently being saddled with an economic burden that could seriously
threaten our successful immunization program. CDC's ability to buy
vaccines in bulk has significantly reduced costs to the states, and
some attention must be directed to assist states in the economical
purchase of the OPT vaccine.

We would urge that the Committee include in its fiscal 1985 budget
adequate funds for the inclusion of OPT under the consolidated
contract provisions.

3. Of utmost importance is the need for funding to assist Cm few
children each year who suffer adversely from their participation in
the immunization progran that is required by all 50 states for school.
entry. We must accept the fact that in individual instances there
have been, and will continue to be for the foreseeable future, trage-
dies that result from the use of the vaccines currently available. We
would hope and expect that, continued research and developients of
improved vaccines will remove some, if not all, of these risk,. But
that day is not at hand. Until these risks can be removed, the
greatest good for the entire population will have to be Nerved by the
continuation of the vigorous immunisation program now in effect.

Cociety is the beneficiary of our compulsory immunization laws. Yet when the
small percentage of serious injuries inevitably occurs, we abandon those
children to the slow, tedious and uncertain tort process for appropriate compen-
sation. Under the present system parents are forced tp re-visit over an
extended period of time the tragedy that has occurred with their child, and
relive a very difficult, emotional crisis.

Since 1977 it has been the Academy's stated policy that children who are injured
in the process of complying with mandated immunizations should have adequate
eompensatioe provided by the public without the necessity of pursuing their
claims in court. The tort process, as aforementioned, is slow, expensive, and
uncertain, while the needs of the children are expensive and immediate. This is
not a new idea. Some form of such process exists, and has existed for years, in
most West European countries and in Japan.

Legislation is currently pending before this Committee, Z. 1117, which addresses
these issues in detail. We would urge that at thin time the Committee, in its
report language on S. 2301, acknowledge the need to develop each a system for
the United States and make provisions to incorporate such costs at the
appropriate time.

With respect to emergency medical services for children, the Academy strongly
supports efforts to amend national EMS programs to ensure that special priority
will be given to the development of demonstration projects addressing the many
unique needs of our nation's children. There is no neestion that emergency
medical service programs have demonstrated their extraordinary coat effec-
tiveness to date; however, statistics suggest that insufficient attention has
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been placed on the needs of children and youth. For example, of all patients
receiving care in our nation's hospital emergency departments, 20 to 35 percent
are children or adolescents. Further, on weekends and especially at night,
children may account for more than 40 percent of all visits.

Nearly 18 million children receive emergency medical services annually.
Unfortunately, statistics indicate that almost 100,000 children are permanently
crippled by trauma each vear and as much as 55 percent of all deaths up to the

age of 15 are due to injuries. Children have unique physical and psychological

needs; they are not simply 'miniature adults." Special pediatric experience and

technology are absolutely mandatory. Yet emergency services remain primarily
adult- oriented, even though pediatric emergencies are largely medical rather
than surgical and include poisoning: infectious disease, respiratory difficulty
and dehydration, all potentially life-threatening.

It is vitally important that EMS for children be made more appropriate and of
the highest caliber. Since these services must be precise, and since they vary
from the type of trectment offered adults, individuals who provide such care
must be properly trained. This cannot be done on a catch -as- catch -can basis.
In any given geographical area, there may be relatively fewer numbers of
children to be treated. For this reason, it is imperative that their care be
regionalized, with the availability of en excellent transport system, so that
they can be brought to persons with appropriate expertise and to facilities
geared to provide expert care. A more haphazard approach only leads to long-
term disabilities or deaths of children, an expensive price for society to bear
by any definition. The provision of quality emergency medical services would
avert untold numbers of such tragedies.

Thank you for your consideration.
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March 7, 1984

Statement of the

Federation of Associations of Schools of the Health Professions

on the

National Health Service Corps Amendments of 1984 (S2201)

The member professions of therederation of Associations of

Schools of the Health Professions are pleased to support the intent

and purposes of 52281-"Wational
Health"Service Corps Amendments of

1904." The NHSC has contributed significantly to the more appropriate

geographic distribution of primary health care providers and the

provision of services to underserved populations in the country.

It is true that the increased number of graduates of the health

professions schools which ham resulted from the health professions

education legislation enacts; by the Congress have reduced to some

extent the need for MISC. 114,000VOr, as indicated in the remarks

introducing 52281, no amount of increased competition will meet the

needs of isolated rural areal and the inner city under served. We also

perceive continuing difficulty in meeting the heath care needs in

institutionalized circumstances such as prisons, mental health

facilities and the like.

In addition to the unmet medical, nursing and dental services of

underserved populations we wish to bring to your attention the equally

serious unmet optometric and
pediatric care needs of the population.

To date, these have been ill addressed by the WRSC but contribute

significantly to the well being of the populace and to their economic

productivity as well.
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We support the modest level of maintenance of the MMSC provided by

S2261 to meet the Most critical underserved needs and encourage the

Congress to ensure that other health professions receive equitable,

attention to address the total wellbeing and health statue"of the

population.

We are particularly pleased with the personnel plan report

proposed under Section 6 of S2201. The health professions schools

associations are supportive of this aspect of the legislation and

destroys of participating as appropriate in studies necessary to meet

the intent. Such a eiport should provide the Congress wit# data

necessary for decisions on this important program in the future.

52261 if enacted will contribute appropriately to the health care

needs of the most critical Anderderved segments of our society.

*\
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TESTIMONY OF THE
AMERICAN MEDICAL STUDENT ASSOCIATION

ON

203 620 6600

THE NATIONAL HEALTH SERVICE CORPS AMENDMENTS OF 1984
(S. 2281)

The American Medical Student Association (AMSA) is a national organization of
over 29,000 allopathic and osteopathic medical students at 140 schools throughout
the United States. aie are completely independent organization of physicians-
Intraining committed to improving medical education end health care delivery
so that we, as future physicians. may better meet the health care needs of
all the notion's people. We appreciate this opportunity to share with the
Committee our views on 5.2281. the Nisti,,essi Health Service Corps Amendments
of 1984. AMSA has long been an outspoken advocate of the National Health
Service Corp* as an important, innovative mechanism for ilasuring access to
quality health care services to those Americans in isolated. underserved areas
who otherwise could nut obtain them, since the program's establishment in
1970. Today, given the Increasing overall physician availability throughout
the nation. the future size of the NHSC must, at this time, undergo careful
scrutiny.

Size of NHSC Should be Adequate to Meet Protected Needs
The National Health Service Corps was developed in 1970; Inn that year. there
were 136.5 active physicians per 109.000 persons in the U.S..' It was noted.
at that time, however, that there were only 48 physicians per 108,1100 population
in non - metropolitan counties with populations under 10.000 persons.2 Since 1970,
the total numbe of U.S. physicians has grown significantly from 281,344 to
409,460 in 19801 (Table I). Likew lee. the physician to population ratio has
also seen dramatic increases for all U.S. county classifications except those
smallest &unties with populations under 10,888 persons (table 21.2 The*most

Submitted to the U.S. Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources.
February 23. 1984.

4.
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recent data reflects a physician' availability In these locales of only IN per
100,090 population, while tha nation overall enjoys s physician to population
ratio of .181.4 per 100.000 Several excellent studies have
reported on the growing diffusion of physician from the now saturated
(non Inner city) :Urban and suburban areas to thee. spell Communities.314
The meet recant. and probably most complete. Is the Adteinistretion's report,
Diffusion rid the Changing Getraphic Distribution of Primyry Care Physicians?

On the basis of very sophisticated models, this report projects unmet
need for primary care physicians In priority Health Minpotwer Shortage Anise
(HMSA) through 1994. (Phase see Table 3.) Taking Into account the projected
effects of diffusion, this report estimates a continued unmet need through 1994
of greater than 1,150 physicians.5

Currently, the NHSC has 2,500 individuals on duty in HMSA's, approximately
1,906 as federally .salaried employees and 900 as private practitioners (PPO).5
An additional 1,559 physicians is needed. between now and the end of 1905, to
meet the entire need in priority HMSAIs.S The NHSC projects an output of
3.270 NHSC scholarship obligated physicians eligible to begin service payback
between now and 1955.6 We believe, therefoile, that the Federal government
is in a unique position In the next two years "placing enough physicians to
meet the pressing needs of Americans living in critically underserved areas.
Yet, many of the neediest HMSA's cannot support a private practice,
Consequently. NHSC field strength cap of 2,100 federally salaried personnel.
as proposed 1'75.2291, would make it unlikely that the NHSC Could properly
utilize their obligated personnel to meet the needs in these critical areas.

AMSA BELIEVES THAT THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT W WISE TO OBLIGATE

PhYSICIANS FOR AMERICA'S UNDERSERVED. DO f4OT STE THIS

INVES1MENT OF LIPID 540,000 PER MEDICAL STUDENT." FUND THE NHSC
FIELD PROGRAM VOR A FIELD STRENGTH OF 1,960 (current NHSO-fideref salaried)

+1,560 (unmet need in priority HIASAs)
3.760 (total required field strength)

TO ASSURE THAT THESE OBLIGATED PrYSICIANS CAN BE USED WHERE

THEY ARE NEEDED MOST.
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Small NHSC Scholarship Prolamin

There is raison to expect that/ in the foreseeable future, there will be a

saw' Itnumbor of U.S. communities that, Irrespective of the market forces

assuring physician availability in most areas, will if ntinus tohave p

retaining physician on a long term basis. These are the areas that, se

of their geographic isolation end often destitute social artcultunii environment,

have difficulties attracting any except the hardiest and most altruistic of those

in the helping professions. For this reason. AMSA strongly supports the

provisions of S.2281 for the continuation of a small NHSC schtsarshlp program

at a source of obligated physicians to salve in such areas. We would, however,

like to make several suggestions, given our long association with the NHSC

scholarship program and our familiarity with the current system of medical

education. about the structure of such a program.

1. Selection of NHSC Scholarship leticipients We belleVe that in limiting the

NHSC scholarship, program to ISO a year, the NHSC has a unique

opportunity to attract an eilts'irscao.of the nation's mos*ommlttsd future

physicians, individuals who are flexible, adve.nturesoam, but most of all

dedicated to bringing quality health care services M those among our

population who need it most. The identification of such committed health
professions students, however, is not an easy task. AMSA believes that

the current mutiple choice coniputerized application used by the NHSC

scholarship pi-ligroin for selection of scholarship recipients is unable to

assess those personal characteristics most desirable in such practitioners.
The additional expeifseof personal interviews, review of essays on personal

qualifications and letters of recommendation are essential if the NHSC is to

identify health professions students who most share the goals of the Corp..

AMSA BELIEVES THAT THENHSC SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM MUST GUARD,

ITS STATUS AS A SERVICE-ORIENTED-1PROGRAM, RATHER THAN SIMPLY

MOTHER FINANCIAL. AID PROGRAM, BY CAREFUL SELECTION OF 4)

SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS IMHO SHARE THE IDEALS OF THE NHSC.

1. Preparation of NHSC Physicians - Experience has shown that the largest

(umber of NHSC scholarship recipients come from privte medical schools.?

The community oriented career aspirations of many such individuals attests

to the excellent potential that carefully selected students--be they from

a

1
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private or public schoolshave for making fins NHSC physicians. None-

emotes*, this medical education received in most private medical schools
is wall as a gi4bd 'number orpublic schools) Is based in urban tertiary

care centers quite different from the practice setting an NHSC physician
would encounter in most critical shortpge areas. Moreover, Mille the
type of medical practice promoted in most schools Is oriented toward

"2 the des noses and treatment of cceitplee diseases in a MO* tachndlogical
medical emireiment, a community medicine appraisal, more oriented toward
patient education, health rink assessment and disease prevention Is most
appropriate for a responsive shortage area practice. AMSA BELIEVES

THAT THE NHSC MIIST PREPARE NHSC SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS TO
!MEET THE SPECIAL NEEDS OF THE Cl3MNIUNITIES THEY HAVE BEEN

RECRUITED TO SERVE. We believe that a series of required educational
experiences for RISC scholars to take place throughout their medical
school years to compleaent their school-based training Is essential to
ensure that these individuals can deliver the type of health care that is
needed in upderserved areas. Such required educational programs could
take the literal of summit. courses in community medicine, 'clinical experiences
in. shortage areas, anct regular communication from the NHSC. Such a
requiretment would be consistent, for example, with the Atiied Forces
Health Professions approach to recruiting and training health personnel.
In these programs, in addition to financial support, studehts -eceive
basic training and introduition to military medicine during the course of
medical school

3. Residency Deferral AMSA has long supported the 1976 provisions limiting
SC residency deferrals to primary are specialties. Such I trained

Mists (family phirlitans, pediatricians and general Intern ts) were,
"at that time, S rarity in 4nderserved areas. Today, we belie the

complexity of medical care and the nature of undergraduate medical
education make residency training an essential component In the edisettion

f
ccoespetent generalists.

t
Moreover, lit has been postulated that one of the reasons for the dramatic
Increase in the NHSC retention rate in its early years.from 1-3% in 1972
and 1973 to 25% in 1975 was the new policy of recruiting physicians who

. - '3had completed residency training prior to NHSC service. l; Prior to that

_
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time. virtually ell physicians left their NHSC sites after their required

tour of duty to complete their training. Today, more than 998 of

physicians pursue residency training! Removing the option of service
deferral for residency training would drastically reduce the NHSC's

ability to retain physicians ow a long term basis in underservipd areas.

AMSA BELIEV S, THEREFORE, THAT.THE RESIDENCY DEFERRAL OPTION

FOR NHSC S LARS SHOULD NOT BS DISCARDED.

NHSC Loan Repayment Program
AMSA has been gratified by the continuation of the NHSC Scholarship

Program, albeit at low levels, for the last three years (FY 81. FY 82, FY 83).

Nonetheless, we have reason to believe that the number of these obligated

health, professionals will be inadeqbate to meet the pressing needs in shortage

areas in the late 1900's. We believe that a Loan Repayment Program should be
established for the Secretary to use at his discretion to recruit edditional

manpower as needed ter staff tate.AISCfield program in these and future years.
AMSA believes that altruistic medical students, whose primary care plans could

suffer due to massive edircational.indebtedness, will be increasingly responsive
to loon repayment incentives for prat tic. M underserved areas. While we are

aware that the loan forgiveness provisions in the health professions legislation

of the past we rarely utilized, 10 AMSA believes that the dramatic increase
in the cost ofmechcsi education (Table a) has made such options much more
attractive to today's medical slintents. There are several advantages to
supplementing a small scholarship obligated group with a loan repayment peogrme
as needed.

I. Scholarship recipients she obligated and ertemi and can be deployed in
the least desirable settings with the most pressing needs.

2. Loan redIreent can be offered to health professionals neer the end

of their training to meet specific edditional needs (e.g.. five pediatricians
needed to go to the rural southeast). Such *tergetipg" ettresources to
specific noedses cost effective and doesn't require difficult profectiods

about needs many years into the future.

3. This approach saves the administrative cost and uncertainty of a 7-8 year
scholarship "pipeline ", for all but a small niaaber ritically needed

personnel.

as 7
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The average cost of medical education at private medical schools Is currently

919,600 a year 11 At public schools, It Is up to 910,319 for state residents end

911,991 for out of state students. " To most effectively offer loan repayment
at a financial incentive to Nordics. students incurring these high costs, /VISA

believes that such a program should contain the following provisions:

up to 920,000 lean forgiveness for each year of service performed
(based on the actual casts at the school attended)

loan reptatent should apply for all sources of educational loans
studenti have (GSL, NDSL, HPSL and HEAL federal programs as
well as State, medical society and other appropriate sources)

AMSA BELIEVES THAT THE NHSC SHOULD ESTABLISH A LOAN REPAYMENT

PROGRAM WITH THE ABOVE PROVISIONS TO SUPPLEMENT NHSC FIELD

STRENGTH AS REQUIRED IN THE FUTURE.

Conclusion

1) NHSC Size
AMSA BEfIEVES THAT GIVEN PROJECTIONS OF NEED IN HMSA'S, NHSC

FIELD STRENGTH SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO GROW TO 3,790. A field

strength, ceiling of 2,100 will not ensure the highest return on large
investaiaLs made in scholarship recipients.

2) Schola4ip Program
AMSA believes that a small scholarship program Is warranted to meet
continuing needs In severely needy areas. We believe proper care

should go into the selection and preparation of this important group of
health professionals. We believe that the residency deferral must be

be retained to insure that these individuals can give high quality care

and to promote the likelihood of long term retention in IIMSAls.

3) Loan Repayment
AM.:A believes that the NIISC should establish a teen repayment program
tosupplement the NHSC field strengti to snot specific Identified needs

as they appear in the future.

Thank you for this opportunity to share our views with you. We look forward

to working with you in the future.

2S
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Plumper of Wholly or Partly Designated Counties Hawini a
Ig4tich-to-Priory Care Physician Ratio Greater than

to-1 and Number of Primary Carer Physicians Needed
to Reduce the Ratio in these Whole or Pert Counties

to 3800-to.1, 1982.1994

Number of Wholly or Partly
Designated Counties Having a
Population-to-Primary Care
Physician Foie Greater than
3500-to-1 2!

Total MOIIMOt Rat

1982 1, 1126 375

1963 1,446
501

1,,062 364

1984 1,373 1,033 340

1985 1,311 985 32b

1986 1,228 922 206
1981. 1,165 865 300

1966 1,095 816 279

1909 .. 1,013 750 263

1990 976 723 253

1991 936 695 241

1992 3 651 232
1993 ' 854 631 223

1994' 810 598 212

Number of Primary Care
Physicians Needed to
Reduce the Ratio in Whole
and Part Counties to
3900-to-1 IV

Total nonmet Met

5.076 2,096 2.979
4,683 2,018 2,865
4,696 1,942 7,754
4,525 1,659 2,666
4,330 1,760 2,570
4,114 1,642 2,472
3,907 1,542 2,365
3,719 1.424 2,295
3,581 1,371 2,210
3,455 1,319 2,135
3,352 1.256 2,096
3.272 1,209 2,063
3,204 1,148 2,056

Source. J.S. Department of Health and Human Services. Diffusion and the Changing
ieggraphic DistributIon of Primary Care Pktaicians, Bureau of 4eaTth
Processions, Revised November 1983, p. 52.

Table 4

TUITION AND EDUCATIONAL COSTS AT

eh

U.S. MEDICAL SCHOOLS

1952-83
JActue9

19113-61

(Estimated)

19114 -85

iProl*cted)

Public School s--Tatal Costs , ( I n-statt) 9.746 10, 369 4
11'308

Public Schools--Total Costs (out -of- state) 12.999 13,991 15, 365

Private Schools
17,949 19,599 21, 402

51urce: '63rd Annual Report on Medical Education in the U.S. 1962-63'e

Journal of the American Medical A,ssociation. (September 22-29.
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November 1983, p. 17.
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cat . -2734-HJK/HHS/RW.e1tr, October 1982.

U.S. Department of HHS, Diffusion and Geographic Distribution of
Primary Care Physicians, Ilear.h Resources and Services Administration,
liovee 1983, p. S2.

NHSC Unpublished data.

6e Based on total of average NHSC scholarship awards 1976-77 through
1979-80, from NHSC data.

U.S. Departmerit of HHS, Characteristics of NHSC Scholarship
Recipients. 1973-1980, 1961, pp 16-20.

Charles E. Lewis, Rashi Fein, Davie Mechanic, A Right to Health.
The Problem of Access to Primary Health Care, (New York: Jchn Wiley
and Cons) 1976. p. 167.

9 Data presented by Richard Reitmeier, M.D. it Health Resources
Administration, "Division of Medicine Conference Emerging Problems
in Graduate Medical Education," May 1983.

10 Lewis,L p. 133.

11 "83n1 Annual Report on Medical Education in the U.S. 1982-1983."
Journal of the American Medical Association (September 22-29, 1983),
pp. 1502-1519.
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Mr. Chairman, and Members of the Committee:

The Netional Association di Community Health Centers. Inc., (NACHC)
represvits a broad cross:section of community-based,'public and private

nonprofit health centers providing primary care servicaopto medically

Underserved, disadvantaged populations in all SO states, Puerto kicp

and the District of Columbia. NACHC membership includes many of the

vatly 800 primer, care centers funded through the Community Health

Center (both Rural and Urban health centers) and Migrant Health pro-
.

grams. National Health Service.Corps (NHSC) sites. Black Long Clinics,

Maternal. and Child Health (NCH) projects, Ind Urbanindian Health pro:

grams. These programs provide health services to more than S million

Americans. As the irrational advocate for these centers, and the re-
v

seining ZO million who do not have access to basic health services, the

NACHC seeks to ensure the continued growth and development of health

centers and related primary care programs which provide services to

those in need.

Overview of Health Centers

Health centers supported through the primary care program authority

ties have proven to be effective and efficient providers of quality

health care to some trosillion Americans, most of whom have no other

available source of care. These include medically (and, often, econo-

mically)4ndigent persons who lack public or private coverage -- including

large numbers if the currently unemployed -- as well as Medicare and

Medicaid recipients refused care by other private prOvideis (often be-

2 9t3
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cause of low payment rates or discriminatory practices). In many rural

communities, these centers are the only available health care providers

for-miles. Despite these difficuakes and the generally, poor health4of

their patients, the primary care centers have been effective health

' care providers, according to findings in an overwhelming majority of

independent studies over the past decade.

o They have provided continuous, high-quality health care to

their patients, and have increased the dse of preventive

rr services (such as immunizations and pap smears).

o They have reduced illness and hospitalization rates among

their patients (by as much as SO percent for complirable

populations), and yet have held down their costs to a level

considerably lower than for other health care providers, which

results in tax savings.

These health centerarldo not interfere with or duplicate the efforts,

0
of other private practice providers, but are located in areas where

Mere is a shortage of personal health services. Thus, their role is

both appropriate and vitally necessary. The Federal support (both

grant funding and placement of health professionals through the NH.S0

received by the health centers is used solely to subsidize the cost

of care for indigent, uninsured persons, to cover the cost of non -re-

imbursable services such as preventive service and health education, and

to establish the capacity for the delivery of health service in such
me,

Areas. In effect, the health centers serve to insnitheir local commun-

ities against the cost of care for the uninsured; even if other providers

were available to servo these persods, the cost of,their care would have

$s to he met through increased taxes.

4
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In the strongest possible terms we urge reauthoriztaion of the

Community and Migrant Health Center programs, as federal categorical

programs for a three year period FY 85-87, at the following levels:

PHS ACT $ in millions

1985 198b 1987

CHC (Sec. 330) 370.7 407.8 148.5

MN (Sec. 319) 50.8 55.9 60:5

After, extensive debate within our organization, which includes

members of state and local health departments, on all pending proposals
.

we feel this position best represents local concerns. Adoption of this

position versus the Administration's unrestricted Block or the Chairman's

.proposal, S. 2308.. is based upon the real concern that under a State

Block Grant, few of the primary care funds would ever reach community-

based primary care systems providing services to the truly needy. Moreover.

there are a number of concerns about which we feel strongly and need

.close examination:

The Block Grant Takes Decision-Making Authority AiPY from the

Local.Communitr. Unlike other FeUeral programs, health centers

are locally- sponsored nonprofit organizations with.locally-organ-

ized governing beards. The block grant would take the decision-

making authority AWAY from thejocal governing board and give

. it to the state. .

The Allocation Formula: Unfair to All. The priii5osed formula

ensures diet all states will share equally in !my funding cuts

(or increases). regardless of how well or how poorly the pro-

.

g95
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grams air managed. This has the effect of penalizing the

efficient centers, and rewarding the poorly-managed sites, no

matter how you cut tt, It will also unfairly penalize the

neediest ...cafes. Under the formula, a pop: state like Missis-

styli' would lose $2.6 million with a 251 cut in health center

funding, while less needier states (of similar size) like '

Iowa or Utah. would lose much less ($364,000 and $677,000

respectively).

The States: Unprepared to Manage Primary Care. Most states

have no experience managing primary care programs; many states

say they will be unable to assume management of these programs

for several months, or even years. The development of this

new management capacity will be expensive .- it will surely

cost more than the 3.7 percent federal administrative "savings"

which OB says would be achieved ss,s result of the block.

There Mili Be No Flexibility to Respond to National Health
--r .

Concerns. Problems such as the rapid, unforeseen influx of

refugees or undocumented workers, or the interstate movement

of migrant farmworkers, may have no resolution. The states

themselves have asserted that these are issues of national,

NOT state concern.

It Will Pit Local Communities Against Powerful State Bureaucrats

cif

Under the block, each funded organization will ttempt to maxi-

mize its funding. Local communities will hair to vie with huge

and powerful state bureaucracies. opThe ultimate losers will he

'the unorganized, underserveJ people now being served by the

health :rnters.
.'

,,let states lack the means to identify special need areas and to

focus resources on them (GAO reports in 1975 and 1979 criticized

states for these shortcomings), and they have tended to shift

296-
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block grant resources sway
from activities they are unfamiliar

with -- such as primary care -- and towerilmoretraditioaal

public health secvices (a 1982 GAO report came to this conclusion).

Next we examined if extension of the existing Block would be

"saitisfactury. Clearly it was not
giventhe experience of the past two years:

The Primary Care Block Grant (Tiede XIX. Part C, PHS Act)

A was created less than three years ago under the Omnibus Recon-

ciliation Ac'''of 1981. The PCBG applies to only one program --

Community Health Centers. Migrant Health. Family Planning, and

Black Lung Clinics remained as categorical programs. The fact

is znat few states We any experience in administering pmary

care programs. Unlike other blocks, the PCBG is an optional

program.

Despite strong attempts by the Administration to entice States

into accepting this Block, only the Virgin Islands currently

I

administers the program. Most recently, West Virginia, the Jr

only other State opting for the PCBG, turned it back to the-
..

Federal government after the State legislature and governor

were convinced that continued administration
of the program

was not ip the best interest of the State mad its citizens.

Only one other State attempted to apply for'the PCBG; its

application was approved by HHS, but was later ruled invalid

by a U.S. District Court, whichtointed out several instances

8

of non-compliance with the law.

Thp Administration has
consistently refused to comply with

Congressional intent in administering this program.

- HHS summarily merged the PCBG with *ix other block

grant programs in ts interim-final and final block

grant regulations, spite more than 100 comments

2 9 7
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Iron community health center {tilt:) 'Ward officials,

eat-cut:4! directors and Tatients protesting this course

of action,

HITS has completelyignored the Orphan Drug Act's amendments

to the PCOG statute passed over a year nipacwhich require

separate PCBG regulations addressing the statute's distinc-

tive features.

Until ordered by a Federal district cqurt to do so, UHS

refused to reiriew tlie'substance of any PCBGapplicatvion7

relying instead on self-serving assurances offered by

three States. in Society for the Advancement of Ambulatory

care v._Heckfer,Civil' Action 62-3129 (D.l1.C.), Judge June

Garen totally enjoined implementation of the POW program

and required IIHS to rescind awards magle toGeorgia, West

Virginia, and the Virgin Islands. because HMS's bareboned

technical review, exemplified by its approval of facially

deficient applications, violated congres&tonal intent. The

diicimies overlooked by HITS are summarized below.

t4-orgia proposed to offer as its State funds "match"

income earned by its CCs, including federal funds.

iujge Green had warned NHS in an,earlier proceeding

that this,proposal appeared illegal; howevor, NHS

argued repeatedly that the precise composition of the

match was onilear from the application. In sworn

testimony, HUS officials finally admitted to the Court

that they understood the illegal proposal and neverthe-

v^
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less approved the application because this was netely

a "compliance" issue to be dealt with, if ever, in

. year.end audits. Other PCBG violations in Georgii's

application included an'inadequate fund use descrUtion:

and the absence of any public involvement in
.

its devel-

opment.

West Virginii supplied information with'its application

4
demonstrating its refusal to guarantee fiscal 1983 en0.

tlement funding levels to each of its CliCs. In addi-

tion,fthe application described a State appeal procedure

for CRCs which was not "independent" asrequired.

NHS grudgingly conducted a "Vetoer'se review according to ad

hoc procedures and approved as Februaky re-application from

West Virginia, effective July 8, 1983. The approval was ,'

given despite urgent and repeated proteys from several

Mest Virginia CHC representatives that the State had failed

to circulate the proposal or otherwise solicit public invol-

vement. Moreover, in making the late year award, HHS urine,

terally attempted to reduce the State match obligation from

the $1.1 million promised in the application. to $100,000,

arguing that the State only had to match the remainini twat

months' Worth of Federal funding. Refusing to allow NHS to

penalize CHCS for winning a lawsu4t, however, Judge Green

ordared HOS to ensure the arnilabslity of a full Federal

allotment and full state match for fiscal 1983.

299
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NHS has refused to provide the full PCOG allotment to, the

State of nest Virginia. The statute guarantees each parti-

cipatinit State precisely the same proportion of CHC appro-
5

priations each year as its CHCs collectively received in

fiscal 1982. Ignoring this mandate, HHS tampered with the

computation by excluding from the formula so-called "phase -v

out funds" awarded to a few West Virginia CHCs in 1982,

reducing the State's share from 1.661 to 1.57S. This

tampering resulted in a loss to West Virginia of $300,000

in fiscal 1983 alone, and will result in even a greater

loss in fiscal 1984, despite clear indications of th'

staggering unmet need for health services in the State.

Several West Virginia CHCs are suing NHS to obtain the

withheld funds:

.40b Local Community Health Centers have developed excellent cooper-

11 ative relatiOonships with State officiap., in compliance with

the Congressional intent found in the categorical Community

Health Canter legislation.

the simple fact is that no State is now administering the PC8G.

Mosdo not have the capacity or inclination todo so. Extension of

the Primary Care Mock Grant is certainly not considered a priority of

the organizations representing State elected officials. Given the

Administration's current position on Block Grants, we feel the PCBG

chn hest he described as "an accident waiting to happen"; and, further,

that it is unfair -- and unnecessary -- to leave these programs in limbo

Any longer.
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Mr. Chairman, while we truly appreciate your adoption of a proposal

notably different than the Administration's misadventure, we sincerely
4

feel that S. 2308 will only result in a reduction of the required level

of commitment from Cites in order to administer the PC8G.

Since, es we already have mentioned, these programs have functioned

extremely well under fc' 1 management, we believe they should be

extended as '0,1. ,

NATIONAL ISALTH SERVU:E CORPS

Concerning rc 3Athorizaton of the NW.ional Health Service Corps, we

are pleased with the Chairman's bill and its recognition of the need

for continuation of both the Scholarship and Field Placement programs.

We do, however, have some concerns. Accordingly, we support S. 2281 and

recommend the following modifications:

1. Existing law should be extended for a ' oe fear period (FY 85-

87 at the following levels:

FY OS

FY $6

FY 87

Field Placement
P.:g. Positions

$ 92 m. 1,580

Total Field Scholar-
ship

3,583

$102 m. NA NA

$112 m. NA. NA

(*.Such sums are necessary to support SOO new plus continuation

scholarships per year)

Current lair should be.also amended to reflect the following

changes:

The definition of Health Manpower Shortage Area (HMSA) should
_--___
be changed, giving greater emphasis to poitrty and other factors

identifying problems of access. If this cannot be factored in

AN,
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immediately, the Secretary should be given 12 to 18 months

to do so.

3. NHSC placements of any kind (i.e., Federal salaried PPO, PPA)

should be in areas of highest priority determined by a "Place-
..

meat Opportunity Gist". 'However, the Secretary should be re-

quired to consider problems, of access to care, as'well as geo-

graphic distribution in determining need. Priority should be

given to community-based ambulatory care systems serving

needy populations.

4. Concerning Private Practice Option placements, the following

changeshould be made:

a, Improved reporting requirements should be developed for

PPOs, with penalties for those refusing to see uninsured

patients, those not accepting assignments under Title 18

or 19, or those failing to apply a,sliding-fee schedule

to lower income patients;

b. Monitoring of PPOs should be improved, which may well re-

quire additional posicibts; and,

c. PPO placements should be restricted to highest priority

HMSA (refer to 03 above).

S. Payback for MHSC personnel should be limited to 110_percent of

thepr,!vious_year's level, and in no event should payback result

in the diminution of primary or supplemental health services

for health centers or other primary care clinics. NOTE: Recent

policy changes have doubled andtripled paybacks fox+ MISC,

resulting in service reductions':
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6. In applying for an MISC placement, community-based primary care

clinics should have an option concerning both the individual

and payment mechanism (i.e., Federal salaried, PPO. PPA).

7. MISC State Management Contracts: In awarding such contracts,

the'Secretary should be required to ensure that State applica-

tions spell out a role for groups representing health centers,

which, at a minimum, should ;be consulted in the development of

a State's NHSC annual plan. Further, State contractors should

be held accountable for monitoring all assignees, including

PPOs.

Nr. Chairman, we appreciate the opportunity for public convent.
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W. Chairmen, on behalf of the Board of Dixedairs of the

itmerican Social Health Association and our 40,000 members, thank

y:Alz this caszxctunity to testify on behalf of the reauthorization

of the federal Venereal Diseame Prevention'and Contra Program.

As you know, the American Social Health Association is the only

national nowprofit orginization directed solely on the piles of

sexually transmitted diseases. Comas the only voice smelling out

4
in behalf of those infected with these diseases, those at risk, their

families, those working to prevent and coaxal the diseases, and those

locking for answers throu4h biomedical research.

Our organization has been in operation since 1912, and with

very small budget, we axe struggling to fill the gap in services

and information left by the federal gevernment, in keeping with this

Administration's private sector initiative. Hut, Mr. Chairnan, that

gap just keeps getting wider and wider and no effort, no matter how

well-intentioned, will succeed in ocratetting this massive epidemic

without the full commitment of the federal government.

Last year our VD National Hotline answered 140,000 callers in

need of information and clinic referral. Our phone lines are so

jammed by callers that as many as 804 of people Who try to call us

get busy signals. Our Herpes Resource Center has responded to hundreds

of thousands of requests for information. PeOpie in this country are

in desperate need of answers, answers they are not getting foam their

doctors, their feedlies, their school nurses, their Churdhes, or even

foae their local VD clinics.
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Three years ago our organization submitted teatimony to

this Committee when the VD Prevention and Control program was last

authorized. At that time we were seeking to separate tie VD progree

from the proposed black grants. l ate deeply grateful for the support

of this Clommittee in our efforts. % appreciate your understanding

that there are some public health problems that are unique, that are

rampant, and that require national coordination. at a-e. delighted

that tie Administration supports the categorical reauthorization of

this program..

These last three years have not been easy ones, certainly not

for any of the federal health prograas, but bear in mind that the

VD program is mandated to control an epidemic of diseases whidh are

highly contagious and wildly out of control. At this point in time.

P. Chairmen; the epidemic of sexually transmitted diseases is are

frightening, more widespread, and of greater aegnitude than ever before

in history. 11611 the public health epidemics that plagued nineteenth

ceatury society, the only ones left anoontralled are sexually

transmitted dime . It is incompreharasible to ne that in this age

when we send men into apace with increasing ease and regularity, and

when billions and billions of dollars axe producing ever acre powerful

and complex weapons of destruction, babies in this country are still

dyipg of syphilis. The age of Buck Rogers may have arrived, but for

one public health prohloa, we are locked in a time warp in the

last century.

306
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Since 1972 the VD control program has suffered trona

roller-coaster of funding, and in constant dollars the funding

for this progrnm has had no reel growth. The'reel growth tea

been in the disease rate e and the dimmer incidence of sexually

trammitterl diseases.

As you know faun the teetinmay`of the Center for Dimon,

°antral, the VD control progres is aincet exclusively focused a;

syphilis and gonorrhea.: In fact, the quints to the states demons,

apparminetely 75% of the funds to gonorrhea end 25% to syphilis.

With limited reeouroes, the program has been famed Winkle trade-

offs in Fogy= priorities, and syphilis comes have agmin risen.

There have been some suommums in control of gonorrhea,

however, for the first time nine the early'70e When the gonorrhea

control initiative begmn. But rewrobatacles in gonorrhea control

may averehmiow that success. There has been a six-fold increase sinoe 1979

incomes of gonorrhea resistant to pmaidllin. Amidleteme to

antibiotics threatens our ability to control the disease and

increases the risk of serious consequences.

Thus, we have a VD program whida, due to funding, has been

barely able to Jake an impact an syphilis and gonorrhea. bday we

know that there are sore than 20 sexually trenemitted Mimeses Which

pose a major threat to cur nation, particularly to young people, to

woman, and their babies. Mat only are there more diseemesnowknown

to be sexually trarumnitted, but there are sore people at risk, as the

"baby home babies axe now of child-bowing age and they are becoming

sexually active at younger ages and marrying at later ages flan ever before.
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Chlamplia is an organism which muses Jaw:tires in men

and Mean at rates several times that of gonorrhea infection. in

men chlamydia causes non-gon000ccal urethritis Which may lead to

sterility. In trmen, the ccesequenoes of dilanydial infection csn

be devastating, resulting in sterility or sctopic pregnancy. A study

published in 1982 found that stillbirth or neonatal death occurred

ten times more often in women infected with chlmmydia.

Thh4meriaan Social Health Association has been calling the

country's attention to the problem of herpes for many years. In March

of 1982 the Centeisfor Disease Control finally announced officially

that an epidemic of genital herpes has indeed been occurring in the

U.S. since 1966. Visits to medical practitioners for herpes have

increased by sore than 1,000 perrent. It has been estimated that

more than 20 million Americans suffer from herpes, a painful and

still incurable disease. Herpes is particularly difficult for

waxen, for whom the disease appears to ocntribute to a higher risk

of cervical cancer. Herpes can be passed to a baby by an infected

anther. Of tebies infected with herpes, 50% will die, and half of

those who survive Will suffer permanent neurological damage. The

VD program has recently awarded a grant which will provide information

about herpes in babies and the extent of the problem.

Probably the least understood aspect of the VD problem in

this country is the impact of the diseases on babies. This year

more babies will be affected by a sexually tranmadtAnd disease than

there were children affected by polio during the entire polio epidemic.
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Theme is, in fact, an epidemic of fetal death as a result of

those diseases. Ibe rate of ectopic pregnancy in this country

has risen dramatically in the last decade, indirect relation to

the rise in rates of venereal diseases. Mae than 52,000 ectopic

pregnancies will our this year, resulting in the death of the babies

and serious risk to the anther. At least half of these ectcpic

pregnancies can be attributed to pelvic infections caused by gonorrhea

or chlamydia.

Thus, PUT. Chairman, this year gore than 26,000 infants

will die as a result of venereal dieeato-relatedectopic pregnancy;

babies will be killed or brain-damaged by hempes infection; babies

will be killed by the ravageeof sy0hilist and babies will die in the wieb

froateaternal chlamydia infection. 'lie response of this governor&

to the AIDS epidemic has been questioned by some as insufficient and

poorly timed. The epidemic of AIDS deserves every penny it fits

received, and although it may seem to some that the response to

A= has been slow, it seems remarkable compared to the peoblem

of sexually transmitted disease. There are 3,000 cases cfAlp8

andlweal over $40 million being spent by the federal government.

Mb believe this is appropriate, and sat strongly Import ilICIIIMOS

for fiscal year 1985. But wty has a similar effort not been devoted

to sexually transmitted disease in general? At least 30 million

Arericans suffer from the diseases, and this year alone, tens of

thousands of babies will die.

Another sad result of these diseases cis an alarming rate

of infertility. This year Imre than 110,000 was of child-bearing
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age will become pathologically sterile as a result of these diseases,

50,000 of those women will be under the age of 25. *hear often

about new technologies producing test-tube babies. The &mend for

such extraordinary erasures could be greatly reduced by reducing the

rates of venereal diseases. It is estimated that among my cordeeporaries,

women born in the early 1950m; one out of emery 28 of us will be unable

to bear children because of pelvic infection.

The problem of sexually trenemitteddisease is m= than

a national epidemic, it is a national scandal. No epidemic in medical

hihtory him ever been of staff =year magnitude. One out of every

4 Americans between 15 and 55 years of age will be affected by a

venereal disease. One out of every 7 teenagers today is infected

by a venereal disease. The cost to society is aetrommical. But

hOw can you put a price on a baby who has died or to the enotionsl

coot of a hysterectomy at the age of 20?

Until 1972 the federal VD control program dealt only with

syphilis. In 1972 authority wee added to initiate control of

gonorrhea. In 1975 Q*igreas again added authority for the program

to prevent and control all sexually transmitted diseases. But at

no time since then has the program been given funding neoeeeary to

begin to hignificantly have an impact. With regard to herpes and

rchlarydia infections the problem has also been one of technology

and cost. The Tot of diagramming both herpes and chlamydia is

very e> waive, requiring tissue culture vamooses. Herpes remains

a disease tor whidh no reliable treat:aunt 'sifts, and thus the
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public lialth model a diagnosis, treatment, and contact-tracing

is bmpsible. Weaver, the spread of barpoicanba prevented,

'Me VD prpornaneeds the capability to daagnose
pinsf3'andeaucate

and tosteel tie pstients prevent its spread.

Vat We° rot have t luxury dhat ue to expense. loar'ily
cou

research ivelyay won produat sone valuable tools for inexpens

diagnosing both helves and chlasYdial infections. These diagnc'stic

tests, when they Worm available, will sake passible sore prevention

and control of "' diseases: and will te a great boon to this

porom. sle are greatlY concerned the. /1+0 erthairation levels

'tor the v0310801 allar enough VCCIO SO that title these tests do case

an the oarket the ping-aimwill be able to initiiste oesCrelwasive

. EICIANSOI/9 prograys in the states.

Until that tint the are still impetent questions that

most te answered sbout bones and chlasYdia and about haven papllose'
..

viruses, which may be even vote widespread then goy of the other

sexually transmitted dieessee and abidi ay carry even greater risks

of cancer, need to et the least find out pet enssgtly boa

prevalent theses diseases are.. we be that the VD pregame shauld

iiletitUta ourveill ance pragrese, ot at, least oeletiNe survelllance

programs for herpes, chlasidia, and even Weal papillae virus so that

.. when cattel and prevention is possible, progrill. cart be instituted

electively.
As you can see, Chairman, penicillin was nat the sagin

bullet that WOO 001VES the VD probliss. TOO VD epidemic is colgaeX
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and interdisciplinary, spanning infectoious disease, obstetrics and

gYneaolcogY, urology, neonatology, virology, and onCalogy. id yet,

a study published in the of ti American Medical Association

determined that medical students today are woefully undattrainsd to

deal with satually fitted diseases. Out of more than 4,000

available medical school training hours, American medical students

were being provided an average of only 6 hours training in sexually
. .

transmitted diseases. The medical establishment:has been justsp

negligent as the government has beenregaxding this field of medicine.

The ripple effect of this negligence is obviouepdbr clinical

services, undklmxned diseree, higher disease rates. An additional

result is that no incentive is provided to encourage young doctors

to devote their energies and careers to this field. The total

NIH researgh budget for all sexually transmitted diseases last

year amounted to onlyt$16 million. fie aretalAing about diseases

which effect well over 30 million Americans. I do not believe in

comparing one disease to another and have refrained from doing an

in the past, but comparisons do cry out. Arthritis for example,

effects about the same number of people as sexually transmitted

diseases. Arthritis, thanks to the hard work of this Cbamittee,

now not only receives h of millions of research dollars,

but will have its own institute at NTH. I will repeat, sexually

transmitted diseases total NIH budget last year was $16 million.
8

Why should a young doctor choose to devote a career to

this field when there is practically no research money, and his

background provided by, his medical school lonely even covered
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sexually transmitted diseases? 400,

We applaud the VD Preventiai and Central program for its

initiation this year of an effort to improve clinical traiging in
f

medical schools. We believe this is a critically important contribution

to the centrol of these diseases. We urge this Ceamittee to include .

strong report language expressing its support for this effort and its

belief that every medical school in this country should institute

t adequate sexually transmitted disease training programs for its students.

Section 318(b) ofthe Phalle Health Service Act provides that

%v.

five percent of all funds appropriated to the VD prOgram be aldocated

programs of information, education, demonstration and research. We'are

deeply concerned that other program priorities have drawn funds away

from this effort, and that the purpose of this legislation has not leen

luifilled. Only two projects were fended under this section last year.

Education and informatic* are the first line of prevention for these

diseases, and the only prevention for a disease like herpes.. We believe

that this ampanent of the program must have a high priority, and we

arge this Cermittee to include strong report language regarding the

inportance of carrying out this legislative amdate, especially in

educating young people.

one last concern is that we understand the Administration

has proposed to allow for-profit organizations to compete for grants

not only for the Vb`prograsi but for other health programs as well.

k* urge you to ntilanwis.lY oppose this attesit Although this

hisimistration has stated its support for voluniarism andthe role

of non - :profits in taking up the slack where tie gavernassyt has cut
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' back, the fact of the matter is that non-profit organizati..ns are

being systeezttically cut off at the knees. rederil funding cuts

have hurt non-profits. OMB reguationshave been published whieh

would ptevexit non-profits who receive any federal funds from lobbying.

"The hew Social Security low required that all employeis (Abell non-
..

profits be enrolled in Social Secuilty by January 'l of this year.

For non-profits who had their own pension plans to go immediately

into the Social Security system meant substantial cuts in either

services or salaries. The Small Business Adtalaistrationen

begun issuing statenents that nun- profits are unfairly crap ating

w;th smell business, 'The Senate FinancelConeittee wes'to vote

yesterday on a cap on tax-deductible charitableoontributions.

The proposal the Adninistration'ie considering to allow for-puif4a.

organizations to co to with non- profits for the ever-dininishing

funds available to many of Cum mpould not be supported by this

commi.tee. 7

We can put a cap owcharitable.dadbctions, we can hold down

federal spending, we might even hold dawn the federal deficit. But

We Fenn* hold dOwnithe rates of venereal disease without a massive

infusion pf funds, a commitment to rese'ardi, and strong and viable

prevention and' control program The health of the young people

of this nation depends on it. Cur record in controlling

communicable diatheses is clear -- measles, polio, omantox, rubella,

whooping cough. Yet the program to crotrcikosexualayitransmitted

diseases has never had the support c the funding to successfully

begin to tackle the problem. Each year we delay only brings

sore nonstrous problems. This year there will be %40,000 mgrs

comes of herpes, one million awes of pelvic inflammatory disease,
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80,000 new COWS of syphilis, more than 110,000 women pathologically

sterilised, =doom than 50,000 eetoac pregnancies.

/be epidemic is =ging, fueled by compdaoency, fear,

Ohms, silenoe, ignormnoe and inattention. It is within the

power of this Committee to begin to change fifty years of

institutionalized neglect. Wb axe grateful, Mr. Chairman, for your

leadinniiipmndossousiam for this issue in the pest, and knew we

can count on yOUr support once again. Ours is an issue with too

few friends, but we are pleased to count the embers of this Committee

among them We urge you to reauthorize the sexually transmitted

disease program at $55 million for FY 1905, $65 million for FY

1906, and $75 million for FIE 1987 to allow the progrme a small

amount of growth and to begin some initiation of control for some

of the diseases other than syphilis and gonorrhea.

I thank you for this opportunity to express our views and

lodk forward to working with you= this important legislation.
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PENCILLINME-PRODUCING NESSERA GONORRHOEAE

NUMBER OF CASES OCCURRING BY OUARTER

UNITED STATES (RIMMING OUTLYING AREASk 1978-1992

1234 1234 1234 1234 1234 1234 1234
1976 1977 1979 1979 19110 1191 1962
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STATE OF OHIO
OFFICE OF Tr-s(£ GOVERNOR

COLUMBUS 43215

March 2, 1984

The Honorable Orrin G. Hatch
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 2051':

Dear Senator Hatch,

INCE
111FOMAR

5 Rat

I strongly support the intent of S2201 to revise and

extend the provisions of the Public Health Service Act

relating to the National Health Service Corps. This program

has been vital to the provision of primary health care

services in undeserved rural and inner city areas of Ohio.

feel the new NHSC scholarship program should be authorized

and funds appropriated at a funding level adequate to provide

a minimum of 250 new scholarship awards.

I also strongly advocate the reauthorization df Section

330 of the Public Health Services Act to continue the

Community Health Centers program at the proposed funding

level of $340-million. This level is a reasonable compromise

given the serious problem of the federal deficit.

You are to be commended for your insightful support of

these vitally needed and cost-effective programs.

RPCsyjb
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Sincerely,

litO;StA0k
Richard V. Celeste
Governor
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March 16, 1984

The Honorable Orrin O. Hatch
Chairman, Committee on Labor

and Human Resources
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Hatchs

O

am writing to express the views of the American. Dental
Association on the legislation, S. 2281. to revise and extend
certain provisions of the Public Health Service Act relating to
the National Health Service Corps.

Four years ago the Association presented extensive testimony to
the Committee on thmcope, operation and authorities of the
National Health'Service Corps. We are pleased to note that. in
the intervening period, a number of our statutory and
administrative recommendations have been incorporated into the
National Health Service Corps program.

The decision of Congress in 1981 to stipulate a formal role for
private entities. such as local dental *societies, in the
proposed designation of health manpower shortage areas has
corrected a serious defect in the law. A second area where
improvement has occurred involves the licensure of Corps
personnel. The American Dental Association had," since the
inception of the program, expressed a concern over the failure
of many Corps dentists to obtain a license in the state in
which they were placed. We are pleased to note that
Professional Policies of the National Health Service Corps now
require all Corps dentists to be licensed in their state of
assignment and that they conduct their activities in full
compliance with the respective State Practice Acts during their
period of service.

Staffing levels for the NHSC have also been significantly
modified in recent years. Data reported by the Department in
1981 indicated a requirement for 2,370 additional Corp*
dentists to meet the needs of manpower shortage areas. At the
time, 355 NHSC dentists were already serving in the field with
more than 600 dental students scheduled to graduate over a four
year period with a Corps scholarship service obligation.
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Today, in response to significant increases in the supply of
health practitioners, improvements in the geogrephic
distribution of these providers, and, to a more realistic
estimate of corps members needed to respond to the number of
viable sponsors in shortage areas, we note a major reduction in

the projected site of the Carps. An an example, the number of
dentel Corps scholarships has been reduced by 60 percent with
less than 10 recipients expected to graduate in 1987 with a
requirement for service.

The legislation, S. 2281, to reauthorize the NHSC continues
these positive trends in several of its provisions'. Section 5

of the bill authorizes "Special Loans for Corps Members to

Enter Private Practice." The American Dental Association
endorses this proposal as a stimulus to shift the operational
thrust of the NHSC away from an over reliance upon fixed-site
clinics for the placement of Corps dental personnel. The
independent practice model is the dominant charazteristic of

the dental care delivery system. Because of the profession's
emphasis on primary care (approximately 80 percent of all

dentists are general practitioners), referral relationships and
other linkages which characterize medical care are far less

critical to dentistry. The validity of the dental private
practice approach as a long-term solution to access problems
has been amply demonstrated in those areas of the country where

it is economically viable and where it has been promoted by the

NHSC.

The American Dental Associaton also supports the intent of

Section 6 of the bill directing the Secretary of Health and
Human Services to develop and submit to Congress a future
staffing plan for the National Health Service Corps with a

maximum size of 2.100 or less for all disciplines, dependent
upon actual needs of shortage areas. Our past experience
indicates there has been a lack of coordination within the
Department regarding (I) the scope of the Corps dental program,
(2) the actual need for NHSC dental personnel and, (31 the

'availability, in 01 and 02 priority areas, of viable sponsors
and sites in which dentists could effectively serve. Section 6

of S. 2281, as we understand it, recognizes that the number of
health manpower shortage areas has and will continue to
diminish in response to the growth in the supply of health
professionals and the decision of these providers to locate in

areas of need. A staffing plan which reflects this pattern and
which concentrates the resources of the r7orpe on those " . . .

communities with the greatest need and demand for health care
and which have been unable to attract providers of primary care
services,"will remove such of the controversy which has
surrounded the National Health Service Corps program. The
stipulation, in Section 6 (c). that the Department must prepare
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such a plan in consultation with "organizations representing
health professionals" will ensure a cooperative effort between
the public and private sectors in improving access'to care for
underserved populations.

The Association does not support the proposal in Gection 3 (b)
to renew the authorization for National Health Service Corps
scholarships. We concur with the Administration's recom-
mendation against additional National Health Service Corps
scholarship awards. With the recent re-evaluationof all
designated health manpower shortage areas and the resulting
reductidn in their number, the current supply of dental Corps
personnel appears to be adequate to meet the number of requests
for Corps dentists in true shortage areas.

A matter which is not addressed in the bill involves the
provision of health care to "special population" groups. ihnder

current law, Corps personnel may be assigned to those groups
which experience unique cultural or economic parriers to health
services. The American Dental Association unreservedly supports
effprts to extend health care to individuals who are faced with
valid socioeconomic access problems. We believe, however, that
it is inappropriate for National Health Service Corps dentists
who are placed to serve a special population to also provide
routine dental care for those who are able to obtain services
in the private sector. Such activities represent a clear
duplication ofresources and have the potential of adversely
affecting the delivery of dental services to those populations
which the Corps site is intended to serve. It should,
therefore, be stipulated in law that a MSC dentist who is
placed to serve an identified underserved population may,
provide only emergency services to individuals who are not from
such populations.

The 1981 amendments (Pt 97-35) to the MISC. recommended specific
improvements in the criteria utilized for designating shortage
areas. Although the Department has presented a Report to
Congress on the Evaluation of Health Manpower Shortage Area
Critera, the Report falls. in our opinion, to adequately
031Wii the requirements of the amendments " . . . to examine
the possible approaches to, and feasibility of, measuring
demand and predicting the likelihood that unmet.demend in an
area will be met within two years." The American Dental
Association believes that the present criteria are oriented
almost exclusively toward measuring a perceived need for care
and fail to consider whether (1) the residents of a community
will actually express an effective economic demand for a new
practitioners services or (2) whether a demonstrated demand for
care can be met by the private sector in a reasonable time
period. We therefore urge the Committee to direct the

O
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4,
Department to accelerate its research in this area. The

development of revised criteria would sees to be a critical

element in the preparation of the future staffing plan for the
Corps as required under Section 6 of S. 2281.

In conclusion, the American Dental Association has long
recognised the National Health Service Corps as a temporary

supplement to the existing dental delivery system within those
communities lacking sufficient mafiosos to meet the demand for

dental services. We hope these comment, will contribute to the

efforts of the Committee to eliminate the remaining barriers to
comprehensive health care services.

We respectfully request the inclusion of these remarks within

the official hearing record.

Sincerely,

names P. Kerrigan, D.D.S.
Chairman
Council on Legislation

JPItt nj
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Mardh 20, 1984

The Honorable Orrin G. Hatch
Chairman, Committee on Labor and
Human Mesources
United Staten Senate
135 Senate Russell Office Building
Waohington,.D.C. 20510

Dear Chairman Hatch:

I am writing to present the views of the American Dental
Association on legislation, S. 2301, to revise and extend
the Preventive Health and Health Services Block Grant Pro-
grew.

The creation, in 1981, of the block grant authority consoli-
dated a number of public health categorical activities, inclu-
ding fluokidation, into an omnibus program of allotments to the
individual states. At that time, the Association expressed a
concern that this restructuring and decentralisation of federal
assistance would prove inappropriate for community and school-
based fluoridation efforts. Fluoridation, we Contended, re-
quired a national focus in order that government funds could
be targeted to those areas which would experience the greatest
benefit from this dental disease prevention measure.

Currently, an estimated 123,000,000 Americans have access to
water supplies which are either naturally fluoridated or are
adjusted to the optimal fluoride level. Children consuming
optimally fluoridated water from birth can expect between a
40-70% reduction in dental caries. Many such children reach
adulthood totally caries free. A significant increase in the
total number of persons benefiting from fluoridation occurred

4 when federal categorical grants pre mode available beginning
in 1979. For example, the first $6 million awarded through thin'
program ($1 million in fiscal 1979 and $5 Million in fiscal 1980)
provided financial assistance to fluoridate 353 Community water
systems and 69 independent rural school water systems serving
approximately 5.7 million people. In fiscal year 1981, a $S

01,
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March 20, 1984
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million appropriation was used to continue 34 statewide grants and to

provide second year chemical costs to systems initiating fluoridation

in FY 1980. Continuation and new awards in FT 1981 providedfinan-

cial assistance for the initiation of an-additional 368 community

fluoridation systems and 33 independent rural school Mater systems

serving approximately 4.7 million citizens -- thus, the $11 million

grant program reached an impressive 10.4 million citizens.

It is clear, we believe, that the avails'Ality of federal funds

earmarked for fluoridation had great success in initiating community

water fluoridation. libwever, 'dime federal funds were shifted from

categorical to block grants in 1982. an equally significant drop ih

financial support for fluoridation program occurred. A recent

survey of 29 state health departments with prior fluoridation fund-

ing revealed that =dee the block grant Mechanism 23 esperienced a

decrease in feedings 9 of which lost funding for fluoridation alto-

gether. The Association can only presume that this trend will con-

tinuo under the block grant system with the nut effect being fewer

and fewer children benefiting from fluoridation. Commensurate with

this decrease will ultimately be an tsetse= in dental caries along

with increased treatment needs and costs.

With only half of the country's. population presently benefiting. from

community water fluoridation, there is a greaneed for funding above

that'provided through the block grant authority. There are approxi-

mately 50,000 public water systems in the country today that rennin

=fluoridated. Added to that are the countless thousands of unfluori-

. dated school water systems which serve children in rural arena with-

out public water systems. The previously cited emcee, of the cate-

gorical grants available in 1979-02 demonstrates the efficacy of this

funding mechanism. The almost immediate impact of the current block

grant system on fluoridation has been to reduce the states' ability

to continue, let alone expand, fluoridation for the public's benefit.

An important factor to consider is the declassify of maintaining

'fluoridated water systems at the recommehded optimal level, which

is between .7 and 1.2 ppm. System must be regularly monitored and

maintained as those allowed to slip helms the .7 ppm recommendation

become relatively ineffective in preventing dental caries. The block

grant system has begun to erode the ability of states to perform this

important function.

We are most sensitive to the need for fiscal responsibility. Hut

recognizing that for every $1.00 spent on fluoridation an estimated

$50 in treatment costs are saved, we urge the Committee to give

consideration to the re-establishment of categorical grant support

for fluoridation programs.

3 25
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Ma respectfully regnost the inclusion of these recommendations
within the official hearing record.

Sincerely yours,

7447 441 .74-44.

James P. Korrigan, D.D.S.
Chairman
Council on Legislation
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Whahington. D.C.

Deer Mr. Chairman:

I was most pleased by your willingness to incorporate
into 8...2301, your proposod Provost4ve Dealt% Services
Block Grant, a spacial Monomer!, 1..cal Services
Pediatric Demonstration Program. similar to that talc's

I had introduced earlier this session, S. 163.

I personally as confident that such an initiative will

very much be in the best interest of our nation's
childrob and, at this tins. flume enclosed. for your
form' committee files, cap,/ of earlier tastinowy
submitted for the record, addressing the area of
prevention and, in particular. the iwortancs of a sat-

"aside under the Roo Medical Services Program for
Pediatric Damonatrat gram.

Enclosure
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TESTIMONY OF SENATOR DANIEL K. INOUYE before the Senate
bor and Human Resources Committee, Apri1,26, 1953 -
;

-

iedt Main HEALTH

Mr. Chairman:

I was most pleased to learn that you had scheduled hearings

this week in order to ascertain the extent to which the Depart-

mmot of Health and Hunan Services has been giving priority to

various prevention activities. This was a top personal priority

of our colleague and former Secretary Richard Schweiker, and I

have been moat impressed with the extent to which the department

has followed through on his recommendations.

Prevention p se has been of considerable interest to those

of us on the ApprOpriations Committee for same time now. WO have,

for example, received testimony that for every dollar expended on'

prevention, we can expect a savings in excess of 915.00 from our

traditional health care system. We have, however, been quite

concerned that whereas traditional curative efforts are readily

reimbursed under our various federal health programs, that.pee-
.

vention LS held to a significantly higher atagdard. That is, not

only must prevention activities be demonstrated to be cost-
.

effective and meaningful. but they must also continue to compete

with other worthy programs for our ever-shrinking discretionary

health care'dollar. Accordingly. I was most pleased to join with

you in cosponsoring your proposal. S. 771.

As I have indicated, for several years now, the Appropriations

Committed has included specific report language directing the

9
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Department of Health and Rumen Services to increase its

efforts in the prevention arena. Specifically. we have been

very impressed with the importance of one's lifestyle on over-

all health status and the truly exciting promise of "behavioral

health/behavioral medicine" initiatives. He have strongly

urged the department to seriously address the various recom-

mendations contained in Healthy People: The Surgeon General's

Report on loath Promotion et Dieaae Prevention and the more

recent publication by the Institute of Medicine entitled Health

end Behavior; Frontiers of Research in the Biobehavioral Sciences.

At this time. I would like to request that at the conclusion of

my remarks three letters which I recently received from the

department be included in your formal record. These very nicely

highlight the progress that the department has made in looking

at the psycho-social *acts of prevontion. the importance of

providing specific health manpower training resources. and

finally provide a more global overview of Dr, Brandt's efforts

in this regard.

Today. I would especially like to express my strongest

personal support for that portion of S. 771 which would establish

a Network of Centers for Research and Demonstration on Health

Promotpn and Disease Prevention. This original concept was

proposed last session by the Association of Schools of Public

Health and I feel that it has great promise. Not only would

this provide the department with identifiable entities for its

/
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prevention activities, but also, as proposed in your bill,

would require that it be truly interdisciplinary in nature.

I feel that this is especially important given the truly

evolutionary nature of prevention. It aas only ten years

ago that Marc Lalonde, then-Minister of National. Health and

Welfare for Canada, released this far-reaching and amazingly

prophetic report, "A Nev Perspective on the Health of Canadians".

This was the first time that prevention, and particularly

behavioral health, was brought into the public political

domain. We have come a long way in a very short period of

time, and the proposed Network should take us even further.

At this time, I would also appreciate your consideration

of including a component in your final bill that would

authorize the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human

Services to establish, on a demonstration basis, special

emergency health care programs for children. The essence of

my proposal is included in S. 163. From the information that

has been brought to my attention, there can be no question

that children are far more than "little adults "; they have

unique needs and require special care. Further, apparently,

they utilize our nation's emergency rooms far more than most

of us would realize. For example, I understand that of all

patients receiving care in a hospital emergency department,

20 to 35 percent are children or adolescents. On weekends.

and especially at night, they account for more than 40 percent

330
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of all visits. Nearly 18 million children receive emergency

medical care annually and approximately 100,000 children will

be permenently crippled by trauma each year. As smch as 55

percent of all &labs up to the age of 15 are due to injuries.

W. Chairmen, in my judgment, statistics such as these strongly

suggest that it is in our national interest to provide targeted

resources for child-oriented prevention programs.

331
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The ennorable Daniel K. Inouye

United States Senate
Washington. D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Inouye:

This is in response to your letter of September 16, 1982 which requested a

report on the efforts of the Alcithol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health

Administration (ADANA) to give greater priority to prevention research

activities that will address "bad habits` /lifestyle.

As requested by the Committee, we have reviewed the Institute of Medicine Study

entitled "Health and Behavior: FrOntiers of Research in the Behavioral

Sciences" and we believe that this study identifies promising prevention

research directions for this Agency and the health research field. The

Assistant Secretary for Width has designated MAMMA to develop a proposal in

response to these studies that could contribute to furthering the national

research effort in health and behavior. MAMMA has encouraged and supported

this Institute of Medicine initiative from its inception to its completion.

SeOeral MAMMA scientists were invited to participate in the examination of ways

in which biomedical and behavioral science can be used to reduce the burden of

illness in this country.

Fundamental to our prevention program is an adequa ledge base which

identifies the connection between the condition to changed and the factors

contributing to them. For the past few years, has devoted increasing

resources to prevention research. For example, in 980, a total of 66.7 million

was devoted to prevention research. Our 1983 b for support of prevention

research is expected to increase to approtimatel $11.0 willies. These funds

will be used to support projects which are shot y or substantially preventive in

nature. In addition, ADANA supports research projects which are focused in

other areas but have a prevention component.

A major focus of the MAMMA prevention research program will be in support of

the Department of Health and Human Services goals (Promoting Health/Preventieg

Disease: Objectives for the Nation) regarding the health of the American

people. A cumber of the sub-objectives of this endeavor involve the promotion

of healthy habits and changing behaviors and include research studies to

determine more precisely the links between behavior and health. For example,

special attention will be given to preventing the consequences of alcohol use

among teenagers and young adults, and in researching the most effective ways of

preventing the use of addictive substances by youth.
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in ism the national institute of mental Health will be supporting a number of

prevention intervention
research centers which wilt test a variety of

interventions with high risk groins aimed at a reduction in the incidence of

mental disorders.
Alcohol research will give priority to the development of

basic techniques to be used in the prevention of alcoholism and the prevention

of specific problems that revolt from alcohol use Drug abuse research will

emphasise research on peer oriented
prevention strategies that have proven

successful in the prevention of cigarette smoking. These include famed peer

mess training youngsters to say "no" to drugs, and providing alternative

unities for positive reinforcement in the home, school and community. One

project will evaluate the effectiveness of family therapy in the prevention and

treatment of drug abuse. The effect of family treatment on future drug use will

be assessed for both adolescent drug abusers and their younger, non-using family

members.

In addition, I on currently taking management
steps to increase the number of

high quality prevention research
applications in high priority areas. It is

expected that many of these applications will focus on interventions to change

behavior. '

I hope this information is helpful. If I can be of further assistance, please

let me know.

Sincerely yours.

333
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. ThL Honorable name, R. lnouye
United States Senate
Washington, O.C.

near Senator Inouye:

I as responding further to your letter of September 16, 1962 about the
various preventive activities that the Deportment of Health and Human
Services' Health Resources and Services Adelnistration MASA) is currently
supporting. I closed my letter with a commiterent to provide ,cou with a
report of planned prevention activities for the Agency in 1903 after the
appropriation levels were established. Inth the signing of the Continuing
Nesolution, Public Law 97-377 an Decembet 21, 1902 I am now able to
provide you with that infoonapon. -

This year's Planned efforts will again be varied and multi-dieciplined in
nature, controlled lamely by the availability of reeloarces. The major

thrust will be in the areas of development of public health programs and
the education of professional public health personnel, the teaching of
prevention to primary coca physicians, nurses and *thee health pectonnel,
and the assessment of personnel needs for disuse, prevention and health
promot ion.

One additional area of involvement will be the Secretary* Award for
Innovations in Health Promotion and Disease Prevention dispose& in my
October 18 letter. HASA will continue to have the primary responsibility
for administering the contest. I am pleased to anneal= that the first
level of screening for student proposal* for the award is now underway.
The schools are to select winning pipers and submit than to their
professional associations by January LS. It is 'impacted that winners will

be announced in April and the award ceremony will take place barley.

Several new Bureau of Health Profession* (IWO preventive initiatives
planned for 1983 are listed below:

o A new grant program for residnicy training in preventive
medicine authorized under section 793 of the POblic Health
Service Act viii be implemented. There are $1 million
available for this program for the year and the first awards
will be made in September. This level of funding will support
ten projects benefitting 30 residents.

A sere..-s of five workshops addressing various segments of the
health work force involved in providing prevention Services
well be entwined. The workshops n designed to explore:
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functional implications, optimal utilization including supply,

requirements and distribution status, and special training

requirements for selected professions in the Nation's health

work force in addressing the Objectives for the Nation -

Promotingjealth/Preventingittisease. This project is

authorised under section 708 anti17[11 cost approsimately

$150,000.

o A program for training allied health personnel in disease

prevention aid health promotien authorised under section 788

(b-e) will be supported. Project support will be provided

for selected schools of *Iliad health to devotep or enhance

their curricula content for Improved preparation of allied

health student', in health praamtbat and disease prevention,

with emphasis on high risk or undecounted population groups.
It is estimated that this effort will cost $800,000.

o Disease prevention and health promotion activities wilt be

supported to improve the care and well being of the gearing

elderly population. The sqpport will tocus on projects that
would provide inter:disciplinary beam training at the clinical

level to improve the health status of the elderly and decrease

their depenIency. The teem would include such health
professionals as physicians, nurses, dentists, physical

therapists, occupational therapists, audiologista and

dieticians. These projects are authorized ureter section 788

(b-e) and will cost 8900,000.

o During the year a cooperative agreement will be awarded titled

"Descriptive Study of Nutrition aid Malnutrition of Children

in the State of Ponape, Eastern Caroline Islands, Phases 1 and

2." The goals of these phases of the project are to describe

the morbidity and mortality related to malnutrition of

children free birth to age five and to describe the knowledge,

attitudes and treatment/care practices of nurses and other

health cote persoiuwl. Future phases will: If describe the

factors in the general population that lead to malnutrition

and related morbidity and mortality; and 2) will develop a

culturally relevant curriculum for nurses and other health

core personnel and will implement and evaluate each a

curriculum. The cost of the first tau phases will be
approshastely 8405,000 for an estimated two -year period of the

study.

o ft is anticipated that approsimetety 30 new nursing research

grants will be awarded during Fiscal Yes; 1983. However, it is

impossible to identify the areas of investigation now because

awards will be based on recormendsfions mein; out of the
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thrve meetings of the National Advisory Council on Nurse

Training. On the other hand, it is known that applications
for Nursing Research tredmmsis Grants for Doctoral Progress in
Nursing will be submitted and prevention is one of the topical
areas on which they may be focused.

In addition tp the new prevention activities, support is to continue this
year for the ptogeses listed below that are instrumental in encouraging
increased training in prevention even though that is not their primary

focus. These programs are oleo adkdnisteral in Mar and the extent of
their involvement in prevention was discussed in greater detail in my
October 18 letter.

Area Health Educition Centers Program, section 781

General trite:nal Medicine and General Pediatrics
Residency Training grants, section 784

Family Medicine grants (Predoctoral Training), section 784(a)

Departments of Racily Medicine grants, section 700

Physician Assistants Program, mention 783

Nurse Practitioner Program, section 822

Advanced Muse Training Program, section 821

Nursing Special Project grants, section 820

Public Health Traineeships, section 792

Finally, the National AdvisemyCOuncils on Nurse Training and Health
Professions Education will want jointly this month to discuss the impact of
the Detemment's initiative on Health PromotionMisesse Prevention on
health professions education. The results of this meeting will be
signifitant in shaping future HRSA support in the area of prevention.

hope this information will be helpful mad thank you for your interest

in this maportant area.

Si

00feet a M.O.

Adeinistra
Assistant surgeon General
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'The Roaorents Daniel X. Inouye
United States. Senate
leashingou, D.C. 70510

Dear Senator loopy,:

cluourof the Asenieur0 seems*.
sae Haft

Waialeale's DC 20201

This is in response to yout letter of February 25 regarding Semite report
lossuage encouraging the Motional Institutes of health (11111) and the

Alcohol. Drug Mom. and Mental flealt$ Administratioe (*DIJON) to lo*
carefully into the area of Amender' research an4 -Now such research can
include the role of human behavior is preventing and codas dipoles..

1 can assure you that I jelly agree with the report lange40. In feet,

since rooming the romossibilities es *miscast Secretary for Sealer, I

harm directed N1N and *DOOM to increase their emphasis es promotion

research. The result has been as increase in the [maims of $10 and MAMMA

project, in this are.. of research from opprouientely $556 million in

FY 1901 to about $708 million projected for FT 1986. .

Throughout Its existence the Public health Sorel (raw) has always

supported a variety of prosrame in the area of di prevent toe and in

rarest ars efforts have increasingly (emoted em empties healthy I

lifestyljl practices. The 1979 Surgeon General's It on Disome
Prevention sod health Pr000tion intensified these *fleets by vetahlishing

broad national goals to be achieved by 1990. Achievement of these goal.

hot required participation by both the private and pnblinasctors. t em

pleased to report that we have made good progress in number of specific

arms. For example, we have succeeded in halm eisimg aver 95 percent of

tibildren rotaries school against childhood eawastnicabla diseases. Ws hove

surpassed our 1990 goal for pearly eradicating polio and diphtheria and by

nest met expect to achieve our goal of eradicating isdigemoos measles in

the United States. In the area of cigarette seeking, the proportion of
adult melee who awoke has declined from 52 percent in 1905 to 3$ percent in

19110 and for adult woven that proportion has derromed from 36 to 79

percent.

Ian also exirtesed rancern that priolity be given to minority metal health

profesetnnwle. In a.corderee vIth the Situate Report language. the National

Institute of Mental Health if ;Tee/firefly regweedos applications In the

1
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arse of iserity training, preventing' cad child mental health. Further,
feeds will he provided to cootiewe Ali rorreat grants in the wieerity
fellowship program sod pereprafevaieeel metal health worker trefoil's

Ai projects.

poor toter*** is PSS programa it. appreciated sad you may be slavered that
oar efforts is (beim important 'mess will ceetinve.

Sincerely yours,

Edward V. Sreadt, Jr., M.D.
Assistant Secretary for Nealth

38,7114 0 - 84 « 22

0
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Dear Senator Notch:

On behalf of the Notional Conference of State Legislatures I went to take this

oppertemity to comemmd the Senate Labor and Noma Peewee Committee in

ePertle9 the preventive health block grant 0.0301). The Conferencebes long

supported the consolidation of federal categorical proems, which allows the

states increased flexibility, better targeting and mare efficient use of funds.

Consolidation has also lessened administrative costs and simplified fading,

reporting and auditing procedures.

N CSL is particularly planed that finale, levels for this block groat have been

increased Including higher feeding for child Nosonizatien and new feeding for

programs for home and cemmusity based health care % States are rapidly moving to

provide alternatives to iestitutioalization for the elderly and this tailore

provides the incentive to augment those efforts. In addition we welcome

directions given the Secretary of the Ouperement of lades and Noma Services to

develop with the assistance of appropriate national oressitations "model

criteria' that will enable the states to bettor share data and information. We

hope that the committee will emphasise Oa preceded set in the Ommites Budget

Necoecillation Act of 1981 se these requirements and direct the Secretory that

they shell not be Isordessumea. I offer the assistance of the Noticed

COpference of State Legislatures is this eldhuhr-

NCSLAss recently completed a survey of 33 states and found that they are,

overall, meeting the expectations of the Congress lb administering and

monitoring the block greats. State legislatures are: developing systems to
review

greet applications. holding hearings to monitor the effectiveness of

program and auditing fumes distribution. We will be happy to share the

survey's results with the committee.

Again, I thank the comaittee on its efforts old loot forward to viding with you

in the future.

Sincerely.

4417.4°L644
Seater Nigh T.T. ForleLsolorces
Melrose, NCSL Wean
Comedttee
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8roMINIW 4.060 lettme were wiled in October Et82 to moll or rural
hospital Wheatley that the proem was available. flty
lMln 1983, the MA had received 230, Imitate respomees boo meal or Mal

In addition, both the Section and the AM ameba a laqtratiostat
of phone Celle nquestiqg helm infeseetian or eapreseing Numeral
ih were etwourised by the initial responoe to the thrtioe/M111 effort mid by
the fact that limpitel-apounned =ltise appived to be those mast
readily tebraced ky obligated pipe

Thu Aith believes there alms will be a used for pleysiciao placement by the
INC is medically understwesd anima. The no miles a *skims to metablish
an imobeennot wed monism to a amenottpons that is sere lately to
Tama in panes mettlment. Rom the perspective of equity and
of health care serviame, thy RIC and the WO save a efipifkent roalesirr
meal or rural hospitals and this retrainee.

The /maims limits' Association ciameetie the Caomittee for its efforts to
relieve the health amustmer weldistribution problem. Ia appreciate tne

uity to preemie our time and would be Osmars to provide any further
ion or assiatance that its .mews edit requiems.

Sincerely

r Jack W. Man
thecutive Vice President

a
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March 5, 1964

Numerable Orrin C. Botch
United Staten Sonata
Washiagton, D.C. 20510

Dear Soastor Natchs

The ksoricas Association of Dental Schools appreciates' this opportunity to
comment on S. 2281, a bill to roofs. and attend proviolans of del Public
Health Service AV. relation; tg the Mations/ Smith Service Corps. The
kaorican Association of Dental School. (AADS) reprossata all sixty drawl
schools in lb. Vatted States and is the only maimed organisation devoted
exclusively to the needs of dental Vnnestioa.

Our cements are suleittad in support of S. 2281, Setieftirifealth Service
Corp. Amadora. of 1984. Our cometttmancy racognisso that the purpose of
the National Health Service Corps is 'to improve the delivery of health
services is health manpower shortage aroma." Although choirn boo broom a
reduction is due number of health suotopewer shortage areas unmorally in
recent years, there remain. a somber of tesisteerved aroma WO still
require dente! practitioners.. The mood for dental porsonaal willing to
provide cars in geographically ordemsarved areas vr to specific ondsrearrod
passel/IUDs& to aigaificamt. According to 1983 data, the member of states with
federally dosignatpd dentally undorsorbsd moo is as fellows Twenty-severs
(27) states have 1-9 areas or populations chat are undernervad; smovsatesn (17)
states have 10 to 19 arse. or populations that are ondersorwed; too states,
and the commouwoolth of Puerto Bless, haws 20 to 29 areas or population. that
are undersorvad. Those data nabs it clear that Chore Sox definite need to
Iodinate a modest number at dental perseletel willing to practice in federally,
designated undarearved areas. The authorisation lords contained in the bill
are comparable to FT 1984 appropriation.. They conotrest with the Adirialserr.
clouts proposal to *aro out the MOM scholarship prow= and to cut the field
service program by almost 23 percsat. lb. authorisation will support 150 mew
MASC scholarships of which dentistry can anticipate 13-14 scholarehips per
year. This modest scholarship program will provide a limited *umber of
practitioners eligible to servo in the numerous mesa of the country that
still require critical dorsal cars.

has AADS supports the directive contained is the bill that the Secretary
of Health and Inman Services develop a long-torn staffing plan which allocates
;corps personnel to committers with dsmonatrated need and danaud.for health
care. oar association believes that despite the impact of "market forces',
there will ramie suserges committee that dental cars providers will con-
sider financially onstcractivs. As the cost of dental adveCtion and the
level of 'Keelson indobtednoos conclave to increase, undorsorvord communitiss
may find it incroasinaly difficult to attract and support now dental prac-
titioner.. Therefore. we endorse the concept inherent in the lees-term plan
that the west moody comnomitiss will not ho ovorlgokod is corps soliesesois.
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As we review S. 2281, we interpret Section 6(c) to uean that Congress intends

that the Secretary of Health and Hunan Services must consult with appropriate

health professions organization.; in the development of the long-term plan.

Since the American Association of Dental Schools is the only national organi-

sation that represents the interests of dental education exclusively, we will

anticipate an invitation tc participate in the development of the plan.

Accordingly. we offer our resources to the Congress and the Secretary in

support of this legislation.

Sincerely,

Owen R.
Interim Eltecut tor
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April 6, 1984

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS
1117 North 19th Street Arlington. Vitginio 222119 703/525-4200

The Honorable Orrin G. Hatch
i:hairman
Committee on tabor and Human Resources
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The American Academy of Physician Assistants, the national professional

society for physician assistants, is pleased to submit its recommendations

regarding reauthorization of physician assistant educational program

assistance. For FY 85, 86 and 87 a minimum authorization of $5 million

is needed for physician assistant programs to continue to recruit, educate

and deploy physician assistants.

Cost Effectiveness

For over a decade, Congress and past Administrations -- Republican and

Democratic alike -- have supported the development of the PA profession

because of the potential for reducing health care costs and for providing

health care in underserved areas. The potential for cost savings in the

provision of health care by utilization of physician assistants has never

been more important than it is today. As health care expenditures continue

to rise on a national le:Ael, physician assistants offer the most significant

means of reducing costs while maintaining the level of the quality of

services provided.
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The Honorable Orrin G. Hatch
April 6. 1984
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This is derived thrOugh comparatively low cost education, good utilization of

skills and knowledge, decreased patient waiting time, and increased time

spent with patients by practitioners. It has been demonstrated conclusively

that practices which employ PAs provide more patient visits per $1,000 cost,

better care and lower overall expenses than similar physician-only practices.

Deployment

Unserved and unoerserved areas of our nation continue to experience problems

associated with the inaccessibility of health care, despite the projected

physician surplus. Physician assistant deployment data, gathered by the

Association of Physician Assistant Programs, indicate that 26.3 percent of

all practicing civilian PAs are located in communities with a population size

under 10,000 and that an additional 36.8 percent of all practicing civilian

PAs are located in communities with a population size of more than 250,000.

Clearly, physician assistants continue to make a contribution to solving the

problem of maldistribution of health care personnel by locating in underserved

areas such as rural communities and large inner city areas.

Utilization

Continued federal support of physician assistant educational programs is

important because of the potential for increased utilization of physician

assistants in extended care facilities, nursing homes, and as providers of

home health care. In addition. because of PAs' patient education skills

and increased time spent in patient counseling, they are able to play an

important role in disease prevention and health promotion. Continued federal

support will enable programs to further develop these aspects of their

curricula and evaluate teaching methodologies for effectiveness.
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Furthermore, advances in PA education, including enhanced skills in geriatrics,

health promotion and disease prevention, and substance abuse counseling

have elevated the importance of PAs as providers beyond an already significant

role in the provision of health care. Health care leaders acknowledge the

importance of the patient's role in maintaining good health by observing

good health practices. It Is equally important to recognize those health

care providers who are capable of providing the patient counseling services

necessary to achieve this goal.

In today's health care market, we cannot overlook those forces which will

stimulate new demand for physician assistant services. For example, new

federal initiatives to contain costs through the use of diagnostic related

groups for determining reimbursement levels may, in the long run, increase

the utilization of physician assistants as providers in hospital settings.

Also. because prospective payment systems may result in early discharges

requiring home health care services, nursing home rehabilitation and increased

ambulatory care, the demand for physician assistant services can be expected

to rise.

New federal initiatives notwithstanding, data collected by the Association

of Physician Assistant Programs show that the utilization of physician

assistants in hospitals and non-hospital ambulatory clinics has more than

doubled over the past decade. Furthermore, the percentage of physician

assistants employed In private solo practices and private group practices

continues to remain steady. Clearly, the health care marketplace has

demonstrated a continuing need for physician assistants to meet the health

care needs of this nation.
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Federal Support of Physician Assistant Programs

Currently 39 programs are receiving Fl 84 federal financial support which

covers only a portion of their total operating budgets. These programs are

expending funds allocated for the first year of a three year grant cycle. The

Bureau of Health Professions
administers physician assistant grant programs

which operate on a three year grant cycle. Grant requests are reviewed by a

committee and are either approved or disapproved for funding based on that

review. According to figures released by the Bureau of Health Professions,

it has approved physician
assistant program grant requests totaling $6.6

million for FY 85.

Because of reductions in federal support, some programs have been forced to

increase their tuition costs
significantly, thereby preventing a segment of

the population from entering the PA profession. Currently. physician assistant

students come from a broad section of socio-economic groups. Information

being collected from master programs of the Association of Physician Assistant

Programs gives us a preliminary indication that over 90 percent of PA programs

are raising their tuition tees an average of 15-20 percent, in some part to

cover reductions in federal support.

The instit.stions which sponsor
physician assistant programs continue to demon-

strate their support of these programs by absorbing the administrative costs

related to integrating PA students into existing medical education courses.

Physician assistant programs are
divided equally among private and public

schools. Given the differing financial
structures of these two types of

institutions, reductions in federal support more directly affect private

institutions which do not have any recourse except tuition increases to

maintain these programs.
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It should be apparent that given the rising cost of physician assistant

education, federal support has not contributed to subsidizing lower tuition

fees, but rather has provided for improved quality of education for physician

assistant students. Over the past decade of federal support for PA programs,

member of evaluative studies have measured the effectiveness of programs

in educating primary care providers. This evaluative process has led to

a number of innovations in medical education.

For example, PA educators have pioneered the use of clinical algorithms,

patient management problems, computer-based clinical simulations, and patient

Instructors to their programs. Aleo, they have been innovative in the devel-

opment of new teaching methodologies in clinical behavioral sciences and

clinical interpersonal skills. Patient education, Interviewing and history

taking, health counseling, and preventive medicine are recognized within PA

programs as integral pant of a comprehensive primary care education. Finally,

PA programs have demonstrated how practitioners can be employed in medically

underserved areas after completing educational preceptorshtps in those areas.

A unique and often overlooked aspect of federal support of physician assistant

programs is the networking and sharing of information that occurs among programs.

Many programs receive federal demonstration grant awards which enable individual

programs to develop particular aspect of program curriculum, a particular

teaching methodology or evaluation tool. The results of these efforts are

then shared with the 53 member programs of thn-Aitociation of Physician Assistant

Programs which represents virtually all accredited physician assistant programs.

This results in the most cost effective use of federal funds.to enhance physician

assistant education, deployment and practice.
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In FT 84 physician assistant program grant requests totaled $6.9 million.

Mover, Congress apprwriated only $4.7 million of the $6.0 Millen authorized.

This level of funding has caused programs to increase tuition, curtail important

educational projects, and reduce faculty and staff. All of these actions

11144Ct adversely on physician assistant education and the ability of the profession

to fulfill its role as an important part of the nation's health care delivery

system. For Fr 81, 86 and 87 we strongly care you to authorize $5 million

annually for physician assistant educational program assistance.

Thank you for allowing us the Opportunity to submit these recommendations.

Simony,

Charles G. Munti
President

on, PA-C
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Senator KENNEDY. The committee stands in recess.
[Whereupon, it 12:15 p.m., the committee was skimmed.]
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BLOCK GRANTS AND OTHER REALM. SERVICE
PROGRAMS, 1984

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14, 1884

U.S. SICHATE/
CAixisarrrxx ON LABOR AND HUMAN RIMOURCEB,

Washington, DC
The committee met, pursuant to call, at 10:15 a.m. in room SD-. 430 of the Dirksed Senate Office Building, Senator Orrin Hatch

(chairman) presiding.
Present: Senators Hatch, Kennedy, and Pell.

OPENING STATEMENT cSENATI3R HATCH

The CHAIRMAN. Today I am pleased to chair the full Labor and
Human Resources Committee hearings related to the Nurse Educa-
tion Amendments of 1984 and the Health Professions Training As-
sistance Act of 1984. The this legislation reauthorizes are
found in title VII and offthe Public Health Service Act and
have a proud history of demonstrating a Federal response to con-
cerns expressed by our citizens over the years related to inadequate
access to health care.

These efforts have proven to be very successful and in fact have
provided the resources to accomplish much of what Congress in-
tended over the past 20 yearsto increase the numbers of health
care providers, to encourage careers in family medicine and other

care specialties, and to diminish the barriers to a career in
th care by providing needy students with some financial assist-

ance.
But today's needs are much different from what they were 20

years ago. In fact, health education is at a crossreads in our histo-
ry. Thanks to our past Federal efforts, in cooperation with State
initiatives, we are rapidly approaching a time when there will be
an adequate number of health rofessionals in most categories and
in most regions of our country. There has been a dramatic increase
in the number of physicians, nurses, dentists, and allied health per-
sonnel. In fact, there are almost twice the number of students grad-
uating each year from our medical and nureing schools today than
there were 20 years ago.

This supposed success has made many ,people nervous. In fact,
the 1981 report of the Graduate Medical Education Advisory Com-
mittee suggests there will be a significant surfeit of physicians by
1990, possibly as many as 70,000 more medical doctors than are re-
quired to provide adequate medical services. However, these prqjeo,
bons for excess numbers of physicians vary according to medical

045)
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specialty, and the same report estimates there will be ongoing
needs for more primary care physicians, rehabilitation specialists,
and preventive and public health experts.

So in spite of an overall abundance of health care providers, I
believe it essential we maintain our present programs which train
individuals capable of providing primary health care services, and
particularly those who can serve in medically needy areas. This re-
quires we focus our health profession and nurse training legislation
to accomplish just those things.

During today's hearing, I particularly want to focus on nurse
training, education, and research. The Congress, recognizing the
need for programs to increase the supply and improve the educa-
tion of r6gistered. nurses, established the Nurse Training Act in
1965. Nineteen years and some $1.6 billion later, the number of
regibtered nurses has doubled, improving both the distribution to
rural and urban underserved areas and the quality of nursing serv-
ices to the nation as a whole.

However, since World War II, the Nation has faced an overall
shortage ofnurses in both hospitals and nursing homes. The grow-
ing need for nurses resulted in Federal support until 1976, when
President Carter stated that there was no longer a national nurs-
ing shortage.

Had the shortages and maldistribution problems been met? What
did $1.6 billion buy in the way- of naming care? In short, had the

ti need for Federal support to twilling education ended?
The Nurse Training Act Amendments of 1979 mandated a study

that would determine the answers to these questions. The Institute
of Medicine was to conduct the study and completed their work on
that project in January 1982. The result was a 30:6-me document
listing some 21 recommendations to Congressgress ing nursing
practice and nursing education.

These recommendations stated that no Federal support to in-
crease the overall supply of nurses was now needed, but certain
Federal, State, and private actions were recommended to alleviate
particular shortages and needs.

Today's hearing will focus on the reauthorization of that act and
the future role the Federal Government can play in supporting
nurse education, practice, and research.

The bill I will introduce to reauthorize the Health Professions
Training Assistance Act is also tailored to meet today's needs.
Access to health care today is far less a problem than it was a
decade ago, but access by students to a career in health is a prob-
lem. Therefore, reauthorization of the Health Professions Training
Assistance Act will continue current programs which provide loans
for needy students, provide Federal loan insurance for students
pursuing post baccalaureate training in health careers, provide
funds for students with exceptional financial needs to insure the
economically disadvantaged an opportunity to become health pro-
fessionals, and increase our ability to reach out to minority stu-
dents to become health professionals. Furthermore, I believe it es-
sential we maintain our support ibr family medicine and the other
primary care specialties, given their importance to our health care
system by their capacity to provide comprehensive and

sectionscare. This bill also repeals several obsolete or redundant sections of
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title VII, emphasizing current concerns and targeting the Federal
effort on student indebtedness and primary care training.

So I am really happy to welcome this morning's witnesses, and
we will start with the administration. Before we do that, we will
turn to our ranking minority member, Senator Kennedy, for any
comments he may have.

Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Today's hearings on health professions education are of critical

importance. Four years ago, I stated that I believed that the goals
of the health care system in the United States are to provide all
Americans with equal access to high quality health care at a rea-
sonable cost, to promote good health and prevent disease, to return
individuals who are acutely ill to good health, and to improve the
quality of life for individuals who are chronically ill or disabled I
still believe in these goals. We must continue to provide qualified
health personnel who are prepared to meet the needs of the people
of this Nation: black and white, rich and poor,' farmer and city
dweller.

For more than two decades, we have had a partnership with the
Nation's health professions schools and students to meet our needs
for qualified health professionals. Working together, we have dra-
matically increased our Nation's capacity to train health profes-
sionals, we have encouraged a renewed interest in primary care,
and we have established a national health service corps that has
the potential for fielding almost 3,600 physicians and other health
professionals in 198 to meet the needs of the underserved.

Despite the fact ti tat we have made substantial progress in solv-
ing the problems that were first identified years ago, much re-
mains to be done. Many low- and middle-income Americans may no
longer be able to afford the price of education in our health profes-
sions schools. Four years ago, I noted that high levels of student
indebtedness will frustrate our efforts to continue to improve ap-
propriate specialty and geographic distribution among our health
professionals. This warning is still true today. We must be doubly
concerned about the reality that under our current m of pay-
ment for health serv;,vs these high levels of indebtedness will
surely be passed along in higher costs to those seeking health care.

A student's ability to pay for education must not become an im-
plicit or explicit admission criterion. We must have health care
professionals who come from all areas of our society: women, mi-
norities, low-income whites, and the physically handicapped.

Our Nation's nurses are essential to our ability to provide health
services and are critical members of the health care team. Without
them, our ability to meet the health needs of our citizens is jowl
ardized.

A recent study on nursing and nursing education completed by
the Institute of Medicine concluded that as of the fall of 1982, there
was no longer a generalized national shortage of RN's or LPN's.
However, there are identified shortages that occur unevenly
throughout the Nation in different geographic areas, in different
health care settings, especially those that serve the economically
disadvantaged and in specialty nursing. Thus, there continues to be
a need for Federal support for nursing programs.
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The prohlemii of geographic and specialty distribution of our
health professionals are persistent. Nine years ago, as chairman of
itie Subcommittee on Health of the Committee on Labor and Public
VINIfare, I conducted hearings on geographic and specialty maldis-
tribution. I am pleased that progress has been made in reducing
the magnitude of the problems, but I believe that we must not
relax our concerns about these issues. I am not prepared to deny
the poor of rural America and inner-city neighborhoods access to
primary health care 6n the basis of vague assertions that market
forces will take care of their needs.

The Reagan administration has proposed some $80 million in re-
duced funding for health professions training, including reduced
funding for physicians, nursing, pharmacy, veterinary medicine,
and public health training. Mr. Roman's premise seems to be that
the market and free enterprise will take care of our future needs,
so a fiscal 1985 budget that is less than one-third of fiscal 1981 is
justified. Mr. Reagan's view on health professions is unacceptable.

It is clear that this committee should report out authorizing leg-
islation that rejects the premises found in the President's fiscal
1985 budget proposal for health professions education.

The proposed $38 million reduction in nurse training from fiscal
1984 levels is unacceptable. The proposed $30 million reduction in
primary care/family medicine program support is unacceptable.
The proposed $8 million reduction in area health education centers
is unacceptable. And the proposed $7 million reduction in public
health program support is unacceptable.

I intend to work with the members of this committee on legisla-
tion responsive to the current needs of our society for qualified
trained health professionals. I will shortly introduce if health pro-
fessions bill which will include provisions for appropriate authori-
zation levels for existing health professions programs, make provi-
sions for a modest scholarship program for low-income students,
minorities and handicapped students and create a modest service
contingent loan forgiveness rogram.

I am looking forward to t testimony of today's witnesses. I be-
lieve their comments will be helpful in guiding the Senate toward
effective legislation on the issue of Federal funding for health pro-
fessions education.

They are familiar figures to our committee and they have always
been extremely responsive to our questions and extremely helpful
to this committee in the past, and I join in welcoming them to our
hearing today.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman. Thank you, Senator Kennedy. I am pleased to

welcome the administration here today, represented by Dr. Edward
N. Brandt, assistant secretary for health, Department of Health
and Humar Services, accompanied by Dr. Robert Graham, adminis-
trator, Hen . Ith Resources and Services Administration.

Before you begin we will insert the prepared statement of Sena-
for Grassley in the record.

(The prepared statement of Senator Grassley follows1
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHARLES E. GRASSLEY BEFORE THE SENATE

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES HEALTH REAUTHORIZATION

HEARING(III). WEDNESDAY. MARCH 14, 1984.

MR. CHAIRMAN, I LOOK FORWARD TO OUR DELIBERATIONS ON THE

TWO VERY SUCCESSFUL PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE ACT PROGRAMS ON WHICH

THE COMMITTEE WILL TAKE TESTIMONY TODAY. BY MOST ACCOUNTS,

TITLE VIII FOR NURSE TRAINING AND TITLE VII FOR HEALTH PROFESSIONS

TRAINING 'HAVE BEEN AMONG THE MORE SUCCESSFUL PROGRAMS AUTHORIZID

UNDER THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE ACT. SO MUCH SO, IN FACT, THAT,

AS YOU POINTED OUT tN YOUR OPENING STATEMENT. NE ARE NOW

BEGINNING TO FOCUS ON WAYS TO MORE PRECISELY TAILOR THESE PROGRAMS

TO MEET REMAINING SPECIAL NEEDS. I HOPE THAT 'THE TESTIMONY

mily WILL BE G&VEN BEFORE THE COMMITTEE TODAY WILL HELP US GET

A ARE DISCRIKINATING APPRECIATION OF WHAT ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT

AND NECESSARY FEATURES OF THESE PROGRAMS UNDER PRESENT CIRCUMSTANCES.

IT IS, OF COURSE, CLEAR THAT WE CANNOT MEET ALL OF THE DESIRES

OF THE GROUPS WHO WILL APPEAR BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON BEHALF OP

THESE PROGRAMS. IT IS OUR UNPLEASANT TASK TO RECOGNIZE MUCH

MERIT IN ALL OF THE PROGRAMS WHICH ARE URGED ON US BY THE

KNOWLEDGEABLE PEOPLE WHO REPRESENTING THESE PROGRAMS, YET AT TH1

SANE TIME TO REALIZE THAT, IN OUR PRESENT CIRCUMSTANCES, THIS

CONGRESS HAS A MAJOR PROBLEM TO DEAL WITH IN THE FORM OF.LARGE

FEDERAL DEFICITS. NOT JUST IN THE NEXT FISCAL. YEAR, BUT QUITE

PROBABLY IN ALL THE FISCAL YEARS COVERED BY THE REAUTHORIZATION

PERIODS OF ALL THE BILLS WE ARE CONSIDERING.

A.

If
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I AM AWARE THAT WE SHOULD NOT MAKE ThE MISTAKE OF BEING

"PENNY WISE AND POUND MUSH"; AND CLEARLY MANY OF THE PROGRAMS

WE ARE REAUTHORIZING CAN GENERATE ULTIMATE COST SAVINGS. BUT

AT THE SAME TIME IT SEEMS TO ME THAT WE HAVE TO TAKE A HARD

LOOK AT ALL THE PROGRAMSWE REAUTHORIZE THIS YEAR. WE WILL

HAVE TO BE DISCRIMINATING. PERHAPS NE SHOULD SUPPORT

GENEROUSLY INCREASED AUTHORIZATION LEVELS FOR SOME PROGRAMS:

PERHAPS WE SHOULD NOT. AS I SAID BEFORE, I THIN% THAT THE

GROUPS WHO APPEAR BEFORE THE comings CAN HELP US MOST BY

IDENTIFYING THEIR HIGHEST PRIORITIES RATHER THAN BY URGING

ON US THEIR MAXIMUM PROGRAM WHICH INCLUDES EVERYTHING THAT

A PERFECT wpm NIGHT OFFER.

THANK YOU.

The CHAIRMAN. So, Dr. Brandt, happy to have you here once
again. You have spent a lot of time in this committee, but we ap-
preciate it.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD N. BRANDT. JR., M.D.. ASSISTANT SEC-
RETARY FOR HEALTH. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN
SERVICES. ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT GRAHAM, ADMINISTRA-
TOR. HEALTH RESOURCES AND SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

Dr. BRANpr. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and Senator
Kennedy, I am happy to have the opportunity to appear before you
today to discuss the administrations views on the proposed exten-
son and amendment of the health professions and nurse training
authorities in titles VII and VIII of the Public Health -Service Act.
as well as to consider certain issues related to the future role of the
Federal Government in the field of nursing research.

As, both of you have pointed uut shortakges of specific types of
health professionals in particular geograpluc locations or settings
continue to exist. Opinions, however, differ on the exact dimensions
of the shortages and how beet to remedy them.

Traditionally, State and local governments, health professions
schools, professional organizations, and other nonfederal groups
have taken a major responsibility fp: the solution of problems of
health professions education and practice. We believe that these
non-Federal groups should continue..to play a central role in this
field.

In considering reauttiorization of the health professions and
nursing authorities for fiscal year 1985 through fiscal year 1987, we
have assumed that the Public Health Service will continue to pro-
vide leadership in defining directions and anticipating needs, pri-
mari4, through informationgathering, selected aid, and
technical assistance. ,
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Mr. Chairman, the administration's highest priority in the
health professions field at this time is to increase the numbers and
improve the capability of health care providers serving minority
and underserved populations. Other major objectives include pro-
moting a sufficient supply of primary care physicians, strengthen-
ing training in health promotion and disease prevention, support-
ing certain other health professions initiatives, and improving the
training and utilization of nurses. Our reauthorization proposal ad-
dresses these objectives.

Increasing the numbers and capability of providers serving mi-
nority sand disadvantaged populations can be accomplished in part
by recruiting more health professionals from among these groups.

Despite some advances in recent years in providing for equity of
access to health professions careers for individuals from economi-
cally disadvantaged and minority groups, recruitment of such indi-
viduals continues to lag.

Federal initiatives to provide educational assistance to health
professions students from disadvantaged backgrounds have been
vigorously pursued since the early 1970's. Measurable progress has
been made; however, much remains to be done.

The administration proposes to fund the disadvantaged assist-
ance program at $24 million in fiscal 1985, about one-third higher
than the current level of $18 million.

Certain predominantly minority health professions schools have
played a special role in training individuals from disadvantaged
and minority backgrounds. The Advanced Financial Distress au-
thority, established in fiscal year 1982, has permitted multiyear
support to selected schools to the extent essential to remove these
schools from serious and long-standing financial instability. We
intend to meet remaining commitments to these schools.

Over the years, the health professions student loan program has
contributed a total of $420 million to school loan funds for student
loans that are interest-free during the training. Federal capital
contributions to school loan funds under the nurse student loan
pr ram have totalled $298 million.

The need for student financial aid, however, is disproportionately
great among under-represented minority groups. To help meet the
unusual needs of these students, we propose to provide additional
capital contributions to schools with relatively high proportions of
minority students.

Using existing revolving funds only, it kestimated that in fiscal
year 1985, about $49 million will be available in loan funds for
health professions student loans and about $18 million for nursing
student 1-ins. It is, however, essential that the school funds be
manage( gc as to maximize the availability of revolving dollars.

Aithot , 1. much can and has been done to reduce delinquency
and default rates through administrative actions, several amend-
ments to the legislative authorities for the programs would help
assure the continued viability of the loan programs, and I have
listed those in my written testimony.

Financially needy health professions students may also borrow
under the federally insured Health Education Assistance Loan pro-
gram. Under the President's budget, we expect that over 20,000
students will be assisted through this program.
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Continued expanision of the supply of primary care physicians
and the resulting changes in their geographic distribution can be
expected to help alleviate much of the nation's medical service
needs over the next decade.

Existing programs of financial aid include the family medicine
training program, the program of aid to family medicine depart-
ments, and the general internal medicine and general pediatric
training program. Fri lin fiscal 1981 through fiscal 1984 alone, the
federal investment in these programs will total over V221 million.

The Federal Government's responsibilities and objectives in the
field of health promotion and disease prevention warrant a contin-
ued high I ,vel of concern for manpower resources in public health.

The administration continues to believe that ¶he most efficient
and effective way for the Government to provide Oupport for public
health and health administration training is to award funds for
special projects to meet high peiority national needs.

The AllEC Program Area Health Education Center Program
addresses national concerns regarding the geographic maldistribu-
lion and overspecialization of health professionals by fostering
changes in the traditional pattern of health professions education
and the educational environment. Many of the earlier AMC pro-
grams are now receiving financial support from State and other
non-Vederal sources. Of the total number of AHEC programs sup-
ported, including the four new ones to be established this year, an
estimated eight will require continuing support in fiscal 1985.

As emphasized in the recent TOM report, Which both of you gen-
tlemen have referred to. need continues to exist for dealing with
special problems relating to the supply, distribution, and utilization
of nurses.

A problem of national coicern is the exte=nt to which recruitment
of minorities and other individuals fron disadvantaged back-
grounds into the nursing profession has lagged. As of November
1980, only about 7 percent of all registered nurses in the United
States were from racial or ethnic minority backgrounds. In recent
years, the number of black students enrolltiid in nursing schools has
barely stayed even.

The complexity of today's health care settings demands nurses
with specialized knowledge and experience as well as those with
managerial skills.

Some specialty nursing shortages have been related to failure to
encourage nursing personnel at less advanced levels of training to
upgrade their education.

We would continue programs to promote recruitment of nurses
from disadvantaged backgrounds, improve the'knowledge and skills
of nursing personnel, and enhance the effectiveness with which,
Such personnel are utilized, as well as the existing advanced nurse
.training authority.

The administration's budget for fiscal year 1985 calls for a more
modest Federal contribution to nurse training programs than was
proposed a year ago in the IOM report. We see the Federal role as
serving as a catalyst in enlisting greater support ez States, local
communities, health care organizations, and professional associa-
tions for the improvement of nursing education and practice. We
believe the $1.9 billionispent between 1964 and 1984 in Federal sup-

,
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port for Musing programs has opened the way for a more highly
selective federal presence

Recently, a considerable amount of interest has been generated
in the Congress and the nursing community in ways of promoting
increased support and greater visibility -for nursing research. In
mid-1983 I established a task force on nursing research to focus on
ways to expand our knowledge about the practice and administra-
tion of nursing, as well as strengthening the infrastructure of nurs-
ing research.

As you know, the House of Representatives, late last year, passed
H.R. 2350, a bill to reauthorize expiring NIH programs. One provi-
sion of this bill would require that a National Institute of Nursing
be established at NIH. It has been argued that this provision would
be an appropriate approach to implementing one of the recommen-
dations of the Institute of Medicine's 1983 report on nursing and
nursing education.

As you know, I and the administration are strongly opposed to a
National Institute of Nursing at NIH. There are several reasons for
this position.

In the first place, the timing is inappropriate. We have requested
the institute of Medicine to conduct a study to develop a rationale
and criteria for determining whether the organizational structure
of the NIH should be changed.

Second, nursing research is currently well integrated into the
structure in which it has been operating.

And, finally, there is considerable consensus that one of the high-
est priority needs in nursing research is strengthening the research
base in schools of nursing and increasing the number of doctorally
trained nurse educators and researchers.

If, indeed, the primary consideration is that of accomplishing
most effectively and reasonably the goals of furthering the capabili-
ties of nursing research, we need to look at various other approach-
es to strengthen nursing research in the Public Health Service.
Some of the options that we are currently considering include fur-
ther strengthening of the programs in the Division of Nursing, and
changing the current Division of Nursing to a bureau.

Other options are also under review, and I anticipate making a
decision by the end of the fiscal year.

While we need flexibility to work out the best possible approach
to nursing research in the Public Health Service, I want you to
know and I wish to emphasize our willingness to work with you
and with the nursing community.

Mr. Chairman, the clear success of our previous investments in
health professions education along with the rapidly changing
health financing scene means that any health professions reauthor-
ization must contain sufficient flexibility to allow us to take advan-
tage of past successes and future goals.

If all Americans are to have access to high-quality health care at
reasonable cost, if we are to promote good health and prevent dis-
ease, if we are to return individuals who are acutely ill to good
health, and if the quality of life of others is to be improved, we
must have an adequate supply of appropriately trained health per-
sonnel.
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I know that you and members of this committee share this goal,
and I look forward to working with you in the coming weeks in the
effort to develop mutually acceptable legislative proposals to im-
prove health professions training and practice.

Dr. Graham and I would be happy now to respond to questions.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Brandt and responses to ques-

tions submitted by Senators Hatch, Kennedy, Quayle, and Grass ley
fol lows:

3riU
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STATEMENT BY

EDWARD N. BRANDI, JR. , M.O.

ASSISTNIT SECRETARY FUR HEALTH

Mr. Chairman and Mashers of the Ccremittee:

I am happy to have the opportunity to appear before you today to discuss the

AdnUnistration's views on the proposed extension and amendment of the health

professions and nurse training authorities in 'Titles VII and VIII at the

Public Health service Act, as well as to consider certain issues related to

the tuture rule at the Pmieral Government in the field of nursing research.

Title VII and VIII health professions and nurse training programs date back to

the mid-1960's, when tiro federal Government first recognised a broad national

concern for the extent to which the Nation's needs for physicians, dentists,

nursery and certain other health professionals were being set. In the early

years of the programs, the primary emphasis was on expanding overall supply of

permsnnel. Since the late 1970's, the focus has been on improving the

distribution of personnel by specialty and geographic location. facilitatini

access to training for students from disadvantaged groups, and other more

targeted purposes.

Shortages of specific types of health professionals in particular locations 3r

settings continue to exist. Opinions differ an the exact dimensions of

the shortages and how best to remedy them.
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Traditionally, State am' local governments, health professions schools,

professional organizations, and other non-Federal grasps have taken a major

responsibility for the solution of problems of health professions education

and practice. The Administration believes that these non-Federal groups

should continue to play a central role in this field. The Federal Glovernaent

Should euppart and stimulate nom-Federal activities as needed to ac lit.

national health goals. The appropriate functions for the Public Health

Service must be carefully defined.

In COosisierihj reauthorization of the health. professions and nursing

authorities for fiscal year 1985 through 1987, we have assumed that the Public

Health Service will continue to provide leadership in defining directions and

anticipating needs, primarily through information gathering, selective

financial aid, and technical assistance. Rising costs as well as the need to

assure high quality health services call for efforts by all sectors at all

levels t& cooperate in salving mutual health personnel problems.

Mr. Chainlan, the Administration's highest priority in the health professions

field at this time is to increase the numbers and improve the capability of

health care providers serving minority and underserved populations. Other

major objectives include promoting a sufficient Supply of primary care
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physicians, strengthening training in health promotion and (Simone prevention,

supporting certain other health professions initiatives, and improving the

training and utilization of nurses. Our reauthorization proposal addresses

these objectives.

Serving the Disadvantaged and Minorities

Increasing the numbers and capability of providers serving minority and

disadvantaged populations can be accomplished in part by recruiting more

health professionals from among these groups. Evidence indicates that health

professionals from minority and disadvantaged backgrounds are more likely than

individuals from other types of backgrounds to provide care to the

underserveo. 'We also must imProwe the preparation of practitioners generally

(from disadvantaged and other backgrounds alike) to provide care for

underserved groups.

Despite some advances in recent years in providing for equity of access to

health professions careers for individuals from economically disadvantaged and

minority gimps, recruitment of such individuals continues to lay. Looking

ahead, rising tuition costs, competing opportunities in other fields, and

continuing problems with pre-professional education can be expected to

sustain the need for special recruitment efforts for disadvantaged students..
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Federal initiatives to provide educational assistance to health professions

students from disadvantaged beekgrtunde have been vigor:wady pursued since the

early 1970's. Funds hare been awarded threugh'grants and contracts to health

or educational entities to support the identification, motivation, recruit -

ment, admission, retention, and placement of minority and disadvantaged

students. Measurable progress has been soft, for example, medical schools

titled under this program have increased minority enrollment more than have

medical schools not an assisted. Much remains to be done. TheAdministration

proposes to fund the
disadvantaged assistance program at S24 million in

fiscal year 1985about one-third higher than the current level of $18.2

mil lion.

Certain predominantly minority health professions schools have played a

special rolm in training individuals from disadvantaged aid minority

boxicocunds. The Advenced Financial Distress authority, eSZablished in fiscal

year 1982, has penaitted multi -year support to selected schools to the eutert

essential to remove these schools from serials and lonj-standin; financial

instability. The Department recognizes the need to continue to assist and

ensure the operation of the four eligible schools: Meharry School of

Medicine, Meharry School of Dentristry, Tuakegee Institute School of

Veterinary Medicine, and Xavier University College of Pharmacy. tae intend to

C9 net resaininj ctmmitments to these schools and to extend for one additional

year the time allowed for the schooleto achieve eimanciel solusniy.
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Pixie the inception of the Federal health proCessions and nursing progress,

support has been provided for low-cost loans to students in need of such

assistance to complete their training. Over the years, the Health Professions

Student Loan program has contributed a total of $420 million to school loan

funds for student loans that are interest-free during the training and subject

to a below-market rate of interest during a 10-year repayment period. Federal

capital contributions to school loan funds under the similar Nursing Student

Loan projrna have totaled $298 million.

Need for, student financial aid is disproportionately great among health

professions students from underrepresented minority grasps, particularly

students in medical school or comparablv lengthy and expensive training

progress. To help meet the unusual needs of these students, the

meinistration proposes to provide additional capital contributions to schools

with relatively high proportions of minority students. The total amount

requested for this perixese in fiscal year 1405 is $5 million.

Because the Health Professions and Nursing Student Loan programs operate an a

revolving-fund basis, with .mounts repaid by earlier borrowers becoeing

available tar loans to new borrowers, it has been possible to reduce the

amount of new Federal capital contributions in recent years. Using revolving

4
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wheys only, it is estimated that in fiscal year 1965, about $49 million will

be available in school loan funds for Health Professions Student Loans to

strut 24,500 students, and about $16 million, for Nursing Students Loans to

abort 22,400 ettrients. We tavor allowing these funds to centime

cirtulating.

With the Health Professions and Nursing Student Loans funds now Levgely

dependent on repaid loans as a source of money for new loans, it is essential

that the school funds be mrinaged an as to maximise the availability of

revolving dollars. You are aware that there have been certain problem of

loan collection under these programs.
Although ouch can and has been done to

reduce deliquency and default rates through adminetrative actions, several

amendments to the legislative authorities for the programs would help assure

the continami viability of the loan programs. Among the amendments we seek

are a change in the Internal Revenue Code toallew release of tamer

addresses, a requirement for
increased penalties for late payment, and

previsions allowing a school to refer a loan to the,Federal government for

collection assistance, but only after the school has exercised dil igence in

attempting to recover the funds.

Financially needy health professions
students, as well as those who are not

Iron economically disadvantaged groups,
may also borrow under the Federally

,

insured Health EA/catkin Assistance Loan (HEAL) program. Thees loans are not

S
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Government-subihdiied; borrowers pay interest at earket rates throxatiout the

lite of hula and must pay an ire premium to comer defaults due to

death, disability, or other causes. The face that the loans are Federally

insured does assist needy students in locating private lenders who are willing

to make lomit to cover educational costs. Under the President's budget we

expect that over 20,000 students will be assisted through this progress.

To improve the preparation of health professionals generally to provide care

for disadvantajed minority grasps and undqrserved populatione4 the Government

has helped train primary care personnel, whose services are particularly

needed in underserved areas, 'vii promoted the develcpment of training

resurces in 4,cations tram existing medical centers, among other

efforts. The primary care tr ining programs will be discussed in\,amtrate

'section of this statement; they relate to broader problems of supply of

physician sizecialists. One mechanise for develpping training in remote

areas has been the area health education center (AHEC) program The AHEC

progravis discussed under the section on other health professions initiatives

being.

Primary Care Physician Trainirg

Continued expansion of the supply of primary care physicians and

changes in their geographic dimtritution can be expect%) to help

much cd the Nation's medieml service needs over the neitrdecade.

the resulting

alleviate.

Accordingly,

. 367
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. the need for direct Federal subsidies has declined contaiderably. -Needs,
4

however, will persist in eery currently designated shortage arose. The recent

increase of family practitioners notionebde has already had a poAtive effect,

but has not yet brought about a fully
adequate supply of physicians for the*

smaller towns and certain inner-city neigfibortax06

meting programs of financial aid for primary care physician training include

the fenily medicine traininj program,
the program of aid to family medicine

departments, and the general internal medicine and general pediatric training

program. :Am fiscal year 1961 thrcugh fiscal year 1984 alone, the Federal

investment in these programs will total over $221 ed!lion. sib do believe,

hoever, that primary care training programs can reasonably. be expected over

the next few veers tdaupport an
increasing proportion of their meta from

non-Federal sources.

Trainin; in public Health

The Federal Government's responsibilities and objectives in the field of

health promotion and disease prevention warrant a continued high level of

concern for Irony-leer relieurces in public health. Adequately trained public

y
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health professionals, of utilaed, are essential to progress in

prevention at disease, identification and control of environmental health

hazards, among other national priority health goals.

Types of specialists for which need continues to exist include:

epidemiologists knowledgeable abort non-infectious

disease, new-generation infectious disease, and

environmental problems,

enviratinentLal'Imalth professionals skilled in toxicology,

assessment of risks related to hazarlors chemical and

physical agents, and other specialty Wean/

I.

-- public health nurses, nutritionists, and health educates

prepared to address problems of Children, the aged and the

disadvantaged.

In the field of AetJth AdMinititratiCA. charging patterns of organization and

practice are creating needs for new types of skills. For wimple, with the

growth of health maintenance organizations has came a demand for individuals

capable of successfully managmg such organizationew

4
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livAdMdnistration ountinmes to believe that the most efficient and effective

way for the Government triprovide support for public health and health

administration trainina is to aware funds for special projects to meet high

priority national needs. Fla would permit use of project funds both for

training support and for trainewships to students. The Goverment and the

schools would have miaow's flexibility in detemining the fields of study

requiring prioilty attention and the types of students for whom recruieftent

incentives are necessary. The fiscal year 1QI5 budget request allots

continued Federal stimulation for efforts to increase the supply of adequately

trained preventive medicine specialists.

Other Health Professions Special Initiatives

As health problems -Ann ways of dealing with these problems change, different

newts arise with respect to education and practice of health professions

personnel. For example:

o Training in geriatric and long-teen care is required on the basis of

the drastically increasing number of elderly persons whowill populate

this country by the year 2000.

o Teaching of health professionals aticut cost containment is needed in an

era of rising health care costs and increasing punlic interest in

heath financing reforms.

370
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Innt, ways of improvinj the competency of existing faculty in

fealth protessions schools, as well as rectuiting new faculty, at a

tine of fiscal constraints, need to be explored.

To facilitate rapid and appropriate response to emerging rw4uirements for

Federal financial assistance to State, local, and vo:untary entities in

ethlr:s to meet new health professions needs, it is important that there be a

general authority for health professions special projects.

The Parir progrita addr !ses national concerns regarding the geographic

Mad' St r:bUt ItXt and c, -spevAalixat ion of health professionals by fostering

chows in thc, traittional oat tern of health professions education and the

educational environment. The program provides funds to health professions

schools for the purpose of decentralizing education, with portions of training

provided in exacaje areas. Since the establishment of the program in the

early 1970's, a total of 23 statewide, rural, and urban projects have received

suppnrt. Four new programs are scheduled to be established in fiscal year

1484.

A major ohjectsve of the AHEC program is to institutionalise changes in health

professions education designed to meet the needs of underserved areas through

Mate and local initiatives. There is strong evidence that the program has.
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been a success in acfileving local support. Many of the earlier AMC programs

are now receiving financial support from State and other non - Federal enurces.

of the total number of AM' prdjrans supported, including the hour new ones to

be established this year. an estimated eight will require continuing support

in fiscal year 1985.

Impcovanent of Nurse Training and Utilization

As cartphasiired in the recent Institute of Medicine report, "Nursing and Nursing

EdUcation: Public Policies and Private Actions," need continues to exist for

dealing with special problems relating to the supply, distribution, and

utilization of nurses. Despite a piolected adequate national aggregate supply

of generalist nurses-there are shortages in particular geographic areas.

specialties, health care institutions, and types of practice. The Federal

Government is pining with other public and private bodies in seeking to

rem/he the shortages.

A problem of national rn is the extent to which recruitment of minorities

ant other inlividuals from dasadvantaged backgrounds into the nursing

profession has lagged. As of November 1980, only about 7 percent of all

registered nurses in the United States were from racial/ethnic minority

backgrounds. In recent years, the rumber of Black students enrolled in

nursing school-, hasparely stayed even.

1
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Changing health problems and care delivery patterns require new approndies in

the ovotent of nursing education. For example, the elderly need hospital,

nursing hme, and New care services prd than do other segments of the

ppulation. Another type of curriculum umprovement for which support is

needed is the strengthening of education in various methods of promoting

health and preventing disease.

The complexity of today's health care settingF demands narses with specialized

knowledge and experience as well as those with managerial skills. This is

particularly true in acute-care settings where technological advances have had

the greatest impact on patient care. Other types at nurse specialists in

short soapily ate the prepared for service in community nursing positions, as

faculty in nursing education programs, and as alministrators of nursing

service.

Zone specialty nursing shortages have been related to failure to encourage

cursing personnel at less advanced levels of training to upgrade their

education. For example, Ras trained in associate delvee and diploma schools

can obtain baccalaureate education, thus enlarging the pool of individuals

able to assure increased nursing care responsibilities and, as appropriate,

enter graduate-level education programs.
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We would continue programs to promote recruitment of nurses from disadvantaged

bataigrounds, improve the knowledge and skills of nursing personnel, and

eiSkince the of with which such personnel are utilized, as well as

the existing advanced nurse training authority to expand and strengthen

programs for the miming of professional nurses as toad era, administrators,

suiervisors, or other nursing specialists.

TreAMMunistratbrwes budget for fiscal year 1985 calls for a mnre modest

Federal contribution to nurse training progrmss than was prcposed a year ago

in the Institute of Medicine report. the see the Federal role as serving as a

catalyst in erlisting greater support fran States, local communities, health

care organizations, and professional associations for the improvement of

nursing education and practice. We believe that the $1.9 billion spent

between 19b4 and 19S4 in Federal support for nursing progress has opened the

way to: a more highly selective presence over the next few years.

Nil-situ Research

Recently, a considerable amount of interest has been generated in the Congress

and the nursing cumminity in ways ct pruaoting

visibility for nursing research. In nud-1993,

increased support and greater

I established a Task Force on

Nursing Research to focus on ways to expand our knowledge about the practice
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and administration of nursing as well as strengthe y the infrastructure of

nursing research. In the course of their deliberations, the members of the

Task force net wiWmany nurses representing various avenues of nursing

research.' As an adjunct to this effort, NIH is considering nursing research

fran its perspective.

As you know, the House of Representatives late last year passed H.R. 2350, a

bill to reauthorize expiring NIH prograns. one provision of this bill would

require that a National Institute of Nursing he established at NIH. It has

been argued that this provision would be an appropriate ,approach to

implementing one of the reoaawndations of the Institute of Medicine's 1983

report on Nursing and Nursing Education. Specifically, the ION noted that An

adequately funded focal point is needed at the National level to foster

research that informs nursing and other health care practice and increases the

potential tar discovery and application of various means to improve patient

otitcanes." It seems clear Fran the language of this recemnendation that the

organizational entity that could best fulfill this need would be one where

maximum emphasis is placed on health care delivery research.

As you know, I ran strongly cppased to a National Institute of Nursing at NIH.

There are several reasons for my position:
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o The timiru is Inapprwriate; the Department has requested the Institute

of Medicine to conduct a stuffy which, Moony other thirys, is clevelopity

a rationale and criteria for determiniry whether the organizational

structure ot the NIH should be charmed to any substantive extent and the

if mantis will or considered in the context of current and anticipated

FiCieflt Ito:. developments amiecr)flante considerations.

o Nursiry researd, is currently well integrated into the structure in

which it has been operatiry and any si4initivant klka;swg.wculd he

disruptive. The Division of Research Grants at NIH refers proposals to

the appropriate ,iperat 'octal entity for review. For exstaple, priposals

that are hi,medicallyorientei are reviewed at NIH and AIWIIA, and ttx)se

that relate to nursing practice or administration are reviewed in the

division cif Nie-.irti at tittSA. Special problems of mutual interest an.

carried (Tut iointly, such as those beiry carried out with the Division

of Miirsitti aril the National Institute on Agirrii.

o There is considerable consensus that one of the highest priority

nerds in nursim rest-arch is stremthenirry the research base in schools

of nursiry and increasinj the neither of doct"rally trained nurse

educatitrs irCher.. This cruld best be accomplished in proqrans

clusrly alfined to rurse traintry arsi education.
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If indeed the prbeary consideration is that of accomplishina most effectively

and reasmably the goals of furtherina the capabilities of nursing

research, appropriate administrative and cost coneWerationo, we need to lock

at various other approaehes to strengthen nursing research in the Public

Health Service. The options that we are currently considerina includes

o Further strengthening of the progress in the Division of Nursing

in the Bureau ut Health Professions (including the nursing research

function);

Changing the current Division of Nursina to a Bureau.

Other options are also under review, and I anticipate meking a decision by the

erd of the traeal year.

In addition to these organization/administrative options that are under

review, we are also reasessina within the contest ot, existing Public Health

Service resoirces our budgetary needs in nursing research. While we need

flexibility to work out the best possible approach to nursing research in the

Public Health Service, I would like to emphaeize cur willingness to week with

you and the nursing community.
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Conclusion

In cconaklering the reauthorization of the health profeseicme training

programs, we are truly at a watershed in the hietoty of Federal support. Over

the best quarter of a century. COnareas and previous adminietratione have

immortal over S20 billion through HMS, VA, and DOD to greatly empand the

numbers of and access to health professionals. As I have discussed

there is ample evidence of success in such areas as the National Heal

Service Corps, which is working toward achieving its goal of reducing the

number of medically underserved areas. With regard to health financing, the
4

aapanaian of HMO's and Plres, implementation of prospective payments for

Medicare, use of Medicaid waivers, and evidence of greater competition among

the increasinu supply of physicians, we clearly are iri the midst of a rapidly

changing health care delivery system.

The clear success at cur previous investments along with the rapidly changing -

health financing scene means that any health professions reauthorization must

contain sufficient flexibility to allow us to take advantage of past successes

and future opportunities.

Mr. chainsan, if all Americans areolo have access to high quality health care

at a reasonable cost, if we are to promote good health and prevent disease, if

we are to return individuals who are acutely i1L to good health, and if the

quality of life of cnronically ill or disabled persons is to be improved, he

m4s, nave- an adequote supply of appropriately trained health professionals.

know that you share this goal and I lock forward to working with'iou in the

coming weeks in the effort to develop mutually acceptable legislative

proposals to improve health professions training and practice. I build be

haPpy to anme-. any questiormyou may have.
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DEPARTMENT OF Iputivne & HUMAN SERVICES What et the SeoIWv

wesnegae. O.0 MN)

WO? T MBA

Mr. Ron Dooksai
BLitt Director
Comdttes on Labor and
Human Resources

Senate Dirkaen, Roma 428

Dear Mr. Dm:amis.

Enclosed ere the resptingas to questions egged of Dv. Brandt

at your reauthorization hearinj for the health professions

education and nurse training program.

Enclosures

4.

Ed MoGroarty
Legidatiee Off icer
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Senator Hatch. I understand the Administrative conducts an owing

assessment of 'manpower' weds, sod that projections based on your data do not

indicate as many excess health providers as the CHIRAC Report. Row do you

acceant for the differences in projected needs?

Dr. Brandt. There are several important methodological differences

between the Depar'tment's projections sad those developed by the Graduate

Medical Education Notional Advisory Ckommittee. The Dspertsent's pro)ectioas

represent a COUtIOUSt100 of past treads, on the basis that tRe demand for

medical care is likely to coatings to grow in the future, but at a slower rate

that it We is the Past. In this respect, the Department's projections are

similar to those provided by the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the Department

of Labor.

The ONENAC projections are such more normative. They represent the views of a

panel of experts on bow people should consume care and how the health care

sector should provide,. this care.

While significant differences exist between these two approaches, both sets of

projections indicate that physicians and other health professionals will be in

a more competitive situation than exists at the present time.

Q. Senator Hatch. The Administration has proposed cutting funding for
family medicine and general internal medicine and pediatric training

programs. However, several studies have pointed eut that these
primary care residency programs are unable to generate.their
training costs, as long as reimbursement policies,favor paying for

diagnostic and surgical procedures. Do you think the Federal

Government should continue to support these programs?

.A. Dr. Brandt.' Ti A Administration proposes to continue to support

primary care physician crafting at a somewhat reduced level.

Since 1972, Federal funds have assisted in a rapid expan sion of

accredited allopathic family practice residency programs 'from

107 programs with SOO first-year positions to 386 operational

progress with 2,600 first-year positions.

The FY 1985 funding autho risation would provide partial support

to 249 family medicine training projects, impacting approxi-

mately 11,900 residents and trainees. Funding includes support

at the predoctorai and graduate level (internship and residency)

for both allopathic and osteopathic programs as well as

wilisistance for faculty development for physicians who plan to

ech in family medicine.

The proposed reduction in Federal funding is consistent with the

Administration's effort to fqpus limited available Federal

health professions funds on the highest priority national needs.

it
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Senator Hatch. Given the popularity of physician assistants in our
current health care system mad their capacity to provide eceeemic
primary cars services is underserved areas, why hes the
AdmIniietration proposed zero fondles for these training preplan,'

A. -Dr. Brandt. From FT 1972 through FT 1984 the Departmemt will
have expended appraniistely 893.2 million for the training of
physician easistente. !last of these programs are =cure. Those
stable programs which have mot received Federal funds in recent
years have been able to secure support from either State or
other sources to maintain operation. .The PA program has been
very successful in reaching its bong-ramie goals; the Department
projects that the somber of practicing physician assistants will
increase to 22,100 by 1990. Concurrently, there is projected to
be an adequate aggregate supply of physicians. Ve expect that
through natural market -forces, many etches. physicians will
provide services in sederserved areas. The decision not to
extend the physician assistmqt training authority is coesistent
with the Administration's policy of directing Federal '

expenditures, at a time of fiscal constraints, to the highest
priority national needs.

e
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Senator Hatch. As you know, the vat of education in health professional

scholas has increased dramstically °vat the pest few years. Some have

suggested that soon ogly the childtee of the rich will be able to become

Doctors and dentists hod that qualified students are tussles away from health

careers because of the costs. He you think current student loan programa are

sufficient, or should we implore maw meths of financial aid for itildeatte who`

wish to become, health professionals?

Dr..Nr.get. Far financially needy heath professions students ebers are

several loOrintereat loan prelim's, including the Neal,th Professions Student

Loan Program, the Oationektdreet Student Loan Program. and the Guaranteed

Student Loan Prqsram. Under each of these program.. the student pays no

Interest while he or she is still in training. During the repayment period,

interest is charged at below-market rates.
I

.t

BeCause need for student aid is disproportSionatly 'great smog Meath

professioua students from underrepresented minority groups, the Administration

has proposed they limit Health Professions Student Loan appropriations be

authorised for additioaal capital contributions to schools with relatively

high proportions of minority students. The total amount authorised for this

purpose in fiscal year 1983 would be $3 million.

Students who find it necessary to work in addition to attending school may

receive assistance under the Department of Education' Coltege Work-Study

Program.

If other resources are not available, the Federally insured Health Education

Assistance Loan (HEAL) Program assists health professions stadium/kip

obtaining market-rate loans from non-Federal lenders.

Ugon completing their
trainingi'health professionals uormahly earn enough to

repay their loons vier a period of time. .
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O.S. Dr. Brandt, I would like'you to comment further on the Department's
Tesk,Ferce on Musing Research. Could you give us some ppectftc wimples
of the activities they have been involved in?

Answer: The Task Porte on Nursing Research, a Public Beath Service.
effort, has undertaken severtl activates in order to gain additional
insight from the nuratng community on nursing research. These activities

have included:

o NUnerous contacts with a broad spectrum of nurses involved in the
academic community, hospital quality assurance departments,
pharmaceutical companies and others for the purpose of discussing
nursing research.

o A meeting with the leadership of the Tri Council for Nursing to
discuss reauthoiisation of TitlerVIII of the PHS Act and the Tri
Council's Support for a National Institute of Nursing Research.
The Tri Council represents the kaarican Association of Colleges
of Nursing, the Netional League for Nursing and the American
Nurses Association.

o A meeting io Philadelphia with Dr.
,
Claire Pagin, Dean of the

University of Pennsylvania School of Nursing as well as the
school's principal &um educators and researchers to address
nursing research needs and Meas.

o A telephone consultation with Dr. Ruby Wilson, Dean, Duke
University School of Nursing representing the Virginia/Carolinas
Doctoral Consortium in Nursing. .

o Follcm-up discussions on child health issues and nursing research
with the National Assocfktion of schopl Nurses, Inc., Child
Health Advocacy Council.

A
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It hAS also been reported to us that a task farce on nursing research has been

convened it RIM. Has such * task force been developed and If so could you

report to us on their activities?

As angodjunct to the Publie Heetth Service (P161 Task Force, an RIH Task Force

on Nursing Research was established by the National Institutes of Health (NIH)

Director in March 1984. The examination by this group, of NIH-related nursing

esearch activities, is en essential component of PHS deliberations concerning

nursing research. training. and education.
Chaired by Dr. T. Franklin Williams,

Director of the National Institute on Aging, the RIN task force will look at past,

current. and potential future support of nursing research consistent with

the etH strews. The task force Is currently beinvorganired. and its

initial meeting will be held shortly. A report to the NTH Director, which

will be transmitted to PHS, will be due in six months.

3 S 4
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Senator Mech. Could you describe for the Committee the problems relating

to the nursing student loan proposed regulation changes and what the

Department is doing to correct the problems?

9r. Brandt. The Department is currently develop' e final NSL proper

regulations. Among the issues being analyzed are the 'table rate of

delinquency and the formula by which this delinquency . will be

, calculated. In determining an acceptable level of delinquency, it should be

noted -.at at time of repayment nursing borrower who graduates is comparable

tc other. borrowers who borrow from commerical lending institutions. In

preparation of the final regulations, the Department is *tempting to keep

pressure an the schools to aggressively pursue the collection of their NSL

fundb, and to allow as many schools as possible to continue participating in

the NSL program. Dates for compliance with the performance standard will be

predicated upon the date of publication of the final regulations.

Senator orassle,. J war, st:oc, by your comment to toe Otect to. mu:v

gerid[riC t:".iih:ns is Deeded 14 Yieli of the Inceas;ng Comber oreider;)

AAP...Fr

plegple in the e-untrv. I fa- it attain t: Is. or course, as Chairmen. it t.a.

Subcommittee on Aging of tt. tommittee. Can you tell us a 'attic more about

how the progrAms wr are coosider::F. 'E.63i will b,. used to help &crease- the

number nr heJith practitioners who are familiar with geriatric dimension. o:

medical kr-or:esti

Dr. tfr.r 't: inn most tdrgetrJ support for geriatric training or

professi(h,a!s is being provided under section 788i6! of the PHS Act, wilict, 1,

4 renera: antcorits
for spci;II ihitiatives relating to health protessicos

training ant practice. Four geriaPric education centers weer funde.i by tte

bu-eau or Health Protessions in kl 1463 to provide comprehensive service: to

the trait rotessions educational community within designated geographi4:

?Inas it.nr -vrai period. itiorts.t4 the tour renters irvolv W.4111.111?

and delite,v of 4 wide range of services to health professions duatioi.

programs. ;hes services the preparation of faculty to teat'.

geriatric.: in menicine. osteopathy. dentistry,
pharmacy. nursing, social work.

and other training programs; the provision of technicainassistaree in the

design and conduct of inservice and continuing educati programa for

practieing health professionals, and assistance to health professions schools

in the s.letion, installation, impleMentation and evaluation of appropriate

geriatric course materials and curriculum improvements. All of these

activities will serve to extend a geriatric training focus to a greater number

of health practitioners.

In addition, the bureau of Hralto Pr..lesbians allows and encourages

expenditure of funds under various categorical :raining authorities, including

nursing, family medicine, genera? internal medicine and pediatrics, and area

health education center training authorities, for cyriculum elements related

to geriatrics and gerontology.

,
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Senator Grassley: You mentionea a task force On nursing research. Has
this task force coepleted its work and, if so, is a report available?

Dr. Brandt: The Task Force on Nursing Research, a Public Health - Service
effort, has not issued a report but has unaertalcen several activities in
order to gain additional insight iron the nursing camunity on nursing
research. These activities are ongoing and thusfar have included:

o Numerous contacts with a broad spectrum of nurses involved in the
acadenic canmunity. hospital quality assurance departments,
pharmaceutical Companies and others for the purpose of discussing
nursing research.

A meeting with the leadership of the Tri Council for Nursing to discuss
reauthorization of Title VIII of the PHS Act and the Trt Council's
Support for a National Institute at NurSiny Research. Ttie Tri Ccuncil

represents the American Association of Colleges at Nursing, the
National League for Nursinj and the American Nurses Association.

o A mertim4 in Philadelphia with Dr. Claire Fagin, Dean of the University
of Pennsylvania School of Nursinj as well as the School's principal
nurse'educators and researchers to aradress nursing research needs and
ideas.

o A televtione consultation with Dr. Ruby Wilson, Dean, Duke University
School of Nursing representing the Virginia/Carolinas Doctoral
Cocas atium in Nursinj.

o Following-up discussion on child health issues and nursing research
with the National Association of School Nurses, Inc., Child Health
Advocacy Council.

Senator Crassley. You mentioned that nursing research is currently well
integrated into the NIH structure and that any changes would be disruptive.
Yet I think that the witnesses who follow you on the nursing panel will
maintain that funding for nursing research through the present structure has
sot been very substantial. Can you comment? #;

Ci

Dr. Brandt. Support for nursing research has had to compete with other
priorities on the Nation's health agenda. However, as I pointed out in my
testimony, we are reassessing our budgetary needs in nursing research within
the context of existing Public Health Service resources.
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Senator Grassley. Can you tell us a bitpore about what you have in mind
when you say that non-Federal 'coups should play a central role in health
professions education?

Dr. Brandt. Throughout the Nation's history, the responsibility for
educational programs in the United States has belonged primarily to State,

local, or voluntary groups. The Federal Government has provided support or
taken other initiatives as required to help assure equitable access to
educational opportunities and to address other high priority national peens
that can not be met by non-Federal groups alone. In the case of health
professions education, the Federal role consistently has been one of providMi
assistance or stimulus to non-Federal activities. With recent increases in

overall supply of health professionals, we believe thit non-Federal groups can
costinue to assume major responsibility for seeking solutions to remaining
problems of supply and distribution of adequately trained personnel.
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Jr.*Senst Quayle. Given the cheeses which are occurring in the relative age

of our population and the rather lengthy pipeline for physician training, what

specific plans are is place or would you suggest to insure that we are

prepared to deal adequately with our aged?

Mr. Stands. Requirements for education and training of health

professionals in geriatrics and. gerontology are expected to grow with the

health cosi needs of as expanding elderly population. At the direction of the

House Appropriations
Committee, a Rapist to Congress oa Education and 'halides

in Geriatrics and Gerontology was recently prepared by the Department. I

called upon Dr. T. FranklisiVillisse of the listless' Institute an Aging to

coordinate development of this report which contains a plan of action to

improve and Impend training. in geriatrics and gerontology in FY 1984 and

beyond through activities supported by the Health Resources and Services

Adsinietratios, the Adeisistration oe Aging, the Notional Institute of Mental

Health and the National Institute on Aging. An Ad floc Committee comprised of

representatives of the above agencies and representatives of the-Veterans

Administration, the Department of Defense and the Rational Institutes of

`health was established to guide development of the report. Consents and

advice of experts on education and training and 411 health, sestal health and

social services organisation*
involved in aging were obtained is developing

the plan.

Submitted to Congress on February 28, 1984, the plan outlines five

objectives and related activities that would contribute to the goad of

improving and expanding education and training is geriatrics and gerontology

for health professions. One of these objectives is to oaks available

information of the status and effectiveness of education and training

activities is geriatrics and gerontology. Several such efforts are now

underway, supported by Title VII authorities. The Duress of Health

Professions is conducting surveys to assess the status of geriatric curricula

for several of the health disciplines, including nursing, phereacy and

podiatry. In addition, an evaluation of the effects of grants awarded is

1978-80 to develop and implemeet interdisciplinary
geriatric curricula is

underway. Results of these efforts will provide sons baseline information

regarding the extent and nature of professional preparation in geriatrics and

gerontology at the present time, *ambling wore efficient directiosof training

resources for this purpose is the future.

Another objective outlined in the plan, is to =peed and integrate

geriatrics and gerontology in basic health professional education progress.

Under See. 788(b) of the Public Health Service Act, in October 1983, the

Serest' of Health Professions
awarded 8871,734 to establish four regional

geriatric education centers for thetreinists of matidiscipliaary faulty

(lenledin8 medicines dentistry, 'steles and social work, sloes with ether

diatiplinse such as pharmacy, occupational sod physical therapy and clinical

psychology), the development of geriatric and contionfog oftentimes

materiels, and to eerie as geriatric ties mtioerce centers within their

designated geographic areas. The es t of additional geriatric

education centers would extend the provision of this tielnin8 sad service

beyond the 11 States that will be reached .by the four casters funded in

October.
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Senator Quayle. In several of the health professions loss program
federal funds were used to capitalise revolving loan feeds. airing the past

few years, however, capitallsolen has beep seriously reduced or eliminated

completely. Further, the requirements of Titles VII and VIII do mot currently
allow redistribution ofescess loan foods or funds returned by virtue of

academic preps" terminations. Given that a) pregame fluctuate in tOrms of
student members, b) acedealc programs change, c) inatitlijoss initiate use

programs, and d) the costs of education have increased dramatically, deep6't

it therefore seem necessary to provide some 'school's in these loan mere=

to deal with these changes? If not, the availability of loss funds is this
year is dependent on fund distributions which occurred between 1975 and 1981

sad do not necessarily reflect the current distribution of students and

progress. Do you have solutions to this problem?

Dr. Brandt. The Administration is particularly Concerned about the need
for further capitalization of loan funds of health professions schools that
have relatively high proportions of minerlAy and disadvantaged, students. We

have requested authorization of additional funds to be distributed to schools

with significant enrollments of students free under-represented minority
groups (Black, Hispanic, AmericanIndian and Mainland Puerto Ricans). Of the

$5 million authorized for appropriation in FY 1985, $2.5 million would be
allotted among the 10 'schools having at 'eat 50 percent underrepresented

minority enrollment. The remaining $2..5 million would be allotted to schools

having at least 10 percent underrepresented minority enrollment (estimate:

52).

In addition, to allow moneys that otherwise would be lost to the Health

Professions and Nursing Student Loan progress to be used to augment the loan

resource, of schools having special need for additional funds because of their

newness to the program or other reasons, we favor amendments to provide that

any excess cash or other moneys returned to the Secretary from school loan

funds be allowed to be allotted among participating schools in such manner as
the Secretary determines will best carry out the purposes of the programs. in

fiscal year 1983. approximately $4.7 million was received from school 1
funds (health professions and nursing) as 'excess cash.". Am,additional
million was returned by schools whose loan programs were terminated.
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Semite! Quayle. The Administration' Ares with the emigres. the ggsl of
Inereasieg 'tenuity had dleadventaged 'Midget access to a medical ohm/ties. '

The budget recomeeedatiem of the AdeLaistration, r, provides the

elimplastise of the Moreptimmal Financial geed :whip Program and .

mobstitstes a loam program at lower overall level. Ie there evidence that s
Isms propos tail achieve the goal of the williesl scholarship progren?

Or. Issedt. The espartmeat has carefully reviewed the snout to which the
feeds appropriated for the UN program cover the sleds of minority and
disadveataged students, and has found the the Lilt program does set make the
best use of these fonds, *lace this proven assists only a minimal number of
students es a see-time bests. In glace of the Lilt progras, the Orpertmer.t is
palliest% to allocate as apprealmately *goal omega of bode fedredditiemal a
law - interest health professions students loans for minority sad diesdvestaged

studeaft. This would essimits the use of these feeds by males them available
to a greater member of students is their initial allocation. Also the fsmds
could be reloamed a edditiosal seedy students in future years.

Senator Remedy. It is my understanding that there is some concern

within the Department 'boot as Incressieg default rata projected for the

CAI. lose program. Some people are implanting charging students even

more than the warrant 24 default insurance ribs. Since this proposal

would increase the cost of the NIAL loan to the stagiest.. most of whom

will not be in default, could you soggiest other possible solutions to the

anticipated default problem?

Dr. Or/oat. .Currently the NUL insurance fund is solvent and we

eipect it to mein no through FT 19$5. Legislative proposals have been

dratted to protect the insurance fund's solvency by allowing the

insurance Kenitra paid by students to be increased. In addition,

the Department is reviewing the possibility of changing the method of

relculatine the insurance premium is order to assure long tern solvency.

°meetly the theorems, Preals* is charged for the in- school and grace

period only. the Deportment is considering the possibilitylof charging

an inauseace preisimecovem the life of the Wen. Oar first preference,

however, would be to ream* the loan default rate. Although OVAL

interest rates are somewhat higher that those of the nualth Proloosions

Stagiest loon Program and the
Deportment of education's fterunteed Dtddent

Lase proiram, we believe that most student. are borrowing prudently and

shooldlitable to meet their loan repayment obligations.

39u
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Senator Kennedy. in your testimony you state that samePapecialty warning
shortages have been related to faller& to *moorage sureties personnel at less
advanced levels of training to upgrade their education. however, to the
Admiaistration's budget, funding -for advanced nurse training would be
drastically cut from $13 million in PT 1984 to $1 million in FT 1985 end
feeding for nursing traineeships sad nursing fellowships would be completely
eliaiusted. With such dramatic cuts in funding, bow do you expect nurses to
pursue advanced' training?

Dr. Brandt. The reduction qn support for advanced nurse training reflects
the need to continue to address high priority proems requitement* with
limited resources. Constraints on Federal spending also dictate On need for
eliminating sr..dent support, perticulafly for individuals who can finance
their education through part of full clue employment as registered nurses.

Senator Kennedy. Zr. your to/malmsey you state that recruitment of
individual. from economically disadvantaged and alaocity group backgrounds
continues to lee despite sous advances in taunt years. Furthermore, you
Wait that rising tuition costal...ecospecies opportunities in other fields, and
continuing problems with pre-TriFfessional education can be expected to sustain
the need for special recruitment efforts for disadvantaged students. Howe.,
the Admialstratioe's budget propoial calls for the elimination of the
Exceptional Finencial Need Scholarship program, to be replaced by a loan
program for the disadvantaged student. The new loan program would be funded
at a level that is $600,000 less than the previous Exceptional Financial need
Scholarship program's $5,600,000. Do you believe that this new program at the
lower funding level will nest the needs of the economically disadvantaged and
ninority group students?

Dr. *reads. The Exceptional Flieacial Need Scholarship program has
assisted a relatively.small number of exceptionally needy health professions
students in meeting the costs of the first year of professional training.
'too an appropriation of $5.6 million in FT 1984, an estimated 357 recipients
will receive scholarships averaging 815,655. The proposed $5 million in
additional capital contributions to Health Professions St..ient Loan, together
with the school's approximately $600,000 in required matching dollars, would
provide loans at the current average of $2,000 per borrower to about 2,800
students. Also,these funds would be repaid-to school loan funds and become
available for releasing to future borrowers.

b.
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Senator Kennedy. for the pest three yeare,4the 4deisistration ham
proposed leading loads tor manias sehmeatlea which are significantly below
both the reCommoudatiems Of the Imitate-of Medicine, sad the level
ultimately adapted by the Congress._ to light of such clear evidencathat
fendimeg for these programs should halal' excess of your request, bow do

roe
Y

justify yet another wareasamably low level of $14 million for FT

MOSS

:Sr. Brandt. The Administratioe proposes to refocus Federal health
proteveleas and nursing programs so as to lacrosse educational opportunities -
for the economically disadventased and minorities; to increase the nesbeeof
health cars providers for sedersereed populations; end to support national

priority projects. TD this sad, and within the total resources &limed, we
are supporting nurse training programs that serve the new effort.

Aggregate nurse supply and deemed ere now, and will be for the remainder of
the decade, in reasonable balance. Federal support should be targeted to
areas which ara-sesuable only to Federal laterwation end to aroma in Which

Federal actions can serve as a catalyst to the emon-Federal sector. States,

local 'governments, and private group. should assume primary responsibility for
the broad range of activities related to maintaining a balance between supply
and requiresents for resistered moues.

The Adsinistration's legislative proposals address the IOM reconmendations in

support of advanced nurse training, nurse practitioner trainiag, and tort**
initiatives such 41 teetering collaboration between nursing education and
earplug service, stresgtholing the geriatric content'of nursing education
programs, and preset tog *truest., to recruit minority and nontraditional

students into sorbing.

4
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Senator Kennedy. Dr. Brandt, ,er the past decade, we have seen a

rapid growth in the number of 'amdical school graduates entering
primary care resOenny programs. This has occurred despite the fact

that primary care physioians earn substantially loss thanileb-
specialtista and other non-primary care physicians: Indications are

that, if we maintain existing levels of production, we will have a
sufficient supply of family physicians, general internists, and
pediatricians by 1990. However, the Administration propose, to cut
the funding forgprisery care training by $30 million to a level that

is a little more than Waif of the OT 1e84 levels. Do you think that

the primary care/family medicine residencies will be able to

continue without Federal funding? If so, which non-Federal sources

will support theizeNprograsm?

A. Dr. prandt. Due to Lhe clear micelles of two decades of Federal
financial assistance, a sufficient aggregate supply of primary
care physicians is expected by 1990. To help solve remaining

problems /f specialty and geographic distribution, the
Administration would continue to support family medicine and
general internal medicine and pediatrics training'st a soWewhat

reduced level. Training institutions would be celled upon to

support an increased proportion of their costs from non-Federal

sources.

The extent to which funding may be available for education from

reimbursement for patient care costs will depend on the outcome

of current debates on reimbursement policies. Other principal'

sources of support are State and local governments. Through

ongoing technical assistance to applicants and grantees, Federal

staff continuously stress the need for primary care program' to'-

become institutionalized. Similarly, this concept is emphasized
at pertinent professional meetings and in the review process
when competitive proposals are being evaluated.

I
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Scooter Xessed y. St. Staudt, the Administration's buigsNeresal
for ft 1985 remesta a SOI rodecties is toadies for trail:lag in
preseative sedieine. Is yser antimony, yes state as as of your
major objectives the stroustimulag of training Is haph prometies
and disease proventla. Peemor, Instead of the $2 sillies that are
sothorised by qbe esistillg Title VII and appropriated is 11.1984, the
Schools of thalami OM:apathy, aid Mblic Swagged= hove to
compete for emiy $1 eillia. Srevisilen is critical to this aat3os.

' Is terms of better health for ite claims mud a. bettor malty of
life for Americas, thew, the seed for preventive andicise
residencies is important. Shat is the *stifle:atlas for eating back
this mall but important program? Is'this soother maple of the ,'

mama* that the states will make op-the'differeace or that the
private sector will somehow step is to protect the poblic health?

A. Or. Staudt. The lamisistratios hies oissificest Interest iu
the developet of educatiosel systems seeded to produce
physician manpower required to sustain the Federal initiatives
in health prometies/disame prevestien. Lever. tbespropeoad
Nadia redaction most be Aral in the contest of the
coutisuing used to rostrata Federal ipesding

The grant program is sot specifically desigeed to tiCTOSOO
residat'prodectios through direct funding, but fedi to are*
as cstalyet for growth is the field of health

pronotion/diseas promotion. It is mamma that the increased
strength of the program se a result of Moral support will
place thou in as improved peoltiom to oasis resources secessery

o for continued operation it am *speeded level. 5

The adnimistratiom's taiga proposal for PT 1903 includes a
reqw4st to continue appal at the current level for a greet
program to t.,'s allied health personnel in health promotion and
disease prove:dim. The slue feuded traising centers toms as
allied health occomtless in which practlipare are able to
influence treatanat emigres and patient behavior sad as provide
individual client services through peressal Intervention.

The FY 1985 request also proposes $2,000,000 to support a 141r
proves which meld cemeeetratites Ohertages of specialised
public health required to address high priority

Realzh/Proventteg Stases*: Objectives forlEMIL.' This
eatioeal heal initiatives identified is

sew program would he targeted to improve ceraculdr content, to
develop faculty and to provide more accessible training to the
,current work force in high priority memo each as envireemestal
health, occupational health,-spidealelosy,ontrition sad health
wainistraties.
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Senator Kennedy. Dr. Oramdt, the Administration's budget proposal for FY
1985 reqoests only $2 million for peblic health trainingrthie s $7

million reduction from FY 19011. Since the. of the eche° s of public
Oath work primarily in the public sector to theereas of disease prevention
and health premetioe, and since these gradates the bait resource
peel from which Federal, State, and local health emstranmental agenciel.
draw. their menpoweramedg, her will thejnibMc health programs continue to
produce the necessary public health me*Obwer with a Federal share of their
budgets got to a level that is ti percent of thelY 84 level?

Or. &wet. The stcpeofsfunents of schools of public health in Increasing
graduates from 1,650 in 1971 to 3,150 in 1961 have largely satisfied needs to
increase the total numbers of persons working in public health. .A Federal
stimulus to inereese or even maintain enrollment at higher levels than will.
naturally occur is, with tertian exceptions, no longer necessary. The
exceptions inlode highly-trained individuals specialising in investigation of
possible threats o,Ahs health of the public and individuals well-qualified to
devise appropriate controls for chemicals in the environment. The authority
and funds requested will allow us to direct support to these important
functions.

A.

we
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The CHAIRMAN. Well. thank 'you. Dr. Brandt. I am going to
submit most of my questions in writing. I will just ask yours few
questions, and if we could have the answers back as soon as you
can.

The administration has proposed cuttingand I would also keep
the record open for any and all other Senatters who have any ques-
tions that they would like to ask, in particular Senators Quayle
and Grassley have some questions that they will submit in writing.
Also, Senator Grassley has a statement that he would like inserted
in the record immediately following Senator Kennedy's remarks.

Now, the administration has proposed cutting funding for family
medicine and general internal medicine and pediatric training pro-
grams. However, several studies have pointed out that these pri-

.. marY care residency programs are unable to generate their own
training costs, as long as reimbursement policies favor paying for
diagnostic and surgical procedures.

Nfrw, do you think the Federal Government should continue to
support those programs?

Dr. BRANtrr. I. ink the Federal Government should clearly con-
tinue to support p Mr. Chairman. However, I think it is
impor that the u timate success of these programs is going to

. be wheiwy become completely absorbed into the graduate medi-
cal educatio& financing system that currently ip clearly being

worked upon.
At the present time, if you look at the family medicine and pri-

rnary care training pm: ivms that we we are funding, we are pro-
viding a relatively ana percentage of the total amount of money
that those programs are operating under.

Let me a,k. Dr. Graham if he could add a little bit to what I have
just said.

Dr. GRAHAM. I don't have an exact percentage, Mr. Chairinan,
but what Dr. Brandt is vft-ifyUig is true, that over the last decade,
with` the growth in fay medicineand I would in a similar

although to a lesser extent, general internal meth e, general
the Federal funds that have been provided have been

successful in focusing the attention of the medical profession on
the need to !wee* the number of primary care practitioners
and, indeed, in family medicine, an estimate that I had been work-
ing from, that we could document for the record, is that the Feder
al funds have probably been less than one-tenth of the funds that
have gone to family medicine. The I I rant support
for family resilencies has been in the activities:

Now, again. we see a similar trend in internal medieine and pedi-
atrics, perhaps tog lessertextent.

So what we are discussing today is certainly a continued Federal
Presence and a commitment in fiscal year 1985 and the outyears to
continue support for the primary care residencies" but with the ex-
pectation that the final solution, sure that we have an ap-
propriately balanced. graduate - education system, must
reside with the sorting out of the means of support for all
graduate medical education.

Senator KENNIIIDY. Mr. Chairman, would you just yield on that?
The CHAIRMAN. Sure, go ahead.
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Senator KENNEDY. What indication do rrtu have that the States
are going to pick this up? Most of the States now are heavily

raervery special weds in the areas of primary care are more in
in terms of their financial needs. Many of the States whicht

the most difficult financial situation.
What kind cf indication have you had that they are prepared to

move in and be willin# to accept the cutbacks that have been rep-
resented by the administration'?

Dr. BRAND?. Well, weisre not proposing that State governments
would be '''e only source of funding. But, as you know, it was the
action ,1 iher of States that stimulated, if you will, in large
part, the w ot family medicine educational programs in this
country, parts. ularly those that came into being as part of tile
Zigher educatit ri system.

I think the andamental issue, as I see it, is not so much to get
the State governments to pay for these any more than they pay for
any other aspect of graduate education, but to try to get primary
care to be a part of the total spectrum of graduate medical educa-
tion.

As long as it is outside and as long as weklon't consider it to be
the same as all the others, then the appropriate emphasis is not
going to be put on the program 4nd that is what concerns me
more than anything else.

I think we are going to have :4' .amine the funding of graduate
medical education, to provide a stable base; and we know that a
number of organizations are looking at this issue now. They have
to take into account thp critical importance of primary care and of
education as a part of that, or the whole system will, in my judg-,,
ment, collapse.

Senator KENNEDY. Well, I will come back to this question. I heed
what you are saying, and I believe that is one reason we must be
especially concerned about the reductions in the authorizations.
But I will come back to it in my own time.

The CHAIRMAN. Let me just ask one other question, and .then I
will turn to Senator Kennedy.

Could you describe for us, Dr. Brandt, for the committee, the
problems relating to the nursing student Ryan proposed regulation
changes, and what the Department is really doing to correct these
problems?

Dr BRANDT. Let me ask Dr'Graham, who is much closer to that
than I.

The CHAIRMAN All right.
Dr. GRAHAM. Mr. Chairman, as you are aware, not only in the

area of nursing student loans but in the health professions student
loans, there has been a period of controversy over the last 18
months about the proper ftriee of stewardship on the part of the
institutions in monitoring those loans and making sure that the re-
payments are on a timely basis, not going into default.

e Department has, over the last year, first, with the health
professions student loan proposed a series of regulations
which became final last uhe, which would have put additional re-
quirements on the schools to make sure that they are maintaining
their student loan delinquencies at an acceptable level; in other
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words, the target performance level was that there would be no
greater than a 5- percent delinquency.

The proposed regulations that would apply to nursing student
loans are not yet final; we are still receiving and analyzing com-
ments on them.

We have proposed that the nursing student loan performance cri-
teria would be the same-5-percenedelinquency.

There is and we are aware of a lot of concern within the nursing
community that that level of delinquency is too rigorous for the
nursing schools to meet, that nursing students are different from
the °that health professions students, and that in essence there
should a higher delinquency level tolerated in the nursing
schools.

We are still working with individuals within the Department,
still working with the nursing community, to try to determine
what the appropriate performance level is for nursing and for
health professions.

We will, over the next 6 months, with members of Dr. Brandt's
staff, members of the Secretary's staff, be trying to address all of
the outstanding issues that relate to nursing student loans and
health. professions student loans, so that hopefully bb the early
part of the summer, we will have come to a singly determination of
how we shall continue to administer those programs.

Dr BRANDT. I think, Senator Hatch, that it is important to point
out that the issue of the health professions student loan and nurs-
ing student loan programa, which, as 'you know, has generated a
great deal of congressional attention in the past year or so, is one
that is moving towards resolution.

It is clearly a significant problem when we have high percent-
ages of delinquency in these programs from r e who are gradu-
ates of our health professions schools. These el' cies are espe-
cially distressing to me, since I come from the e emic world.

I think; however, that in the health professions area what we are
seeing is that the schools have in fact exercised diligence and have
begun to respond to this clear need and begun to point out to those*

who are delinquent or in default, that they do have a reePoneibilitY
to their fellow students who are following. m, to get that money
back into the system to be used by the institutions. I think we will

come to grips with this and come up with a resolution that will
permit everyone to meet their responsibilities.

The Ciimarami. I thank you. Senator Kennedy?
Senator Kw/um If I could defer to Senator
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, Senator Pell.
Senator Ps= Mi. Chairman, I have another commitment, and I

would like permission to leave two questions to be answered for the
record, one concerning whether the care residency train-
ing in podiatric medicine could viewpoint of the Adminis-
tration in this regard; and the other concerning providing funds for-
modernization of teaching and research facilities.

And maybe you 'could answer these at length for the record as
soon as "

I thank the Chairman and ranking minority member.
[The questions referred to follow:]
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QUESTIONS SUsainTiat to Da. SHANSI* POE THE RECORD BT SENATOR PELL

1. There ore a number of Federal programs which provide support for post gradu-
ate residency trainir.gg in the health pnifessions. Podiatric medicine is not currently
eligible for such residency training support even though there is a documented need
for additional residency slots in this medical field. Has the administration consid-
ered and would it be amenable to a would extend Federal support

ryfor primary care residency training in medicine?
2. From the bite 1960's to the mid 1 O's, health professional schools were the re-

cipients or, Federal support for construction of teething and research facilities.
Major advances in recent years have rendered many of these facilities technological-
ly insufficietit. Has the administration considered providing funds for modernization
of these teaching and research facilities?

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Kennedy.
Senator KIENNIIDY. Doctor, as you are very much aware, when we

really started the very active Federal involvement in education of
health care professionals, there was really not the kind of focus
and attention in terms of residency programs, in terms of primary
care, which the Nation needed. And then we did a series of hear-
ings to try and find out how we could get a greater focus in the
areas of primary care, and found out that many young people were
initially interested in it, but many of them went into the medical
schoolsand, because of a variety of reasons such as medical
school emphasis on the glamor and attraction of the specialties, in-
debtedness, they build up, and the greater continuing educational
opportunitiesthat they went into the specialties.

We built in these hearing with legislation to try, first, to get
,people into primary care, and, second, to get them in underserved
areas. We tried to do something about their indebtedness, we tried
to beef up the residency programs, and we tried to get health edu-
cation programs in underserved areas so they wouldn't be disad-
vantaged from their other classmates who were going into training
hospitals.

But it was a very elaborate program, because there was a variety
of different things that affected people going into primary care and
into underserved areas. We still have these problems today, even
though there has been a significant increase in the numbers, and
there has been an increase in the number of residencies.

The concern that I have now is that the creative partnership we
have builtand it has been a partnership among the States and
the communities and a variety of different centersis in danger of
destruction. The request that this administration has made serious-
ly undermines these important programs if wi look at the funding
levels for residencies, at support for Public Health Service scholar-
ships, at the program of the administration with regard to indebt-
edness, at their general attitude with to nursing and nurse
training. I am that the adminWrat's program really
adds up to a disman of what I think was a rather involved bal-.
wee that was devel over the period of the seventies.

And the brighter aspect of this is that this involved balance
really worked well, even by your own evaluation, in terms of in-
creasing the numbers of physicians and other health personnel in
primary care and helping to meet some of the we& in under-
served areas.

But my concern is that if we begin the disinantliw, if we accept
the administration's funding levels, we are going to be right back
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to where we were previously, and the impact of this is not going to
be felt in the next 2 or 3 years, but it is going to be felt down the
road, and the people that are going to suffer as a result of not
being able to get primary care physicians are going to be the un-
derserved in our society

Now, I would just be interested in your own comment about the
interrelationshipI've got specific questions, and I will submit
thembut your own kind of sense about the interrelationship be-
tween a lot of these programs, whether it's the primary care resi-
dencies, whether it's the funding program, whether it's the AMC,
or either it's support for public health schools.

How do you think we are going to be able to meet these neZds if
we dismantle what has been a successful and complex partnership
effort. This might save a few millions of clones, but it could have
an enormous impact and will have enormous impact on the quality
of health of people in our society.

If you would give us some general reaction to that
Dr. BRANPr. As you know, Senator Kennedy, I lived through that

whole period, and I think that there is no question that the part-
nership that you have described has been enormously successful.
Certainly the excitement of the late fifties and the early sixties,
the scientific progress that was under way, led to the development
of an increasing number of 'subspecialties to deal with those kinds
of problems And having gone to medical school during that period
of time, I was one of those peopleI went to medical school in
order to practice in Marietta, OK, which is not quite Washington,
DC.

But I, like others, I think, got influenced, caught _up in that kind
of excitement, and I think that it was necessary to begin to re-
evaluate that whole effort, and certainly the programs that
emerged were very good at that, and, in fact, led to the establish-
ment and the re-awAemim of the importance of care, and
the importance of having good solid academicallyp soun , scientifi-
cally based educational in these areas.

WO have come an a way. I am not here to tell you that
the problem is solved, because it is not solved in the sense
of having what I believe that most would agree to be an ade-
quate number.

On the other hand, I think that the issue has to do, if you will,
with maturity of these kinds of rograms. And I think that family
medicine, general: internal general pediatrics are now
wwell enough established in the acadeziiic and educational communi-
ty, and recognized .as necessfry, that it becomes important at some
point in time to bnng them into the total educational mffieu or the
total activity of the fiiWing of graduate medical education.

And our judgment is that this is the right time to begin to do
that

I recognize that everybody is not in agreement with this ap-
proach, and I fully understand their positions. But the goal behind
the approach is to say that this is a problem that cannot any
longer be ignored. When you begin to make plans for developinix a
total graduate medical education program, within your institution
or to solve a State's problem, you must give ample attention and
direction to primary care.
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Otherwise we are still caught in the same kind of spiral that we
have been caught in.

Senator KENNEDY. Well, I hear what you are saying, and I re-
your own personal commitment. I am troubled by the admin-

tion's commitment., however. If you get the reductions in fund-
you are seeking in terms of scholatship assistance, in terms of

support for AHECS, in terms of primary care assist' ance, it just
seems to me that we are in danger of dismantling this commitment
that we have in the primary care function, which has been Bevel-

' oped over the period of the past, in which nursing and nurse train-
ing is an extremely essential and important aspect of it. This is
really unlike many other different programs or fdnctions which we
have in 0.e Armed Services Committee where you have just a par-
ticular .reapons system, and you decide yes or no on that system.

This an interrelationship which has worked and it took a good
deal of time in developing, and the kinds of things you are propos-
ing could simply destroy the whole effort.

And this is something that I find enormously troublesome.
I have specific questions in each of these areas, Mr. Chairman. I

know you want to move the hearing along. I would be interested in
what your current figures are in terms of women in the medical
schools, minorities in medical schools, and finally more of people in
medical.schools.

Do you have those figures now, and can you provide some profile
of those that are going to the medical schools, how that has altered
or changed.

Dr. BRANDT. I think we can obtain reasonably accurate figures as
to incomeI don't happen to have them right in terms of practi-
tioners now in the field--for example, comparing 1970 with 1983
women physicians have gone from about 23,000 or about 8.3 per-
cent of the total in 1970 to around 64,00Q, or 12.9 percent of the
total practicing population in 1983.

In.ronnation on black practitioners we don't have at the present
time, but we can certainly supply that to you.

In 1970, there were about 6,000 black practicing ph nn. or about 2.1 percent
of the total number of practitioners. By 1950, the number of black practitioners had
increased to about 11,700, or 3.3 percent of the total.

Women enrollment in medical schools has risen from 9.6 percent
of the total ip 1970-71 to 30.6 percent, or a tripling in 1983-84.

On the other hand, black medical school enrollment has risen
only from 3.7 percent in 1970-71 to 5.8 percent in 1983-84.

Senator lisimEDY. These are just the figures to 1980, is that cor-
rect?

Dr. BRANDT. The enrollment figures are for the current year,
1983 -84, and we would be happy to

Senator KENNEDY. Would you submit those, because I think our
figures are only up till 1980.

Dr. BRANDT. Yes, sir, we will provide you with the information.
[Information supplied follows:]

38-184.0 - 84 - 26 401
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MEDICAL SCHOC4. EM/OLIMENTS

1970-11 1943-84
_

bite Pond of Weer food

Total . .
40,497 67,327

gm* 2,294 5.7 10,798 16.0

Dock (1.509) (3.11 (092) (5.9)

Wow. ..... 3,894 9.6 20,635 30.6

Senator KENNEDY. Well, I might have some followup questions in
those, because our figures, I think, only go to the 1980 period.

Well, I want to thank you. We will look forward to working with
you, and we know of your own personal and Dr. Graham's personal
commitment on these areas. As I say, I am just very troubled by
the attempt to reduce ding in these areas, and I think if we
accept those we will see a significant dismantling of programs
which are working and functioning and are interrelated in a very
important way to provide primary care, which is essential in terms
of health care in our society.

I am going to also have some detailed questions with regard to
nurse training and the advanced nurse training program and the
reductions in this program, as well as the traineeships and fellow-

Diorwhich would be, as I understand, completely eliminated, am I
t? Nurse and nurse fellowships would be eliminat-

?
Dr. GRAHAM. t is essentially correct. Yes, that is correct, sir.
Senator KENNZDY. Well, I find that extremely difficult to justify,

and I would like to come back to you with some rather specific
questions in that program.

Mr. Chairman, if that is agreeable, if I could have some follow-on
questionsand some of them will be based upon material that is
provided by the administration.

The CHAIRMAN. That will be fine, and we will keep the record
open and permit all Senators on the committee to submit written
questions.Dr.Bruirmr. Yes, we will be happy to respond. I think, Mr. Chair-

man, Senator Kennedi; that from the discussion here I think there
is no particular disagreement over our objectives and priorities.

The CHAIRMAN. I think we are in agreement on that. Thank you.
We appreciate both of you coming cm" again, appreciate having
you before the committee.

So we will excuse both of leu and turn to our second mml.
Our second panel will discuss title VIII of the Ptthlic Health

Service Act, the Nurse Training Act.
The first witness will be. Dr. Rhein de Torn,vay dean of nursing

at the University of Washington, at Seattle. She ;sill speak for the
Tri-Council on Nursing, which represents the American Nurses As-
sociation, the American Association of Colleges of Nursing, and the
National League for Nursing.

And I would like to thank these groups for their efforts in prepa-
ration for this heiring.
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Accompanying Dr. De Tornyay is Dr. Elaine Larson, a Robert
Wood do 'moon Clinical Nurse 'Scholar at the University of Pennsyl-
vania.

From my own home State I am pleased to welcome Dr. Ann
Voda from the University of Utah. Dr. Voda is the director of phys-
iological nursing at the College of Nursing in Salt Lake (Sty, and
we welcome Dr. Voda and the other witnesses here today.

We are going to accept all written statement, into the record, as
though fully delivered, and we would appreciate it if you could
keep your statements down to abaft 5 minutes each so we could
have some time for questions.

Dr. De Tornyay?

STATEMENTS OF RHERA DE TORNYAY, MD., DEAN OF THE
SCHOOL OF NURSING, UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON, SEATTLE,
WA, REPRESENTING THE TRI-COUNCIL ON NURSING, ACCOMPA-
NIED BY ELAINE LARSON, R.N., PH.D., F.A.A.N., .A ROBERT
WOOD JOHNSON CLINICAL NURSE SCHOLAR, UNIVERSITY OF
PENNSYLVANIA, PHILADELPHIA; AND ANN VODA, KN., PH.D.,
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH SCHOOL OF NURSING. SALT LAKE CITY,

UT
Dr. DE TOKNYAY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. We ap-

preciate this opportunity to present nuridng's views on Federal sup-
port fbr nursing education and research.

As you know, in February 1984, the Institute of Medicine of the
National AcademY of Sciences completed a 2-year study on nursing,
including the question of whether Federal should be continued
for nursing education and research. We applaud the report's con-
clusion that registered nurses with graduate educaf!..sas 're a scarce

..national resource, and that continued Federal runding to help in-
crease the supply of nurses with graduate education to fill positions
in nursing education, nussing administration, nursing research,
and as clinical specialists, is warranted.

This recognition of the need for continuing Federal, support made
by. an objective group of representatives from a variety of health-
related disciplines is significant.

The current and the paht several administrations ham attempted
to drastically reduce the level of Federal funding for nursing edu-
cation and research. We are pleased that the Congress has contin-
ued to fund these at a level in excess of the administra-
tion's request, and understood the value of the Federal Govern-
ment's role in nursing.

Mr. Chairman, it is obvious that Federal involvement in nursing
education and research has been a mabx success, and needs to be
continued. Therefore, we. endorse the continuation of the following

currently included in title VIII:
PrtArstt'aradvanced nurse training, which provides institutional sup..
.port to operate and expand programs for the advanced education of
nurses to be teachers, administrators, supervisors, or specialists in
parent-child n gerontology, acute care, comnfunity health,
and medical nursing.

Second, professional traineeships, including the nurse anesthetbit
traineeship programs, which provide Support to registered nurses
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at the graduate level, so that they are able to receive advance
training.

Third, nurse practitioner training, which provides assistance to
irutions to develop and operate programs which train nurse
practitioners in primary health care.

And, fourth, special projects which support programs for continu-
ing education, for increasing educational opportunities for individ-
uals from disadvantaged backgrounds, and for developing methods
to meet the needs of high-risk groups, such as the elderly, children,
and pregnant women. .

These programs have been of great benefit to the Nation's effort
to improve access to and quality of health 'care We believe they
should be continued with reasonable increases in their authoriza-
tion levels.

In addition to maintaining these existing programs, we have pro-
posed the creation of two new programs within title VIII:

First, a demonstration project authority which would provide
grants to schools of nursing and other eritities for projects to estab-
lish nursing education/practice collaborations, to improve access to
nursing services in the community, and to improve geographic and
specialty distribution of nursing manpower.

Second, a fellowship authority which would provide a specific
nursing fellowship program for full-time doctoral students. The
number of part-time doctoral students has increased markedly be-

cause of the paucity of funding for full-time study.
The addition of these programs to the, current law will help

toward developing and promoting cost-effective nursing care. It will
also greatly enhance our ability to produce the qualified nursing
leaders needed.

In our view, title VIII should be funded at approximately the
same level suggested in the IOM study, which would be an appro;
priation of approximately $80 million. Without such a reasonable
funding level, the nation will be unable to expand the number of
nurses with the skills needed for the growing complexity of care in
many health-care. settings. In addition, we strongly support raising
the level of the existing division of nursing to a Bureau of Nursing
within 1411SA, and recommend that funds be authorized for start-
up costs for. such an entity.

Mr. Chairman, the Institute of Medicine study also expressed
strong reservations about the underftuiding of nursing research.
While a substantial share of the health-care dollar is expended on
nursing care, there is a remarkable dearth of research in nursing
practice The IOM report found the Federal Government's research
initiative for nursing to be inadequate. research budget for
fiscal year 1983 exceeded $4 billion, while less than $6 million of
Federal funds went to nursing. This represents less than 54 of 1
percent of the Federal dollars for research.

In reviews the recommendations of the ION for building a
strong base for nursing, we conclude that the best place
for a viable nursing research program would be an Institute of
Nursing within NIH. Such an entity would be a focal point for pro.
moting the growth of quality nursing resemirch, and woujoi provide
an expanded pool of experienced nurse researchers nwr to devel-
op further the knowlege base for nursing practice.
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But it is not only nursing research that has been neglected. The
health research enterprise of the Federal Government is almost ex-
clusively directed toward basic biomedicine, clinical medicine, and
pharmacological research. The behavioral sciences' nursing science,
health promotion and rehabilitation medicine have been largely
passed over

For example,. the Federal research enterprise must be more in
touch with developments and human needs in the field of long-
term care. Without a more balanced research agenda on the part of`,
the national governmental agencies and ,universities, the results
will be tragic for our citizens by the\ end of this decade. A more
substantial research base is required to develop regimens and sys-
tems that can result in quality cost-effective care for the Nation's
aged and chronically ill.

We are pleased that the House of Representatives passed an
amendment, H.R. 2350; creating a National Institute of Nursing.

We are also pleased that the Director of NIH, Dr. James Wyn-
gaarden, has recently stated that he will establish a special task
force regarding nursing research at NIH. Although this is a posi-
tive step. We believe that legislation is still necessary, and we re-
quest that the committee consider supporting the concept of a
Nursing Institute at NIH.

We very much appreciate the opportunity to present our views.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. de Tornyay follows:j
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PUPAE= of DM. MIA OE TOSITAT

Mr. Chairmen, I am Dr. *babe de Tornyay, Dean of the University of

Washingtoe-Seattle, School of Nursing. I an appearing today ou baholg-og

the American Association of Colleges of Nursing, the American Nurses'Aesociation,

and the national League for nursing. 1 appreciate this opportunity to present

nursing's views on federal support for nursing education and research.

In February 1964, the Institute of Medicine of the Motional ACatlemY

of Sciences completed a two-year study on nursing, including the question of

uhetber federal aid should be continued for nursing education and research.

We applaud the report's conclusion that registered nurses with graduate education

are i scarce national resource, and that continued federal funding of nursing

education, particularly to help increase the supply of nurses with sr/dusts

edukstios to fill positions in nursing education, nursing administrating:,

nursing research, and the clinical specialists, is warranted.

With attempts by this and the pier several administrations to dramati-

cally reduce the level of federal funding for nursing education and roses-eh,

the recognition of the need for continuing federal support by an objective

group of representatives from a variety of health related disciplines is

significant. We are pleased that the Congress has continued to fund these

programs at a level in emcees of the Administration's request, and has under-

stood the value of the federal government's role in nursing.

r Mk. Chairmen, it is obvious that federal involvement in nursing

education and reseagch has been am orortobslotos success, and needs to

be continued. Therefore, we endorse the continuation of the following progress

currently included in.TItle

1. Advanced nurse training, which provides institutionil support

to operate sad expand proireme for the a:hanged education of
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nurses to be teachers, admisistrators, impervious's, or specisliste

is parent -child health, gerontolosy,letate cams community health.;

and esdical-surgical morsint; 4

sl
2. Professional trainesibips, including the nurse anasthetiut

traineeshipe program, which provides support to registered swims

at the graduate level, so that they are able to receive advanced

w
training;

3. Purse practitioner training, which provides assistance to institu-

tions to develop and merits prestos' which train nurse practitioners

in primary health care; and

4. Special projects, which supports programs for continuing education.

for increasing educational' opportunities for individuals from

disadvantaged backgrounds, and for developing methods top neat the

nesds of high risk groups such as the elderly. children, and pregnant

10011S2111.

Ikea* programs have been of great benefit to the nation's effort to improve

access to and the quality of health care. Ve believe they should be continued

with reasonable increases in their authorisation levels.

In addition to maintaining thee, existing programs, we have proposed

the creation of two new prograns.within Title VIII. First, a demonstration

project authorityf which would provide grants to schools of nursing and other

entities for projects to establish nursing education/practice collaborations,

to improve access to nursing services in the commin.;ty, and to improve

geographic and specialty distribution of nursing menpowar. Second, a

fellowship authority, which would provide a'specific nursing fellowship program

for full -tiamrdoctoral students, since the somber of port-tire doctoral

v.
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.studests has increased markedly because of jhe paucity of funding for full-
',

time study. An addition of these programs to the current law would greatly

enhance qur ability to produce qualified nursing leaders, and would gain

valuable data regarding the increased use of cost-effective nursing care.

In our vlor. Title VIII should be funded at approximately the same level

suggested in the 1011 study. uhich would be an appropriation of approximately

$80 million. Without. such a reasonable funding level, the nation *sill be

unable to expand the number of nurses with skills commensurate with tho

growing complekity of care in many health aettipgs. In addition, we strongly

support raising the level of the existing Division of Mu ?sing to a bureau of

mlifsPin within DR$A, and recommend that funds be authorised for start-up

costs for such an entity.

Mr. Chairman, the Institute of Medicine study also expressed strong.

reeervations about the underfunding of nursing research. While a substantial

share of the health care dollar to expended on nursing care. there is a

remarkable dearth of research in nursing practice. The IOM report found the

federal government's research initiaCme for nursing inadequate. Niffs

research budget for FY83 exceeded $4 bill,ioa, while less than $6 million

of federal. funds went to nursing. This represent less than one-half of one

percent of federal dollars for research.

kn reviewing the recOamendationm of the ION for building a strong research

base for nursing. we conclude that the only place for a viable nursing research -

program would be an Institute of Nursing within NIH. Such an entity would be

a focal point for promoting the growth of quality 'nursing resealch, and

A

would provide an expanded pool of experienced nurse reseerchers needed to

further develop the knowledge brae for nursing practice.
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It is not only nursling research that has been neglected. The health

research enterprise of the federal government is almost exclusively directed

toward basic biomedicine, clinimil,madicise, and pharmacological research.

Entirefields have been perc hed aside by NIX and the University Monadic

Science establishment. Largely passed over has been the behavioral science,

nursing science, health promotion and rehabilitation medicine.

For exarole, the federal research enterprise is out of touch with

developments and needs in the field of long -term care. Without a more balanced

research agenda on the part of national governmental agencies and universities,

the results could be tragic by the end of this decade. A More substantial

research base is required, to develop regimes and systems that can insult

in quality, coat effective care for the nation's aged and Chronically

NelPing the nation redirect its goals and dollar allocations for health research

Is surely a legitimate reeponsbility of thistommittee.

We are pleased that the Nouse of Representatives paste an amendment to

N.R. 2750 creating a National Institute orPursing. We are also pleased that

Dr. James livneserden, birector of NIS, has recently stated that he will establish

a special task force regarding nursing research at AIM. While this is a

pcinitive step. we believe that legislation may still be necessary, and request

that the Committee seriously consider supporting the concept of a Nursing.

Institute at NIB.

We appreciate this opportunity to prosiest our viola on nursing education

and research. THAI TOW
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The CHAIRMAN. Thayk you, Dr. de Tornyity.
Senator KENNEDY. Mr. Chairman, I am goirg to have to leave. I

just have one question.
The Climactic Whir don't you go ahead?
Senator KENNEDY. The ,administration quotes the study on cer-

thin conclusions, but effectively ignores seme of the most important
conclusiss of the study of other areas particularly in terms of
funding r the continuing of the farming program. ,

I notice you have referenced that, but I just want to tooint out to
the committee that this study that was done by.the Institute made
some very specific recommendations with regards to a variety of
different nurse training programs, and outlines what is absolutely
essential if we are going to continue to have an effective nurse
training function.

The administration fund* requestperhaps the-ither wit-
nesses will refer to itwould effectively destioy exist programs
and ignore some very important new programs.

I would just be interested in your reaction to this, and mabe
other witnesses will comment on it.

I will submit some other questions, but I would be interested in
your reaction.

Dr. DE TORNYAY. Yes, your question is what specific areas wgre
left out?

Senator KENNEDY. Well, the administration cites the study as
saying, basically, Ibok, we have got enough for nurses, we have got
enough training programs, andothen the administration comes back
in and says, therefore we are going to see a dramatic reduction
atom a million to a $14 million request, while the instjtute
study, for example, asked for 80, if we are going to continue
mil training efforts.

That k. something that was kind of left out in the earlier discus-
sion.

And` just would like, if you would, for you to respond to that.
Dr. nx TOENYAY. Yes, well, I think if that were to occur it's going

to cut programs end
in

bring back a critical nursing shortage, particu-
larly n the leadership _area. I think the IOM study pointed out the
factor that there proWbly is less of a shortage in the generalist
area, but in terms of clinical specialists, it is alasolutely critical
that that continue, and certainly in the area of doctoral fellow-.

KENNEDY. I will have some 5rcific questions in those
area, Mr. Chairman.

Th0 CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Kennedy. Dr. Voda, we will
turn to_ you now.

Dr. Vous.- I, too, appreciate the opportunity to presort view
of Federal support for nuriung, and, in addition to the in' uction
that Senator Hatch gave, I am a nurse scientist. I will focus my
comments on two are= One, my experience as a scientist; and
two, my .nion of inipm-tant research that is not being funded.

I -whIM a bachelffli iftrft in nursing the University. of Cali-
fornia, Los Angeles, d the !kate board examination for liven-
sure, practiced lind taught nursing and earned a Ph.D. in animal
physiology at the Uhiversity of Ariaosna at 'Tucson My research
training was in reproductive and metabolic endocrinology.

pop
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I have been working to establish a research program consistent
with my training. My specialty areas are metabolic consequences of
illness and women's reproductive health.

1' am one of a few nurses in the country who have been awarded
a National Institute of Health research grant.

In 1978 a National Institute of t was awarded for 1
year to study menopause. I reapplied to" for money to continue
work on' menopause to test hypotheses generated from the first
grant. A 3-year application was awres, by NIA's Scientific

trirew Committee and ranked at 2.53. The cutoff point for funding
was above my rating, less than 2, and on the advice of ffn NIA pro-
gram officer I transferred the approved grant to the Division of
Nursing.

In September 1980 the grant was funded from the Division of
Nursing for the 3-year period.

In the spring of 1982 I received a letter from Jo Eleanor Elliott,
Director, Division of Nur:sing, Health Resources Administration,
Bureau of Health Professions, advising me that the appropriation
for fiscal year 1982 for research grants was $2.4 million compared
with $5 million for the previous year and that my grant would be
funded at approximately 55 percent of the amount previously rec-
ommended. I was asked to describe how reduced funding would
alter my research plans. This took time away from my research
and I wondered whether I would be able to complete the project.

The entire process was frustrating and demoralizing. I ques-
tioned the value assigned to nursing research or at least research
funded out of 11RA since I knew that NIH had received no budget4
cuts.

I did complete the research. Some data collection and analysis
had to be abandoned. Subsequently the budget was reinstated to 85
percent of the original award, but the uncertainty of knowing how
much money I would have was most undesirable and a nonproduc-
tive use of tax dollars.

Despite the cuts imposed, Mr. Chairman, the citizens have bene-
fitted from my research. As a scientist, I am indebted to the citi-
zens who provide tax dollars to fund research. As a result I have
shared the research findings with both the scientific community
and the citizens who are consumers of research. A publication,
"Menopause, Me and You," is widely used by consumers and care
providers in health promotion.

In my role as teacher and mentor I am able to maximize my
physiology and nursing education by developing and teaching
courses that help students comprehend the biological and behavior-
al correlates of illness and to research questkins consistent
with their experience and tare I teach students how to apply

. up-to-date biomedical and psychosocial research findings in the
practice situation. They learn that no matter what the cause of ill-
ness, treatment is now directed at the cell molecular level. Nurses
are astute consumers of research. On the one hand, tbe3r are ex-
pected to use this knowledge in the practice setting as they work
with ns to carry out a medical treatment plan, one de-

to evoke a healing response in a person with disease, like
cancer. On the other hand, arose delegated tasks are done, the
nurse is not expected to use knowledge to help patients cope with
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the human responses, to illness and/or the treatment. These
human responses, at least in the acute care setting, are the concern
and domain of nursing.

Some examples are: nausea, vomiting and diarrhea associated
with cancer chemotherapy-, pain, fear, anger, anxiety associated
with surgery; or the fatigue, restlessness, confusion, sleep depriva-
tion, incontinence and body alterations associated with mutilating
or transplant surgery.

To put it simply, Mr. Chairman, research on the human re-
sponses to illness have been pu8hed aside because of the overpower-
ing emphasis and quest for knowledge via biomedical research.

At the University of Utah we have a critical mass of nurse scien-
tist/teachers who have been trained in rigorous scientific disci-
plines. We understand research. we also know that there are many
research questions important to human and humane patient care
that are not being addressed. Time allows only one example.

In conference with a graduate student last week, the student
said:

I am very interested in sleep patterns of intensive care patients I believe I am
the patient s advocate and should have a strong voice in saying "This patient has
only rested for 15 minutes since return from norlear medicine, do not disturb, he

needs his sleep." I say this because I or another nurse is at the bedside 24 hours, 7

days a week I need to make sure that night time is a time to sleep and that multi.
pie procedures are not being done without allowing rest periods. Yet the concepts of
"sleep" and "rest" are thrown out the window once a patient is admitted to ICU.

It's time we defend the patient's right to sleep. Yet I have little research to draw

upon and when I raise questions I am not taken seri^fmly.

Kr. Chairman,. I take these questions very seriously, and I hope
that your committee will give consideration to providing a mecha-
nism for a stable funding base for nursing and that moneys be ap-
propriated for nursing similar to amounts provided for the Nation-
al- Institutes of Health. I also hope that you will consider an insti-
tute structure for nursing, where hands-on basic research into
human responses can be carried out

I believe that an institute structure would provide opportunities
for mfiltidisciplinary-prepared nurse scientists to work collabora-
tively with scientists from other disciplines. Collaboration and use
of pluralistic methods of research will address questions related to
human responses and, more importantly, 1 believe will develop a
body of knowledge which will promote quality, humane, and cost -

effective care.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Voda and response to Senator

Grassley's questions follows:)
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MR. CHRIRMM. I AV. DR A%N vODA, FloYESSOR A'47 DIRECTOR OF PHYSIOLOGICAL

NuRSINS. UNIvERSITV-OF uTAs COLLEGE OF NURSING. I AM A NURSE SCIENTIST. I

APPRECIATE THE cAP0R:uNrY TO PRESENT 9Y VIEW OF FEDERAL SUPPORT FOR NURSING.

I WILL FC:15 m, cOmmENTs ON TWO AREAS: ONE MY EXPERIENCE AS A SCIENTIST.

AND No, MY OFINIOtig IMPORTANT RESEARCH THAT IS NOT HIM MIND;

I EARNED A BACHELOR'S Klima IN NURSING AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,

LOS WELES, PASSED THE iTA.7E BOARD EXAMINATION FOR LICENSURE, PRACTICED AND ---

TA0NT iwNs:NG me UAW A PH.D. IN ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY AT THE UNIVERSITY

OF ARIZONA AT TUCSON. MY RESEARCH TRAINING WAS IN REPRODUCTIVE AND NE1140LIC

ENDOCRINOLOGY. I HAVE BEEP. WDRKiNG TO ESTABLISH A RESEARCH PNOARAN CONSISTANT

WITH my TRAINISS. Mf SPECIALTY AREAS ARE METABOLIC CONSEOUENCEOF ILLNESS

AND ,KlitE:iS REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH. I AM ONE OF A FD NURSES IN'THE COUNTRY WHO

HAVE BEEN MARCO AN NATIMAL INSTITUTE OF HEALTH RESEARCH GRANT. DI 107B

AN ATILNAL INSTITUTE OF AGM (NIA) GRANT WAS AWARDED FOR ONE YEAR TO STUDY

MENPADSE. I REAPPLIED TO NIA FOP HONEY TO CONTINL, WORK ON NCNOPAUSE TO

TEST HYPOTHESES GENERATED FROM THE FIRST GRANT. A 3-YEAR GRANT APPLICATION

WAS APPROVED BY NIAtS SCIENTIFIC REVIEW cOHMITTEE,AND RANKED AT 2.53. TOE

CUT-OFF POINT FOR FUNOIN; WAS ABOVE MY RATING, LESS THAN E. AND ON THE ADVICE
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OF A% NIA PROSRAm OFFICER : TRANSFERRED THE APPROVED GRANT TO THE IIIVISIOYI

Of WASIK. IN SPTEMBER 1980 THE GRANT WAS FBRDED PROM THE NMI& FOR

TF :..YEAR PERIOD. IN SPRING OF 1982 I RECEIVED A LETTER FROM JO ELEANOR

ELLIOTT, DEREcTOR, OlviSION OF NURSING, HEALTH RESOURCES ADMINISTRATION,

BUREAU OF HEALTH vivorEssioNS, ADVISING nE THAT THE APPROPRIATION Pik ,ISCAL

YEAR Issi FOR RESEARCH GRANTS WAS S2.4 MILLION COtIPARED WITH SS talLSON FOR

THE PREVIOUS YEAR AND THAT KT GRANT WOULD BE FUNDED AT APPROAIMATELT Ss% Of

THE PTOUNT PREVIOUSLY REP:MENDED. I HAS ASKED TO OMANI HOW Map

fuNDIN4 WOULD ALTER Hi' RESEARCH PLANS. THIS TOOK TIRE AWAY FvOIN Pr RESEARCH

Ann I w7NDEREn wkErpER I MUIR BE ABLE TO COMPLETE THE PROJECT. THE ENTIRE

PROCESS WAS FRUSTRATIO AHD DEMRALIZIN4: I QUESTIONED THE VALUE ASSIGNED

TO HuRSING RESEARCH OR AT LEAST RESEARCH FUNDED OUT OF SRA SINCE I KID THAT

AM HAD RECEIVED 10 BUD ET CUTS. I DID COMPLETE THE RESEARCH. SERE DATA

CULL:CTION MD ANA0115 HAD TO BE *SPOONED. SUBSUME:4TV THE SUBSITWAS

REIWSTATED IC Br, OF THE ORIENAL AWARD OUT THE UNCERTAINTY OF mom HOW

MUCH MV4 Y I WOULD HAVE RA5 ROST UNDEsINAKE AND A NONPRODUCTIVE MI OF TAR

DOLLARS. DESPITE THE INITS IMPOSED, MR. CHAIRMAN, THE CITIZENS HAVE SIBEFITTED

fon my RESEARCH. ASP SCIENTIST I AM INDEBTED TO THE CITIZENS WMO PROVIDE
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TAX LOuARS TO FM, RESEARCH. AS A RESULT I HAVE SHARED THE RESEARCH

FINDINGS WITH BOTH THE SCIENTIFIC COMMIT AND THE CITIZENS 1.140 ARE CON-
N

suktERS OF RESEARCH. A PUBLICATION. MONS!, ME AND 'toy. IS WIDELY USED

Br cONSLPIERS AND CARE PROVIDERS IN HEALTH PROMOTION.

IN MY ROLE AS TEACHER AND MENTGR I AM ABLE TO MAXIMIZE PY PHYSIOLOGY

A', NCRSING 7DAKATIoN BY DEVELOPING MD TEACHING COURSES THAT HELP STUDENTS

carpRiqn: THE BIOLOGICAL MD BEHAVIORAL CORRELATES OF ILLNESS AND TO POSE

RESEARCH MASTIC'S CONSISTENT HEM THEIR ExPErnICE AND TRAINING. I TEACH

STUDENTS HOw TO APPLY ur.TODATE BIOmEOICAL AND PSYCHOSOCIAL RESEARCH FINDINGS

IN THE PRACTICE SITuATION. THEY LEAN* THAT NO MATTER WHAT THE CAUSE or ILL-

NESS. TaFATmENT IS NOw DIRECTED AT THE CELL MOLECULAR LEVEL. NURSES ARE

ASTUTE coNsHHERS OF RESEARCH. ON THE ONE HAND THEY ARE mums TO USE THIS

mowLELVE Ill THE PRACTICE SETTING AS THEY WORK WITH PHYSICIANS TO CARRY OUT

A MEDICAL TREATMENT PLAN. ONE DESIGNED TO EVOKE A HEALING RESPONSE IN A

PERSON WITH DISEASE, LW CANCER. ON THE OTHER NAND, ONCE DELEGATED TASKS

ARE DONE. THE NURSE IS NcT EXPECTED TO USE KNOWLEDGE TO HELP PATIENTS COPE

WITH THE HuHAN RESPONGEG TO ILLNESS AND/OR THE TREATMENT. THESE MOB

RESPORSEs, AT LEAST IN THE ACUTE CARE SETTING. ARE THE CONCERN AND MAIN
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7F NURs164. ExAmPLES ARE: NAUSEA. vDMITTING AND DIAARKA ASSOCIATED

WIT% CANCER camOTHERAPY; PAIN, FEAR. A%ER, ANXIETY ASSOCIATED NTH SURGERY:

OR THE FATIquE, wrsTassnEss. coftrustox. SLEEP DEPRIVATION, INCONTINENCE

AND BODY ALTERATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH FoTILATING OR TRANSPLANT SURGERY. TO

RUT I7-S19PLY, HR. CHAIRmAN. RESEAACk ON THE HUNAN RESPONSES To mass HAVE

BEER PUSHED ASIDE BECAUSE OF THE OVERPOWERING EMPHASIS AND QUEST FOR Km-

LEDGE VIA BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH.

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF UTAH WE HAVE A CRITICAL MASS OF NURSE SCIENT,.*.,

TEA6ERS wHO HIVE KEN TRAINED TN RIGOROUS SCIENTIFIC OISCIPLINES. We

UDERSTAtm RESEARCH: WE ALSO KNOW THAT THERE ARE MANY RESEARCH IIUESTIONS

ImPONTANT ;Q HUMAN AND HUMANE PATIENT CARE THAT ARE NOT BEING ADDRESSED.

TINE ALLOWS ONLY ONE EXAMS. IN CONFERENCE WITH A GRADUATE STUDENT LAST

WEEK, THE STUDENT SAID:

"I AM VERY INTERESTED IN SLEEP PATTERNS OF INTENSIVE CARE

PATIENTS. I BELIEVE I AM THE PATIENT'S ADVOCATE AND SHOULD

HAVE A STRONG VOICE IN SAYING 'THIS PATIENT NAS ONLY NESTED

FOR IS MINUTES SINCE RETURN FROM NUCLEAR MEDICINE.... DO NOT

DISTURB....HE NEEDS HIS SLED.' I SAY THIS BECAUSE I OR ANOTHER

S
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NuNSC IS AT Mt BEDSIDE 24 HOURS, 7 DAYS A fAilt. I WO TO

NAGE SURE TWAT NIGHT TINE IS A TIRE TO sus, AND THAT MULTIPLE

PROCEDURES ARE NOT BEING DONE WITHOUT ALLOWING NEST PERIODS. YET

THE cEecEPTS Of 'KEEP' AND 'REST' ARE THOM OUT THE WINDOW ONCE

A PATIENT IS Aram TO ICU. IT'S ME WE DEFEND THE PATIENT'S

RIGHT TO SLEEP: YET I HAVE LITTLE RESEARCH TO DRAW UPON AND SO

f RAISE QUESTIONS I Am NOT TAKEN SERIOUSLY.'

. I .

NA. Cm41NPON. I HOPE THAT TOWN OMMITTIE WILL GIVI consionnum TO

PROVIDING A mECNANISD FOR A STABLE ?MINA BASE PON NURSING AND THAT HOMES

Al APPROPRIATED FOR NURSING MILAN TO AMOUNTS PROVIDED FOR THE NA11011AL

INSTITUTES OF HEALTH. I ALSO MOPE THAT YOU WILL CONSIDER AN INSTIIVTE

STRUCTURE FOR NOOSING, WWII HANDS ON BASIC RESEARCH INTO WAN RESPONSES

CAN BE CARRIED OUT. I BELIEVE THAT AN INSTITUTE STRUCTURE WOULD ?NOME

OPPORTUNITIES FOR MOLTIDISCIPLINART-PREPAiED NURSE SCIENTISTS TO DORA

COLLASONATTVELY WITH SCIENTISTS FROM M, DISCIPLINES. COLLAIMINATios AND

USE OF PLWASTIc WOODS OF RESEARCH WILL AMALIE QUESTIONS Ramp*

HumAN RESPONSES AND PORE IMPORTANTLY I BELIEVE WILL amp A BODY OF

KNOKEDGE WHICH WILL PROMOTE QUALITY, HUMANE AMP COST- EFF'ECTIV'E CAR.
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RESPONSE TO SENATOR CHARLES E. iliMASSLEY'S 90ESTION. 3114/84

YOU RAVE IDENTIFIED A SUNDER OF NZSDS IN SURSIM EDUCATION. ART
YOU IN A POSITION TO /DENT= MEAT TES HIGHEST pail:err= MOULD
5E FOR SUPPORT OF NURSING EDUCATION?

I believe that Dr. Detornay has addressed the answer to the

question in her testimony. Consistent, with Of testimony, I am

convinced that with an increase in suwort for graduate education

in nursing - to support the training of researchers, administrators,

and educators - we will be able to provide answers to the question

"how cost-effective is nursing?*

Professor/Director
Physiological nursing

ANN' sq
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Dr. Voda. Let me just ask you this
questWn, as a nurse educator and researcher: What do.you recom-
mend as the most effective way for the Federal Government to en-

anursing
research?

Dr. Vona. To encourage nursing research?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. Or to encourage nurses to get into research.
Dr. Vona. To go into research.
The CHAIRMAN. Sure.
Dr. Vona. Well, I believe one of the most effective ways is to

have more people like myselfand we do have a critical mass of
nurse researchers now in the country. I believe 4,000 is the figure.
And I believe in my role as teacher and mentor for graduate stu-
dents at the University of Utah where I work, and at the Upiversi-
ty of Ariiona, another school with a fine doctoral prognun where I
have--as I work with graduate studentsthis I have pro-
vided for you is but one of many that I could you with.
These studedts are askmg the critical questions, the students have
very fine minds; but we have no place to go, because there are ob-
structions to our trying to rawr what we think are the nursing
research problem&

So the first thing I think we need to do is to think about ways
that we can remove some of these obstructions to research. And I
am not saying that money is the primary one, but if we think
about the obstructions, money is certainly one of the most impor-
tant.

I think we have the role models and we have the critical mass of
nurse researchers and we have the students who are wanting to go
on and learn how to be scientists. ,

The CHAIRMAN. Well, our bill will contain a Center for Nursing
Research, which we hope we can fluid at a reasonable starting
level. And that may be helpful to wu.
iffeueYeainhatolayindts WahetiViththcrreeindustryecti.venewlAnd

coulis dai'lly°oul7).irthno.por"venureustsome indicatim what are some of the specific
in research that really would save consumer th care dollars?

Dr. VODA. Well, Mr. Chairman, I believe someone else, might be
able to answer that with more specific data, but I would like to say
that if nursing had the opportunity to do the. or the ques-
tions that are being raisid by nurses in the clinical area we would
have cost-effectiveness data. However, there are* obstructions to
doing research in many ways so that we are not able to provide
that data in the acute care situation.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Larson .

Dr. LARSON. Mr. *6=1 I would like to give you some exam-
Ow of research that is te ...Wm As a member of a caring pro-
fessionand I hope we continue to be considered a caring
sloe --I am am glad to see you have your teddy bear there, I hops that
he's therapeutic

The CHAIRMAN. For those of you who don't\ ;understand why I
my teddy bear with me, this is a T-Bear, which is a new

Wm put out, to try and get in children's caw" to have
have these bears to nnuind' their doctors; their nurses,

their medical care people, to wash their hands before they handle'
these children.
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Dr. LARSON. That's wonderfid.
Dr. VODA. Very good.
The Ca.tiammt And by having this the child will be able to

stand up for his or her rights, and say I - you have washed
your hands before you care for meand, by - way, this was de-

, veloped by num&
Dr. LARSON. That's wondertW.
The CHAIRMAN. This one has a heartEd Brandt said in my case

it ought to be over the right breastbut it's got a heart with an
"Ornn" on it I thought it was pretty nice.

Go ahead, I'm sorry to interrupt you.
Dr. LAnsoN. That's fine, it's actually quite a ..ogytait mas-

ter's is in microbiologl, my doctorate. is in .11 1 -II 1 actu-
ally I have spent the lmt 7 years research on hand-washing,
and it's an excellent example of veness. I will give you a
few more, but I will 'list tell you a little bit about what we are
doing with hand-was,hmg.

Despite the feet that for over -a hundred years we have known
that hands of hospital personnel *do spread infection, we recen
did a study in which we found on the hands of hospital
on one fourth of hands, people carried the organisms that are caw-

Int)lesioglital
infections, both hospital personnel and patients.

to that fact, we also found that less than half of
and nurses,nurses, after contacting an infected patient; are their
hands.

Now, we have worked as nurses on a very different aspect of re-
search, and that is how does one increase compliance with behavior

and it's fine to have knowledge about somethingbut our
as nurses is that finding new knowledge ik..-TAn't end your re-

sponsibility as a researcher and as a health care p.m.
A hundred years have ;gone by, M.M.wa still does not

occur and why is there this discrepancy?
So we have worked for the past several years on some interven-D

tions to change people's behavior regarding hand-wasbing. And we
have . been very suconsful. in increasing comp,liance of physicians
and nurses with two specific techniques that we are using.. that I
don't need to go into. We have many examples in our written testi-
mony about cast - effective research in nursing, and I don't need to
talk about all of them, but I will pat mention a few.

In addition to our hand-war:wig research, which I believe can
save us millions, of dollars a year, we have 2 million nosocomial;
that is, hospital-acquired infection year in thhi 41 "4 . Over
80 percent of infection control 'in the U States
are nurses, and there have been some very nice studies in the past
few years that have demonstrated the ability of such practitioners
to &crease nosoconial infections. currently we are spending WI-
lion a year on infections that are incurred by patients in the
tat; many of those could be . . if we can charge people's
havior in terms of hand

Now, if we can change " 'a behavior, we are in Wood shape
for anything, that's true, regardless of what is.

The CHAIRMAN. But we need to have the to do it, too.
Dr. LARsos. I think we are making some inroads

1
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the proposed appropriations for the Division-of Nursing for all of
nursing research nest year is $2,million.

And when you think about the increased ability to diagnose
problems, which we will get with the cyclotron, and compare that
with our ability to improve the quality of life and to deal with pre-
ventive aspects of care and to look at chronic illness, I think that
there is somewhat of an inequity there. .

The CHAIRMAN. You have convinced me: You have made a very
good imesentation.

Dr. de Tornykr,,iet me ask you one question. You stated 'that the
Tri-Council would stimat creating a Bureau of Nursing within the
Health Resources aM Services Mministration.

Dr. DE TiDRNTAY. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you also support a Center for Nursing Re-

search with in.that Bureau?
Dr. DR Torriyay. There would.be some concerns, and these are

the masons. We believe that there are two criteria that really need
to be followed for an institute for nursing, are that there be high

for nursing research, and also that nursing research be
placed in the mainstream of research.

And for that reason we believe the mil would be the appropri-
ate place for such a center or institute.

nW CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Dr. LARSON. Senator Hitch, I would like to respond to that, if I

CHAIRMAN. Yes.
. Winona. I just spent the last month looking through the Con-

gressional Records and doing some research in preparation for this
on how the previous institutes were started. And I would just like
to gay that in every case the same *actions have been raised by
the one needs to do because it is partsamejotroups of which
of one's in certain and it is part of our job, as the special
interest group to t the other side of it--and what I would
like to say is that y it has "." thnt when an insti-
tute has come into being, research has in that area.

And there is just no way to get around that fact.
And, when I look lit the kinds of research that we are doing in

nursing, that I don't bee an other group e4dressing' problemsit's
not that nurses are dui only ones who can do the rmmrcig it is
that we are the only ones who are doing it. Then I think it

The CHAIRMAN."47 thank you, Dr.. Larson. I am going toputs things into a

submit the rest of our questions in writing and 4- the record
for other Senators to do the same. Awl we 46 the help
you have been to this committee on this

And t ink you so much for being hese.
Dr. DX AT. Thank jou very much.

, The Cuanmiaw. We win now turn to our third l am
to welcome a , crailiongf vritnetses to testi-

Amdstance Act.
'1A.TddregaMItthewilleess will be Dr. David Satcher, who is President

of Mr= Medical College, representing the Association of Minor-
,

Professions Schools and the American Academy of
Physician&

I
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Het will be followed by Dr. Alan Nelson, a good friend of mine,
who is a , physician in Salt Lake City, UT, and- he is here

the , , Medical Association.
And, , I y, I am pleased to welcome Mr. Charles Terrell, who is

the assistant dean for student affairs at Boston. University. School
of Medicine.

So we will begin with Dr. Botcher.
DOItor, have a terrible problem: I have to be on the floor at

quarter to 12.
And so what I am going to do is I am going to etert this Panel. I

may have to have Dr. Stindnill on my stair finish up the panel,
because it is important thatt vr.eha,rwiall the tiezyn.tum into the
record that you people have

I just " you won't be ,, = " that I have to be over there.
ire are to at IseeLresolve some problems that may help you
in the profy having school prayer, voluntary school
PraYer,

And, untorsimately, I have got to be there.
So we will start with you and I just hope you won't be.oirended.
Dr. Stitcher?

STATEMENTS OF DAVID MATCHER, PH.D., PRESIDENT OF
BARRY MEDICAL COLLEGE, N TN, RIVRESENT-
ING THE ASSOCIATION OF MINORITY HEALTH PROFESSIONS
SCHOOLS AND THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF FAMILY PUTS&
Cl4N1* ALAN R. NELSON. M.D., TRUSTEE OF THE AMERICAN
MEDICAL ASSOCIATION, INTERNIST IN PRIVATE PRACTICE,
SALT LAKE CITY, trn AND CHARLES TERRELL, ASSISTANT
DEAN FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS OF BOSTON UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, BOSTON, MA, REPRESENTING 1r AS-
SOCIATION OF AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGES --

Dr. SATCHU. Thank you, Chairman Hatch and other members of
the committee. It is a pleasure for me to present to this committee
on behalf of the Association of Minor* Health Professions
Schools. I am joined here
of the School of Veterinary

It is also a pleasure to
of Family Physicists, of

We this
of the

Act.
The member institutions of the association Ands the More-

home School of lieleinet the Institute &hold of Work
nar3r Medicine, the Xavier U % School of PharmacT, the .
Florida A&M Univenft. College of - , Tease Southern ,.

Unkarft School of Chtuies R. ) . Postgratkate
Medical Sdi, and the blehsniMedical and Dental Caws.

All of these hutitntions have a vital interest in the programs au-
thorised thk act.

The 4. institutkes represented by our association have grad-
uated 48 percent of the Nation's black and dentists, 50

cc&el tba Nation's Mack and 90 percent of the
black veterinarkuss.

.1.1 .1i
on

Dr. Walter who is dean
at Tuskegee.

behalf of the American Academy
a member.

to present our views
Personnel and Manpower
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Many programs contained in this act profoundly affect the edu-
cational missions and success of our institutions, and our collective
and individual goals to increase the number of black and other mi-
nority health professionals in the Nation.

The institutions represented by *e association, as well as our
students, rely heavily upon this Federal -support.

Please allow me, Mr. Chairman, to thank you and your dedicated
staff for the interest and commitment you have displayed to us re-
cently regarding minorities in the 'health professions.

The President's budget proposals for fiscal year 1985 request
Congress to eliminate andkr make significant cuts in health pro-
fessions programs vital to the survival and maintenance of the
progress being made by minority institutions and minority stu-
dents. In fact, the President's budget for health professions for
fiscal year 1985 proposes cuts of $85-million from the current fiscal
year 1984 program levels.

Of these cuts, several reach deep into the financial base that is
necessary for many minority students to continue their education.
Funds for health professions student loans, exceptional financial
need scholarships, and National Health Service Corps scholarships
that many exceptional financial need recipients receive to continue
medical education, have been proposed for eliniination.

The Association of Minority Health Professions Schools does not
believe this adequately reflects, by any means, the administration's
current stated commitment to accelerate efforts to strengthen mi-
norities in the health professions.

I would also like to add that the American Academy of Family
Physicians looks upon the President's budget propos& for family
medicine units and residency programs under this act as being far
short of the necessary amounts to continue a reasonable level of
support.

On June 16, 1983, at a press conference in the U.S. Capitol, a
comprehensive study was announced, which hd been funded by
the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, entitlell "Blacks in the
Health Professions in the 1980's: A National Crisis and a Time for
Action."

Senator Hatch, we appreciate the fact that you supported the re-
lease of this study and getting this information to the public.

This study documents the severe shortage of black physicians,
dentists, veterinarians, and pharmacists in the United States. I am
pleased to submit a copy of this study to the committee, which con-
tains abundant data to support the conclusions cited.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, we will place a copy of that
study in the record at this point.

[The following was received for the record:]
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The founding of the Umiteditates mere than 200 years ago

was based on the principle of equal opportunity ender the law for

all citizens.

However, for black Americans sad other ethnic minorities,

shift ideal has often been attained only after protracted and intense

efforts.

In the health professions in the United States, the ratio

of Heck physicians, dentists, veterinarians and pharmecists to

the black population has never been equal to the percentage of these

health professionals in the white population.

This is the legacy of decades of segregation and discriedna-

ties which, until the late 1960s. resulted in unequal educational

opportunity, including a relative lack of access to a health professions

education for black Americans: it

Thus historically. there has been. and continues to be. a

severe shortage of black health professionals in the United States. Ae

a population group, blacks have mere illness slid a significantly shorter

life expectancy terns do unites in the United States.

Black health professionals should - and do - provide health

care to blacks, whites and other groups, as de white Prataskimals,

and this is as it should be in our increasingly integrated society.

Ntwever, there should be ample numbers of black health professionals

so that there can he the opportunity for true freedom of choice of

health professional by the consumer of health services. Similarly,

Inman, urban ghettoes and rural areas with a high percentage of
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black residents. our nation's history has demenrtreted that there

is a greater likelihood that a health prefessimml establishing a

prectice in such an area will be block.

As a nation, we need teretilize the most talented individuals

available for the demeadieg health professions in an effort to improve

. the health status of our citizens and to improve our nation's system of

health care. For blacks, who are aware of the fact that, compered with

. whites. their lives are shorter. their pregnant mothers and their infants

die more frequently, and they have a greater burden of.illness and

disability: the statement that the United States has the best system of

4 medical care in the :mid has a hollow ring.

Based upon the findings reported in 1480 by the Graduate
/A

Medical Education National Advisory Commidttee (GRENAC), there is an

increasing belief that,by 1990, the United States may We a surplus

of health professionals. However, in its report. OIENAC observed that

there was a shortage of black and other minority health professionals.

and that "care should be taken to assure that programs designed to

iis

increase the number of minority health professi is are not thwarted."
i

during(the implementation of recommended redact in training capacity

of medical education programs. As shown in this study, there continue

to be severe shortages of black physicians, dentists. pharmacists and

wr veterinarians in the United States, and presenertrends presage greater

shortages of minority health pnofessidisals in the United States through

the year 2000. and beyond. Along with other factors, these shortages

contribute to the appalling health statistics and the shortened life

expiclanci of the black population in the United States.

38-784 0 84 28

F
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A number of issues are raised iy these findings a do some

policy options are proposed for consideratioe eed implementation by

.Albablic and private agencies concerned with the health of the

American population.

We are grateful to the Robert Weed Johnson Foundation for

suPPOrtieN1 this study with a grant to the Morehoeme Wool of Medicine.

The stir* was carried out with the cooperation and participation of

the Association of Minority Health Professions Schools. Minim of

the Association include the Morehouse School of Medicine, the Meharry

Schools of Medicine and Dentistry, the Tuslogee institute School of

Veterinary Medicine. the Florida A and N University College of Pharmacy,

the Texas Southern University School of Medicine, the Xavier University

of Louisiana School of Pharmacy, end tie Charles R. Drew Medical School.

I em grateful to the Presidents and Deans of these institu-

tions and their colleftgees for faeir cooperation and support to the

collection and analysis of the data, and their review and criticism of

the study.

Finally, I wish to express and gratitude to Ms. Ruth Minn

for her untiring efforts and varied activities in carrying out this

very important study. which would serve as a guide to those in health

professions planning. policy end OdialtiON.

Lewis V. Sullivan. M.D.
Presides! and Del'
The Mere leouse,Scheel of Medicine

President
The Association of Minority Health

Professions Schools
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Executive Winery

The Robert Wood Johnson foundation provided funds to the Morehouse School-
Of Medicine to conduct a study of the treads to black filth professional

manpowe educai lack health profesionals and
Pmfes sainn el

role
rminhoritthoos of

n
bedcating

black heaslth arofestionals

ecitRe

Vatted States.

Background

Historic Overview

o Owing the early 1960s, two major social policy directions converged:
"health care as a basic right for all Aoericans" and the Civil Mans

movement.

o A series of federal oarroogg in affirmative action. civil rights, and

in health care was dove oped in the 1960e and early 1970s. to improve
access to care for a11, to improve access to care for minorities, and

to expand the supply of health mestamer. including minority health

manpower. These programs reached their renith in the mid-seventies.

Since 1981, the philosophy of less federal intervention in social

programs and civil rights has emerged. Redactions in federal support

have placed increasing financial strains on higher education institu-

tions sad students. particularly those students from low and lower-

middle income fadilfes. These factors. combined with the slowing of
enrollment of minority studasts--earticularly blacks - -in health pro-

fessions schools, telich began in the mid - seventies, presage further

erosion of the Minority manpower gains mode during the sixties and

seventies.

The gains, Wave- never approached the goals of_parity with whites,

in me ratios of winner topopulatioo nor in eerollerent.

o Until the late 1960s and early 1970s. the vast majority of black health

Professionals were educated at Predominantly black health profession

schools. As the comber of majority schools and student enrollment in-

creased, there was a shift in the properties of black students enrolled

In majority and minority schools. In medicine the properties of blacks

graduating from minority schools Beclind from ant -half of the graduates

to less than age- quarter. In pherany dentistry and veterinary medicine.

the change was less striking.

o to the lest several years. there has been an increase again in the

proportion of blacks attendin the minority medical schools.

o It is clear from the data in this study, that the minrity health
professions schools play a critical role te the education of black

health professionals.
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Health Statue of the Minority Population

Concerns abouttkalth manpower and minority health amomower are based

on the relationships between access to care and health status and the

influence of health care on health status - death, disability and Ill-

mess, the non -White population constitutes almost bee -third of the

population in health amnpower shortaoe areas, in contrast to non-

shortage areas where non-whites comprise 15 percent of the population.

In urban shortage areas non-whites constitute 47 percent of the ponule-

tion.

o Urban blacks are more likely than urban whites to be without a renter

source of care, and blatks travel for a longer time to get care. Out-

patient departments and emergency rooms are a more frequent source of

care for blacks than for whites.

o Since the advent of Medicare, Medicaid, and the social programs of,the

1960s, there has been considerable improvement in the health status of

the population-at-large and the health status of blacks. However,

there are still striking differences between whites and blacks for a

number of key health status indicators:

Life expectancy for non-whites is approximately five years shorter

than for whites.

tow birthweight infants and very low birthweight infants are more

numerous among blacks than whites. with infant mortality for blacks

almost double that of whites.

Blacks have a higher incidence of, and higher death rates from,

hypertension, strokes, and certain types of cancer.

The disparity between black and white utilization of dental care is

even greater than the racial disparity in the use of medical care.

Trends in Health Manpower and
Black Tiesita Manpower

o The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services has projected the

proportion of black health professionals to population needed to

achieve parity with total health professionals to.population for the

year ?DM. In medicine, dentistry, and Phermacy, the projections show

a substantial deviation from the goal.

In medicine the black physician'to black population ratio would be

less than one-half the physician to population ratio for whites.

In dentistry the black ratios will be less tiuml half the white

ratios.

In pharmacy the black ratios will be less than 60 percent of the

white ratios.
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- Similar data are not available in veterinary medicine but black

veterinarians constitute only 1.6 percent of total veterinarian

-manpower.

A number of factors are affecting all health professional institutions

which can substantially change the Department of Health and Human

Services projections. These are:

Decline in the total applicant pool in most health professional

fields, yet a slight increase in minority applicants in medicine.

In dentistry the most recent data show an increase in block appli-

cants after a decline between 1977 and 1979.

Decline in the college-age population, but a continuing increase

'n the proportion of blacks attending college. (This increase may

be :bating. Data are not available on the trends in two-year and

four -year colleges.)

Reductions in federal financial aid programs for undergraduate and

graduate students; blacks, many of mhom come from lower income

families. are heavily dependent on student aid.

Perceptions of surpluses of manpower in certain health professional

fields and related efforts to reduce class site and total enrollment.

Slowed growth in federal- and state funding for health protestions

schools.

Retrenchment in federal affirmative Baron prqgrams and insufficient

commitment to increased black enrollment by a Majority of predominantly

white institutions.

Students and Faculty

Beginning in the mid-sixties, there were large increases in student

enrollment in medicine, dentistry, pharmacy, and veterinary medicine.

Black medical students increased substantially as a proportion of total

medical students; lesser loins were made in the other health professions.

o The percentage increases in black enrollment peaked in medicine and

dentistry in the mid-seventies and then declined. Recently that., has

been a slight increase but not to the levels of the peak years.

In pharmacy, baccalaureate enrollment has continued to rise but the

maker and percent of graduates peaked in 1978-79. In veterinary medi-

cine black enrollment remained at the same percent., of total enrollment

between the mid-seventies and the present.

Of the 127 medical schools in the United States, the four minority

medical schools (Meharry Medical School, Howard University, Morehouse

School of Medicine and the Charles Drew Medical School) educate

almost one-quarter of the black physicians.

S
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Meharry and Howard Dental Schools educate almost 38 percent of the

black dentists. There are 58 dental schools in the U.S.

the four minority pharmacy schools (Florida A i M, Byword University,
Texts Southern and Xavier University) educate more than 45 percent

of the black pharmacists. There are 71 pharmacy schools in the U.S.

Tuskegee Inrigte educates three - quarters of the black veterinarians.
there are 2 owls of veterinary medicine in the U.S.

o The success of majority schools in increasing black enrollment varies

widely. Some institutions have achieved notable progress and others,
particularly some state universities In areas with large black popula-
tions, have tack acceptance rates and enrollments significantly below

the nation average.

o There is a substantial underrepresentation of blacks as faculty members

at health professions schools in all fields. In medical schools, there

have been modest increases in the percentage of black faculty and a
shift of black faculty between minority and majority schools, with an
increasing proportion teaching in mejority schools. In dental schools

the proportion of black faculty is higher than in medicine. In pharmacy.

black faculty constitutes three percent Of total faculty, and in
veterinary medicine the proportion is very small.

Student Financing

o Several charicteristics of black health professions students distinguish

them from white students in terms of student financing.

Black students come from lower income families than whites with a
disproportionate number coming from families with incomes under

$20,000 per year.

Black students tend to be older than white students an often have

families of their own.

Black health professions students have a higher probability than
whites of entering health professions schools with debts already
accrued from their undergraduate education.

o Current federal student aid policies are making it more difficult for

minority students to enter and continue health professions education.
Black students graduate with an average education debt higher than

whites. Average educational debt is rising.

o There has been a five-fold increase in the number of students obtaining

Health Education Assistance Loons (HEAL) with interest rates exceeding

13 percent. Guaranteed Student Loans (GSL) at lower interest rates are
limited to $5,000 per year, substantially below the revel needed to

finance health professions education.
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o 'Inert has been a substantial decrease in the availability of National
Health Service Corps Scholarships. National Direct Student Loans and
Exceptional Financial Need Scholarships have also declined.

Rising tuition and the concomitant increased need for financial
assistance are particularly acute problems for minority students.
The reduction in scholarships and the growing reliance on HEAL loans
wit'. market rate interest will become increasing impediments to main-
taining or expanding black participation in health professions education,
partic.ilar', for low-income students.

Minority Educational institutions 10 710....FAP4POP11

o lven with the expansion of black student enrollment in majority schools
during the sixties and seventies, the minority health professions schools
:till educate tnree-guirters of the black veterinarians. almost one-half
of the Hack pharmacists, more than one-ihird of the black dentists, and
one - quarter of the black physicians.

The financing of the minority schools differs significantly from
most majority schools. Except for Howard University (a federally
funded institution) most of the minority schools have histories of
financial fragility.

Because tneir missions have been to educate black professionals and
because tneir student bodies generally come from low-income families,
private endowments iave never been a major source of funding.

Except for some unique arrangements with a few states, the private
minority scnools have not received regular state appropriations.

Because of their orientation toward the education mission. they have
not received significant biomedical research grants. which serve as
a major financial resource fur many majority schools. None of the
cinorty schools in the study is a major research institution.

Finally because of their location in low-income areas and their
limited access to clinical facilities, the ability of the minority
schools to generate income from patient care services is more limited
than most majority institutions. Patient care revenues have been the
most rapidly increasing source of support for majority schoolS.

ilinority schools Are less likely than majority schools to have
affiliations with large Veterans Administration and county hospitals.
These affiliations provide substantial clinical faculty support for
majority schools.

The private minority health professions schools remain financially
vulnerable and as federal and state support shrinks, thOr
vulnerability will increase,
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Problems

Enrollment and Retention of Students

The literature cites a number of barriers to increased enrollment, retention
and graduation of block health professionals.

o Acceptance to application rates for blacks have fallen while they have
risen for whites, These rates vary widely among institutions.

o Admissions criteria clearly influence acceptance rates. Some schools
heavily weight the health professions admissions tests and grade point
averages while others use additional criteria such as clinical interest.
Blacks tend to score lower on standardized admissions examinations.
The reasons for this have long been debated by sociologists, anthro-
pologists and policy analysts. There is evidence that these tests at
best are predictive of success in the basic science curriculum. They

are not predictive of success in clinical curriculum or practice.

o There is evidence that many minority students are poorly prepared in
the sciences in high schools and colleges and do not receive appropriate
counselling for health professions careers.

Lack of role models is also frequently cited as a barrier to increasing
black health professions students.

o Socioeconomic factors clearly influence the ability of students to
attend college and professional schools. Changes in studeet financing
with a shift from scholarships to loans, and an economic recession will
increase the difficulty of black students in financing the long health
professions education process.

o The Bakke decision is often cited as a stimulus to relax affirmative
action efforts. There has been a significant retrenchment in support
of affirmative action goals and programs.

o The minority health education institutions which educate a significant
proportion of minority health professionals are facing increased
financial difficulty for several reasons:

Lack of biomedical research support and potential reduction in
federal support of biomedical research.

Lack of the scope and diversity of clinical facilities for support
of clinical faculty combined with location of the clinical facilities
in law income areas.

Limit on ability to increase tuition levels because of the large
proportion of low income students attending minority schools.

Potential reductions in state supcort as state revenues decline.

Reduction in federal support for health professions educational
institutions.
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Issues and Options

The report raises a series of issues and options regarding an increase
in black health manpower in an era of manpower surplus, the reasons the
9001, of increased black health manpower were not achieved, the need for

minority schools, the need for a federal role, and options for policy

makers to consider:

o While there may be an emerging surplus of health manpower in many
fields. there is no surplus of black health manpower, and wide dis-
parities will continue between the ratio of black manpower to black

Population and white manpower to white population. Reny health manpower

shortage areas and underserved areas have large black populations.
Health status measures for blacks are worse than for whites.

o Since the federal government bears much of the cost of health care, it

must be concerned about access to care and health status, since im-

proved health status should translate into Tower health and social ex-

penditures.

o An increase in the proportion of black health professionals is dependent

on a number of factors: -

Commitment of majority health professions education institutions.

Admissions and retention policies of majority institutions.

Improved 'sigh school and college science training for black students.

Affordable student financing.

o The data show that only a very small proportion of majority health pro-

fessions schools is responsible for increases in black student enroll-

ment. Strategies to broaden this base include:

Strong commitment by governors, state legislators and state higher

education boards to ensure that state universities implement
Policies to.increase black enrollment.

Increased scholarships and low interest loans to black students.

A more aggressive federal policy of enforcement of civil rights

and affirmative action programs.

Training of more minority faculty and minority faculty development.
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o In all fielas minority schools play a critical role in the maintenance
of total minority enrollment. Any cutbacks in enrollment in minority
health professions schools will reduce total black enrollment and
black health professions manpower.

o The minority schools are more financially vulnerable than the maturity
schools. To strengthen these schools financially some policy options
could be undertaken to:

Provide funds for approved biomedical and health services research
grant applicationS designed to address significant health problems
of minority population groups, utilizing the unique strengths and
perspectives of minority health professions schools.

Provide funds for health manpower project grants designed to
increase the capacity of minority and majority health professions
schools to identify, recruit, educate and train more minority
health professionals.

Increase recruitment of minority students by the Armed Services and
the proportion of Armed Services scholarships going to minority
students.

Promote affiliations between hospitals supported by governmental
agencies (federal, state, county and city) and minority health
professions schools in their geographic area.

Conclusion

There is a substantial probability that previous gains in the increase of
black participation in the health professions will be eroded during the

eighties unless action is taken to:

o Increase minority student financial support through scholarships and
low interest loans.

o Increase the commitment of majority schools to recruit and retain black
students, even if the schools reduce general enrollment.

o Restore enrollment at Neharry to at least 100 students per class in
medicine as soon as possible and expand the Morehouse class size to
reach their goal of 64 students per class.

o Increase the financial stability of the minority health professions
schools by expanding their clinical bases, particularly through new
or enhanced VA and county/city hospital affiliations.

o Develop a suffitientTy strong research base at minority health
professions schools to attract strong basic science faculty. including
more minority faculty,
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Ihtroduction

The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation provided funds to the Morehouse School of
Medicine in November 1982 to conduct a three-leonth study of black health professional
manpower. black health professional education, and the special role of minority

schools in educating black health professionals in the United States.* The study

is based on existing data.

The purposes of the study were

o To describe the health states of the black population and the role of
the black health professional in improving health status of the black

population

o To describe past and projected trends In the size of the black health
professional manpower pool

o To describe the trends in enrollment of black students in healt
professions schools

o To describe demographic. social and economic factors affecting the

trends

o To describe the role of the minority schools in educating black health
professionals and the differences between majority and minority student
financing and the financial stability of the minority schools

o To raise policy issues related to the size of the pool of black health
professionals and the role of minority schools in the future

o To offer for consideration policy options for the federal government.
states. and the private sector.

1

In 1978. the Macy Foundation commissioned Dr. Charles EOdegaard to direct

a study on minorities in medicine during the decade 1988-78.21 Odegaerd was one

of the first commentators to observe and identify the early warning signs of

retrenchment of progress at the very wad of the period covered in his study.
The findings of the present study confirm Odegaard's predictions of retrenchment.

This retrenchment may be further exacerbated by the perceptions of policy
makers, health professionals and their organizations that there is an emerging
surplus of health manpower, particularly in medicine and dentistry. Although the

Graduate Medical Education National Advisory Committee (n AC) concluded that

there was an emerging surplus of physician manpooer. they also stated that this 9,

surplus did not include minority health manpower where increases were still needed.mf

* The Johnson Foundation grant supported the studies of medicine. dentistry. and

pharmacy. The Principal Investigator donated the time for the study of

veterinary medicine.
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BAMBINO
Historic Overview 2/

During the,early 1960s two major social policy directions converged:
"health care as a basic right for all Americans" and the civil rights movement.
The development of the Medicare and Medicaid programs stimulated concerns that
the supply of health manpower would be inadequate to meet the need and demand
for health care services of the poor and elderly. many of when were minorities.
Civil rights proponents and others were concerned about discrimination at all
levels of society, including the education system and the low representation of
minorities in the professirns and at the majority universities. Until the mid-

sixties an overwhelming proportion of black health professionals was trained at
schools created especially to educate minorities.

A series of federal programs in affirmative action, civil rights and in
health care was developed to improve access to care for all, to improve access
to care for minorities and to expand thr supply of health manpower including
minority health manpower. In 1963 for the first time. the federal government
provided direct aid to all health professions schools to expand their programs.
an ideal opportunity to expand minority enrollment. The federal government
actively developed progranit to support health professions education institutions
and students including conilruction grants, institutional support and capitation.
special project grants and scholarship and loan programs. Some of this support

was targeted to increase the proportiom of minority rtudeots. for example, the

Health Careers Opportunity Program.

In addition to direct support to institutions and students, two indirect
sources of support were growing rapidly. Biomedical research funding enabled

medical schools and, to a lesser extent, other health professions schools to
support faculty who devoted part of their time to research and part of their

time to instruction. The size of the faculty and the diversity of specialties
could then be increased. Biomedical research funding increased very rapidly until

the late 1970s. Secondly, the development of Medicare and Medicaid provided a
new source of funding for residency programs ansi clinical faculty. (Hospital

reimbursement formulas include salaries of rgeBeots and costs of supervision of

residents. Medicare also allows teaching physicians to bill fees for services

they provide to patients. Hospital revenues and practice plan revenues are a
growing source of support for medical schools and, to a lesser extent. for schools

of dentistry and pharmacy.)

During the same period affirmative action pressures to increase minority
student enrollment and minority faculty were placed on universities. Many of '

health professions education associations developed special programs to encourage
minority enrollment, most notably the Association of American Medical Colleges
(AAMC).

Civil rights. the Commitments to health as a right. access to care for the
poor and to an increase in health manpower and minority health manpower reached

their zenith in the mid-seventies. Civil rights activities and affirmative action
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policies in higher education lagged behind those in other areas. particularly

after the Bakke case; -however, as Odegeard and others have commented. enthusiasm

and energetic support for the policies began to.wane by the late 1970s. In

late 1970s the federal government began to
reduce direct support of health pro- .

fessiofts education and to slow the increases in tne Medicare-Medicaid programs.

(*Hog this period there was also a growing perception that the nation had moved

from a shortage of health manpower to a surplus, although minority manpower still

lagged well behind the goals of the sixties and seventies. With the change In

administration in 1981, the philosophy of reduced federal intervention in social

programs and civil rights emerged.

Federal cutbacks also have placed increasing-financial
strains on h:gher

education institutions and students. particularly those from low and lower-middle

income families. These factors, combined with the slowing of the enrollment of

minority students -- particularly blicks--in
health professions schools and the

impact of the 1978 Bakke decision 21 presage
further erosion of the gains made

during the sixties and seventies. The gains, however, meter approached the goals

of parity* with whites. in the number of black students in the fields of medicine,

dentistry, pharmacy and veterinary medicine.

until the late 1960s and early 1970s the vast majority of black health

professionals were trained at predominantly black health professions schools.

These schools included Howard University and Meharry Medical College in Medicine

,and Deetistry, Howard University, Xavier
University of Louisiana. Florida A A N

University, and Texas Southern University in Pharmacy end Tuskegee Institute in

Veterinary Medicine.

As number of majority schools and
enrollment increased, there was a shift

in the roportion of black students enrolled in majority and minority schools.

Majority schools increased their proportion of black students suhstantially at

the expense of the minority schools. In medicine the proportion of blacks gradu-

ating from minority schools declined from
half of the graduates to less than one-

quarter. Although these shifts also occurred in all fields, the change was less

striking. In the last several years there has been an increase again in the

ion of blacks attending the minority medical schools. (See Appendix 2 and

ra=1.)

It is clear from the data and trends in the data that the minority health

professions schools play a critical role in the education of black health pro-

fessionals. Without an increase in acceptance rates of black students at majority

health professions schools, reduced enrollments
in minority schools would have a

significant negative effect on the pool of future black health professionals. In

medicine the recent cutbacks in enrollment at Meharry Medical School reammended

,
by Vie Liaison Committee on Medical Education,* were partially offset by the

eerollment in the new minority schools,
Morehouse and Charles Drew, and not by

the iinvease in minority enrollment in majority schools.

* Parity is this context and throughout this document means proportionate parity,

i.e.. percentage of black health manpower to equal the percentage of the black

population as white manpower to white population.

** The Liaison Committee on Medical Education (LCNE) is the accrediting body for

medical schools. The clinical facilities for education at Meharry Medical

College. discussed later in this report. were the major cause of concern.
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Concerns about health manpower and minority health manpower stem from
perceptions that health status cad be itiproved through medical care intervention
and that access to care and to certain types of carp influence health status--
death, disability and illness.

'Health Status of the Minority Population 4
Data are not available linking black population, health professional

manpower, health underserved areas and health status.** In fact, AN analysis is
needed in the future that will codpare underserved populations, total physician
and other health manpower and minority health professions manpower and the 100-

e time and practice sites of minority end majority moNlmmer-

A recent pap er prepared by Bert, Benesteinand Taylor of the National Center
for Health Services Research, however, provides some interesting data an socio-
economic and racial differences in health manpower shortage areas.A1 There Mere
significant differences in income of the population in shortage areas in contrast
to non-shortage areas, with residents of shortage areas at fewer income levels.
Major racial' differences were also observed with non-whites constituting almost
one-third of the shortage area population in contrast to only 15 percent living
In the non-shortage areas. The authors stated that the racial differential was
particularly large in urban arias where more than 47 percent of the population in
urban shortage areas were non- white. Rkgionaljtfferences were also found with
residents of the South more likely than resideAts of other regions to be located
in shortage areas.

Other indicators further describe the disparity betked shortage and non-
shortage areas: - a ?,

o Residents of shortage areas were more likely to perceive their health as
fairer poor

o They Were more likely to'be uninsured

o A large percentage were Oedicaid recipieets:

o There was less disparity among all populations having no physician visits

o The populations of underserved areas were less likely to report a usual
source of care

About 15 percent of residents in shortage areas traveled thirty minutes
or more for care and even longer in rural areas as compared to approxi-
mately 20 minutes or less travel in non-shortage areas

'o About 29 percent of residents of rural shortage areas did not see a
physician even though they perceived their health as fear or poor,
contrasted to 14 percent in rural non-shortage areas.S"

* The Commonwealth Fued has awarded a grant to the Association of American Medical
Colleges (AANC) to study the location and type of practice of black medical school
graduates of the class of 1975. The principal investigators are Stephen Keith,
Al Williams and Augustus Swanson.
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The authors conclude that when looking at a nundier of variables such as

income, racial background and lack of health insurance coverage, the designation

of manpower shortage areas and physician-to-population ratios is not as signifi-

cant. althiwm$h it Is important in the determination of health status.y

Since the advent of Medicare, Medicaid and the social programs of the 1960s

there has been considerable improvement in the health status of the population

at -large and the health status of blacks. However. there are still striking dif-

fereeces between whites and blacks for a number of key health status indicators.

Lite expectancy.for whites 0f both sexes is approximately five years longer than

for non-whites. (See Table 2.) While non-white life span has increased propor-

tionately, it still lags behind the span for whites. Low birthweight infants and

very low birthweight infants are more numerous among blacks than whites with

infant mortality almost double that of whites. (See Tables 3 and 4.) Stacks

have a higher incidence of hypertension, strokes. and deaths from certain types

of cancer than whites. (See Table 5.)

tr

Urban blacks are more likely than urban whites to be without a regular source

of care,and blacks travel for a longer time to get care. (See Table 6.) Satisfac-

tion with care is lower for blacks than for all other groups. Thirty-five percent

of blacks in the rural South and Hispanics in the Southwest did not see a physician

in a one-year period and 61 percent of urban blacks and 82 percent of rural Southern

blacks did not see a dentist. Among blacks. 63.5 percent as contrasted to 83.7

percent of whites saw a physician in his office with 20.1 percent of blacks using

emergency rooms and outpatient departments of hospitals as primary sources of care,

d less than 10 percent of whites using these sources. (See Table 7.)

Although differences' in utilization of physicians' services have narrowed

since the 1960s. blacks continue to have fewer physician visits. substantially

fewer dental visits and fir blacks with incomes,mnder 510,000. a high number of

hospital day% per year. (See Tables B. 9, and 10.) For most health status indi-

cators the black health indicators are worsethan for whites. The data on

dental care show even greater differences-between 11: and white populations.

A number of commentators argue that access to medical care and use of medical

services may not be the major factors in improving health status. Income, education,

housing and environment play a larger role. It is clear that health status and

access to care are worse for blacks than for whites. that a higher proportion of

blacks than whites lives in health manpower shortage areas and a higher proportion

of blacks receivestheir care from hospital outpatient departments rather than

physicians' offices.

Trends in Health Manpower and Black Health Manpower

Physician Manpower

In the 1980 Census black Americans account
for 11.7 percent of the total

population, a rise of slightly wore than one-half of one percent in the last,

decade. To achieve parity, obviously, the proportion of black physicians to

total physicians would have to react 11.7 percent.
However, in 1980 black physicians

accounted for 2.6 percent of practieing physicians.
(See Appendix 1 and Tablt 11.)

4 4
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Based on projections made in 1982 by the Health Resources Administration
PV

although the supply of black U.S.-trained 8.0.s will double. the number will

still fall substantially short of parity by the year 2000. The projections are

that the number of active black N.O.s will grow from the current 11.700 to between

Z3 100 to 28.700 by the year 2000. The black physician to black population ratio

bead then be one physician per 1420 or one to 1140 respectively or less than

ore -half the physicien to population ratio of white physicians to white popula-

t.on. Obviously, white physicians. Hispanic, black and Asian physicians do not

and should net serve only their cent ethnic and racial populations. but where there

are large concentrated ethnic and
racial pOpulations, it is less likely that

physicians from other ethnic and racial groups will locate practices in these

areas as a first choice. The projections indicate that under the most optimistic

set of assumptions there will be 37.000 fewer black practitioners than needed to

achieve parity. By the year 2000, the nation will produce less than half the

black physicians needed to equal physician to population ratios for whites.

A number of changes could reduce the most favorable black physician projections.

These include:

o Decreased enrollments in all schools which result in decreased black

enrol invent

o Continuing reduction in acceptance rates for blacks in majority schools

Continuation of the LCNE imposed reduction in enrollment at'Keharry

o Failure to reach future enrollment goals at Morehouse and Charles Drew.

two new minority medical schools.

An increase in enrollments to a level close to parity would require a number

of actions:

o A major increase to the number of black applicants and in the acceptance

rates blacks at majority schools

o Increat,,A enrollments in all of the minority medical schools (requiring

the development of larger clinical bases at Meharry and Morehouse)

Special programs to retrain black allied health professionals

o Sustained concerted efforts to reach black students during high school to

encourage them to enter the health professions and to provide a strong

academic base to compete at the high school and colleen level.

Dental Manpower

While some progress has been made in
increasing the supply of black physician

manpower, there has been somewhat less crogress in achieving increases in dental

manpower. Estimates are that in 1980 black dentists constituted 2.9 percent ofill

active dentists in the United States, a slightly higher percentage than in medicine.

There is one dentist per 179S persons in the U.S. but only one black dentist for

every 7297 blacks in the population. (See Table 12.)

449
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the Health Resources Administration's projection are that under the most
assenting the number of black dentists would increase from 3630 in

to 7360 in the year. 2000. To achieve parity an additional 15.500 dentists --

woul need to be trained. (See Appeedix 1.)

It aOsuld be noted that-utilisation of dente sere for blacks is lower

than for %bites. The differences in use of services by race is greater far

dental care than for medical care.

Recent developments in Ontot education may have further adverse affects ea
increasing the supply of black dental manner: a decline in the pool of appli-
cants to dental schools and perwtions by the practicing dental community and

dental educator: that an oversupply of dentists exists or is emerging. However.

if Howard and Marry can maintain Voir enrollment levels and continue to graduate
WA Porten of block dentists, or more then 70 blast students, the effect earn
on increase in the proportion of black dental empower in relation to the total

dental mempower pool. In contrast, if tbenjewity dental schools continue to

decrease enrollments. it'sey have an adverse dffint on the numbers of black

Students enrolled given their lower acceptance rates relative to whites.

Plummy Manpower
a

It would be expected that since rmaq as a profession requires a less
protracted and costly educational program, there would be a larger number of block

parmecists.then physicians or dentists. Block phonetists in 1010 constituted

only 2.3 percent of all practicing pharmacists in the He States. (See Table

13.) Black dentists and physicians represented larger of their men-

power groups than pharmacists. (See Appendix 1.) In arees of the country

where there is a shortage of physicians, clinical ists often serve as a

primary care provider of service Ho of the granites of the minority

schools serve these areas.

According to the Healtallieseurces Adnimistration.
most favorable assooptionsry black Phervatists will
of total pharmacists in the year 2000, Ionise
parity.

projections, ender the
1400, or 4.7 percent

fall of 14,220 mooded for

Veterinary Waking .

Data on blocks in veterinary medicine are gathered from a very nail wimple

and may be subject tore large estimigng error.

Census data from 1980 show that black veterinarians constitute only 1.6 percent

of the total veterinarian manpower. (See Table 14.) Black enrollment in schools

of veterinry medicine has hovered between 1.9 percent and 2.1 percent of totel

enrollment. (See Tables 15 and 16.) Timkene lestitute, one of 23 U.S. lestin-

tins training doctors of veterinary medicine, educates aloproilinatelf throe- quarters
of all black veterinarians in the United States.

Several factors are afferting 01 health professions institutions at this

time. some of which lead t0 optimistic and sane to pessimistic predictions about

the feasibility of an Increase in the black health manpower pool during the next

4;)0,
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decade. These factors, which will be discussed in greater detail in later

sections of the report, include:

o Decline in the applicant pool in most health professional fields, yet

slight increase in the minority pool
in medicine and maintenance of

the pool in dentistry

o Decline in the college-age population during the Next decade and lower

than parity black eerolleeet in colleges, but a continuing increase In

the proportion of blacks attending college. (This factor may be changing.

Recent aeecdotal information for the 1012-113 academic year suggests a

decline in black enrollment.)

o Reductions in federal student financial aid programs for undergraduate

and graduate students and in the special health professions student pro-

grams; blocks are heavily dependent on these programs at the undergraduate

and graduate levels

n., Perceptions of surpluses or emerging surpluses of manpower in certain

fields by some health professions manpower organisations and efforts by

some professions to reduce the site of health professions school classes

o Slowed growth and reduction in federal. and state funding for health

Professions schools--both direct and indirect sources of financing

o Retrenchmek in federal civil rights and affirmative action programs and

Insufficient commitment to increased black enrollment by a majority of

predominantly white institutions of higher education in the health

professions.

Students and faculty

Students

Beginning le the mid - sixties there were Woe increases in enrollment in

medicine, dentistry, pharmacy and veterinary medicine. Black medical students

increased substantially as a proportion of total medical students; lesser gains

were made in other health professions. The percentage increases in black enroll-

ment as a percentage of total enrollment peaked in all field", in the mid-seventies

and 'hen declined. Recently there has been a slight increase in medicine and

dentistry but the levels attained in the peak years have not been reached again.

An increasing number of black students attend majority schools although'indentis-

try, veterinary medicine and pharmacy the minority schools centimes to educate a

large percentage of black students. In medicine the shift in black enrollment

from the minority to the majority schools has sheen a tendency for reversal in the

lest few years. (Detailed enrollment data are presented in Appendix 2.)

The success of majority schools in increasing enrollment of blacks varies

widely. Some institutions have achieved notable progress and others, Warty

some state universities in areas with large black populations, have bl acceptance

rates and enrollments below the national average. A number of factors, discussed

later in the report. suggest there are differences in the deprive come West to

the goal of increased minority health manpower.
(Data-on the differences are

shown in Appendix 2.) -

41.
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Some variables related-to the applicant pool are highly influential in

achievement of the goal of increased enrollment and graduation of black health

professionals. These factors include the pool of college graduates. professional

school acceptance criteria and potential applicant exposure torole models.

The site and characteristics of the potential applicant pools for blacks and

whites differ substantially. Although the percentage.of black students attending

institutions of higher education as full-time undergraduates has increased

dramatically from 6.0 percent of the total in 1968-69 to 10.0 percent of the

total in 1980-81. black enrollment has not reached parity with that of the white

population. (See Table 174

Medicine

Enrollment in medical schools rose faster than enrollment in higher education

institutions. (See Appendix 2.) The rapid expansion of medical schools and medi-

cal school enrollment provided a unique opportunity to increase the proportion of

black students without reducing total enrollment for other groups. Although there

were substantial increases in blacks attending college and absolute gains were

made for black medical students, they are not comparable to the gains mode in

higher education for blacks or in white acceptances to medical schools. Blacks

constitute 10.0 percent of the students in higher education institutions and 6.9

percent of students immedical schools in 1981. Mies constitute 79.6 percent of

the students in institutions of higher education end 86.0 percent of the enroll-

ment in medical schools. In 1970-71 whites constituted 89.4 percent of enrollment

in institutions of higher education and 94.3 percent of the enrollment in medical

schools. (See Tables 17 and 18.)

Reasons for the differences in the gains made by blacks in institutions of

higher education in contrast to medical schools are not readily explained.

Applicant to acceptance ratios are critical factors in increasing enrollment

of specific population groups. The applicant to acceptance ratios for blacks felt

until the old-seventies and have risen since that time. (See Tables 19 and 20 and

Appendix 2.) Surveys indicate that a large!` proportion of minority students at

institutions of higher education aspire to be physicians then non-minority

students. See Table 21 end Appendix 2.)

There is some evidence that preparatiwin basic sciences at the undergraduate

college level and at the high school levelltY is a factor in both acceptance to

medical school and to success rates in medical school. Medical College Aptitude

Test (MCAT) scores (the entry exam taken by medical students) tend to be lower

for pints than for whites; there is a similar situation with college aptitude

tests.ly The reasons for the difference have been debated extensively by

anthropologists. psychologists. sociologists and educators who citirsarh factors

as educational disadvantages, cultural bias in the tests, etc. Slack medical

students are substantially more likely than whites to encounter difficulties with

coursework and to be required to repeat courses. (See Table 22.) This is parti-

cularly true of the first year of medical school in which there is a heavy basic

science cnncentration.lz/
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Various individuals in discussion of this phenomennn tend to attribute the
problem to poor college and pre-college preparation of minority students in the

basic sciences. (Such preparation is vital for the strong science orientation
and intensive nature of medical education, although the necessity for the current

degree of rigor is under review.)

Residencies in Medicine

Until recently. blacks constituted a smaller proportion of the total resident
pool than black medical school graduates due to the high percentage of foreign

medical graduates in U.S. residency programs. (See Tables 23 and 24.) Flowerer,

there are not adequate data on the differencesAn the types of residency programs

(integrated, non-integrated) and the affiliation status of the hospital to the

medical school.

The distribution of black residents differs from that of whites in that there

are higher proportions of black residents in obstetrics/gynecology, pediatrics,

public health, neurological surgery and radiology (except nuclear medicine).

,Dentistry

The number of black dental students also peaked in the mid-seventies and then

declined. The most recent data show an increase. but not to the level of the mid-

seventies. (See Appendix 2.)

The factors affecting black enrollment in dental schools are similar to those

in medicine. in addition, dentistry is perceived as a less attractive field among

black and white students for a number of reasons. There is a perceived surplus of

dentists and dental school graduates are finding it difficult to start practice.

The cost of establishing a dental practice is higher than for medicine and the

future earnings potential 1, 1-der. Fewer people are covered by dental Insurance

than by medical insurance and dental care financing is more sensitive to general

economic trends than medical care.

For blacks. who tend to serve lower income populations, earnings potential

is much lower than in medicine. Engineering and computer science tend to attract

the same pool of students as in dentistry and when these fields are experiencing

upswings, dentist.", tends to be seen as less attractive. 12/ The opportunity

costs are also influential. Engineering and computer science degrees can be

achieved in 4-5 years post-high school while dentistry requires 8 years of

training,

Wile surveys of students show a higher proportion of students aspiring to

be physicians than dentists and a higher proportion of black students than other

students who want to be physicians, the reverse is true in dentistry. Fewer stu-

dents to be dentists and fewer black students than other student groups

:Apt. e to a career in dentistry. (See Table 21.)
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As in the case of medicine, there are wide variations in acceptance and
retention rates of black students among the majority schools.W

Pharmacy

Although the length of training in pharmacy is shorter than in medicine.
fewer black students are enrolled in schools of pharmacy than In schools of

medicine both in absolute numbers and as a proportion of pharmacy enrollment.

The graduate figures are also lower. Proportionately, fewer black students thee

whites are enrolled in the Minn 0 progrees and Ph.D. programs. According to

the American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy, in 1980, among a total enroll-

meet of 464 in Phan' 0 programS, there were 18 blacks. Pieria 0 total enrollmeat

in 1981 was 525, with 25 blacks constituting 4.7 percent of total Fiore 0
enrollment. The one predominantly black school, Florida Aikwith 0 Phorm 0

iprop em, had more than half of the black Insane 0 enrollment. Te Southern has

received approval for a ?harm 0 program. A much higher proporti of black

pharmacy students attend minority pharmacy schools than in 'redid or dentistry,

but minority schools in pharmacy constitute a larger proportion of the total
institutions than in medicine or dentistry. The four minority pharmacy schools,
Howard, Florida AIM, Texas Southern and Xavier, graduate almost half of the black

baccalaureate pharmacists in the U.S. Only ale of the minority Schools, Florida
AIM, has a Pharm 0 program and only one, Florida AIM, offers a esters degree
program.11/

A smaller percentage of college freshmen indicate pharmacy as a preferred
profession than the other health professions with a higher tage of whites

than blacks aspiring to become pharmacists. (See Table 21.)

There are no data available on applicant to acceptance ratios. In the last

several years applications and enrollments in schools of pharmacy have declined.

The ANC *pact study cited caepetftfon from engineering, computer sciences and

business administration and salary levels which have not riven in recent years

as factors contributing to declining pharmacy enrollment. P11976-76 white enroll-

ment reached a peak of 20.729 and declined to 17,603 in 1980-82. However, black

enrollment and total minority enrollment have increased sltghtly. Black enrollment

rose from 915 in 1975-76 to 958 in 1979-80, but then declided to 937 in 1980-81.

(See Table 25.) Enrollment of all students also declined.)

Veterinary Medicine

Historically, Tuskegee Institute has educated most o the black veterinarians

in the United States as well,as veterinarians for the Car bbean Islands and some

African countries. Although there are now 23 schools of terinary medicine in

the U.S., to this day Tuskegee educates three-quarters of ail black veterinarians.

(See Table 15.)

Of all the health professions, veterinary medicine the least representa-

tion of blacks with blacks constituting 2.1 percent of enrolled students. In

1981-82, of the 179 black students enrolled in all schoolsiof veterinary medicine,
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137 attended Tuskegee. Black enrollment has risen from 96 in 1971-72 to 179

in 1981-82. The application per student rate is higher for blacks than for

whites. but the difference is not as great as in dentistry and medicine.

However, the acceptance rate is higher for blacks at Tuskegee than all schools

axnbined. (See Table 26.)

In the surveys of college freshmen a much lower number of blacks indicates

an interest in veterinary medicine than in medicine. dentistry, and pharmacy.

(See Table 21.)

Faculty

There is a plethora of opinion and literature regarding the importance of

role models in influencing career choices. Important factors include contact

of children and young adults with professionals, teachers and counsellors in

the same ethnic and rac;a1 group. As the data have shown, blacks are less likely

to have as frequent contact with block health professionals as whites have with

white professionals. since blacks are underrepresented in all of the health pro-

fessions. There is also substantial underrepresentation of blacks as faculty

members of health professions schools and as high school and college science

teachers and counsellors. In medical schools there have been very modest

increases in the percentage of black faculty. During the last ten years there

has bten a shift of black faculty between minority and majority schools with an

increasing proportion teaching in majority schools.

Race specific data are not available for all fields. Available data are

discussed in Appendix 2.

Distribution of black faculty in medicine by specialty shows comparative

underrepresentation in the basic sciences. It should be noted that it is in

the basic sciences that black students do less well on the entrance examinations

than whites and have higher repeat rates in medical school.

In the clinical sciences black faculty in obstetrics, public health and

psychiatry exceed the representation of non-black faculty in those fields. (See

Table 27.) Representation is much lower than eveage in dermatology. internal

medicine, neurology. ophthalmology and otolaryngology. This pattern of repre-

sentation also appears for specialty choice of residents.

In dental schools the proportion of black faculty is higher than in medicine

and has increased by 34 percent between 1976 and 1981. (See Table 28.) Unpublished

data from the American Association of Coiltges of Pharmacy indicate that during

academic years 1981-82 and 1982-83 there were 63 full-time black faculty, or

3 percent of all pharmacy school faculty, in U.S. colleges of pharmacy. The

majority of black faculty members hold positions at the predominantly black schools

of phaneacy.iy In veterinary medical schools the proportion of black faculty is

small except at Tuskegee. (See Table 29.)
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Student Financing,

Average family income of minorities, particularly blacks and Hispeeics,
falls below the national median. In addition. minority families tend to be
larger than white families (in 1977 mean site of family for whites was 3.27.
for blacks it was 3.76)1y, thus increasing the financial burden on these
?sullies in terms of expenditures for kigher education. By every measure:

family income, educatiomal status o f f amilies, professional status of families,

role models for students in the community and in high schools, colleges and
universities. the majority of blacks and Hispanics start from a more dised*

restaged base than the majority of whites.

Same ecoromists have maintained that financing' even through high interest

looms should not be a deterrent to students enrolling in health professions
schools, particularly medicine. They believe the future awnings potential more

than compensates for high debt and loss of current earnings. One such recent

study by The Urban Institute LI_W indicated that its findings

might be modified for minority groups. The policy thrust of the study was such

that unless the differences in the impact of financing on majority and minority

students are clearly articulated. decisions to shift financing more and more

toward market interest rate loans might find additional support. If the policy

thrust discussed in The Urban Institute study (which is already in effect) is

maintained. the ability of a large proportion of black students to pursue studies

in medicine, dentistry, veterinary medicine and probably pharmacy would be damaged.
According to a 1974 analysis of college freshmen prepared by the American Council

on Education 19/. and other studies cited throughout this documeet, several

characteristics of black health professions students distinguish them from white

students:

o Black students come from lower income families with a disproportionate

number coming from families with incnmes under $20,000 per year

o They tend to be older than their white counterparts and often have
families of their own

o They have a higher probability of entering health professions schools

with debts already accrued from their undergraduate education

o Career choices to date show that many of the black students in medicine

will choose lower paying specialties like pediatrics and public health

and WIT practice in less affluent areas and public hospitals.

The National Institute of Independent Colleges and Universities studied

recent trends in Finalcial aid /. While many of the findings are general, they

can be extrapolawu .0 minority students when combined with other findings.

The study found that the number of undermroduate aid recipients from families

with incomes below $24.000 declined by 31 percent between 1980 and 1981. The

independent sector "private' colleges are experiencing a loss of students from

this income category. Many black undergraduate colleges are "independent" colleges

and serve as major "feeders" into both majority and minority health professions

schools. This decrease in students could affect the future applicant pools of

the health professions.
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To quote from the study. "While student aid reports no longer require

identification of aid recipients by race. thereby making it impossible to get

an accurate count of minority recipients, there is nevertheless an indication

that minority participation declined in the two-year span." 11/

In a study of graduate and professional students who applied for need-based

:Mandel aid in 1980-81. the findings for lower income and minority students

are strikIng. 22/ Key factors highlighted by the study were

o Students applying as college seniors for need-based aid for the first

year of professional school were already receiving aid to complete

college

o Medical and law students, as contrasted to graduate students in other

fields, relied more heavily on loans. More than one -half of the medical

students used loans with little or no subsidy, "thus contributing to the

substantial debt burden of medical students." 23/

o For all graduate students in 19E1 those with the heaviest debt were the

private school medical students who had borrowed on average 531.000 by

their fourth year of medical school. Those a: public medical schools

had borrowed 121.030. In some minority schools in the survey conducted

as part of this study. many students were at this debt level by the end

of the second year.

o Black students at public and private graduate schools "were aided

Particularly by the College-Work Study program" 14/ and the National

Direct Student Loan Program.

o "Data from the present study indicate that minority group aid applicants

are considerably more likely to cone from low-income families than are

thei non-minority counterparts. Some 62 percent of black college

seniors came from families with parental incomes of less than $10.000.

compared to 25 percent of the white college seniors. If access to the

Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) program is discontinued, it is doubtful

whether the more than one-third of the minority students relying on GSL

in the present study could have financed their graduate education in

1979-80 or whether the 60-80 percent of the minority students who parti-

cipated in one or more of the federal self-help student aid programs in

1979 -BO could have pursued their education..." gy

It should be noted that loans from GSL are limited to $5,000 per year.

Tuitions in private medical schools exceed this amount. Students at the surveyed

minority schools have been turning to the non-subsidized Health Education Assistance

Loans' (HEAL) augment the GSLs.

In a paper on issues in Financing Minority Medical Enrollment,g/ Dr. Leon

Johnson, Jr., highlights some of the problems which are becoming more severe as a

result of current federal student aid policies. For example, a larger proportion

of minority students in 19e11 .81 interrupted their medical education than majority

students. Minority students had greater indebtedness and there was a shift from

scholarships to loans. (See Appendix 3.)
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Dental student data are available for 1900, before the advent of recent

major changes in federal financing. These data skew that block dental students

enter deleted school with a debt two-ann-ene-half times higher than that of
whites and higher than all other minority students. They gredeete with a man
indebtedness of mere than $19,000, which is Miller than that for whites but lower

than ether enmities. (See Table 30.) Table 31 shows data for all *Waste in
dental school by type of financial support.

Of even greater importme in the ability of minority students to attend
health professions schools is the intereSt rate on the student loans. Johnson

found that In 1981 -82 the distribution of borrowing of minorities was:'

Distribution of Borrowing
of Minorities 1981-82

% of Students Loan Type Interest Rate

91 Graduate 7%

Student Loan

54 Health Professions 3%

Student Loan

22 National Direct 5%

Student Loan

25 Health Education 19%

Assistance Loans

According to Dr. Johnson. there was a fivefold increase in the number of

students who borrowed from HEAL between 1980-81 and 1981 -82. While the interest

rates have dropped in 1982-83. they still exceed 13 percent.

It has been estimated that a $10,000 HEAL loan at IS% interest with a ten-
year repayment plan beginning 8 years after receipt of the loan would total aver

$85,000 in repayment costs. At 141 under the same assumptions a $10,000 loan

would translate into $55,000 repayment burden. 21/

Many of the minority schools in this survey showed a substantial increase
in HEAL loans. although the schools are discouraging these loons until the final

year of wheel. One-third of the first-year students and two-thirds of the
second-year students at Morehouse and one-fifth of the first-year students and

one-third of the second-year students at Meharry had HEAL loans in 1981. More

than one-third of all medical and dental students at &sherry this year have HEAL

loans.

In 4ts annual medical education issue. the Jourealce the Aetrican Medial
Association luny shows the changes in student aid between 1910-81 and 1181-112.

/See YeiTi 12.) However, data are not provided by race. The findings are that
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although the rate of growth in aid decreased, there has been a substantial
increase in the total amount of student aid with major shifts in the sources

of aid. Eighty-four percent of the aid was federally sponsored. gy Guaranteed
Student Loans COOtieuee to provide the most dollars. HEAL. loans rose most

rapidly as a percentage of all loans. There was a substantial decrease in

National Health Service Corps Scholarships. National Direct Student Loans and

Exceptional Financial Need Scholarships also declined. "The most alarming trend

is the more than 100% increase in HEAL loans. for which students are charged

about 17% annual interest." 2g/

The data from the minority schools study show a similar trend with major

increases in the HEAL loans.

The JAMA study also reported a rise in mean educational indebtedness from
518.000 iirlIDO-81 to $20,000 in 1981-82. The number of students with debts

exceeding $20,000 rose almost 45 percent during the same period.

Rising tuitions and the increasing need for financial assistance is a
particularly acute peoblem for minority students. The shrinkage of National

Health Service Corps Scholarships and the Exceptional Financial Need Program
and the increased reliance on HEAL loans with market rate interest will become

increasing impediments to maintaining or expanding black participation in health

professions education, particularly for students. In minority schools

in this study, a very large proportion of students in 1900431 came from low -

income families. (See Apprdix 3.)

Anecdotal data developed frua student interviews conducted during this

study indicate that some students in the private minority schools who are pressed

financially are attempting to transfer to state institutions.

As the data show, the minority schools play a major role in the education

of minority health professionals. It has also been shown that minority students

are experiencing increasing financial difficulty in pursuing an education in the

health professions. The.ability of the minority schools to maintain their

missions depends on their financial viability which is based on support from

tuition and other sources.
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Minority Educational Institutions and Their Finaecini

Until the early 1970s therminority health professions schools were the mein

resources for education of minorities entering the health professions. With the

expansion of enrollment in majority schools during the sixties and seventies.

there was an increase in enrollemet of minority s in majority institutions.

Howtver, even with this shift and affirmative action pressure, the minority natter

professions schools still educate three-quarters of black veterinarians, almost

half of the Pharmacists, more than one-third of the black dentists and one-

quarter of the black physicians.

Except for Howard (adversity (a federally funded institution), Charles Brew,

a private school whits receives support from the state and county, and two black

pharmacy schools which are part of state university systems, the remaining

mimoritv health professions schools are private schools with histories of

financial fragility. Because their missions have been to educate black pro-

fessionals and because their student bodies came from low-income families, private

endowments have never been a major source of financing for the black health

professions schools. In addition, except for some unique arrangements with a few

states. the private schools have not received regular state appropriations. Also

because of their education rather than
research orientation, they have not re-

ceived significant biomedical research grants which serve as a major financial

resource for many other schools. Finally, because of their location in low-income

areas and their limited access to clinical facilities. the ability of the minority

schools to generate income from patient care is more limited than for most majority

institutions.

The results; of these factors are that the private minority health professions

schools remain financially vulnerable and as federal and state support shriflks.

their vulnerability will increase. The comparatively low socioeconomic status

of students enrolled at the minority health professions schools obviates the

possibility of raofising tuition to compensate for the loss of state and federal

funding. As part this stedy a survey was conducted of the revenues of the

minority schools. (Howard University. a federally funded institution, is not

included in this study.) These data for tte medical schools have.bee; unwed

with revenues shown in the recent mussel medical educative survey of the American

Medical Association and Association of haricot Medical Colleges ly and with the

six majority institutions studied by the Association of Academic Reath Centers.ly

(See Appendix 4 and Tables 33 and 34 for data and detailed discussion.)

As the data in Appendix 4 show, financing for the minority health professions

schools. except for the two state - sponsored schools, differs significantly from

the financing of the majority schools. In medicine, dentistry, and pharmacy, two

major factors account for the difference;
biomedical research funding and patient

care funding. In veterinary medicine the issue is private versus public schools.

Nast schools of veterinary medicine are part of state land -grant colleges, and even

private schools receive considerable state support.
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Medicine

None of the minority medical schools in this stud)y is a major research
institution. Two of the three schools are new and,have not had an opportunity
during their short existence to develop a research base. Furthermore. one
school does sot yet have a clinical base and one does not have a strong
clinical base to mount major clinical research ermines. On average biomedical
researchresearch provides one-fifth of the revenues of majority schools and Contritmotes

substantially to faculty salaries.

The most rapidly growing source of financing for majority medical schools

has been patient care revenues. There are four main sources of these revenues:
payments from hospitals and clinics for supervision of residents and administra-
tion of patient care services: fees to teaching physicians for direct provision
of services to individual patients; salary support by hospitals of residents who
contribute a substantial amount of clinical teaching to to students;

and finally a majority of medical schools have affiliations th large acute care
Veterans Administration (VA) hospitals. Staff of the hospitals usually have
faculty appointments with portions of their salaries borne by the medical schools
and the VA: VA salary support enables the medical schools to augment their
clinical faculty resources.

Of the three minority medical schools in this study, only one school has a
strong clinical base. with a county hospital providing some support for clinical
faculty. One medical school owns its hospital, which has been in financial
difficulty due in part to low patient census and a high proportion of low-income
patients in a city with excess hospital beds. The hospital. unlike most medical-
school-owed hospitals, is not a tertiary care facility. The third school which
is developing its clinical programs at this time does not have access to a major
clinical facility inclose proximity. In the case of the latter two medical
schools there are acute care VA facilities in the cities in which the schools are
located and there are also major county -owned facilities. However. in both cases

majority medical schools located in the same cities have the affiliations with
both county and VA hospitals. Both minority medical schools have had to seek VA

affiliations in other communities. One facility is a two-and-one-half hour drive
from the medical school and She other is located in the suburb of the city and is
mainly a chronic disease rather than an acute care facility.

A further prat -a is inherent in the socioeconomic status of the black popu-
lation and in the location of the schools-in urban low-income areas. While these

same factors affect majority schools, majority schools tend to have more clinical
affiliations with hospitals that serve large groups of middle-income patients and
are able to generate considerable faculty support from medical practice plans.

Charles Drew. a private sthool, operates on an entirely different basis than
the other two medical schools studied. Even themgh It is a private school. it
has a unique relationship to the University of California System. In collaborate°,

with the University of California at Los Angeles, students enrolled at Charles Vino
receive basic science instruction at UCLA. The clinical base is a county-suppwled
hospital with clinical faculty salaries paid in part by the county hospital. Is

addition. the institution receives substantial state support. However, with the

recent cuts in Medicare and Medicaid support. the county hospital has become
vulnerable.
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Dentistry

In dentistry, the one school in the study vies Meharry, which is more
heavily dependent on tuition than OW other dental schools. Problems with the
clinical base, similar to the medical schools, were noted.

Pharmaty

In recent years there has been an increased emphasis on clinical pharmacy
skills; drug prescription and utilization, and cdunselling of patients on drug
use and dosage. MosOitals and clinics are critical education components of
pharmacy education. Many schools of pharmdty derive faculty support for clini-
cal pharmacy functions performed in hospitals and clinics. None of the minority

schools derives revenue from this source.

Veterinary Medicine

In veterinary medicine state support is critical. The vast majority of

veterinary schools are state land-grant colleges. With the opening of new state
schools there has been an erosion of support by states which previously had
interstate agreements with Tuskegee but now have their own institutions. For
example, Tuskegee has lost interstate funds from Virginia and Maryland, yet the
new Virginia school has accepted very few black students from Virginia and
Maryland. luske9ee is a national resource since it has educated three-quarters
of the black veterinarians in the United States and draws students from all
parts of the nation. Increased hospital and clinic revenue, an expanding source
of support for many veterinary schools, is a less likely source of growth for
Tuskegee because of 16 geographic location in a low-income rural area.

Prot, leles

Enrollment and Retentidn of Students

Black enrollment in health professions.education has never approached parity

with whites. Based on projections of the Department of Health and Human Services,
enrollment will reach less than half of a parity goal hy the year 2000. The goal

of parity is probably unrealistic and will remain so untli blacks achieve parity

at the four-year college level. While enrollment of black students at institu-
tions of higher education has risen at a rapid rate and has reached 10 percent of
the college population, this increase in black representation has not risen as.

dramatically in the health professions schools.

The literature cites a number of barriers to increased enrollment, retention
and graduation of black health professionals. Most of the literature focuses on
medicine; however, many of the findings for medicine are applicable to the other

professions.
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The Publishedfindingsmii,ngs can be semearixed into the following topics:

o Academic preparation

o AdSissfoii criteria

o Rote models

o Socioeconomic background
4

orAffineetive action and leadership by the majority schools.

The Association of American Medical Colleges in a report issued in Agee 1278.

addressed a number of these'issues fad mode a series of reCOMOndatiOnS particu-

larly on the pool.of minority applitamts, preparation, financing and faculty. /

Admission 'Criteria

In 1969 seventy-five percent of all blacks applying to medical schools were

accepted. The AAMC assumed that a high acceptance rate would metinge and that an 241 is,

increase in black applicants would result in an increase in students amegradmates.32-7'.,07

This assumption was not realized. Increases in the years 1970-71 to 1975 -76 were

only half of whatiess needed the ANC's goal of 12 percent black

enrollment in the freshmen class 1975 -76. The black acceptance rate fallen

to 43.9 'percent in 1973 -74, to a of 39.4 percemt in 1979-10, and in 1 1

was 40.7 percent. The non- minority acceptance rate in contrast has risen e.

34.3 percent to 197344 to 47.9 percent in 196041. (See Table 19.)

The acceptance rate for black students in different institutions wies

widely. Some or example the University of North Carolina. have

had a consistently good record in recent years. Other institutions in the same

geographit region have had less impressive records.

Johnsae states, "In 1974-75 U.S. medical schools accepted minorities at a

rate 9.7 percent higher than theyaccegied man - minorities However, by 1977-78

"minorities were being accepted at a rap of only 1 percent heater, than non-

1981-82 the non-minority rate/led increased to 9:2 percent,14/

greeter than the minority rate. Jainism notfirthat 23 of ihe 126 medical schtiola

(including the minority Institutions), accounted for 50 percent of black student

enrollment. The drop in minority enrollment was also cited by 0degeard.21V A

contributing factor to the drop in minority enrollment may have been thellakke

decision.

In June 1978, in a landmark case, the Supreme Court of the United Steles

ruled against the University of Cal4fornia-Davis in favor of Allan Ilakke.40/ The

Supreme Court found that the admissions system of the Univerkliebf California./

Deviswhose goal was to increasl minority enrollnent.was illeeg. `Black
freshmen enrollment at,,ell medical schools as a percentage of total freshmen
enrollment had peaked at 7.5 percent in the 1974-75 academic roar but
had held fairly constant at about 6.7 percent since 1975-76. In the fall of

0
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1278 ft dropped to 6.4 percent. he slide mey have been tie result of -

decisions made by cautious medical school adiissinacqmoittamts tholakka

suit worked its way through the courts. Amy felt that the Bakke decision was

a symbol of retreat from the 1960s' ctemitnent to racial equality and *likened

the 1964 Supreme Court's Brown vs. Beard of McKie, decision which held that

racially separate education was inherently
unequal.11/ Mama educators believe

the Bakke decision gave the colleges as excuse to reran their

11/
.

action efforts.

Tie criteria for admission clearly influence the acceptewce rates. These

: criteria in general are MCAT scores. grade point averages and other factors

' which individual schools regard as
predictive of future academic and practice

success. Wellington and Montero 11/ found that schools which broadened minis-

. Mons criteria, which previously bad been heevily weighted for grade point

and MCAT scores. were successful in increasing black enrollment. There

s little evidence that
candidates with the highest scores on tie MCATs will be

ter physicians. At best. MCATs are predictive of success in tie basic sciences

cerriculumly

4herof the major.contributiog factors
to the lower scores of blacks on

'siendardiredlists is that these Instruments are tesed on the structure and

content of education available at secondary schools and colleges with a preps-

' derance of Afte middle-income
students.ly According to Geiger and Seidel,

admitmion to medical school is based heavily oe social class. Or. Robert Grihma

the Administ-*tor of the Health Resources and Ser'4res Administratioe, has statei.

'Respite their low scores. these students (mineyitaes; menage to Latch up and

within four years they are scoring in the mid-range orations! Bean' ememina-

tions of clinical oompetency.°11/

I

Wording to the Chairmen or AAMC's Milmrity Affairs Section, tie MCAT does

not consider different cognitive
processes and speed. Many minority students

Perceive the test as an aptitude test and do not prepare for it. In fact, it

is an adtievement test. IN

It should be noted that use of the MCAT scoreswithout consideration of

other factors has been criticized for other reasoms.W.N/ It is felt that

overemphasis of science relative to humanistic skills and measures of

clinical problem solving abilities may fail to recognize the applicant possessing

the interest and charecteristics needed in primary care prectice.11/,

Some Schools-five extra weigh to applicants who are minorities, come from

rural areepand/orarekeconceicall,disadventaged
and express interest in primary

care. The AN( has recaereded improvement
of interviews as an admissions tool

and the use of the simulatid
Minority Admissions Exercises gat in the application

process. There are, however, some commentators who believe modified rating

criteria will lead to a second class of practitioner who will not compete for

desirable positioda leading to a racial /class physician hierarchINA1/2 If/

4
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Academic Preparation

A number of commentators claim that minoVity students are poorly prepared
in the sciences and that their reading and anAlytic skills are net sufficiently
well developed in high school and college. Nigh school recruiters have reported
widespread perception by minority students and their teachers that e college
education is not a realistic possibility for law-income and minority students. 47/
More than half of the minority students in the *atlas fail to graduate from hi#
schOol.IMif

In interviews with health professions students during the course of this
study, a number indicated that poor counselling, particularly in high school.
steered the students away from the "hard" mathematics and science curricula to
"soft" courses and, in many cases, to non-college preparation courses. This
tendency to discourage science concentration was often continued in coilege.WAR/41/

The AAMC Task Force on Minority Student Opportunities in Medicine recommended
that medical schools improve communication with undergraduate advisors and faculty.
provide leadership in assisting in undergraduate pre-medical education, offer
activities at the high school level to orient minority students and stress the
value and importance.gf minority college programs.fg/

Role Models

Lack of role models is frequently cited as a barrier to increasing the
proportion of black health professions students.64/ A study of medics] students
and graduates from 1971-74 found that blacks made-their career decisions later

than whites.64/ Family doctors. )ocal physicians and relatives in medicine
who usually Wve as,.role models for maJority students are underrepresented as

role models for black students, while teachers and peer groups increase in
influence over that for black students. It is obvious from the proportion of
black professionals to total professionals in the population that contact with
black physicians and other health professionals is less likely than the contact
of white students with white health professionals.

While the AAMC Tesk Force report recommended increased funding for faculty
development prog.ams, the data have shown there are relatively few black faculty
members in medicine. dentistry. pharmacy and veterinary medicine. Alternative
role models. such as high school and college teachers and high school and college
counsellors, therefore, become important.'

Socioeconomic Factors

National income data consistently show black family income to be below the

median for whites. A 1974 survey of freshmen aspiring to careers in the health
professions found that blacks cane from the lowest income backgrounds with family
income half that of whites.65/ Black students were less 4,kely to report that
their parents were college gradates, although their motners more frequently had
college educations than their fathers. Only about one-half as nary blacks At

whites had fathers in the health field. Black health career aspirants tended

J

38-784 0 - 84 - 30
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to be slightly older than mites, were more likely to attend
private rather

than public colleges and to attend colleges in the South. Blacks were twice

at likely as whites to report financing as a major concern and relied more

heavily on federal student aid programs than wh ites to finance their uoder-

graduate education.

This same survey identified traits for the four professions: in medicine

and dentistry blacks tended to be older than their white counterparts and their

income status was half that of whites. Those aspiring to the pharmacy pro-

fession came from the lowest socioeconomic status of the four fields with one-

third (in 1974) reportfng incomes under 66000. In veterinary medicine blacks

reported higher parental incomes than in the other fields and were more likely

to have mothers with advanced degrees. The majority of blacks surveyed in all

fields were deeply concerned over their ability to ay for their education and

were heavily dependent on federal grant and loan programs.'

The data from the survey conducted for this study show a high proportion of

students in all four professions from families with incomes under 620,000 ands

very large proportion in families with incomes under 110,000.

Affirmative Action

Large gains in minority enrollment were made in the early seventies. In the

four-year period between 1968 and 1972 most medical schools and other health

professions schools initiated progress to increase minority group enrollment.

any of the programs. such as the University of Illinois Medical Opportunity

Program, achieved significant success.W

Wellington and Montero found that schools which broadenid their admissions

policies and providedspecial tutoring and academic support programs were most

successful in increasing minority enrolleent.62/ Those schools with successful

programs continue to recruit minority students. The year 1977 appears to have

been the high watermark in the proportion of blacks attending health professions

schools (total enrollment) with the peak of acceptances in 1974-75. There has

been en upward turn again in" 1961 -82, but it has not reached the high mark of

1977. TheAAMC Task Force Report on Minority Student Opportunities in Medicine

notes thgt since the late 1960s and early 1970s there has been a merited change

in the social enviremnent which
affects efforts to increase minority student

opportunities. The study states that increased inflation and a tightening Job

market have probably contributed to a decrease in support for affirmative action

activities. The report also cites decteased stedent'activism.il, The Bakke

decision in 1918 may have legitimated inactivity. However. Odigaard and ethers

found indications of slippage
in commitmenti prior to the Supreme Court

decision.69/.70/41/

A review of the latest data from the medical education issue of JAMA shows

the continued wide variation in total black enrollment.ly (See TabliW)

It is interesting to note
that many of the public health professions Insti-

tutions in states with large black populations have
black enrollments below the

national average, while a number of non-minority private schools have higher black

enrollments.
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e, Ill health professions (altheseh most strieingly in ,eterinaera mediCtee)
the o' the minority schools is a sipnificett vele. It Shouid Ix noted that
in medicine. dentistry. veterinary Nadi:Joe and to a lesser eleet it pearl :y,
the eleority health professeee schools edceate stedeets from virtua!ly all
Wars in the union. and mince b regarded oniy.as "state* ae "eeefeeal%
resources. If there were no minority wheels esti If he status of enroll-
ment in mejerity schools His amintaiold. eeack enrellmere ardeere weele be

percent of the tote'. in deatistry Z.3 nerteet, in charmecy ?.1 piteceet, and
lees tees I percent in eetereney mediCine,

Fieencine of the Nineeftv Health Proteivions Woes

As has Peen shown. the :lowing of the minor.., !1.0:tel profeisices schools
dsfferk substantially from tte majuety ;creels. Sources o" revenue ate lees
diverse and some serenity ichoes sterive listee r.venue flee biomedical research.

The ebi:sty of toe minsrie, schools to develop r& or research pregraMs is
limited by tne Owed grade of federal biomelical IMXTI° fund;ne, veich has

AtredLbehind the increased cascs of seeh rat,. arch. Corareetiters/iNe
Hefter De believe that the Instrtutions that already csie large teereeltel

research prier-rims will ceotvre a erowleg share of the federal biomedical
research aisle.

Patient see revenue is a tosser source of revenue in all minurty health
professions scheses. Clinical revalues reseen a ereblem in two or the temp
edIcal scroolc . dental and :iv pharmacy schools. ersoiess anu dint:
revenues. a -unstantial source of m4oue for moor1ty qch001S, currently centri-
butef"wfunds tQ einority stouts's. T110 i e SOCioeconomtc states oe patient. cared
for by faculty of minority medical schools adke practice plan reverie a smaller
potential source of revenue f'ir theie schools.

Ln1rss the (lir:cal base for mehatey and Merenoese ca., be strengthenca by
affiliations with local peblic hospitals snd VP heyeital; and unless the batient
load at eeharry's own hotpitel can be increai.ed, actIeving the e,nised inceest
:n student enrollment will .* difficult, 4f not 'lepossiele.

fo- minority ihareacy schools the east acute finencie; emblem Iles in the
..le private szhote, )(reef*, whicn receives no state support. Unlike the majority
silicosis none of ne schools receives support from hospitals and cynics.
Blemedicil research we're ileminttal. For all the pharmacy scheols
development of itreng clinies1 affillattans is essential co deeloe 4 coa>rr--
hensive .11nical pharmacy carrIculum,tc increase clinical pharmsv faculty.
to prov de cs,nical experience for 99144111S and ta develop and eneeice Pharm C
a.d kraduate emelellee.

The financial peblems of manly of tte minority institutices also heve ieelict-
:ions fur tne4r ahility to compete far Faculty with feeer tiome.ecal ano
['Went care resources than majority schools. vee,eelity to attract new fuculry
.v'd faculty with substantial biomedical reeearcheupport or ceneal incceit f.

'limited. Thu. a circul.r proble' is in operation. Previous suc-essful
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comoetition for past projects and a base for future projects are essential

preconditions for attracting biomedical research funds and researchers. In

times of constrained biomedical research dollars, attracting these resources

to build a base becomes increasingly difficult on a competitive grant basis.

In clinical sciences the problem is both less and more acute. It is less

acute in the sense that physician and dental clinicians can more easily develop

a patient care base tow researchers. It is more acute because clinicians'

salaries and expected remuneration in the specialties and subspecialties are

high and cannot be guaranteed by the minority schools. Furthermore. the hospital

clinical base for the minority medical/dental schools is limited and nonexistent

for the pharmacy schools. Competition for clinical revenue is growing and pro .

of the minority medical schools are located near prestigious majority schools. ,

The location of the minority schools in urban low-income areas makes them especi-

ally vulnerable to cutbacks in patient care programs for the elderly and the poor.

Finally, the lack of strong. major VA affiliations affects both the research and

clinical programs forimedicine. dentistry and pharmacy.for medicine.

countervailing influence in medicine and dentistry is the rapidly increasing

supply of physicians am dentists and a slowing of the expansion of schools and

faculty. This factor will make it more difficult for young faculty to choose

locations end may increase the pool of faculty available to the minority schools.

Tuition and stale funding constitute more significant sources of funds for

minority schools. The significance of tuition, combined with the socioeconomic

Status of the students at the minority schools, leaves the schools with little

flexibility in using tuition as a source of increased financing. If the recent

Cutback in enrollment at Meharry is osintainol, it may lead not only to long-term

erosion in the number of blacks attending medical school. but deprive the school

of tuition revenue.

Issues and Options

A number of policy issues have been raised regarding further efforts to

increase the supply of black health professionals. For some of these

issues, there are gaps in information which need to be filled before definitive

conclusions on policy directions can be reached. For other issues social

philosophy and concepts of social justice and equity will guide decision makers.

Finally. for some issues existing data clarify the issue and lead to fairly direct

Conclusions. This section of the report Will raise several key issues, describe

the adequacy and appropriateness of data tO address each issue, and provide some

possible options for policy makers to consider. The issues are posed in the form

Of questions:

Ire light of an emerging consensus of a future health manpower surplus, why

`should society end the federal government be concerned with the issue ofblack

health mmer
This issue can only be partially addressed by data. but also involves issues

of equal4ty of opportunity and social justice. The demographic and health status

data show that the health status of the black population is worse than that of
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whites; that blacks constitute a higher proportion of the population in

federally-designated health manpower shortage areas and that blacks more
heavily utilize outpatient hospital services In lieu of private physicians'
offices than whites. In dental care. use rates are substantially lower for
blacks than whites. While recent data show that distribution of health man-
power has widened substantially. health professionals still attempt to locate
in more affluent socioeconomic areas. suburbs, etc. A comparison of the
ratios of manpower -to- population continues to show wide disparities in south-
eastern rural areas and inner city areas. Use of outpatient services in county
hospitals and certain university hospitals is rising, suggesting a decline in
access to private practice physicians.

Society and the federal government bear the costs of health care through
Medicare and Medicaid. private insurance and government sponsored facilities.
Improving the health status of minorities should translate into lower health
expenditures, fewer disability and welfare benefits and increased productivity.
Access to early care is dependent on manpower availability.*

After fifteen to twenty years of civil rights and affirmative action licies,
why hasTiTtIere been a greatei.Iiiiiii-ii77n the proportion of blatiiThea pro-
fessionaliT

A number of factors previously discussed in this report affect admissions
and retention of students:

o Commitment of the health professions schools to increase black student
enrollment. The evidence of differences in admission and retention
rate% among institutions indicates that some institutions still have
not developed effective programs. Some state university systems.
particularly those in northeastern and southeastern states with large
black.poPulations, stand out as failing to recruit black students.

o Applicant pool. While the black college pool has expanded rapidly. it
has not yet reached parity with the white population. For the 1982-83
academic year many colleges have reported a decline in the number of
black enrollees. In minority colleges, first-year enrollment has dropped
12 percent. The health professions eoucation protess is a long one and
there is a time lag between the increase in undergraduate enrollment and
graduate school attendance. However, should be noted that the increase
in black undergraduate enrollment has risen faster than the black enroll-
ment in health professions schools. It should also be noted that as the
white applicant pool has dropped significantly in medicine and dentistry,
the black pool has increased slightly, but the white acceptance rates
have risen.

Additional data and data analysis are needed on the practice location patterns
of black physicians and dentists compared to white physicians ..nd dentists.
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o Admissions criteria. In all of the health professions schools great

weight is given to standardized entrance examinations. In medicine, and
Probably in dentistry and veterinary medicine as well, there is little
evidence that these entrance exams are predictive of success in clinical
studies or clinical practice. There is considerable evidence that
schools which utilize additional criteria are more successful in
recruiting, retaining and graduating black health professions students.

o Poor high school and college training. There is an extensive body of
literature demonstrating that minority students receive weak science.
reading and analytic training from elementary school onward. In addi-

tion, there are anecdotal data that may minority students are actually
counselled away from the more difficult academic courses in high schools

and colleges. A large proportion of minority students are from low
socioeconomic status families and families where parents are more likely

to have not completed high school.

o lack of role models. This is a "Catch 22" problem. Without an increase

in the numbers of black health professionals, young people are less
likely to have contact with role models in the health field. Educational

enrichment and guidance from their families are less likely for black
students than for groups with higher socioeconomic and educational status.
Strong stimulus from teachers, ammunity leaders and other role models is

vitally important. Special efforts are needed by black health professionals

to reach out to the high schools and colleges. More concern needs to be

addressed to the adequacy of training for high school and college teachers
and counsellors.

o Student financing. With the recent changes in federal policy to reduce
programs like the National Health Service Corps Scholarships and Graduate
Student Loans, students from low-income families are experiencing serious
financial difficulties and are turning to non-subsidized .HEAL loans to

finance their o' stion. Black students are also more likely than whites

to have accrued ,.ot for undergraduate education. There has been a

shift in at least one minority school to students from higher-income
families. There is. evidence that black students are more likely than
whites to interrupt their education for financial reasons. Scholarships

and subsidized loans are essential to maintaining and increasing black

enrollment. It is too early to assess the impact of -ising unemployment

among black families on enrollment in colleges and health professions

schools.

Shouldn't the focus be on the majority schools to encourage enrollment of

blacks iiiheirailVFOfiiiiins school0

It is clear from the data that some majority schools (in all fields but

veterinary medicine) have achieved success in recruitment, retention and graduation

of minority students. It is also obvious from the data that d very small proportion

of majority schools is responsible for increases in black student enrollment. The

preponderance of health professions schools 11,; made littlt progress'in increasing

minority enrollment.
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For example, in medicine there are 127 schoolo.jn 1981-82 about 23
percent of the black enrollment was in the four minority schools, and an
additional 33 percent was in 21 majority schools, i.e., less than 20 percent
of the schools educated 56 percent of the black students. (See Tables 18

and 35.1' In dentistry and pharmocv the nercentages are even more dispro-
portionate, and Tuskegee still educates 75 percent of black veterinary

medical students. It appears unlikely that majority schools will significant-
ly increase their efforts in minority enrollment without strong external in-

centives.
,

Strategies which might be utiliied to encourage majority schools to
increase their minority enrollment and retention (particularly in sta..es

with large black populations) include:

o Strong commitment by governors, State legislators and state higher
education boardto ensure that the state universities implement
policies (including admissions criteria) to increase black enroll-

ment.

Increased scholarships and low interest loans to black students.

Commitment by the leadership of the academic health institution
associations to the goal of increased black enrollment, including
better evacuation of adrissfons criteria. stimulation of minority
recruitment programs, etc.

o Reversal of the current federal policy of civil rights and affirma-

tive action enforcement.

o Training of minority faculty. faculty development and support of

minority institutions.

In all fields, however, the minority schools play a critical role in

the maintenance of enrollment. The cutbacks in enrollment at Meharry are
likely to contribute to a decline in black enrollment in medicine in 1987-

(43. (Data will be availableIb April 1983).

In dentistry, two minority schools are responsible for more than one-

third of all black graduates. In oharnacy, four minority schools out of a

total of 71 institutions. gqsduate more than 45 percent of the black pharmacy

graduates. It would require large increases by the majority schools to
equal the role played by the minority schools.

Why-should tnerr be minority schools?

The rationale for minority schools is similar to that for schools

snonsored by religious grou0k where students can learn in an environment

where they are not the minority but the majority. In some majority schools

where blacks constitute less than five percent of the enrollment. some

black students do well. In some cases in these institutions there is a

history of insensitivity to the needs of black students as well as the

black community. Many black students do not function well in such environ-
ments and prefer the option of schools where there is a history of experience,

sensitivity. and relevance to black history. culture and the needs of black

People as students. patients, or as a community.

4.1
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In addition to the needs of students, minority schools have a special

sensitivity, experience and commitment to the unmet needs of blacks and similar

underserved communities. A large proportion of their students go on to practice

in these communities and many of the students are drawn from these communities.

The choice and pluralism for black and white students available with the

existence of minority and majority schools is consonant with the choice and

pluralism that reflect the political environment in the United States. It is

also basic to what education at its best is abouta variety of education insti-

tutions public and private, large and small, religious and sectarian, majority

and minority.

Ithy snouldtherepea_federal role?

The response to, this question requires a combination of political philosophy

and data and is similar to the issue of why there should be a federal role in

education, in higher education. in health--What is a public versus a private

good? What are the roles of the federal goverrmrmt end thestates in social

policy?

Rather than addressing the issue philosophically, there are pragmatic

'factors which can priitilde guidance.

o The federl government finances a large percentage of the nation's

health care expenditures. Therefore, it has a responsibility to ensure

that its dollars are spent wisely.

o Black health status is worse than whites' health status. Premature

death and disability lead to large social costs in lost productivity

and increased demands on federal and state income security prugramc
and publicly-sponsored health programs.

o'' Respite recent adverse decisions in civil rights, the federal government

remains constitutionally committed to equality of opportunity.

Can PriYate fPl!!$0111114..rwf't the nced5 PLP)(10!lealtkProtessions.
education?

Recent public policy statements have suggested that private philanthropy

could take up the slack of reduced federal participation in social programs. The

evidence to date is that the amount of funds required to substitute for federal

dollars is so large that there is no probability that private funds could substi-

tute for the tetalit! of public funds. With the current recession and growth in

need in all social areas, it is highly unlikely that private funds, which cannot

approach cutrent needs, can be used to completely support the programs needed to

increase black enrollment in the health professions.

This is not to suggest that private support should not be sooght to finance

innovative proeram. scholarships for low-income students and biomedical research.

Hwever, it is unrealistic to suggest that private funds could substitute for all

public funds.
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If the impact of cuts in federal funds are not _vet endangering
majoriky schools, ire iTierity scTiinol s endangered"

At present not all minority schools are endangered. Florida A & M and

Texas Southern (the two state pharmay schools) and Charles Drew Medical
School are in reasonably stable financial positions as long as the public
comaitment continues.

The remaining minority schools. as discussed earlier. have less diverse
sources of financing than the majority schools. do not have a biomedical
research funding base and have vulnerable and less than adequate clinical

bases.

Furthermore, where these schools pievide patient care services. they
serve low-income populations and populations less likely to have private
health insurance. While some majority schoOls have similar patient bases,
they frequently have additional clinical resources which assist in cross-
subsidizing no-pay or low-pay patient care services.

finally, the r changes in Medicare reimbursement for hospitals
and the expected ulation of payment of teaching physicians may make a
number of majority chools fiscally vulnerable fn 1963 and 1984.

What can the_federal.lrwernment do that doesn't require legislation. la
tarjetm. ore resources to tOnorTtEs-at oTiT

there are few options short of new legislation that could assist these

institutions. several actions might be considered to:

o Increase funds available for approved biomedical and health
services research programs based at minority schools.

o Give minority schools priority on special project grants designed
to increase minority health manpower. i.e.. family practice. etc.

o Increase the recruitment of minority students by the armed services
and the proportion of Armed Services Scholarships going to minority
students. The Armed Services heavily weight the MCAT scores. A

change incriterfa could increase the number of minority students
selected.

o Require the VA to share affiliation of its major acute care
hospitals in Nashville (Meharry) and in Atlanta (Morehouse).

Note: County government could also intervene to ensure minority
school participation in patient care in Nashville's and
Atlanta's county hospitals.
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If Howard is a federalty-sumorted instftutien_mhy can't Howard be-

expontTa to meet all the meaa"

While some exparsion of Howard might be feasible. absorbing the total

enrollment of all the minority health professions schools would not be practical

for the following reasons;

o Massive capital investment in classrooms and laboratories would be

needed. Absorption of the expanded enrollment would require more than

doubling the enrollment in medicine and dentistry, vastly enlarging

the enrollment in pharmacy and developing a new school of veterinary

medicine. In addition. there would be significant costs associated with

recruiting and moving faculty to accommodate the expansion in student

enrollment.

o The creation of additional clinical facilities in a geographic area that

. is already overbedded and has a high concentration of health professions

schools would be expensive.

O Costs would be transferred from the states to the federal government. 4

Some states now make capitation payments to the private minority schools

and the states provide appropriations to the state schools. If all

students attended Howard and the other minority schools terminated

their programs. states would not provide education support.

o Costs would also be transferrediifrom the private sector to the public

sector through tuition differentials.

Conclusion

Before the era of expansion of social programs and civil rights activism.

which beear in the 1960s, black health
professionals constituted only a very

small percentage of tee health professions manpower pool. Most of the black

health professionals were educated at the minority schools and very few graduated

from the majority schools.

Beginning in the late 1960m major efforts were made to increase black

enrollment. Entry int'.' the health professions in the 1960s and 1970s and

enrollment of black students increased in all fields. The records of majority

schools in e.pandIng enrollment varied
wlely even during the height of interest

in. and support for, experding educational opportunities. In the mid-seventies

the increase in black errollments stowed and the acceptance rates. in contrast to

the white acceptance rates. declined.
The decline in acceptance rates has con -

timied to date. The minority schools of dentistry. pharmacy and veterinary

medicine continued to educate a substantial proportfon.of black health professionals.

The minority medical schools, which until the mid-seventfesieducated a declining

proportion of black students. are once again playing a more prominent role in

educating blacks. Deterrents to increased enrollment in majority schools include

lower standardized test scores and grade point averages for blacks than whites;

heavy weighting of standardized test scores in contrast to other admissions cri-

teria; few role models and hfgher rates of attrition for blacks than for...Mites.
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Recent changes in student financing are increasing, the already considerable
economic barriers to black health professions students who tend to come from
families with lower socioeconomic status than white students. The black stu-
dents are also more,likely to incur considerable debts in the pursuit of their
undergraduate education than white students.

The minority health professions schools, particularly the private schools.
have a less diverse and a weaker financial base than the amjority schools. They
are less likely to derive revenues from biomedical research grants. Their
clinical bases too. are much weaker in terms of the scope of facilities, the
number of clinical affiliations and the size and payment status of the patient
population. Patient care revenues have been the most rapidly gting source of
revenue for the majority medical schools, and constitute some funding for
majority pharmacy schools, but not for minority schools. Many majority schools
have strong affiliations with Veterans Administration acute care hospitals and
county hospitals* in close proximity to the schools. Notso for the minority
medical schools. Even though county hospitals exist in several of the cities
in which minority medical schools are located. with the exception of Charles
Drew. they are not strongly affiliated with the county hospitels. In the case
of affiliations with nearby VA hospitals, frequently this affiliation has been
filled by a local majority medical school, requiring stu.seks of the minority
medical school to travel further afield for their clinical experience. This

. factor also affects faculty support.

There is a substantial probability that previous gains in increased black
participation in the health professions will be eroded during the eighties unless
action is taken to:

o Increase financial support through scholarships and low interest loans.
The AMC Task Force recommended increases in limits on Graduate Student
Loans. per year and in total; extension of the repayment period and
increases in Exceptional Financial Need Scholarships.

o Increase the commitment of the majority schools to recruit and retain
black students even if they reduce enrollments in general.

,

d Restore enrollment at Meharry to at least 100 students pert class in
medicine and rapidly expand the Morehouse class size to reach the
original goal of 64 students per class.

o Increase the financial stability of the minority health professions
schools by expanding their clinical bases, particularly via new or
enhanced VA and county hospital affiliations.

o Develop a sufficiently strong research base to attract strong basic
science faculty.

4
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The study was based on existing data. During the course of the study gaps

in the data were identified which should be collected in future studies:

o Current data on student financial aid for all health professions fields,
for all students and by race and ethnic group

o Data on typea4d location of practice by race and ethnic group

o Data on type of- institution (university hospital, county hospital;
,-

,integrated, non-integrated programs) where graduate mediCal and dental
education is undertaken, by race and ethnic group

o Additional analysis of the impact of high debt on attrition, on the
choice of graduate program, and on choice of practice specialty

o More detailed analysis of potential financial resources for minority

students

More detailed studies of underserved areas Ind type of health
professionals serving these areas, including specialty distribution.

76 .4%
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Appendix 1

Background
4
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0
In 19;0-71 there were 180 black graduates from U.S. medical schools;

94, or 52.2 percent were graduated from Howard University and Meharry
Medical College. By 1972-73 minority schools accounted for 36.7 percent
of black graduates. (See Table 36.) From 1969-70 to 1972-73 first-year
enrollment increased in all medical schools by 31.2 percent and black
enrollment more than doubled. Between 1973 and 1982 first-year enrollment
in medical schools increased by an additional ?2 percent but black
enrollment increased by only 15.8 percent. The proportion of black
medical students in minority scoots increased from 17.6 percent In
1914 -75 to 23.7 percent of black students in 1981-82. (See Table 1.)
The experience of black student enrollment in the majority schools of
dentistry, pharmacy and veterinary medicine has been, less successful.

In 1979-80. 38.4 percent of black dental school graduates were from
Howard University and Meharry Medical College. (See Table 37,) Black
enrollment in the four minority pharmacy schools in 1981-82 was 38.1 percent
in contrast to 57.1 percent in 1971-72. Approximately three-quarters of
black veterinary medical stlidenis att./ Tuskegee Institute. (Seedables
15 and 254

1. .
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.Trends in Health Manpower and Black Health Manpower Sv

,

Phisician MilaVower

4r The data indicate that black physicians in 1980 constituted 2.6

percent of all practicing physicians and 3.3 percent of U.S.-trained

physiciams (excluding those trained in foreignrcOuntries). (See

Table 11.) Mee striking are the ratios of white physicians and black

physic,ans to white popunstion and black population. There are 20.2

white physicians per 10,000 white population 40d 4.2 black physicians

Per 10,00001mcks.16,This equates to one white physician foe 490 whites

and one block physftian for gvery 2.380 blocks. There has been only

modest improvement in the percentage of actively practicing black

physicians, from 7.1 percent in 1950 to 2.6 percent in 1980.

Dental Manpower , 4

Unlike medicine, virtually all dentists Acticing in the U.S. are

U.S.-trained. While the number of black first-yetr students increased

to absolute number'and aS percentage of unit enrollees. black dental

students in the first-yerfras a percentage of total first-year enrollees

actually declined at the and of the seventies. (See Table 38.) As

percentageof totgl enrollment (see Table 39) black enrollment reached

a high of 4.8 percent in 1975-76 and then declined to 4.5 percent and

remitted at thatkleverfrme 1977-78 to 1980-81. In 1980, 38.4 percent

of the black dental school graduates in the U.S. graduated from Howard

and MeharTy. (See Table 7.) To achieve parity a substantial increase

In black students would have.to occur in the majority schools. .

Phantasy Manpower o
Black enrollment in pharmacy has risen from 3.8 percent of 06 total

, in 1871-72 to 4.6 percent of the tete in 1981-82 (see Table 25) and from '

20-Percent pf the graduates In I416-77 to 3.1 percent of the greduates

in 1980-81. Mie Tab% 40.) . .

There are.71 schools of pharmacy in the United States. The four f/-
minority schools, Florida ASH. Texas Southern, Xavier and Howard,

graduated 50.1-percent of the black pharmacists with baccalaureate

degrees 'from 1976-77 through 1980-81. In 1981'/lase schools 9radaa

47.9 of the total blek\phareacy graduates.- (See Tables 40 a41.)
AP
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Appendix 2

'Students and Faculty

Enrollment

Medicine

Total enrollment of all medical students In die United States
rose by 75.9 percent during the thirteen-year period 1969-70 through
1981-82. (See Table 113.1 During the same period black enrollment
more than trebled. Al a percentage of total enrollment, black
enrollment rose from 2.8 percent of the total to 5.9 percent of the
total. There was an accelerated period of growth until the 1974-75
academic year when black students constituted 6.3 percent of all
enrollees. jn 1981-82, after a six-year declipe, the percentage of
Winks increased again, budid not reach the previous peek. If
first-year class and graduate data are analyzed, there is a higher
rats of attrition among black students than white students. In 1974-
75. 7.5 percent of entering students were black, yet in 1978-79. the
year these students would nondelly graduate'@, only 5.2 percent of the
graduates were black. By 1982 only 4.8,pettent'ef the graduates were
black. (See Tables 2 and 36.

The distribution of enrollment betweenlajority and minority
students also shows an increase In the peltentage of total. enrollment
in majority schools during the mid-seventies and then a decline as a
percentage of the total. In 1970-71 the minority schools graduated
52.2 percent of the blacks. In 1969-70, 47;6 percent of total black
enrollment was in the Vio minerity schools, Reward and'eeharry, and
by 1976-77 it had dropped to 20.5 percent. The number of new medical
schools and enrollment Of students increased rapidly during this period.
cirst-year enrollment of black students in minority schools reached a
low of 17.6 percent of all first-year black studentarin 1974-75 and
rose to 24.4 percent in 1978-79. In 1981-82 firtt year errallment of
eldti studentc"in the minority schoos was 210percent of the total
black first-year enrollment, but Oalgochouls accepted 24.1 perceAt
of all new first-year 640 students-bccording to the Journal of the
America AssoctatIon.11/ (See Table 1.) It should be noted
that Monahouse SChool 61c-the began operations in 1978 and currently
has approximately 32 students per class. Charles Drew began.its M.D.
program in 1981, ir.cooperation with the University of California System.
'kith an enrplInFnt of 24. The data for Charles Drew are included with
the University of California at tos Angeles. If it were included with the
minority schools. the percentage of sto4ents attending minority schools
would increase. In 1982-63 Meharry Medical College decreased itsdfirst-icier
04.1. a,:zc fr.. t,;# G ;a. I;i911 tate mesa en class was approximately 124.)
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It is interesting to note the differences among majority medical
schools it their success in.recruiting and attracting black students.
for example, in the southeastern part of the United States, there is
a heavy concentration of black population and black undergraduate

students. In 1979-80, although nationally 3.9 percent of graduates of
majority medical schools were black, the Universities of Alabama.
Lary. Louisiana State.: Mississippi. Duke, Wake Forest, Eastern Virginia.
Tennessee, Virginia, the Medical University of South Carolina mid the
Medical College of Georgia eactrhad four percent or fewer black graduates

in that year.75/ Yet at the University of North Carolina more than 11
percent of the graduates and more than 9 percent of the graduates At

the University of Florida wen, black. Similar regional patterns exist

in northern, midwestern and western states with large black populations.
At the University of Illinois more than 8 percent of the graduates were
black, yet only one scnool in the State University of hew York System
reached 5 percent and two of the private medical schobls in New York
City exceeded the national rate.

The number of white students in instituti s of higher education

. has increased by 14.9 percent. The increase or blacks was over 200

percent. If the increase in medical- schimir total enrollment (excluding
blacks) is cnopared with the Tniiiisfliithi6Wille7hIgher education pool,

. the increase in total medical school enrollment (excluding blacks)

increased at a much faster rate: a 14.9 percent increast in enrollment
in higher education and a 70.3 percent increase in medial school total
enrollment (exc./Wine blacks).

The applicantAo acceptance ratio has risen for black applicants and

has fallen for non minority applicants. (See tables 19 and 20.) In

1
1973-74 there were 2.3 black applicants per acceptance and the rate has

now risen to 2.5 applicants per acceptance. For non-minorities the

direction is revelsed. There were 2.9 applicants per acceptance in

1973-74. Iodav,tdere are 2.1 applicantr, per acceptance. Almost 44 of

every 100 blackiplicants were accepted in 1973-74; about 41 out of 100

Were accepted il 980-81. For non-minorities about 35 out of 100 were

accepted in 197314 in contrast ti 48 out of 100 in 1980-81. If the

1973-74 rate for blacks was in effect in 1980-81 there would be more than
84 additional hlack medical students or 79 percent more. Further, in

August 1982 Dr. iron dohn.on. Jr.. showed that while the non-minority
applicant pool declined 16.5 percent between 1974-75 and 1481-82. the
minority pool increased 11.6 percent.76/

In periodic surveys indicating freshmen's college interest in
entering a profession, with 1974 a-, the most recent survey year, 3.6

percent of all fieshmen aspired to study medicine and 4.1 percent of

bleck freshmen indicated this field as an interest. (See "0"e 21.)
1
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Dentistry

First-year and total enrollment of black dental students peat-4
numerically and as a percentage of the total in 1975-76. but st

to rise again in 1980-81. (See Tables 38 and 39.) In 1980-81,

percent of all students enrolled in dental schools were black an.

percent of first-year students were black. There is a high rate of

attrition black dental students: of the 290 who entered dental

school in 19,..-77. only 190 graduated. The attrition rate for whites

in that year was 11.8 percent and for blacks it exceeded 30 percent.
Of the black graduates, 38.4 percent came from the two minority schools.

*harry and Howard. (See Table 37.)

Dental enrollments are being reduced nationally; black enrollment,
however, rose slightly between 1979-80 and 1980-81. Black dental stu-

dents constitute a smaller percentage within their field than black

medical students. The acceptance rates of blacks to dental schools are

lower than white rates and higher than the black acceptance rate in medi-

cine. For all groups, applicants per enrollee eeclined frOm 2.2 in 1977

to 1.6 in 1980. For blacks it increased from 2..1 to 2.2. Sixty-five

Percent of whites who applied in 1980 enrolled to contrast to 45.3

percent of blackse Table 42.)

In the Southeast, an area with a large black population. a number
of dental schools graduated black dentists at a rate below the national

average of 3.7 percent. Such institutions include the Universities of

Alabama. Emory. Louisville. Louisiana State. and Virginia Commonwealth.

On the other hand, institutions like the University of California at

los Angeles. the University of California, San Francisco. the University

of Maryland, and the University of Michigan substantially exceed the

national average.

As in medic, grade point averages and standardized test scores

are lower for blacks than for whites. (See Table 43.)

Pharmacy

In 1981-82 blacks constituted 5.9 percent of total medical school

enrollment and 4.6 percent of total enrollmenrein pharmacy. (See Tables

18 and 25.) In 1979-80, 5.1 percent of the graduates of schools of

medicine were black while 3.5 percent of the graduates of schools of

pharmacy were black. (See Tables 36 and 41.) la 1971-72, 57.1 percent

of black pharmacy students were enrolled in minority schools. This total

fell to 30.1 percent in 1981-82. (See Table 25.) A concentration of

black pharmacy students also attends six or seven majority pharmacy insti-

tutions with the remaining black students scattered among the other sixty

schools of pharmacy. (See Table 40.)
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Faculty

The Association of American Medical Colleges bias collected data for

more than ten years on the "Participation of Women and Minorities on U.S.

Medical School FaUsities." Between 1971 and 1981 blaa faculty as a

percentage of total faculty remained in a range of 1.6 percent to 1.8

Percent. (See Table 44.) slack faculty increased by 43.4 percent numeri-

cally during this.period from 565 to 810. However-. total medical school

faculty increased by 37.6 percent. In 1971. 64.1 percent of black faculty

were in majority schools. By 1981 this percentage had risen to 74.1

percent. Black physicians represent 2.6 percent of the practicing
physician pool, a higher proportion of total physicians than of faebIty.

The colleges of veterinary medicine provided unpublished to for

this study in a slightly different format than the data available for

other fields, but with greater detail on faculty rank. Since affirmative

action reached Its peak in the mid-seventies and promotions within faculty

ranks involve seniority considerations as well as merit, it is to be

expected that fewer minority faculty would be at the higher ranks. The

data show the largest proportion of blacks at the lecturer/instructor

levels with a much lower and almost equal percentage at assistant,

associate and full professor ranks. (See Table 29.) Of the black full

professors of veterinary medicine, all but one were at Tuskegee. Less

than half of the associate professors and slightly more than half of the

assistant professors were at majority schools. Eighty percent of the

instructomwere at majority schools and the majority of the black lecturers

were at Tuskegee.

4
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41.13.!."0.14.9

Student Financing

Almost 30 percent of black students participated in the Work
`Audy Program as compared to less than 20 percent of the students in

,-'1.other racial categories. In addition. about 45 percent of black aid
recipients in private schools participated in National Direct Student
Loans in contrast to one-third of white and Hispanic students.77/

Dr. Johnson points out that by 1980-81, 15.7 percent of minorities
41.trmedical schools (in contrast to 3.1 percent of non-minorities)
interrupted their medical education due to financial difficulties. In

addition, 18.6 percent of minority graduates and 13 percent of non-
minorities had indebtedness between $30,000-49,000 and 3.6 percent of
minorities (contrasted to 1.4 percent of non-minorities) had indebtedness

exceeding $50,000.78/

Dr. Johnson also shows a shifting between scholarships and loans.
In 1980-81 the indebtedness of first-year minority students was $6.000.
In 1981-82 it increased 30 percent to $8,242. The loan to scholarship

ratio in the one -rear period changed from 65/35 to 70/30.79/

Family Income Among Students

at Minority Health Profeksions Schools, Academic Year 1980-81

Family Income $10,000- 520,000 -

Under 8101000 P91.999 529,999 141000..

School I JO% 447401, 19% 7
School 2 524 15t 12% 21%

School 3 38' 25% 15% 21%

School 4 310 19'; 18% 33%.

School 5 31', 35% 30% 4z

School 6 781 14% 6% 2%

One medical school provided data for two succeeding academic years,
shpwing a decrease in students from all income levels below $30.000, with

a marked decrease in students from families in the $20,000 - 29,999 category

and a dramatic increase in students from families with Jimmies above

$30.000.
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Appendix 4

Minority Educational Institutions and Their Financing

Of the tiete minority medical
schools. all are private schools.

Meharry and Morehouse derive a much higher percentage of their revenues

from tuition and fees thee the average of all private medical schools.

One of the two depends on tuition
for one-fifth of its revenues. One

of the two has contracts with o number of states and receives half of

its funds from state appropriations and capitation parents. One

receives slightly more state support than most private schools: 6%

fron state revenues. Charles Drew. receives more than half of its

funding from state and local sources. The most dramatic difference

between the.minorityand majority
Schools lies in revenues from biomedi-

cal research grants and contracts and patient care revenues. On average.

all medical schools receive about
one-fifth to one-quarter of their

revenues from federal grants and contracts.

Almost no funds flow to the minority medical schools for biomedical

research.

On average. medical schools
receive abeitit 9 percent of, their revenues

from hospitals and clinics and 15 percent from practice plans or about

one-quarter of their revenues from patient care services. At Charles Drew

faculty receive salaries from the county
hospital for services in the

hospital, but Meharry and Morehouse
medical schools derive very little

income from patient care services at this time. Most importantly, the

diversity of sources df support fs much less for minority schools than

for majority schools. leaving the minority schools more severely affected

by changes in any one form of financing.

Of the institutions
included in the Association of Academic Health

Centers' Impact Study 00/ only one
institution received less than 25

percent of its revenues from
federal grants and contracts and all six

schools. both public and private.
relied much less on state support and

derived more revenues from patient care than the minority health

professions schools.

The only dental school included in this study is Meharry. The sources

of revenue of Meharry's dental school reveal the save patterns of disparity

with the majority dental schools as do the minority medical schools with

the majority medical schools.

In the minority schools
of pharmacy. the state schools derived a higher

percentage of their revenues from state appropriations than those in the

AAHC sample. One of the three minority
schools had a large biomedical re-

search program; the other two received smaller proportions of their revenues

from biomedical. research
than,all four schools in the AAHC samole.§1/ None

of the minority schools derived
income from hospitals and clinics While

three of the four,schools in the AAHC sample did. financial distress grants

accounted for almost 40 percent of one ofthe minority school's revenues.
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At Tuskegee institute's School of Veterinary Medicine tuition
accounted for a larger share of revenues than the two schools in the
RAMC sample. Research funding at Tuskegee fell midwey between the two

schools in the Ma study but funding from the states was substantially
lower at Tuskegee, even though one of the two schools in the AAHC sample

was a private school.gy Financial distress grants accounted for one

fifth of total revenues at Tuskegee. Hospital asiclimic revenues pt

Tuskegee accounted for 3 percent of revenues as contrasted to over/14
percent in the two vetertnary schools in the AAMC study.
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TABLE 1 .

Estimated Average Length of Life
in leers by Race and Sea
Selected Tears 19504980

Tear
White
'gale

Racial
Minority
Male

White
Female

Racial

Minority

DEWS-- 0
1986 70.5 65.3 78.1 74.0

1970" 70.2 65.0 77.8 73.6.

1979 69.4 63.6 77.2 72.3

1970" 6.60.0 61.3 75.6 69.4

1960 67.4 61.1 74.1 66.3

1950 66.5 59.1 72.2 62.9

Provisional data
" escludes destba'of nonresidents of the Belted States

Source: U.S. Department of Health and Ruben Services. Public Health Service,
National Center for Health Statistics. Health United States 1982
(Washington, 0.C.: Government Printimg Officeogg2y
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Solocted Years

.411 Other

A11 Races Mae 4

Sirthweisbt ¢1r6;;Tibt 111rtbsAllsbt Bird

2.500 grim. 1,500 gr. 2.500 sr. 1,500 sr. 7500 sc. 1.500 sr. 2,500 gr.

Year or less or loss or loos or loos gEll_-_ or Lou 5.112.4__

1979 6.94 1.15 5.80 .90 12.55 2.37 --

1978 7.11 1.17 5.94 .91 12.85 2.43 ,

1975 1.39 1.16 6.26 .92 13.09. 2.37

19/0 7.94 1.17 6.84 .95 13.86 2.40

1.1.

1965-67 8.3 7.2 -- .... -- 11.7

Data by birthueloht for the block popeletion are mat available for these 0011.

Source: U.S. Devaromvot of health and Kamen Services. Polak health Service

Wilma' Center for health Statistics
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Infant Nercality Sates by Race 0
United Stine*: Selected Tears 1950-1979

m
Year

Total
Sate
All Race, 4

:1 g
13.1
13.8

'4,

1975 16.1

1970 20.0

1960 26.0

1950 29.2

White Slack

kooricons heEiVEt!
11.4 MP12:0

16.2 26.1

17.6 32.7

22.9 44.3

29.8 43.9

.
Excludes residents of Alaska and Swett

Note: Infant mortality rate is the number of deaths to
infants mederl year of ago per 1.000 Live births.

Source: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. Public Health Service
National Canter for Stealth Statistics:

1981.

1.1.4.1liaLratat 1E2'
versant Printing Office).(Washington. D.C..

a
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ON)

TAKE 10

Percentage of Pbyalcian Visits,
by Race of Patient and Specialty. 1978

Specialty White Black

Cameral Practitioner 48.5 54.6

Dermatologist 1.7 1.5

Internist 10.5

01rGY11 6.8 6.5

Ophthalmologist 2.5 1.5

Orthopedist 4.3 2.4

Otolaryn 2.3 1.3

PediatriLlan .5 8.2

Psychietrim 1.1 1.0

Radiologist 1.2 .6

Surgeon 3.0 2.7

Urologist 1.3 2.0

Other Specialist 3.2 5.3

Unknown 3.6 6.5

Source: OCHS 19711 Hialth interview Survey
as printed in !halt? Cars in a Content

of Civil Rights Institute of Medicine
Nashington. D.C. National Academy Press 1981.)
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TABLE H

Number of Employed Slack Practitioners
in Selected Health Profession:

1950-1980 Selected Years

PHYSICIANS

Year

Total
Physicians
(ND and DO)

Rata per
10,000
Population

Black
Physicians

2 of
Total
Physicians

Rate per
10,000 Slack

,- Population

1980* 449,500 20.2 11,700 2.62 4.2
.

1970 279,650 11.7 , 6,002 2.12 2.6

-1960 211,752 IT.0 5,036 2.22 2.7

1950 191,947 12.7 4.026 2.12 2.7

1980 data on "employed Practitioners" era not yet available from tenses books: 1980 data are
"professimally active" individuals and may be higher relative to 1990-60-70 canoes data.

Notes;

1. In all cases, census numbers are lower estimates than data reported by other sources.

2. Resident population data from the U. S. Census were used to calculate "sates per 10,000 population ".

Source: U. S. ammo data and
W idth Profession. 19110-

82-10 September MI

and Pro k amd 1 Pe tin
U.S. Department of Health and Nom Ws cis,
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TABLE 12

"Weber of Employed black Pitliirmerm
in Selected Ilealthfrofeesienes

1950-1900 Selected Veers

DitlifISTS

II!

Total
Dentist*

Rate per
10,000

Peaulatiom

Slack

ftgriet

X of

Total
Dentists

Rate per
10.000
Slack Population

1980 126.200 5.64 3610 2.9% 1.17

1970 92.563 4.1 2363 2.6% 1.04

1960 116,087 4.8 2341 2.1% 1.24

1950 72.11106* 4.8, 1523** 2.1% 1.01

1980 data on "leployed
Practitioners* are not yet available frt. ceases books: IPSO data are

"profeesiomilly active" ledivideals sad may be higher relative to 1050-60-70 census data.

In 1950 estimates of destine and pharmacist* include only male practitioners.

Notelet

1. to all cases. tenons numbers are lamer eetimeuse than
data reported by other sources.

2. beldam population data from the U. S. Ceases wets used to calculate "Rate* per 10,000 PePulailmo"..

Source: U. S. Census data and Setimakes amid Projection of Bloch sad Mayotte Personnel in lelytted

Health Professions 1900-2000, U.S. Deportment of 00eith end OW Services.

U.S.A. 12-10 September 1082
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Tail 13
Number of Employed Slack Practitioners

in Selected Health Professions:
1950 -1980 Selected Tears

PNAISIACISTS

Sara par 2 of Rate per

Total 10.000 Slack Total 10.000 Sleek

Year rhatmeciptp Populaties . Pharmacist!. roareecista Population
_

144,300 6. 3 i 3380 2.3X 1.28

1970 110.331 5.4 - 2182 2.51 1.23

1960 92,233 5.1 1685 1.82 .89

1950 80,855 5.3 1147 1.42 .76

Notes:

In all COMPS, census numbers are lover estimates time data reported by other sources.

Rapidest population data from the U. S. Cleave were Need ro ea/relate 'Batas pr 10,000 population*'. 0r

Sperm: U. S. gnome data and pi is Selected

Neeith froOssimes Deport et of Mkslth sad Miss Services
.R.A. 82-10 September
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TABLE 14

Number of Employed Slack Practitioner,
is Selected Health Prefesatoste:

1950-19E0 Selected Tears

VETERINARIANS

Year

f

Veterinarian

Rote per
10400
NPLMMUIM!

Mock -
Vetertmariees

S of
-Total -

Vetertaitcloo

Rate pet
10.000 Black

"Wanly*

1980 34,355 533 1.61.52 .20

1970 19,176 .94 252 1.3 .11

1960 15.266. .a5 264* 1.7 .14

1950 11,460 .15 120 1.0 .00

In 1960 estimates of vetertmarteme !maids poly mete preetltiemers.

Notes: In all uses, census numbers are
lower estimates than data reported by other sources. Data on black

veterinarians are gathered from a very smell sample, and the 'stinting error be large.

Resident population Mayas the U.S. Census were used to colcolate "Rates per 10.000 population."

`Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. United States Census of Population. Occupational Characteristics
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TABLE 16

Freshmen Enrollment of Veterimory Students

Tee

White
EmreVolt.

Mlmority

IMP UHL!

Miserfty
Enrollmt.

2,..0 TocAl

total

MNI2i1Rl.

1981 -82 2,229 123 5.2 2,352

1960-81 1,944 110 S.) 2.054

1979 -8C 7,169 . 86 3.8 2.755

1971-79 1,990 96 4.6 2,086

1977-78 1,193 80 4. 1.973

1976-77 1,793 69 3.7 1.862

1975-76 1,676 58 3.4 1,733

1974-75 1,607 56 3.4 1,663

1973-74 1,537 57 3.6 ' 1,594

Minority ipcludas Americas
Isaias. Mispenics, Blocks, etc.

No forthir breakdown auoilable.
Secludes Comedies schools.

Source: Association of American Veterinarian medical Colleges

(*AVM)
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Pereentaso of Blocks and on Nieorities Accepted

to Flret-Tear Classes in U. Medical Schools

.
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AEEVIELA...--
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39.4

37.5

35.8

1980-81

197980

1978-79
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'
0

1976-77 $073

1975-76 41.3
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ilk
IV3-74 43.9.
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TABLE 22

Medical Students Repeating the Acidoeic Year:
Selected Veers 1974-75 through 1981-82

first-Year Class

1981-82 matet 1977-78 1P74-75

Blacks

Other
Students

Blacks

Other
Students

Blacks

Other
Students

Blocks

Other
Students

**

Enrolled, Total
r

1.171 14,512 1,127 14,638 1,101 13,914 1,117 13,472

Repeating No. *** 198 324 195 288
%.-

142 225 161 162

%Repeating 16.9 2.2 17.3 2.0 12.9 1.6 14.4 1.2

All Other Classes
,

Enrolled, Total 2,620 42.670 2.592 42.290 2,550 39,076 2,279 36,239

Repeating 100., 159 295 149 313 161 206 136 229

r

2 Repeating 6.1 .7 5.7 .7 6.3 .7 6.0 .6

% Promoted
85.6 98.9

"Other students" does not include Hispanics. Indians, Puerto Ricans or Asians.

* "All other students" includes Asians, Pacific Islanders. Hispanics other than Mexican Americans and Puerto Ricans.

40** Ponce. South Dakota did not provide infonnation.

Source: Journal of the American Medical Association

12/24-31/82
12/25/81
12/22-29/78

12/29/75 5

v*".111.,*
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TABLE 23

Number and Percent of Slack Physicians
in Medical Internship and Residency Programs:

Academic Tears 1968-69 through 1980-81

Academic
Year

Internships Residencies

Total

-

Black
t Black
of Total Total Black

3.000

2,944

% Black
of Total

1980-81

1979-80

61,819

64,615

4.9

4.6

1978-79
-

63.163 2.793 4.4

1977-78 56.019 1,628 2.9

1976-77 14.200 541 3.8' 60.561 1,701 2.8

197$-76 NA NA - BA NA

197'-75 9,427 21 4.3 52,685 1,113 2.1

1973 -74 11,031 334 3.0 49,082 1.032 2.1

1972-73 1%163 293 2.6 45,081 921 2.0

1971-72 12.066 272 2.3 42,512 827 1.9

1970-71 11.552 2S0 2.2 39,463 742 1.9

1969-70 10,808 192 1.8 37.139 706 1.9

1965 -69 10,464 194 1.9 35,047 607 1.7

The term "internship" is no longer used to
designate graduate training programs.

Source: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.
Minorities and Women in the Health Fields, 1982 Edition.
iliasIington, DA.: Government Printing Office. TNT
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TABLE 24

Number of Black Residents on biltY September 1 of Selected Years: 1968 thromeR 1980

September 1. 1980

Total

Steelait, !saltiest.

Black
Nesidesto

1 Total
Oireidests

Allergy and lermunulogy 192 4 2.1

Anesthesiology 2,490 97 3.9

Colon and rectal surgery 37 2 5.4

liereatoleft 755 45 6.0

Mereatopethology 30 -- --

Family practice 6,344 280 4.4

Internal Medicipe 15,964 vpi 4.7

Neurological surgery 511 19 7.6

Neurology 1,114 27 2.4

Nuclear Nedi(lor 176 6 3.4

Obstetrics- gynecology 4,221 385 9.1

00hthamology 1.480 48 3.2

orthopedic. surgery 2,418 94 3.9

otolaryitimlogy 933 38 4.1

Pathology 2,186 74 3.4

Blood Seeking 23 I 4.3

Forensic Pathology 22 4 18.2

Neuropathology 52 4 7.7

Pediatric-1r 5.171 141 6.6

Pediatric allergy 2 -- --

Pediatric cardiology 130 2 1.5

Pbvsical Medicinelltehahill-
tattoo 492 13 2.6

Plastic surgery 367 11 3.0

Preventive Medicine
General 152 11 7.0

Aerospace 25 i
4.0

Occepational 71 7 9.9

Public Health 31 5 16.1

Psychiatry . 3.911 197 5.0

Mild Psychiatry 426 12 2.8

SePteraber 1. 1978

Page 1 of 4

Total Bloch 1 Total

Residents Residents liesideeta

120 4 3.3

2,178 65 2.1

39 2 5.1

800 24 3.0

17 2 11.8

6.000 317 5.3

16,178 631 3.9

560 32 5.1

1.194 21 1.8

157 8 5.1

4,448 300 8.8

1,561 66 4.2

2,482 SS 3.S

951 44 4.6

2.564 56 2.2

17 -- --

24 1 4.2

39 2 5.1

5.131 274 5.1

56 3 5.4

117 3 2.6

436 7 1.6

406 10 2.5

166 6 3.6

16 1 6.3

55 4 7.3

26 1 3.8

4,056 169 4.2

SS2 19 3.4

aiD(ceetimeed)



MLR 24 Page 2 of 4

Member of Black Residents on Baty September 1 of Selected Tears: 1960 through 1980

Specialtx

September 1. 1980 September 1. 1978

Total
Residents

Slack
Residents

2 Total
Residents

Total
Realdemts

Slack
Sesidents

2 Total
Mmaidemte

Radiology, diagnostic 2,766 90 3.3 2.8012 87 3.1
Radiology, diageoetic

(nuclear) 48 2 4.2 56 1 1.8
Radiology, therapeutic 288 4 1.4 383 12 3.1
Margery 7,794 333 4.3 7,792 385 4.9

Pediatric vagary 29 1 3.4 24 2 8.1
Thoracic 'emery 256 10 3.9 294 13 4.4
Urology 917 60 6.5 1,064 43 4.0

TOTALS 61,819 3,000 4.92 63,163 2,793 4.42
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TABLE 24 Page 3 of 4

Number of Black Residents on Duty September 1 of Selected Years: 1968 through 1900

September 1, 1972. September 1, 1970

Total

Total Black % Total
Residents Residents

Total
Total
Black t Total

Specialty Residents Residents Residents,

Anesthesiology 1,954 50 2.6

Lhild Psychiatry 510 8 1.6

Diagnostic radiology 1.681 1 .1

Dermatology 650 15 2.3

Family Practice 1,041 16 1.5

General Practice 271 10 3.7

General Surgery 6,840 127 1.9

Internal Medicine 8.297 156 1.9

Neurological surgery 609 14 2.3

Neurology 942 9 1.0

Obstetrics-gynecology 3.006 126 4.2

Ophthalmology 1.472 v 33 2.2

Orthopedic surgery 2.210 45 2.0

Pathology 2,560 36 1.4

Pediatrics 3,238 68 2.1

Pediatric allergy 111 6 5.4

Pediatric cardiology 147 7 4.8

Physical Medicine $
Rehabilitation 344 11 3.2

Plastic Surgery 312 2 .6

Preventive Medicine 139 1 .7

Psychiatry 4.131 60 1.5

Radiology 1.806 55. 3.0

Therapeutic Radiology 287 2 .7

Thoracic Surgery 285 12 4.2

Urology 1.078 18 1.7

Other Specialties 187 26 13.9

TOTALS 45.081 921 2.0

512

1,681 29 1.7

425 10 2.4

352 --

599 3.3

265 1 2.6

267 2 .7

6.539 108 1.7

7,194 150 2.1

578 13 2.2

781 10 1.3

2.655 71 2.7

1.360 24 1.8

2,015 44 2.2

2,335 48 2.1

2,592 43 1.7

95 6 6.3
119 1 .8

308 9 2.9

256 1 .4

103 1 1.0

3.870 76 2.0

2,604 29 1.1

98 1 1.0

271 9 3.3

1,011 14 1.4

180 -- --

39.463 74? 1.9

(continued)
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TABLE 24 Page 4 of 4

Number of Black Residents on Duty September
of Selected Years: 1968 through 1980

September 1 1968

Specialty
Total
Residents

Total
Black
Residents

% Total
Residents

Anesthesiology 1,501 23 1.5

Child Psychiatry 473 3 .6

Dermatology 512 10 2.0

Family Practice -- -- --

General Practice 402 13 3.2

General Surgety 6.064 116 1.9

Internal Medicine 6.163 III 1.8

Neurological surgery Spa 6 1.2

Neurology 684 9 1.3

Obstatrice-genecolosy 2,503 65 2.6

Preventive Medicine 104 -- --

Oehthalscology
1,238 16 1.3

orthopedic surgery 1.513 26 1.7

Otolaryngology 873 8 .9

Pathology 2.230 36 1.6

Pediatrics 2.185 20 .9

Pediatric allergy 65 -- --

Pediatric cardiology 125 --

Ph)sical Medicine i
Rehabilitation 277 7 2.5

Plastic surgery 201 1 .5

Psychiatry 3.620 69 1.9

Radiology 2,240 20 .9

Therapeutic radiology -- -- --

Thoracic surgery 279 6 2.2

Urology 867 9 1.0

Colon & Rectal surgery 29 -- --

Other Specialties (other than
hospitals) 149 33 22.1

TOTAL RESIDENTS 35.047 607 1.72

* "Data reported as of September 1, 1968 are incomplete, inasmuch as the

replies from some hospitals indicated that legal considerations prevented

the reporting of data". p.1547

Source: Journal of the American Medical Aesociatian.
Vol.,.210 No.8, November 24, 1969.

November 22, 1971, November 19, 1973.
Vol. 24811o. 25, December 25, 1981.

30+784 0 - 84 - 33
ti
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?Mlle

Teaching Faculty in Schools of Dentistry
in the Salted States by Sates

Academic Yearn 1975-76 and 1980-81

t at tof
1975-76 Total 75-76 1940-81 Total 80-81
Faculty Faculty Faculty Faculty

Total Faculty 11.150 100.0 12.650 100.0

total Minority Faculty 674 6.0 978 7.7

Slack Faculty 297 2.7 398 3.1

4' Includes both full-lime and part time faculty
for basic science sad clinical subjects

Source: American Dints' Association's' published in
U.S. Department of Health and Moan Services,
Minorities and room in the Health Fields,
1982 Edition.
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2
TABLE

Hem Pinapcial Indebtedness
of 1980 Dental School Graduates

(*secluding bone mortgage)
by Ethnic Category

V

lecamm
f of
ne900,41.

No debt
an entering
Hest. Scb.

!lien debt

Irma Dent.

Scb1. Eno.

a'bion Total,
debt on
Grasirretion

cache 2,594 $ 1.460 $ 14,890 $ 17,930

Slick (not Hispanic) 75 $.600 16,260 19,120

iliepanic (Slack) 216 1,670 14,630 17.870

Hispanic (White) 115 ft_. 1,570 17.490 22.010
Alp

American Indian
(41meksm) 17 1.370 19.240 25,710

Asiem (Pacific 112 1.870 18,680 21,390

Islander)

- ;Weber di "Nom reeponeee

Note: Blacks entered dental school'NOth the highest mean indebtedness, but
incurred the least amount of Mot during their dental education.

C'

P.

Sources Joe...al of the kaerIcan Dental Association, Vol. 102,

.hate 1981, V. 831.
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TAWS 31
-

Source* of Financial Support Oaring DeatallSchoel
for 1940 Dantal School Graduates '

Niceiving Not Receiving No

Flienctil Sources l'magiyeena inetc141 wort RoLTEReg

MEL-- N.. % ....0,1

.

a

Federal Sealth
Prof...Loma Loom 1.136 35.3 1,959 60.7 131

, Notional Direct Student
Loan 933 28.9 ,153 66.7 142

Onarmetesid Studest Loan 2.064 64.0 1.064 33.1 94

..

Ineered Student tie 303 9.4 2,742 S4.9 183

Personal leak Lamm 347 10.7 2.694 65.5 187 4

Loam. from .h.,: (now-

. family) 542 16:6 1,524 78.2 162

Loans from Family 1.641 50.6 1,447 46.8 140

'PUblic Sesta Service
Scholarship 65. 2.6 2.951 91.4 192

Armed farces Scholar0k4 120 3.i 2.918 90.4 190

State Government Scholarship 334 10.3 2.714 84.1 ISO -

Sghelet.aip. from Deutsl
School 443 13.7 2.614 81.0 171

Scholarships from other
Sources 251 7.8 % 2.792 86.5 185

Source: Journal of the American Dental Association,
Vol. 10: June 1961. p. 837.
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TAKE 33

Reventat, of U.S. Medical Schools *
1970-79, 1979 -80

and 1980 -81 (in 000'. of dollars)

Source

1978-79 1979-00 1980-81

Amoutit %tram Amommt Percent amount Percent

Stmt. soul Local
Subsidies LAppropriatians 1.050 21.4 1,191 20.9 1,342 20.9

Federal Grant.
and Contracts 1,189 24.2 1,3611. 24.0 1,472 22.9

Nonfederal Grants
and Contracts 578 11.8 652 .1.4 737 11.5

Medical Service Plans 727 14.8 880 15.4 1,001 15.6

Hospitals and Clinic. 387 7.9 515 9.0 591 9.2 e-s
Tuition and Fees 265 5.4 301 5.4 346 5.4

CA

Recovery SY Indirect Cost.
on Grants and Contract 269 5.5 320 i.6 444 6.9

Endowment biome and Gift. 85 1.7 9S 1.7 103 1.6

General University Fund. 96 2.0 III 1.9 ,104 1.6

Other Sources 260 5.3 261 4.6 285 4.4

Total **venues 4,906 100.0 5.701 99.9 6.425 100.0

* Includes te. medical schools ancept new and developing immtitutions and U. of Washington Medical
School and Worth...tern U. School of Medicine. Mayo Medical School data have not been included
in totals.

Source: "02nd Annual Report on Medical Education in the Unt.ad States 1901-02."
Journal-al thiLMericaniledicalbasulation
Deem/mot 24/31, 1982 and prior issues.
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TABLE 35 Pop 1 of 4

Total Black Enrollment
in Medical Schools by Institution

(1981 -82)

Total

Medical School rmrollnento
Total GlaCk
Mnrullments*

Slack
Enrollment
as % of Total

Alabama 672 34 5.1

Alabama, South 266 9 3.4

Albany 517 7 1.4

Albsrt Einstein 732 17 2.3

Axioms 359 2 0.6

Aekanaes 549 34 6.2

Baylor 663 15 2:7

Boston Omiversity 594 47 7.9

Samoan GrAy 429 25 5.8

Brown 259
californiudniversity of

22 8.5

. Davis 407 8 2.0

. Irvine 398, 23 5.8

Loss.Angngagg 686 53 7.7

510 24 4.7

San Fragiiieco 648 IS 2.3

California, SOuthare 587 20 3.4

Case Mestere Havierve 606 Si 8.7

Chiesso Medical 583 21 3,6

Chicago Pritzker 431 10 2.3

Cincinnati 766 57 7.4

Colorado 500 7 1.4

Columbia 600 24 4.0

Connecticut 345 11 3.2

Cornell 439 33 7.5

Creighton 450 9 2.0

Dartmouth 226 13 5.8

Doke 490 32 6.5

Bast Carolina 172 17 9.9

Mmory 464 25 5.4

Florida 461 43 9.3

Florida, South 289 8 2.8

Georgetown 827 39 4.7

George Washington 618 28 4.5

Georgia 729 34 4.7

Hifngegrenn 730 50 6.5

Harvard 670 62 9.3

Hawaii 284 1 0.4

Howard 504 407 80.8

Illinois 1377 84 6.1

III Snot*, Southern 216 19 8.8

Indiana 1227 34 2.8
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TAILS 35 Pass 2 of 4

Total Black Enrollment
in Medical Schools by Institution

(1981-82)

Total
Enrollment*

Total Slack
Poljmant

Black
Earollmant
as I of Total

Tow 24 3.4

Jeffersom 887 27 3.1

Johns Nopkins 479 42 8.8

Kass.. 788 6 0.8

Kaatucky 437 10 2.3

Lois Ueda 568 11 1.9

Lambdas. State
New Orleans 725 25 ?.4

Shreveport 403 15 3.7

Louisville 570 18 3.2

LoyolsStritch 464 7 1.5

Newhall 133 1 0.1
Maryland 710 38 5.4

Massachusetts 419 13 3.1

162 7 '4.1
1144:4:rry 484 411 84.9

Miami 642 12 1.9

Michigan State 440 48 3,1.9
MichigsmOsivereity of 953 74 .1

Malneeota
Duluth 97 0

16.41Minesepolis 1056 22 2.

Mississippi 603 30 5.

Missouri
Columbia 453 14 3.1

Emus. City i# 357 20 $.6

Marabou.. 81 55 67.9

Mount Sinai
l.,

459 25 4.
5.4

Nebraska 618 12 1.9

N evada 188 0 0.0

N ew Jersey: OND
P ew &busy Medical 698 93 13.3

!WOWS 452 47 10.4

New Mexico 295 3 1.0

Mew York Medical 759 14. 1.8

New York Osiversity 713 23 3.2

N ew York: SIMI
Buffalo $60 MI 6.8

D ownstate 894 53 5.9

Stomy Brook 292 19 6.4

Upstate 604 24 4.0

714
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TALE 35 Pose 3 of 4

Total Black Enrollment
in Medical Schools by Institution

(1981-82)

Total
Medical School Enrollment

Total
Enrollment

Slack
Enrollment
as % of Total

North Carolina 636 84 13.2

North Dakota 224 0 0.0

Northwestern 708 24 3.4

Ohio, Medical
College of
(Toledo) 451 22 4.9

Ohio. Pgrtheastern 289 6 2.1

Ohio State 851 46 5.4

Oklahoma 706 11 1.6

Oral Roberts 134 4 3.0

Oregon 463 0 0.0

Pennsylvania. Medical
College of 460 16 3.5

Pennsylvania State BiersheA 390 12 3.1

Pennsyl vent a ,Universi ty of 677 43 6.4

Pittsburgh 543 36 6.6

Rochester 391 8 2.0

Rush 517 27 5.2

Saint Louis 611 16 2.6

South Carolina
Medics) University of 638 16 2.5

South Carolina. Univ. of 163 7 1.2

South Dakota 230 0 0.0

Stamford 397 31 9.3

Temple 732 77 10.5

Tvgnamostm State.
East 146 6 4.1

Tennessee, University of 797 11 1.4

Texas A A N 125 1 0.8
Texas Tech 336 6 1.8

Texas, University of
Belles (Southwestern) 817 34 4.2

Galveston 801 21 2.6

lassies 758 17 2.2

San ?stoat* 798 14 1.8

Tufts 605 59 9.8

Tutane 609 42 6.9

Uniformed Services Univ. 518 21 4.1

Utah 405 3 0.7

Vanderbilt 418 18 4.3

Vermont 168 0 0.0
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TAUB 39

Total Black Earollmext
in Medical Schools by Institution

(1981-82)

rase 4 of 4

Total

Medical School

Total Black

ImeMeem"

Black
Iturollineet

as kat Total

Virginia, Later, 297 19 6.4

Virginia, Pled.Cel.of 670 33 4.9

Bimini', Univerfity of 550

leaselaegeo ikivereity
(St. Louis) 530

15

45

2.7

8.5

Vashineton, ealvorsity
of 728 6 0.8

Woos State 1,000 79 7.8

lemet Tlrolala 343 2 0.6

Miscoosin, Medical
Celle', Of 815 43 5.3

MISCONSin, Unimesity of 653 23 3.8

Wright State 373 36 9.7

Tale 431 41 8.5

Total 65,545 3,1103 5.9

Iota: Asooriatioa of Am -0 Medical collageo data and Journal of the

Anertran Helical 64.0ciation data differ by 92 black etodeete on

total enrollment daTO-
This table excludes Fverio Rican medical schools.

* Sources Jearnol at the eneryse Modigol Aiseciarloa "62nd Mesal

aspen as Medical Idincation is the O. 8. 1081-11412".

Vol. 248 No. 24 p. 3305 December 24/31q 1982.

Vol. 248 No. 24 p. 3305 Iscsober 24/31, 1902.

** Source: Association of Americas Medical Collars "Modica' School

Adnissios Sakoirsnants" 19044. 33rd edition
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TAM 38

First-Tear Reretterat
is Schools of Dentistry Is doe U.S.

1971-72 three. 1980 -81

Tamar

Total
First -Tr.

Earollimt,2

Vite
Rarollui.

I of
Total first-
Tr.Inrollnt,

neck
First-Tr.

Rnrollet,

X of
Total First -

Tr.9nrsllet.

198140. 5,964 5,192 87.1 2113 4.7

19710-80 6,066 5.321 87.7 274 4.5

1978-79 6,235 5.554 89.1 280 4.5

1977-78 5.890 5,249 89.1 296 5.0

1970-77 5,869 5,224 89.0 290 4.9

1975-76 5,697 3.060 U.S 2911 5.2

1974-75 5.555 3.004 90.1 279 5.0

1973-74 5.389 4,860 90.2 273 5.1

1972-73 5,287 4,812 91.0 266 5.0

1971-72 4,705 4.293 91.2 245 5.2

Encludes University of Puerto Rico

Source: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. Public Health Service.

Health Resources Administration. Minorities and !!Oman In the Health

Wads, 198! Edition (Washington, b.C.: Gevermaeat printing Office,

1901), Table 19.



626

Total Rnrollment in Schools of Dentistry
in the United Staten 1971 -72 throveh 1980-11

lifer

Total
Retrollst,*

White
I of
Time;
awe led.

Slack
!pallet

2 of Itstal

Secelbst.

1180 -81 22,511 19.947 811.3 1.022 4.5

1970-80 22,225 19,772 89.0 1,009 4.5

19711-79 21,930 19.665 89.7 977 4.5

1977-78 21,277 19.117 89.8 968 4.5

1976-77 20,710 18,612 89.9 955 4.6

1975-76 20,549 15,521 90.2 977 4.8

1974-75 19,145 18.122 90.9 IPAS 4.7

1973-74 19.187 17,531 91.4 872 4.5

1972-73 18,209 16,838 92.5 705 4.2

1971-72 17,153 16,072 93.7 597 3.5

* Excludes U. Puerto Rico

Source: Wealth of Minorities and Women Chart Soak,

American Public Wealth
AssociatIon,Amanst 1942.

%
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TAB= 41

, Graduate! of Schools of Pharmacy
in the United Stasis by Race:

Academic Testa 1971-72 through 1979-80(0M

_Total
Academic Tsar Graduatas

Total
$iaority
Grads.

% of
Total
Grads.

Slack
Grads.

I of
Total
Grad'.

1979-80 7,091
s

622 8.8 247 3.5

1978 -7C 7,383
e

689 9.3 272 3.7

1977-78 7,613 646 8.5 233 3.1

1976-77 7,803 589 7.5 226 2.9

1975-76 7,66- 724 9.5 205 2.7

1974-75 6,559 508 7.7 176 2.7

1973-74 5,788 472 8.2 144 2.5

1972-73 5,070 496 9.8 142 2.8

1971-72 4.802 353 7.4 138 2.9

(a) excluJcs Puerto Rico

(h) Data for 1972-73 and subsequent ye.ars laclude only recipients of their
first degree fn pharmacy, whether baccalaureate or doctorate.

* Does no include graduates of Oregon State nor 125 graduates

of Unive ity of therm California to 1980.

Source: U.S. Department Jv Health and Human Services,
MIMI-Wes and Wren in the Health Fields. p. 39:
from ^Dagrega Codiernmli Schools and College* of Pharmacy"
American Journal of Pharmacy Vacation

AIM
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TABLE 43

6PA and OAT Averages of
Accepted Dental School Applicants
by Ethnic Identification*: 1977

Overall 6PA (S.O.)+ Science 6PA (S.D.)+ Acadendc DAT ($.0.)+ MAT_ (S.D.)+

Black 2.83 (.43) 2.68 (.52) 3.1

Uhl tel 3.27 (.36) 3.21 (.41) 5.0

Indian 3.08 (.29) 2.99 (.34 4.6
,,...__

Asian 3.38 (.35) 3.34 .39) 5.3

Hispanic 3.11 (.41) 3.02 3.8

Number with grade poi:Y. averages: 5183 (overall). 5030 cience)

Number with DAT scores: 5614

Standard Deviation

(1.0) 3 2 (1.6)

(1.0) 5.1 (1.4)

(1.6) 5.0 (1.6)

(1.1) S.d (1.5)

(1.4) 4.4 (1.7:

Note: Data may be slightly understated because not all schools belong to the AADS
Application Service. However, non-member schools' data are collected from
other sources and are presented in the Applicant Analyses.

Source: American Association of Dental Schools
Applicant Analysis: 1977 Entering Class
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Dr. SATOH:R. Thank you. Although blacks represent 11.7 percent
of the U.S. population, only 2.6 percent of the Nation's physicians
are black; 2.9 percent of the dentists, 2.3 percent of the pharma-
cists; and 1.6 percent of veterinarians.

While there may be an emerging overall surplus of health man-
pmer in the Nation, there continues to be an acute shortage of
black health professionals.

This study also illustrates in many ways how the inequity of mi-
norities in health professions reflects upon other areas of minority
livelihood, especially health, economic status, and stability. Clearly,
with the results of this startling study, we feel it is important that
many programs authorized by the Health Perponnel and Manpower
Act be strengthened and priority given to Ihstitutiqns who train
minorities in the health professions and to students who attend
these institutions.

For your consideration of the reauthorization of the Health Per-
sonnel and Manpower Act, I will first reflect the Ame:-:can Acade-
my of Family Physicians' request, then move on to the Association
of Minority Health Professions Schools' response to your commit-
tee's preliminary reauthorization proposal, and outline our associa-
tion s proposals to strengthen minority participation in the health
profess ions.

The American Academy of Family Physicians believes that Fed-
eral support for family practice training programs remains critical
to their stability and continuation. Therefore, the American Acade-
my of Family Physicians requests that the committee reauthorize
grants for academi administrative units for clinical instruction in
family medicine at the current level of $11 million, and that the
committee reauthorize grants to support residency programs in
family practice at a modest increase above the current level of $36
million. We believe that this is a critical time in the history of
these programs and their development, and that it would in fact be
a grave error to cut back at this time.

The Association of Minority Health Professions Schools, in work-
ing with the committee staff in recent months, has become knowl-
edgeable of your preliminary plans to reauthorize the programs
under the Health Personnel Act at levels consistent with p
approptiation levels for fiscal year 1984. Indeed, we would raireint:
express that this reflects a significant improvement over the ad-
ministration's current proposals to eliminate these programs, and
we commend you.

In addition, we would like to believe that we can continue to
work with you and your staff to further improve upon the Federal
initiative that your proposals represent, so that it will reflect an
even stronger commitment to the training of minorities in the
health professions.

With this in mind, as well as the results of the study we have
referred to in my testimony, I would like to present to the commit-
tee the legislative proposals that the association has developed in
response to the current critical national shortage of minorities in
health professions, as part of the record.

The CHAIRMAN. We would be happy to put that in the record.
without objection.

[The following was received for the recordi
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HEALTH PERSONNEL LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS
OF THE

ASSOCIATION OF MINORITY HEALTH PROFESSIONS SCHOOLS

STUDENT FINANCIAL AID

A. Health Professions Guaranteed Student Loan type program with

units of $10,000 per annum, $50,000 total maximum. This is to be
separate from the undergraduate guaranteed student loan program.

A

Authorization Level

FT '85 - $5.0 million. 4

FY '86 - $5.2 million

FY '87 - $5.5
A.

B. Targeting of health profession student loans as far atf-new

capital is concerned, to institutions with a minimum of 20$

minority' enrollment and to students who are from families where

Ohe income is less than $25,000 a year. The health professions
student loan program would also be targeted to institutions that

developing in the sense that they were less than 15 years

old. (Please see Attachment A for details.)

.0.Autnorization Level

Fy 6'8,4 44010 million

FY 'do $il million

FY '87 - $13 million

C. A program that would provide incentive scholarships and

leans to students who are committed to practicing in underserved

communities. .Theae students would be funded at the undergraduate

level but nob after finishing health professhons school. The

understanding would be that if in fact they practice in

underserved communities, tney would be forgiven. kIsioia a loan

forglvenkna concept. They would be completely forg the debt.

Where they fail to practice, there would be a payback system, And

that has been described by Dr. Adams. (Please see Attachment B

foe details.)

'For purposes of these proposals, the term minority refers to the

definition of minority as it is defined by the Health Resources

and Services Administration of the Department of Health and Human

Services.
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Authorization Level

FY '85 - $25 million

FY '86 - $40 million

FY '87 - $55 million

MAINTENANCE GRANT FOR MINORITY INSTITUTIONS

These grants would go to institutions with 20% or more minority
student enrollment and would consist of $5,000 per minority
student enrolled and $5,000 per minority student graduate. The
rationale behind this proposal is that institutions committed to
the education of a significant percentage of minority students

certain burdens and coats associated with that commitment.
The institutions must meet the costs of education which cannot be
fully met by the limited tuition that can be paid by minority
students., In addition, there is the need to develop special
programs to insure survival of minority students with
academically deficient backgrounds. This would also serve as an
incentive to all health-professions schools to increase their
minority enrollment. This is particularly important in the face
of the dilemma of a projected surplus of other health
professionals over the next five or ten years and severe shortage
of minority health professionals that has been documented by the
recent study by the Association of Minority Health Professions
Schools.

Authorization Level

FY '85 - $1?.5 million

FY '86 - $12.5 million

FY '87 - $13.5 million's

ENDOWMENT DEVELOPMENT GRANTS FOR HEALTH PROFESSIONS SCHOOLS WITH
513 OR MORE MINORITY OR, LOW INCOME STUDENTS

Grants will be matching in nature and designed to c:.courage
private sector endowment funds. The rationale for this proposal
is based on the fact that the fiscal strengtb of minority health
professions schools has been severely compromised because of
their commitment te disadvantaged students, disadvantaged
patients and disadvantaged communities. Many of the graduates of
minority health professions schools are first generation college
graduates and in some cases first generation high school
graduates. Very few of them come from families which have the
kind of wealth which would allow for major gifts to these

)1

institutions. Likewise many of these institutions have lost
substantial funds in the process of providing care to indigent
patients for many years without reimbursement. Such end meant
grants would provide a IeVel of stability which would. allow

4 r
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minority health professions schools to continue to contribute

significantly to the education of minority health professionals

and others. Endowment fonds frog the Federal Govarnment would be

matched 50-50 by funds raised by the institutions from non-

Federal sources. The goal of this grant would be to elevate the

institutions endowment to a level that would allow them to desseN1"-

10% of.their unrestricted operating budgets from the income frog

endowment funds.

Authorization Level

FY '85 - $4.0 million

FY - '86 - $4.4 million

FY '87 - $4.7 million

MINORITY FACULTY DEVELOPMENT GRANTS

These grants would be geared toward the identification,

recruitment and training of minorities for careers as teachers

and investigators on the faculties of health professions schools.

It is also intended that minority institutions faculty be

strengthened by this initiative. The rationale for this proposal

is based on the severe shortage of minority faculty in health

professions schools. Today that figure is less than 2%. It is

also felt that the shortage of minority faculty impacts

negatively upon the recruitment, retention and graduation of

minority students at health professions schools. This grant

would institutions in identifying minorities for careers as

teachers and investigators and would provide' funding for a

limited period of time to assist with start up for research

projects, and other areas of professional development, for these

individuals at select institutions. A minimum of 25% of these

funds to support these programs would be earmarked for minority

institutions. Collaboration between minority health professions

schools and majority health professions schools with established

research reputations would be encouraged. Stipends and/or

compensation, and other academic support for the individuals

Involved would also be part of the grant to these institutions.

Individual institutions shall be allowed not more than 10$ of

these funds; the Secretary has the authority to waive this

provision, if deemed necessary.

Authorization Level

FY '85 - $3.0 million

FY '86 - $4.0 million

FY '37 - $4.5 million
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ADVANCED FINANCIAL DISTRESS GRANT PROGRAM

Currently, three institutions ttleharry Medical College, Tuskegee
School of Veterinary Medicine, and Xavier School of Pharmacy) are
operating under a five year plan to achieve financial self-
sufficiency. They are beginning the third year of that plan with
no further authorization beyond FY 1984. We propose that the
Financial Distress Grant Program be reauthorized through FY 1988
rather than through FY 1986, as planned. This proposed extension
of the Financial Distress Grant program is necessitated by

several factors beyond the control of the three institutions
involved. First, associated with a repressed economy all three
institu3iona have suffered a decrease in endownment income, a

failure to significantly increase state and other non-federal
support, a decrease in federal grants and contracts, and a

failure to increase SREB and other contract students. In
addition, changes in reimbursement policies for clinical care
nave hampered a projected increase in funding from this source.
These changes have all taken place in the face of an increase in

institutional costs. Two of the institutions (Meharry Medical
College and Xavier School of Pharmacy) have exprienced changes in
top adrtnistration within the last two years making it difficult
to adhere to the five year plan. In spite of these problems, all
three institutions are making significant progress toward
financial self-sufficiency (as documented by recent HRSA site
visits), but more time is needed to adjust to complicated and
unforeseen variables.

We are, therefore, requesting that the Financial Distress Grant
program be continued at the current level of $5.b million through
FY 1986 and then phased out through FY 19d8.

Aathorizataion Level

FY 'd5 $5.0 million

FY - $5.6 million

FY '81 - $4.0 million
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ATTACHMENT A

A HEALTH PROFESSIONS STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM FOR INSTITUTIONS WHICH

SERVE SIGNIFICANT NUMBERS OF MTNORITT AND EcoNonIcAur

DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS

A. Objectives

to help insure access to health professions education for

low income and minority students

to encourage health professions schools to maintain

subst.atlial comsitment to enrolling, retaining and

graduating disadvantaged students

to provide an affordable non-service obligated loan program

targeted toinsUitutions with demonstrated accomplishments

consistent iith the present national objective

B. Rationale

Hiatory has demonstrated that the original Health Professions

Student Loan Program (HPSL) was effective in helping the nation

achieve the object,ive of increasing the numbers of physicians and

other health pr/tessionals. The record of the last ?0 years will

also show that r 'limited number of health professions schools

have been suoce:;sful in enrolling and retaining underrepresented

minority ntUlttntl ato levels of twenty ( ?O) percent of total

enrollment. Tne .:ohools which have made such commitments require

proportionately more funds to meet the financial assistance needs

of tneir stuaat::.

Tne propod He3Ith Professions Loan Program is intended

to icknodlJ.:c tno requirement of, certain schools for more

student finAn,.111 4N3iAt.,.nee funds while recognizing toe

effectiveness of the HPSL approach in achieving national

objectives. It is also intended go provide equity for health

professions schools which have been dstablished so recently that

they do not have significant HPSL filnds outstanding which might

be recycled in new loans as is planned for more established

schools.

C. Program Provisions

1. Authority

The Health Professions Student Loan Program authority is

extended and revised. The secretary shall make grants to

schools of MODitOPP for the purpose of maintaining a low

interest loan fund fo,- needy students.
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2. ',Eligibility

Schools which are elibible for capital grants shall meet one
of the following three conditions:

a) shall have at least 35 percent of
of students whose gross family income

b) shall have at least 12 percent of
of students who are minorities which
the health professions

its enrollment made up
is $3u,000 or less.

its enrollment made up
are underrpresented in

e) shall have offered the professional degree for 15 years
or less, and have at least 20 percent of its enrollment made
up of students from families with grosi income of $25,000 or
less, or shall have at least 12 percent of its enrollment
made up of students who are from minority groups which are
underrepresented in the health professions.

3. Matching Requirement

Schools which are eligible for capital contributions are
required to provide 1/9 of the capital funds while 8/9 is

provided by the federal government.

4. Student Eligibility

Students who borrow from this program must have a

demonstrated need of at least one-half of the established
costs.

5. Cost of Loans (interest rates)

Borrowers shall be charged nine (9.0) percent interest per
annum. No interest is charged during training. Repayment
commences 90 4 days after end of training and must be

completed within 10 years.

6. Authorization for Appropriation

510 million FY 85
11 0 FY 86
13 " FY 87
16 " FY 88
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ATTACHMENT B

LOW INCOME STUDENT, SERVICE OBLIGATED, LOAN PROGRAM (LISSOL, FOR
HEALTH PROFESSIONS STUDENTS

A. Objectives

to insure access to health professions education for low

income individuals

to promote the expansion and maintenance of minority student
enrollment in health professions schools

to promote a continuing supply of health care providers to

Marto areas.

B. Rationale

There is considerable evidence to support the further development

of a national policy of increasing the numbers of minority and

economically disadvantaged persons who are graduated from health

professions schools. The moat compelling evidence is Department
of Health and Human Services data which show that the health

status of the nation's minorities is below the norm for the

nation as a whole. At the same time several studies of medical

graduates of Meharry Medical College and Howard University, show

that minority graduates tend to serve minority patient

populations to a greater extent than non-minority health

professionals.

Finally, it is well established that minority students require

proportionately more financial assistance to enter and complete

health professions study than do non-minority students. Thus, it

is reasonable to conclude that any national policy which has the

production of health professionals who come from minority

populations and economically disadvantaged groups as an

objective, would require a program of student financial

assistance to be implemented effectively. The critical question

then becomes: what weans should be taken to provide the needed

financial assistance',

A Low Income Student, Service Obligated, Loan Program addresses

several issues and concerns. First, it responds to the

widespread public sentiment for students to be responsible for

financing their own education when their education is to prepare

them for high income professions. Second, the question of

students' perception of debt burden as deterrent to health

professions study is addressed. Third, the creation of

incentives for borrowers to choose service in shortage areas is

accomplished. And fourth, the maintenance of specialty choice
freedom and practice location options is achieved.

%
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C. Program Provisions

"Loans For Low Income Students"

1. The secretary shall make grants to a public or non-profit
se,I of medicine, osteopathy, dentistry, optometry, pharmacy,
p, wry, veterinary medicine, or public health which is properly
a.c.edited, for loans to be awarded by the school tog eligible
full-time students.

2. Eligibility: Students are determined to
morrow funds through this program when they
accepted oy the school for full-time enrollment,
citizens or permanent residents, and (3) have
financial need for $6,000 or one-half the costs
the school, whichever is greater.

be eligible to
(1) have been

and (2) are U.S.
a demonstrated
of education at

3. Loan Limits: Eligible students may borrow up to $15,000 per
year for a total of $75,000 over a five-year period. The
borrowed amount shall not exceed the demonstrated need.

4. Cont of Ulna (interest rates): No interest is charged
during the in-school period. Borrowers shall be charged interest
on their loans in accordance with Ohm following schedule: 33

per.,ent of the extant prime interest rate for funds borrowed in

the first year of study, 50 percent of prime for funds borrowed
in the seond year of study, 75 percent of the prime for funds
borrowed in the third ycar of study, aed 100 percent of prime for
funds borrowed in the fourth and subsequent years of study.

Hepayment HeqUirements:

a) During a postgraduate training period, interest only is
Ar:si payable beginning ninety (90) days following the
of the postgraduate tra ining, except the secretary may

442vo fiterelt payments for health professionals in training
pog3mn in designated manpower shortage speeialties.
lqtcest payments during the postgraduate training period
snail be made in accordance with the following schedule:

during first postgraduate year, pay interest only on

loans obtainel for year one of professional degree
education.

during second postgraduate year pay interest only on

loans obtained for years one and two of professional
degree education.

during third postgraduate year pay interest only on

loans obtained for year three and prior years of
professional degree education.

during postgraduate year, four arid subsequent years
full interest on LISSOL loans will be due and payable.
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b) When professional training ands, principal a00 interest
payments are due and payable beginning one hundred eighty

(180) days following the end of foil education or

training. The secretary shall authorisehe forgiveness of
loans for borrowers who practice in designated shortage

areas in accordance with therfollowins schedule: Twenty -

five (25) percent of the outstanding balance at the
beginning of each year the borrower serves in a designate4
underiserved area, up to a total of seven years; one hundred

(100) percent of the outstanding balance inOhe eighth year

of service in a designated shortage area. The repayment,

period may not excised 20 years plus six months following the
end of formal professional training.

6. Service obligations Borrowers in this program are expected

to provid.: two years of service in a designated .shorbage area
immediately upon completion of formal training. Those who elect

not to provide such service shall be assessed a penalty of '

$15,000 or twenty (20) percent of the outstanding balance at the

beginning of the third year'after completion of braining, if the

expected service has not commenced. One, half of the assessed
penalty will be due and payable within six months of

notification. The remainder will be added to the principal

balance. The secretary may approve requests for guarantee of

commercial loan to program borrowers, who need funds to set up

practice in designated shortage areas. The secretary may also

waive the penalty if no shortage areas have been designated for

the profession for which the borrower holds the professional
degree.

7. In recognition of great shortages of minority faculty and the

need for such faculty, the secretary can designate academic
institutions as underserved areas with regards to forgiveness for

loans under, the low income service obligated loan program. A

year of academic appointment at an academic institution so

designated by the secretary would be considered the same as a

year of prartie'e in an underserved area.

8. Authorization of appropriation: for the purpose of making

federal capital contributions into the student loan funds of

schools which have established such funds under the authority of

this title, there are authorized to be appropriated $50,000,000
for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1985; $80,000,000 for

the fiscal year ending September 30. 1986; $110,000,000 for the

fiscal year ending September 30, 1987; and $120,000,000 for the

fiscal year ending September 30, 1988. For the fiscal year

ending September 30, 1989 and the two subsequent fiscal years,

there are authorized to be appropriated to the secretary such

sums as may be necessary to enable students who have received a

loan under this program for any academic year ending before

October 1, 1988, to continue or complete their education.
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Dr. SATCHER. These proposals would serve to strengthen minority
student financial aid, institutional base and participation, as well
as strengthen and develop minority faculty recruitment and train-
ing.

We believe the implementation of these proposals would serve as
a national commitment to provide for the eventual equitable par-
ticipation of minorities in the health professions, and would pave
the way for a degree of institutional self-sufficiency that is highly
desired by the members of our association.

We have asked that the advanced financial distress grant be con-
tinued through 1987 and we would like to make it very clear that
our goal is to get out of the distress grant business and to become
self- sufficient, and we are moving rapidly in that direction,

Our legislative proposals are attached for your consideration. We
look forward to working with you on these and other proposals
under your consideration. -

Mr Chairman, we thank you and we would be happy to respond,
to apy questions..

[The prepared Statement of Dr. Satcher and responses to ques-
tions submitted by Senator Hatch follow:)

0.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee,
r-

Thank you for the opportunity to present the ',Legs of the

Association of Minority Health Professions Schools regarding -

Reauthorization of 'the Health Personnel and Manpower Training

Act. i am also pleased to present in part, some key observations

and views of the American Academy of Family Physicians.

The member institutions of the Association, The Morehouse

School of Medicine, Tuskegee Institute School of Veterinary

Medicine, Xavier University of Louisiana, Florida A & N

University College of Pharmacy, Texas Southern University School

of Pharmacy, Charles R. Drew Postgraduate Medical School, and

the Meharry Medical and Dental Colleges, all have a vital_

interest in the programs authorized by this Act. The eight

institutions represented by our Association have graduated 4;

percent of the Nations' Black Physicians and Dentists, 50 percent

of Lhe Nations' Black Pharmacists, and 90 percent of the Nations'

Black Veterinarians. Many programs contained to this Act

profoundly affect tne educational missions and success of our,

'institutions, and our collective and ifidividuil goals to increase

the number of Black and other Minority Health Professionals fp

the Nation. The institutions,represented by tne Association, as

well as our students rely heavily upon this Federal support.'

Mr. Chairman,please allow me to thank you and your dedicated

staff for the interest and commitment you have didplayed to us

recently regarding minorities in the health, professions.
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Presidents Budget proposal for Health Professions

The Prestos...., Oudot proposals for Fiscal year 1985

requests r-egress to eliminate and/or make significant outs in

Health Professions programs vital to the.survival and maintenance

of tile progress being made by minority instttUtA000 and minority

eVudents.. In fact, the Presidents Budget for, Health Professions

for.FY 1985 proposes outs of $85 million from the durrent PT 1984

program levels. Of these'cuts, several reach deep into the

(tinancial base that is necessary for many minority students to

continue their education. Funds for Health Professions Student

Loans, exceptional Financial Need Scholarships, and National

Health Service Corp Scholarships that many former SFS recipients

receive to continue medical education, have been proposed for

etiminatiow. The Association of Minority Health Professions

Schools does not believe this adequately reflects, by any means,

the Administrations current alleged cosmittment to accelerate

efforts to strengthen Minorities in the Health Professions.

I would also like to add that the American Academy of Family

Physicians looks upon the Presidents Budget proposals for family

medicine units and residency programs under this'Act as being

far short of the necessary amounts to continue a reasonable

level of support.

0r- 5s



Compaenbive Study, Finds.3evemiStiortmtes, of Minorities

in tdb Health Professions

On June *6th, 1983 at. a press conference in the U.S.
wet

Capftol, d comprehensive study was announeed,funded by the Robert

Mood Johnson Foundation, "Blacks and the Health Professions in

' the 80's: A National Crisis and a Time for Action'. This study

documents thf severe shortage of Black Physicians, Dentists,

Veterinarians and Pharmacists in the United States. I am pleased

to submit copies of this Study to the Committee, which contains

abundant data to-support the conclusions cited.

Although iccks represent 11.7 percent of th0 U.S.

population, only 2.6 percent of the nations phstimem are Black;

2.9 percent of the dentists; 2.3 percent of the pharmacistalind

1.6 percent of the veterinarians are Slack. While there may be

an emerging overall Surplus of health manpower in the nation,

.there continues to be an acute shortage of Black Health

Professionals. Thisligtudy also illustrates in many ways how the

inequity of minorities in the health professions reflects upon

other areas of minority livelihood, such as health and economic

status and stability. Clearly. with the results.of this startling

study. :we feel it is important that manly programs authorized by

ee.o,

the Health Personnel and Manpower Act we streuthened and give

priOrity to institutions who train minorities in the health

professions. and to students who attend these institutions.

ti
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Congressional Reauthorization of Health Professions Initiatives
4

For your consideration of the Reauthorization of The Health

Personnel Act, I will first reflect the Americar Academy of

Family Physicians request, then move on to the Association of

Minority Health ProfessionSchools response to your Committees

preliminary Reauthorization propeisal, and outline our

Associations proposals to strengthen Minority participation in

the Health Professions.

The American Academy of Family Physicians believes that

fi

federal supppurt for Family practice traiGing programs remains

critical to their stability and continuation. Therefore. the

American Academy of Family Physicians requests that the Committee

reauthorize grants for Academic Administrative Units for Clinical

Instruction in Family Medicine at the current level of $11

million, And that the Committee reauthorize grants to support

!..

residency pro Beans in family practice at a modest increase above

the current. 1.!vel of tit/ mklkioh.

The Associati.m if Minority Health Professions Schools, in

working with the Committee staff in recent .months, has become

knowledgeabM of your preliminary plans to reauthorize the

programs under the Heaith Personnel Act at levels consistent with

prlogram appropriation levels for Fiscal Year 1984. Indeed, we

wolrld like to express that this rdlects a skom4ficant

imArovement over the Administrations' current proposals ,.to

eliTioate these programs, and we commend you. In addition. we

would like- to believe that we can continue to work with you

and your staff to further improve upon the federal'initiative

JOU
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that your proposals represent, so that it will reflect an even

stronger commitment to th6 training of Minorities in the Health

Professions.

With this in mind, as well as the results of the Study I

have referred to in my testimony, I would like to present to

the Committee, the legislative proposals that the Association

has developed in response to the current ,critical National

shortage of minorities in the health professions. These

proposals would serve to strenghten. minority student financial

aide, institutional base and participation, as well as strengthen
0

and develop minority faculty recruitment and training. We believe

the implementation of these proposals would serve as a national

commitment to provide for the eventual equitable participation

of minorities in the nealth professions and would pave the way

for a degree of institutional self-sufficiency that is highly

desired by the Members of our Association.

Our Legislative Profposals are attached for ;our

consideration. We look Forward to working with yod on these, and

other proposals under your consideration.

Mr. Chairman, Thank you. I would be happy to respond to any .;

questions you have.

1
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RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS

FOR PANEL III

TESTIMONY ON RUMP
OF THE

ASSOCIATION OF MINORITY HEALTH PROMSSIONS SCHOOLS

4

A/

1. The proposals. that we have subadtted as kgislative initiatives we
directly related to the study completed by the Asesciation of Minority Health
Phifessions Schools WOOS). :This study indicated, among other things, a
persistent thor use of black and other minority health professionals in this country.
In Get of the study's. findings, our Proposals specifically target minority health
professional students and institutions educating 3 large proportion of the- se
students: gt was not our intent to be panitive to scilook ?del are trying ta. reach

3Ut to minoriti,s, but whi11 still have tide 1,odies 'o!th less than 70 percent

minority siudent enrollment. It was our evaluation of the current status of
minority students however, that the larger the percentage of minority and low

income students enrolled at an hatitution, the greater the need for financial aid.

Many iratitlitiofis with a very small enrollment of minority and low i.ncome students

are in a t:elatively better position to fund fiftittald aid to students who haveneed.

en the propeeals which we have submitted for student financial aid, it is our

position that the proposal to target health prof essicaal student loans to institutions

with a minimum of 20 percent minority students would have the greatest positive
ateimpact on the affected students and would be mast appropi method of dealing

with the problems/14th we have cited.
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2. Health Careers Opportunities Program (HCOP) has indeed been
very effective in increasing the quality and quantity of the applicant pool of
minority students. In the long run, It is this program which will have the greatest
impart upon the persistent shortage of minority health professionals. A follow-up
study on undergraduate college or high school students who have participated in the

HCOP Program at Meharry revealed that Setween 60 and 80 percent of those
students sou .-essliilly matriculated at a health professional school. This is an
impreg,..ve Unding since less than 40 percent of all black and other minority
svideats applying to *n..di -al schools are, in fact, admitted. Therefore, we feel
that the HCOP Program has in ;act, had a major impact and iias a potential to have
an even greater i:npa+1.

1S:hs

cc: AV ItiPs

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you so much. Dr. Nelson, we will turn to
you at this point.

Dr. NEII4ON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Alan R. Nelson, I
am an internist practicing in Salt Lake City, and I am on the AMA
board of trustees, and with me is Harry N. Peterson from the
AMA's Division of Legislative Activities.

Mr. Chairman, the AMA believes that the medical education
system in this country is second to none and is a fundamental com-
ponent in assuring needed health care services to the American
people. Federal support for medical education and research has
been an important factor in achieving this level of recognition.

With the rapid rise in the number of physicians in recent years,
it can be concluded that the Federal stimulus to further increase
the capacity to train new physicians is unnecessary.

In our view, moreover, decisions in this area should be dictated,
to the greatest extent bible, by market forces, through the appli-
fntion of Government involvement only when appropriate.

t is within the context of ipereased use of market forces and
loa I resources to make. the basic decisions regarding physician
ninnpowerwith the Federal Government offering assistance when
necessary to assure that other important goals are metthat we
offer our comments today.

The CictiustAN. Alan, if you will forgive me, I am going to have
to run to the floor; it's just one of those vicissitudes that we have to
go through.

I am going to ask. Dr. Sundwall, whom you know very well, to
finish up the hearing and ask the questions that I would like to
nave asked here today, end button down some of the problems that
we have.

So I just want to extend my apologies to each of you for having
to leave early, but I just don't have much choice in the matter.

So just continue if you will.
0)r. Sundwali assumes the Chair.]
Dr. NELSON. The AMA encourages continue ; . /.. 1.ed support by

the Federal Government for medical schools. 0 .lieve that Fed-
eral assistance can be a valuable adjunct resourms in

5
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three major areas: assistance for reconstryittion and rehabilitation
of outdated facilities; special project assisttlhce; and assistance for
institutions in extreme financial distress.

Some medical school basic science and resea41 facilities are out-
dated and in various states of disrepair. In so* cases, the facilities
can pose safety hazards or are not physical' adequate to be used
for new equipment or laboratories. With tye explosion of new tech-
nology and instrumentation, it is critical that medical schools
expose their students to the medical state of the art. With inad-
equate or antiquated facilities, this is not always possible.

Therefore, we support continued Federal assistance for rehabili-
tation and renovation of medical school facilities.

Another area where Federal support can provide necessary as-
sistance is the support of special projects within medical schools.
And we believe that this should continue.

While the AMA generally supports the utilization of local re-
sources and market forces to determine the fiscal viability of medi-
cal schools, there are certain situations where we believe that
direct general financial assistance is appropriate to allow an insti-
tution to achieve financial stability.

Therefore, we support financial distress grants, for a limited
period of time, for those institutions that have unique attributes or
resources, until they return to fiscal solvency.

Mr. Chairman, medical education today is very expensive and
the costs that an individual can incur in the process can be over-
whelming. Specifically, medical school tuition in some DC area
medical schools is now estimated at approximately $19,000 a year;
Colorado out-of-State tuition is $26,000 a year.

The AMA is concerned that medical education costs could, with-
out assistance, place the medical profession out of the reach of all
but the rich. And such an outcome must be avoided.

Therefore, we continue to support a broad array of financial as-
sistance to capable students who choose a career in medicine. We
believe that in the light of the earning potential of a physician
that, to the greatest extent possible, Federal assistance should be
directed toward loans and loan guarantees.

We therefore support reruthorization of an'adequite funding for
the health professions student loan program, the health education
assistance loan program, and, while not within the jurisdiction of
this committee, we would encourage all members of the committee
to support continued adequate funding for the guaranteed student
loan program.

In addition, we believe thrt in the case of especially needy indi-
viduals, it is appropriate to continue the exceptional financial need
grant program.

As noted in our comments concerning the National Health Serv-
ice Corps, we do not believe that it is necessary or appropriate to
provide for new scholarships for the purpose of obligating service.
Such a system is an extremely expensive way to meet manpower
needs in select areas and involves extremely long lead times.

Where there may be future manpower requirements for shortage
areas. we would s t that emphasis be placed on the use of loan
forgiveness ratherugtteasn on scholarship programs for the National
Health Service Corps.
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In conclusion. we are proud of the role the AMA has played in
establishing a medical education system that is a benchmark for
other systems. Through our participation in the voluntary accredi-
tation of medical schools, quality of medical education has re-
mained a principal focus. The Federal Government has also played
a major role in this success and should be commended. We support
continued Federal involvement in medical education as an appro-
priate adjunct to the market to assure the continued availability of
medical care that the citizens of the United States have come to
expect and deserve.

The AMA supports major portions of the legislation currently
before the committee. We urge the committee to carefully consider
our views and make such changes as necessary, to reflect these
views.

Thank you. Mr. Chairman.
(The prepared statement of Dr. Nelson and responses to ques-

tions submitted by Senator Hatch follow:I
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STATEMENT

of the

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION

to the

Committee on Labor and Oman Resources
United States Senate

Presented by

Alan R. Nelson, M.D.

RE: Reauthorization of the Medical Education
Program

and

S. 2301 - Health Services, Preventive Health Services, and Bowe

Community-Based Services Act of 1984;

S. 2303 - Atcohol and frog Abuse and Mental Health Service Block

Crane Meniments of 1984;
S. 2308 - Priaary Care Block Want Amendments of 1984;

S. 2311 - Health giant, nce Organic/aloe Amendments of 1984; and

S. 2281 - Notional Heart Service Corps Mesdames of 1984

March 14, 1984

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am Alan R. Nelson, M.D.. a physician in the practice of internal

medicine in Salt Lake City, Utah. I an a member nt the Board of Trustees

of the American Medical Association. With me is Barry N. Peterson,

Director of AMA's Division of Legislative Activities. The Merles':

Medical Association is pleased to have this opportunity to testify today

r ,
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concerning reauthorization of medical education programs under the Public
sz.d

Health Service Act. We are also taking the opportlinity to offer our

(laments on'legislation that has been the subject of hearings earlier

this mouth concerning reauthorization of several health programs.

Specifically, this statement will present the Association's views on

reauthorization of medical education programs and the following bills now

pending before the Committee:

S. 2301 .-' Health Services, Preventive Health Services, and Home
Community-Rased Services Act of 1984;

S. 2303 Alcohol and Drug Abuse and Mental Health Service Block
Grant Amendments of 1984;

S. 2308 - Primary Care Block Grant Amendments of'1984;

S. 2311 - Health Maintenance Organization Amendments of 1984; and

S. 2281 - National Health Service Corps Amendments of 1984.

REAUTHORIZATION OF MEDICAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Mr. Chairman, the AMA believes that the medical education system in

this country is second to none and is a fundamental component in assuring

needed health care services to the American people. Federal support for

medical education and research has been an important factor in achieving

this level of recognition. Federal support in the late 1960's and 1970's

centered on increasing physician supply through efforts to establish new

medical schools. provide assistance to expand and renovate existing

schools, assist those schools in financial distress, and provide direct

and indirect support of students through financial assistance programs

including grants and scholarships, loans and loan guarantees. This

infusion of federal financial support was highly successful. greatly

increasing the capacity to educate increased numbers of medical

56/



students. Near the end of the 1970's the need for this same federal

support to increase the capacity to train more physicians came under

serious question and direct support of medical schools was significantly

reduced throqghthe tepee: of start-up assistance for new medical

schools, other assistance for major new construction activity, and the

capitation grant prbgam.

Mr. Chairman, the AMA has reviewed the manpower situation and with

the rapid rise in the number of physicians over recent years it can be

concluded that continued federal stimulus to further increase the

rapacity to train new physicians is unnecessary. In our view, moreover,

decisions in this area should be dictated. to the greatest egent

possible, through the application of the market - with government

involvement, when approp,:ate. to carry out its functions in assuring the

public health and welfare. That is nor to say that government does not

have an important role in assisting in medical education today. Sta)

of course. provide substantial amounts of assistance to medical education

most directly through operation of and with direct financial assistance

to medical schools within their borders. Likewise. the federal

government hay an important role in continuing to target resources to

specific problem areas in medical education, particularly assistance to

medical students in financial need so that the medical profession is not

closed to all but the wealthy.

It is within the cnntest of increased use of market forces and local

resources to make the basic decisions regarding physician manpowerwith

the federal government offering assistance when neceesary to assure that

other important goals are met- -that we offer our comments today.
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INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT

The AMA encourages continued limited support by the federal

government for medical schools. We believe that federal assistance can

be a valuable adjunct to other resources in three major areas:

assistance for reconstruction mad rehabilitatioe of out -dated facilites;

special project assistance; and assistance for institutions in extreme

financial distress.

Rehabilitation and Renovation --Some medical school basic science and

research facilities are out-dated and in various states of disrepair. In

some eases. the facilities can pose safety hazards or are not physically

adequate to be used for new equipment or laboratories. With the

explosion of new technology and instrumentation, it is critics. that

medical schools expose their students to the medical state-of-the-art.

With inadequate or antiquated facilities, this is not always possible.

Therefore. we support continued federal assistance for rehabilitstion and

renovation of medical school ficilities.

SpeeialProjects --Another area where federal support can provide

necessary assistance is the support of special ,r,ojects tritIfn medical

schools: Such ed supports innovations in mental adneation that, once

demonstrated, can be used in o:her institmtions as appropriate.

Authority for such special project assistance ablul4 be broad enoughto,

encourage the development of projects that meet nniqve and ifteavative

needs. Therefore, we support continued special project assistance

authority that would allow federal encouragement for new %ad tepoteant

changes in medical education.
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Financial Distress - -While the ANA generally supports the utilisation

of local resources and the market forces to determine the fiscal

viability of medical schoole, there are certain aituatifts where we

believe direct general financial assistance is appropriate to allow an

institution to achieve financial stability. Therefore, we support

financial distress greatsfar a limited period of tine for those

institutions that have unique attributes or resources until they return

to [local solvency. Such assistance should be used sparingly and only

when the institution has certain unique attribute& of national

significance that would be lost if a temporary financial bridgelwas not

provided to austain an institution through a financial crars.

STUN M SUPEMIT

Mr. Chairman. medical education today is very expensive and the costs

that an individual can incur in the process can be overshalming to all

but the wealthy. At the upper extreme. medicel school tuition in some

D.C. ores medical schools is now approximately $19,000 per year. The:

figure covers only tuition and does not accountfor living coots ot other

ancillary expenses. Medical school costs are in addition to costs

1

incurred in obtalepg an undergraduate degree.

The AMA is concerned that medical education costs could, witimut

assistance, place the medical profession out of the reach of all but the

rich. Such an outcome should be avoided. The medical professionand

indeed all of society--bentfit from diversity. and we believe this should

be encouraged.

Therefore. we continue to support financial assistance to capable

students who'ch000e a career in medicine. We support a broad array of

fly
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assistance, but we believe that in light of the earning potential of

physician that. to the greatest extent possible, federal student
46

ssitancesshould be directed toward loans and loan guarantees. W,

therefore, support resuthorisatioa of and adequate funding for the Health

Professions Student Loan program (111%) and the Health Education

Assistance Loan Program (HEAL). These programs offer the necessary

assistance for students in medical schools to finance their education.

Wile the Guaranteed Student Loan Proven (GSL) is not within the

jurisdiction of this Committee. we would encourage all embers of the

Committee to support continued adequate families foor that provem. Many

aedical students use the GSL program for assistance in financing rpeir

undergraduate education and as an adjunct to other (insect/1 aid

resources during medical school. In addition we believe that in the case

of especially needy individuals, it is appropriate to contizese the

exceptional financial need grant program.

As noted in our comments comerning the National Health Service Corps

(NHSC - S. 2281), we do not believe that it fa necessary or appropriate

to provide for new scholarships for the puree.* of obligating service.

Such a optima is as extremely expensive way to *wee =spew need* in

select areas and involves extremely long lead times. One of the major

problems now facing the NISC program is the availability of too many

physicians with service payback requirements in light of limited,

resources to fund the field strength necessary to absorb all obligated

physicians. Where there may be future manpower requirements for shortage

areas. we would suggest that emphasis be placed on tbs use of loan

forgiven*. rather than An scholarship progress. V. do recommend,

nevertheless, that feeds be available.
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The ANA is proisd of the role it has played in establishing a medical

education 'sates that is the benchmark by which other systems are ,'

If
valuated. Through our perticipacion in the voluntary accreditation

medical Scheele, quality of medical education has tvonined a principal

focus. The federal goverment has also played a msjdr role.in this

sorrow and should be .commended. Ve support costineed federal

involvement_in medical education as an appropriate adjunct to the market

to Agoura the coatieded availability of medical care that the citizens of

the United States have come to expect and des4::e.

HEALTH PROGRAM REAUTTIONIZATIONS

S. 2281 - NATIONAL REALM =VICE COWS AMENDMENTS OF 1984

S. 2281 would authorise continuation of the National Health Service

Corps (NESC) field program through fiscal year 1987 with hauling of $90

million for FY85. $85 william for 1078d, and $85 million for 1787.

Funding would also be authorised, 'AS may be necessary,' for continuation

of funds for existing scholarship recipients for fiscal years 1985, 1986

and 1987 and to make availehle 150 new scholarahlp awards for each of

these fiscal years. S. 2281 would modify the existing authorisation for

the legume, of grants and loans to any Corps member who has agreed to

engage In the private full -time clinical practice for severiod of at

least two years in a shortage area. Uoder the modification, authority to

issue grants would be repealed.

The bill also requires the Secretary to prepare and treat:laic to

Congress by October 1, 1985. a plan for the recruitment, employment, and

:ivtention of appropriate field strength for the MRSC. The plan is to be

dfitileped in consultation with state governments. voluntary

organisations. and organisations ripresenti, health professionals.

- V.
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The American Medical Ameoclatidt se s the continuation of the

NNSC with adequate field strength to .sou availability of health

can 14 shortage areas. While we are opposed to funding for now ,NESC

scholarships, since other'recruitment techniqiNg (1.s.; loan forgieenses,
"N:-(

volunteers, etc.) could be mode available, we support coutinued

for those currently in the pipeline. We also support provisions

bill which modify the Secretary's loan authority, and we support

proposed NESC study.

S. 2301 - REAM SERVICES, PREVENTIVE HEALTH SERVICES ANN

CONNUNITT-RASED SERVICES ACT OP 684.

B. 2301 would reauthorize the preventive health andlimalth service.

ibleck grant, and the separate tuberculosis. veisreal disease, and

immunization programs. It would authorize a new home and conmeeity-based

health aervices block grant sad athrem-yesr demonstration project

related to improving emergency Medical services for children.

Preventive Health and Health Service. Mock Grant --S. 2301 would

4s,

*le reauthorize the preventive health and health services block grant at

these level.: $89 million for P135, $93.5 million for FT86, and $98.125

million for PT87. This block grant provides states with funds for the

following purposes: rodent control; school -based flouridation;

hypertension control; community-based progress to demomstrate ind

evaluate optimal methods of organist'sg and delivering comprenhessive

preventive health services to defined popylations; comprehensive programs

to defer evoking and alcohol use seems children and adolescents, and

other risk reduction progress; comprehensive preventive health services

formerly provided to states under Section 314 of the Public Health
-.
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Service Act; grants and contracts to establish howl health sigma** in

areas whorl home health **voice* are maven/Ms; deuoustratiou projects

for the **passim and improvement
of emerrescy medical service systems,

includial services for the treratemat of critically ill children; and rape

promotion amialiervices to re* victims.

.Wu belleve,that this block grant should be extended. The creation of

mite envirmment. promotion of healthful ways.of Moles. and the sor17

detection of diseases have the paternal to *steed the duration and r-

improve the quality of life of the Amerlem people. Successful

schlememat
j
of these objectives should reduce the costs of health care is

both the short run and the long rum. Covaremoutel, initiatives to prevent

ilineas and disability can rapport and supplement individual Moms, and

make the hoes, workplace, school and community safer and more conducive

to healthful Pyle'.
Federal. state. and local gummiest' should take

an active role in the promotion of %math and tp16 preventive of dimes*

and disability.

The ANA.conti to s4ihrt the Stbck grant concept which replaced

kb* predominantly "ca
pricer nature of certain of Ccafederal

goveramout's previous
ortei6end public Walt activities. Tab

previous system of aspire ly mandated and funded egorical health

program for grants to stn resulted it e xcessive federal regimentation

of resources. This had result, in effect. in a date t om of

local needs through decisions made in Washingten with a dean' la state

responsibilities in the public health area. The enactment of the block

grants helped to begin the process of reversing that trend sad.eloo

represented an effort to achieve economies in program administration.

.1.
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SiThe block grant approach wee states grater flexibility to

determine their one public health priopties and to address state needs.

V tmlieve states ate better ablate determine the needs of their

. . ,
citiseas to tart.. program bindles to better mod local seeder. We urea L

. A
. .

Cottons. to maintain the promotive health and health services block,
. a

grant.

Categorical ProgramsMs bill would also reauthorize appropriatime

for childhood lamernisatiou, tuberculosis prevention, and venereal disease'

prevention for th, next three fiord yearn. These proorama are excellent

ezrafples of governmental efforts in prevention of illness Our

Association continues to support and urges reauthorization of these

categorical programs.

emergent Medical Services for Children --The bill also cantatas a

three-year demonstration program at W2 alnico per year for up to four

states to conduct projects to enpand and improve emergency medical

services for childtMn aWe need treatment for trauma or critical care.

This net effort to improve emergency medical services for children is

.4"-
also worthy of 'lepton.

Rene and Conmanity-Seped ServicesA significant feature of the bill

is its creation of a new 'block grant' eltniu the prevention block grant

for hpme and commenity-baaad services. This graft program would on
4.

funded initially it 100 million in FT85 fpr state planning and start-op.

then 1150 12001tIlion in ?Tel. and 1,200 Xillion in

'TSB. Permidelb21 as of these funds include the following: (1)

provision for.eiderly Individual.* and disabled individuals of hose health

services and other health service., (2) activities to coordinate hose and.

conevoity.tweed services provided to elderly individuals and disabled

persops In order to eliminate duplication of effort and promote efficient

11/



use of fvuds. (3) the
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t of procedure, to identify elderly

and/or disabled individuals specially those at risk of prolonged

hoopitalisation, or stays in t sad such individuals could return to

the community if haws /ca tifbael aervicoVirere available. (4)

detesmisation of the needs of thesseiMdividuale. (Sl recommendations for

.

nowt-effective neesures to meet those seeds; end (6) educating and

inform-tea the public regardiniavallable bo health servicelprograms.

The American Medical Association etrong supports Motzveriate home

health services and believe, that the intent of this program could be

beneficial. Boweverdee are concerned about the funding for the direct

provisj of services gyind its potential ddplication of services under
2

other programs. Ns belleve'that if direct'provision of services is to be

loaded, finch services should be authorired on a limited demonstration

bas s a Wilted number of alma. with intense evaluation to

determiee whether Medicare. Medicaid and other funding sources are

&Melte to meetilipplupriste needs.

4
S. 4303 - ALCOHOL AND DOM ANUS! AND MENTAL REALM SERVICE BLOO' GRANT

.44 AMENDMENTS OF 1984.

This bill would reauthorize the Alcohol ant Area Ababa and Mental

Health Services Block Grant for the fiscal years 1985, 1986 and 1987.

Currently the clock grant in authorised through fiscal year 1984.

161. Buthorizations --The bill mould authorise the folio/tug level, of

!r funding: FIBS $472.700,000; FT86 - S486.469.000; sod FY87 -

$501.063.000.

IN7A
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"Set Asides " --The original block greet authority eetablishod a "eet

cold." for utilization of block great funds by the states. These set

asides required the states to c se to fund certain activities in

relative proportion to the wee the._ activities were funded prior to

enactment of the block grant. Those est asides retain the percentage of

funds going to Coemunity Mental Health Centers, Alcohol Abeam, and

Prevention. The bill extends these opt Amides until the end of rill'.

In our view, the block grant concept can beet be carried out by

allowing states to target resources in the manner best suited to meet

local needs and conditions. The set asides now in the law were seen as a

necessary transition to total state digoceticin In this area. We believe

that continuation of the met-asides d;feate the intent of block grant

legislation; accordingly the wet-cupids* should sow beelisinated.

Sorviree Relating to Dreg and Alcohol Abuse in Women The bill

establishes authority for demonstration progsilma targeted at prevention

of and treatment for alcohol and drug abuse in women, including hove-

maker., single mothers, divorced mothers, widowed mothers, displaced

honoaskere, and pregnant women.

We are aware of growing concerns about increased abuse of drugs and

alcohol by women. However. we believe that it is inappropriate to focus

only on limited groups while other categories of women would be excluded

as potential beneficiaries of a demonstration program. In our view, any

such program should include all women in need of special assistance in

combating alcohol or drug dependency.

5 7 /
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The American Medical Association supports reauthorization of the

Alcohol and Drug Abuse and Mental Health Service* block grant and the

demonstration program concerning prevantiom and treatment of alcoholism

and drug abuse in women, with modipcatiome to itemize that no wee* in

'used of these prevention services are arbitrarily excluded.

S. 2344 - rummy CARE MOCK CUR AMEMDMENTS or 1984

Milan would continue the prose's! for Primary Care block grants

and make changes as noted below.

AuthorizationsThe bill would authorize 1340 million for FY85. $345

million for FY86. and $350 million for 1,787 for allotments and grants to

states. The block grant had been authorised at 1327 million for FY84.

State Matching RequirementThe state's matching requirement for

grants to Community Health Centers and for administrative expenses would

be reduced to 102 for each of fiscal years 1985-1987. In F183 the

matching requirement was .= and in FY84 it was 332.

We note that the high matching rate under the original program ha.

discouraged states tram accepting this block grant and that the program

is still generally operated at the federal level.

Community Health CentersThe bill would extend through FY87 the

requirement that states continue to contract with existing Community

Health Centers.

In our view. states should be allowed to operate the block grants

with tlexibilitv to meet individual state needs.

We support the reauthorization of the Primary Care block grant. with

the above reduction in the state matching requirement. The requirement

that states continue to contract with existing Community Health Centers

should be eliminatea

5M
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S.4311 - F4A1.T8 murnemola ORGANIZATION ARMAMENTS OF 1964

This bill makes several technical changes in the Health MaintenaAce

Organization Act.

Repeal of Loan and Grant Authorities -- Continuation of Loan Guarantee

Fund--The bill would repeal those sections of the WOO Act that Allow for

grants, loans, and loan guarantees for feasibility and initia:

development of HMOs. Alio repealed is the authority (begiw.ing October

1. 1984) for loans and loan guarantees for construction wal acquisition

of ambulatory facilities by HMOs. The bill would, however, allow such

transfers from the General Treasury as needed in order to fund the

',rioting WOO loan guarantees. Also, authorization is provided for the

next three years to fund such loans and Loan guarantees as necessary to

complete the cycle of funding for those Mu that were in the assistance

cycle prior to October 1, 1981.

The AMA supports these provisions. We believe that general

government financial assistance to promote further WOO dedgfient is no

longer necessary. A recent study has found that enrollment in HMOs

reached 12.5 million persons in June 1983, a 15.32 increase over the

previous year and the largest annual increase since 1978. Moreover. we

do not believe that government policy should favor one particular health

care delivery mode over another. It should. as much as possible. strive

for policy neutrality.

board Composition for Private HMOs --S. 2311 would delete the

requirement that one-third of the Board members of an HNO come from the

membership of that HMO.

7..)
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One of the major underlying concepts of the initial HMO program was

patient participation. The Board negbership requirement was designed to

effectuate that philosophy. While we understand that the new environeent

for HMO. his changed considerably and that the "one-third" Board member

requirement say no longer be generally practical. we continue to be

concerned about the heed for IBIO animbers to maintain an active role in

the HMO and have a method of providing input into operations and

resolving grievance.. The AMA can support the elimination of the Board

requitement if assurances are provided for appropriate patient protection

and grievansq resolution systems.

Periodii RequaltficationThe provision in the Act that requires an

HMO to be periodically requalified
(every two years) would be deleted.

The AMA supports elimination of the periodic requalification requirement

eboud provide for adequate procedures to ensure continued and regular

review of the quality of care and the fiscal solvency of "qualified news.

Supplemental Services --The bill would authorise an HMO to offer

supplemental services on an experience-rated basis. The law currently

requires such service, to be rated on a community rating basis.

The AMA is concerned that a break with the philosophy of community

rating would create the potential for market skimming. We recommend that

this new proposal be deleted from the bill.

Limitation on Source of Funding
--The provision of the Act which

prohibits the use of other Public Health Service.Act funds to finance

feasibility, plAnning, and initial operation of HMI would be repealed.

560
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We also support this provision to S. 2311. The ease imagoes that

exist for repeal of the MMO loan and grant" authorities mentioned earlier

suggests repeal of these sections as well. Moreover. we believe that in

this period of budgetary restraint within be Public Health Servicgto,

resources should not be diverted from their more essential mission".

CONCLUSION

The American Medical Association appreciates the opportunity to

subeit its views today concerning the reauthorization of medical

edUcation programs and the reauthorization of other programs under the

Public Health Service Act. The AMA supports major portions of the

legislation currently before the Committee. We urge the Committee to

carefully review our comments and consider such changes as necessary to

reflect these views.

1359p
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The Wearable Orrin G. Match
Chairman
Committee on Labor and Rumen Resources
U.S. Senate
Room 42t.Dirksee Senate Office building
Washington, V.C. 20510

Dear Senator Retch:

March lO, 1984

Re: Committee Questions Concerning
Medical Menpower

This letter is in response to written questions submitted to the American
Medical Association se a follow up to the appearance of Alan R.
Nelson, N.D., before the Committee on Labor end Wean Resources at it
hearing Mitch 14, 1984, concerning health manpower tosses.

You have asked three questions concerning CIA 'tees and information on

specific manpower issues as follows:

1. Whet is the AMA', position reordisg the overall number of health

care providers? Do we need morel_or less? Who should be responsible
for determining how any health care providers we educate? And

'license?

The AMA has not, nor does it currently, net targets 00 the aggregate
number of physiciase or numbers in specific Oracles specialties.
There are numeroue reams, why the Association does not set meapower
targets, principal of 'Aitken, our concerns that national target, do

not respond to or recognimi individual patient care r.!quirements or

local needs and circumstances. We are also concerned that with the

rapid %sages in medical practice and technology forecasts homed on

current medical practice are difficult to make and tenuous at best.
In Ifilgt of the extremely long lead tins in physician training, any

error in forecasts could keve longterm affects that would take

exceeded periods to correct.

Rather than attempt to control physician supply through the use of

arbitrary controls based on tennout projections, the AMA believes

that to the greatest extent possible the nos:her, specialties, and

distribution.of physicians should be set through the operation of the

sarkpmlace. The AKA has completed .a etudy on this issue, and our

report of that study is included with this letter for your review and

information. It should be noted that the increasing ember of
physicians already has provided a substastial increase in access to

medical specialists in rurel areas.

4
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2. Does the'ANA provide studebt loans or !wholarshipsi

At this time the ANA Aces not provide direct loots or scholarship
assistance to students. The AMA Education and Research Fooudation
(ORF) did provide loan guarantees for medical students from
1962 -1980. Daring that 18-year period, more than 75,000 loans valued
at more than 895 million were guaranteed. Economic conditions in
1980 forced suspensive of thin program by discouraging bank partici-
pation in the program.

lice AMA -ERE has ir'tiated an ongoing program to solicit and disburse
funds to medical schools with the funds sp collected restricted to
student assistance. In its first year of operation this fund
attracted and distributed 8229,000. In light of the fact that this
tie a new program, we expect that amounts collected and disbursed for
student assistance will increase substantially in the caning years.

F

The AMA Education and Research Foundation also disbursed 81.292,000
is unrestricted funds to medical achoolcirtn 1984 to help support con-
tinuing excellence in medical education. Me expect that tome oedical
schools will use some or all of these unrestricted funds from the
AKA-ENV for student assistance.

3. As_you knowi_the cost of a medical education has increased dra-
matically over the past several year!, and there are Jrowing concerns
that student indebtedness will affect career choice, with more
'students choosing the high --paid specialties. Does the AMA have data
related to student debt and ultimate career choice'

The ANA recently completed a detailed study of this issue, and a
report was received and tiled by our House of Delegates in December
1983. A copy of the report is attached for your review. The report

concludes that at this time no clear relationship between debt and
career choice appears to present." The Association will continue
to monitor and study this important issue.

The ANA appreciated the oppotunity to appear before the Committee and Is
pleased to provide additional information on these important issues. It

we may be of further asetatunce, please tee' tree to contact us.

111S/dap

Attach.
1376p t;
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C. HEALTH MANPOWER
(Refesease Calamities O. OOP ZEN

HOUSE ACTION: ADOPTED AS FOLLOWS AND REFERRED TO BOARD Of
TRUSTEES for a contthaitag Rudy of the ffect of moist
fames an Powwow topply. sod for hollow noon to be
tobrosttal Av Oto Board of Motu* at the 1997 Amara Illooloo

At its 1981 Annual Meeting, the Horne of Delegates adopted Repeat AA of the Dowd of Trustee.. This
rotten stated the Board's ontention to reexamine Assocation policies on health manpower and moon to
Mr House at its 1901 Interim Meeting. With consultation from the Councils on Medical Service. Nadir*
Ed.,c,Iiion and Lsiosielion. the Board of Trustees reviewed health rininfroisof policy Muth Tie filthoistne
report contains Me results of Mot gym/maw reassahment promised on Report AA (A-01).

INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, the Association has monitored and analysed manpower developments. In 1971.
M. Haig& of Coleslaw, adopted "Physic...an Manpower and Medical Edmonton" A second report, "Physl-
oet Manpower and Medical Education, II:. was adapted in 1978. This report if ths thud on that sodas.
75,04P reports, and me rerAnomondattnns they contain, outline Associattion efforts to influence notional
patsies affecting the production and distribution of heath .are reStedeei.

In the last decade there have been dramatic moven' in heeldt manpower resources.

The norther or physicians has grown faster in the 19/0s that', in previous decades,

meresing ignilicantIS (nose rapidly than The POPtslettop as a whole.

There has been even more rapid growth in the number and types of allied health

manpower,

$.!,.e these ha inevitably affect the practice of medicine, Association p. hey most be reviewed for its

rviiiii.nte in rags altered envitonnsent,

The rising cost of medical education is anothel aspect of recent history test nthelvetes this messelth
fifi marl of I' :AA pourer. As the federal and *taw onaVo0Plir have reviewed thee wending priorities, they

hese iroi.ced supoint for medical education Medical schoolti and 011klical students alike hat felt oho
154-, nt reduced futItimg levels *Wilde the peduates of the medical education PStere We a primary

mount et future supply of services, the Association must develop policy diet can address this new

at of issues.

The principles incanted in this report are similar To those entinciated in the two reports of the goo.
sins decade as we'd es earlier statements of AMA policy, In addition to examining medial education
owes. however, th,1 report focuses on the tote of health manpower in the production and at of
me.fIc a1 sensate. The emphasis ha charged in order to adapt OWAlsocotialfs bait philosophy to
changing ex tern& eseits As a 810014, the principles in tha report an based on

respect for individual decision making and maim proviso%

commtmoot to middy medical education in a plurthstie SOCielY; and

recuirdson of the appropitote solo for BOW health manpower.

'V
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In deve;oping this report, the Beard has paid careful menthes to dm issues of:

oentrilired eaten docentralind decision making;

- physician population - site and composition;

- medical education - autonomy, quality and finance; and 1

died health manpower - rotes and distributiorL

The bodyof Wits won contains explanatoiythaserial about
MOO, The implications for AMA programs an described in

APPROACHES TO MANPOWER ISSUES. CENTRALIZED
VERSUS DECENTRALIZED DECISION MAKING

tYh of the principles grouped in the four nose
concluding moction7

AMA's tannin with health manpower thaws prows out of the mom metal desire to Wawa quality
medical care to the American people. The distntitition of medics/ services is inextricable linked to the do
fellasstipti of physicians and Mad hest* perecylnet Thus, Oho career deasiorn of these profrucionsis am
critical In all manpower Maas end in the pithrimon of medical services to she pubic.

Recognizing the difficulty of responding to the cornetts health cant needs of the public with minuet
Ind planning, the AMA has a tong tradition of fainting a decentralised approach to health manpower
Imes. Them is however, orrinifithe of the WOW nature of the medical we seam. The high value placed
o n medical cant in din country is the reason for miternive professional self regulation and licensum. Beyond
those quality narrowe activities, support foe meinnien individual autonomy n basic to AMA policy.

The Association's commitment to quality medical cane and quality medical education is independent
of any manpower fOgoefORMSAII. Criteria for 847000dOl1001 of medical SCION* aid residency therein* ere
Awed on Pinfemional inthilments of soproPrithe Ifdur.atacwvi standards. Theta standards we not schussed to
WWI changing societal conditions. Instead, organized medicine upholds a fundamental professional re
eponsibitity so ensure that only qualified individuate enter the practice of medicine.

The term -martyr is used throireftout this mod and needs further explanation. In moat, a nserhst
theelsos decentralized *Osten making by buten wed sullen. Than demean. are voluntary choices for both
Pieties to any recharge of goods and einsoes. The situations that OCCUI in the exchange at particular geode
or swims give me to a wide variety of institutional arranninern in different markets Many at these
erriellthmeete held to coordinate buyers' (consumers', and setters' (picwidersi decisions and ensure that
their choicas)are mutusity consistent thittinunately, the complexity of the institutional sinerectons can
often abeam* the fact the markets, can those in the medical can deka" mann. ultimately respond in
PIONCIONO rays to die (dorning forms of suppty and demand.

kit
There ere mein awful* that conetitute the medical ewe delivery system wichochng the miehets foe

health coo sweities;

- health can ihnolOyment and

- health professions whicemon.

Taken together they form a estfdiesting methositors for deormlning the New of restouvas In the medical
war delivery system. Their ntaiket tunctron by producing souls in the form of poinsionaa
and economic menthol for Nett, can Provider, and consumers If freed from extemeve governownt rar
Weston, these motets cm pinnies en environment in ankh costatfecuse nwor.a care the rune demo
than die einoption.

rsJJr
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Fat 'armee phypeteth choose location or specialty based n alt oft that serreepttons of the.curfiest

ono future Promustenat outlook. TriIf <MOWS MP roe guided by the same secure Mal a tentrithsed pence

would afternid to consider the potential patient pripumbort, the MIMI, of an pH tat ,

Me *Woe of Protesuonsi support, and the extent of related health fealties. liowever, ,atint individual

Ohs oceans hate MOMS! merest 611,n SIMONS of Mee deessiors, they, as opposed to a centreline:1

planteng agency, are more Marty to seek end Masse Weems infownetiOn.

er
The market for modtcal We is complicated by the prominent ovation-makingtales played by abhor.

bons such es insurance carpenters, Islitpitals and afternoon. Earth at brat institutions May facilitate or

(toped, m processes, but they cannot enter some of the fundemenui inenteletmeshipe. For AtIllseade,

snovono of serve es remove to demand will adversely affect memo suppliers, tmpirdless 01 dye

moms

The wevemment as a pundstreat of seiviews ha a Implemele rob In dee market. Societe may chow* so

help the flnownlfhl doKfrentAled by onthanIng
ernernment Moreno that subudite their molts toMedtral

sate The AMA has supported Meld *tininess midget MUM COCUMOINKOS, Gavemmomtal feimburatissent

Policies in Mew printouts, to estampte, wits affect Whereat through a market process The fact that rte

.uottust dec./ports Involve a political element in no way makerthe acereinfhent en intIPProPf tx4sPenciPIIrd

es the market.

Salmon of bilge medical nwearch is mother braitimew tole for wwwomeat. In the Pest, Public 1/1490t

for medical research has been funded, In part, by the payrnept for medical senores provided by larding

hospitals Should reimbursement poiicres, or government sullenly programs change substantially, Con

aternalwv methods should be found to finagler boor ovesech Thus, a looted, legitimate tote for govern.

mein dons rpm Arne/ever, rf government earners to constrain the behests* of other mantel parttcyants,

its win.; synod impede nurse placeisee.

In a chttetent context, the "motet- fat medical educators involves nnotutional pantopento medical

sallml!s, teaching nntantats, .ndlyntual residency programs, arctediting 'genres, and the government rte

ocrIztiv or04,r11 that tends to ortease the Inn. necessary to respond to to/whet champs The completely of

system and e.istence of substantial time lags do not negate market forces In tact, the ultimate effects

tit market f °fors well be4 to a compile/Ode de%, ye, independent of the multuttond arterigements.

Intotested pattbc and prow organizations can make a salualses contrdoution to tho medial moan&

In older to telitond tluK.Itly 10 changing incentives,
wanders and ceshaumers Nay an the infornsation that

hs Avadabte to them The accutecy of the intotmabon and the 'peed with Much it is shisamahlellel See

mik "Int aids tit market trselhanisms In permutes,: imp AMA can MeV an ImPortnnt mho se tmlingottne
the melange of the markets in the medical atm nectar, amp though d is netthet buyer nor a WM, To

fir glitat anotoptiste &Omaha° of medical cute iesuutres, the Association can

provide relevant information to of in parocepants moot wrectly involved, and

toptstent phyPetans tn practice owed Pee training to other insolved immanent

A troubling invert of Me dunning ensnarement tf the stress din has grown among woups of On&

outs The allocation of hospital privileges m a decision that often inisiuivas comber" among some ataups of

Ishys.clans These conflicts may mtanpy geckos of sneraasad supply Malty* to demand. The AMA can

facdtate the maket su 'hots to these roues by ceding the communication berweerad:herent factions.

The AMA recaps/es MN the annuli economic environment has caused and veal continue to caw*

onnyt e.pec tatennt for many parmesan% in the matkal can Welch phy Ivan*. medical students, medical

scrtouh, the auvrotment and the public. Each of theta groups seeks a tatietacte.v resolution of sty potential

proforma In pitroculat, some would prefer that there be nibs direcflantrol over the tatocesten and WOO

button of health cafe reseuteet.
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It is envfeeble, floweret. to :ell, prinserily on media mechanisms rather than ethulthary ahem/
was to

engem/octets Owe, often eenGicting dairies; and
.

brine about an adiustment 10 drifting externd circurnstjors.

Under regulation the resolunivaflect aseenbally pleitice, often depend...* on she sew of the tst,
tweed soup. riglifien, IrgrIli fa front aftmemang athustinant problems. has frequent* evacerbated
deem. Thou pleyerans and provides of medicar ems who hare otherament *Meta atheethlethe to
dumping madam forces sleeted not be Reeled Into bodieviee ens iegulatery telethon mist&

PialePle I In the ;Menor of estemive regulatilm, the dynamic fors of to marturt
P lata Psaduee maim ltheinstees foe the 139iPPriste production and distribution
of niedical can servico.oThe AMA supports the opetirtion of self adsusilne
market mechatirune *A ere emergent with quality medical care.

PHYSICIAN POPULATION

Groups with different empathy' have been Tersitoring i re data of medical care. Most
recently. um* governenow armors, the Gradual* Medics/ E *on rlational Advisory committee
(GNIENAC, imesmoseed Ow tome of health manpower supply and mimed a lewd dam* that there wilt
be substantial sonthil of physicians by the year 1900. GMENAC's concise ions were (keyed turn the
ipplmation dt a orchretcally whammed but trim:phoned approach to manpower problems. Fundommtaity,
the analysis used by GMENAC cornfield of an attempt th project future health can 'needs" and can
pore them with this visaed hium supply of physecia' sweices. The GMENAC Minder of hirelth

"cep `Needs" represented a middle position between what they Waved mu needed end what was meson.
ably sessmiarai,

Urile variations of the traditional manpower approach to forecast the tutus status of phyficum man-
poorer raw lead to an underestimate of the ability of the heahh care derinaryoyseen to sthust to a dully*
enekoraranv Them is menthcani interaction among the moms consommes' of the changing anmanment,
including mutation among:

mew erdinetthesc

mead concepts at adsqur WS* ewe;

benumbs, Practice manseernsett spores:hoc and

the growth* supply of physicians and Mud heaths care proSsesionds

1 he tenift we be a medical SWAM leterkstgaleas nasal, Mewed train the our esermed in the GMENAC
Els. As tree* of thew theintations, the AMA does net Mats* that thetsly cordraltsed manpower

in fienete, and the GMENAC athallieds in Parearlar, is an apProprote any to earths the owes
the mem

Nenedullets, Ow moil rite in the number of physicians In the Pia ONO Ism brim wolf documented.
The number of noneelerid physicians per 100.000 orlon popuretion nes nun from 192 in 1971 to 104 .n
1979. The pliyucsan thartep prudenned by Ow 1999 Oepon of Imo Surgeon Clitherart Consultant Group
as Medical Education Wm Sant Itwort1 and Ow 1970 Nepal of the Cameo Commissar On Hayman
Edtaistion is no Wow/ to apparent. This was powtorod by Ws AMAeonsorlid National Carnmiseus on
the coo (.4 mow* an wises otogyood ono of Om fled oath, rellorts to not, the OtanOolf mod The
owactly of the pfsrotows,00twiaboo to meet dentands fee Mediae can w NOwantiolly totter Own totem.
and csaront Wools an Ss* to contrwo w tilt, wow foam

.
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At the,conciudans of venous public and privets health mummy.. cot/moutons bete Omen, forecasts

of needs and Mem dentand we fraught with difficulty Chaining publiallsolicy end technical innovation

on dremencelly otter the pecimed maul need for doe population. Far mumple, the implementation id

der Medicare and Ided.caid pcurieniims! tea deverlopinern of the Salk and Sabin polo vaccines ilkieteeta
rum rapidly and unasectedly demand for medical can can change The evangel as net limited to fleentlf
Otiose, or decease& the demand far diffeitmt types of heafth asainewor can deft dramatically with no

morel modification.

9n the supply side, it is evident that physicians respond to the ineensIves in the clamed method and

eacmainewercronnient:

PrelPothe medical sttten b, porticularly those from low inconse families, we
beginning to question there entities to complete a medical education, glee dal
neent ("Motion in scholarthips and subsidised loam and the rapid incisese in
medical Wind tuition These arcumstanots may make medians eel/beefy la
initiethee case" atematio.

Physicians competing their giettion medics! training Mg longer to find
satisfactory fire practice positions, due so MS rising COSI of dH g a medical

practice.

Young,' physicians are foregoing caws In medical reeeench party beim of
deceased federal funding

In addition. if the quality of the work emironment saPeriertod be older PhYnCiatel deteriorates. the min,

bet opting for early retiremenselikely to was.

Thew taststpfes of responses to rot forces Show that longrun protections of physician mareasen
',offload mil empty are vutrmable toelipecteel events end changing ammunition. The penitence WI
orgy riocruanons confirms the wisdom of the holds manpower policy that the AMA adopted in fatil

1AMA Policy Regarding the Production of Phyuctansi.

Maikets can favorably or adliersely effect pettier ents. these patron and meson incentives as sewn.

+sal tax the martial to efficirotia allocate resources. The fneWsW0 In the numbin at PhYloctoni hat not been

uniform in terms of Meier SMOKY or geography Thus. allowing the market mechernire to work may

severtirty idiot some physicians. Scene any.

- find tamely.' loaded in en area with many ether Oresiclans IMO are trying TO

Wyss the erne wilionts;

- experience fewer patient visits and lower Ineellek at

d that demographic shifts, insurance reaseenement policy changes, orr
in demand make their current toceny the eltractin than prevenedd.

Thee circumstances may not be pleasant, and appeids to the common good packaged by she martial wig

do line to mow those dont* effected.

Rather than passialy waling for market tarps to operate, however, orgenued medicine daubd se.

toils assist physicians in Merndying theill geogripinc area desiring physicians aid mot Physicians in

nett ling to Owe desires. In addition, orgamted medicine thouid pan* communities with assistance in
alfaCi0/9"114cosris and making sotschatilisacitto In Osor ems Mod* and pastkat.

Prin.1:1w numbers of physician Medd, insofar Wpossible, be doorrosbod bY

Poxottorot. she Inorkot. hue Itrif boto yovskons add domemg dr-

ounotonots. This corovostwons is volbetioo, outwork owl doomoolboo

of inUmPaboll requifed by physic-Ws, and other medial particomoto cedar to .

make informed decisieni.

56
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MEDICAL EDUCATION

teethe,' education deem-meth re future of inedidne in the Untied States theme*, its impact an the
number, of physicians being trained, the quality of the *mining they revere, and the focus of the trate.neg on
broad based or specialty emotes, Behr& of the length of time between admix ison into medical school
end establisteneig of wattlee by a new physicoani.eny pokey changes made r this peaces* necenaroly
yield results only after time ley as long as seven to a% years. The existence of ri Is lone lea does not mean
that market. fames are nut operating, Thine forces are at wok, affecting the shot es of both students and
schools The effects, however, ate wen years after the mbar stanuke,

them is a long interval between the entrance of a new outlaw into medical school and the
eihstaisernent of a malted Practice at the complatio3 of teeming, students hart considerable flexthany due,
Mg that petted. The diver of rpecialty, for example, is typically accomplished warm a three thrive yen
period altar &afoot's:in Studies of the graduate melee education system reveal that switcleng specialty is
a frequent phenomenon. As, individuals team about thee own talents and the opportunities evadable, they
mate apptoptiate adjustments. Thus, although there is a long lag enharent m the system of tremolo. it is
comparabb to lags in other highly skilled manpouer motets.

Market fumes have their effects on medical schools as well as students. Rising educational costs Cow
pled with dectimns amounts of goinenment rapport have forced many faculty and administrative decision,
makers to item greater account of the economic Consequence* of their actions, These dente Ines ate
evidence of the impact of market forces on the educational establishment. Providing high quality education
in these rticumstanrs requires considerable skill.

Some its foundeso 'he AMA has been involved in the medical education process. This honey includes
he inthatton on t -norm by the Council on Medical Education to inspect and dandy Amin tan
schools of metier re mown pettcspation with other profesnonal groups in the Liffson Committee
on Medical Educe . effort has emostrthesed on 'noway that acceptable quality treenng is provided
to matt* student, in me United States.

The AMA supports the view that * medical school should determine the number of students that it
admits The deter-Memnon of Methyl snew medical schookshould be estabrithed or an molting institution
be continued requires the local initiative of a univetsity, a medical society, or community. This position
was formulated in the 1951 "Policy of the AmertEan Medic* Akoctatton Regarding the Production of
Phrecides," Mfg has been reaffirmed as 1971 and 1978. The current newsmen indicates that the 1961
policy continues to be appropriate.

Principle 3: The numbs, of U. S. medical act. Is should be &stemmed by the avail,
ability and allocation of resouras and O. ability of throbs to meat acoethable
educational standards. The number of students admitted to individual schools is
and Amid be daternmed by the faculty and administration of each medical .
Woof,

The tepidly changing economic and technological environment suggest, that physicians mutt be able
to maintain thee flextbdity in order to respond to manor changes. Asa result, it is smoothen for Physicians
irrtrinning to obtain a broad scientific and clinical background to complement thee spii0Oty training.

This !mad base of medical framing wet allow physmistes to shift the focus of thee practices in the
fume, it Ow need arises, in order -.a sore different patient population ot to Address to evolving needs
c4 tea Innlcing patient load,

Preicipie 4 Medical education should be aufficiently broad to enable practicing phy
Scans to adapt their practice patterns to the mantling nom of the popinabon
and changing medical technology

5 S.)
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Ali medmal students and parbooladv thine from too Imam fame as are encoonerting socreahoo

deoctittess In hoarse n% Mint etheUiti041 rOgrietti Mat assisteit siggenis .n miens V`Iall are being tedet neg.

tent, .'u or ehmineted t,1 the 1981 1982 uhoof year In particylac. skisulatstub ed. subedited loan funds,

rocs; lenel al programs, and some side PtOttrialt note been significantly duvet. The state of the void that

nil w created try Mese cedar:Irons may frustrate the efforts of those who would attempt to replace govern.

merit monies with funds hum Whin tose.ws.

toe ot.t-ot potties costs of a medics' education use, students with ettemtst to cape in a variety of

wars T ter cost of a medical education and related expenses vary widely by medical school, esdevIchsid

standai .1, and pee sond Notion Thus. the choice of attending more pensive Khool in a cooty location

essentially a voluntary (*Limon by the student for which he or the must accept regionsehiblY.

In any CAW, it appear% likely that students Increasingly wilt be forced to consider the cost of' method

Murat..° when they submit their applications. Clualfied student; from disadvantaged becicgtchileis as of

par titiiiri concern Those students already pursuing a medical career *111 be forced to corn -nil more of then

own rrs,xutcrs than expected. The Association realise the segn.ficance of this problem.

Prince:1e b The AMA estociu(apes development of a renew of innovate, finances.
mechanisms to assist medical students who arc fated with hrgh cost and Joni
dung sources of financial old,

The provisoes of Acidity medical can es eseenteal to rreetdwg the health cave wade of the nation.

Sntp ,ts f.c o ling in 1$41 the AMA has been a leader in developing and ads lig f the

pr,.1,,Eans Anti for the nu/Pity of medical care The AMA has Ctsnusientis pursued this goal

through its

efforts in ton unction with other agent:awns to amnedit Ame scan medical

schniat graduate rrerdroll training inshrotions. and Sten hnising rnectiC.Ilf education
pt,Kit

iif State wagtail,. to le ease physicians through format boards of medical
examinees, and

endorsement of poet review programs.

focucc ptioide att imiimtlant emote to the public and the plOttrihrtti by assuring appeopriass stem

third, professional practice

eintri this ptittoV)phy, Our AMA has opposed the appiseatton of Me accrechtaturn. lsensure,

and other quality edeknenCe Preteedurel far any Paeltoset other than *noosesg the quality of can Six states

Now wa tiereses, try specialty, isithough few physicians hose chosen thus ean,01. and none of the steles has

recto, t. I {masse'{' .n a spec.alty to thaw who have been ternsed in that tpec,atty Sereiel stele hcpstetures

have cutisitteteit however. using :two state herrisarg pro at., to the nunityt Arid curcieit, dopibution

01 phyS44,14ent withal their Stahl/.

The AMA beheves that the cultalic in a democratic society can hest be served try an esiosshonet system

that mac °clues Me rreectron at itritmaiiish in choose and develop their career interests and ovoetunitiet.

I his fires ept ce.phes tea both the selection of 'necking as a career and the chuff.* of specialty.

Phociple 6 The nwilwal p.nfession has an illin(tOrnj re,ehmutelity to *stuns the

(ruddy of r. are and the maintenance of appropriate standards for medical educe

boo at all te.els (Jollity assurance procedures should be used solely for their

stated purposes,
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110:untsr11 ComfiCattion Program which evaluate Mt Qualifications of Indowidual allied health perstoutol

sra another means of providing public assurance of quality health we. Voluntary coralmattors of allbrd

hatpin waken who function tomb/ Intrecal sonatinas, I. ProlOtobto to Regnant. baCiaaga 01 PolmitillPeoler

flexibility in this utifsastion. time is Mae iustiflomion for nee been hale of allied health _annual orb*

work unsay thit supermoon of a licensed pt yskima_

Principle 8 Both Physicians and 'Hied health pettimmonals harm MON end ethical

ismonsibilitiss for patient coo, emit mouth clantata responsibditY for 'Om M.

&Indust pithasirs medical curl nets with efts physician. to assure quality patient
cam the medical profusion and allied health profettionals should hats cam
tottery dialogue on patient care functions that may be drelegstad M allied health

Pinfessionsis comment with thaw education. experience aid competNICV.

AMA ROLE

Consistent min the prima function of psi American Medical Association to moment physician*,

stiongly endomed try V* Hausa of Delegates at its Annual Meeting m June 1901. the AMA shall continue

and es tend its essential role in anal/has and amassment of health manpower in its relationship to medical

and other cervices for ON restoration and maintenance of health, and to the molt/bon of Isturs related to

taw eradobliltY of timely and effective services for the health of the public. Thu AMA must maintain its

preeminent position among the several bodies and institutions agldrowng and responding to the commins

issues of health manpower.

Principle 9 The AMA has evaiired the dynamic forces of the maristpleas; however,

it uscognoss that market forces can be altered. The AMA admowisidets dos
authorities and responsibilities of educational instal/410ns and the functions of
goouninant this AMA miunuins an armentia4 interest and rob in health man-
power assessment and planning in whatever sailing this may occur. The AMA

will work closely with institutions responsible for medical education and allied
heath education, legislatures, governmental and non.gomrnments1 waencses and

organ uationt, and the constituent state and county medical societies wherever

Planning and the restitution of problems misted to medical and other aspects Of

health can occur.

IMPLICATIONS

On the bass of theme principles, the Association will implement or continue a series of programs de-

signed to promote the web being of the profession and thepublic. These programs will.

- monitor bonds;

sestyzor and disseminate relevant information; and

- represent the profession's positions in Poirelloteinng toniana-

Monitor Trends

The AMA has collected and disseminated information shout physicians for mar seventy years. Today

the Association rs considered to be the most comprehensive source of information on physicians in the

tinned States The Record of Physician's Prolessinnai Activities (PPM has collected information on ploy.

secians professonai activities, their area of ipecuoiration and then amino employment on an -hours

worked per week" basis the 1981 PPA Census which is currently underway will continue to maintain

Current and compnrhansive basis for monitoring trends in the physician population.
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*WORT OF VIE 904 RD OF TR:. MESS

Reports E
(I-03)

Nducetioeal Imlebtedsess and the Career Choices of

New Physicians

John J. Corry, Jr., M.D., Chairoun

Reference Committee C
(Edgar T. Derry, M.D., Chairmen)

1 At its 1962 Annual Meeting, tie Home of Delegates adopted Report

2 U of the Board :f Trustees, which sommarixed the most recent informo

3 tics on the sheets of indebtedness on medical students and resident

4 physicians. Report U also outlined a plan for, the ANA to collect and

S analyse additional information. This report wee adopted in lieu of

6 Resolution $2 (I-81) introduced by the detlical Student Section, which

7 called for the development of a "research protocol that will collect

8 information . . . on characteristics of student. . . . and spaces the

9 relative importance of various, factors (including indebtedness, income

10 potential, and family background) in determining the erectility and

11 location choices of yoiwg physicians."

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

In response to Report U, the AAA developed a three-pert research

program to investigate the effect of high and rising educational costs

on medical stbdents and resident physicians. The first part of this

program was completed with Report P (A-83) of the Board of Trustees.

This report examined da medical students' indebtedness collected

by the association of Can Medical °alleges. The research program

has two other phases:

21 an examination of the actual career choices of physicians

originally interviewed in the 1979 Survey of Resident

Phyeicians; and
22
23
24
25
26
27
2$
29

the analysis of data on indebtedness, graduate medical

training, and career plass collected through new survey

of resident physicians.

This report presents initial results from each of these phases of the

30 AMA research program:.

31
32
33 EMATIONAL INDEBTEDNESS OF NEW PSYSICIANS

34

33 Many individuals and organisations have voiced concerns about the

36 potential effect of indebtedness on the career decisions of new pr,si-

37 ciao*. High debt loads, it is argued, may some pnysicians -in -t:slning

Past HOuW Actions: 1-8I

594
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1 to alter their career plans ao that fewer will choose careers is re-

2 search or general practice and mare will opt for higher paying ape -

3 cialties (e.g., surgery, radiology, anesthesiology) and will practice

4 in metropol1tsa areas. Both he 1979 and 1983 Surveys of Resident
Physician provide data that can be used to examine the relationship

6 between debt and career choices. It is particularly useful-to examine

7 both the 1979 and 1983 surveys, since increasing debt loads may have

8 altered patterns of behavior over time. .

9
10 The following conclusions have been reached from an initial anal-

11 ysis of the 1979 and 1983 Surveys of Resident Physicians;

12
13 The averige level of medical educational debt of new

14 physicians is quite high and has been increasing

15 (average debt of resident physicians in 1979 was around

16 *13,300 and has increased to over $18,200 by 1983).

17

18 Though variations in mean level of debt dO' exist for cer-

19 fain categories, the variations are not large and may not

20 explain differences in new physicians' career decisions.

21
22 These with relatively high debt do not appear to choose

23 more remunerative specialties or practice locations with

24 greater frequency tbathose with lover debt.

25
26 These findings are consistent with those presented in Board of Trustees

27 Report P (4-43), and with the conclusions reached by articles published

28 in the professional literature (e.g., French [19811; Lorca 11983I).

29 The discussion that follow', describes the t erveye and examinee the

30 specific results that led to these conclusions.

31

32
33 1979 Survey of Resident Physicians

34
35 In 1979, the AKA conducted a survey of resident physicians. Ques-

36 tioanaires were sent to a randomly selected sample of approximately

37 0,000 residents, of Idiom 35 percent responded. Approximately 3,000

38 of the respondents *ere actively practicing medicine in the.spring of

39 1983. information on current specialty, practice location, and prac-

49 tice modality on the:pc individuals was obtained from the AMA Physician

41 Masterfile. Tables 1 and 2 present basic tabulations of indebtedness

42 by the career choices made by respondents to this ourvey.

43
44 Table 1 presents two indicators of debt load: the percent of

45 physicians with some medical education debt and mean debt for this

46 portion. Thus. 63.7 percent of the physicians examined incurred scan

47 deb: during their aedical education; for this 63.7 percent, the aver-

48 age debt was $13,380.
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Table 1

Percent of Resident Physicians Surveyed in 1979
with Medical Education Debt and Mean Debt

by 1983 Practice Location, Modality, and Specialty

% WITH MEDICAL
EDUCATION DEBT

NUN DEBT Of
THOSE WITH SOME DEBT

TVTAL 63.72 $13,300

Census Division*
New Ragland 62.2 13,700

Middle Atlantic 60.6 14,600

Mast North Central 64.1 11,800

West North Central 70.2 13,600

South Atlantic 82.8 13,300

Bast South Central 69.5 11,900

West South Central 59.5 10,800

Mbuntain 65.9 14,000

Pacific 66:2 14,300

Practice Location
Urban
Rural

63.3
67.5

13,200
13,700

fi

Practice Modality*
Solo 63.4 16,000

Partnership 62.5 14,300

Arrangement Non-Group 68.0 12,000

Group Practice 66.6 12,100

Hospital-Based 54.6 12,300

Medical School 63.3 13,300

Specialty*
Gemeral/Family Practice 72.1 14,500

Internal Medicine 63.7 13,200

Surgery 60.9 11,400

Pediatrics 71.3 11,400

Obstetrics/Gynecology 66.3 15,500

Radiology 55.8 13,000

Psychiatry 56.6 15,700

Anesthesiology 59.1 13,000

Other 63.6 12,000

fassrce: 1979 Survey of desident Physicians and ;AO AMA Physician

Masterfile.

Mesas within category significantly different at .05 level.
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1 Table 1 also reports the relationship betveea debt load and dif

2 ferent career characteristics of new physicians. With respect to

3 practice location, those intthe Middle Atlantic cenau division have

4 the highest average debt 314,600) while those in the West South

S Central region have the lowest average debt ($10,800). However, the

6 mean debt load of those locating in urban settings is virtually idea-

7 tical to that of those practicing is rural :areas. Other results re-

8 ported in Table I suggest that physicians in solo practice have higher

9 mean debt than those in other practice modalities.

10
11 In relatioh to specialty, the highest average debt was incurred by

12 those currently practicing in psychiatry, obstetrics/gynecology or

13 general/family practice. One reason that those in these specialties

14 have higher debt may be that they on average graduated from medical school

15 in more recent years than those in,the sample who specialised in areas

16 such as surgery, radiology, or anesthesiology. Those who attended

17 medical school in more recent years accumulated sore debt at least in

18 part because the coat of medical education hie een increasing over

19 time. Analysis suggests that this has a saw effect on the differ-

20 encea noted in Table 1; for instance, only around 15 percent of the

21 $2,100 difference in mean debt between geeeral/feally practitioner

22 and surgeons in Table 1 results from varying graduation years. Thus,

23 even taking this factor into account, these patterns of indebtedness

24 seem to suggest that those with high debt do not choose more reamers -

25 tire specialties.
26
27 Similar conclusions may be drawn from Table 2, which presents the

28 distribution of physicians across career decisions for different debt

29 levels. With this table, the choices of those with relatively high

30 debt can be compared with those incurring little debt. Per instance,

31 6.5 percent of those with $40,000 or more medical education debt

32 practice is the New England area whereas 5.8 percent of those with

33 debt of $1 to $9,999 practice in this census division. Relative to

34 those with the lowest amount of debt, physicians with the highest

35 level of debt:

36
37 have a similar geographic distribution except that they

38 more frequently locate in the Pacific region sad in rural

39 areas;
40
41 are more often in solo practice and less often in group

42 practice; and
43
44 more frequently choose specialties of psychiatry and

45 obstetrics /gynecology and less frequently choose internal

46 medicine and pediatrics.
47
48 These variations in behavior are quite small, however. ::: particular,

49 on three distributions noted in Table 2 are significantly different

50 at the .05 level from the distribution of all physicians: the dia-

591
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Table 2

1983 Career Decisions of Resident Physicians Surveyed in 1979
by Level of Debt

$1 -
$9,999

DEBT LEVEL

$10,000 - $20,000 -

$19,999 $29,999
$30,000-
$39.999 $40,000t

ALL
PHYSICIANS

Ix*
SAMPLE

NUMBER OF PHYSICIANS 790 643 272 105 64 2941

(1 or SAMPLE) (2rs) (22%) (92) (41) (21) (1002)

2 IN GIVIX
DEBT LEVEL BY:
Census Region

Ire England 5.82 7.8% 5.61 8.82 6.52 6.7%

Middle Atlantic 13.2 15.4 14.9 15.7 14.5 15.5

East North Central 14.1 15.1 13.1. 13.7 6.5 14.4

West North Central 8.4 7.2 10.1 9.8 9.7 7.6

South Atlantic 18.2 16.2 16.0 20.6 14.5 17.5

Fast South Central 5.8 6.1 6.0 3.0 4.8 5.2

West South Central 10.5 8.3 6.3 6.9 4.8 9.4

Mountain 6.3 6.8 5.2 7.8 9.7 6.3

Pacific 17.5 17.0 22.8 13.7 29.0 17.4

16b76 16676 100.0 16676 16676 100.0

Practice Location
Urban 81.6 80.9 $2.8 81.3 77.4 83.3

Rural 18.4 19.1 17.2 18.7 22.6 16.7

16676 1075 1-0576 16576 16676 10U.0

Practice Modality
Solo 18.1 19.3 20.2 34.1 42.0 20.5

Partnership 8.5 9.1 12.3 11.8 12.0 9.5

Arrangement Non-Group 6.6 5.3 5.9 4.7 2.0 5.2

Group 26.6 28.5 25.6 20.0 10.0 24.2

Hospital-Based 31.7 29.7 26.1 20.0 26.0 31.9

Medical School 8.5 8.1 9.9 9.4 8.0 8.5

1033 100.0 16tral 1607U nal
Specialty
Cameral /Family Practice 13.6 14.4 18.5 22.1 15.9 13.3

Internal Medic's* 22.3 23.9 28.1 25.0 15.9 23.4

Surgery 19.6 19.5 18.5 1!.4 17.4 20.3

Pediatric, 8.8 8.3 4.1 8.7 3.2 6.9

Obstetrics/Cyneceloey 5.7 8.6 4.4 8.7 14.3 6.6

Radiology
Psychiatry

5.5

6.4
4.4

0
5.8

5.6
4.4

1.9
10.6

6.3
11.1

5.7
7.1

Anesthesiology 3.2 3.8 4.8 1.0, 3.2 3.8

Other 14.9 11.3 11.5 6.7 12.7 12.8

16676 16676 16676 16676 166.6 100.0

Sources 1979 Survey of Resident Physicians and 1983 AMA Physician Masterille.

J'
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1 tributioas by practice modality for the debt levels of $30,009 -

2 $39,999 and $40,000+, and the distribution by specialty for Ake debt
3 level of $30,000 - $39,999. Thus, contrary to the beliefs of many,

4 physicians with the highest level of debt do not appear to choose more

5 remunerative practice Aftscions, modalities, and specialties.
6
7

8 1983 Survey of Resident Physicians

10 The 1983 Survey of Resident Physician' represents another source
11 of information for ezandaing the effect of indebtedness on career

12 decisions. This survey provides the soot up-to-date information on
13 educational indebtedness and career plena of physicians-in-training.
14 The survey contains questions not only in these areas but also on

15 choice of residency program, ',JAIN{ conditions, and personal beck -
16 ground. Over 13,000 resident physicians and fellows were sent queer
17 tiounaires. Completed surveys woke obtained from 45 percent of the
18 sample.
19
20 Tables 3 and 4 report Information on the relationship between in-
21 debtedness and career decisions from the 1983 Survey. These tables

22 are comparable to Tables 1 and 2, respectively. It Is important to

23 recognise, however, that Tables 3 and 4 report preferences for future

24 practice location, modality, and specialty rather choices

25 as reported in Tables 1 and 2.
26
27 Table 3 reports the percent of resident physicians and fellows who
28 incurred medical education debt and the average debt levels for those

29 individuals who had debt. Thus, is 1983, 65.1 percent of resident
30 physicians and fellows had some indebtedness attributable to medical

31 education, with a mean debt of $18,200. In comparison to 1979, then,

32 the average amount of debt has increased by around $1,000. is real

33 (i.e., inflation adjusted) terms, this represents about a 3 percent
34 increase is indebtedness, suggesting that debt loads have indeed in -

35 creased over thee.
36
37 Other data from the 1983 Survey that are not reported in Table 3
38 demonstrate the rapid growth is indebtedness over time. For resident

39 physicians in the first year of graduate medical training, the mean
40 level of debt was $21,600. Comparable figures for those in later years
41 of training are: $18,900 for those in the second year, $17,000 for
42 the third year, $15040G for the fourth year. anti 512.500 for those
43 thi fifth and subsequent years at training. Thus, average indebte4-
44 ness of new physicians appears to be increasing by around $2,000 a
45 year.
46
47 From Table 3, there appears to be little variation in the Percent-
48 age vita debt and :cello uebt levels by various categories. :hose p4aa-

49 ping to practice in urban areas have virtually the sale average level
50 of indebtedness as those pia-lain to practice in rural areas. Its

599
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Table 3

Percent of Resident Pbysiciane
With Medical Education Debt and Mean Debt by

Practice Location, Modality, and Specialty 'references

I WITH MEDICAL
EDUCATION DEBT

MEAN DEBT OF THOSE
WITH SOME DEBT

TOTAL 65.11' $18,200

Prhetice Location Preference
Urban 65.7 18,100

Rural. 67.5 18,200

Practice Modality Preference,'
Solo 61.7 18,400

Group Fee- For-Service 71.3 18,700

Prepaid Group 69.5 .18,000

Nompi,o1 -Based 60.0 19,200

Medical School 60.9 17,100

Research 61.1 14,600

Aimed Forces 46.6 9,800

Other 67.1 15,800

Specialty 0

General/Family Practice 73.1 19,300

Internal Medicine 62.5 18,000

Surgery 63.2 17,600

rediet:Ica 62.0 - 18,500

Obstetrics/Gynecology 73.0 16,900

Radiology 67.0 17,8thl.

Psychiatry 57.4 19,100

Anesthesiology 72.5 19,300

Other 64.2 18,400

source: 083 Survey of Resident 14ysiclaas

*Neaps within category significantly different at .05 level.

8
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1 relation to practice modality, resident physicians planning to go into

2 research end the caned forces have the lowest mean level of indebted -

3 nese. In addition, the highest average debt load is incurred by those

4 expecting to cuter general/family practice, anesthesiology, and
5 psychiatry.
6
7 As noted for Table 1, variations is debt level by specialty can
0 partially be explained by the more recent graduation years of those
9 planning to go into general/fmxily practice. Analysis suggests that

10 this has a minimal impact on the patterns of indebtedness shown in
11 Table 3. Thus, the data presented in the table suggest that those

12 plannia3 to practice in higher paving specialties do not have more

13 debt on average than those with different career plans.
14

15 Table 4 reports the distribution of resident physicians and fel-
la lowe *cruse career preferences for different levels of medical educe
17 tion debt. This table allows examination of whether those with higher
18 debt act differently when formslatiag career pzims than those with
19 lower debt. it is comparable to Table 2, which reports information
20 from the 1979 Survey. In 1983, these with relatively large debt loads

21 ($40,000+) represent 4 percent of the total number of physicians in

22 the sample. Though this proportion is twice as large so that obtained

23 from the 1979 Survey, it still represent* only a small portion of
24 resident physicians.
25
26 Those with relatively high debt do not appear to hive significant -

27 ly different career plans than those with low .tebt, as demonstrated in
28 Table 4.

29
30 Preferences for urban ar rural practices are quite similar

31 across all levels of indebtedness.
32

33 Slightly more resident physician. with high debt expect to

34 go into group fee-for-service practices than those with
35 lower debt.
36
37 A slightly larger proportion of those with high debt plea

38 to enter general /family practice, psychiatry, and

39 anesthesiology.
40
41 These variatious are very small, however. The patterns of indebted-

42 ness reported Is Table 4 then do aoi suggest that thee. with higher

43 debt will sore frequently choose higher paying practice locetiens.
44 employment modalities, or specialties.
45
46
47 CONCLUSIONS
48
49 The three-part research program developed by the ANA has examined

50 the relationship of indebtedness and career plans at various point, of

6 ' 1
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Table 4

Weer Dei.isioes of Resiaent Physicians by
level of Debt

NUMBER OF PHYSICIANS
(X OF SAM?U)

Practice Locstrhn
Preference
Urban ,
Rural

$1 -

$9,999

OWE.
.$10,000- $20,000-
$19,999 119,999

"$30.000 -

$39999 $40,000+

ptfirstctuip
10

SAMPLE

1111

870
(I5X)

79.2X
20.8

1465.

(25X)

71.2X
21.8

891

:152)

76.72
23.3

356

(61)

80.52
19.5

251
(42)

78.72
21.3

5884
(1001)

78.8i,

21.2'

Iiiii:6 .3.0-676 11Wii IOUS . gidEl 100.e

Practice Modality
Preference*
Solo 12.6 12.2 11.8 11.7 15.5 13.2

Group Fee -tor-

Service 45.0 57.0 53.3 59.9 54.0 49.2

Prepaid (roup' 2.7 2.3 4.9 3.3 2.0 2.9

&apical-Based 8.8 9.7 13.2 10.0 11.5 11.5

Medical School 12.3 11.1 12.3 9.4 9.5 12.3

Research .9 .0 .4 .3 .5 .7

Armed Forces 11.5 2.2 1.4 1.3 3.0 5.8

Other 6.2 4.7 2.7 4.0 4.0 4.4

100.0

Specialty .

Generai/Fanily
I

Practice 11.4 14.1 44.4 14.4 U.S 12.2

internal Medicine 22.1 23.2 21.1 18.0 20.7 22.7

. Surgery 23.T 21.4 21.2 23.9 19.9 22.8

Pediatric. 6.8 5.8 9.3 4.8 7.1

Obstetrical/
0

Gynecology 8.2 6.9 5.6 5.1 .5.6 5.9

Redicaggy 5.1 5.2 6.3 5.6 . 4.4 5.3

Psychiatry 5.4 4.6 5.8 6.2 7.1 6.1

Anesthesiology 4.7 4.7 5.4 6.2 6.0 4.6 1

Other 12.5 14.1 124 11.2 15.9 13.3

165:5 1076 100.0 1'0 .0 100.0

a'

Source: 1981 Survey of Aesioent Physicians.

*Distributive. elsnifivsntly dliferent at .05 level Zion distri5otiou of

all physicians, except for debt Igoe' of $40.000+. fl

I
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1 the career developmest of new physicians. The career plans of grade-

2 sting medical students were examined initially. Another phase dealt

3 with resident physicians who have made some but not all decisions

4 about their medical careers. Finally, data oa those eft have cow-

5 pleted training and have begun practicing medicine were analyzed.

6 Similar findings were obtained in each phase of the project: no clear

7 relationship between debt and career choices appears to be )Present.

8 ft

9 More detailed analysis is necessary in order to reach fits con-

10 elusions on indebtedness and career decisions. In particular, it is ,

11 necessary to examine how various personal sad economic characteristics
12 of physicians interact in the formulation of career decisions in order

13 to isolate the effect of indebtedness. This type of analysis is cur-

14 featly taking place. The results of this research will be dissent-

15 totted in the professional literature, as appropriate.
16
17

18 RIP1RDICES
19
20 French, Frances 0., The Financial Indebtedness of Medical School

Gwadustes," New Fe,giand Journal of Medicine 304(10), March 5, 1981,

22 pp. 563-505.
23

24 Rorcok, Milan, "Medical Education: Prosperltas Interrupts,' Journal of

25 the American Medical Association 249(1), January 7, 1983, pp. 12-16.

Dr. SUNDWALL. Thanks very much, Dr. Nelson. Mr. Terrell, let's
go ahead with your testimony.

Mr. TEhRELI- I am Charles Terrell, assistant dean for stpdent af-
fairs at the Boston University School of Medicine. I am testifying
today on behalf of Boston University and the Association of Ameri-
can Medical Colleges. I am being accompanied today by Dr. John F.
Sherman, vice-president of AAMC.

Given time limits, I will restrict my comments to a synopsis of
the association's key concerns. However, I would like to request
that the more lengthy explanation of the AAMC position, to be
submitted shortly, be entered into the hearing record.

Dr. SUNDWALL. Without objection, that will be done.
Mr. TERRELL. Twenty years ago, with the passage of the first

Health Professions Educational Assistance Act of 1963, Public Law
.88-129, the Nation's medical schools joined with the Federal Gov-
ernment in a partnership dedicated to solve complex national
health manpower problems that neither could solve alone.

The relationship has been mutually profitable. The capacity of
the educational system has been more than doubled, thereby avert-
ing an imminent national s ortage ysicians. This expansion,
combined with increased catio emphasis on primary care
specialties in residency train p ams, has begun to improve
sutztaritially the prevailing hic and specialty maldistribu-
tion of physicians. Student financial assistance programs have en-
hanced the access of the economically disadvantaged to medical
education, despite the steep rise in the costs of the latter. Finally,
many educational programs targeted on the emerging problems of
our times, such as the aging of the population, have been initiated.
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In spite of progress to date, the task is far from completed, and
extension of current statutory authorities to continue the effort
that has been so auspiciously launched is highly desirable. Your
legislation is a suitable vehicle for this purpose; the specific recom-
mendations of the AAMC on time and dollar limits for the various
authorities are attached.

&number of important programs authorized under the act have
been underfunded for several years and we urge that this be taken
into account as you consider authorization ceilings for them. These
ceilings should be high enough to give appropriators the room they
will need to fund the programs at levels consistent with future na-
tional needs.

First, student financial assistance. The AAMC has long held
that, to the extent possible, medical students with family contribu-
tions should pay for their own education either out of pocket or by
borrowing. On the other hand, many medical schools have adopted,
and most would like Jo adopt, a "needs-blind" admission policy,
that is, to accept the most promising applicants, irrespective of
their ability to pay. Since a major Federal objective has also been
to expand educational opportunity fir the economically disadvan-
taged, the goals of academic institutions and the Government are,
fortuitously, completely congruent.

Student aid has become increasingly necessary as the costs of
medical education have risen over the last two decades. Of the stu-
dents who received M.D.'s in 1983, 86 percent reported indebted-
ness, averaging $26,347. Thus, it is clear that few students can to-
tally fund their education out of their own or their families' re-
sources. Fede,ral programs have been crucially important in filling
the gap.

Exceptional financial need scholarships enable students with se-
verely limited resources to finance the first year of their medical
education. Economically underprivileged students, however ta'...nt-
ed, are almost uniformly unwilling to incur indebtedness when
they are uncertain about their ability to survive the rigors of the
educational program. The EFN scholarship allows a financially
risk free first year, after which successful studentsthe over-
whelming majorityare willing to negotiate loans for their subse-
quent,educational expenses.

In its 1985 budget documents the administration recommends
that the EFN program be replaced with a loan program for disad-
vantaged students, such as those that have heretofore benefited
from the EFN scholarships. We welcome the administration's pro-
posal, but we ask that the authorizing committee provide that such
additional loan assistance be available as a complement to the EFN
scholarships, which are so important to needy first-year students,
rather than as a replacement for them.

The health professions student loan programs is a Government-
capitalized, needs-based, campus-administered, low-cost loan pro-
gram for needy medical students, with the repayment terms at-
tuned to the earning patterns of young doctors. Repayments flow

into the student loan fund in the school from which the student
borrowed, and immediately become available for relending. The
HPSL program is especially effective because it is campus-adminis-
tered and thus extremely flexible to the needs of students.
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Recent revelations that a significant number of physicians who
received these Government-subsidized awards were in arrears in
repayment has besmirched the program in the eyes of many, but
the prompt and effective response of the schools to reduce delin-
quency has gone a long way to restoring confidence in it. Statutory
modifications to further enhance loan collection procedures and
thereby reduce the delinquency and default rates of the HPSL pro-
gram are worth consideration. Most schools badly need additional
capitalization of their revolving funds. We hope the bill will reflect
this as it is marked up.

The Health Educational Assistance Loan Program provides a
Federal guarantee for private sector loans to medical students The
allowable interest rate for these loans is a hefty 3.5 percent above
market rates--91-day Treasury bills. The statute sets limits on the
aggregate annual amount of borrowing that the Government will
insure. In recent years, as costs of education have risen, and the
more inexpensive assistance programs have become less available,
medical student borrowing under this program has escalated sharp-
ly. The current authorization level of $250 million should be in-
creased to reflect growing HEAL demand. This program does not
require Federal outlays.

The AAMC strongly endorses the extension for an additional 5
years of the authorities for each of these programs.

Next, institutional assistance. In the 10 to 15 years after enact-
ment of Public Law $H -129, Federal programs emphasized assist-
ance not only to medical students but also tr, the institutions re-
sponsible for educating physicians. The last remaining authority of
that category is for the construction of health teaching facilities.

While this program has not been funded since fiscal year 197$,
the inescapable reality is that many of the facilities built in the
early days of the program are reaching an age when remodeling,
renovating and reequipping will be necessary to maintain excel-
lence in medical education through changes in programs in light of
advances in biomedical science and medical practice.

The AAMC believes Federal matching assistance for such under-
takings is justifiable. This authority should be extended and spend-
ing under it should resume at the earliest possible moment.

Finally, targeted educational initiatives. Over the more than 2
decades during which health manpower legislation has been on the
books, the focus and emphasis of the targeted initiatives have
changed as events have unfolded. Several of those programs war-
rant explicit attention today.

Federal financial assistance has been absolutely critical to the
successful efforts of schools of medicine to reverse increasing sub-
specialization. The antidoe has been to make more attractive the
training programs in primary carefamily medicine, general inter-
nal medicine, and general pediatrics. But these primary care edu-
cational programs must be sustained over a long period to be effec-
tive and Federal assistance is indispensable. This is why these ini-
tiatives must continue.

Grants for research and development on information manage-
ment and computer technology in medical service could yield very
large returns. This technology really holds enormous potential not
only for facilitating the handling of the huge volumes of technical
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information that individual medical students and physicians must
manage. but also for improving the effectiveness of the diagnosis .
and treatment of disease. This authority has currently expired, but
we urge that it he reauthorized.

Four decades of achievements in medical research have signifi-
cantly extended lifespan.s and, when coupled with other factors,
have resulted in a .sharp expansion in the fraction of elderly in our
society. The Federal Government's interest in this area is obvious,
since under the medicare program it bears the major share of re-
sponsibility for funding the medical care of the elderly. Funding of
grants o expand and improve geriatric education would clearly be
in the public interest.

From a host of societal perspectives, Federal investments in
these targeted programs would be highly productive.

Several other provisions also warrant extension, including the fi-
nancial distress grants, 'in. disadvantaged assistance program, the
preventive residency training programs, and the area health educa-
tion initiative.

As an fxampl of just how effective programs financed by the
Federal Government can be, I would like to take the opportunity to
draw the committee's attention to the work being done at the
Boston University School of Medicine. Disadvantaged assistance
funds have enabled us to establish exceptional programs for disad-
vantaged students, particularly minorities. Our AMC has been a
leader for creative programs within Boston's inner city. I would
like to submit descriptions of these programs for the record.

This has been an all-too-brief summary of the views of the asso-
ciation on this very important bill. We would be pleased to try to
answer any questions or clarify any positions.

Once again. thank you for allowing the association to comment
on this important bill.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Terrell, the programs descrip-
tion, and response to questions submitted by Senator Hatch fol-
low:I
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Testimony of the

Association of American Medical Colleges

on

"The health Professions Training Assistance Act of 1984"

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, the Association

of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) appreciates this opportunity

to share its views on "The Health Professions Training Assistance

Act of 1984." Given time limits, I will restrict my comments to

a synopsis of the Association's key concerns. However, I would

like to request that the more lengthy explication of the AAMC's

position, to he submitted shortly, be entered into the hearing

record.

Twenty years ago, with passage of the first Health Profes-

sions Educational Assistance Act of 1963 (P188-129), the nation's

medical schools joined with the Federal government in a partner-

ship dedicated to solve complex national health manpower problems

that neither could solve alone. The relationship has been

Presented before the Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resour-

ces, March 14, 1984, by Charles Terrell, Assistant Dean for Stu-

dent Affairs, Boston University School of Medicine, Boston,

Massachussetts.
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mutually profitable. The capacity of the educational system has

been more than doubled, thereby averting an imminent national

shortage of physicians. This expansion, combined with increased

educational emphasis on primary care specialties in residency

training programs, has begun to improve substantially the pre-

vailing geographic and specialty maldistribution of physicians.

Student financial assistance programs have enhanced the access of

the economically disadvantaged to medical education, despite the

steep rise in the costs of the latter. Finally,:any educational

programs targeted on the emerging problems of our times, such as

the aging of the population, have been init sated.

In spite of progress to date, the task is far from complet-

ed, and extension of current statutory authorities to continue

the effort that has been $,o auspiciously launched is'highly

desirable. Your legislation is a suitable vehicle for this pur-

pose; the specific recommendations of the AAMC on time and dollar

limits for the various authorities are attached.

A number of important programs authorized under the Act have

been underfunded for several years and we urge that this be taken

into account as you consider authorization ceilings for them.

First Student Financial Assistance

The AAMC has long held that, to the extent possible, medical
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students, with familial contributions, should pay for their own

education, either out of pocket or by borrowing. On the other

hand, many medical schools have adopted, and most would like to

adopt, a "needs blind" admission policy, i.e., to accept the most

promising applicants, irrespective of their ability to pay.

Since a major Federal objective has also been to expand educa-

tional opportunity for the economically disadvantaged, the goals

of academic institutions and the government are, fortuitously,

completely congruent.

Student aid has become increasingly necessary as the costs

of medical education have risen over the last two decades. Of

the students who received N.O.s in 1983, 86% reported indebted-

ness, averaging $26,347. Thus, it is clear that feW students can

totally fund their education out of their own or their families'

resources. Federal programs have been crucially important in

filling the gap.

Exceptional Financial Need (EFN) Scholarships enable stu-

dents with severely limited resources to finance the first year

of their medical education. Economically underprivileged stu-

dents, however talented, are almost uniformly unwilling to incur

indebtedness when they are uncertain about their ability to sur-

wive the rigors of the educational program. The EFN scholarship

allows a financially risk free first year, after which successful

stvdents---the overwhelming m*jority---are willing to negotiate

loans for their subsequent educational expenses.

6°9
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In its 1985 Budget Documents the Administration recommends

that the EFN Program be replaced with a loan program for disad-

vantaged students, such as those that have heretofore benefited

from the EFM scholarships. We welcome the Administration's pro-

posal, but we ask that the Authorizing Committee provide that

Such additional loin assistance be available as a complement to

the EFA scholarships, which are so Important to needy first year

students, rather than as a repla4ement for rhem.

The Health Professions Student. Loan (HPSL) program is a

government capitalized, needs-based, *campus-administered, low

cost loan program for needy medical students, with the repayment

terms attuned to the earning patterns of young doctors. Repay-
.

ments flow into the Student loan fund in the school from which

the student borrowed, and immediately become available for

relending. The HPSL program is especially effective because it

is campuS administered and thus extremely flexible to the needs

of students.

Recent revelations that a significant number of physicians

who received these government subsidized awards were in arrears

in repayment has besmirched the program in the eyes of many, but

the prompt and effective response of the schools to reduce delin.
4

quency has gone a long way to restoring confidence in it. Statu-

tory modifications to further enhance loan collection procedures

and thereby reduce the delinquency and default rates of the MPS!.

program are worth consideration. Most schools badly need addi-

tional copitolizdtion of their revolving funds; we hope the bill

6
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will reflect this as it Is marked up.

The Health Educational Assistance Loan (HEAL) program pro-

vides a Federal guarantee for private sector loans to medical

students. The allowable interest rate for these loans Is a hefty

3.5% above market rates (91-day Treasury The statute

sets limits on the aggregate annual amount of borrowing that the

government will insure. In recent years, as costs of education

have risen, and the more inexpensive assistance programs have

become less available, medical student borrowing under this pro-

gram has scalated sharply. The current authorization level of

$250 million should be increased to reflect growing HEAL demand.

This program does not require Federal outlays.

The AAP1C strongly endorses the extension for an additional

five years of the authorities for each of these programs.

Melt, Institutional Assistance

In the 10-15 years after enactment of P.L. 86-129, Federal

programs emphasized assistPce not only to medical studentS but

also to the institutions responsible for educating physicians.

The last remaining authority of that category is for the con-

struction of health teaching facilities.

Health Educational Facilities Construction provisions in the

statute (Pert 6, Sections 720-726) authorize matching grants and
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loan guarantees with interest subsidies for the construction,

expansion, and remodeling of teaching facilities at medical

Schools. While this program has not been funded since FY 1978,

the inescapable reality Is that many of the facilities built in

the early days of the program are reaching an age when remodel-

ing, renovating and reequippleg will be necessary to maintain

excellence in medical education through changes in programs In

light of advances in biomedical science and medical practice.

The *AMC believes Federal matching assistance for.such undertak-

ings is justifiable.

This authority should be extended and spending under it

Should resume at the earliest possible moment.

Ffnallya_ Targeted Educational Initiatives

Over the more than two decades during which health manpower

legislation has been on the books, the focus and emphasis of the

targeted initiatives have changed as events have unfolded.

Several of those programs warrant explicit attention today.'
I

Federal financial assistance (Sections 780, 756 and 184) has

been absolutely critical to the successful efUorts of schools of

medicine to reverse increasing subspecialixstion. The antidote

has been to make more attractive the training programs in primary

care - -- family medicine, general internal medicine and general

pediatrics. Out these primary care educational programs must be

a
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sustained over a long period to be effective and Federal assis-

tance is indispenpble.

Grants for Itesearcn and Development on Information Manage-

ment and Computer Technology (Section 769A) In medical service

could yield very large returns. This technology really holds

e normous potential not only for facilitating the handling of the

huge volumes of technical information that individual "idlest

students and physicians must manage, but also for improving the

e ffectiveness of the diagnosis and-treatment of disease. This

authority has currently expired but we urge that it be

reauthorized.

Four decmfts of achievements in medical research have sig-

nificantly extended life-Spans and, when coupled with other,fac-

tors, have resulted In a sharp expanSion in the fraction of el-

derly in our society. The demographic realities of the present

and future make It imperative for medical edycators to intensify

their focus on the care of aging population. The Federal 'govern-

ment's interest in this area is obvious, slice under the Medicare

program it bears the major share of responsibility for funding

the medical care of the elderly. Funding of grants to expand and

improve Geriatric Education (Section 768(d)) would clearly be in

the public interest.

From a host of societal perspectives, Federal investments in

these targeted programs would be highly productive.
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Several other provisions also warrant extension, including

the Financial Distress Grants (Section 788 AA8), the Oisadvan-

tiled Ass4aistance Program (Section 787), the Preventive Residency

Training Programs (Section 793) and the Area Health'Education

initiative (Section iqi).

As an example of just how effective programs financed by the

federal Government can be, I would like to take the opportunity

to draw the Committee's attention to the work being done at the

9oston University School of Medicine. Disadvantaged Assistance

Funds have enabled us to establish exceptional programs for dis-

advantaged students, particularly minorities. Our AHEC has been

a leader for creative programs within Boston's' inner city. I

would like to submit descriptions of these programs for the

recu,d.

This has been an all too brief summary of the views of the

Associaton on this very important bill. I would be happy to try

to answer any questions that you may have. Once again, thank you

for allowing the Association to comment on this important bill.
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The AMC makes the following recommendations for programs authorized undX
the Health Professions Education Assistance Act:

,$ rt FfncfI) Assistance

1. The Scholarship for First-Tear Students of Exceptional Financial Need
(UN) Proven, Sec. 758 of Title VII, should be renewed. The @etherization
levels should /aloe for sufficient funding to enable five students to he
supported in each school. The cost for medical schools, based on 1983-04
academic year data, would be approximetely $8 million for the first year.

2. The authority for the Health Professions Student Loan (1 S1. program
in Sec. 742 should be extended for five years with funding ceilings for new
Federal Capital Contribution set at $20 million per year.

3. Separate funding for lien repannent, in return for completion of work in
health manpower shortage area as described in Sec. 741(f), should be

authorized under the NP5i. proglvm at ceilings of $1. $2, S3. $4, and $5
million over the next five yore,

4. The penalty assessed to late payers (Sec. 741(n) should be

increased to an amount not to of payments overdue by 60 days or more.

S. The authority for the Health Education Assistance Loan (MEAL) Prep.=
should be extended, with the ceilings for the amount of borrowing that the
Federal Government will guarantee (as outlined in Sec. 728) increased to
$275. $300. $325. $350, and $375 million for FYs 1985-1989.

6. The statutory provisions (Sec. 728(c)) to consolidate Wits's' should be
retained In the expectation that the basic authority for this process in
Sec. 439(o) of Part 9 of Title IV of the AEA of 1065 will he reenacted.

Institutiolel 'import

7. The au ties for financial distress grants anaradvanced financial

distress ',stance, outlined in Sec. 786A and 7888, should lib extended with

a funding fling of $10 million each for FTs 1985-1089.

8. :The thoritiss for construction, in Pert 6 of Title VII, ',meld be

Wended th a modest flooding ceiling of $25 million our the next five years.

1 1th

9. The ity for grants to provide family medicine residency and training

programs outlined in Sec. 786, should be renewed with a funding coiling of

$40 mill on for each year from FT 1985 through FY 1980.

Orog10. The reams for support of Departments of Family Medicine, Sec. 780,

should reauthoOized at $15 millionesoch year from FY 198$ through FY 1989.

I
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11. The grants for training, tralneeships and fellowships in general internal

msdicine and pedietrtcs should be renewed with,authorization ceilings of $10

for each of the next five years.

11. The great proem to support repidency training in preventive medicine

should be renewed for the next five years, with authorization ceilings

incroasiag from $3 to apillion over that intervel.

13. The educational assistance Petra for 41 individuals should

baextended for the next five years with a fondle' ceiling of $30 million for

FY 1915, IncreaSing 12 million each year through Fr1999.

14. The distratloaary grant authority, outlined jn Sec. 716(b), for projects

established to address specific weds of the health professions should be

renewed for five years at $10 million per Year.

15. The authority for grants for computer technology health care demonstration

as described In Sec. 769A, above, be exuded and a feeding ceiling

of 15 be set for Firs 1916-1069.

16. The grant program for support services to health professionals practicing

in health =avower shortage areas, authorized in Sec. 788(c)(1). should be

renewed for five years at' $5 million per year.

17. The authority for projects to establish or espied educational programs in

geriatric medicine (Sec. 716(d)(1))should
be extended for five years with a

funding ceiling of $25 million par year. ti

le. The attainiatratian's proposal to wants a new loon program for tha

climadvanteged Oboult be iespported an a nopploment to the othmr 'talent

financial. mosistaoce pogroms, at a level =filial par year for the .

next 5 yearn.

I
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F ()REWORD

During the past two decades, issues surrounding health care
delivery and services rose to prominence in the consciousness
of the nation. The belief that health care was a right spurred
a new ideology which sought legislative reforms at the Federal
level to create a health care delivery system which was responsive,
comprehensive, coordinated and accessible to all Americans.
However, it became apparent that accessible care was dependent
or many factors including accessible health professional manpower
And facilities. Indeed, one of the major impediments to the
development of such a system was the overwhelming geographic
and specialty maldistribution of physicians and other health
professionals. In 1970, the Carnegie Commission issued a study
titled "Higher Education and the Nation's Health." This report
placed the burden of quality health care services on institutions
of higher education and recommended steps to address the key
health manpower problems which ultimately affect health care
delivery. The Area Health Education Center concept grew out of
these recommendations and Federal support for this initiative
began in 1971 and led to the funding of several AHECs across the

United States.

AHEC programs are funded for a period of six years by the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Bureau of Health

Manpower. Each AHEC program has two components: a medical
school repsesenting an academic health science center and an
AHEC which is located in a medically underserved area. The

mandate of each program is essentially to respond to the
geographic and specialty maldistribution of p'-ofessional health
manpower in medically underserved areas within its region. The

goal of the AHEC program is to utilize a range of educational
incentives to recruit and stabilize health manpower working in
primary care centers and to develop innovative training programs
and field experiences for students of the various health

professions. To achieve this goal it is necessary for the two

components to work as partners, creating and implementing
programs; which enhance the yolk of primary care professionals
practicing in medically underserved areas and direct students
of the haltt; professions towards careers in primary care and

community practice.

The Huston Area Health Edu.ation Center program is one of

six regional AHECS which make up the Massachusetts State-wide

AHEC pr-,ricer. The University of Massachusetts Medical Center

WMMci is th.! prime contractor for this state-wide program.

UMW: stifx:ontracts with Boston University School of Medicine as

the tlealth s.:1,..nce center of the Boston program. Boston

:nr,rsity then sab7ohtracts with the Trustees of Health and

Hospitals for the continued support and development of the Rostov

/MEC wheel, is 1(.74f(i at. Huston City Hospital.

6Th
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Boston University School of Medicine is represented by the
Office of the Program Director which is located at the Boston
University Medical Center. This office is responsible for
making available to the BAHFC the resources of the University
and acting as a facilitator in the development of programs for
health professionals and students of the health professions.

The Office of the Boston AHEC, located at Boston City
Hospital, works in close collaboration with health professionals
at Boston City Hospital and Boston's 26 neighborhood health
Centers. Boston City Hospital is a 462 bed teaching hospital
affiliated with Boston University School of Medicine. B.C.H.
has the most active emergency service in the city and a major
new Ambulatory Care Center which opened in 1977. The Division
of Community Health Services provides city-wide public health
and primary care services through neighborhood health centers
and in schools and homes. The Division also operates the city-
wide ambulance and paramedic system, as well as all emergency
and ambulatory care at Boston City Hospital and is responsible
for all relationships with neighborhood health centers. At
present there are six neighborhood health centers closely
affiliated with the department of Health and Hospitals; these
are incorporated as the Affiliated Neighborhood Health Centers,
Inc. to which direct cash grants are given. There are an
ad 'tional 13 health centers funded by the Department under
it- matching grant program. These health centers have other
hos itals as their principal back-up institutions, and the
Department essentially matches the cash or in-kind donation
from these hospitals. Finally, there are three health centers
to whom the Department donates in-kind staff or other services.

The Boston AHEC has developed an Advisory Committee which
serves as the mechanism by which health personnel, community
agencies and consumers advise the BAHEC Director on policy
decision, establisSment of priorities and recommendations in
program planning arc: development. The board consists of members
representing a broad spectrum of health professionals,
academicians and co,munity individuals. Through this mechanism,
BAHEC provides a '.arum for individuals working to achieve a
common goal.

Together these consumers, health professionals and health
professions educators attempt to develop and implement programs
in three primary areas; health professions education, continuing
education, and recruitment of minerityldisadvantaged students
into the health professions.

The following pages describe the purpose, goals and programs
of the Boston AHEC as it begins its fifth contract year.

2
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INTRODUCTION

The AHEC program in Boston began based on the knowledge
that the urban poor and near poor, like their rural counterparts,
are victims of the same geographic and specialty maldistribution

of the health professions which initiated the original AHEC

legislation. Although the miles which separate the medically
underserved from health services are not as great in urban areas

as in rural, there are other barriers which are as difficult to
cross in a city as a 200 mile journey in the country. The city
of Boston is regarded by much of the nation as a "medical mecca."
People from around the country and from other nations travel
hundreds of miles to receive care in any one of the 54 acute care
hospitals which are in and around the city. Yet, for many of
the citizens of Boston, health care providers are not available

even in the neighborhood.

Of the 16 distinct neighborhoods of Boston, eight have been
Federally designated as medically underserved and seven have been
Federally designated as physician shortage areas. In one area
of Boston which has a population of 36,000, there is not one
single primary cave practitioner. Those professionals who do
practice in the community are for the most part associated

with the 26 neighborhood health centers scattered throughout the

city. Yet, despite the commitment of these health centers and
the professionals they employ, there is a high turn-over rate.
A recent study found that 61% of NHC physicians stayed on staff

for no more than two and a half years. Additionally, 65% of the
mid-level practitioners (nurse practitioners and physician
assistants), 67% of the registered nurses and 648 of the social
work/mental health providers also stayed on staff for no more

than two and a half years.

This turn-over rate can be attributed to a number of factors,

not the least of which may be a pronounced feeling of professional

isolation from the academic health community. This isolation
is perpetuated by many members of the academic community who
perceive community practice as being less than 'first rate"

medicine. This attitude is passed on, often quite subtly, to
the students they teach, thus creating a system which propagates
tertiary, specialty practice by rewards of status and prestige.

It is therefore essential that students of the health professions
participate in clinical experiences which expose them to quality

primary care such as is found in the neighborhood health centers

of Boston.

Significantly, it is not only students of the health
professions who must be exposed to primary health care at the

community level but also their instructors. By including
community physicians in the training of medical and other students,

3
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academic faculty can share and. gain information and knowledge
from their colleagues practicing in the community. Further,
through continuing education programs, the resources of the
academic community can be shared with Boston's primary care
providers. Although Boston has many health professions schools,
the continuing education programs offered by them have been
focused on topics which relate to specialty and hospital practice.
Rarely do these pfograms relate specifically to people at
primary care site, and often the cost for these programs is
quite high, making regular attendance prohibitive to a health
center professional working for lower pay and unable to obtain
reimbursement. These programs are also held at the schools and
.institutions which sponsor them, therefore he.ghtening the
inaccessibility of these programs to community-based providers.
This situation only furthers the isolation of these professionals
and mak ; primary care/community practice much less attractive.

Boston is not only medically underserved as a whole, but
its minority populations are grossly underrepresented in the
health professions. In all of Massachusetts, no licensed
health proiession, including medicine, dentistry, nursing, allied
health, optometry, pharmacy and social work, is more than one
percent black. Therefore, any program which seeks to address
Boston's manpower problem must also address the issues which
relate to the recruitment of minority and disadvantaged students
into the health professions. From this realization sprang
AHEC's recruitment and enrichment program for minority/
disadvantaged high school students interested in pursuing health
careers.

Since its inception in 1978, AHEC has made much progress
toward meeting its three major goals. The following pages
describe they keys to this progress, AHEC's on-going programs.

r ) 1
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HEALTH PROFESSIONS EDUCATION

The 'oston &EEC has developed educational initiatives for

students of the health professions which are innovative and

which fe,cus on primary care and community practice. These

initiatives reach students at both the undergraduate and graduate

levels of their education and include clinical experiences as well

as curriculum development.

Medi :al

As a direct result of BKHEC's involvement, more medical

stut.ents and primary care residents in pediatrics and medicine

are being exposed to the practice of medicine in a community

setting. The medical students, through the use of role models

and actual rotations at Mlles, are able to compare the practice

of medicine within a medical center, a community setting and

the neighborhood health center.

For the past two years, third year medical students have

been instructed by neighborhood health center physicians in

their pediatric and medical clerkships at Boston City Hospital.

These NBC physicians obtain faculty appointments from Boston

University School of Medicine and teach one session a week

at the hospital. This provides the students with an important

added dimension to their education. Students are able to acquire

skills useful in the practice of primary care in the inner city.

Additionally, the community physician is able to emphasize the

biopsychosocial aspect of health care and can act as a role

model to the student. An equally important aspect of this program

is that it provides the opportunity for the health center physician

to participate in the education and training of medical students.

Such participation is essential to offset the pull toward

specialization which is so embedded in medical education.

These same goals are the cornerstone for a third year longi-

tudinal clerkship which the BAHEC has sponsored for the past two

years. In this program, third year students may elect a

longitudinal primary care rotation at one of three neighborhood

health centers. Students spend one afternoon per week for three

months at a health center and with combined medicine, pediatric

and psychiatric supervision.
Instruction is provided by physicians

from the center as well as a psychiatrist from the Primary Care

Psychiatry section of BUSK. A holictic or biopsychosocial approach

to patient care is emphasised which focuses on understanding the

common illnesses and problems of people in the in= city. This

experience provides students with a *humanistic* rrrroach to

patient care and participation in the delivery of primary care

services.

At the graduate level, RAMC has worked closely with the

Primary Care Residency Training Program at ISCB. Programs have

5
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been developed which introduce residents to many different
aspects of health care delivery in an urban setting. In one
program, residents provide health care services to students in
Boston public schools. The residents work closely with school
nurses and with faculty. This longitudinal experience enables
them to follow up for a year children and their families, not
only from a medical perspective but also from a suet, -economic
one, since the latter affects and complicates the fomer.
Another program developed by BAHEC is a day care experience for

o pediatric interns. During this rotation, they have the
opportunity to observe and interact with pre-school children in
a non-medical setting. The day tare experience provides a
special opportunity to educate the trainee around cognitive
and emotional development as well as to observe how children
play and work in the pre-school setting. An objective of BAHEC's
residency training programs is to expose residents to the
realities of the inner city. In keeping with this objective,
RAHEC de..,e,oped a rotation for first year residents at the
Department of Youth Seraioes Group Hone. This rotation provides
residents with the opportunity to observe the delinquent
adolescent in the context and environment of the legal and group
home therapeutic systems. Further, it enables residents to
observe the end point of earlier childhood maldevelopment so
they can take more preventive measures with their younger
patients. In addition to these programs, RAHEC has also
sponsored a program which allows residents to rotate in two
neighborhood health centers in Boston. In this program,
primary care residents are exposed to a multidisciplinary
approach to health care in a community setting.

Dental

For the past two years. the RAHEC has sponsored a program
for fourth year dental students from Boston University Goldman
School of Graduate Dentistry. Staff from the School developed
a fourth year externship rotation at two neighborhood health
centers in Boston. The purpose of the rotation was'to increase
dental students' awareness of the dental manpower needs and
opportunities in urban areas and provide an effective clinical
experience in community dentistry.

Nursing.

Since it began, RAHEC has been acutely aware of the manpower
issues which are unique to the nursing profession. As such a
number of initiatives have been developed which seek to address
some of those issues through the education of nursing students
and practicing nurses.

For the past year, BAHEC, through its Nursing Task Force, has
worked with nurse educators to develop an articulation program
for nursing schools within Boston. Such a program would provide

6
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inner city residents with access to an educational system wall
allows for a more timely and less stressful move up the career

ladder from Licensed Practical Nurse level through BaecalaUreate

level. As part of this endeavor, BAHEC continues to assist

Roxbury Community College in the development and implementation
of an Associate Degree in Nursing program. In addition to this

program, BAHEC is also collaborating with Boston University School

of Nursing in the devalopment.of an off-campus part-time bacca-

laureate program for non-baccalaureate registered nurses. This

program will provide nurses the opportunity to participate in a

flexible and accessible program.

Social Work

As a result of a two year collaboration between Boston
University School of Social Work and the Boston AMC, a Health

Care Concentration was developed and implemented at the School.

Prior to the AHEC, the School of Social Work had no concentration
which dealt with issues related to social work practice in a

health care setting despite the large number of its graduates

securing positions in health care settings.

The AMC Program Director, faculty from the School and

community-based health care social workers worked to develop

and implement this concentration. This endeavor included a

review of all courses at the School and the development of

new, health-related curricula. Field work placements were also

developed at neighborhood health centers in Boston. This

concentration provides students with an opportunity to obtain a

firm base of knowledge in the health care delivery system and the

needs of its consumers.

Interdisciplinary

Often lacking in the oduCation of health professions students

is the opportunity to learn about the role and importance of other

health care providers in the care and treatment of patients. Yet,

without the opportunity to interact with other disciplines, students

tend to view a patient only from their specific professional

interest. They rarely learn the ability to view a patient as a

whole pereon who may have a multiplicity of problems. Nor do they

gain any experience in working in a health care team. Recognizing

this, the AHEC developed and implemented an interdisciplinary
clinical rotation for students in medicine, social work, nurse

practitionary and pharmacy. This rotation placed students in a

clinical setting as part of their own health care team. The clinic

session lasted for three hours each week and was followed by a

clinical case conference where each student presented the findings

from his/her discipline. This program has gained support from each

of the schools involved and has added a new dimension in the

training of health professions students within Boston University.
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CONTINUING EDUCATION

In an effort to stabilise the health manpower force in
nnderserved areas and attract quality health professionals
there, the Boston AbEC has developed linkages between NBC
providers and the academic community. These linkages include
continuing education offerings to encourage professional
relationships between health providers, keep them abreast of
current medical. research, and enhance the professional
environment for NBC practice. The AIM also provides continuing
education support to non -NBC community-based providers in
order td stabilize their numbers.

SAHEC On-Site Consultation Program

RAMC, BUSM and the Departments of Medicine and Pediatrics
at SCH during Year 02 initiated a program to provide on-site
consultation and teaching to MSC provider teams. This effort
is designed to offer personalized on-site-teaching at NSCs.
prevent provider isolation, promdte.closer BUSM-BCH-NBC ties,
and encourage new providers to remain in the city. The program
brings BUSM and BCH staff into the community to explain and
demonstrate clinical and management technigdes and advise
providers regarding particular case problems.

School Nurses Progrom

School nursing is an isolated profession; the nurse has
little contact with other nurses and health care Okoviders
and limited cont nuing education opportunities. doped
according to sc 1 nurses' expressed needs, SAMEC'e continuing
education progra offers these providers a means of developing
collegial relationships in order to increase professional
knowledge and'skills. This effort involves presentations and
supervision at both public and private schools.

Primary hire Nu ses Program

Since it third year, BAH= halesponsored continuing
education courses for primary care and NBC nurses. Planned in
conjunction with NBC nurses and nurse educators, Ow program
addresses these providers' expressed clinical and career
concerns, and confronts urban health care delivery problems.

6 F.,
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Community:Dentistry_Workshop

For the past two years, BAHEC and the BO Goldman School
of Graduate Dentistry have sponsored community dentistry
workshops fOt dental personnel at Ws. Often overlooked by
continuing education planners, the needs of these providers
must be met to ensure quality dental cafe and dental staff

stability. Developed in conjunction with community dentists,
this program brings lecturers on-site to address issues relevant

to inner7city dentistry.

Nurse Practitioner Program

Though continuing education has proven to be a valuable
tool in stabilizing the health professionals working in NHCs,

there have been few continuing education offerings specifically
developed for nurse practitioners. Recognizing this prairie's,
the Program Director's Office, HU School of Nursing and a
consortium of providers planned a seminar series to address
the unmet needs of N.P.a at Ws. Initiated in Year 04, the
program is designed to: provide current information about
selected areas of nursing; encourage discussion about issues
common to NHCs: and establish a professional network for the

attendees. 0

Social Se ice and Mental Health Providers Program

Several HMCo employ social service providers having solely
undergraduate degrees and desiring additional education. Further,

the types of training among graduate social workers is uneven.

To meet these providers' continuing education needs, representatives
of the Program Director's Office, Be School of Social Work and
NHCs planned a seminar/workshop series which began in Year 03.
These courses cover a range of clinical and management topics

relevant to inner-city practice.

Nitional Health Service core!

Since AHEc's inception, the Program Director's Office has
worked with thejew England Regional Office of the National
Health Service Carps (NHSC) to identify means of sharing MEC
resources with Corps assign's& in the Boston area. Each year,

AHEC has'helped the NHSC select topics, and has sponsored
speakers, for the Corps' Annual Regional Conference in Vermont.

Thus AHEC has coordinated the assignees' expressed continuing
education needs with its goal of encouraging primary care practice

in medically underserved areas.

9
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MINORI'T'Y /DISADVANTAGED RECRUITMENT

Boston has a large minority population but minimal
minority representation in the health schools and professions.
This limited representation in the health system greatly
contributes to the difficulties facing inner city residents
seeking health services.. Recognizing this problem, BAHEC has'
developed programs to increase the number of qualified
minorities and disadvantaged applying to health career
educational programs. These future providers are likely to be
more sensitive to the needs of the medically underserved than
their more privileged peers. Therefore, BAREC expects that
its Minority/Disadvantaged Programa will help increase the
number of health professionals practicing in underserved areas.

Career Counseling and Enhancement

This effort began in Year 03, with BAHEC'identifying and
recruiting minority and disadvanated high school students
interested in health careers. The program is essentially
a package of academic enrichment and remediation, career
education, and college admission /financial aid counseling
designed to aid students' acceptancc into and completion of
health career training programs. In addition, a more career-
specific remedial program is offered for minority / disadvantaged
students seeking entry into the BCH LPN School. This effort
will aid students' acceptance into and completion of the LPN
program.

Computer:Assisted Instruction

RAHEO, during Year 04, initiated a computer - assisted
instruction program to prepare its students for the increasingly
technological worlds of both health professions education and
practice. Through becoming computer-literate, the students
gain survival skills, which, like reading and writing, will
enable their development as health professionals. The program
also includes a computer-based SAT simulation program to
improve students' standard teat results. Higher scores enable
the didadyantaged to compete with more privileged students for
acceptance into post-secondary health education programs.

r 9 I
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CONCLUSION

The Boston Area Health Education Center has initiateea
range of programs which seek to establish primary care training

in the health professions schools of Boston University, to
stabilise the health manpower working in the medically
underserved areas of Boston and to recruit minority and
disadvantaged students into health professions education.
These programs have been innovative both in their approach and

in the goals they seek to achieve. The Boston AMC has, in its
fire year existence, shown that primary care practice is a
viable and desirable health career goal and that. the community-

based primary care practitioner cqntributes in a. significant

way to the health care delivery system of Boston. The SAW
has also demonstrated that minority/disadvantaged recruitment
programs can succeed in preparing high school students for
acceptance into health professions schools.

But these programs are just the beginning. There is still

much that must be accomplished. As it enters its fifth year,
the Boston AREC Program renews its commitment ..o the providers,

consumers and health professions students in the City of Boston,

and to a continuing4role in addressing the specialty and
maldistribution problems here.

X
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=i=atiocougest american

March 30, t984

Mr. Robert Docksai
United States Senate
Committee on Labor and Human Resources - SD-41i
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Docksai:

1 am most belatedly submitting to you the responses of Charles Terrell,
AAM( witness at the March 14th Labor and Human Resources Committee hearing,
to written questions from Chairman Hatch. 1 hope that these responses can
still be included in the hearing record; if not, 1 woulo greatly appreciate
your forwarding them to Chairman Hatch so that he can be aware of the AAMC's
thinkIng on his concerns.

I thank No in advance for your help at this extremely busy juncture.

Sincerely,

David Raime
Legislative Analyst

inclo..ares
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Question One:

In my personal experience as a financial aid officer at Bos-

ton University counseling students on a typical $27,000 budget

for the 1984/85 school year, which projects tuition at $15,000

and living/educational costs at $11,500, an optimal combination

of financial aid programs from federal, state and institutional

sources follows:

$5,000 - GSL

$10,000 - Service Contingent Federal Loans

$1,000 - State grant

$11,000 - Institutional loan/scholarship

This combination of programs reflects our belief that student

funding should be a shared responsibility with institutional con-

tributions matching that from the federal loan and state grant

programs.

The Boston University School of Medicine administers 30

named scholarship funds, generating an average yearly income of

$3,000 each. Our emphasis, however, is in the area of student

revolving loans. We administer 40 named non-federal student

revolving loan funds which generated $800,000 in 1983/84, with

approximately $1,245,900 in outstanding notes. We are capitaliz-

ing our major student revolving loan fund through endowments,

gifts and tuition income. We will add $500,000 dollars to this

633
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fund in 1984/85 and hope to contribute $600.000 per year each

year afterwards. Ours is a hard money commitment designed to

remove every needy student from the need to borrow HEAL loans or

their equivalents. If we are able to follow our capitalization

schedule an all repayments and interest are lent again each

year. after 50 years the fund will be capable of making loans

totalling about $42,000.000. The loan capacity will increase

about 2.5 times each 10 years. With this simple 2% 1n-school,

and 9% post-graduate, 10 year repayment plan loan, students will

repay 1/2 to 2 times the amount borrowed versus repaying b to 14

times the amount borrowed under HEAL.

6 3
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Question Two:

While several studies, most notably that by the Graduate

Medical Education National Advisory Committee (GMENAC) have pre-

dicted that, if the production of physicians continues at its

current rate, a surplus of physicians will be created in the

United States, the AAMC has taken no official position with

respect to this issue. It Is a relatively straightforward cal-

culation to estimate the expected physician population, given the

current production rates. On the other hand, what absolute num-

bers of physicians or what physician/population ratio warrants

designation as "surplus" is not a matter of fact bpt of judgment

related to supply /demand considerations. On this question, there

is no consensus and, certainly, no national policy. The meth-

odologies for estimating demand leave much to be desired. Many

argue that the demand for health services is virtually infinite

and that the apparent demand at any time is simply a function of

ability to pay; demand rises in times of prosperity and falls in

times of recession. Some health analysts believe that increasing

the supply of physicians is an important device for creating

price competition and thereby lowering health care costs. Others

are convinced that a continuing high rate of production of physi-

cians will result in reduced physician incomes, in the under-

utilization of valuable national talent, and in discouraging the

most talented from entering the profession.

In summary, the number of physicians likely to be available
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at any future date is highly predictable but the significance of

this number in relation to potential demand for services is dif-

ficult to interpret.

Even if a broad consensus existed that meocai school en-

rollment should e reduced, absent a national policy, the im-

plementation of such policy would present serious problems on a

number of counts. For instance, to deny American students access

to first-class medical education in the United States while stu-

dents unable to meet the admissions standards of American schools

could still avail themselves of opportunities for an inferior

training experience in Caribbean schools would open the American

educational establishment to severe criticism. To undo the very

substantial size of full-time medical school faculty, expanded in

response to an undeniable need two decades ago, could not be ac-

complished overnight; tenure contracts are tenure contracts.

last but not least, an orchestrated effort by medical schools to

reduce enrollment through a carefully coordinated and national

plan could easily be interpreted as a monopolistic act to

'restrain trade'.

Against this background the AAMC believes that the questioe

posed embodies two separable issues: student support and the op-

timum number of physicians for the United States.

The fact of the matter is that student financial assistance

from all sources is still inadequate. Moreover, even if the

recommendations of tho GMEMAC report for reduction in medical

G 3 6
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school enrollments were accepted, the number of borrowers and the

extent of borrowing would not be reduced significantly. Finally,

it would appear to the AAMC to be highly unfair to deny educa-

tional opportunity to students seeking to become physicians on

grounds of a putative future surplus of health care providers, at

a time when no consensus on whether or not a real surplus is in

store for the country is discernable.
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Question Three:

Medical education in the united States is costly primarily

because it is labor intensive. In contrast to the process in

many countries, where It is almost entirely didactic, that is,

provided through lectures to large groups, medical education in

the United States is
characteristically based on bedside teach-

ing, tutorials, conferences and seminars. All of these areas are

carried out with small groups of students and, therefore, require

large faculties. faculty in turn must be recruited in a competi-

tive market. Faculty salaries in clinical departments must be

,large enougn to attract physicians with alternative career oppor-

tunities in the private practice of medicine, faculty salaries

for preclinical
departments must meet the competition provided by

industry -- pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies. Thus,

there is no way to acquire a high quality faculty without match-

ing salaries established by phenomena beyond the cost control of

the medical schools.

Medical students have never payed more than a small fraction

of the cost of their medical education,
and medical schools as a

matter of policy have long resisted securing any more than a

small fraction of their costs from their students. Despite the

rise in costs that began in the early 19701s, most schools re-

sisted the impulse to increase tuitions for a long time, with the

major trend to do so beginning only after the disappearance of

the Federal
capitation support in the middle third of the decade.
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The major device employed by the: schools to increase their

revenue streams from sources other than tultidn has been through

the activities of faculty members to prodide health services.

Organized under a variety of forms but commonly known as °faculty

practice plans". many faculty members not only ginerate subSean-

tial fractions of their own salaries but also funds that are used

to support the salaries of departmental colleagues oreiheavily

engaged in researcft and teaching. The schools have also re-

doubled their efforts to secure endowment income, although much

of this is devoted not to reducing tuition but to assisting stu-

dents to meet costs through scholarship aid. Finally. rising

costs have sensitized school administrations to the imperative of

controllipg costs and a whole variety of sensible measures to

control and decrease these have been adopted.. even though their

aggregate impact has heen relatively small.

Dr. SUNDWALL. Well, thank you very much, gentlemen. I appreci-
ate the time and effort that goes into preparing this testimony and
traveling here, and we appreciate your coming.

Senator Hatch, the chairman, has prepared questions for each of
you, which I would like to submit to you and have you answer in
writing, and then put in the record. I think Senator Kennedy does
as well. And, as Senator Hatch has said, all other Senators who
would have an interest will be able to do the same thing.

And I would like it put in the record that we understand this leg-
islation impacts certainly on more thah physician training and
nurse training. There are many other health professionals that are
interested in this legislation and training of their students is sup-
ported.

So, therefore, the record will stay on until March 23 for all in-
terested organizations in putting a statement into this record.

So, if there are no objections, I would like to recess this hearing
at this time.

[The hearing adjourned at 12:01 p.m.]
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ADDITIoNAI, F(M Rix7()Hr

,American Academy of Family Physicians

American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy

Ameritan A4sociation GC Collegea of Podiatric

Amerloan Association of ental Schools

American Association of Nur::e Anesthetists

American Dental Association

American H3spital Association

American Physical Therapy 'sseociation

American Svciety for Medical Technology

American :ociety of Allied Health Professions (February 1984)

American .moiety of Allied Health. Pro!'essions (March 15, 1984)

Americas,Uperch-1,anguage- Tearing Association

Association of American Medical ,!olleges

Association of American Veterinary Medical Colleges

Ansociatin of :',chools of Public Health

Federation of Associations of Senools of the Health Professions

Howard University

Mount Sinai Medical Center

National Association of Pediatric Nurse Associates & Prac;Ationers

Society for Research and Education in Primary Care Internal Medicine

f:ociety of Teachers of Family Medicine

Boston University School of Medicine--kloston City Hospital

American College of Nurse- Midwives

American Nurses' Association

American Association of Colleges of Nursing

National league for Nursing
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American fU:sociation of 9ephr,Aogy Nursei; ani

Ass.cfation of University Ptwrams in Health Administration

Association of Teachers kr Preventive Medicine

Asuociation nati,lial Health Oervice '.rp hecipientt; (A/Oh)

American Academy of Pediatric5

rata on '4,men and Minoritier, the Health Professions

Summary of Health rrofeasionr, Training As!;li:tance Act or 101.

American Psychiatric Al,sociation:
Statement or February :9, 1981.

Stntement..of March 19811

bluesCrosi; and Nue Shield Association

AV-MED Health Plan

National Ass,lciation of :"fate Mental Health Program Pirectors

Atlantic Emergency Medical Services Council, Inc.

Pepartment .1f Health and Human Service,,' Hesponses to Questions

Subsolaently l'Aibmitted for the :iecord by Committee Members
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WRITTEN STATEMENT
\s. Of The

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF FAMILY PHYSICIANS

°Submitted to The

SENATE COMMITTEE CO LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES

Re: Health Professions Reauthorization Legislation

The American Academy of Family Physicians, representing

nearly 57,000 family physicians and medical students in each of'

the 50 states as well as the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico

and the Virgin Islands, appreciates the opportunity to connect

on legislation reauthorizing health Professions education programs.

Specifically, we would like to comment on reauthorization of

Sections 780 and 786 of the Public Health Septicefictrhich authorize

funds for the support of family practice.

Section 780 provides for grants to schools of medicine to

establish, maintain and/or improve academic administrative units to

Provide clinical instruction in family medicine. The academic

administative units must be comparable to those for other mai,:r

clinical specialties with respect to status, faculty and curriculum

and must control a three-year family practice residency PrOgram.

The funds authorized b(Secticn 780 hove been used to eilhance family

%bp
Practice within U.S. medical schools, with results that more students

exposed to family practice while in medical school have chosen to

pursue residency programs In family practice. The maintenance of

this academic base for family Practice within medical schools Is

6 .1 2
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'crucial to the specialty's ability to remain viable in on environ-

ment of scarce economic resources. Since funds were appropriated

for this program in 1980, 55 allopathic medical schools have

received grants to support family medicine departments.

iaction 786 provides grants to smart residency Programs in

family practice, faculty development, and predoctoral training in

family medicine. The funds authorized by Section 786 have been

used to establish new csiavaintain and improve existing family

medicine residency programs. The family practice residency teacher

comprehensive, preventive core in an ambulatory setting -- a format

critically diffecTt from traditional graduate medical education,

which focuses on InPatient care. Graduates of family practice,

residency prow= ore able to treat the vast ma.:-Ity of the health

Problems of their Obtlents, and because of the emphasis on preventive,

ambulatory core, cost effectiveness is pro6pted. Currently 260

family medicine protects are funded by the Section 786 authority.

Fifteen years ago this Country experienced a severe shortage

of physiclans, a problem exacerbated by both geographic and

specialty maldistribution. Congress responded to the need for

making medical core accessible to the general population by creating

a variety of programs designed to increase the numbers of physicians,

as well as to address the geographic and spec)alty problems. As

Port of this Congressional effort, funds were authorized for programs

to train faiily physicians, while any of the programs hove since

been discontinued as the aggregate number of physicians has increased,

targeted support toward family practice has remained a priority.

643
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With the assistance of generous federal support, family

Practice in the United States has experienced tremendous growth --

from 15 approved residency programs in 1969 to 388 at the present

time. As shown in Attachment A, the number of residents now in

family Practice residency programs is 7,409. This 'dramatic increase

in the number of residency Programs has had a significant effect

In correcting the Problems of specialty and geographic maidistribu-

tIon.

I would like to share with you same data concerning the practice

locations of family Practice residency graduates, ds well as data

addressing the percentage of graduates who stay in the specialty

of family practice. Survey data that the AAFP0hos collected since

1975 shows that graduates of family practice residency programs are

locating their practices in rural as well as urban areas. As YOU

will note in Attachment B. approximately 50% of these family

Physicians entered practice in communities with populatilns of 25,000

or less, and over half of these ore locating in areas not within

25 miles of a large city. These figures demonstrate that increased

Patient access to medical care has been a direct result of the

growth of family practice in this country. With respect to retention

in the specialty of family practice, survey responSes from 1,591

individuals who completed family practice residency training in

July 1983 indicate that less than 4 percent intend to pursue

other specialty or subspecialty training. We believe this data

shows that a sound investment of limited federal resources is in

family practice training programs.

However, the progress that has been made con only be maintained

through continued federal support to family Practice residencies

6.14
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and departments of family medicine. Federal funding is uniquely

vital to the operation of familY prottice residency programs because

the residencies are themselves unique. They do not fit the traditional

graduate medical education mold and, as such cannot live up to what

one independent study from the University of Missouri at Columbia

calls the "unspOen elpectatim...that primary care education, in

common with other graduate medical education, ultimately must be

supported largely from patient care income." This 1981 study documents

what family medicine educators have been facing: uncontrollable

factors keen costs high and patient income low. While traditional

theory holds that approximately one-half of programs' costs should be

recoverable through income from patient services, reality shows that

to be an unrealistic expectation for family Practice. A national

survey In 1975-76 by the Health Planning Resource Center at the

University of Wyoming showed that the average family practice

residency generated only 202 of total program costs through patient

revenues; a conclusion borne out again in the University of Missouri

study.

Third-party reimbursement foils short as a financial founda-

tion for family practice training because such coverage has a

bias toward inpatient care. Those skills and procedures which ore

taught to family practice residents, and which emphasize

ambulatory care and disease preventioq.contribute to better

healtl, and more cost effective health care but do not generate

Patient revenues sufficient to underwrite graduate training

in family medicine.

6 1 5
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The AAFP and family medicine educators continue to seek viable

alternative sources for meeting program costs; but for now, federal

support is crucial. To quote the University of Missouri study:

"The future of family medicine edvcation is hiOly dependent upon

a widespread understanding thatits financing needs are different.

Family medicine has been supported as a national priority with high

standards for training and certification, a Potential for overcoming

moldistributien problems, and on emphasis upon ambulatory rather than

expensive inpatient care. In a sense, these are societal as well as

Program goals and a continued sharing of the costs of training is

essential."

The AAFP in conjunction with the American Society of Internal

Medicine has been working with the Senate Finance Committee ond

the Health Subcommittee of the House Committee on Energy and Commerce

to have language included in the reconciliation package which would

require a study of WOYS to modify the existing physician reimburse-

ment system under Medicare in order to eliminate inequities that

exist between reimbursement levels for Procedural versus cognitive

services. Additionally, the House language makes Particular mention

of Inequities in relative amounts Paid to physicians by type of

service, locality and specialty. The AAFP is hopefulithatashould

these provisions be enacted, the resulting study will provide Congress

with potential legislative solutions to the current payment

inequities. Such changes in the Medicare payment system will be

beneficial in assisting family Practice residency programs to

generate a greater percentage of the necessary revenues from patient

.1 6
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care income, although it isnot known at this time if these unique

residency programs con ever compete financially with inpatient-

based residency programs and reach a point where targeted federal

assistance is no longer necessary.

The AMP believes that the funds expended to dote hove resulted

in improved access to high quality comprehensive medical care. The

Academy therefore requests that the cmmnittee reauthorize Section

780 at the current authorization level, and reauthorize Section 786

with a slight increase in the authorization level. The rationale

for this is that while the appropriations levels for Section 780

have consistently been substantially lower than the authorizations

Provided, the appropriations for Section 786 have been at or near the

authorization levels. We believe that this federal investment in

family practice has and will continue to yield beneficial results

to society.
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March 23, 19144

The Honorable Orrin C. Hatch
Chairman, Committee on Labor

and Human Resources
united States Senate
527 Hatt Senate Office Building
Washington. DC 20510

Dear Senator Hatch:

Joan I, tichlserl
Effloolfee aboior

The following is the statement our Association riches to he included in the
official record of ehe Committee's hearing on the Health Professions Training
Assistance Act reauthorizing programa in Title VII of the Public Health
Service Act.

Statement of the
American Association of Colleges of Pharrency

to the
Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources on

Reauthorization of Title VII of the Public Health Service Act

The American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy, on behalf of the nation's 72
colleges of pharmacy sad the 19,000 future pharmacists they are preparing to
serve the public, appreciates this opportunity to contribute to the
Committee's deliberations on reauthorization of essential federal programs for
health professions education.

The Federation of Associations of Schools of the Health Professions has
.submitted a statement for the record along vith a detailed legislative
proposal for programs common to all health professions achosas and students.
Our Association was en active participant in the development of the PAM
proposal end fully endorses its recommendations. In particular, we vish to
point out the ways in which the programs as described would benefit pharmacy
education.

6
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I. Student Assistance Programs

necause all pharmacy schools are concerned about their continuing ability to

recruit qualified students sufficient to meet the future service needs of the

public, federal student assistance programa have our highest priority.

Specifically, the following programs are most important.

new Loan In-Kind Repayment Program

AAC? supports establishment of this new program because it will address

two problems simultaneously -- unacceptably high student indebtedness and

the attraction of graduates to critical. but low ;Kyles. service roles.

Although the length of training and. therefore. the Post of a pharmacy

education may not be as great as that of other health professions,

neither are anticipated annual salaries as high. The average pharmacy

graduate can earn about $25,000 per year upon entering the profession and

is not likely to earn mere than 535,000 annually at the height of his or

her career. These relatively modest salaries will not support excessive

educational debts. The Loan in -Kind Repayment Program would provide

students the chance to partially repay their educational loans with such

neeled public service.

The service roles eligible ler repayment include several which are

critical to meeting the nation's health and vellnees needs in the *tees

of patient information and drug therapy. Pharmacy students could choose

employment in:

Academic Pharmacy where the lass of faculty to higher paying

positions in industry is a growing concern both in terms of

schools' capacity to educate future pharmacy practitioners and

scientists' ability to maintain important pharmaceutical

research programs.

Public hospitals and other institutions which require the

services of clinically trained pharmacists to counsel patients

and other health professionals in the appropriate use of

medications as well as to provide more coat effective drug

delivery systems.

Skilled restates facilities where
pharmacists' drug therapy

smelteries can prevent unnecessary
human suffering AAA greatly

reduce drug costa. especially for the elderly.

Realth Professions Student Luau Program

Pharmacy student, are highly dependent on this program; about 20 portent

of all pharmacy students required a
Health Professions Student Loan this

yeAr. The continued viability of this program is essential for future

students. Our schools have demonstrated how important this program is by
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their efforts over the last year to reduce borrower delinqueecy and

=toilette the funds available to make new loans. The YAM legislative
proposal outlines is detail measures which would greatly assist schools

in the collection of HIM. funds. We strongly urge the Committee to

incorporate these provisional in reauthorizing ,egislarion.

Further, approximately a dozen pharmacy schools which entered the program

since 1971 have inadequately capitalized HPSL revolving funds. New

authority for appropriations for these schools is necessary.

Exceptional Financial Need Scholarships

This year over 200 exceptionally needy pharmacy students qualified for

these first year scholarships. Only 52 students received an award

because of inadequate appropriations. As recommended by FASRP. each

school should be authorized to receive two EFW scholarships so that every

school is able to offer a place in its class to students who otherwise

would not pursue a pharmacy career.

Disadvantaged Assistance

AACP member institutions are committed to continuing pharmacy's progress

in recruiting students from disadvantaged backgrounds to a Career in

pharmacy. Much progress has been made, but all schools must continue

their efforts. We believe the modification. proposed by PAM will
produce even better results in the future.

2. Critical Special Projects

Pharmacy schools concur that our most pressing institutional need. are In the

areas of faculty development, curriculum innovation and establishing new,

nontraditional clinical training sites and modes. The FARM proposal

discusses these needs in depth. Authority for vitally important demonstrntion

projects in each health profession will cost very little, but can have a great

helmet for all schools.

3. Equipment and Instrument/mien for Teaching and Research

Like high education institutions in general, pharmacy schools urgently need to

revises outdated and obsolete equipment used for education and research

programs. Scientific equipment and instrumentation is the infrastructure of

health professions educational institutions. Without it. future scientists

Cannot be adequately trained and current as veil as future research produc-

tivity will be compromised. Lack of badly needed support at this time will

6 ,5 2
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result in exponentially higher costs to the system at a later time.

The American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy appreciates this opportunity
to offer its views and to express support of the legislative proposal advanced
by the Federation of Associations of Schools of the Health Professicne.

We will be pleased to provide 44 y further assmstance or information the
Committee nay require.

Sincerely.

t 1f

r-

John F,7 Schlegel. Pharm.D.. .S.Ed.

Executive Director

JPS/SAR:jut

cc: Senate Labor and Rumen Resources Committee Members
Steve Grossman, Health Director and Counsel
David Sundwall, M.D., Professional Staff
Westley Clark. M.D., Minority Health Counsel
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introduction

\The Amerlcan Association Association of College. of Pediatric

Medicine (AACPM) represents-the six colleges which educate this

nstidh's entire complement of Doctors of Pediatric Medicine. We

are pleased to have the opportunity to submit this statement for

the record regarding the renewal of. the Health Professions

Education Apaistane* Act.

The Need for Pediatric Medicine

lk.The Doctor of Pediatric Medicine (podi rist) is a medical care

specialist who has completed a four-year professional program of
\-......,

basic and clinical sciences. The podietritn. is skilled in the

prevention, diagnosis, and the medical and surgical treatment of

injuries and diseases which affect the human lower extremity.

Podiatrists provide approximately 2/3 of all foot care services

in the United States. Moreover, the profession has a special and

long recognised responsibility to the aged. Statistics indicate

that as many as 70% of all senior citizens experience foot

problems, which often affect mobility and economic indepenience.

Additionally, diseases with age-specific qualities, such us

diabetes, vascular insufficiency and arthritis often manifest

themselves in foot problems, which necessitate special care. The

1981 White House Conference on Aging recommended that "comprehen-

sive foot care be provided for'ihe eldeVy in a.menner equal to

IS um,
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care provided for other parts of the human body, to permit

patients to remain ambulatory... a

In younger Americans, we note a significant increase in the need

for foot health care, attributable to our society's growing

commitment to fitness activities such as jogging and tennis.

The benefits of exercise in terms of reduced risk of heart

attack, stroke and other diseases is well known. What is not

often enunciated, 'however, is the obvious fact that virtually all

physical exercise is impossible in the absence of good foot

health. Consequently, a major factor in our national comoiteent

to health promotion and disease prevention lies in the aailabil-

fty of quality foot health care.

There is genuine concern, however, that there will be inadequate

numbers of podiatrists, inadequately distributed, to meet czar

society's burgeoning need for podiatric services. The feleral

government has identified some 1400 podiatric shortage areas

nationwide (Federal Register, May 8, 19811.

This maldistribution is not surprising since about half of all

podiatrists practice in the six states in Which the colleges of

podiatric medicine are located. The Departmentf Health 4. Human

Services, in itM970 Report to the President and Congress,

called for a doublAosuf the number of practicing podiatrists by

1990, to ease theseacute problems.

18-784 0 - 84 42
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The federal commitment to pediatric medical education has been,

P,andremains, vital to the success of our mission to assure the

American people access xo high quality foot health care. As

private institutions, the six collages of podiatric medicine lock

access to the resources commonly found in large, public univer-

sities.. Further, since the six colleges provide the entire

national supply of Doctors of Pediatric Medicine, individual

state support is minimal.

Accordingly, we call upon the Senate Labor and Human Resources

Cdemittee to endorse the reauthorization of the following health

manpower progrpn

Remote Site Training (Public Health Service Act 5780(e))

In response to the documented shortage and maldistribution of

podiatrists, Congress,-in 1981, amended the Public Health Service

Act.(PHSA) by adding a new section 780(e). The new subsection

authorised a two-pronged effort to recruit, students from podia -

tric underserved areas and to conduct clinical training programs

in similarly underserved areas. The objective of the program is

to produce a significant number of podiatrists witO a strong

orientation to practice in areas which Currently are uharserved

by the profession.

0

The Administration requested an appropriation for this effort and

.Congress granted a$1 million earmarking for FY 1984. The

r,

A
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Administration then acted quickly to implement the remote site

effort, publishing program requirements in mid-January 19 &4 which

set an application deadline of March 14, 1984.

Applications for remote site training grants will be reviewed by

the National Advisory Council on Health Professions Education at

its April - Nay, 1984 meeting, and awards will be announced July

1, 1984. The awardees will initiate their remote site efforts at

the beginning of the 1984 -85 academic year.

While it is expected that the remote site clinics will eventually

develop a sufficient patient caseload to become self-sustaining,

federal funds are necessary in the initial years to assure a

strong start for this important effort. Recognizing this need,

the Reagan Administration has requested a second year of funding

(FY 1985) for this program:in the amount of $950,000.

Title VII of the PHSA which contains the podiatric remote site

training authority expires at the end of the current yeai.

Reauthorization of this section is necessary, therefore, if this

important effort is to continue.. We ask that this program by

authorized at a level of $5 million for FY 1985, $5.5 million for

FY 1906, and $6.0 million for FY 1907.

6 5 tS
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Primary Care Residency Training/Departments of Primary Care

Podiatry

In the ongoing dialogue which has led to our national consensus

on the need for health promotion and disease prevention efforts,

inadequate attention has been paid to the poten:ial contribution

of podiatric medicine. Thir is true both outside and to a great

extent, inside the profession itself.

4
A modest federal program of stipends to support podiatric primary

.:are residency training, and a separate program to support the

establishment of departments of Primary Care Podiatry at existing

and new coll,,ges of podiatric medicine would place needed empha-

sis on the role ol pediatric mec.icine in health promotion and

disease prevention.

Student Assistance

Federally supported loan and scholarship programs are vitally

important to students of podiatric medicine. Currently, student

tuitions provide more than half of the total revenurs available

to our colleges. Tuition costs alone now ay.nage above $9,000

annually at out colleges, and have increa..ed approximately 158 in

each of the last five years.
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Our mission to increase the representation of minorities and

disadvantaged students in our colleges depends upon the

availability of moderate cost student loans.

Accordingly, we endorse the reauthorization of the Health Pro-

fessions Student Loan Program, and request that a level of $5

million be included for federal capital contributions as sug-

gested by the Federation of Associations of Schools of the Health

Professions. This amount could be distributed on an equitable

basis to schools which have insufficient reserves.

We are well aware of the recent problems with delinquency in this

progvsm,tand have been assured that the past problems have been
1

lariielle4orrected.

On other student assistance programs, AACPM endorses the position

of the Federation of Associations of Schools of the Health

Professions, (Federation) of which AACPM is an active member. We

especially support the Federation's Loan-In-Kind-Repayment

proposal. Federal loan forgiveness for podiatrists who practice

in undeserved area would be incalculably effective in easing

the maldistribution our profession faces.

The Federation also has proposed funding for renovation of

teaching facilities and grants for instrumentation and equipment.

Such a program would be very helpful to our colleges in their

constant effort to stay abreast of technological advancements in

600
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the health science n. We would suggest,
however, that the Fed-

eration's request for a $15 million authorization for this effort

in each of the next, three years is clearly inadequate. A figure

double that number would make only a marginal contribution to the

effort to modernize our nation's medical edurdtion facilities.

AACPM also specifically endorses the Federation's position

vxs-a-vis the Disadvantaged Assistance and Exceptional Financial

Need program. Both programs have contributed substantially to

the ongoing effort of podlatric medicine to recruit and retain

minority students.

Thank you for the opportunity to contribute to the Committee's

deliberations on the renewal of the Health Professions Education

Assistance Art. We stand ready to assist you in this important

endeavor in any appropriate manner.
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March 23, 19H4

The Honorable Orrin G. Hatch
Chairman, Committee on Labor S
Human Resources
United States Senate
$27 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, o.C. 20510

Dear Senator Hatch:

This statement is being submitted for the record concerning the
reauthorization of health professions education programs under
Title VII of the Public Health Service Act.

The American Association of,pental Schools (AADS) represents
all sixty iental schools in the United States and is the only
national organization concerned exclusively with the needs of
dental education. We are pleased to offer the following comments
on health manpower programs of vital concern to dental education.

Advanced General Dentistry/Dental General Practice Residency
Proaram-. The AADS urges that the category of eligible ranf
recipients be expanded to include advanced educational programs
in general dentistry (AGM while retaining the eligibility of the
traditional dental general practice residency (GPM programs.
The AGD program is new; it did not exist when the Manpower act
was last authorized.

Both AGD and GPR programs are one year postdoctoral courses
designed to provide advanced training and experience in clinical
dentistry. The general practice residency program is hospital-
based and structured to provide residents with exierieice treating
medically and emotionally compromised patients, to enhance physical
evaluation, emetuency medicine and in-patient management skills,
and to advance clinical dentistry skills. The advanced general
dentistry program is a non-hospital-based advanced education
experience which includes instruction and experience in all the
clinical disciplines required in general practice residency pro-
grams; in addition, the new program requires training and experi-
ence in pedodonties and orthodontics, which are not required in
the GPR progr m. The AGD program probably provides a more inten-
sive experience in oral health care treatment of healthy ambulatory
patients while the GPR residency program typically prepares dentists
to treat a variety of medically compromised and handicapped patients

t.)
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The Honorable Orrin C.. Hatch
March 23, 1984

" Pace Two

The creation of the new advanced general dentistry program is a

result of the demand for an additional general dentistry educa-
tional opportunity that existing residency programs could not

numtri: s.ly meet. The need for such advanced training in general

dentistry has been echoed throughout the profession. The Special

Committee on the Future of Dentistry, an extensive self-assessment

effort involving practitioners, researchers, and educators, con-
claded that there is a significant need to broaden dentists' skills

and the mix of services offered to the public. That American Dental

Association committee recommended that all dental graduates be re-

quired to take a one year postdoctoral program which includes

hospital experience. TL, committee also expressed a concern about

overspecialization and recommended that increased numbers of general
dentistry training places be developed in partial answer to this

problem. This Association c3ncluded in a recent study, Advancea
Dental education- Recommendations for the 80's, that there icing a

need to douhlf.. the number of uenei3Taehiistry postdoctoral posi-
tions by the mid '80's.

The Council on Dental Education to committee within the American
Dental A,:sociation wh.ch is concerned with matters related to
dental education) recently published a study which demonstrates
dental students' need for a transitional experience before they

move into practice. 'Jnlike medical students, dentists are exposed

to all specialties in their clinical predoctoral training, however,

there is an insufficient amount of time available in the four-year

training program for most students to gain the experience and
confidence necessary to treat a wide range of patient needs.

Dental general practice residency and advanced general dentistry
programs are in critical need of additional funding; each year

only half of the students who seek postdoctoral training in general

dentistry are accepted into such a program. This means that only

those students who graduate at the top of their clacs are able to

be assured of placement in a residency training program. This

year, over 2,000 dental seniors will seek advanced general dentistry
training; however, less than 900 will actually receive this primary

care experience.

Federal funding is extremely Important to the initiation of the

additional programs necessary to meet this major need. AADS

recommends that 15 percent of what is made available to family

medicine be earmarked for dental general residency and advanced

general dentistry programs; we recommend a funding authorization
level of 542 million for the next three years with 15 percent set

aside for dental programs. We feel that $6.3 million is the mini-

mum amount necessary to continue growth in the hospital-based GPR
programs while initiating federal support for the new advanced

education general dentistry programs.
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March 23, 1984
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A Loan In-Kind Ropazment Program for Graduates of Health Professions
Sabols:. The Association supports a Loan In-Kirid-12epayMWEi maw

for graduates of health professions schools as proposed by
the Federation of Associations of Schools of the Health Professions
(FASHP).. We believe the LIKR program would help alleviate serious
health personnel shortages in teaching, research and public service
areas where jobs are not being filled because they offer salaries
which are insufficient to support graduates with today's heavy
indebtedness.

In recent.years the cost of dental education has risen dramatically
and certain trends concerning career selection among graduates have
begun to emerge. The average graduating debt for dental students in
1983 was $28,900, an increase of 128 percent since 1978. In 1983,
three out of four graduating dental students anticipated indebtedness
of at least 520,000. In its 1983 Survey of Dental Seniors, our
Association reported'that the percentage of seniors PradiTne to pur-
sue solo practice has decreased, while the proportion plannina to
work in partnerships or group practices has increased. The percent-
age of seniors planning to enter private practice as an employee
continues-to increase. The percentage of graduating students seeking
employment in a private practice owned by another party has increased
from 19 percent in 1978 to almost 35 percent of graduating students
in 1983. Meanwhile; the percentage of graduating students seeking
positions in teaching, research or administration has remained
stable at approximately 1 percent for the last six years, and those
seeking positions fn government service has declined dramatically
from almost 20 percent to just over 10 percent.

With thefe trends in mind, the Association endorses the efforts to
create a federal program of loan repayment which encouraaes the
selection of careers in teaching, research and public service, by
providing forgiveness of student indebtedness. The LIKR program
provides that federal direct loans and federally insured or guaran-
teed loans would be eligible for inclusion. The student would elect
participation in LIKR just prior to entering the workforce, and the
federal government would contract to pay 20 percent of the total
-principal per year up to an annual maximum of $20,000. The maximum
federal obligation under this program would be for four yeas and
80 percent of .id participant's loan. The participant, in turn,
'would be obligated to one year of service in a LIKR-eligible job for
each year that the federal government repays a portion of the
student's. indebtedness. Each participant would be required to
agree to a rinimum of two years of service under the LIKR program.
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The Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services would
be authorized to enter into 2-, 3-, or 4-yeal agreements with the
participant. During the service period the participant would pay
the interest on outstanding loans while the government could pay
its obligation at the beginning of the borrower's service thus
saving substantial amounts of money in interest charges that would

...,otherwise have been payable on the outstanding loan balances. This
efficiency is an'extremely attractive feature of the LIKR program.

The Association believes that the self-limiting nature of the pro-
posed program is particularly attractive since only specific cate-
gories of jobs can be offered to participants willing to take them.
Through the rulemaking process, each locale would identify the
employment catefories most needed and, the professionals who would
be eligible to till those jobs. Our Association expects that
vademic and research positions at dental schools, staff dentists
at hospitals and nursing homes, and public health dental officers
would be identified as the most pressing employment needs for
dentiss.

The Association believes that the costs projected by FASHP related
to this program are accurate, since 1983 graduating dental students
had debts ranging from almost $24,000 in public institutions to
almost $38,000 in private institutions. Therefore, the AADS
enthusiastically supports the creation of a Loan In-Kind Repayment
program and recommends an appropriation of $20 million in FY 1985,
$25 million in FY 1986, and $30 million in FY 1987.

Health Professions Student Loan Program. According to 1983 data
corrected by the Association, over 16-- percent of 1983 senior dental
students borrowed from at least one loan source; almost 35 percent
of these students borrowed from the Federal Health Professions
Student Loan program. Given the utilization of the HPSL program'
by needy dental students, we believe it is essential to extend the
date for liquidation of loan assets to 1992 so that student loans
can continue to be made from revolving funds. The Association also
supports a statutory change which would allow any "excess cash" in -.-
a particular school's fund be reprogrammed to other schools vartici-
pating in the HPSL program rather than reverting to the U.S. Treasury.
We support proposals made by the Administration which would allow
schools to increase the penalties they could charge delinguont
borrowers and recommend that schools be permitted to assess a
penalty charge not to exceed 6 percent of the overdue amount for
loans more than sixty days past due. We believe that this change
would assist dental schools in improving further their debt collec-
tion efforts.
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In addition, the Association supports the amendment of this statute
so that schools would be granted access to Internal Revenue Service
address list "skip-tracing". The use of IRS skip-tracing authority
would assist schools in locating delinquent borrowers. Further,
the Association receommends that schools be granted the authority
to assign uncollectable loans to the government for collection when
the schools have demonstrated good faith efforts in the pursuit ca:
delinquent borrowers.

The HPSL program serves as an important component of funding sources
for dental students as they seek their professional education. Over
the past two years the program has been subjected to much adverse
publicity and controversy, and both dental education institutions
and student borrowers have been confused and concerned about the
viability of the program. In support of the premise that those
institutions and students who rely on these loans deserve a stable
environment, the Association supports the following statutory changes:

1. The performance standard which measere a dchool's compliance
with regulations should be reasonable and achievable for
educational institutions.

2. A school's administration and collection practices concerning
loans distributed prior to 1983 should not be reflected in
the School's performance standard. However, the schools
should undertake good faittefforts to collect old loans.

3. The promulgation of regulations concerning the administration
of the program should be developed through the notice and
comment process, and all schools should be granted a hearing
on the record prior to possible suspension from active par:A-
cipation in the loan program.

AADS supports the proposed statutory language previously submitted
to the coamittee, which would effect these changes. Finally, our
Association endorses the concept of providing new Federal Capital
Contributions to schools that have not been active participants :n
the program for a sufficient amount of time to establish a viable
revolving fund.

Disadvanraved Assistance: Health Careers Opportunity Program. Since
fhe Iliception of the disadvantaged assistance program, dentistry has
demonstrated some degree of success in the recruitment acid retention
of qualified disadvantaged students. Despite the successes, the
profession continues to underrepreseht minority, women, and cconon
ically disadvantaged students. Since 1978, the percentage if minority

O
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groups represented in dental education remains at approximately

10 percenee The pereentaae of Females in dental educiitien has

increased substantially from just over 10 percent in 1978 to over

NI percent in 1983. However, the percegtage of women in the pro-

feaelon is still substantially less than their proportion in the

eeneral population. Finally, the Association has documented a.

distressing trend which indicates that since 1978 the percentage

oI parents of students with incomee Mss than $70,000 a year has

deczcase4 from over 36 percent in 1978 to less than 18 percent by

1903. The percentage of parents iv the middle income level is now

slowly deellnIne, while the percentage of parents with incomes over

$40,000 a year nos more than doubled since 1970.

The Association remains committed to the goal that qualified disad-

vantaged students must have access to health professioes ddtication.

The Aesociailon believes that health professions education must he

avallabee^to individuals who are disadvantaged by environment,

family insane, education, race it ethnicity. and sex. Therefore,

we support not only 'he continued authorisation of the disadvantaged

assistance program. but also the clarification of funding prefer-

ences so that health professions schools rennin the primary recipient

ce.funding forerograme designed to attract, retain, and graduate

disadvantaged students.

exceptionei Financial Heed Scholarshiee,.. Our Association supports

fhe contfligea iiThorxzaflon
ancresvansion of Exceptional Finincial

Need (Ere) scholarships which provide access to dental education for

students with *zero financial resources.* The EFb program is the

only Federal scholarship program for dental students and symbolizes

thie nation's commitment to assist talented applicants from low

income families in se-urine an edecetine in the hearth professientie

AA0e recommends that the exceptional financial need scholarship'

program be eepanded to provide a miaingm of 2 scholarships per

year at each health professions sehool. During the le83-84 academic

year. 361 exceptional need scholarships averaging $15,525 were awarded

tee cArrently eligible health professions schools. Based on these

amounts the Association recommends that 748 scholarships averaging

approximately $15.'e25 be awarded to the schools of the health pro-

teasions in the following manner:

is
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Profession

Dentistry
Medicine
Osteopathy .

...

Number of
Schools

60
127
15

Niksiber of

Scholarships

120
754
30

Veterinary Medicine 27 54

Optometry ,
16 37

Pharmacy 72 144

Podiatry 6 12

Public Health 23 ii6

Health Administration 20 56

Total 374 748

$ EFN
(Average)

4.

$1,863,000
3,943,350

465,750
838,350
496,800

2,25,600
186.300
714,150
869,400

$11,612,700

Hes4.th Fducatipn Assistance Loan Program. Since the inception of the
OW program inWMT tans Association has seen a dramatic increase in

utilization-of this loan program. Currently more than one senior in
five borrows from HEAL, whereas funds for this program were not cli.e-

tributed before September 1918. Because dental students appear will-
ing to borrow under the HEAL program at the current interest rate
Wee:. approximates commercial rates, the Aesociation supports oxten-

sioo of the proeram's authority and modest increases in the_ program's

authorization levels, as f011ows:

Fiscal Year 1985 $275 Million
Fiscal Year 1986 $290 Million
Fiscal Year 1987 :13/15 Million

Match:hgGrants for Seaovuti_m of Teaching facilities end Crants for

inr,trumentation end Fl uTptsrnt. Poe a perf5d of ari.65Wilitai 67n-
years the Federal. government contributed e..ize than $1 biliioe to
health professions schools across the country for construction af.4

equipment of.teachieg and reseaieh facilities. Since 19/5, the
financial support. of health professions educational institutions

for either new construction, ,renovation, or the replacement of

egoipmk,nt has been drastically reduced. When this trend became
evident, the Association polled the nation's dental schools to

try to estimate the impact of the loss or federal funds on the

quality oi,our educational institutions:. In 1978 the Association
surveyed the nation's dental schools with the following results.

"The schools estimated that within five years they would need
approximately $32 million for the replacement of fixed equipment.
Tice schools projected their need at approximately $87 eillion over .

a five year period for the alteration, renovation, and moderniza-

tion of facilities. As the Association attempts to balance the

66
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import of these staggering eatimatea.aeainst the c nttoued need

for federal fiscal iesponsihility and decreased ex riditures, the
Association supports fully the concept that Congress implement a

grant proorast in the amoant of $15 million for fiscal years 1985,

1986, and 1987. The Association believes that this level of funding

is a minimal commitment to meet the important goal of sustaining
gualij,k institutions for education and research among the health

professemos.

Special.Prolect Authority. The Association believes that health
professions education institutions{ must prepare for the demographic,

disease pattern, and technological changes which have transformed

and will continue to transform the need for health care professionals t

in the future. The faculty in dental educational institutions will

need to acquire particular skilrm-in teachfng and technoloq'y managi

:sent which they currently do not possess. The dental curricula will
need modification in order to PrOphre graduates to manage approui-
ately and efficiently the dental care nettcls of,an aging populaten.
Finally, dental education institutions must prepare students to .

accept and function within nontraditional clinical care sues in
order to meet evolving demands for dental rare among diverse popula-

tions. With these considerations in mind, the Association recommends

continued special project authority. The Association supports the
proposal that special project funds be made available to each of the

..authorized health professions aid that competition for the funds be

conducted within individual health professions. The. Association

supports the proposal that ehch profession.can best determine.
priority areas that require special project support and how sPecial

project funds can best be utikiaed. The Associathion believes that

The awed of special project funds-should be granted through a peer

review system, with final recommendations made by the National
Advisory Council or Health Professions Education.

The Ast,..a:iation supports the proposal that special project grants

awarded through the national advisory council be available few
demonstration and for implementation of4partieular projects de-

signed as a priority within each competing health profession.

The specialKoject authorization should amount to $20 million,

$1 million each health profession School within the authority,

for demonstration /dissemination, and an additional $10 million
should be available on an annual basis for implementation of nigh

priority projects.

6 71
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We appreciate the opportunity to offer these comments and woulr
be pleased to respond to questions or comments about the conce4ns
of denta,1 education ln the reauthorizatior of the health proles- °
sions training assistance est.

ORT/lt

Sincerely,

Owen R.
Interim Director

6

t
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The Honorable titian G. !latch

United Mates Senate
WashInoton, P. C. 20510

Dear Senator Hatch:

gnelosed a copy of testimony sidamitted Lpr the American f

Af:4041ation of Nur0 Anesthetists
relative toUlle extension of

the
ittLaesat. We are requesting a reauthorization of

t'ction 831 of the Act and the addittop of larnpage to

funding to improve existing traininv programs

0 cifically through advanced training support for faculty an

existing pritrams. This latter proporail th rocommended in the

National Acadoy of Sciences' recent report on nurf: training

needs.

Wt ret,pecttelly
request your suivott fur our proposo

auth,,eiration extension and the additional lanouag. Speclitc

latiq;;Age it i,nclud,d in rXhltilt III attached to the t1:,timony.

""'S At ,.,13
nil quest ions, ea :c feel t the !,) 914-'lard

ierivr.e,
Couriot,l, at 61.74-,:40t,

Frire

oilcan 'Association 01 0/1014 AINIOnegnifi0

IMP

Sincerely,

Pattklt Vowney
President

,. 4., i 1

A

; hq2
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SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY

The Americar Association of Nurse Anesthetists requests the following authori-

zation levc for fiscal year's 1985, 1966, and 1967 in this testixony: FY '85 -

$1.2 million; FY '86 - $2.2 million; and FY '87 - $3.0 million. It also requests
an amendment to section 831 to allow for a program to provide grants to public
or private non-profit institutions to cover the cost of projects to improve and

upgrade existing programs for the training of registered nurses to be nurse
anesthetists which are accredited by an entity or entities designated by the
Secretary of Education, including grants which provide financial assistance and
support to nurse anesthetist faculty for the purpose of providing them with

advanced education.

The Association feels that the.quality of CIINA service coupled with its cost
effectiveuess, the demonbarSta shortage of CRNAs. and the future increased
demand for sirgical services amply justifies the need for the continuance of
this vital program. in addition. the trend towards degree awarding frameworks
requires the preparation of more degreed CRNA faculty, which leads to the AANA's
request for a modest new authority within section 831.

1
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INTRODUCTION

this testimony is provided on behalf of the'American Association of Nurse Anesthe-

tists (AIWA). a professional organization of some 2J.000 Certified Registered Nurse

Anesthetists (CRNA) who provide over SO% of the anesthetics in this country.

PURPOSE

The purposes of this testimony are: (1) to demonstrate the continued need for

authorization of the nurse anesthetist traineeship program found in Section 831

of the Public health Service Act; and (2) to recommend the establishment of a new

authority therein.

DESCRIPTION Of CRNAs

Certified Begistereti Nurse Anesthetists are licensed professional nurses who have

Qualified themselves through acrdemic and clinical achievements. In order to be

a cRNA. one must:

1. Graduate from an approved program of nurse anesthesia accree.ted by the

Council on Accreditat on of Nurse Anesthesia Educational Programs/Schools

or its predecessor;

Z. Successfully pass the Certification Dcaminatioa which confers eligibility

for certification by the Council on Certification of Nurse Anesthetists

9r its predecessor; and

3. Be recertified Guy two years by the Council on Recelpfication of

nurse anesthetists.

67.1
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Exhibit I includes the general requirements
required for graduation from an

accredited nurse anesthesia educational program.

Nurses have been administering anesthesia in the United States for close to

a century. The specialty of nurse anesthesia emerged prior to World War I

and nurse anesthetists 'iave functioned with
distinction in both civilian and ,

military settings. The practice of CRNAs is
legall! sanctioned in all states

and other legal
jurisdictions of the United States. They function as employees

of hospitals,,employees
of physicians. as memberS of the federal services, or

as independent contractors
with patients andlor hospitals.

CRNAs are recognized in a variety of federal programs. such As: (I) the

Civilian Health and Medical Program for the Uniformed Services (CHARMS);

(2) the Federal Employee Health
Benefits Program (FEHBP); (3) the Medicare

Conditions of Participation; (4) Joint Commission on the Accreditation of

Hospitals (JCAH) standards; and (5) the Mediprogram. In fact. eight

states permit direct reimbursement of CRNAs under Medicaid. In addition,

twenty-four Blue Crass /blue Shield plans. representing over thirty percent

of all such plans, directly reimburse CRNAs. Of private insurance plans

surveyed by.AANA, fifty-seven
percent indicate that they can provide direct

reimbursement to CRNAs for anesthesia services.

JUSTIFICATION FOR CONTINUED SUPPORT

The need for continued support for nurse anesthesia education can be justified

for a variety of reasons. These follow.
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pi MAN('

.CDS1 fIFFITIVENrY01UAtIlf

Nurse anesthesia affords the means to moderate the (...t.alatIon of tosts associated

with the provision of anesthesia services loud,. the median income of aneSthesi-

olog,:ts,. the medical specialist in this field, is reported to be $150.00n

whereas the gross mean income of CRNAs in 1987 is reported as 536,748. St' Note 1.

Research studies have demonstrated that there is no significant differenCe in the

outcomes of care for anesthetics administered by CRNAs and anesthesi logistS.

511. Note 2.

ff0LRAt STUDIES

The demand for nurse anesthesia services has been demonstraTeltjtj yhiety of

studies. According to a 1976 study, the projected need for nged

between 22a67 and 25.530 as of 1980. Currently there are 18,955 active-practicing

CRNAs. art3 this produces a shortfall of from 3.312 to 6.575 compared to what was

needed in 1980, SEE Note 3.

The latest study was the Institute of Medicine - National Academie of Science

report entitled "Nursing and Nursing iducition" which recomended: -The federal

government should expand its support of fellowships. loans, and programs at the

graduate level to assiA in increasing the rate of growth in the number of

nurses with master's and doctoral degrees in nursing and relevant disciplines.

More such nurses are needed to fill positions in administration and management

of clinical services and ut health care institutions. it academic nursing

(teaching, tesearch, and practicel, and in clinical specialty* practice." Nurse

anesthetists were one of the groups specifically addressed in this report.

6 7 t;
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THL AGING POPULATION

The increasing age of the American public will also contribute to an increased

demand for anesthesia
providers in the coming years. The Census Bureau projects

that elderly Americans
will double in number between

thiwear 1980 and 2020.

and that by the year 2030 one in every five people will be at least 65 tears old.

the life expectancy for
those people born in 1982 is 74.5 years on the average,

according to the National Center for Health Statistics. This type of information

would point to an increase: need for CRNAs in the future as well. since. as the

average life expectancy
continues tp grow and the percentage of el in our

population continues to rise. the demand for more complicated surgery wil

increase.

COST OF NURSE ANESTHESIA EDUCATION

The cost of nurse anesthesia education is
escalating because of a variety of

reasons which include the inability of hospitals to fiscally support this

educational endeavor to the extent It has in the pa.t, the movement of these

educational programs into
icademic settings at the gracwate level. and the

length of these programs ranging in most instances from 2.30 calendar alaqths.

This increasing cost of nurse
anesthesia education has been a principal reason

for the decreaSe in nurse anesthesia educational programs over the past decade

by one-third, i.e. from 213 to 137. Prior to the mid-seventies, students often

received stipends and tuition assistance from hospitals within which these

programs exist but with the increasing cost contraints placed on hospitals.

this support has all but dried up.

LOCK OF OTHER-AVAILABLE FINANCING SOURCES

The nature of the education does not lend itself to part-time study And part-

49 time work because the classroom and clinical commitment is approximately sixty-
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four hours per week. It is essential to complete this curriculum since the

certification in this specialty has become
essentially required for' entry into

practice.

In addition, many.of the other funded programs under the Nurse Training Act

are limited in regard to aplicants' eligibility, and nurse anesthesia students

and/or their educational prograado not fit into many of the stated criteria.
a

In part, fundi from these programs are already committed as well, and therefore

it is unlikely that student nurse anesthetists will receive significant funding

fro& existing Nurse Training Act programs at this time.

a

BUDGET .REQUEST

SECTION 831(a)

The AMA is requesting continuation of the Nurse Anesthetist Trainee.:hip program

and an increce in dollars appropriated and authorized for it. The fiscal

year 1984 authorization for this program was $0,000, while $400,000 was

appropriated to it. We ar: requesting that this program be expanded as follows:

C-7

Fiscal Year f Students Assisted Requested Funding

1985 200 $1.0 million

1986 350 $1.7 million
r.

1987 500 $2.5 million

a

The monies requested aria based on an assumption of providing $5,000 per traineesiip.'

Th2 current nurse anesthetist traineeship program criteria follow. In order for

the program to be eligible to receive grant monies for its students, it must have

e

67S
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an eligible applicant currently
&rolled. that is. a student with a baccalaureate

degree. Eligible applicants must have a accalaureate degree-because of the

upcoming change in the Council on Accreditation of Nurse Anesthesia Educational

Programs/Schools Standards
which would require a

baccalaureate degree, coupled

with the trend towards the baccillaureate and masters education previously discussed.

The Division will then distribute, the appropriated
funds to the programs on a

Per eligible
applicant basis. and the program

will retain the ability to dis-

tribute the funds to its students who have completed at least twelve months of

nurse anesthesia
education as the program sees fit.

411P

SECTION 631(b)

The AAAA is 'requesting an
amendment to Section 831 which would provide authority

for funding faculty
development grants for nurse anesthesia educational programs.

handing requests for this expansion of the Nurse Anesthetist Traineeship Program

would result in grants to educational programs which would be used for financial

assistance to undertake
education towards masters and

doetOral levels for ClIfiAs

Actively engaged in nurse anesthesia education.
The justification for this

request Is based on the crucial need for academically credentialed faculty

appropriate to the level of the program conducted
both within the academic and

clinical 'settings caused by
the rapid movement of nurse anesthesia education

into graduate programs within colleges and universities. By 1987. all accredited

nurse anesthesia
educational programs will be

post-baccalaureate in nature.

the funding requested is based on the autimptions
that masters level grants

would amount to
approximately $7.000 per yearfor two years.while doctoral

grants would amount to $9.000 per year for three years.
Ihe funding based on
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Inc nurbr of giants ra,t4 t.n taulty develiqw.

list.al Year Ytudnts Assisted

it
A follow,

1g85 Masters :0 V20.000

11,1.toral 10

1-.#06 Masters 40 $4u0.000

Pectoral

Masters 40 $',50,000

Doctoral 30

While the amounts of motley requested may be modest fiir accomplishing the purpose

cited, individual CFAs have made graduate education a matter of priority and

others would it their individual responsibilities would only permit. thus it

is our Lellet that this !mall number of grants would permit sore outstanding

CRNAs to pursue such education who could nut otherwise afford graduate education.

Suggested language for amending Section 831 is found in Exhibit 3.

SUMMARY

In summary. the AANA is regaesting reauthorization and expansion of the nor.

anesthetist tiaidiMehTP p eograz for fiscal years 1985, 1986, and 1487 to include

funding for selected traineeships for nurses seekind to become nurse anesthetists

and tor splArted (RNA' pursuing graduate study at the masters and doctoral le'vel.

The total funding requested for this program is as follows
.

fiscal Year 85 - $1.2 million.

Fiscal Year 86 - S2.2 million

fiscal Year 8/ - $3.0

4
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CONCLUSION

676. v.

41110-

We thank the Committee for'its time. for its attention, and its thgughtful

consideration of our request. We are hopeful that Congress will include

authoritation for the nurse anesthetist traineeship program to meet the need

for CRNAs which will. in all likelihood. intenstfy in yr.Irs to come. We believe

that,ithe quality of CRMA service coupled with our cost effectiveness, the

demonstrated shortage q! CNA*. and the future increased demand for surgical

services amply justifies the need for the continuance of this vital program.

In addition, the trend towards degree awarding frameworks requires the preparation

of more degreed CRNA faculty. which leads to the AMA's request for a modest

new auttoity within section 831. We look forward to working-with the Committee

on this issue, and gladly offer any assistance to it as needed. Thank you.

6Si
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MOP, :41 If ',TIMMY ON

REAutnORIFATIOWOl TH1 WAY TRAINW,HIP reix,RXm

Note 1. .tuft-iffectiveness of (RNA!.

The large differential in income boweem nurvb anesthetists end anesthesiologist...

particularly in light of the research findings demonstrating aomparable out nes

care demonstrates the cost-effectiveness of CRNAs. The latest available figures

Pertaining to the earnings of anesthesiologists were reported in USA Today.

November 22, 1983, in which a survey conducted by the Roth Young Personoel Service

was utilized. This survey indicated that anesthesiologists were thg"fastest

growing and hghest Paid 'medical sgecialist in the United States. having a median

annual income of $00.200. The range of Orrome reported was from $77.500 to

$250,000. In the most recent survey.conducted in the fall of 1983, previousix,

cited in this testimony, gross mead- earnings reported by CRNAs'for 1982 were

536.748.

from this data, it is. vident that anesthesiologist earnings are approximately

four times that of nurse anesthetists and few, if a v of the arguments medicine

has traditionally used toejustify the great spread between their earnings and

those of nurses. between anesthesiologists and nurse anesthetists, can be

Justified. An article watch has looked at these erugments and failed to find
Justification for them is from the September. 1982 Harper's Magazine by David

Osborne, entitled "Rich Doctors. Poor Nurses", a copy of which is attached.

SEE EXHIBIT 17'

Note 2: Quality of Anesthesia Care and Research Documentation

Bechtolat, A., et al, "Committee on Anesthesia Study. Anesthesia Related Deaths.

1969-1916". North Carolina Medical Journal. 42:4 (April, 1981.)

Hirsch. R.A et al, HEALTH CARE DELIVERY IN ANESTHESIA, (Chapter 15: Forrest.

W. "Outcome--The Effect of the Provider" and Chapter 16: Gilbert. J. "Outcome.-

' Experience .-1 Training of the Anesthetist") Philadelphia: Georg f. Stickley Co..

19HO.

Note 3: Documentation of Demand for ERNA Services May Be Found in the rollowing:

Departmentof Health. Education and Welfare, "Supply, Need and Distribution of

Anesthesiologists and Nurse Anesthetists in the U.S.. 1972 and 1980". Reference

No. HRA 77-31. 1976.

institute of Medicine -- National Academy of Scie..ce Study, "Nursing and Nursing

Education": Reported 1983.
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Exhibit I

Council on Accreditation of
;11

Nurse Anesthesia Educational

Programs /Schools

Standards and Guidelineg for the

Accreditation of Nurse Anesthesia

Educational Programs/Schools

1980

0. Generallleguirements:

t. The length of the program shall be a minimmnef 24 months.

2. The minimum number of anesthetics administered by each student shall
be 4S0 fora milimum of SOO hours of actual anesthesia time.

3. Minimum requirement for didactic Instruction !s 42S contact hours.
(SO minutes one class hour.)

4, Tine activity design shall include a master class schedule reflecting
the sequence of subjects, and the distribution of both class hours and clinical
practice More per specified period of the brown.. (A saute waster class schedule
is enclosed in the Appendices.)

C. Minimum ies llogpfr of New Gredu4tes of Nurse Ammsthesia
tdocatione reee/Scflee s;

Colpetance is Wined to include kaosrfedge. !Arent. skills and attitudes
appropriate to the accompliaknont of anesthesia care goals while affording patient
safety in the performance of the function.

. 653
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1. Per t /17 a preanesthetic interview and nosiest aseessrient

2. Evaluate patient history. physical and appropriate lab and

s -ray data.

3. Develop an atioropriate anesthesia care plan consistent with

the overall medical and nursing regimen.

al. Perform general anesthesia for all ages and all categories of

Patients utilizing a broad variety of techniques and Agents. (Experience in

anesthesia for open heart cases is encouraged where experience is available,)

5. Manage regional anesthesia cases. (Esderience in the actual

administration of regional anesthesia is strongly encouraged.)

6. Use and interpret a broad variety of monitoring modalities in-

cluding electronic monitors - -(14. Arterial Pmessures. CVP. etc.

7. Manage fluid therapy within medical plan of care.

8. Recognize and take appropriate actions with reference to

complications occurring during anesthetic management. referring to a physician

those beyond the nurse anesthetist's ability to manage consistent with.practice

standards. policies and that degree of delegation accepted from the physician..

9. Utilize mechanical ventilators effectively.

10. PosstiOn or supervise positioning of patients to assure op-

*tonal physiologic function and patient safety.

11. Functoon as a team leader member in cardiopulmonary resuS-

citslOpil.

12. Interpret and take appropriate actions with reference to

screening pulmonary function and blood/gas determinations.

13. Serve as a resource person for respiratory
care of patients

14 utilize appropriate principles of basic and eenavioral scie.;es

in protecting patients from istrogenic complications.

IS. Applies crisis theory in the care of patfents/famfiles ago in

facilitating tne function of the health care team.

16. Teach patients and health related personnel in area of e%pertise.

17, Recognizes personal and profe.sionel strengths and limitations

and takes appropriate actions
consistent with valid self-awareness

18, Knows and functions within appropriate legal requirements as

a licensed professional. accepting responsibility and accountability for ow-

practice.

R
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0. ''Academic Requirements:

1.

or exceed the

680

The number of contact class hours in
each division shall mt7t

following:

a. Professional Aspects of Nurse Anesthesia: 45 hours

(1) Department management and organization.

(2) Ethics.

(31 History of anesthesia.

0,1a1 aspects of anesthesia. (Six hours)

t*
AJ:ustments. (To include local. state.

notic. af4, LL0.ont issues.)

anesthesia.

(6) PSY ology.

b. Anatomy. .hysfology and pathophysiology in relation to
135 hours

(I) Cell physiology.

(21 Nervous system.

1 (3) Respiratory system.

(4) Circulatory system.

(5) Endocrine system.

(6) Excretory system.

c. Chemistry and physics in relation to anesthesia:
60 hours

d. Pharmecoljgy in relation to anesthesia: 75 hours

e. Principles of Anesthesia Practice: Basic and Advanced.
75 hours

f. Journal Club. Seminars, Morbidity and MOrtality Confer-

ences and/or other Clinical Correlative Conferences: 35 hours

NOTE: Programs/Schools should strive to exceed the 35 required hours for

conferences.

2. Objectives written in behavioral terms and course outlines

ji

6 S
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and reading lists shall be avatIstile for all subjects and shall oe provided

to studgets. faculty and consultants and/or other appropriate personnel.

3. Organization of curriculum and manner of implementation, while
the prerogative of the faculty. must demonstrate a sequential arrangement con-
sistent with providing an adequate theoretical base far practice in correlation

with the clinical practicum and reflect the program philosophy.

E. Practicum Requirensnts.

The clinical teacher or supervisor is the professional person respon-
sible for clinical instruction and the evaluation of performance concerning
levels of knowletge, understanding. interpretation. application of principles.
as well is the demonstration of skills.

1. An anesthesiologist or C.R.N.A. shall be immediately available
R'e'in all anesthetizing areas at all times for consultation and/or assistance.

2. The ratio of students to clinical instructors shall not exceed

2:1 and shall be directly related to:

a. The student's period of enrollment in the program and his/

her readiness to assume responsibility.

b. The physical status of the patient.

c. The complexity of the anesthetic and/or surgical procedure.

d. The ability of the instructor.

3. Basic Principles of Anesthesia Practice.should include a broad-
fields orientation to the practicum to include:

a. Preanesthesia evaluation of the patient.

(I) Interview techniques.

(2) Evaluation of the patient... chart.

(3) Physical assessment of the patient.

b. Charting.

c. Monitoring of vital signs.

(1) Elementaryl(palpitory, auscultatory and visual,.

(2) Electronic,

d. Intravenous techniques.

e. Familiarization with basic anesthesia equipment.

Overview of anesthetic agents and accessory drugs.

q. Philosophy and ethics of anesthesia.
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4. Student anesthesia management of the patient shall include:

a. Preoperattve evaluation of patient to mclude interview.

assessment and review of appropriate patient records (history /physical. lab-

oratory and x -ray reports. etc.)

b. Development of a writteg anesthetic care plan to include

selection of agents and techniques.

c. Administration of the anesthetic.

d. Decision making during the anesthesia management.

e. Immediate Postanesthesia care.

f. Postanesthesia follow-up, including visits.

g. Implementation and maintenance of an accurate. complete

anesthesia record.

S. Programs must demonstrate the availability of a broad variety

and balance of clinical experience for student learning. This shall include

experience in anesthesia for intrathoracic, intracranial and pediatric (under

two years of age) cases. The following types of clinical experience, by numbers.

are required foe each student:

a. Agents:

(1) Nitrous oxidt 150 cases

(2) Intravenous barbiturates 100 cases

(3) Muscle relaxants 100 cases

(Depolarizing; non-depolarizing; including
adequate recovery and/or reversal)

:4) Intravenous narcotic:. neuroleptic drugs or tranouil-

'ter% 50 cases

(5) Inhalation &Ants other than nitrous oxide
50 cases

(Effort should be expended to provide variety
in complying with this requirement)

b. Methods of anesthesia:

(1) Inhalation 300 cases

(a) Endotracheal (actual intuOation1 125 cases

(b) Mask cases 25 cases

(7) Intravenous (actual venipuncture) 100 cases
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(3) Regional (managnment of) 15 cases

(4) mechanical ventilation 15 cases

c. Special cases.

(1) Emergency surgery 25 cases

(2) Geriatrics (60 years or Older) 25 cases

(3) Pediatrics (12 years or younger):

(a) Two to 12 years 10 cases

(b) Under two years 2 cases minimum;
S cases preferred

d. Surgical anatomical categories:

(1) Heed:

(a) Intracranial 2 cases minheon;
S cases preferred

(b) Extracreafal 10 cases

(c) 1ntrapharyngeal IS cases

(2) Neck 5 cases

(3) Intrethoracfc S cases

(4) Extrathorecic 10 cases

(5) Abdominal:

(a) Upper 20 cases

(b) Lower 20 cases

(6) Extremities ZS cases

(7) Obstetrics (Caesarean section or Vaginal delivery)
15 cases

e. Position categories:

(1) Procedures in the prone position S cases

(2) Procedures in the lithotomy position 25 CAS'S

(3) Procedures in the lateral position .... 5 cases

(4) Experience with patients in sitting position encouraged.

a-794 2397
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f. Al? experiences shall
incorporate patient safety aspects

in the learning situation to include:

thermal

(1) Correct positioning.

(2) Safety regulations as
relates to electrical, explosive.

ur other latrogenic hazards.

(3) Testing and first echelon
Preventive maintenance of

equipment to be used.

(A) Infection control measures as relates to patients,

personnel and equipment.

g CPR Competency: All students shell complete the Resit Life

Support Course offered by the American'Neart Association
(or locepl Affiliate) or its

equivalent.

h. Encouraged experiences:

(1) Anesthetic management of:

(a) Arteriogrme.

:b) Pneumoencephalogram.

(c) Cardiac catheterization.

(d) Electroshock therapy.

(e) CAT Scan.

(2) Respiratory therapy (minimum of two weeks recommended).

(3) Inhalation induction.

(4) Arterial puncture (actually performed).

(5) Arterial monitoring.

(6) Central Venous Pressure (actually performed).

(7) Swan Ganz Monitoring.

(8) Open heart surgery.

I. Actual administration of
Regional Anesthesia is strongly

encouraged.
(Statement by the Council on 'horse Anesthesia Practice on the Adminis-

tration of Regional anesthesia by Nurse Anesthetists
included in the Appendices.)

6. Affiliations.

Affiliations can

breadth of a program.

a. An affiliation is necessary if there is an insufficient

quantity or gdality of
required experience to meet student needs.

be a source of added
richness in both depth and
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b. An affiliation should be considered if there is borderlilr
Quantity or quality of required experiences to meet student needs.

c. when an affil'tion is established. there shall be a written

agreement between the Parent and afro!te facility. outlining the expectations
and responsibilities of each.

d, Terminal behavioral objectives and guidelines shall be for-

mulated for the affiliate) experience,

e. The program director. or his designee. shall periodically
visit and review all affiliations to assure that program policies are being carried
out and that the objectives of the affiliation are being achieved. In most in-

stances su.h reviews shall be on a monthly or quarterly basis. but under no cir-
cumstances shall they be less than twice a year.

f. The quality of clinical instruction at an affiliated facility
shall be comparable to that in the Parent facility.

7, Anesthesia Call Experience.

a. Each student shall have anesthesia call experience. or its
equivalent. as a part of the clinical practicum.

b. To assure patient safety. And student learning. the length of
the call period shall not exceed 16 hours with the following day uncommitted except
for scheduled classes. MOoday through Friday. The number of hours of weekend call

should be in relation to a realistic amount of house anesthesia time. Si (Cents -

shall not be assigned to precticum following call.

c. Students may acquire their anesthesia call experience while
being assigned scheduled shifts (for example. 3 pm to 11 pm or II pm to 7 so).

d. Behavioral objectives and guidelines shall be available for

anesthesia 31 experiences. whether scheduled as call or on a scheduled shift.

F. ePing /Learning Methods.

A variety of teaching methods shall be used to facilitate effective learn-

ing. These may include:

1. Discussion.

2. Demonstration.

3. Lecture.

4. Laboratory.

5. Programmed instruction.

6. Audiovisual.

1. Field trips.

tot
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8. Case Study.

9. Journal club.

6.

10. Structured self-directed learning is encouraged. This is not to

exceed 15% of the required academic curriculum
reflected in this standard.

11. Other.

G. Student Evaluation.

Evaluation is an on-going process
by which levels of performance and

progress are determined. It is used to guide
Po4savioral.changes in the process

of the student becoming a safe.
carpeted, pri fessionel nurse anesthetist.

1. The evaluation program shall include:

a. Testing.

'.1) Oral.

(2) Written.

b. Individual documented student - instructor conferences that:

(1) Reflect student strengths and weaknesses. basis for

each, and plans for continued growth.

(2) Include student assessment of his mar Progress and

level of performance.

(3) Are held at regularly scheduled
intervals and as neces-

sary. Formal. written evaluation
delineating student's strengths and weaknesses

shall be conducted every three
moeths. A student having academic or clinical prob-

lems should be counse;edievaluated at
leest every month with appropriate docu-

mentation.

c.
evaluation is an essential part of determining the

quality of pract4:r

(T) Informal daily review of student's written anesthetic

care plan preoperatively with discussion pertaining to change/additions/deletions

as required.

(2) Infernal postanesthesia review ^f ..Adent management of

case.

(3) Informal daily review of all student experiencii.

.(4) Record anecdotal and/or critical incident notations to

document_ formal evaluations.

2. The clinical evaluation tool used to more formally evaluate student

clinical experiences should address specific categories of functions as relates to

the educational objectives.
i.e.. it should be structured in behavioral terms. Spe-

cific categories should address. but are not limited to the broad categorizations

as follows;
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8. Cass Study.

9. Journal club.

10. Structured self-directed learning is encouraged. This is not W.
exceed 1,1 of the required academic curriculum reflected in this standard.

11. Other.
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Exhibit Ii

Testing our notions about a fair day's pay.

Ousure at material reward mom responsibility, eke arc similar so those lo other ird

001.00000110.011010.11011=1.0,-.-",

by David Osbo

is mai 'our nation's strong risks, or emigre uttpkasan fravatl.

suit. To pick a nice, clean The economic justification for

s:stistic., the top 10 percent ow miming inequality is not just

at eV America* workers take home an impitaliag dowry: it purports so

some buoy rinses what their coon- reflect hew things actually work.

Imparts on the bonus, area earn. Dom it? Censittly a good deal of

MN Gomm, lops*. and Sweden casual avidense sirgeests that it does

sport ratios dour to too so one. not American efteCtiti.11 Welk%

011101 recently,. many defenders for trample, have kept on rising in

of the American Way sanded so be rector vests even as the economic

syticly embarrassed by such coin- performance of American firms has

parisgas. But in the current idea. deteriorated. "Any sumlarry be-

fog:cal climate. American inequality meek rewards received and per.

tends to be quite readily and bluntly formal:cm demonstrated often seems

*wired as the product of a free almost eornadental," concluded a

woomay. unencumbered by social- rector fortune magarate survsy of

democratic moddTrog. Do esecusises 140 companies.

at Imp corporations average over Burs sop mooring executives are

5500,000 a year whale the scrap a tiny primary. a relatively mug

America worker fans shoes of number of well-born. welf.poti-

S15.000, Well tow president might shined, or e'en mr,cruputoisk indi.

resowe tm), that is simply the mar. viduals To better test the connection

kat working its magic --allocating between individual prosperity and

smote resources, =warding menu, prochactivity, we might look at our

wawa:, hicentimis foe the players skied largess industry, accounting

is cm economic game so develop tax a tests of oat GNP: the health.

drrig..;. ..n;;"r7:4-7.Er... rani %men.
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tries, hakes %tab ec000rmst
tdr Fuchs puts it, welly
of variadori which measures
relative variaca or 'beggary_
earnings, is higher for has 1C

for any Mho iodusay." to A
words: doctors make hats of OP
ey, while nurses make Pala. I.
the question is. dam SUS vats
parity between doctors" and awe
earnings relied Me bee mallet
work, rewarding ask. skill, awe

fors, of is it the truth of lest cm

.-ittaithable castles?

s art 19110, there wen
proximately 30,00014
skiesis mime ie the Usti
Sums, is compared a

awn 1.3 nirl/lon registered tae.

(RN's). 400,000 licensed posit
attests (UNIX and lama OA
noises' *ides, orderlies. and us
loos. To get these gams way
she aides sod ordetros do she OM
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also do physical ?:seer.
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44 to, and hdrolF P.r.t of ...eft rno.4

...II of The ft!* are on rl..tonf the fatten. .,*.tact
welh reipantotsht). to /accusal al 3r.mnd Sill:WOO -heroine a any.

1

docinci attleri:" ated.cinipors, wooly of superrich door& (beset
and Leman tract of patients' con. toucans and the Cite) stew the IV-

&sant. LPNs mentally have only
* 'year of !raisins, while R7Ct aver
age awe mars (many ham birch-
eior's and masses degrees). The
word -aerie is the industry rs used
almost sysionstously with R11- -a
CLUMP I ON follow.

Act.wititg to the American
Norms Anocistios, registered nurses
tamed to average of $19,331 per
mown is lartany 1982. The fig.
unto varied from 127.565" for ad-
minima/as doss to 812.1172 foe
.1114s its Oration' offices (an insert
cuing comment Cu s doom-nurse re-
larimatipst. The mom typical RNs
Calf DWICi is hospitalsaver.
aged 518,131.

Accordiog to Maori Ecireorn-
ire, e trade poblicatios that pub-
lsh** annual 'Own of domes'
caning& the median net income
fore private. ollicc-based physician
is 1980 we* $83,700. The one in
eleven &elms who sorted full
time on the nag of a aspirel made
lestS64590 in 19193-ut he or
she she gametal more hence%
such to 'retirement plans, Ingilprac.
ace interne" and sootilens free
aces in which to sot privare pa-
tients. Rom physiciate oarehtp
have recently been rising by about nurses foot -frve. Soti fora lair row-
88,500 a year, the *Ike-based me- purism of castings, we must knock
than le uodoubsedly over 890,000 2S percent off tat kW* roc phy-
by Dow, and men that may be low Mims. Coopering. $78.000 with
Matted Earteseder's ligores are $19,381--or $18.131,' the most

provided by physiciaos atenstelves, representative hgate--we fled pity-

who are coosidered notorious tos. siciarts making roughly low lin&
deneportos by the IRS. as much as noses.

Comparing dooms' and noses'
incomes is Linty, bovreser. It is of-
ten said, on the basis of Agora like Tee frac marlin were writ.
those gust coed, duo doctors mot t ing, the income differential be-

. mom than Bye limes se much as
nurses. But to generate a lair com-
parson one ma make quite a few
adjostmons. all allowing room toe
boo. Fink we arc comparing an
average for nurses with a median
to physicians. thAtediss being the
pater at which 50 percent make
more and $0 percest less. Accord-
ing ea Metrical fronotoies, averages
tend to mo 20 perms higher that

toes upward The medlar* may be
mom represeassum, as afediral
Erretootirr argots, Still. ores a third
ed all ollice-based physicists made
aver 8100.000 even 1930, and
..v 1932 the typesl doctor could
espect many good years M well over
the magic hundred grand. Splitting
she difierence, let us she 8I00.000
as a fair average let adiembstal
physicians is 1982.

Doctors, however, wort longer
hours shun nurses. Atoka: Era.
wof*, mays the dhedian a sissy-ors
boars, a figura that cookd well be
haland, since pan -fine physician
are probably less Ray to return
the survey ham shoo those with MI
practices (old other sources gyve
buts agora). Intalthme Rats wort
an average of foorosta hours a
week, awarding to she Belem of
Labor Sustislics. Pot is she norms
nos the Rpm shaukl probably be
adjusted upward, since many earns
moistly pot in unpaid overtime to
complete their paperwork and make
sure the near shift has alopiste ie.
formation on Its point s&

Again using stricay sestaf-tha
pains ms bodoloppkt us say doe-
Ion work sixty hoots a wort sad

Irost,rt ot r .1.P11wol.
istr.ersi at all fKflo;e1 If .

The mars *Wring oxione
are mine botany turners. erosion;
firs cars and Havaiss smarms.
or providing %Outing. day care, and

the Mx to lure norm.
Poor, pay is At the may tenors

for this shortage, appose:oily. and
may not be eves the mintsty res-
tos. In most wooers oases cons-
ols( bitterly about their lad of
authority and power *.within the med-
ical hiersestry. Traditionally they
have been tressed as domes' hand-
maidens, even being required to
Sand when a otitaiocted phyri-
ciao catered the mom. There are
also problem of mess, overstock,
irregulae boors (the moil saes
shortages are normally on the night
shag). sod--perbaps equally ins-
parolotea 'beast tif significant
charnels for sdmocessent.

If sue RNs went so advents is
their profession, they cannot grad-
ually be proctored Its saw levels
within strung. They mon p iota
retching or admistiarallos. Gelds
with inherently UMW job open-
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looming glut ra doctors but an semi These specialties are mill very small.
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real boie.S..-t a In eenti.tis dead-
end yob

Such nun - rehired., Inp!Aints
don't expesin may the mime shoo-
sec On the tasory. to (see ; tar -

Act au of she unctions rft income
Mennen is to compensme toe
loch rompfsinn by lunng nothets
ens, wink mad Obi wreh greater
amours* of cash Nurser' riatst.es
have begun to risk in response to
the shortage 00 peseetss sit she less
OK yearn, hots a 1977 average of
only $13,000), but that hasjbarely
been 'though as stay ahead of Inas-
lion nedmons so the point --nog
though to eliminate the stormy' In
fact, 'scolding so the American
Hospital Association, there ire near-
ly 400,000 qualified registered
nurses who hioschosen not to woof:

n nurses..
As t he more went end of she

health-care pay teak, the situation
is enmity reused. Dorton have
gone from being loo few in the
1960s to too teeny today Thanks to
an intense federal effort to finance
an expansive of medical schools.
au number of neediest students mo:
Mass doubled between 1960 and
7980. The Ind number of physi-
cists rose from 259,000 to 447.000,
wish governotent redectioos of
.643,000 by the year 2000. Accord-
ing to the Graduate Medical Edo.
cation National Advisory Commit-
tee (OMENAC). high-level body
set up under HEW to study she
peoblent, she ovum loll bare a sof-
plus of 70,090 donors by 1990 and
145,000 by the turns of the century.

Alreidy these is a glut in sires
areas and specialties, with doctors

beginning in recruit pekoes Away
from Wit colleagues and many
areas racomosoading that new phy-
sician go elsewhere. The surplus
exists pr 'y' in the high/mepaid
speciahies suds as surger nal sof-
prising, pular, until you notice
*het is the emonical market (and
iss other pensions Use engineer-
ing), high pay is a response so lac

bat sharrogt, while oversupply of
a roes type of specialist is sup-
posed to bringpay scales down until
the surplus disappears By 1990.
OMEN:C :indicts, norms ph.e.-
ciao shortens 4.311 remain ernh
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thser nt the I..co p3.4 t1414 hes

at sh: profermon- thdd r,.1"airy,
rental r.4firstry, and resent,. C
me dot Int --IOUS CIT1Crit MC, t!, dt
rote. a nest Arid noh hit,* rite

e
of -hut.. -sot"

1)octors' n -James are losmg pats
in areas of oversupply. such as Nen
rtglaitd and the Middle oslanne
Oates, theciusr pahenS .s.ls per

discos ate dretintng Hui ituelow
fees hive not slcmed or fallen, as
they are supposed to during a glut
And the doctor glut, like the nurse
shortage, shows no sign of disap
peering.

14V 11 it that doctors
can make so much,
and nurses so little.
despise the supply im-

balance? As anyone unlucky enough
to hevestand in the hospital knows,

nurses do valuable work, piss like
donors. 'Trey too iwe,prolessionele.
investing an *serge of three pews
in their education and training.
They often compose themselves so

*cachets, physical thernoists, and
pharmacists, yet they are paid 1st
less.

On the nurses' end of the In-

equality, some cif the wooers are
obvious. Nutting has golly' been
considored women's work---tradi
tionally poorly paid and, until cc
crony. associated with it captive
tabor mattes. Women simply did
not have hundreds of ether career
options, and once ithey hierame
nurses they could not too)), s. 44411

to other industries Others who
wink haspirets---coroputet tech-
nictany, managers, (Ironic-dun. ac-
countants, even phannscists and
physical thaspius--eau easily and

work outside hospitals. Most MUM
cannot. In small and medium-sand
communities there in often only

one or two hospitals, and again,
trodoontally the average woman
has not been able to trove troy
coy to city at slats to state quite Is
easily as the average man Unions
in sneino.tosve been oust, in shop
contrast to the immense poster of
the dodo's' union, the Aar-rrietrt
Medics; Assortments',

API': a bent period when Men--
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me And Medicaid mann in 1,..t-pi-

t.ts awash in feelers, foods. owns.'
ones one deferred dining an
1970s In prestne mounted on !Im-
posts to corona keening coves

Nories salaries seeress for as lent
25 percent of hospital costs Un-
able to come otter cement., such
at energy, &polies, and solstice of
physolans, hospitals tried anidu
cooly to keep the lid on in the only
piece they could: nurses' wages.

Trying to sraprnio donors' in-
comes is is bst MOM pouting. 714tie
are three common justibestione foe
immense. thb donors' tinge. First.
they might be necessary to entice
people info taking socially necessary
risks. am this argument. while it
may apply to oil *alio/ or starling
sitiocro-chip factories, will not wash
for -medicine. It Is not easy to yes
into macsl selsool. tart once there.

buddies young Ono( has as elfin
to a sum thing its ow ow...41y of-
ten. Few people bunk out of rued
school these dsys, and wren if one
despises potions of faints at the
sight of blood, or can always go
into' 'idiot* or pathology and
pub down so easy $100,000 a year
Risk A alt but emanated from the
picture.

High Wanes are also itsuiluel as
compensation fa beariag heavy re-
sponsibilities. This intoned clearly
has some validity When applied to
physicians. Dodoes do make 'life-
end-death decisions, and surely that
calla for some iocernive. But nurns
a!so btu a-Codes of responsibiloy
Does the differoom really Justify s
Inuosoin Somme ratio? The at
gumesit Kean to tall bat stint em
'titan that two of the higheo-poi
medical speashies tee those
the least respond: ii lot posnit
They are radiology 0 which on
makes diagnoses for other donor
patients with X rays, tact:noun
cos scariness, and the like) so
Pethntoor (so which one esernien

can specimens in a laboratory) Bus

specialties have median Mews.
well afore those of even sager,
and obstetricians. lFna11,, sent is the Jusosherd ieton

you will moose ohne hest Irons at-
las themselves! she long and ea
pensive rood Of f UV* ietOrl r
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Exhibit III

Nurse Anesthetist TrainimgProvosal.

tromthe

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF NURSE ANESTHETISTS

1. Amend Nurse Training Act, Si,ction 831 of NTA

(42 USC section 297-1) to:

(al Strike Section 831(b) and substitute:

'(b) The Secretary may also make 4,rants to public or

private non-profAc entities to cover the cost of

projects to improve anct,upgrade existing prog-ants for

the education of nurse anesthetists which are
accredited by an entity or entities designated by the

Secretary of Education including grants to such

entities for the purpose of providing financial
assistance and support to certified registered nurse
anesthetists who are faculty members of accredited

programs to enable them to obtain advanced education

relevant to their teaching functions.'

"(c) Fo: the purpose of making grants under
subsections (a) and (b), there are authorized to be
appropriated $1.2 million for fiscal year 1985, $2.2

million for FY 1986 and $3 million for FY 1987."

7 t
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March 23,.19134

The Honorable Orrin G. Hatch
Chairman, Committee on Labor and Human Resources
United States Senate
135 Senate Russell Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Chairman Hatcht

./

AuA

I am writing to express the views of the American Dental
Association on the pending reauthorization of the Health
Professions Educational Assistance Act.

Student Assistance

The American Dental Association believes that a comprehensive
and financially viable program of health professions student
aid should be accorded a top priority in a renewal of the
health manpower law. Our position on this i6800 is prompted by
the high cost of dental education and the impact of thii, cost
on student indebtedness and the changing socio-economic profile
of dental students.

The cost of graduate education has increased dramatically in
recen, years. nowhere is this trend more evident than in the
60 U.S. dental schools where the average tuition has risen more
than 250 percent in the past decade. Today. the average
first-year cost to the dental student, exclusive of living
expenses, is approximately 810,000. Total four year costs
exceed 8321000, and range as high es 864,000 at some
institutions.

An immediate consequence of this high coat of attending dental
schools is the escalating debt burden of recent dental
graduates. Current data indicates that a sizeable majority of
the more than 22,000 dental students are forced to rely heavily
on loans to finance their professional education. In 1978,
graduating dental students reported total educational debts
averaging 812,100. By 1983, this amount had risen to almost
829,000. It is not unusual for students at private schools to
incur debts exceeding 850,000. Equally disturbing is the sharp
increase in the perce..tege of dental students who have

7
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exhausted available loans under the more'favorable OSL and HPSL

programs and must turn to high interest rate HEAL loans. In

1979, 5.8 percent of senior dental students reported Ipens

borrowed under the HEAL Authority. This figure has since

reached 21.4 percent for 1983 dental graduates.

There is a legitimate concern, we believe, thnt these highly

indebted graduates will not have the financial ability to repay

loans of this magnitude during the early years of dental

practice. The most recent ADA "Survey of Dental Practice"

indicates that a dentist who s_aduated in 1981 had a median net

income of *27,000 duri the first year of practice. With the

additional cost burde establishing a practice, in this

instance approximate! 0-100,000, it is possible that

graduates may antici four years of practice with virtually

no discretionary income following taxes and loan repayments.

A second consequence of this rapidly increasing cost of

education is the changing socic-economic profile of the dental

student body. In 1978, 37 percent of senior dental students

were from families with annual incomes below *20,000. By 1983

this figure had decreased to 18 percent. Conversely, the same

study reflects a significant increase in the number of students

from higher income families. The percentage of senior student.

from families with incomes greater than 640,000 was 22 percent

in 1978. By 1983 this level had doubled to 44 percent.

In conclusion, the Association urges Congress to act positively

in addressing these issues by insuring (I) that individuals

without adequate financial resources are afforded an
opportunity to purse a career in the health professions. and

(2) that students are not forced to incur an unmanageable debt

in order to obtain a health professions education. This can be

accomplished, in part, we believe, by extending the Health

Professions Student Loan program with increased federal
capitalizations and by expanding the scope of the Exceptional

Financial Weed Scholarship authority. Additional federal

capital contributions are needed for the HPSL program in order

to increase the loan capacity at t .se schools with an

unusually high percentage of needy students, and for those

institutions which have underdeveloped loan revolving funds as

a result of their more limited period of operation. The

exceptional Financial Need Scholarship program, at current

funding levels, is able to assist only one student per

institution. Moreover, such scholarships are limited to one

year of support. We strongly believe that the EFS authority

should be significantly expanded and that eligible students be

assisted by those scholarships for their full four years of

undergraduate health professions training.
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General Dentistry Training
4

The current law, Section 786, authorizes federal support for
dental general practice residency (GPR) training. These
programs have been particularly effective in providing future
practitioners with the skills and experiences necessary for the
provision of comprehensive, primary care to medically and
emotionally compromised patients. Unfortunately, a decline in
funds available for grant awards has sharply reduced the number
of GPR projects which can be supported. During the current
review cycle, for example, the Department of Health and Human
Services has received 60 applications requesting more than $$
million to provide training experience for 290 general
dentistry residents. However less than $1.9 million is
available for denial GPR project grant Awards. This compares
to $4.5 million which was awarded under the program in fiscal
1978.

The reduction in federal support for the GPR program is
occurring at a time when the demand for additional training in
general dentistry is increasing markedly. Over 2,000
graduating senior dentists are expected to seek advanced
training An general dentistry in 1984 with less than 850
educational opportunities available.

As a partial response to this demand, new, non-hospital based
advanced general dentistry programs have been developed. These
programs are designed to provide a wide experience in clinical
dentistry and oral health care. However, a lack of federal
funds and the economic constraints affecting higher education
have slowed the growth of these programs.

The American Dental Association believes that both the hospital
based GPR experience and the new advanced general dentistry
programs are an important resource in producing a broadly
competent general practitioner. The current language in
Section 786 is. however, overly restrictive by the use of the
term "residency" in describing eligible general dentistry
training activities. This designation failq to recognize and
include the new, non-hospital based programs noted earlier.
The Association will submit, for the consideration of the
Committee, appropriate amending language to clarify this issue.
Secondly, the Association believes that the absence of a
percentage set aside for the funding of general dentistry
training, within the total authorization for Section 786, has
created unnecessary competition with Family Medicine programs
during the appropriations process. The original statutes did
in fact stipulate that a certain percentage of the amounts

7U4
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appropriated under this authority were to be made available for

general dentistry. We believe this is a sound and equitable

approach. An earmarking of 15 percent for'general dentistry
training is therefore recommended. -Finally, the Association
urges the Committee to restore the overall authorization for
Section 764 to a level approaching that of prior years. An

annual sum of at least $42 illion is recommended.

The American Dental Association respectfully requests the
inclusion of this statement within the official hearing record.

Sincerely,

'-vw--1 .J7 (('`'-11'''`'
vdames P. Kerrigan, D.D.S.
Chairman
Council on Legislation

JPICsnj
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Much 26, 1954

The American tbspital Aesociatios, whidi represents apprestinately 6,300

instituticas and more thaw 35.000 personal embers, is pleased to have this

ierportunity to submit its comments an the reauthoritation of health manpower

and nurse training programs under the Riblit Health Service Act. Ile also

would like to present our views on two additional pieces of lesislatrn within

the. purview of the Leber and Mean Resources Committee - -5.2301. `the Health

Services, Preventive Health Services and lbw and Cominity-esed Services Act

of 1984; and 5. 2303, the Alcohol and Ling Abuse and Metal Health Service

Frick Grant Amandnens of 1984.

Health prof stuns and Musing Education Programs

As employers and educators of health care personnel, hospitals are deeply

concerned about the federal snapower policy. To fulfill their ccesitnent to
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deliver high quality cue, hospitals need an adequate !apply of qualified

professionaas and competent teduaical personnel. /brewer, hospitals directly

are involved in all levels of health personnel training: they participate in

the climical aspect of graduate and undergraduate medical education; they

operate hospital-based schools of nursing; and they offer clinical experience

to undergraduate and adrair.ed students in collegiate programs. They also

sponsor or are affiliated with a full spectrum of allied health education

progress.

Since the early 1960s. the Health Professions Education and horse Training

Acts have provided substantial federal 'wort for health Empower training.

For the most part, these programs have been successful in alleviating severe

shortages of trained hospital personnel. Indeed, reports of an impending

physician surplus and of a doubling of the nation's supply of registered

nurses over the past two decades indicate the program's success. Although

numerical shortages of personnel no lager wary be severe problems Malin with

the quality of training and the geographic and specialty distributions among

trained personnel. Hirthernmee, crepetent young people are being tanned stay

from health careers by financial barriers, while some are finding themselves

locked into rigid job categories and denied *venues of career advancement. As

a matter of public policy, we should not allow this trend to continue.

The ever- increasing demands for skilled personnel make a comprehensive

manpower policy more necessary than ever. Technological advances are creating

new occupaticeis each year, while making SCSI, old ones obsolete. At a time
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when federal reimbursement and utilization control policies are encouraging

shorter lengths of stay and greater use of outpatient services, hospitals are

being called in to provide more intensive services to a greater proportion

of acutely ill patients. Medicare's prospective pricing system undoubtedly

will place additional demands on hospital personnel as incentives for

cost - effective management have to be reconciled with the continuing

responsibility to deliver quality care. Trained administrators will be

required in all areas of hospital operations--financial and records

management, as well as patient care managemnnt and service delivery.

Furthermore, hospital personnel will need to be cross-trained or retrained,

and their competence evaluated as hospitaradiinistrators lWok to deploy tneir

staff efficiently,-espec/ally in smaller hospitals where one person may be

required to perform several technical functions.

For these reasons, the AliAJheliemes that the federal government should

maintain its basic condiment-to Titles VII and VIII, while adjusting

priorities within those authorities to meet changing hospitals' needs. he

agree with the Administration that it is unwise indiscriminately to continue

subsidizing training ih the face of personnel surpluses; it is unfair to those

undergoing training, and it jeopardizes the livelihood of those already in the

occupation. but today's surplus may be tomorromeifshortage, as demographic

changes occur and prospective students react to marketplace conditions. $0

support aspects of the Administration's fiscal 198S budget proposals. Student

loan programs should be financially viable And minority and disadvantaged

students should be targeted for financial Assistance. The AI also believes
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the authorities for "special projects" offer useful archanIsms for conducting

leve

experiments in curriculum lament, assurance bf competency, and manpower

utilization. b Admibut the stration's budget also proposes drastic cutbacks

in funds far health professgons and nurse training programs. The cuts not

only would jeorpardize the stability of our educational institutions at a time

when they already are financially
stressed, but also they would prove to be .

counter-productive in the long run. We suggest that a more positive epprosch

would include:

Keeping the existing authorities opal, but making chanson, flexible

to allow supp6rt for ,truing of a full revs of professional and

teanical people to Neat evolving marketplace demands; and

Shifting the focus of governmeat attention away from the training. of

additional health =mow and toward research oci ways of using that

manpower more cost-effectively.

Ihe Congressional Record sumnary of the health professions education proposal

indicates that membership on the *timid Advisory Council on Health

Professions Education might be expanded to include a representative of an

allied health professions education program. We suggest that a hospital

representative also be included on the Council to voice providers' concerns

regarding professional education.

We will address our specific comments to the outlines of Senator Hatch's

health professions and nurse training reeuthoitzations as published in the

7 09
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March 13 Congressional Record. In addition, we would appreciate the

opportunity to offer additional comments when the measure is introduced. es

will cocsider separately the three major areas of medical education, nurse

training, and allied health education.

I Ibdical fidur-ation

As Senator Match has noted, the 1991 report of the Graduate Medical.

Hducation Advisory Committee (WOW) suggests that though there may be

a surfeit of physicians by 1990, there will'be an ongoing need for

primary care physicians, rehabilitation specialists, and preventive and

public health everts. Therefore, special projects grants programs for

these areas vit--Ad be maintained [Swan'. The proposal to redefinelP

the program for training physicians' assistants tSec.701($)(A)) to focus

on these fields also' deli support.

The rapidly escalating cost of a medical education is creating an

untenable situation. Students from all but theUealthiest families

increasingly are discouraged from manning an enormous burdenof debt,

and graduates, in order to pay their debts, are totted to Lute the more

remunerative specialties, thus leaving primary and preventive care areas

undersupplied. Affordable loans, realistic pay-bock schedules, and a

resPonsible debt collection policy to enemy that loans are available

for future students are necessary components of manpower legislation.
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to addition, a loan forgiveness
provision to encourage physicianll to

practice in underserved areas
should be ran of the measure.

Chnsequently, we support the extension of the authority. for the Health

Professions Student WIMI Frowns through 19111 sad.ask that its
loan

forgiveness provisions be retained (Sac.7431. We also advocate reform

of the debt collection system.
Moreover, to encourage minority and

disadvantaged students to begin medical careers,
we urge renewal--at

enhanced levels of the Exceptional
Financial Need (E N) scholarship

progploand the Disadvantaged Assistance program.

II. *inane Education

Morals are key figures in any
hospital, and they are assumiqg store

responsibility in today's hospitals. Prospective pricing will make

their patient tare menagement
activities crucial.

Though the supply of

muses has int:III:aged, shortages persist
in certain

geographic areas and

in spectalities
such as intensive and neonatal. care.

Nurse training is

a priority issue to tape NIA. Any
profession develops as its

knowledge-base expands
and as its leaders have the opporttssity to

develop their own skills, to define the professah's
scope, and to

explore new ways of accomplishing its WS. The torsi% profession is

seeking to strengthen its leadership through programs of advanced

nursing education and nursing
research. We represent approxisately24$

hpspital schools of
musing as well senor. than 3,500 members in the

44
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ANA - affiliated American'Society for Musing Service Administrators. The

Association urges reauthorization of the Nurse Training Act at levels

that will facilitate hospitals' efforts r.) train and obtain competent

nurses at all levels. The Administration's proposal to cut funding to.

one-fourth of last year's level and to eliminate funding of traineeships

and fellowships cannot belustified. We urge you to keep funding at

least at the Fiscal Year 1984 level.

-4140

Uur system of nursing education is diverse, and this diversity should be

encour-ged through federal support given to nurse training regardless of

setting. Scholarships, traineeships and research grants should be open

to students in hospital schools of nursing as well as those in

collegiate programa. Specifically, the muse practitioners' ptlgram

iSec.8221 and the special demonstration projects authority fSec.87.01

should be broadened because not all nurse practitioner training occurs

at the collegiate level. In addition, the current policy that makes all

"public or nonprofit institutions" eligible for nursing trsneeships is

preferable to the proposed amendeent which would restrict eligibility to

schools of nursing ISec.1001.

As with physician training, access to careers in nursing by

.disadvantsged individuals and minority group members should be

facilitated. But Senator Hatch's proposal inappropriately would delete

the preference given to.ticensed practical nurses (LPNOowho most

frequently come from the neediest economic groups--in the student loan

712
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program [Sec.8561. Furthermore, Linis already have demonstrated their

commitment to a career in nursing and, indeid, may be deserving of

preference.

To enhance nurses' job satisfaction and to encourage them to remain in

their profession, paths to career denslopment must opened up, not

blocked by institutional and credentialling barriers. Therefore, the

AHALendorses federal efforts to encourage cooperative arrangements

between hospital -based nursing programs and academic institutions. The

special projects authority [Sec.8201 is potentially useful for this

purpose. at also support efforts to make retraining programs and ;

continuing education opportunities available to nitres, LFNs, and nurses

aides. Moreover, nursing research oriented to "the promotion of health

prevention of illness, and understanding of human response of

individuals and families to acute and chronic illness and the aging

process" would be beneficial.

Nursing research and advanced nursing education funding need not be

restricted to masters' and doctors' level programs. If completion of a

certificate program qualifies a nurse as a nurse practitioner in her

state, there is little reason to make traineeship funds unavailabie to

her (Sec.8301. The current provision regarding advanced nurse training

programs is preferable to the more restrictive proposed amendment

[Sec.8221. The proposed section inappropriately would restrict nurse

practitioner programs to the master's level.

713
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III. Allied Health Personnel

The AHA supports reauthorization of student financial assistance

programs. Chairman Hatch's proposed manpower bill, however, would

redefine "allied health professional" to include education oeyond the

undergraduate level without consideration of an allied's training.

responsibility, or experience levels. Prom hospitals' perspective,

everyday experience is a more important factor than simply possessing an

academic degree. Consequently, alternative methods of determining

allied health professionals' competency might prove a useful area for

study under the special projects grant authority.

Funding for allied health education programs within community hospitals

as well as colleges, teaching hospitals, and medical schools, should

continue. Clinical facilities also must be made accessible to minority

and disadvantaged students who are unlikely to seek trainis* in medical

school-based programs.

Current economic conditions, shrinking federal funding levels,

increasing education costs and the unmet needs of minority and

disadvantaged students all reinforce the view that student financial

assistance should not be available only at the post-graduate level. The

AMA reccummnds continued financial support for health management and

allied personnel education programs with emphasis on funding priorities

based on marketplace needs.

714
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S.2301 - Health Services, Preventive
Health Services and Hume and

Community-Based Service.; Act of 1984

S.Z301 would reauthorize the preventive health and health services bl*

grant, and the separate tuberculosis, venereal disease, and immunization

programs. It also would authorize a new home and ccmmunity-based health

services block grant and a three-year demonstration project related to

imcroving emergency medical.services for children.

lheAHA endorses the reauthorization of the preventive health and health

services block grant as well as the tuberculosis, venereal disease and

immunization categorical grant progress. We believe that federal funds spent

on health promotion and disease prevention are cost-effective investments in

improved health and prolonged life.

The ABA has increased its own support to the areas of health promotion and

disease prevention and, through our Center for Health Promotion, encourages

and assists hospitals in expanding their programs in patient education,

community health education and employee health progress. One of the many

activities in which the Center has been involved was tie development and

dissemination of a packet of materials to encourage measles immunizaton, as

well as other programs on topics such as smoking cessation, high blood

pressure and early childhood immunizations.
The information on measles was

formulated in conjIction with the Centers for Disease Control's immunization

division. The AMA is conviiced, and the data supports the premise, that

7 I o
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immunizing against preventable childhood diseases and altering some

debilitating life styles ultimately will result in better general health and a

reduction in unnecessary use of the health care system. It is a goal with a

high benefit payoff.

The AW4 supports Section 8 of 5.2301, which provides demonstration authority

for emergency health care for children. Our Association long has been

involved in efforts to improve emmtgeocy medical services and has encouraged

hospitals to play a key role in the development of comprehensive and

integrated systems. Although the EMS program has been successful in reducing

the annual number of trams-related deaths, we agree that more attention now

should be directed toward the emergency needs of critically ill children. It

has been estimated that children comprise 20 to 35 percent of the nation's

hospital emergency room patients, yet few programs exist to address the

special needsphysical and psychologicalof children in a critical care

situation. We coomnd both Chairman Notch and Senator Inouye, through the

introduction of S.163, far bringing this issue to the Committee's attenCon.

S.2301 *told create, within the prevention block grant, a Home and

Community-Based Health Services Mock Grant. The AHA supports this new

authority as well as the continuation of existing authority for home health

care training. Our Association is camsdtted to increasing the scope of

cost-effective, community-based health services for the elderly and

chronically ill who are at risk of institutionalization. Such services can

contribute significantly to the health and well-being of patients by restoring

71
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them to health or maximum function, reducing incentives for inappropriate

admissions to institutions, and making possible earlier discharges from

institution. We also snort those provisions of the bill that allow block

grant laid reimbursements for "patient and family training, which may be

appropriate and necessary to prevent the institutionalization of an elderly or

a disabled individual." As ambulatory care programs are expanded, patients

and their families will recognize that complicated care does not allays

require hospitalization. Since the advent of Medicare's prospective pricing

system, hospital lengths of stay have wen declining. It is expected that

patients discharged from the hospital will be released with more complicated

care plans. Education makes early discharge and self-care possible.

Therefore, such education services should be expuided to ensure that patients,

families, and/or caretakers can follow through with treatment protocols.

5.230.3 - Alcohol and Drug, Abuse and Mental Health Services Block Grant

hetadments of 1984

S.2303 would reauthorize the Alcohol and Drug Abuse and Mental Health Services

Block Grant (N.$4) for Fiscal Years 1955 through 1987 and would include, among

other provisions, a $7 million authorization for deasnetration projects on

alcoholism treatment and prevention efforts directed at women.

Although the American Hospital Association supports the goals of the ALM block

grant, we believe the proposed authorization levels-8472.3 million in FY IS,

71
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$486.5 million in FY 86, and $601.1 million in FY 87--are inadequate. The

proposed FY 85 authorization is a 2-percent increase over FY d4 appropriation

levels and actually represents a decrease in purchasing power after

inflation. Moreover, though authorization levels included in the umnibus

Reconciliation Act of 1981, P.L.97-35, were intended to be appropriation

levels during each of the three years of the AIM block grant, appropriations

for the program have never readied those levels. The economic costs and the

impact on society of alcoholism, drug abuse, and mental illness should be

recognized since the cost of not treating these illnesses is exhorbitant.

Section 10 of S.2303 would authorize a special demonstration for the

prevention, and treatment of alcoholism, alcohol abuse, and drug abuse among

women. Thee AHA commends the chairman for addressing the problem of alcoholism

and drug abuse among women in our society, but we are concerned that the

authorization level suggested for this demonstration will not be adequate to

fund the wide range of services proposed in the bill. Additionally, there are

many other segments of the population with unique needs which could benefit

from special programs. For exempla', scores of homeless mentally ill and

individuals sufferini from alcoholism and other chemical substance

dependencies have placed increased demands on the treatment system,

particularly hospital emergency rooms. These grows often perceive the

hospital as the only available source of care and ciald benefit from a program

which focuses attention on their particular needs.

The MA also is concerned about a measure in the AUM block grant nhat would

prohibit the use of block grant funds for the provision of inpatient

7
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services. This blanket restriction on the use of funds curtails the

availability of needed health care services under the block grant cited for

mentally ill and substance abuse patients. Furthermore, it effectively

impedes the continued development
of community-based coscrehensive care under

the community mental health center program (0(C) and the alcohol abuse and

,drug abuse treatment programs.

The programs consolidated in the AUMI block grant were established to provide

community-based comprehensive services for the mentally ill and substance

abusers. One of the goals of the 0(IC program is to provide alternatives to

long -term institutionalization's°
that impaired persons could maintain

themeless in the community. To provide this comprehensive care, the OW

statute requires centers to have referral arrangements with hospitals, so that

patients can be hospitalized if necessary.

A prohibition on the use of funds for impatient services would severely liait

the ability of the health care professional in outpatient centers to respond

to patients in need of acute care. Sanximedical practice dictates that

inpatient can must be available and utilized when necessary. All mental and

substance abuse problems neither can nor should be handled on an outpatient

basis alone. it is the responsibility of the physician to prescribe inpatient

can where appropriate, as in crisis situations or when the Fattest mayhem

himself or others. The inability to use federal funds to pay for impatient

care, leaves ChM without workable referral arrangements with hospitals.

7 I 3
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Finally, the ability of recently deinstitutiondlized patients to be maintained

in the community also could be jeopardized. Support services are necessary to

prevent these patients from being sent back to state or county mental

institutions. From time to time in a crisis situation, such patients may

require short-term inpatient services. Out, since such short-term inpatient

services would not be available thromp the proposed COM program, the patient

and calamity may have no other recourse than to recommend =institutional-

ization, which is contrary to one of the goals of the prowls.

We appreciate the opportunity to present our views on the manpower and nurse

training reauthorization and on proposals 5.2301 and 5.2303. The AilAwould

be pleased to provide any additional information you or your staff might

require regarding the charges we have proposed.

7... 0
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U . S . SENATE

FEBURARY 8, 1q84
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The American Physical Therapy Association (APIA) takes this

opportunity to share with the Labor and !Item Resources Committee

Members our desire for broader Public Health Service Act support for

educational opportuniqes for students of physiclibtherapy and other

allied health orofessions.

APTA 1. a national organisation representing a membership of

epprostisately 40,000 physical therapists, physical therapist assistants,

and students. Physical therapists are licensed health professionals

who practice in a wide variety of health settings. These professionals

plan and directly administer physical therapy treatment programs to

restore function, relieve pain, an4 prevent disability following disease,

tnjury or loss of body pare.* Phyaical therapists met have completed at

least a baccalaureate degree program in a college or university. In

many cases, the physical therapy educational programs are housed in

colleges of health sciences also know as schools of allied health within

the college campus.

Allied health professionals. an umbrella term which encompasses

physical therapist; and many other health-related disciplines, constitute

nearly two-thirds of the nation's health care workforce. However, their

educational institutions have bests accorded a mere four percent of total

federal investment in Health Resources and Services Administration-funded

manpower training and development. By1982, fundieg through the bureau

of Health Professions for allied health programs decreased to zero.

This rodustion has caused difficulties for mine allied health programa,

and due to reduced slots for faculty end students, has
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exacerbated the ptoblem of shortages of prefeesiomals, such as physical

therapists. who are in high dement!.

We wet* pleased to lease, however, that for 19113", Centime*. in

an approptietions eammiste: gradated new initiatives undo! Section 'SO

at the Public lieiltb Service Act am amended relative to health promo-

tion/ diaries prevesiloe mad geriatric centers for which allied health

&Cheats could apply. However, Coupes, appropriated only $2 million of

the $6 million au5horired for this Special Initiatives venture.

Special initiatives and Aid to the Visadvaataged are the only

sections of the Act which offer iuppdtt for allied health program,

but'allied health programa must compete for the grants with education

Progreso for dentists, podiatrists, optomettlets.:veterinarians, (facture wed

pharmeciste. This is inequitable in view of the feet that these other

health professions educative programa are eligible for relatively high

Irvals of support in each of the other titles of the Act. We therefore

ask the Committee to rewrite
Special inftiatives.to more equitable support initia-

tives in allied health education.

In addition, We urine that all titles of the Act having to do with

aseietanee to students he expanded to include schools and students of

lanai health. Students of physical therapy and most other allied

h.;alth professions are excluded (tom applyefi'i fot luaus and grants under

this Act. Eligibility for the Health Education Assistance Low (HEAL)

Program and the Health Professions Student Loan (NM) proRraml. and

the Exceptional Finsnetal Nerd
Sciinlatxhips has been limited to those

723
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studying: medicine, optometry. dentist:re, veterinary medicine. °else-

pathic medicine. podiatry and pharmacy. Furthermore, in 1981, the Act

was amended to enable studiters of chireprectic eatilelas. health "1st-

strati= and graduate students of clinical psychology to apply for

(*decal', ineured loans.

Similarly, before the pryers= were cut from the Act in 1981,

allied health educational proves. were.ineligible to apply for con..

etruction grants mod start -sip greate. Allied health prep-max have had

to rely on tuition revenues for their existence and 'growth.

Ye request that eligibility for these loan proarane be expindeeto

allow graduate student* of tilted health pro(aseieue to receive loans and grants.

Over half of the student* of physical therapy are receiving loans and

grants to pursue rheir degrees from the Nacional Direct gremlin! Loan

program. the Guaranteed Student loan program, or the College Work

Study program as well as ocher financial resources: that are generally

available to all students. However, those pursuing post-baccalaureate

degrees find it much more difficult to obtain financial support than

those at the undergraduate level. Currently there are 100 accredited

physical therapy prograae. tee of which are at the poet- baccalaureate

level. More programs viii make the transition to poet-baccalaureate in the

next few years.

There is a critIcal need for federal support of poet-baccalaureate

degree, for Physical thereptais. While it is true that presently moat

physical therapists hold baccalaureate degrees, the view of the pretension

is that the nature of prawtice day is creating greater demands on the

fr

O
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I0hTslcal thew stiaational ernes:. The problems created by those

domande err tvofoldc

e The Aerials of physical therapists in the field is

exacerbated by the fact that there is a severe shortage

of physical Charm, 'faculty.

o Entry Level physical therapy preitiCh-la_iaglaasieglY )

requiring skills ordinarily gsotiated with post-bec-

calavrests traisiag.

Physical therapy faculty are expected to have post-baccalaureate do-

gmas, many will need additional training to teach at tb Post-bacca-

laureate level.

Unfortunately, the failure of the educational system to offer

support for faculty development is directly linked to the inability of the

schwas to accept more students, The present shortage of physical therapy

personnel will, therefore, he extended over many years. As you probably

know. the bureau of Labor Statistics has also predicted a 57 percept

increase in eimplovment opportunities for physical therapists by 1990.

Changes it, health care practice hrntreht shout by advanced technology

and a more comprehromtve understanding of the human system place increea-

ingly miry camel*: dammada on physical therapy practitioners. likewise,

as more is demanded of the practitioner, more is also required of the

edocational system. to this end, the American Physical Therapy Association

nos stated that by 1990 entrance into the profession of physical therapy will

require education and training at the post-baccalaureate level.
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ile light of the need for graduate trained physical therapists, both

t9 reduce the t fruity Shortages and to meet expanded practice

uireamets,"re:::ueet that the Committee on Libor end Nutmeg Resources
re/

slate faculty training as a top priority within The Special Initjagiegs

coon of the Act (se amended).

The moot recent allied health manpower study was 'published by the

parttime of Health and Rumen Services in 1979. Much of the data was

iiseaed from national orgenitatione such as outs which do not necessarily

!collect data from the field on personnel needs. Deopite the fact that the

(Bureau of Labor Statistics predicts_a 57 percent istreaee in physical

therapy 'knitters by 1990, for example. there is no statistically valid

information on the ability of the profession to fill predicted openings

or on current "munpower" need..

An updated comprehensive study of all allied health professions is

badly needed to assist Congress in asking informed, rational policy

decisions on allocation of health professions financial assistance. We

therefore request that the ,,ussaittee instruct the Secretary to ineode

this endeavor as one of the top priorities under SPOCia Initiatives in

the near future.

Ur would also like to ,se a ebonite in the definition of the term

trAinin- center for allied health professions (Sec. 7S4(1)(M) to include

a i./41.r .sogreo tthan %accalauresfei in physical therapy. the section

726
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would rhos read:

"(Al which providoa, or can provide.
programs of education

leading to a baccalaureate or
associate degree (or to the

equivalent of either) or to a higher degree in physical

therapy, medical technology. oPtomircric technology. dental

hygiene, of is any Of weds ether of the allied health pry-
feastono curricula as are specified by regulation...."

Moreover, a change in the definition of allied health is in order

to reflect the changes in hesith care provision and the increased expertise

and professionalism of allied health personnel. APIA supports the new

definition that is proposed by the teerican Society of Allied Welch

Professionals.

thank you 'or your artentron to the foregoing requests. Please

ter as know tr we .on be of 455tsf4nce Co the ComAltfee in any way.
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March 14, 1984

The Honorable Orrin G. Hatch, Chairman
Senate Committee on Labor and Rum= Resources
Room 428, Dirkeen Senate Office Building
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Kr. Chairman:

As President of the American Society for Medical Technology (ASMT), a profits-
/0=41 society comprised of more then 23,000 noephyeician clinical laboratory
practitioners nationwide, I write to reiterate ASMT's endorsement of, and to en-
courage your active support of, the recommendations of the American Society of

Allied Health Professions (ASAIF) concerning reauthorization of the Health Profes-

sions Education Assistance Azt.

The American Society for Medical Technology (ASP6) is a national professional
and scientific organization representing over 23,000 neabvsician health profes-
sionals who provide the crucial clinical laboratory testing and analytical
services on which medical diagnosis and treatment depend. Out members are known

variously as clinical laboratory administrators, clinical laboratory managers and

supervisors, clinical laboratory scientists, medical technologists, microbiolo-
gists, cytotechnologists, clinical chemists, nuclear medicine technologists,
hematologists, immunohematologiste, medical technicians, histotechnologists, and
phlebotomists. They are employed in hospital and independent laboratories,
research-instituter, industry, blood banks, physicians' offices, and clinics

nationwide.

The past three years particularly have riveted the nation's attention on the

soaring costs of health services. As you know, a primary consequence of this
focus has been long - overdue legislation and regulative effecting crucial changes
in the Medicare program's payment policies (e.g., remrlations governing Medicare

payment for the services of hospital-based physicians. and the enactment of pro-

spective payment). ASMT has been intensively involved in supporting key elements
of both the Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 and the Social
Security Amendments of 1983. and subsequent federal regulation implementing, or
seeking to implement, these cost-curtailment policies.

Because of our cmegitment to cost-effective, high-quality health services, me

have long initiatives that seek to enable qualified professional health

practitioner to offer their services competitively, witheest unfair and unnecessary
encumbrances% WE vire the provision of Emopriate support for professional_allied

health Owen= an4 training as crucial if there is to be volified competition in

health services deljvery and if the nation's ptiority_nota of cunt - effective, re-

liable health care is to be realized.
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Particularly in the lona ,tenst, neither policies destined re eentain...coara, at

the seryicedeliyery point,noref forts to contain conks by ehanaini consumer and

third-party, payar pract r.s cfc lye by themselves. Mehellewe that

such measures !pat 5otaklemen.ted forctitahtful proyiatuns ior etiocaking...ssicauate

numbers and kindly!! healtheareprofessiouain..,no,..can both prov.ide health services

knIF c btens. peed and effect iselLattrnatite the coals and gust of t hose services.

As recent changes in the. Medicare program's payment practices have made clear,

health p-aetitiiniers must nut only be responsible for competent care, but also for

the costs associated with providing that care. Nowhere is this more-evident than

in the nation's clinical laboratories.

While in the past. hospitals often tended to view the clinical laboratory as

a prof it center al) to offset losses sustained in other service centers, today's

hospital and cItnical laboratory administrators knew very well indeed that the

clinical laboratory. like every other hospital department. is also a cost center.

However, if those administrators are to manage service delivery effectively, they

must have sufficient administrative flexibility to do so. Amon,_ the crucial cum -

p..nents of that administrative and will Increasingly het the lati-
tude to rely mere and wore on the.torklat krated prof etislONIXSOMpetenclys tot non-

vb.y. c fan prof l',31% Iona s

:seedless to note, unless the nation's allied health education prt6rams, in-

cluding educat tonal programs for clinical laboratory professionals, r :e given the

necessary auprit 1,,r (1) developing curricula designed to meet rap' ily-changing

health servi4ea deliver. demands, (:) offering education and training programs to

sufficient numbers Of prospective practitioners, and (3) keeping pace with changes

to scientific, business.- communications and other technologies and administrative/

managerial practices, the necessary flexibility the health services delivery system

must possess ro meet the needs of a very demanding future will be absent. This is

true not only of the clinical laboratory, but also of the entire range of professions

encompas-si within the allied health disciplines.

For these reasons, the American Society for Medical Technoloev (ASM-1) urges vent

Strongest support for the following recommendations relative to the reauthurizat ion

of the health Professions Educational Assistance Act, as amended by P.I . 97-35. the

ivanibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981;

changinik the. current federal del tap ion of "all led health prof ess irma ," to

reflect not only ihe range of functions performed by allied health prates-
Aonals, but also more' accurately to recognize the high standards of pro-

fessional education and training these key practitioners must chatacterls-

t Scatty 0,tain, and the level of professional rspinistbflltv they assume In

the daily provision of crucial health care;

Inclusion Of a rykrep; atiyr from health professtons on the

Nat lonal. Advisory Cut. tcAl. on Health Professitma Education. It should go

without saying that equal representation of all twaltts professions on the

Advisory Council is required to ensure an adequately informed, appropriately

balanced health professions education advisory process. Equally significant,
such representation is particularly tttartLin !Lew of Or growing. recvgnitioat

4 allied health prat est. lantaity' substanttal_potent tat t, ign 'frankly to reduce

the pest of f trst -rate health care;
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The Hou:rable Orrin G. Hatch

March 14, 1984
Page Three

Tralningand educational assistance to individual.; from disadvantaged
backgreuads for entry into allied health professions, through a nekarate
fundinganthority. First, the nation must address and strengthen the
educational and employment bedrock on which our minorities and disadvantaged
depend if we all are to benefit from their fullest human capabilities. The

allied health disciplines unquestionably offer promising career opportunities
to qualified individuals. Second, it has long been recognised that where
practitioners and consumers of health services share a common cultural
background. their shared goals of wellness and effective illness prevention
are more likely to be met. And third, significantly, allied health pro-
fessions education programs are more realistically achievable by dis-
advantaged persons, and can yield more cost-effective career practitioners.
than extraordinarily costly physician education programs.

Eitglbiliti_under the Health Education Assistance Lomm.01TALlprogram and
the Health Professions Student Loan (HPSL) program of graduate students in
thealliedheelth_profesSions. In our view, the cost of obtaining an
appropriate health - related education should not be the only, or perhaps
even the primary. consideration in determining loan eligibility criteria.
Rather, as recent developments in Medicare cost assessments and payment
uractices have underscored, it is crucial to link access to health services
.Aueation to the practitioner's potential to provide highest quality health
services cost-effectively.

Similarly exceptional financial need scholarships should be made available
to graduate students attendieg schools of allied health. Once again, if
this nation is to realise the related goals of coat-effective, high-quality
health and economic prosperity, we believe it must be willing to assure
equal access to health services delivery education and training for its
most promising practitioners, regardless of their financial backgrcands.

And not least_uproject grants and cataracts must be continued for the allied
healch_professiona if, together. !rare to meet established nationalirior-.
ities in cost-effective, quality health care. As is made clear In In Search

of analysisExcellence. a recent analt* of the management practices of our nationrs
meet successful businesses, there are no gains without the encouragemeni of

new ideas and new techniques. Such, we believe, is the fundamental purpose

of the grants and contracts mechanisms we encourage you to support.

I very much appreciate your consideration of our views on this matter. If I

can provide you with any additional information, or if I or the American Society for

Medical Technology can ever be of any service to you. please be sure to contact Jane
Sidney Oliver, Acting Director of the ASMT Washiugton Office at the address shown

on this letterhead.

Sincerely,

H. Elise Galloway
President

HEG:1,1e
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Oa behalf of the Beard of Director', of the aortae Society of
Allied Swath Prefeesione, we mould like to take this opportunity
to address the needs of the allied health peefeeelome in relatiaa
to the spcomieg reenthorisative of the With Professions
Ildscaciomal Assistance Act, Title P11 at the Peblic Wealth Service
Act.

The Americas Society of Allied Wealth Professions (maw) is
the matiemal nemprefit scientific and protemeienel ergemixatice
formed to serve the needs of allied health educators, practi-
tioners, prefeeelowel inetitetlems and eagemisaciame, and ethers
interested is improvise health care and health -care education,.
MAW has es its ultimate Noel the best possible training and
utilisation of all allied health professionals. As a mese to
that goal, the Society provides a vital form in which allied
health edocatere and practitioners- -their educational and clinical
isetitutime and their professional aseeciatieercan address and
act an moteal concerme.

Along with over 1,200 individual members, the Society serves
sad represents a constituency of 20 professional organisations
(wha members total approximmtely 310,000 professionals in
related services), and 120 collegiate schools of Allied Health,
containing close to 1.000 allied health edocattemal programs mod
graduating approximately 36:500 p-ftfeaelonals each year. Sta-
tistics from a 1979-80 survey shoe ;hod graduals of the allied
health sciences account for as sunny as 1 out of every 11 graduates
from higher education institution, listed by the U.S. Department
of Education.

The population which the Society serves is a hateregemeeei
group of over 3 willies professionals engegmd in diverse health
n avies, ranging from relatively high-level and increasingly
autonomous health case fractious (therapists, archeologists.
administrators) to supportive ones (assistants, aides) lecludisg:

emergency services (e.g., emergency medical technicians,
emergency/disaster specialists, physician assistants);

reception and 'Dermot% (e.g., Indica or dental
secretaries, medical office assistants);

initial screening and evaluation (e.g., physician
assistants, dental hygienists, mental heelth,teeir-
ologists, medical social seekers, physical therapists);

continued assessment as part of treatment (e.g., physical
therapists, occupational therapists, respiratory
therapists, speech - language pathologists, audiologists,
dieticians);

ASAHP
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testing (e.g., medical laboratory personnel, physical

therapists, rediologic technologists, ultrasound
technical specialist*. nuclear sediclue personnel,

cardiology equipmet personnel);

acute care therapy (e.g., operating room technicians,

obstetrical assistants. surgeon's as physical

therapists);

loeg-term care therapy (e.g.. occupational, physical and

other therapists; personnel in mental health. social

services. counseling, speech- language pathology,

audiology, nutrition);

medical instruneetation (e.g., radiation and respiratory
therapists, dialysis techniciars, cardiopulmonary tech-

nicians, ophthalmic dispensers, dental laboratory tech-

aldose);

community heolthyromotiois end protection (e.g., nutri-
tionists. dental hygienists, population and family

planing specialists, health educator*, school health

educators. medical librarians, health writers).

As evidenced free 1,82 census data, allied health professions make

up considerably wore than one-half of the nation's total health

work force.

Gomm OF THE ALLIED HEALTH 0021108CI

The service delivery context for this workforce is currently

in an onprecendented state of flux. New service delivery settings

and reimbursement policies. demographic changes. and economic

pressures could have either positive or negative effects on future

growth rates for the professions that comprise this workforce. In

addition, there is clear evidence of a seriously shrinking

applicant pool.

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, allied health

career. remain one of the few areas which offer an excellent

outlook for employment. A major study by the American Hospital

Association, funded by the Bureau of Health Professions, found

significant hospital vacancies is many allied health areas.

A 1982 survey of educational program director* conducted by

the Anerfam Society of Allied Health Professions through its

National Center for Allied Health Leadership, revealed that easy

employers were having difficulty filling job openings. Of the 800

program directors who had "met with two or more displayers in

(their) area to discuss their needs for graduates with certain

knowledge and skills," over half reported that employers were

'having difficulty filling job openings. Moreover, the job

733
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placement record of programs surveyed was extraordinarily good:
392 placed wirtsiaily all their graduates is sobs within their
professional area, sad only 82 reported that fewer than 802 of
their graisetee fogad appropriate jobs.

At the same time, the survey found that close to ball the
department beads reported having a harder time. recruiting students
than they bad in the past, and only 18 percent indicated that
commitment was becoming less difficult. This evidence of
shrinking applicant pool corroborates the results of the 1979-80
ABM Collegiate Ceases conducted under contract MA-232-79-009S.
It is cam:lament with findings from single prolog:alone. The most

probable explanation for the decreasing student pool in allied
health is the growth of other career opportunities--for
high-aspiring women. Like other relatively low-salaried
profemelone that are predominantly female (e.g .% elementary and
secondary school teaching), the allied health professions'
workforce may be seriously affected by the chsegleg aspirations of

women.

For educational programs and federal agencies. the un-
certainty over future employer and student deeded mime any
serious ptomaine effort extremely difficult. Planning, is effect,

is occurring in MMUS. Currently. it appears ttat an imbalance
eclata in the oupply-demend situation for the professions as a
whole--with dammed exceeding actual supply and also possibly
exceeding the applicant pool. The state of flux in the health
service delivery system nay create an entirely new scenario in the

n ext few years. Systematic tracking of theee factors affecting

growth rates of the prefer:loom is a member one priority.

CONTRIBUTIONS OF ALLIED NEALTR PROFESSIONALS

Allied health peimonel can smoke a significant difference in
n ational efforts to Increase memos to health care while bolding

doom coots. The services they provide are relevant to both
traditional health care sad such relatively nee concerns as
disease preveutioa, health premotion, mental and social health,

and.preblene relating to aging, alcoholism, and drug abuse. They

contribute large proportion:: of staff in such "sew netting." as

rural clinics, health ualmmeamenorgasisatims. and hospices.

The allied health professions are well welted to assuming leader-
ship roles in meting now health needs because they are not es
tradition-bound as the older health professions and because, in
ems moos, their preparation is interdisciplinary, spanning the

physical, biological. and social sciences, and they will play as

increasingly important role in health care in the next decade and

beyond. For example, the 'agonies:at growth of the aging po-

pulation, accompanied by an anticipated baby boom, will require
increased attention to the needs of the very old and the very
yeens--the services provided by allied health profs:maw:ale in

areas such as rehabilitation, mental health, and school and

community health will be mist important in meeting these needs.

Cd40223
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Amamg the other treads ulpich ledicate a greater future role for
allied health services are increased national commitments to
meeting the health needs of the eation'enedieelly underserved
populations. health promotion and disease prevention, mental
health services, increased access to health services, and health

care coat coutainemet.
4i

Prospective pavement and the iscressing competition from ot-
tomans health services providers create significant' imontives

for ',capitate to contain costs. In the years sheed, hospital!
will find theseelves competing more so than ever before with

free-standing clinics. emengency tare centers, surgical care

centers, health maintenance organisations. preforied provider
organisations, Individeal practice associations, sad other forms

of group, practice for conaumers'.healuses. In order to4Ourvive

these competitive conditions. hospitals and other health verviee

providers will have to pare unnecessary costs Rips their

°potation.

Allied health personnel offer a significant advantage to
thaw who must deal with these changing market needs -- allied
health labor is characteristically less costly than physician or

other health professionals' labor. To many instances, the

services physicians provide in easy laelth care settings do not

require a physician to perform then. Consequently, hospitals and

other suppliers of health services will have a natural incentive

to want to use nonphysicians far physician Labor whenever

possible. In other instances, health service providers may seek

to use allied health personnel as a cost-effective means for

enhancing the availability and quality of services offered to

conveners. Indeed, the availability of qualified. competent
allied health personnel is essential to any national program
designed to eliminate needless. wasteful costs while preserving

the multiplicity of health care services provided to consumers.

Because of the large number of allied health professions and

the relatively small membership of some, the public is generally

unaware of the extent to which allied health personnel contribute

to patient care And health promotion. Dor. it seems, does the

public understand that allied health profession differ con-

siderably in requisite competencies and amounts of education

required to petters their services effectively. This lack of

public recognition has serious consequences--notably inadequate

federal support and peripheral regielative attention. par-

tictuatly in comparison with medicine. dentistry, and sursine.

THE FEDERAL FUNDING ROLE

Allied health'professionale, who comvrise close to two-thirds

of the health workforce and who play increasingly important roles

in meeting the nation's critical health ',Pretee needs, are

essential to the national well-being. Allied health education,
therefore, should be viewed as a resource for the coumenity, the

73:3
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f state, and the nations. The responeibility of the federal Rovers-
smut is to provide the support necessary to ensure t t

mationallevel priorities Asa sec.

Federal legislation related to the preparation of lillied
health professionals began with the Allied Health Professions
Personsel Training Act of 1966. The initial impetus for allied
health legislation was the critical manpower shortage which
suited in the mid-sixties. and the early'femdimg provided under
the Act for the delrelopment of educlatioral resource, contributed
significantly to the tepid increase of qualified allied health
practitioners. Today, however, funding made available for allied
health related purposes through the Health Resources Administra-
tion's Bureau of Health Professions is not utilised, nor has it
base utilised during any of the pest seven ?ears, Ler the purpose
of lectsiesing the supply of allied health manpower. Basic
student aid in U4'811104 health professions has not been an
object of federal funding Support during this period. The limited
fonds made available during this period have been used to improve
access, quality and cost effectiveness is allied health education.

In the poet. allied health education bee been allocated only
a miniscule share of federal funding in comparison with its con-
tributionto the health of the nation. Daring fiscal year 1984. a
tat..: of $198.4 million wee appropriated by the federal government
for health meepower education; only $800,000, .04 percent. wee
allocated to allied health oder-atlas. The extent of this ter
balance in funding imperatives is eves more dramatic in light of
the fact that individuals involved leallied health professions
compose a significant portion of thq estate's total health man-
power, end tint the appropiiste see of anted health practitioners
can produce substantial health care cost scorn mice and extend the
reach of available health care services to the traditionally
turaerved and udersovved areas of this country.

CP

THE FEDERAL ROLE IN ALLIED HEALTH EVOCATION

What are the priorities to which significantly increased
federal emphasis on Allied Health should be put? Here are'some

suggestions:

I. CHANCE THE D&INITIOH OF ALLIED REALM PROFESSIONAL.

Recognition has been hampered by the inedequecn, of the
federal government's definition of 'allied health pertensel" as
individuals with training and responsibilities for (a) supporting.
complemeoting and supplementing the professional functions of
physicians, dentists, and other health professionals in the
delivery of health care to patients, or (b) assisting environ-
mental health contra:Atonal preventive medicine activities.

This definition is vague and confusing and falls to encoepass
he ranee of functions performed -by allied health professionals.

38-784 0 - 84 - 47
.
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2. There shall be three full-time students enrolled is

health profs's!~ school, or allied health professions

educational programs and ... (remainder of Section 701).

oft. National Advisory Council on Education for ?catch Profeesious

orroded

Proposed amendment to the Public Health Service-Ace as

by Public Lew 97-35, The Omnibus Budget Recencillition Act

Section 701 is amended to read as follows;

(a) There is established la the Public Health Service a

Motional Advisor,' Council on Health Professions Education

(hereafter in this section referred to on the "Council").

consisting of the Secretary (or his delegate), who shall be

Chairman of the Council, and twenty member, appointed by the

Secretary (without regard to the provisions of ultle S re-

. r lacing to appointments in the competitive service) from persons

who because of their education. experisoce, or training are par-

ticularry qualified to advise the Secretary with respect to the

programa of assistance authorised by parts I, C, 0, 11, r. and G of

this subchapter. Of the appointed members of the Council (1)

twelve shall be representatives of health professions schools and

allied health professions educational programs, Includinj at least

one representative each of schools of veterinary medicide,

optometry, pharmacy. and podiatry. at least one representative of

an health trofessions educational p . and at least one

representative of schools of is bealthr:Sgradeate programs

in health administration; S2 three shall be full-time students

enrolled in health professions schools or allied health pro-

fessions and educational _programa; and (3) five shall be members

of the general publi'

3. ASSISTANCE TO ImuIVIDUALS FMK DISADVANTAGED RACIGNOUNDS

SHOULD BE T -+ W T71 -, :-11:77771( TLONS

UNDER A SEPARATE AUTHORITT.

Increasing the representation of minorities in the allied

health professions is important to mast the health needs of

diverse cultures and ethnic groups. Moreover. Allied health

professions represent an excellent avenue for social mobility for,

disadvantaged minorities, because they are among the limited

number of occupations in the economy for which the employment

outlook is almost uniformly favorable. Himorities are

substantially ander-repreaented is educational programs for the

relatively higfr-level Allied Health professional (i.e..

baccalaureate and advanced degree programer).

A 1980 national census of collwreate allied health programs.

'conducted by the American Society ^ ',lied Health Professions,

/bowed that out of the 131.035 stu .1-s levelled. black students

accounted for only 8 percent of the students enrolled in bachelor

73 f
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mud graduate program, and 9 percent of those in associate degree
programs. Also only 7 percent of the 1918 -79 graduates were
black.

The study also found that Hispanics eccounted for just
percent of enrollments and graduates. American Indians, Asians
and other nonwhite groups together accounted for just', percent of
enrolled students and 1 percent graduates.

lfe believe that allied health can provide special training
opportunities for minority group member, which the costlier
longer-term health professions training program can not provide.
Therefore, an emphasis oa these special entry-to-the-profession
opportunit%ea should be encouraged.

Existent le illation favors support of academic entities
which link theuselves with medical scliaols or other health
professtonal schools. This is counterproductive for many reasons
most important 'moos which are: (I) the allied health professions
should be represented as a free standini, 'self - important" group as
they provide subetaatial opportunities or esployment and sociel
mobility, and (2) the usjority of disadvantaged individuals who
pursue careers in the allied health professions do not enter
programs which are affiliated with medical schools. Most of these
individuals enter program in 2-year and 4 .-xpar college settings.
The present system sharply discriminates against lryear allied
health education programs.

Therefore, we recommend that a separate authority be esta-
blished for associations and schools of allied health to assist
'disadvantaged individuals.

Educational Assistance to Sisadventsiged Individuals in Allied
Health Training

Section 798 is emended to read as follows:

(a)(1) For the purpose of assisting individuals who, due to
socioec000mdc factors, are financially or otherwise disadvantaged
(including individuals who ate veterans of the Armed Forces wish
military training or experience in the health field) to undertake
education to eater the allied health professions, the Secretary
shall make grants to and enter into contracts with schools of
allied health. State sad local educational agencies, and other
public or private nonprofit entities to assist is meeting the
costs described in paragraph (2).

(2) A grant or contract under paragraph (1) may be used
by the school. agency, or entity to meet the costs of --,

(A) identifying. recruiting, selectiaga_and retaining
such individuals,

ASAHP
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facilitating the natty to such individuals iota

schools of allied Nutlet gxelseelome.

(C) providing counseling or other services sod studies

designed to assist such individuals to complete

euccessfully their education in an allied health

?reboil's.

(D) providing, for a period prior to the antsy of such

individuals into the prodessiemal peeves of

education at an allied healtriroftwaloaa 0:14001.

preliminary education designed to assist them to
cooplete successfully such allied health

profesetional adoration.

4

(b)(1) No grant may be Wade or contract entered into under

subsection (a) unless'an application therefor has been submitted

to, and approved by, the secrustry. Such application shall be in

such torn, submitted in such mgr, and contain such information,

as the Secretary shall by regulation prescribe.

42) The amount of any great eaddr subsection (a) shell be

determined by the Secretary.

(c) For a andergrants and-contracts under subsection

Athere are anihorised to be sled $3,000.000 for fistal

timber 30 1985 I OCR) for Uses/ sad!

ember IT I. it _ et

30 '1901 DJ 000 01) for fiscal

local year lag
'10

r

1988

sad for Local year ending

4, ELIGIBILITY UNDSR THE WALES EDOCA21011NDSISTANCE LOAM

AND BEA= normals MOOT Ulm moil MOANS
ft Mime TO tombs GRAMM% MOMS a ALL/SD DEWS.

Federal reductions is all *cadent 'support progfilse,

especial, for graduate students. have coincided with dramatic in-

creases In tuition cents. Between 1969 sad 1981, graduate tuition

and fees more than tripled. with systems annual increases of about

tbs percent. During the same pariod..private !waistless raised

their tuition and fee levels nearly five-fold, with average annual

increases of approxisetely 12 percent.

Wile a number of trsditional stedent aid programs --

Weft Study (cVS), Duareateed Student
Loans (01 and Natieual

Direct Student Looms (NOW -- have helped studeuta meet the cost

of graduate stpdy, there are still significant numbers of graduate

students who hews es resource to tall back en to finance their

education (either. through lack of.qualification for these

program., or because of overexpanded loan programs). Occupational

thergpy program directets alone estivate that 90 percent of

*toasts in private universities and 6045 percent of students'in

lamer taition program seed Loon ssaistsoce. An alternative to

7 3
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these traditional sources of aid would Ise to include student. of
allied health under the Health Education Assistance Loan (HEAL)
andlealth Professions Student Loan (HPSL) Program-

To date, eligibility for the HPSL program Melees open ex-
clusively to schools of medicine, osteopathy, dentistry,
veterinary medicine, optometry, podiatry and pharmacy (MOOVOPPe).
Siailarl%, the NEAL program' is available to the ROOVUVP., however.
with the &Crest of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1901,
HEAL was expanded to include studegts of chiropractic mediiine and
graduate clinical psychology. The 1901 amendments also enabled
graduate students of schools of public health and health Main-.
Ismail= to apply for HPSL benefits.

Changes in health care practice brought about by advanced
technology, a more comprehensive understanding of the human
system, and coot containment efforts place increasingly more
complex demands on therapists. technologists and certain related
disciplines. As more is demanded of the peactitioner. more is
also required of the educational system. To this end, more of the
allied health professions will require education and training at
the post-baccalaureate level.

According to a survey of allied health collegiate programs
conducted by the American Society of Allied Wealth Professions in
1900, 337 schools offered an aggregate of 1,471 graduate and
doctoral level programs. Graduate programs were foundinmong the
following occupation.: speech-laneuage pathologists /audiologist,
biomedical engineer, corrective therapist, dietitian/nutritionist,
envirnemental health engineer, envirounentalist, exercise physi-
ologist, health educator (community /school), health, services
administrator. occupational therapist, physical therapist. re-
creation therapist, and rehabilitation counselor.

There are approximately 19,305 students in graduate and
doctoral programs in allied health schools. The average tuition
is 55.000 per year. If these loans and grants became available.
it is probable that for the academic year 1945-116, 25 percent of
the students vault; be interested in HPSL loess of $2,200 per year.
Perhape S percent of the student population would desire a HEAL
loan. Requested appropriation for graduate students in allied
health under the REAL and HPSL programa are $7.3 million and $10.6
million respectively per fiscal year.

Graduate education in the allied health profeesions should be
an integral ceepenent in the continuum of health professions
education. While graduate education takes different ferns and
serves different purposes 1 the health profeesioss, it is
primarily directed toward preparation for practice and may be
required for licensers. In addition, it is intimately connected
tothe preparation of faculty. researchers. and adsis4ptrators and
the development of new knowledge. To his end. the primary goal
is to develop experts with the appropriate knowledge, skills and
attitudes in a special area.

ASAHP .
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Stability in graduate education is seriously undermined when

federal support is unreliable or fluctuates. Salsas adequate

student aid is available, chit nation will not be able to attract
the talented young people it needs into graduate programs of

allied health. Therefore, we recoommed that eligibility under the
REAL and RPSL program be extended to include graduate students of

allied health.

STUPOR Assinmag

Proposed amendment to the Public Health Service Act so
amended by Public Law 91-35, the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act

of 19Sl.

Limitations on Individual Federally Insured Leave and on Federal

Loan Insurance

Section 129 is amended to read as follows:

(a) The total of the loess made to a student in any academic

year or its equivalent (as determined by the Secretary which may

be covered by Federal loon insurance under this support may not

exceed $20,000 in the case of a student enrolled in a school of

medicine, osteopathy, dentistry, veterinary medicine. optometry.

or podiatry; S12,500 in the case of a student enrolled in a school

of pharmacy, public health, or chiropractic. or a graduate program

in health administration or clinical psychology; or $5000 in the

case of a student enrolled in a graduate program in allied health.

The aggregate insured unpaid principal amomot for all such Luvered

looms made to any borrower shall not at any time exceed $S0,000 In

the case of a borrower who is or was a student enrolled in

school of medicine. oeteopethy, dentistry, veterinary medicine.

optometry, or podiatry; $50,000 in the case of a borrower who is

or was a student enrolled is a school of pharmacy, public health,

or chiropractic, or a graduate program is health administration or
clinical psychology; and $20,000 is the case of a borrower who is

or wee a student enrolled in a graduate program in allied health.

The annual insurable limit per student shall net be szceeded by a

line of credit under which actual paymemts by the lender to the

borrower will not be node is any year in encase of the annual

limit.

Definiti.s: Student Assistance

Settles 731 is amended to read as follow:

"(I) The term 'eligible institutive' memos, with respect to a

fiscal year. o school of medicine. osteopathy, dentistrY,

veterinary medicine, optometry, podiatry, pharmacy, public health

or chiropractic, or a graduate program in health &ministration.

clinical psychology or allied health."

AMP
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"(4) The togs 'graduate program is allied health' means a
graduate program in a public or aunprofit private institution in a
State which provides training leading to a post-baccalaureate
credential in allied health or an allied health discipline, and
which is accredited in the manner described in Section 701(10)."

Loan Agreements for Establishment of Student Loan Funds

Section 742 istamended to read as follows:

(a) The Secretary is authorized to enter late an agreement
for the establishment and operation of a student loan fund in
accordance with this subpart with any public or other nonprofit
school of medicine, osteopathy, dentistry, pharmacy, podiatry,
optometry, veterinary medicine or allied health located in a State
and I. accredited as provided in Section 291i5)(1)(h) of this
title.

Terms and Conditions

(b) Each agreement entered into under this section shall--

(l) provide for establishment of a student loan funded
by the school;

(2) provide for deposit in the fund of (A) the Federal
capital contributions to the fund (A) an amount equal to
not less than one-ninth of such Federal capital contri-
butions, contributed by such institution, (C)
collections of principal and interest on loans made from
the fund, (0) collections pursuant toSectiou 294(a)0)
of this title. and (E) any other earning, of the fund;

(3) provide that the fund shall be peed only fcr loans
to students of the school in accordance with the agree-
ment and for coats of collection of nuch lows* and
interest thereon;

(4) provide the: loans may be madeffrom such fund only

to candelas pursuing a full-time c roe of study at the

school leading to a degree of docto or medicine, doctor

of dentistry or an equivalent deg doctor of
osteopathy, bachelor of science In hammy or an
equivalent degree doctor of podiat or an equivalent
degree, doctor of optometry or an tvalent degree.
doctor of veterinary medicine or an equivalent degree,
or a post-baccalaureate credential allied health;

(5) proCide that the school shall *fele,. In writing.
each applicant for a loan Erma the loss fund of

the provisions of Section 294(n) of t title seder
which outstanding loam from student than fund goy be
paid (la whole or in part) by the Secretary; and

\

ASAEF
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(b) contain such other provisions as are necessary to

ptotect the financial interests of the United States.

Loam Provisions

School Year Limitation

(a) Loans from a student loan fund (established ander an

/greenest with a school seeder Section 294m of this title) may not

exceed for any student for each school year (or its equivalent)

the sum of --

(1) the cost of tuition for such year at such school.

and

(2) 52.500

School Determination of Terms and Conditions; Needy Student.

Eligible

(b) Any such loans shall be made oa such terms and con-

dititme as the school may
determine, but may he made only to a

student to need of the amount
thereof to pursue a full -tine course

of study at the school leading to a degree of doctor of medicine.

doctor of dentistry or an equivalent degree, doctor of oeteopathy,

bachelor of science is pharmacy or an equivalent degree, doctor of

podiatry or an equivalent
degree, doctor of optometry or an

equivalent degree, doctor
of veterinary medicine or an equivalent

degree or a post-baccalaureate
credential in allied health.

Repayment in Periodic Installments; Acceleration; Commencement and

Duration of Period; Exclusions from Period

(c) Such loses shall be repayable in equal or graduated

periodic installments
(with the right of the borrower to

accelerate repayment) over the ten year period which begins one

year after the student ceases to pursue a full time course of

study at a school of medicine, osteopathy. dentistry, pharmscy,

podiatry, optometry,
veterinary medicine or allied health.

excluding from such tea year period all periods (up to three

years) of (1) active duty
performed by the borrower as a member of

a uniformed service, or
(2) service as a volunteer under the Peace

Corps Act; and periods of advanced professional training including

internships and residencies).

Cancellation of Liability for torment

(d) Thee liability to repay the
unpaid balance of such a loan

and accrued interest
thereon shall be canceled upon the death of

the borrower, or if the Secretary determines that he has become

permanently and totally disabled.

MAW
11840213
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Interest

(e) Such loans shall bear interest. on the unpaid balance of
the loan. computed only for periods for which the loan is repay-
able, at the rate of 9 percent per year.

Payment of Principal and Interest foe Practice in Physician, etc.,
Shortage Areas; Limitation; Liability for Reimbursement; Election
of Loan Cancellation under Amended or Original Provisions

(f)(1) In the case of any individual

(A) who has received a degree of doctor of medicine.
doctor of osteopathy, doctor of dentistry or an equi-
valent degree, doctor of veterinary medicine or an
equivalent degree, doctor of optometry or an equi-
valent degree, bachelor of science in pharmacy or an
equivalent degree doctor of podiatry or an equivalent
degree, or m_post-baccalaureate credential in
health.

whc (1) obtained one or more loans from a loan
fund established under this subpart, or (11)
obtained, under a written loan agreement entered into
before October 12, 197b, any other educational loan
for his clots at a school of medicine, osteopathy,
dentistry, veterinary medicine. optometry, pharmacy,
podiatry, or allied health; and

5. EILVFTIONAL FINANCIAL NEED SCHOLARSHIPS SCHOULD BE MADE
AVAILABLE TO GRADUATE STUDENTS ATTENDING SCHOOLS OF ALLIED
HEALTH.

Students in health professions education are bearing an
increasing financial burden because of the increase in tuition and
fees at many schools and the decrease In student financial aid.
There is a decrease in both external fanding of financial aid and
of scholarships and loan funds controlled by the schools
themselves. Concern has been expressed about how the increase in
educational costs to students will affect the composition of
applicant pools and of classes, as well as how it will affect the
choice of protese.., specialty, and practice location.

Qualified students should have an equal chance of entering
the health professions, regardless of their financial background.
Further, the health professions should be representative of all
races and socioeconomic groups in the U.S.; there is some evidence
that such wide representation will improve the overall quality of
health care. Some studies have indicated that students tend to
work or practice in the geographic area and the urban or rural
settings where they grow np. Thus, careful student recruiting may
serve as a means of providing health care to isolated or under-
served areas.

ASAHP
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Qualified students may mike adjustments in their comer

selection Weed en their ability to pmy deities and to meet living

mete, pecticulerty if they are emmilline to inset substantial

adneetismal debt. It is entirely possible that seep ',alined

people de met apply to health prefseeiess Omensa proven tee

fisencial reasons.

data, schools of medicine, setespethe, dentistry,

. Awry, pharmacy, peidatry, and interims, nedicise hems been

amecded federal exists ea that they NO snood Ovhol000k190 to to

first-year gredeate Mindsets of exceptional seed. There are a

embeteetial monist of graduate students is allied health peograme

vs nail (ever 19.009 is 1980). Inny of which meld profit from

this pregren6 Iloorefere, w streagly recommend that the

scholarship program for first -year stoma of enceptional

financial used be extended to include schools of allied beelth6

Scholarships for Firer Tear Students of Exceptional Unsocial Used

Proposed amendment to the %bile Nealth Service Act is

aosolkad by Public Lae 97-35, the Omnibus Sudan Necoacillation Act

of 1981.

Section 758 is 'Needed to road es follows:

(a) The Secretory shall mode greats to a public esepront

school of iodides, osteopathy, dentietry, optometry, pherescy,

podiatry, veterinary eadicine or allied Welch which is accredited

as provided in Section 293(0(h)(1)(9) of this title for

sebolarshipe to be ,warded, by the school of full -tine stodents

thereof who are of exceptional
financial used and mho are in their

first-year of study at such school.

6. PNOIECT GRANTS AMP CONTRACTS MOLD SE CONT1NUND Pat T.

Al,
I ll

NATIONAL PRIG uttes AND TO SELF WILD THE CAPABILITY POI

MADERSEIP AID INNOVATION

The cue for costumed federal
activity on behalf of allied

health personas: is predicated as the (') potential health care

coat savings throAgh more effective personnel utilisation, (2)

Inch of resources oar research,
development and demonstration of

laproroomente in training in
personnel. and (3) value to states and

to the private sector of a federal focal point tar allied health

personnel activity.

Modest but sharply focused federal initiatives are needed to

sowers effective wee of allied health personae/. As is the coos

with the entire health care system,
there is as important federal

role email to the issues of quality assurance, cost costainmeet,

geographic and specialty distribution, nimority repreeeetation,

care for the aged, terminally ill and bilingual grows and equal

access to health case. betsuae of the dynamic mature of health

715
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care delivery and rapidly changing practice needs, allied health
adrestion must not remain static. It is essential to develop the
capability for leadership sad iamovatIou. Support is seeded for
activities on which future improvsneuts in allied health education
and services are dependent.

We are therefore requesting the following legislative action:

1. Section 795 be repealed.

2. Section 794 be amended at attached hereto.6,

3." Section 797 be allowed to expire.

Project Croats and Contracts

Proposed amendment to the Public Health Service Act as
emended by Public Law 97-35, the Oanlbus Budget Reconciliation Act
of 1981.

Section 796 is amended to read as follows:

(a) The Secretary in accordance with established national
priorities. shall make grants to and ester into contracts !with
eligible entities to assist them in nesting the costs of 'tanning,
developing, demonstrating, operating, and evaluating projects
related to:

(1) Methods for increasing the efficiency and reducing
the costs of health care delivery through more
effective use of allied health personnel.

(2) Continuing education (competeacy updating, faculty
development and advanced training) for allied health
professionals.

(3) Appropriate retraining opportunities for allied
health personnel whoa after periods of professional
inactivity, desire *gals actively to engage in the
practice or teaching of their allied health
profession.

laProuing the distribution sad availability by
autographic area or by special!, on!, of adequately
trained allied health personnel needed to meet the
health needs of the Hatton, including the need to
increase the availability of primary care services,
services to the elderly, services to bilingual
stoups and the need to /remote preventive health
care.

(4)

(5) Providing training and education to upgrade the
skills of allied health assistants and other

ASAHP
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(6) Sducatiamel peogreesodhith permit individuals to

become proficient is 0 related mpecialti.

(7) with nest novo is health care delivery

with cat see allied health accusetises me

Oesciali .

Contracts now be entered into under this subsection without

to sections 3646 and 3709 of the 'devised Statutes (31 U.S.C. 32j

41 U.S.C. 5).

(b) "The tors 'Allied Health Proleseleael` seams an

"isodivideal trained at the aseeciate baccalaureate. meter's. or

doctoral degree level to health care related ocleste. will relliP00

sibility for the delivery of health cure or health care related,

services (tecluding oosriass related to the identification.

evaluation ad prevention of diagonal sad disorder,. distal', and

nutrition services, health pronetioa, rehabilitktioe and health

system management). het who are sot des of schools of
medicine. optometry. Podiatry, flummery, or mereing."

(c) The tern 'school of allied health' asses a reglemeltr

olccdrostadLrivetcolsenier
college, or univereit, --

(1) which providers, or can provide professionally

accredited Programs of education is a discipline of

allied health leading to as associate or hoc-

calsereste degree or to a more advanced level;

(2) which provides training for not less than a total of

teem persons in the allied health curricula; and

(3) which include' or is affiliated with a teaching

'hospital.

(d) The Secretary nay, with the *dries of the National

Advisory Council on Health Profeesione Sducation. Provide

assistance to the heads of other sweets and the

viiiC.ornmesseescourageand4-tssistlebeitatilsation
of esdical

facilities ender their juried4ctioa for aIlledlhealth traisieg

ran.

(a) No grant or contract Rey be spade under this section

unless me application thereof has been admitted to and approved

A. Se vets . The Secrets net rove or die

such as application except ter tat GO wit clonal

Advisory Council on Swath -Professions Bivalve. Such an spell-

cation shall provide for such fiscal codtrol and accounting pro-

ASASP
0840223
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ceders. am# 110904affind access to the rummft_elbulamalard
marUlgustamailmmeduiaLaisaamoriuliabstrausueLiat
accountibg for Federal feeds paid to the applicant under this
section.

(f) For palmists under grants and' - facts under this
soction_tbers are sueherissi to be ed $1110aco 000 for
1771_1117771=1711.7=7110/110t:1141)3EAftnrirrn

Soltembor M. 1907. 810.000. ajimiacnigaLimr_sibuga
Seetember 1900. mad 110.000400 for thrugiocat year antha
iliptimber 70. 1989.

COWLS/SIM

if allied health services are essential to the well-being of
the nation, then allied health education is equally essential.
Allied health service. depend ne allied health education. The
informally and haphazardly prepared health practitioner eight have
suited the level of sophistication of health care delivery at
the turn of the cautery; today, the knowledge and skills required
to perform health services are much mere advanced. Formal
education programs for most alliqd health profession are the only
means of ensuring that a sufficient number of personnel will be
adequately prepared. In addition, eligibility wader all student
aid and scholarship programs is essential to enable students to
acre...Jon:al education programs. Although, sues individuals may
be able to acquire the necessary knowledge and skilli'hy other
memos. most will require formal poet-secondary preparation ranging
from short-term training to graduate study.

Moreover, the continued improvement of allied health
services -- in terms of quality, cost effectiveness. access. and

continuity -- depends on allied. health duration. Without
advanced programs and formal leadership development, it unlikely
that the necessary research and development activities will be
conducted. These research and development activities can lead to
improvement in services directly and also indirectly by improving
educational processes which in turn lead to better prepared
practitioners. The future of health service. and health service
delivery depends on financial support for allied health education
and a renewed commitment on the part of the federal government to
provide its fair share of that support.

a
If you beim any questions, or need further clarification,

please feel free to contact us.

Sincerely.

Polly A. Fits, M.A. Polito. Ph.D.
President Execut ve Director

ASAIIP
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INDORSING ONSAKIIATIONS

Americas Art Therapy asseciatime
Satericas Distal *gimlets *omelettes
Americas Oletetic ASOveistflau
Americas Medical association
Americas Medical Simard Association
Americas Medical Tembowlegiste
aammicestAmspatiesel Therapy Anseaatios
Americas *Weal Therapy Masciatiela
Americas Society therapy ANAlcistiGe
Americas Association of Biodsairst8

, Americas Society for Medical Technology

Americas Sposek-trompampt-Awaring Associative

PAP:GDP/tah

74j
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Dear NT. Claire,:

My memo he Folly Fits. I se Freeident of the American

Society of Allied Health Protessious med.Mean of the School of

Allied Health Protselees at the adversity of Commecticut. Om

behalf of the Board of Directors of the Aerikee Society of
Allied Health Frefessioes I would like to take this opportunity

-to 'ohmic our =meats for the record so the needs of .the allied

health professions in relation to the rsittberisetion of the

ileal$11 Frofeeklose Act, Title P11 of the Public Health Service

Acct

The Aderiemn Society of Allied Health Praises!~ (ASARP) is

the national mormrofitaelentific sad professional orgamiestiou

formid to serve thie weds of allied health educators, practi-
tioners, professional institutions and orgenisatioes, and others

iotereeted le improving health care mad health care dllecation.

ASA8P bee as ite ultimate good the best pemeible training sad

etilisatiom of 41 allied health prefeediemals. As a seems to

that goal, the Society provides vital forme in which allied

healthoduciaters and practitiouere- their educational and clinical

imetitutioaa and their asseciatibes--can address and

eat
t-
411 metualimecerus.

Aloft with over 1.200 iadividesl members, the Society verve.

sad repreesets a constitusecy of 20 profeesiomalmrgenisations

(whom, members.total approximstely 310,000 professfonsis in

related service.), and 120 collegiate schools of Allied Health.

containing close to 1,000 allied health educational programs end

graduating approximately 36,300 professionals each year. Sta-

tistics from a 1979-80 survey show that graduates of the allied

health science. account for as many as 1 out of every 11 graduates

free higher education lestitattiosm listed by the U.S. Deloartemst

of Education.

The population which the Society serves ie a beterogoesows

grodp of vier 3 million professionals engaged in diverse health

eervices, ranging from relatively mad increasingly

autouomous health care functions (therapists, technologists,

administrators) to supportive ones (assistants, aides) !minding;

emersency *cervices emereenty medical teciniciani,:

emergency /disaster specialists, physician ass4ptents);

reception and mermaids& (e.g., medical or distal

e dcretarist medical office assistesee);

initial se and evaluation (e.g., physician

assistant.. Best hygienists, mental health tech-

medicallogisps, modica social workers, physical therapists);

iff
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centime. esesilebest as part of treatment (e.g., physical
tr-6-1-7--piate,"occpetional therapists, respiratory

therapists. opesch-laigmegb pathologists, andilgist,
dietitians);

tes ting (e.g., medical laboratory perseemel, physical
therapiSr8, rAdielgie teehmelegiste, ultrasound
Technical specialists: nuclear medicine perseumel,
cardiology equipmedt personnel);

acute care Morsel (e.g., Prorating room technicians,
obstetrical assistant., sergsn's assistants, physical
therapists);

loos-term care therapy (e.g., occupational, physical and
otheriherspiets; personae' to mental health, social
services, weaseling, epesch-languege pathology,
audiology. autritioo);

medical instrumentatioe (e.g., radiation and respiratory
therapists, dialysis technicians, cardiopulmonary tech-
nicians, ophthalmic dis2ensers, destal laboratory tech-

nicians);

community health promotion. mid outri-

tiouiste. dental hygienists, ion and family
planeieg specialists. health educators, school health
educators. medical libarians, 'health writere)..

As evidenced from 1982 census data, allied health prufessioes make

up considerably more this mar-half of the nation's total health

work force.

CROWTVOT THE ALLIS', HEALTH WORKYORCZ

The metrice delivery context for this workforce is corrently
in as unprecendeuted staie of flux. %so mervice4d0divery settings

and reimbursement volitive, demographic changes. SW economic
pressure could have either positive or Negative effects on future

growth rates for the professions that cowries this workforce,. Is

addition, there.,is clear evidence of a earteualy shrieking ap-

plicant pool.

According to the Bureau of Labor Ste Unice. allied builtb
careers ramie one of the few area. *hi offer as excellent

outtook for employment. A major st the American Sospitak
Aseficiation, feuded by the Bureau of Health Profession', towed
significant hospital vacancies is many flied health areas.

A 1982 survey of duestimal program directere'tOnducted by

t)e American Society of Allied Wealth Peofiessioes through its
Vatiori Center for Allied Health Leadership, revealed that many

38-784_0 -- 84 48
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were bevies diflipelty fillies job epeolusel Of the $00
directing Who her Net with tee we mere employer, in

(their) ores to discos, their seeds for graduates with certain
heowledse sod shills,' over half repeeted thea employers were
hewing difficulty fillips job opeminse. Moreover, the job

pleceneet record of programs surveyed wee extraordinarily goods
99$ placed virtually all their graduates is jobs within theft
peefeemiccal arse, and only 112 reported that fewer than 801 of
their sredestes found appropriate joke.

At the same time, thevervey femme that close to half the
department heads reported loving a harder time recruiting etegoece
them they had in the eget, sad only 18 percent indicated that re-
cruitment was becomida fess difficult. This *ideate of a
*Winking applicant pool. zerroberates the results of the 1879-80

ASAP Collegiate Ceases conducted deist contract filter-232-79-0095.
It is coesistent with /indiums from simile professions. The most

probable explanation for the decreasing studest pool is allied
health is the meth of other career epportunities--for high-
espial* women. Ltharother relatively low-salaried professions
that are predenlammtly female (e.g.. elementary and seceedary
school teachine), the allied health prefeeionsi workforce may be
seriessly affected by the changing esPlratf009 of mom.

Per oducatioes1 programs and federal esenclee. Chaise-
ftrtainty over future employer and student dammed lashes any

serious plaguing effort extremely difficult. Plammins, is effect.

is occurring in vacuum. .Currently, it appears that as imbalance

*sista in the supply-deemed eiteation for the professions as a

14101ewith exceedins actual supply and also posilbly

seconding thilmaicamt pool. The state of flux in the health
service delivery system may create as entirely ear scenario is the

nest few years. 87stematic tracking of those factors affecting

smooth rate* of the professions is number one priority.

ySAL P0M1pC MOLE,

To date, federal iaittativea on behalf of the gilled health

prefeseisse have been scarce. It is amigos that such se
importamt segment of Op nation's health can workforce virtually

has been ignored by Cuaress. "The Omnibee %din Reconciliation

Act of 1981 included spares 'appropriations for 'those sectioes

which included allied health. Authorities for4occiious 795. 796.

797 and TOD wersomec outmoded beyond PT80. Moss sections which

survived, 787 sod 738, wortenly appropriated approximately $1

sillies and COS edilion is both rTIT and F184 out of a total

health professions appropriations of $188:S sillies sod 8198.4

million respectively (.04 percent).

753
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The taro tor rewileool federal sapper, is sloe predicated ow
(I) the peteettel cent-eoaloge bewolirsd Ise the *litigation of

milled health Foregone': (I) eh* mood in Preview 110104c* for
silted health porananet.olth the newly ispienvated Prospective
Pesaro; System trilt; ()) the reed to ~ore that tleasclally,
geostarbirally sod otherwise dieedvactMed todhrtdrmin Mae thg
orpotteolty to rotor the health protessitmei (6) the mord I.
~are Wee** to higher adoestiom; end (1) the need to ellen

federal trading nigh confining tuitional Friedel**.

Aliled health per/none* offer reel -effective etteraettve to

those who east deal Oth tOsesiag market modes allied health

labor is chateeterlsticstlf lees emelt that Ph/victim 'ohm* Is

eon, lastaocee. silted health pretesionsle can provide the envie
oeguiree that phyalciona pertedia. C.4eaqueetly. bearicale gad
.(tar aappltera of health services have a mostoral lecestive to

vent to an moPhTetela labor whenever possible. The avail-

ability of qualified. enspetoot allied health per I to es -

everts, to awl national papaya disSanr4 to evatatil,eeats white
Potoetvlog the sultiplArity of health este renters provided to

constemrs.

The federal role in providing flotilla's*. to limb allied
health pereownel with proopective permit to crucial. The
impettanert. et silted health petecesoel to the swami of this OM

oyster comae jay everatreesed. tar enacrle. the Freareettve
Payment System (elm) Is based ow /peewees' imrlemestatio* of
nallesel Diagnostic enlaced Group (DSc) rate of relsbarsemeni.

*me oorroge at hospital's DOG operetta/ eyecup depends ot the

owitorgolty sad sceoreley of that lasticutiew's medical raveada. as

arra under the sospIces of the radical record adotedetrater and

oeopetared silted health petaormel. Thee. throe fonticaler 011144

health bevy tatiel oe 010 and enlarged responsibilities.

Also. the FPS Incentive to move reelects from hospitals to We*
costly settings is stibalat$P2 a demand for rebabilitociee ope.-

violists. each as physical therapists and occupational thererlsgs.

as well so laboratory sad radio:6100c 1-way technicians to these

alters/olive rare vices. Theo. an apitals are ..tea with the
mood to rot roots. silted health peetwast Oaf he an wawa, to the

cost/quality problem.

Pelletal tentative* sloe are needed to ensure that ft -

asocially. goographScally. and ethers's* dimaleastagod iodividoels

has oppertvoitief to become allied health practitioners. Theis

leitiatives should he separated. lag nappies, tram toddy prevtpop

. coupling oftb *Miele,. &wiser!. podiatry. and ethos health

Profomoiomo.
Zolathnil legielaties lever* support of academic

**miles which are Rabid with medical 'chords or odor health
peofelpasonai school*. This to coaoterprogicettaa. Ine isportagt

reasons are: (i) the allied health prefingefon* Should be re-

rPellasard ass free oisOdiolloolf-imPorlsol. droop so lhoY Pro-
vide aubetadial apportoolties ter emplateset and social mobilllre
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sad (2) eto wir..oltp of dleadvsnaged lenwidene she puma
!stew,. 1% -!'led health prefessieee do set voter pregrens
one% 410 4 1,1fx ad with medical 'cheats. Nest of these
Isdinduale eas.i progress to 2-year Mod 4-year collage settles..
The pressen system Aerate discrleissese oasis,. 2-year allied
health *demotic* programme.

Wesel tentative* is the .tea of stalest *id. *tea i.e
FOOled. particularly for sensate etedeste ts.silled himaith.
Graduate education hes taboo ow ea Increment iiigniftreoce Is the
allied health protessiees. Over st.goo em *Wei were enrolled to

.graisate oe doctoral level silted health programs to 1971-80. it

is vitiated that is the future, more occupsaisse sill merle,
graduate degrees for *airy-level profeestesat .0411a008. However.
~WOO, federal reductioas Is .11 seediest support empress eed
dramatic letreeses in twines omits say prove to decrease the
somber of silted health prafresiesne waning a posvisoc-
ensures,. degree. Reremeo of the drone IMO' of health get,
delivery sod rapidly (bangles practice moods. allied health
e4sestiew must on resole static. It Is eseestial to develop the
espahility for leadership sod twenties. Swore is seeded tow/
setinete which will shape fetes, impreweemote is silted health
glAwcollese sad emirs.

deadest. but *harp!! erased ',Wel initiative*, are oweded
to 000wre effective *4 II it /1st health personsel is addressing

e atioun prierinee. A .,wind role of the federal joveceseet
sill be twosome', nest stteries to glees to the issue of quality
sinnersoce, cost contsinmeval. gvenvelehlv 44d specialty 410-
tribonoo, siemensf represeststlem, sed equal a.cess to health
cart for persons who ere disabled, aged. ternastly 111. and
bilimigual.

PSOVOSED LEGISLAIIVE ACTION

4.
The American Society of Allied Sestet. Frefeesisee recesseude

the following lestelatIve actions (I) reactivate Hives sonless
*shin* were restarted inoperative; (2) Install see federal Anna-

elves; (3) site these sennerities beter'ettli cosropOsorip
federal priorities; and (4) Whorls& modest appropriations for

VIESS-119:

I. MACS TOS 0211111110N Or AMISS MOO IMOITOISIONAL. -

Stcognities hoe bees hampered by the fuediquacy of the
Wawa goortosooto defisiiiiten of 'allied health persimmon' an
Windiest* with tentless sod repeesibilities for (a) supporting.
cemplenestimg sod sopplemestlpg the prefeselesel Writes, of
OhYsieleinm, denials. sod other health prafeastemele to the

delivery of bench tom to pat louts. (10 OirlOgiri 02441HO'
MOW hOOlth (petrol and preventive Winne activielee.
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This definition is vague and confusing and fail, to encompass
the range of functions performed by allied health professionals.
the image of the allied health professional as one who simply
helps the physician may have had some validity many years ago when
Allied Health prof.ssions were known as allied medical or para-
medical occupations. Today. allied health professionals serve
many functions--some have little or no contact with physicians,
others play roles that are better termed collaborative than
supportive, and still other. have spawned new occupations.

For federal funding purposes, the allied health concept can .

be used. as it is currently, to encompass those professions which,
are not covered by separate medical and nursing legislative
authorities. Rut the term "Allied Health" should become more
broadly accepted as a concept connoting a horizontal alliance,
rstber than a vertical or hierarchical linkage. This alliance
should begin with education and extend to health care delivery,
and it should include as many professions as possible. The

present definition fails utterly in this respect.

Therefore, we recommend that the current definition be re-
pealed and the following definition be inserted in lieu thereof:

The term 'Allied Health Professional' means an
individual trained at the associate, bac-
calaureate, master's, or doctoral degree level
in health care related science, with
responsibility for the delivery of health care
or health care related services (including
services related to the identification,
evaluation and prevention of diseases and
disorders, dietary and nutrition services,
health promotion, rehabilitation, and health
oysteue t) but who are not graduates
of schoo1.77:::icine, optometry, podiatry,
piarmacy, or nursieg.

2. THE PUBLIC WALTZ SERVICE, NATIONAL ADV/SORT COUNCIL OW
HEALTH PROFESSIONS EDUCATION SHOULD INCLUDE A REPRESENTATIVE
OF AN ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM.

To provide for equal representation on the National Advisory
Council on Health Professions Education across the health
professions, we recommend that members of the Council be appointed

as follows:

Twelve shall be representatives of health professions
schools end allied health professions educational
programs. Including at least one representative each of
schools of veterinary medicime, optometry, pharmacy. and
podiatry, at least one representative of an allied health
professions educational program, and at !east -me re -
iresentative of schools of public health and graduate
programs in health administration; and
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2, There shall be three full-time students enrolled in

health professions schools or allied health professions

educational programs and ... (temainder of Section 701).

National Advisory Council on Education for Health Professions

Proposed amendment to the Public Health Service Act so

amended by Public Law 97-15. The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act

of 1981.

Section /01 is amended to read as follows:

(a) There is established in the Public Health Service a

National Advisory Council on Health Professions Education

(hereafter in this section referredlo as the "Council"),

consisting of the Secretary (or his delegate). who shall be

Chairman of the Council. and twenty menbet.: appointed by the

Secretary (without regard to the provieions of itle 5 re-

lating to appointments in the competitive sery e) from persons

who because of their education, experience, training are par-

ticularly qualified to advise the Secretary th respect to the

programs of assistance authorized by parts B. C, D, E. F. and G of

this subchapter. Of the appointed members of the Council (1)

twelve shall be representatives of health professions schools and

allied health professions educational programs. includeag at least

one representative each of schools of veterinary medicine,

optometry, Pl irmacy. and podistryyst least one representative of

an 'anted health
professions educational program, and at least one

iiirenintaiiVe of schools of public health and grOduOieprograoo

in health administratioon (2) three shalt be full-time students

enrolled in health irO-Gietoos schools or allied health pro -
lelooliiiiiiiireWiiiiionOrprogragoo; and (1) five shall be members

of the general public.

3. ASSISTANCE TO INDIVIDUALS FROM DISADVANTAGED BACKGROUNDS

WHILYTEITARGITED TO ALLIED HEALTH SCHOOLS AND PSSOCIAT1ONS

UNDER A SEPXIATE AftHORITT.

increasing the representation of minorities in the allied

health professions is important to meet the health needs of

diverse cultures and ethnic groups. Moreover, Allied health

professions represent an excellent avenue for social mobility for

disadvantaged minorities, because they are among the limited

number of occupations in the economy for which the employment

outlook is almost uniformly favorable. Minorities are sub-

stantially under-represented in
educational programs for the

relatively high-level Allied Health professional (i.e.,

baccalaureate and advs., d degree programs).
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A 1980 national census of collegiate allied health programs,
conducted by the American Society of Allied Health Frofeesions,
showed that out of the 131,035 students enrolled, black students
accounted for only 8 percent of the students enrolled in bachelor
and graduate programs and 9 percent of those in associate degree
programs. Also only 7 percent of the 1978-79 graduates were
black.

The gaudy also found that Hispanics accounted for just 3
percent of enrollments and graduates. American Indians. Asians
and other nonwhite groups together accounted for just 3 percent of
enrolled students and 1 percent graduates.

We believe that allied health can provide special training
opportunities for minority group members which the costlier
longer -tetra health professions training programs can not provide.
Therefore, an emphasis on these special entry-to-the-profession
opportunities should be encouraged.

Existent legislation favors support.of *cadmic entities
which link themselves with medical schools or other health pro-
fessional schools. This is counterproductive for many reasons
most important among which are: (1) the allied health professions
should be represented as a free standing "self-important" group as
they provide substantial opportunities for employment and social
mobility, and (2) the majority of disadvantaged individuals who
pursue careers in the allied health professions do not enter pro-
grams which are affiliated with medical schools. Most of thyme
individuals enter programs in 2-year and 4-year college settings.
The present system sharply discriminates against 2-year allied
health education programs.

Therefore, We recommeed that a separate authority be esta-
blished for associations and schools of allied health to assist
disadvantaged individuals.

Educational Assistance to Disadvantaged Individuals in Allied
Health Training

Section 798 is amended to read as follows:

(a)(1) For the purpose of assisting individuals who, due to
socioeconomic factors. are financially or otherwise disadvantaged
(including individuals who are veterans of the Armed Forces with
military training or experience in the health field) to undertake
education to enter the allied health professions, the Secretary
shall make grants to and enter into contracts with schools of
allied health, State and local educational Offsnciee, and other
public or private nonprofit entities to assist in meeting the
costs described in paragraph (21.
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(2) A grant or contract under paragraph (1' maitobe used by the

school, agency, or entity to meet the costs of

(A) idaintifling. recruiting, selecting, and retainthe

such individuals.

(B) facilitating the entry to such individuali%nto

schools of allied health profeenions

(C) providing counseling or other Services and studies

designed to assist such individuals to complete

successfully their education in an allied health

profession,

(D) providing, for a period prior to the entry of such

individuals into the professional program of

education at an allied health professions scFool,

prelLminary education designed to assist them to

complete successfully such allied health pro-

fessional education.

(b)(I) No grant may be made or
subsection (a) unless an application

to and approved by. the secreatry.
such tots, submitted in such manner,
as the Secretary shall by regulation

(2) The amount of any grant
determined by the Secretary.

contract entered into under
therefor has been submitted
Such application shall be in

and contain such information.
prescribe.

under subsection (a) shall be

(c) For payments under grants and contracts under subsection

(a) there ore authorised to be ifiailsteti $3,000,000 for fiscal

yeariarng 30, 198% $1,000,060 for fiscal jest ending

September 30. 198b. ;Lopo,000 for fiscal year ending September

30. 1987. $1,000,00ii for fiscal year endins September 30, 1088,

and 11.000,005 Thr fiscal year ending September SO, 1084.

6. PROJECT Guns AND CONTRACTS SHOULD BE CONTINUED FOR THE

ALLIED HEALIIICMFESSIONS- TO NEST THE HEEDS OF EtTASLISRED

NATIONAL PRIORITIES AND TO HELP BUILD THE CAPABILITY FOR

LEADERSHIP AND INNOVATION

The case for continued federal activity on behalf of allied

health personnel is predicated on the (1) potential health care

cost /savings through more effective personnel utilisation, (2)

lack of resources for research, development and demonstration of

improvements in training in personnel, and (3) value to states and

to the private sector of a federal focal point for allied health

personnel activity.
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Modest but sharply focused federal initiatives are needed to
ensure effective use of allied health personnel. As is the case
with the entire health care system, there is as important federal
role crucial to the issues of quality assurance, cost containment,
geographic sad specialty distribution, minority representation,
care for the aged, tersinally ill and bilingual groups and equal
access to health care. Because of the dyssmic nature of health
care delivery sae rapidly changing practice needs, allied health
education mast not resale static. It is essential to develop the
capability for leadership and innovation. Support is needed for
activities on which future improvements is allied health education
and services are dependent.

We are therefore requesting the following legislative action:

1. Section 793 be repealed.

Z. Section 796 be amended at attached hereto.

3. Section 797 be allowed to expire.

Project Grants and Contracts

Proposed amendment to the Public Month Service Act as
amended by Public Law 97 -33, the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
of 1981.

Section 796 is emended to read as follow,:

(a) The Secretary in accordance with established national
priorities, shall sake grants to and enter into contracts with
eligible entities to assist thee in meting the costs of planning.
developing. demonstrating. operating, and evaluating projects
related to:

(1) Methods for thereon-, the efficiemc and reducing
the costs of health care *livery t rough more
effective use of allied health personnel.

(2) Continuing education (competeneff faeulty
al747-Opment and advanced train%) for allied health
prdessionals.

(3) Appropriate retraining opportunities for allied
health personnel who, atter periods of professional
inactivity, desire again actively to edge in the
practice or teaching of their allied health
priThes on.

(4) Improving the distribution and availability by
pogo is area or lor_goecialtriroso_of adequately
trai allied health person's' seeded-to meet the
health needs Of the nation, including dm need to
increase the svailebility of primacy care services,
services to the elderlp, services to b

and the need to promote_preventivent=th
care.

o I )
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(5) Providing training and education to upgrade the

skills of alliad health moistest. and other

by , outlined
as57::seiemal allied health personnel, as

des ed the Secretary in scuts,

chrosi :, and looms -testy car. institution,.

(6) Oducational norms which permit individuals to

become proficiiit to a related specialty.

(7) Ways to meet changing seeds in health care delivery

with out creating new allied health accurst!~ or
specialitiee.

Contracts may be entered into ender this subsection without

to sections 3648 and 37'89 of the tevimmt Statutes (31 U.Sr.C.re4a7d

41 V.S.C. 5).

(b) "The term 'Allied Health Professional' seems as in-

dividual tr at t assoc stet Mae, wester s, or

doctoral degree rover in loath care related eiLemot, with reopen-

eibility for the delivery of- health care or health care related

service, (imitates services waisted to, the identificatiou
evaluation ~prevention of &memo sad disorders, dietary and

maritime service!, health promotion, reluibilitatios4 and health

systems .went), but who are not graduate, of sally!: of

medicine, optometry, podiatry, pharmacfi, or nereini.'

Cr) The tern 'school of allied health' menses a regionally

accredited public or nonprofit pi-irate two fear college, senior

colege, or ualversity
-7

(1) which provides, or. can provide profeesionally
accredited programs of education is a discipline of

allied healtIlIesalog to an associate orsoot-
calaoroate degree at to a more advanced 'level;

(I) which provider' training for not lose than a total of

twenty parolees in the allied health curricula' and

(3) which includes or is affiliated iith a tehehing

hospital.

(d) The Secretary uefi, with the edam of the Ilatiomal

Advise Council on Meath Prof-onions Niceties!, provide

ass etance to the beefs of ether &portents ami species of the

Ooverement to anteater and assist is the utilisation of medical

facilities under their jurisdiction for allied health training

programs.
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(a) Ns eramt or cestraet Inez be mods seder this imam unless
an application thereof by bees submitted to and approved the

Teetotal* Tie ilecretax2! may not emcee se an

epelicet esespt after conewitstios with tb:1171::=
Caeacil on Stealth Prefeesiens Ednestion feet en alelatEEE

victoprocest accounting pre-inias
and report.. and access to the records of the applicant.

nogy mire to snout* two diaboressest of air
acceasting for Y feeds paid to the Applicant under this
*settee.

(f) For payments molder greats end contracts sod& this
section there are authorised to be- Cud fl0,000.000-for
fiscal r eudi I I) 0 000 000 t r fiscal

or year
September 30, 191111; an6s310. T .000 for the fiscal year endive A

September 302_ 19114

In addition. our meters for equitable opportunities for ell
to enter occupations of their choosing stresses the used for loan
opportunities for,graduate students in the allied health
professious--the melerity of oboe ar *masa. Thep, we recouries
the following two recommoadetions as wells

5. miciszuTT ems TOZ.NEALTII ammo ASSISTANCE Laa, mgAL)

IQ EXTENDED TO no= GRADUATE OP ALLIED ISALTS. .

Federal redectieme is all student rapport programs. es-
pecially for graduate stagiest', beet coincided with dramatic in-
crease* is tuition costs. Demos 1969 and 19111,fgradesto waive
and fees more than tripled, with average aneeel increases of about
tea percent. Sirius the same period, private institutions raised
their tuition and fee levels nearly five-fold. with avenge annual
increases of approximately 12 percent.

While a cumber Of traditiqsel student aid progress -- College
Hoek Study (CRS), Guaranteed Student Loess t( il.) and Settees'
Direct Student Loan* (110SL) -- have helped students east the coat
of graduate 'tatty, there are still significant umbers of graduate
students who have no resource to fell back po to finance chid::
aducntian (either through leek of qualifiratise for these pro-

grama, or because of overexpanded lean4preerame). Occupettesel

avrepv program directors alone estimate that 90 percent of
students in private universities and 60-75 percent of student. iu

lower tattles presume steed loss dalleTaare M. alternative to

these traditional sources of aid would be to include students of
allied health under the Heilth Education desistence Loon (tEd14
an Health lotofessioes Student Lola (WS) programa.
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10 date. eligibility for the MI% program hes been teem ow-
elusively to school, of medicine, osteopathy, dentlitry, vet-
misery medicime, optometry, podiatry amdffitermeey (1106,0191).
Similarly, the VIAL pogrom is avellable,te the 11O66OV90, however.
with the edwest 1.1 the Omnibus Sudget Seeemelliatien Act of 1164
MAL lee expended to Laclede studamte of chiropractic medielme amid
gredusto clinical psychology. The 1981 ameadmeets else emehled
modulate students of, wheels of public health and health adnimp-
Written to apply for MIL benefits.

..
Cheeses in health case palettes brought about by advpmend

techettlegy, e mere comprehemeive mederstamdleg of the human
orttem. sod cost contaiumeet effort* place imerwaslaill nose..
complies der& em therapists, techmelegists and certain related
disciplines. As more is did of the prectitlemer. mace is
also required of the adults legal system. 2* this sod, more of the
allied health pre/egoism will require education and titillate, at
the pet-hoccelameate level.

Aconites to a servey of allied health collegiate p review
conducted by tbe American Seciett of Allied South heft/seisms in

t 1980, 337 schools offered an aggregate Of 1,471 eroduete Ansi
doctoral level primrose. Grail:ate power wets food ammo the
followleg oecupetiome; speech- language pethologista/sediblosist,
blomedieal eggieser, corrective therapist, dietitiam/autritionist,
anvirommemtal health satinets. amvironmentallet, exercise physi-
ologist, health educator (commealty/scheol), health services
odeimistrater, secopetiomal therapist, physical therapist, re-
creation therapist, and rehwhilitaties counselor.

There are approximately 19,305 students in graduate and
doctoral programs in allied health schools. The average teal=
is $5.000 per year. If these loans end grants became available.
it is probable that for the academic year 1985-66. 25 percept of
the students would he interested in RPSL lease of $2,200 psi year.
Perhaps 5 pore:tut-of the student population would desire a MAL
loan. Requested approptiation for graduate students to allied
health seder the KRAL and NPR programa are $7.3 willies and $10.6
million respectively per fiscal year.

Graduate education Is the allied health prefessioue should be
an integral composeet in the centimuum of health profeselamo
e ducation. While graduals education takes different forme end
serves different purposes to the health professions, it is
primarily directed toward preparation for practice and may be
required for licensers. In oddities, it Is intimately connected
to the preparation of fatuity, researchers, sod administrators and
the development of nee keel/ledge. to this end, the primary goal
Is to develop experts with the appropriate knowledge, skills sod
attitudes le a special area.

7 6 3
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Sterlity is graduate education ie seriously undermined whoa

federal ~PM is maliable or flecteatese 'aloes adequate
student aid 10 available. the settee will met be able to attract
the talented yawns People it seeds into galenite programs of

allied health. Therefore, we remora tbst eligibility seder the
ORAL sod IIPSL programs be astended to include gradate students of

allied health.

SMUT asstamar
Jr

Proposed mend mat to the Public Health Service Act es
Amadei bye ublis Law 97-35, the Omnibus Hedgot Reconciliation Act

of 1961.

Limitatioss oa Individual Federally Insured Leese and a Federal

Loan Insurance.

Section 129 is emended to &toad as follows:

(a) The total of the loam made to a stalest in way madanic
jeer or its equivalent (as determined by the Seerataryudlch say
be covered by Faisal lees issurasee seder this support my mot

emceed $20,000. in the ease of a_stadent enrolled is a school of
medicine. osteopathy. dentistry, veterinary medicine. optometric,

or podiatry; $12,500 in the can of's stalest enrolled in a school

of plemmecy. public health, or chiropractic, or a gr to pastes

in health administration or ethical psychology; or 060 in the

case 4 student eniehled is a graduate program i
The aggregate lammed unpaid priscipil IMMMOt for all such insured

looms mode to any bestrewn shall sot at any time exceed 1180,000 is

the case of a borrower who is or was a student esrolled is a
school of medicine. osteopathy; dentistry, veterinary medicine,
optometry, or podiatry; $50.000 in the cam of a borrower who is

or wasa student enrolled in a school of pharmacy, public health.

or chiropractic', or a gradesteprogram in health admisistration or

clinical psychologs; amd $20,000 is the case of a borrower who la

or was a-student enrolled is a graduate is allied health.

The anneal ineqrable limit per student not be mounded by a

Ilse of credit under which actual teammate by the lender to the

borrower will not be made is any year is excess of t nnual

limit.

Definitions: Student Anastasia

-Section 777 La emended to read as follows:
)9

11) The term 'eligible institution' means. with retpect to a

fiscal year, a school of medicine. osteopathy, dentistry. vet-
erinary medicine, optonetrf, podiatry, pbermacy, public health or

chitrActIc. or graduate program Is health adminietration:
clin col peychology or allied health.'

7 f;
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14) The term 'graduate ptsgriraallied health' MOOR
is a 1 le or it veto institution is

, r
IddchTellecredited is the wooer scribed is Section 701 WI.'

Leon Agreeneste for Satabliabssest of Student Loan Foods

Section 742 is amended to read se follows:

(a) The Secretary is authorised to enter into so agromnest

for the seFablistmeot and operation of alstodest lean fond in'

accordance with this subpart pith any public or other nonprofit

school of medicine, eoteepethy,'domtistry, pharmacy. podiatry.

optometry, veterinary radicle, or allied health located is a State

sod is acctoditedies provided in Section 293a(b)(1)(S) of this

title.

".

Tars. and Condition. A

(V) Each agreemoorersred into seder this section shall--

(1) provide for ootAlioloost'of s scaliest losallUsdid

by the school;

(2) provide for deposit in the fond of (1) the Federal

capital'contribotions to E. food (S) an almost equal to

not lei* than one -ninth of such federal capital costri-

betimes, cootilbstei hyouch lostitotiee,
collections of principal and interest on loans nada from

the food. CD) collectiess pursuant to Section 224(a)(1)

of this tine. and (5) any other *stubs' of the food;

(3) provide that. the fond shall be used only for lams

to studeste of the school is accordance with the agree-

soot and for coots of collectieo of meth loans and

interest thereon;

(4) provide that loans may be mode biros such feed only

to students pursuing a full-tins course of study at the

school leading to a degree of doctor or medicine, doctor

of dentistry or as equivalent &wee, doctor of
osteopathy. bachelor of science-in pharmacy or on .

equivalent degree doctor of podiatry or ss equivalent

degree. doctor of optometry or an,equivaltst degree.

doctor of veterinary medicine or an equivalent degree,

or a post-baccalaureate credential in allied health;

(5) provide !bat the school shall advise, in writing,

each applicant for a loan free the student loss fond of

the provisions of Section 294(or of this title ender

Mach outstanding loose frqu itedint loan food soy be

paid (in whole or in pert) by the Secretary; sod

(6) contain such other previsions as are necessary to

protect the financial interests of the United States.

Ise
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J
Loam nosiness

School Year Limitatioe

(a) Loans iron a student loss fund (established min an
agreement with a school seder Section 294m of this title) nay not
exceed for any student for each school year (or its equivaLbOt)
the am of -- 6

(I) the cost of tuition for such year at such school.

4rs

As

and

;2
(2) $2.500

Coaditio
e

(b) Any each loans shall be mode we each terms and con-.

dittoes as the .6410 nay determiee'but may be made only to a
student in need *rho smemmt thereof po peruse a Mull-time course
of study at the school leading to a degree ef.dector of medicine.
doctor of dentistry or as equiveleat degree. doctor of eskesspwally,
bachelor of attests in phernacyrom an equivalent degree. doctor of
podiatry or an equivalent dews., doctor of eptemetry.er so' `i

equivalent degree. doctor of veterinary medicine or an equivalent
degree or poet-beccalsereste emotional in allied health. .

Sepaymen in PeriodiF Iestelpseetw; Acceleratiem; Commeocumen and
Duration of Period; isclusioes frociPerttd. s 0-

(c) Such loans shall be repayable in equal or graduated
periodic instellmeets (with the right of the borrower-Ito
accelerate reOlyment) over4the taw year period which begins ems
year of or the gamiest ceases to pursue a full time course of

optometry. snort gentles or allied_haalth,
study at a school_of medici:iesteeeethy. dentistry. phasnecy,
podiatry. op
encludidg from such ten Year period 041 periods (up to theme

active duty performed Thy the borrower as a member of
a emit service. or (2) service as a 'neaten modec.the Peace a
Ca t; sod periods of advanced profeesioeml including
i ships and residencies).

Catenation of Liability for Repayment

(Or The liability to the umpoid balamce of ma a loan
and accruall interest thetll be canceled wpm the death of
fbeLborrover, or if the Secretary determiese that he has became
permeeeetly and, totally disabled.

qs
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(1
Interest

(a) Such lease shelf beer ant t. on the umpaid balance of
the loam, competed only fer periedi for which the lean is repay -

able, at the rate of 9 pertewt per year.

ktylimat of Princtima and letterset. for Practice in Ithysiciameetc.:F
Shortage Areas; Visitation; Liability:feriletatmorsommtj Mettles
of Loan Cancellation under emended of Original Provision

(f)(1) In the ease *any individual --

(A) who a/received a degree of doctor of medicine,

)

doctor of osteopathy, doctor at dentistry or an equi-
valent degree, doctor of veterinary medicine or an

''. equivalent,Ogree. doctor of optometry or an eqiii-
" anent degree, bachelor of wince in pharmacy or an

equivalent degree doctors of podiatry or an equivalent
degree:obr a past - baccalaureate credential in allied

health.
1

. t
(8) who (I) obtained oeIlLot more loans from a loan
fund established undei this subpart. or 411)
.btained. Wider a wrftteu loco agreement entered into
before October 12, 19700.any other educationalklean
for hie costs at a,schdhl. of medicine. osteopathy,

.
dentistry, veterinary medtine. Optometry, pharmacy,
podiatry, or allied health; and ...

.. '-

b. UCEPTIO1U11. ritut ED sClsIO ZIPS S SCliOULD- BE MADE

AVAILAALF to ChADUATE STVDESTSATTSPDISC SCHOOLS OF ALLIED

4EALTH. )1)

Students in health professions education
,
are bearing an

increasih financial hutdti because of /he Increase intuition and

fen at many schools at( the-d+ rrease.fa student financial ali.
There is a,decrease lo both external fmadina of financial aid and

of scholarebipa and loan funds controlled by the schools
' throning. Concern has been expreend shoat how the increase In

educational cone to student* *111 Win the composition of
applicant pools -and of claim. as well am hoe ft eIll.affect the

choice of pro(eiseilp, apecialty, and practice locetiom.

L
,..-- Qualified ete0ente should babe an equal chance of entering

ihe health pqufeesionsi regardless of their financial background.

MOrther, the health prOfenion should be representative of all

race* and soctoecenoslc groups in the U.S.; there is some evidence

that such wideleprerOtation will !apron etre nevelt quality of

health care. Sone:atudies half, indicated thit student* tend to -

work or practice in the geog phic,area and the urban or rural

II:
settings where they grow up( Thus, careful student recruiting may

serer as a means of provIdi health care to twined or under-

forbid erne. N
: . . .

a

' I
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Qualified etedeeto nay make ad tomato in their career
selection based on their ability to ition and to meet living
coats, particularly if they are unwilling to incur substantial
educational debt. It is entirely possible that many qualified
people do not apply to health prolesilonseducatiou program for
financial reasons.

To date, schools of medicine, osteopathy, dentistry,
opteometry, pharmacy, poidatry, and veterinary medicine have been
awdrded federal grant. o that they may extend scholarships to to
first -year graduate students of exceptiosal need. There are
substantial member of graduate students in'allied health programs
aa well (over '1,000 in 1980), many of which could profit from
this program. therefore. we strongly recommend that the
scholarship program for first-year students of exceptional
financia,,need be extended to include wheels of allied health.

Scholarships for First Year Students of Exceptional Financial Need

Proposed amendment to the Public Health Service Act Si
amended by Public Lew 97-35, the Omnibma Sodgei Reconciliation Act
of 1981.

Section 758 is amended to read as follow*:

(a) Secretary shall made grants to a public nonprofit
school of lane, osteopathy, dentistry, optometry, pharmacy,
PodIstrYPavellerfoarY medicine or allied health which is accredited
as provided hn Section 293(a)(b)(1)(S) of this title for
scholarshici to be awarded by the school of fell-time students
thereof, edirpore of exceptional finaccisl need and who are in their
first -3reaelf study at suds chool.

CONCLUSIONS

If allied health services are eseentim: to the well-being of
tWe snipe. than allied health educatiois is equally essential.
Allied health services depend on allied health education. The
informally and haphazardly prepared health Ftactitioner might have
suited the level of sophistication of health care delivery at the
turn of the century; today, the knowledge and skills required to
perform health services are mudinere advanced. Formal education
programs for mast allia0 health profeesioss are the only.smana of
ensuring that a sufficient number of personnel will be adequately

prepared. In addition, eligibility under ill student aid sod
e cholatehlp progress is essential to enable students to access
formal education programa. Although, same 'Individuals say be able
td acquire the neceideary knowledge and skills by other wens, most
will ra4eire formal post-secondary preparation ranging from
short-term training to graduate study.

38-784 D - 84 - 49
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Moreover, t'e continued improvement of allied health
services -- in terms of quality, coot affectivesses, access, and
continuity -- depends on allied health ear" -0. Without
advanced programs mid formal leadership d. met, it unlikely
thatgthe accessary research mod developmen vities will be
coodected. These research and development sc,..rities can lead to
improvemest is service' directly and oleo indirectly by improving
educational processes which in turn lead to better prepared
practitioners. The future of health services and health service
delivery depends on financial support for allied health education
and a roomed commitment on ,the part of the federal government to
provide its fair share of that support.

I appreciate the opportunity to submit these comments on
behalf of the American Society of Allied Health Professions. It

you have any questions, or need further clarification, please feel
free to contact Carolyn M. Del Polito, Ph.D., Executive Director
of AS6EP at (202)857 -1150.

Sincerely,

Polly A. Pita, M
President

PAY/tab

ISMORSING ORCAVIEATIOIIS

Americen Art Therapy Association
American Dental Hygienists' Association
American Dietetic Association
American Medical Association
American Medical Record Association
American Medical Technologists
American Occupational Therapy Association
American Physical Therapy Association
Merle= Society of EEG Technologiste
America's Asseciatios.of Sioasalysts
American Society for Medical Technology
knerican Speech-Language-Rearing Association
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Statement of the

AMERICAN SPEECH-LANGPAGE-NEARING ASSOCIATION

Regarding Reauthorinstioc of

TEe Health Professions Educations' Assistance Act

Submitted co

COMMITTEE on LABOR and HUMAN RESOURCES

UNITE: STATES SENATE

Roger P. Kingsley, ph.r.
Director
Congressional Relations Divipioc
Governmental Affairs Department

March 19, 1984
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The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) is pleased to

14

C. submit comments regarding reauthorization of the Health Professions Educe-

Lionel Assistance Act (Public Law 94-484), Title VII of the Public Health

Service Act.

ASHA is the professional society representing over 39,000 speech-

language pathologists ant audiologists nationwide. These education and

health professionals are concerned with the systems, structures and fent-

taons.that make bacon communication possible; with the causes and effects

of abnormalities in human cosmunicstion; and with the identification,

evaluation and treatment of individuals with speech, language and hearing

disorders.

Speech-language pathologists end audiologists have graduate training

that leads to a Master's or Doctoral degree and the awarding of a Certifi-

cate of Clinical Competence (CCC) in their area of specialization. Speech-

language pathologist, and audiologists render professional servi.NO,

metropolitan and rural areas and in such settings as hospital speech end

hearing clinics. outpatient rehabilitation centers, home health care agen-

cies, public and private schools. and in private practice. The ASHA CCC is

recognized by the Department of Health and Human Services as the appropri-

ate certificate for prostates of Medicare and Medicaid services.

Communication handicaps represent one of the most chronic and

disabling conditions in the2United States. These disorders are prevalent

among all races, socioeconomic classes, and age groups, although speech and

language disorders are more commonly found in children and hearing

disorders are more, prevalent in the elderly population. According to U.S.

Census data for 1980, there were approximately 2.6 million speech and

at
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language impaired persons and over 18 million hearing impaired persons in

the nation. 1 However, as a result of an increase in the number of surviv-

ing handicapped infants and the disproportionate growth in the aging popo-

lation. both types of handicaps are projected to increase dramatically

during the rest of this century and beyond. By the year 2025, it is esti-

mated that there will Le over 3.o million speech/langpage impaired and 32.6

million hearing impaired Americans.2

These data and trends make evident the need for an adequate work force

of qualified professionals to serve the communicatively impaired popula-

tion.' However, various studies indicate a seems shortage of available

professionals in the field. A report by the Bureau of Health Manpower,

Health Resources Administration foetid that "at least three or four times

more speech pathologists are needed and approximately four times as many

audiologists are needed to provgde requir;d services...it appears that the

supply of speech pathologists and audiologists is not adequate to meet

either current or future demands and needs.° (See Appendix A)

Host federal support for graduate training of speech, language and

hearing professionals has been through the peraonnel development programs

under the jurisdiction of the Office of Special Education and Rehabilita-

tive Services (as authorized by the Education of the Handicapped Act and

1 U.S. Bureau of the Census. 1982a Preliminary Estimates of the Popula-
tion of the United States; 1970 to 1951.

20.S. Bureau of the Census. 1982b Projections of the Population of the
United States:f 1982 to 2050.

IBureau of Health Manpower, Health Resources Administraiint. A Report on
Allied Health Personnel (November 1979). p. X1V-5.
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the Rehabilitation Act of 1975. as amended). Little support has been

derived in recent years through programs under the Public Health Service

Act. About 16 percent of graduate speech, language, and hearing prosrmes
Ogg.

are in schools of allied health. The reminder are in schools of liberal

arts, educatime and medicine. (See Appendix B) Also. unlike allied health

professions. the speech. language and hearing profession is not prescrip-

tion based. Medicare and other federal statutes recognise that their

advanced training and the specialised services they provide qualify speech-

language pathologists and audiologists as capable of developing plans of

treatment for their patients independent of physician involveneut.

The foregoing problems concerning population trends. work force supply

and federal support for health care professionals point to a number of

areas in the Health Professions Educational Assistance Act that are 's need

o: modification. in gracing the following recommendaitons. ASHA rerftires

its endorsee/4ot of some of the proposals presented to this Committee by the

American Society of Allied Health Professions (ASAHP).

The Defihition of Allied Health Personnel

ASPA is particularly concerned with the inadequate and inappropriate

definition contained in Part Gi Section 793 of the Act. This definition

refers to "allied health personnel" as

individuals with training and responsibilities for (A)

supporting. complementing, or supplementing the profession-

al functions of plersicians. dentists and (Wier health

professionals in the delivery of health care to patients.

4
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This definition fails to recognise the range of health cite functions

performed by non-physician health professionals. Whatever the past validi-

ty of allied health professionals as personnel who assisted physicians,

current reality is that sway of these profits/loyal' function in ..ore of

collaborative than supportive role. This is certainly true for speech-

language pathologists and audiologists whose advanced training and special-
.

ired practices make any cherscterisatios as supportive personnel derogatory

e-

asbell as fallacious. In its Report on the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of

1960, th. Hone. Committee pe Ways end Means recognised the proper role of

speech-language pathology in the Medicare delivery system:

Since speech-language pathology involves highly specialized
knowledge and training. physicians generally do not specify
in detail the services needed when referring a patient for

such services. As a result, your Connitteree bill iillows
either the physician or the speech pathologilt to establish
the plan of treatment so as to conform Medicare law and
program policy to, actual practice seong .the professions.

(H. Rpt. 96-588)

Because of the subservient connotations of the present definition of

allied health, members of this and other disciplines often refer to thee-

selves as independent health professionals. We believe that. in order to

be an accurate and vceptable term, "allied health" should connote a hori-

zontal alliance rather than a vertical linkage with the medical profes-

sions. Therefore, we recommend that the existing definition be repealed

and replaced with the following new definition:

Or

774
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The term "Allied Health Professional" means an individual

trained at the associate, baccalaureate, master's or
doctoral degree level in health care related wieners, with
responsibility for the delivery of human health care and

health care related services (including services related to

the identification, salvation and prevention of diseases

and disorders, dietary and nutrition serviced health
promotion, rehabilitation, and health system management),

but who are not graduates of schools of medicine, optome-
try, podiatry, pharmacy, or surging.

Data on Health Professions

ARRA bepeves that data are needed to document the supply of existing

allied health professionals and to project future needs relevant to the

prbper utilisation of such professionals for a changing population.

Congress recognired the need for 'carats and current data on hair*.

professions in P.L. 94-484, and reaffirmed this need in reauthorizing the

Act in 1981. (P.L. 97.35).

Pursuant to the Act, the Health Resources Administration issued its

report stating:

There are insufficient data about allied health personnel at

the local, state, or national level to permit radical

improvements in planning, production, and management. The

large number of occupations and functions involved, and

their interrelations, makes good planning for allied health

personnel difficult. Impsoved data on production, recruit-

ment, reinbureement..etiliatioo. service costs, and work

force quality ore needed... Dots on improvements in supply.

work -force quality. educational stanards and methods, and

opportunities for minorities are difficult and costly to

pros/gee and generally leas than satisfactory. Where

improvements have occurred, federal support appears to be e

decisive factor.4

A report issue* by the National Commission on Allied Health lilac ties

reached similar conclusion:

44 Report on AlliedNealth Personnel, ZVII -4.

a
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The federal government should support the systematic and

continuous collection and dissemination of data on the
numbers and distributions of health manpower in all occupa-

tional areas, including information on projected openings.

Support also should be was available for the continuation

of biennial national inventories of allied health programs,

expanded to include all settings which coptinue to offer

formal post-rondary education programs.'

In 1980, the Senate Committee on least and Human Resources found that

data collection relating to the allied,heolth field was seriously lagging

relative to the information that had been compiled for medicine and

dentistry.' The Committee called for "similar attention to be directed to

nursing and to the allied health professions./' In addition, the Committee

looked to the Department of Health and Human Services to ensure that future

reports would include information on the status of underrepresented groups

including minorities, women, and the handicapped.". (Senate Report 96-936.)

Current data needs are only being partially met. The Department of

Education collects data relating to personnel in the schools and in

vocational rehabilitation settings. However, information on the supplF,

location and adequacy of personnel in the broad health care delivery system

is
lb

generally limited to individual profeCall disciplines. Few allied

health professions have die resources for such sophisticated data collec-

tion. Even when they undertake such data gathering and analysis efforts,

their conclusions are often given scant attention and credibility. What is

needed in order to adequately gauge future health profession needa and to

'The National Commission on Allied H6.1th Education, The Future of Allied

Health: Alliances for the 1960s.
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assist in creating balance among personnel, beusficiaries, and delivery

system, is nationwide data collection effort that is supported with

adequate federal funds.

Section TOS'f the Act should be emended as follows In order to

strengthen the data base for all bealthprofeesiona:

a.

(a) The Secretory shall establish elprogram, including a

uniform health professions data reporting system, to

collect, compile, sod analyse data an health professions

personnel which shall include data respecting physicians,

dentists, pharmacists, optometrists, pediatrists, veterinar-

ians, pdblic health personnel, audiologists, speech language

pathologists, health care almiwistration personnel, noises,

allied health personae:; medical technologists, chiroprac-

tors, clinical psycholotOers, one any other health personnel

in states designated, by :Si fe:retary to be included in the

program. Such data shall .. Ands data respecting the

training, licenaure status (finding permanent, temporary,

partial, Waited, or institutional), place or places of

practice, profession specialty, erectice characteristics,

placeand date of birth, sex, and socio-economic background

of health profeseions personnel and such other demographic

information regarding health professions personnel as the

Secretary may require.

(b) In carrying out subsection (a), the Secretary !hell

collect available information from public or private entities.

The Secretary may mike grants to and enter intocontrocts with

public and private entities for the collection of information

net otherwise available.

(c) The SecrItswy, in cooperation with dEpropriste piblic and

private milli... shell

(4) analyse. or provide for the anelysia of healit4

personnel data collected wader tile section;

0'1

2) conduct of provide for the conduct.of

.7
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(A) analytic and description studies of health
personal leforostiee including the peed for, and
supply of, health personal; and (II) projection.
relative to ouch seed a*d supply to the futon,
compiled according to type of personnel, penile?
specialty, sad geooraphic locations and

(3) conduct or provide for the 'coodOct of analytic and
descriptive studies of isformatiom se health students,
interns, residemts and prectitioeire who are pavtici-
patiog in health professiesurodentioo,-and en health
education program and institutions, including !uni-

t retinal resources, student Unsocial rowmf.rements and
iodebnieses, student characteristics aft as age,
sex, race, ethnicity, sad socio-economic background,
and apparent career choices such is practice specialty

sod geographic location.

The Nativist Advisory Council se Health Protossien Education

Allied and other eon- physician health professionals resort's

approximately three-fifths of the tent hee'th.wort force which new Inashers

over five pillion. lbe non-physician sector la she growing at a much

greeter rate than the physician reeounity, in pert benne of the inreand,

recognition of the need for and cost effectiveness of these professional..

It is only reasonable, then, to require that health education planning

include at least one reprenstative of an allied health profession (as the

tare is.sedefioad) program. Section 701(s) of the Act should therefore be

amended to reed:

'ere is established in the Public Health Service a
Satinet Advisory Council on Health Profession Education
(hereafter in this *settee referred to as the "Council"),
consisting of the Secretary (or his delegate), who shall be
Chains** of the Connell, sod twenty nigher, appointed by,
the Secretory...from persons who benne of their eduti-
tion, experience, or training are particularly qualified to
advise the Secretary with respect to the programs of
assistance authorised by parte 3, C, 0, t, P, end C of this

77
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subchap,er. Of the sppoiated members of the Council tools*

shall B. represebtatives of health professions ochoots sod

allied health professiome *donations' programs, including

it Upset one representative each of schools of veterinary

medicine, optometry, photmacy, sod podiatry. at least ems

representative of an allied health professions oducatiOdtil

program, sad at least onoreptesootative of schools of

public Lola, sad graduate programs in health e

siministration... O

V

A Pow Authority for APOSOCAU44 to Oisadvautagstbdividole:

Individuals from dismiss:imaged backgrounds, particelarly racial and

ethnic minorities bevy historically beon%ndertagreseuted as bensficiiries

of health services and as providers of thee* services. Studies have.shosre

that minority 'ultimate are nadovrepreseutod in both endorgreawato,aud

aredeote allied health education prograes. A 1980 *unty Lea:lotted by

ASAHP showed that Slack stodonts accounted for only -eight percent sad

Hispanic atn4aots only three percent of undergraduate sad graduate allied

health prograos. Only about four percent of current sprech%languago

pathologists and audiologists nationally are racial minorities, and it is

eatimatad that there is only one minority speech - language pathologist or.

audiologist for every 11,466 petaonir with communication disoriarm.6 The

'Mottoes' Council on Graduate Programsi; Communicetion Scfoutes sod

Disorders reports that ufuprity students represent 10 percent, of the

eurollnent to speech. language and hearing programs. so the present trend

is toward an increase is minority professionals. (See also Appendin C.)

6 Amirrican Speech-Langengsliesting Association,Speech.l.anjuage
Pathology

and Audiology: Career Informative for Minority Students.
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Health profession careers of few an excellent &venom of social and

economic mobility for disedvontagodOtedents, particularly slice the

esployomst outlook is favorable in mmoy of these eccupotiess. Also,

timesaving the nuober of sloority health prefssateuels should bring gains

in parolees to theme usedenrsetavd populations that are billsgool-bicultoral

and found in taboo and rural areas which lack adequate members of qualified.

health professionals.

Vu rocommeod that Section 796 of the Act be modified as follows:

(4)(1) For the wpme of omelettes individuals who, doe to
socioeceeemic factors, are financially or otherwise
disadvantaged (including minority and hamlicappod
individuals and individuals who are 'stereos of the
Armed Forces with military trainiej or experionce in the
koalas field) to soderteke education to eater the allied
health professions, the Socretary shall mato grants to
and entet.into contracts With schools of allied health,
State auriocal educational agencies, and other public
or private nonprofit sotitiss to assist in meeting the
costs describillio paragraph (2).

(2) A grant or contract soder paragraph (1) may be used by
the school, agency, or entity to most the coots of

(A) identifying, recruiting, selecting, and
retraining such individuals; (6) facilitating the
ovary at such individuals into schools of allied
health professions; (C) providing counseling or
other services and studios demigued to assist
such individuals to cellulite successfully their
education in an allied health profession; (D)
providing, for a period prior Co the ratty of each
individuals into the professional program of
education at ow allied health professions. school,
preliminary education designed to assist them to
templet, successfully such allied health profes-

sional education.

7 3 u
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(b)(1) Mo greet may be med. or contract entered into under

subsection (a) *pleas an application therefore has been

submitted to, and approved by, the Secretary. Such

application shell be in such fete, submitted in such

mammy, and contain out? informstiou, an the Secretary

shall by vegetation prescribe.

(2) Themeoust of any grant under eubmigtioe (a) shall be

determimed by the Secretary.

payeenta under grants mid ceetracts osier subsection
rhrrt are authorised to be appropriated $3,000,000 fir

fiscal lyear ending September 30, 1983, $3,000,000 for

fiscal year endive September 30, 1986, $3,000,000 for

fiscal Amy ending September 30, 1987, 83,000,000 for

fiscal year endieg September 30, 1988, awl $3,000,000 for

fiscal year ending September 30, 1989.

Graduate Student Eligibility Under the HEAL and 101L Programs

Currently. graduate studeeis in allied health programs are not olio-

)

bin for assistance under the Health Education Assistance Loots (HEAL) and

Health Profession* Student .4f 'IPSL) Programs. Eligibility for egoist-
a

ance In these programs has be:- limited to students in schools of medicine,

osteopathy, dentistry, veterinary medicies, optometry, podiatry and

pharmacy (HODVOPPi), although the Omnibus Sodget Reconciliation Act of 1981

(P.L: 97-3m) expanded the HEAL program to include graduate stadium in

chiropractic medic's*, clinical psychology, public health and health

adeinistiation.

A graduate degree is required for certification and liciasers (in 33

stets. with licessure laws) in speech-language pathology and audiology. As

more states require that stticter education and training standards Uri',

applied to health, education and rehabilitation service providers, other

professions are vetoing their minimal educational requirements. This trend

761
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toward more postbmccalasreare education in a time of rising education

costs make it imperative that new sources of assistance be made available

to allied and other non - physician health profession students.

We recommend that Sections 737 and 742oethe Act. be amended to

include the eligibility of graduate students in allied health as they are

defined in the revised definition set forth in the first recommendation of

this statement.

Federal Financial Support for Allied Health Education

A strong federal role in supporting allied health programs is essen-

tial. As mentioned earlier, Vas non-physician sector comprises a majority

of all health care providers. Because these professionals provide their

services at much lower cost than do members of the medical profession', any

support that will expand their services has significant ramifications for

cost control in the health care system as a whole.

In the current fiscal year, only 5800,000 (or about fzi,ur percent) of a

total health manpower appropriation of S198.4 million was allocate(' to

allied health education. Federal support needs to be increased to help

health professions education programs graduate an adequate supply of

qualified allied health professionals to meet the future health care needs

of society - in terms of quality, access and cost effectiveness.

In order to improve the future of health professions education and

services, we recoupend.modification of Section 796 as follows'

7S2
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(a) The Secretary in accordance with established national

priorities, shall sake grants to and enter into contracts

with eligible entities to insist them in meeting the costs

of planning, developing, demonstrating, operating, and

evaluating projects related ton

(1) Methods for increasing the efficiency and reducing

the coats of health care delivery through more

effective use of allied health professionals.

(2) Continuing education (competency updating,; faculty

development and advanced training) for allied health

professionals.

(3) Appropriate retraining opportunities for allied

health professionals who, after periods of profes-

sional inactivity, desire again to actively engage in

the practice or teaching of their allied health

profession.

(4) Improving the dietributiou and availability by

geographic arse or by specialty group of adequately

trained allied health professionals needed to meet

the health needs of the Nation, including the need to

increase the availability of primary care services,

services to the elderly, services to bilingual groups

and the need to promote preventive health care.

(5) Providing training and education to upgrade the

skills of allied health assistants and other subpro-

fessional allied health personnel, as designated by

the Sefretary, employed in acute, chronic, and long-

term care inNtitutions.

(6) Educational programs which permit individual, to

become proficient in a related specialty.

(7) Ways to meet changing needs in health care delivery

without treating new allied health occupations or

specialties.

(b) The tern "Allied Health Professional" roans an individual

trained at the *omelet*, baccalaureate, master's or

doctoral degree level in health care related science, with

responsibility for the delivery of human health care and

health care related services (tnclailing services related

to the identification, evaluation and prevention of

diseases and disorders, dietary and nutrition services,

health promotion, rehabilitation, and health systems

management), but who are not grads ten of schools of

medicine, optometry, podiatry, Ossuery, or nursing.

7bJ
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(c) The tare 'school of allied health' means regiouelly

accredited public or nonprofit private two-year college.

senior college, or university --

(1) which provides, or can provide professionally
accredited programs of education in a discipline of

allied health leading to an associate or
baccalaureate degree or to a more advanced degree;

(2) which provide, training for not less than total of

twenty possess in the allied health curricula; and

(3) which Includes or is affiliated with teaching

hospital.

(d) The Secretary may, with the advice of the National
Advisory Council on Health Professions Education, provide

aspistance to the heads of other departments and agencies

o the Covernieent to encourage and assist in the utilisa-

tion of medical facilities wader their jurisdiction for

allied health training programa.

(e) No grant or contract may be mode soder this section unless

an application thereof has been submitted to and approved

by the Secretary. The Secretary nay not approve or
disapprove such an application except after consultation

with the National Advisory Council on Health Professions

Education. Such an application shall provide for such

fiscal control and accounting procedures end reports, and

access to thq records of the applicant, as the Secretary

may require to assure proper disburse/meat of and account-

ing for Federal feuds paid to the applicant under this

section.

(f) For permeate wader grants and contracts under this section

there are authorised to be appropriated $10,000,000 for

fiscal year ending September 30, 1985; $10,000,000 for

fiscal year ending September 30, 1986; $10,000,000 for

fiscal year ending September 30, 1987; $10,000,000 for the

fiscal year ending September 30. 1988; and $10,000,000 for

the fiscal year oodles September 30, 1989.

The American Speech -taligusge-Hearing Association appreciates the

Committee's consideration of the information. views and recommendations

presented in this statement. We look forward to working with you on this

important legislation.
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Statement of the Association of American Medical Colleges

on

"The Health Professions Training Assistance Act of 1984."

The Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) is

pleased to have this opportunity to share with the Committee its

views on The Health Professions Training Assistance Act of

1984." Since its founding in 1876. the AAMC has steadily expan-

ded its horizons so that today it represents the whole complex of

individual organizations and institutions charged with the under-

graduate and graduate education of physicians. It serves as the

national voice for the 127 U.S. accredited medical schools and

their students; more than 400 of the major teaching hospitals;

and over 10 a:ademic and professional societies whose members are

engaged on an everyday basis in the activities -- teaching.

research and patient care--that in the aggregate constitute medi-

cal education.

The AAMC is commenting on this important legislation with

some reservation, since there are substantial risks'in taking a

position on only a summary of the proposed legislation, and not

the legislation itself, which is still in the process of being

Submitted to the Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources,

march 29. 1984,

On Dupont Circle, N.W.Maoffington, D.C. 2003111 (202) 1128-0400
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draft.d. There undoubtedly will be many nwances in the legisla-

t4on as introduced that cannot possibly be reflected to :he sum-

wary available to the AANC as it prepared this statement.

However, given the large and beneficial impact which the Title

VII programs have on medical education, the AANC feels compelled

to make known its views on this important subject, even in less

than optimal circumstances.

The Association has two very general responses to the bill

as presented by Chairman Hatch. The first is gratitude for its

reaffirmation of support for virtually the entire array of cur-

rently authorized programs in Title VII. As will be delineated

below, these programs have extremely positive effects on many

facets of medical education. Some of these effects include: per-

mitting students from many tOfferent socio-economic strata of

society to enter medical school; sustaining high quality in

Specific medical educational programs that the government wishes

to augment; and influencing the specialties and practice loca-

tions that individual physicians choose for their careers. The

clear message of the proposed reauthorization of the Title VII

ploorams is that they are both useful and efficient in meeting

their purposes. The medical schools do not take the partnership

they have entered into with the federal government for granted

and they heartily commend Senator Hatch's approach.

The Association is troubled by the statement in the summary

that the programs will be authoistred at "levels consistent with

79i
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FY '84 Appropriations." Many of the '84 appropriations levels

are below the austere authorization levels imposed on them

through the 1981 Budget Reconciliation Process, but some of them-

are pushing their authorization ceilings. There seems to be no

good reason to foreclose the possibility of bolstering funding

for the manpower programs should greater congressional support

for them arise or should the prevailing economic climate improve.

The Association is especially concerned about the application of

the bill's authorization level policy to the student financial

assistance programs. These programs are seriously underfunded at

present and, In the case of the HPSL program, not funded at all.

We hope that the bill will reflect the need for more support of

the EFN and HPSL programs, as well as a higher credit limit for

the HEAL program, when it is marked up.

JUSTIFICATION OF FEPERAL ROLE IN

MEDICAL EDUCATION

Prior to outlining its specific program recommendations, the

AAMC believes it is necessary to outline its views on the support

of medical education.

In reviewing recent developments, the AANC has been im.

pressed with the need for, and Justifiability of, marshalling

support for medical education from all of its beneficiaries: stu-

dents, institutions, and the public. With medical school tuition

costs steadf!y increasing -- currently exceeding, for example,

38-784 0 - 84 -
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812,000 annum per student at private institutions, exclusive of

living expenses--the option of financing medical education on

one's own simply is not available for the vast majority of stu-

dents wishing to attend medical school. Thus, Federal aid is an

ahsolete necessity, ff interested students are to be able to

finance their education. This point needs to be taken into ac-

count outside of any other consideratfonsminority participation

in medical education, manpower distribution and specialty

choices, and desirable advances in curriculum -- because it is in

the interest of our society to assure that students who are

capable of becoming doctors can make the financial arrangements

to do so.

From an institutional perspective, the medical schools.

believe Federal support is justified by the fact that their ac-

tivities are essential to meeting national goals which the

government has set, and that without federal participation, these

goals can not be met. With health care costs reaching 10.88 of

thin allP in 1982, the relatively small investment the federal

iovernment makes in the Title VII programs can have important

impacts on how, and which, health care services are delivered.

For example, medical schools have emphasised primary care

specialties at the behest of the Federal government, with de-

,

monstrable results, ono thus merit and require continued Federal

support fn these areas. In other areas as well, it be-
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hooves the federal government to'provide targeted fOrms of sup-

port to medical education, since this is a key link in the chain

of activities which swtain the health of the American popula-

tion, an area in which the government has a clear and abiding

interest.

SPECIFIC PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS

Student Assistance

Rationale for AAMC Position

Prior to addressing the specifics of the student aid pro-

posals advanced by the reauthorization proposal, it is necessary

to outline the basic rationale upon which the Association's views

on the proper role of student aid in medical education is

Predicated:

(
In view of their f ure high income potentials, all but

the most impoverish d students and their families shield

ultimately bear primary responsibility for financing the

cost of medical education through direct payment, loan

repayment or service payback.

The cost of obtaining a medical education is becoming

almost pribibitive for the average individual. TuitiOnS

ft
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have increased dramatically over tit...past decade. In

private schools, the average first-year tuition was

$11,863 in 1983-84. The median first year tuition for

la-state residents in public schools is now $2,721, and

$7,000 for non-residents. Without a reasonably com-

prehensive set of aid programs, the opportunityto

. securean M.D. degree will be limited to.only those for-

tunate enough to occupy the upper economic levels of our

society - -those who are more accustomed to the notion of

investing large sums for a future return.

The period of training required to become an adequately

educated physician Is long and arduous, usually encom-

passing a post-baccalaureate span of no less than 7 and

often several more years.

The medical school curricula and the structure of the

.
medical education program is so rigorous and demanding

that it makes outside mplyment to defray expenses vir-

tually impossible for most students. The negligable

reliance of medical stedeets on the College Work Study

Program, which comprises less than 111 of old awarded to

medical students, Illustrates this.

e Medical students who finance their education through

borrowing are faced with the prospects of high and

rapidly rising debts. The average debt of students with

indebtedness who graduated in 1983 was 6 3,914, A re-

8 (13
0
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cent study completed by the Educational Testing Service

demonstrated that this debt load is unacceptably high

for new 01.0.s if special repayment accomodations are not

made.

Criteria for student aid

The AAMC has long held that, to the extent possible, medical

students, with contyibutions from their families, should pay for

their own education, whether out of pocket or by Writ/fog. Oe

the other !mid, many medical 'chief have adopted, and most would

like to adopt, a "needs blind admission policy, i.e., to erczpt

the most promising applicants, irrespective of their abilitx to

pay. Since a major r dorsi objective has also been to expand

educational opportunity for the economically disadvantaged, the

goals of academic institutions and the government are, fortu-

itously, completely congruent. It is thus in the interest of the

entire society that the Congress enact into law an appropriately

balanced portfolio of programs designed to meet the needs of all

qualified students seeking access to a medical education:908rd-

less of their economic status. Such a structure should emcee-

pass: sCholarships for the most Impoverished students; 1091-

diced loans for students with substantial need; and market rate

loans for the financially able.

The characteristics to be built into-these programs obvious-

ly merit careful attention. Perhaps the most important is the

804
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assurance of availability of assistance. Once students have

'gained acceptance into medical school, they should be able to

pursue their education with reasonable certainty that assistance

will be available until graduation. This has not been the case

for tht past 3 years, as the Title VII student assistance pro.

grams and other related student aid programs have been subject to

a series of legislative and administrative contigencles. Several

additional characteristics, however, are intrinsic to a well

designed and cost effective assistance structure. The.Assocla-

tion maintains that future student aid programs should reflect

the lessons of past experience and tikes shoulli:

Establish repayment optipes to-accommodate the burgeon-

ing debt loads of students, recognizing the economic

reality that initiation of repayment of loans is vir-

tually impossible during undergraduate medical educa-

tion, oftentimes extremely difficult during graduate

medical education, and frequently a serious hardship

during the very early years of practice, when net fn-

comes may not be especially handsome.

e Award the largest share of assistance strictly on the

basis of need, at the discretion of the'financial aid

officer at each medical.-school. It is imperative, par-

ticularly during the current economic climate, that the

limited resources available to aid students be dis-

tributed in the most cost-effective manner. Given the

diversity of individual needs and circumstances and the

805
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complexitieS f the various aid programs, lee school

financial aid officer is the most qualified and best

/ positioned individual to make thesedetereinatlons.

O Exfand opportenities for students to repay their indebt-

edneSs thOoegh loan forgiveness. In academic year 1952-

as was mentioned, Ili% of all graduating medical

students reported indebtedness. Moreover, the per-
_

centage of gradeatipg students with debts above 130,000

increased from 105 in 19$0 to 13.5% in 1953. The As-

societies believes that service as a means of repayment ,

will become an increasingly more attractive and even a

n ecissary alternative to many students as their level of

indebtedness increases. Thies, loan forgiveness becomes

a viable option. Compared to using scholarships, loan

repayment programs are more AdvSetageous to the federal

Government in that the latter weed only invest in exact-

ly the numbers and types of personnel it needs when it

u ses than for specific assignments*, rather than trying

to estimate public service needs S to 7 years before

they actually must be met. This mechanism has the added

advantage of net forcing students to make premature ca-

reer choices of specialty. ItX usefulness is, leftover,

contingent upon government requirements for physicians.

The Association must weigh student aid proposals in light of

their potential to meet these important criteria.

806
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ILLS141..___LItWedUlishOarlo are a form of

assistance to enable stations with severely limited resources to

finance the first year of their medical education. The rationale

for the prograsaas'Imen based on the experience that economical-
.

ly underprivileged students, however talented, are allast unit.

fermi, unwilling to incur indebtedness when they are 'mortal,

about their ability to survive the rigors of the educational pro-

gram. The EFN scholarship allows students a financially risk

free first year, after which successful students--the overwhelm -

ing majority- -are willing to negotiate loans for'lheir subsequent

educational expenses. In addition, many of these students then

agree to commit themselves to the National Nealth Service Corps

and are able to secure NNSC scholarships to complete their educa-

tion. Given the impediments to matriculating severely needy stu-

dents into medical school, the AANC believes that the EFN progrom

should be reauthortpd at levels sufficient to allow 5 students

at each medical school to tie supported with EFN Scholarships. We

estimate this would cost $0 million the first year. Thus, we

again recommerd that you authorize this program at a significant-

ly higher le el than the $5.6 million FT '84 appropriatte* for

all heaph p °fissions students.

The Ne

tablvshed a

adenistor

education

educational

a recalls!,

1th Profes ions S udent Loan nloSL ro ram was is-

a government capitalized, needs based, campus-
,

d, low cost loan to medical and other students for

n the health professions. Federal fends, matched by

Institutions at a ratio of 9;1, are made available on

e basis to medical schools, where they are loaned, In

8 fi
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amounts proportional to geed, to seedents at subsidized interest

rates specified In statute. Repayment of principal and accrued

interest can be Metered until one year after graduation and up

to a 3 -year period for physicians engaged in residency training

and specified public service activities - -and must be completed in

10 years, excluding these periods. -Reimbursements flow into the

student loan fend In the school from which,the student borrowed,

and immediately become avalable for reloading to new bOrrowers.
lb

This program has been extremelf helpful in expandid4 educa-

tional opportunity fo'r needy students, and should certainlf be

retained. However, several problems should be noted. The

revolving funds in the schools have received little low

capitalization In recent years; this is a particularly seat,

problem for new schools who have come on line" in the recent era

of low funding and have low revolving fund levels. he recent

reluctance of the Approprfations'committees to provide Iurther

capital for the HPSL program has coincided with widely -publicized

hearinev concerning high defeeltrates in the program, as well as

Administration budget requests alloting no funds for increasing

the revolving funds in either FT, '53 or '14. The same request

has been made for the upcoming fiscal year. These actions belie

the fact that greatly increased funds are needed for the logram,

a situation dee more to rising tuitionkand impending increases

in the HEAL interest rate than poor institutional adminiltration

of the program.

808
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The NPSL program serves the very significant portion of the

medical student population that does not have the resources to

contemplate substantial reliance On the NEAL program; even with

current finding constraints, 9.551 medical students qualified for

and were awarded NPSL loans in 1982-83, for an average award of

$2,403. A boost in funding would allow this average to increase

somewhat with increases in tuition. Silvan markedly improved col-

lection performances by the participating medical institutions- -

the percentage of delinquent borrowers dropped from 11.34% in

1980-81 to 7.83% in 1982- 83 - -as well as the clear need for pro-

gram funding increases, the Association recommends that the pro-

gram be authorized at level of $20 million for FYs '85-'89.

This figure, though substantially higher than recent appropria-

tions, would signal to appropriations committees that the NPSL

program remains a viable and valuable one, and that its funding

levels should reflect its importance.

The Association strongly opposes the proposal to limit new

NPSL capital contributions to schools which established loan

funds after July 1, 1972. The adoption of this approach now

could mark an end to continuing capital contributions to the

long-participating institutions; such a policy which would ulti-

mately erode this extremely important program altogether. While

some of the new schools are indeed in dire need of fresh capital,

some of the schools which have been in the program for a long

time need it almost as badly. We urge you to reconsider this

decision and to give the schools and their students a vote of

confidence for improved collection rates.

8O9



The Association is also rgOommeneng that a separate line-

item be created for NHS payment of HPSL loans for service in man-

power shortage areas as described in Sec, 741(f) of the HPEAA, at

ceilings of $8, $9, $10, $11. and $12 million over the next five

years. Despite very strong statutory langu.lge directing the

Secretary to make these payments, relatively few have been pro-

vided for a number of years. This has partly been due to the

magnitude of the NHSC Scholarship program. In light of very

heavy costs attached to providing NHSC Scholarships In return for

service commitments in Sec. 332 areas, as well as the desirabili-

ty of providing maximal flexibility for medical school graduates

in choosing their careers. and finally, the heavy debt burdens

accrued by most graduating 8.0.s, the AAMC believes that im-

plementation of the 741(f) authority is highly desirable both

from the student and NHSC perspective. As funding for NHSC

Scholarships is slashed drastically this alternative mechanism

for attracting physicians to underserved localities is critical.

Furthermore, the current statutory formula is well designed to

keep Federal costs under this provision from reaching excessive

proportions.

Recent revelations that a substantial number of physicians

who received HPSL awards are in arrears in repayment has besmir-

ched the program in the eyes of the Congress and the public, but

the prompt and effective response of the schools to reduce delin-

quency has gone a long way to restoring confidence in ft. While

the AAMC in no way condones, the inefficient, less than aggressive

8i0
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loan collection procedures formerly prevaling in many of its

schools, it also feels it only fair to note that a degree of this

delinquency has been exaggerated by HRSA's peculiar definitions

of delinquency. HRSA is currently reviewing its definition In

light of very legitimate qaestions voiced by the health education

professions community. Furthermore, it should be recalled that

it is only a small portion of the participating schools which

have displayed the extremely high default.rates that have stigma-

tized the program, and that they too have made great strides in

improving their program administration. For example, HRSA fig-

ures indicate that only 6 medical schools of 114 reporting had

delinquency rates of over 15%, based on the better of the bor-

rower or dollar calculations, as of June 30, 1953.

The Association also recommends that the Administration's

proposal to allow schools to assess a penalty charge not to ex-

ceed 6 percent per year on that portion of a debt more than 90

days overdue be adopted. This change would parallel the Oebt

Collection Act of 1952. It appears that your legislation will

include a similar initiative, which we commend.

The Health Educational Assistance Loan INEAL) program pro-

vides a Federal guarantee for private sector loans to medical

students. It operates by means of a loan insurance fund, from

which lenders are reimbursed in the case of non-payment due to

default, death or disability. Students may acqu're loans from

private lenders of up to 620,000 per year to an aggregate amount

of $50,000. The allowable interest rate for these loans IS 3-53

811
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above market rates (91-day Treasury bills). The statute sets

limits on the amount of borrowing that the gernment will in-

sure. In recent years, attempts have been made to reduce borrow-

ing below these ceilings by applying limits on the Federal Credit

Budget.

The HEAL program, created by P.L. 94-494, was not used ex-

tensively for several years. Recently, however, as costs of

education have risen and as the wore inexpensive assistance pro-

grams have become less available, both relatively and absolutelY,

medical student borrowing under this program has escalated

sharply.

In 1982-83, HEAL medical student borrowing increased more

than 50%, to $50.4 million total; the average loan was $7,695.

Given this upward trend in borrowing, and similar trends in the

borrowing of other health professions students, the Association

strongry opposes the Administration's attempts to limit access to

the HEAL Program through ceilings on the credit budget or limita-

tions in appropriations acts, particularly since the program re-

quires no Federal outlays. The HEAL program serves adequately as

a truly last resort source of loan capital for students, and is

functioning fairly well, now that bank participation has been

bolstered. The AANt thus recommends that the HEAL program be

authorized at a level of $275 million in FT 1985, with increases

of $25 mil!lon in each of the succeeding fiscal years through FY

1989.

812
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The Association was disappointed that your legislation will

reflect $730 million cap on this program. The MEAL program

does not add to federal outlays and in its present structure can

hardly be said to have aeralevolent effect on the general alloca-

tion of credit in this country. Overall usage of the HEAL pro-
.

gram has oscillated at an extremely swift rate the last 3 years

Ailint-it would be unsound public policy
to limit access to it at an

apparently arbitrary level. The'S230 million cap could have an

especially deleterious effect on health professions students be-

cause, if it were to take effect, there would be no mechanism for

allocating the credit to those who most need it: a first-come,

first-served policy would be in effect. Such a policy would be

extremely undesirable for a loan-of-last-resort program. The

Association also recommends that the statutory provisions to con-

solidate HEAL loans be retained in the expectation that the basic

authority for this process in Sec. 439(o) of Title le of the

Nigher Education will be renewed. The consolidation authority

makes NEAL loan repayment simpler, though not less expensive, for

many HEAL borrowers. The Association also agrees with the provi-

sion in your legislation that would give the Student Loan Market-

ing Association the authority to originate NEAL leans.

_21strAdmir2roptsjil - The Administration has proposed a

new loan program for Disadvantaged/Exceptionally Financially

Needy Students. The need for students of this category is very

large and every possible contribution to meeting ft is welcome.

However, the Association would support it only if it is in addi-

tion to, and not instead of, the programs currently authorized in

813
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statute and discussed earlier is this statement.

Institutional Assistance

In the 10.15 years after enactment of P.L. 66-1211, Federal

programs emphasized asilistaece to the institutions responsible

for educating students to become physicians. The last remaining

authority of that category is in Sections 720 thru 726, for the

construction of health teaching facilities.

Health Education Facilities Construction provisions in the

statute (Part B, Sections 720-726) authorize grants and loan

guarantees with interest subsidies for the construction of teach-

ing facilities for health professional schools. Under this au-

thority, the Federal government, especially through matching

grants, oarticipated to a very substantial degree in the building

of new and the expansion,Ond remodeling of existing facilities

for medical education throughout the country. Funds totaling

about 5607 million were awarded to new and existing medical

schools and affiliated teaching hospitals to assure an enrollment

increase of 4,660, to maintain cwrrent enrollments of 7,711, and

to expand the number of teaching beds by 5,563.

While the health education facilities program has not been

funded since FY 1978, the reality is that many of the facilities

built in the early days of the program are reaching an age when

remodeling, renovating and reequippfng, with their requirements

for capital investment, will be necessary and for which matching

814
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Federal assistance Is Justifiable. Recent surveys of the na-

tion's research and teaching facilities by the Association of

American Universities and the National Commission on Student

Financial Assistance have pointed to the advanced state of

deteriorttion f 'any of these facilities. The Department of

Defense is also spearheading a multiageocy effort to evaluate the

university research infrastructure. While there may not current-

ly be widespread Congressional enthusiasm for fending decaying

facilities, it would be extemely unwise to preclude the oppor-

tunity to do so in the future. The Association thus recommends

that the expired authority in Section 720(a)(3) be renewed for 5

years at a level of $5 million, and that the authorization in

Section 726(e) for loan guarantees and interest subsidies be re-

newed at level of $10 million for 5 years.

The Association was extremely encouraged to see that you

have added grants for equipment and instrumentation to the au-

thorities for construction of teaching facilities. There is a

crying need for this support; hopefully your initiative will add

impetus for funding of the other authorities in the facilities

area as well.

Targeted Educational Initiatives

Over the core than two decades during which health manpower

legislation has existed, its focus and emphasis has changed as

events have unfolded. The AAMIC has selected for discussion those

issues that In its view are o' the most importance today.

815
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Primary Care Education - Federal financial assistance to

schools of medicine has been absolutely critical to the effort to

reverse a long undesirable tread toward too such subspecialixa-

tion. Federal aid has made more attractive the development of,

and training in, programs in primary care -- family medicine,

general internal medicine and general pediatrics -with which the

schools have been able to launch many more studbnts on careers as

generalists. Partly a result of the initiatives taken by the

Federal government in these areas, the number of health manpower

shortage areas is predicted by the National Center for Policy

Analysis to decrease by slightly more than 50% in the next 10

years. Thus, the partnership between the federal government and

the nation's medical schools has clearly stengthened the nation's

health care delivery system by ameliorating inadequacies in

geographic and specialty distribution of physicians. The Family

Medicine Residency and Training programs, for example, are vilely

thought to be responsible for the substantial increase over the

last decade in the number of first year residents in family

medicine - -from 500 in 1972 to 2,628 in 1983. Since implementa-

tion of the program for graduate training of residents in general

internal medicine and general pediatrics in FY 1977, the number

of residents trained rose from 742 (412 general internal medicine

and 330 general pediatrics) to 1,653 (833 general medicine and

820 general pediatrics) in FY 1981. This result in an increase

in the number of primary care physicians and a concomitant in-

crease in access to primary care educational opportunities for
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1,653 intern/residents. in FY 1983, it is estimated that ap-
,

proximately 1,112 residents are in sepportd programs. In'Ff

1982, 44.7 percent of all residents were in primary care special-

ties, a substantial increase of approximately 21 percent from

1970.

The important national goal of these efforts requires that

these primary care educational programs be sustained, with

Federiljissistance an indispensible Ingredient. Therefore, the

AANC recommends that: the authority for establishing and main-

taining Departments of Family Nedictne (Section 780) be extended

et a ceiling of $15 million for,each year from FY 1985 te Ft

1989; authority for supporting residency training prqgrams in

Family Medicine (Section 786) be extended at a ceiling of $40

million for each year from FY 1985 to FY 1989; and authority for

grants for training, traineeships and fellowships In general

internal medicine and general pediatrics (Section 784) be extend-

ed at ceilings of $20 million for each year from FY 1985-to FY

1989.

Among the many narrowly targeted,authorItie: in Title VII

two warrant special attention at this time.

Compilter technology - Section 769A authorizes grants for

research and development on computer technology as it relates to

medical service. Computer technology has evolved with astonish-

ing speed in the last decade and is already making important con-

tributions to medical service and education. But this technology
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still holds enormous potential for facilitating the handling of

the huge volumes of scientific information that individual medi-
a,

cal students and physicians must manage. Furthermore, the

academic medical center is made functionally smaller by the fin-

mediate distribution of information through computers. Smell

investments in educational research in this domain will almost

inevitably yield'very large returns. Two recent Association

publications (enclosed), -- "Academic Information in the Academic

Health Sciences Center" and "The Management of Information in

Academic Medicine"--higmlight the promise of this technology. The

Association recommends that the expired authority for grants for

computer technology health care deeonstratfon programs as

described In `et. 769A be yenewed with an annual funding ceiling

of $15 million set for the period Fns 1'85 -'89. Funding for this

provision ceased at the end of FY 1977 and none is included in

your legislation. However, we urge that fading ceilings for the

authority be reestablished so that important work in this area,

now funded erratically and undependably through other sources,

can continue to take place.

Geriatric Education - Section 798(d) authorizes 'grants to

expand and improve education in geriatrics. Achievements of

medical research have significantly extended life -spans and, when

coupled with other phenomena, including sharp reductions in birth

rates, resulted in a sharp expansion in the fraction of elderly

in our society. The demographic realities of the present and

fliture are forcing medical educators to.intensify their focus on

gerontology and geriatric medicine. The Federal government's
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concern In this area is Obvious: since under its Nedicare program

it bears the major share of respotsibility for funding the care

of the elderly. From a host of societal perspectives, Federal

Investments In programs that could be implemented under this.Sec-

tion would be highly 'productive.

The field of gerontology is still in its nascent stages; its

research agenda, which wIll'be key to the development of this

field, is still in the process of being defined. The proper

clinical role for the gerontologist also needs further articula-

tion. The development of both curricula and able teacher and

researchers is critical to attracting medical students into this

field. The Association thus recommends that the authority for

,projects to expand or establish educational programs in geriatric

medicine is Sec. 788(d)(1) be extended for 5 years at g level of

$25 million per year.

Area Health Education Centers - The AHEC program has been

very effective in achieving the.goal of decentralizing the con-

duct of health professions education by funding 'Wiens of such

training programs In educational sites organized with ANEC funds

In shortage areas. Essentially, AMECs comprise a regionalized

systems approach to the development of health personnel; each

project embodies multiple centers at various stages of develop-

ment. Current law, P.L. 97-35, requires that 101 0 each par-

ticipating medical school's undergraduate 'educational program

take place in an ANEC, and that the grantee instItutIon share

with the Federal government In the support of the activity to the
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minimum extent of 75% of the project cost.

Many medical schools have come up with extremely original

configurations that have given their students training and *moil-
'

sure they would never have received othirwise. TheAAMC recom-

mends that this program be authorized at 125 million in F: '85,

growing to 130 million by 1189.

Miscellaneous Provisions

Seve)il other provisions warrant attention.

Financial Distress awards were originally intended to rescue

the many schools that were then on the verge of collapse due to

critical financial circumstances, and were thus unable to meet

accreditation requirements or to carry out operational, man-

agerial or fiscal reforms. Circumstances changed and by FT 1983.

the Administration was able to justify only a far more narrow

objective: to avoid drastic reductions in school programs and/

or school closure, either of which would impair significant

training opportunities for minority and disadvantaged students.'

The provision for financial distrep grants (Section 788A)

and advanced financial distress assistance (Section 78884 are

likely to be invoked only if the applicant institution has unique

characteristics that accord its survival, special national impor-

tance. While they will probably rarely be used, their retention
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will enable the Federal smegrnment to respond rapidly to a

crisis.

The authorities for financial distills grants and advanced

financial assistance, outlined inSection 788A and 7885, should

be eitended with a funding ceiling of $10 million each for FT%

1485-9.

The Disadvantaged Assistance program Is the principal direct

federal program for increasing the presence of underrepresented

minorities and other disadvantaged individuals in health careers,

by helping to assure that opportunities for minority and disad-

vonieged Individuals in medical education are not inappropriately

limited. Funds ares awarded through grants and contracts directly

to medical schoo s o support the identification, motivation,

recruitment, adMi si n, 'retention, and placement of minority and

disadvantaged student . Current program efforts emphasize in-

creasing the particle ion of medical schools in developing

educational pathways f om the high school senior level through

professional school.

The Association has long been concerned with the under-
.

representation of Oilorit students in medical schools, and its

resultant implications fo the delivery of health care services

to all sectors of our soci ty. The lower health status of many

minority groups in this co ntry is in part attributable to the

under - representation of the\le groups in medical schools.
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Thy inability of medical schools to attract a minority rep-

.resemtetion reflective of the cempisition 9f the society is a

whale is dee to as array of factors, including lack of adequate

edsCatiomal preparative, the relative absence of role medels, and

Student aid packages net sufficiently enticing to compensate for

the less auspicious financial circumstances in which many blacks

and VW minorities find themselves as they consider medical

education. Given thesd hurdles, many disadvantaged mfnenity in-

dividuals who might otherwise be inclined to pursue a career in

medicine find the'arduous path necessary to attain an M.O. less

attractive than other more immediately remunerative, and less

costly, career paths.

For these reasons, the AAMC believes that the. Disadvantaged

Assistance prograo, which has proven successful in meeting its

goal, should be enhanced. The total first year minority student

enrollments in medical schools supported by.the Diadvantaged As-

sistance program increased from 674 students in 1972 to 1,108 in

1913.. During the same period, minority enrollments in son-

supported schools remained relatively k67%--501 in 1972 and 517

in 1982. In addition, a higher percentage of students from

undergraduate institutions supported by the Disadvantaged Assis-

tance program gained admission to medical school than students

from non-supported undergraduate Institutions. The Disadvantaged

Assistance program Is also a potent device for minimizing the

high attrition rates. experienced by minorities.
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Disadvantaged Assistance fs clearly an effective mechanism

for accomplishing an extremely important objective--increasilq

minority enrollment and graduation--to which the Association has

been long and deeply committed no less than has the Federal.

Government.

The AAMC thus recommends that Sec. 787 authorities be ex-

tended for 5 years, with a fending ceiling of $30 million for FT

1985, increasing S2 million each year through FY 1989.

The Preventive Medicine Residents program provides for

grants to support the planning, development, and operation of

physician residency training programs in preventive medicine.

The program also allows financial assistance (traineeships and

fellowships) to residents in such programs wee plan to specialize

in preventive medicine. In light of the growing emphasis on pre-

vencive strategies in the nation, aid the program's recent im-

plementation, the AAMC recommends that the authorities in Sec.

797 be renewed for 5 years, with authorization ceilings increas-

ing from 13 to $5 million over that interval.

The Health Professions Special Education Initiatives program

supports projects which address high priority health professions

issues of national importance. This is the only legislative pro-

vision with sufficiently broad discretionary authority to swiftly

address major health professions issues as they arise. This pro-

gram provides grant and contract support for targeted projects in

a variety of areas. The program is new and hes not been heavily
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relied upon but could serve important functions and should be

reauthorited.

An important component of the special initiatives authori-

ties Is in Section 788(c), which authorizes the Secretary to fund

continuing education, relief services, and Other support

mechanisms for physicians practicing in manpower shortage areas.

This authority could be particularly useful in the cases where

community health centers are in severe financial straits. The

Association recommends that these two authorities be extended for

S years at a level of $16 million per year.

Special Study - The Association welcomes the provision in

your legislation which requires a study of the relationship, if

any, between levels of indebtedness and specific career choices,

along with recommendations for an appropriate policy response to

meet any maldistributions of medical specialists. The AANC has

been closely monitoring this very complex relationship, one that

is further complicated by the rapidly changing structure of the

medical profession. It is clear that debt burdens stand to limit

young N.O.s' views of acceptable career options. The Association

maintains very detailed data on student indebtedness and loots

forward to aiding this study In any possible way.



Overall Summary and Conclusions

The partnership entered into between the federal government

and the nation's medical schools through the Title VII legisla-

tion has achieved yielded demonstrable and highly biotic'si out-

comes to the nation. Access to medical education has been im-

proved; the quality and number of desired educational programs

has Increased; and the distribution and specialization patterns

of physicians has been altered in accordance with national need.

Reports of swelling numbers of physicians has in the eyes of

some obviated the need for these programs, but close examina-

tion of their result! proves otherwise. Nest of these programs

have highly specific objectives compared to the general aim of

increasing physician supply that was embodied in the now defunct

capitation program. The federal government still must face a

number of pressing health care issues which can be significantly

alleviated through involvement and cooperation with the nation's

System of medical education. Your legislation serves a key role

in maintaining that crucial partnership,
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The Association of American Veterinary Medical Colleges (AAVAIC) is

the natioard veterinary education organization. Its members consist of all 27

U.S. veterinary schools and colleges, and their Canadian counterparts, plus 6

departments of veterinary science in Land Grant universities, and a number

of the faculty members in these institutions.

The AAVMC respectfully submits the following statement regarding

common programs to be reauthorhsed under Title VU of the Public Health

Service Act. This statement supplements the statement primed by the

Federation of Associations of Schools of the Health Professions, of which the

Association of American Veterinary Medical Colleges is a member. We fully

support the recommendations of the Federation.

Veterinary medicine is a relatively small, but important, profession.

Veterinarians number just over 40,000 in the United States with roughly 2,000

graduating each year. By comparison, nearly 16,008 physicians graduate from

American medical schools each year and approximately 40,000 persons gradu-

ate from America's law schools each year tas many people graduate from

law school each year in the United States as there are veterinarians in

total).

The most obvious unique featire of the veterinary profession is the

nature and number of our patients. The 40,000 veterinarians in the U.S.

provide health care, public health services, and agricultural/food production

services to the owners of over 100,080.080 dogs and eats, 175.001000 cattle

and hop, 8,000,000 horses, and ever 4,000,808.000 poultry annually.

Another remarkable characteristic of the profession is the dramatic

growth in the number of women becoming veterinarians. Women now repre-

sent approximately 50% of all veterinary students in the United States, a

remarkable movement toward equal opportunity by any standard. In

SAr /
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disappointieg contrast, very few minority students have been attracted to

veterinary schools, and all minorities constitute less than of the enroll-

ment nationally.

We are pleased to note that gradisates of veterinary wheals have the

lowest default rates hi the Health Professions Student Loan program. and

there is evidence to suggest similar respanalbility in other student loan

Programs-

The costs of veterinary medical educatior, like the costs of other

health professions educations. have been rising, and we are interested in

preserving access to loans for as many eligible students as possible. We

particularly favor loans which allow economicallY disadvanteged students to

attend the 27 schools and colleges of veterinary medicine In the United

States.

We believe that veterinary students have certain special characteristics:

high motivation, an imartaitee to the agricultural infrastructure of America,

and a position of responsibility in the care, treatment, and use of animals of

all kinds. The average income of veterinarians in the United States was

approximately $37,000 in 1960 (the last year for which we have reliable

data) less than half that of physicians. Thus payback requirements suit-

able for physicians, with potential earnings so much higher than those of

veterinarians. may rot be appropriate for our graduates. So far. very few of

our students are incurring educational debts so large as to threaten bankruptcy

when they enter the job market. But this is a matter that needs to be very

closely watched over the next few years.

The current system of veterinary education appears to be doing a

satisfactory job of producing veterinarians for clinical practice hi food animal

and companion animal medicine. We presume that there are still significant

82S
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areas of the country that suffer from shortages of veterinary manpower. but

there is no useful data available. We hope that the Department will be able

to devote more resources to analysing the demand for and supply of veterin-

arians includVjg companion animal practitioners in the future.

The current system does not seem to be working very well in providing

veterinarians for nonclinieal careers. With its low salaries, the academic

community has been the most affected. A 1978 study by Arthur D. Little.

Inc., funded by the American Veterinary Association, projected substantial

shortages in a number of research-related veterinary specialties, e.g.,

veterinary pathology and laboratory animal care. Similarly, a 1982 study by

the National Research Council found the need far exceeding the supply for

veterinarians in those federal agencies with public health and safety

responsibilities

A survey of the 1983 veterinary school graduates, conducted by the

American Veterinary Medical Association, reveals that very, very few

graduates with high levels of educational debt arc going into any field other

than into private clinical practice. (Only 8% of all the respondents were

pursuing any pest-DVM training.) A reprint of the results of the survey is

attached.

This evidence suggests two different problems with the distribution of

veterinarians. One is a shortage of veterinarians in public health-related

fields. Another is a shortage of specialty-trained veterinarians kn academic

and research institutions as well as government agencies. We feel :hat the

in-kind loan repayment propusal of the Federation can he address these

problems.
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We believe that the shortage of specialty-trained veterinarians also

requires more direct seam We recommend that new subsection be added

to See. 186 of the Public Health Service Aet to authorize grants far

traineeship programs in selected veterinary speelalties. Fields in particularly

short supply are veterinary toxicology, veterinary pathology, laboratory asthma

medicine, animal welfare-related careers, veterinary epidemiology, and cellular

biology.

Summa

Veterinary medicine represents a small but important profession with

average earnings less than half of those of physicians. The Association of

American Veterinary Medical Colleges respectfully submits that payback

terms for federal loans by veterinarians coald be ameliorated in the public

interest by attaching more favorable payback conditions to veterinarians in

particular specialty areas. AAVMC also believes the existing student aid

programs need to be continued in their present forms and a new initiative in

post-DVM traineeships is required.

Our staff in Washington and members of the association stand ready to

provide any assistance we can to the Committee in the development of

effective legislation. We thank you for the opportunity to provide these

comments.

8. }t1
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Economic Note `. I

Educational indebtedness of 1983 graduates of US veterinary
medical colleges

In conjunction with US colleges
of veterinary 'medicine, the Ameri-
can Veterinary Medical Assecits-
hen conducted a survey of the 1903
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FACT SHEET ON THE MEEV FOR REAUTHORIZING
THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR
REALTV SERVICES RESEARCH

THE CRISIS IN HEALTH CARE

In 1982, national expenditures for ties -h care
totaled 5322 billion, or about 10.5 pet eat of

. Year after year, national health care expendi-
tures have risen at a faster rate than the CPI.
For example, in 1982 health care coats rose 12.S
percent; while the CPI rose by only 6 percent.

. Federal expenditures for Medicare and Medicaid
will more than double to SISS billion by 1989- -
compared with 676 billion spent in 3713.

. Despite the rapid growth in health car, spending,
a recent survey reported that one Americas in
eight encounters serious trouble obtaining medical
treatment.

THE NEED FOR REALTISSERVICES RESEARCH

"...lie know that the health cam iietemAte extremely
expensive, and becomimgkm,re so, and vet are all con-
cerned about finding ways to'economixe in the provision
of health/services...but we don't know very much about
what we are getting for our health care dollars, bow
wisely or improvidently we may be spend/mg them...not
knowing what we do not know frustrates us in our effort
to design more rational policies, and programs, and to
more effectively oversee the expenditure of public ,

funds."Af

CONTMINOTIoNS OrviaNATIONAL CUM FOR HEALTH SERVICES 4

MESNANCH

The work supported by the National Center for Health Ser-
vices Research has provided federal. state, and local offi-
cials with a unique tool for (11 analyzing prop-male for
champs and 12) developing and testing new, more cost-enact/we

I/Brum Vladece, President, lAtited Noepital Fend of New
Nrftivift, 14404; Report of the liew4Tork City Delegation, January 31,

832
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methods for delivering health care. For example:

As a Etwault of health services research, budget
savings of all million in 1993 and $1.9 billioq
in 1984 a expecued to result from the establish-
ment of a ospectivo: payment system in the Medicare
program. Th Natior41 Center for Health Services
Research first supported work on the development
of the diagnosis-related group payment system
in 1969.

A relatively small investment in research by the
National Center for Health Services Research led
to the development of the Computer Stored Ambula-
tory Record (COSTAR) system. COSTAR has since
become the most widely used automatic medical record
system in the U.S.

Research funded by the National Center for Health
Services Research developed an analytical tool for
policymakers at the state and federal level which
will assist them to identify target groups for
alternatives to institutionalized care (currently
being used by Massachusetts).

CONGRESSIONAL MANDATE FOR HEALTH SERVICES RESEARCH

Over the past four years, Congress has directed the
Department of Health and Human Services to carry out a
series of studies -- 50 in total -- examining a range of

health delivery issues.

In addition to the congressionally-mandated studies,
research is also needed in such areas as technology
assessment (evaluating the safety and effectiveness
of new and existing medical techniques), and the role
of market forces in health care delivery.

To meet those demands will require a strong and sustained
investment in the prograuz which support health aervices

research. The Association for Health Services Research
recommends t'' the Congress extend the legislative
authority of .a Natibeal Center for Health Services
Research and that the following authorization levels

be provided:

Fiscal Year 1985 $35,000,000
Fiscal Year 1986 $40,000,000

Fiscal Year 1987 $45,000,000

The above levels were the authorization amounts available
for fiscal years 79-81.
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February 1984

ASI080 Health Manpower Act Reauthorization Pact Sheet

COntects Nike Gammell
1015

ASPS RECORRIMPATIONS FOR RRAUTOPRISATIOI OP

PUSSIC sammniTimmiwa PROGRAMS

I. Inal(traigaeljusportMapitaAan).

The present health menpowec or health professions education
act (P.1.. 97 -JS) expires September 30, 1984. The Association of
Schools of Public Health (ASPS) *roes Congress to continue providing
institutional support (capitation) to the 23 U.S. Schools of Public
Health over the next three years Mr 1985 -17). AIM requests capitation
authorizations of $10 million in PT 1985, $11 million in FT 1986
and $12 million inin 1987.

SURE 404
VOtibtallt DC

..3r2.N-1?. 16614

S.

=t au

Federal institutional support to the Schools of Public Health
is one of the oldest federal health manpower training programs.
This federal assistance encourage" the development of experienced
public health professionals. Since federal assistance began in 1996,
the number of Schools has doubled frame 11 to 23 and the
enrollment has Deceased fivefold (over 9,000 student' are expected
in 1964-85). T t the amount of federal institutional support has
remained at about the same level ($6 million) since 1975.

Schools of Public Health are distinct from other health professions
schools in a number of ways. They are oriented to the commorrity
and prevention rather than the individual and cure. Students who
attend the Schools are often mid-career professionals with a prior
commitment to public service. The average age is slightly over 30.
A large percentage are part-time students already working Ln the

"ASPS is the only national organixation.representing the Deans, faculty
and students of the 23 Schools of Public Health. The Schools represent
the primary education system that trains personnel needed to operate
coOr nation's public health, disease prevention and health promotion
programs. ASPN's principal purpose is to promote and improve the
education Ind training of professional public health personnel.

1,4
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ASPS Reauthorization Fact Sheet 2

public sector while upgrading their skills. It sho Id be noted that
a public health degree does not increase the in me potential of
the graduate as such as other health professions roes. Schools
of Public Health are in the business of training and women for
public Service in the areas of health promotion and d as* prevention.

The Schools offer multi-disciplinary training in
shortage and needs bioetatistics, epidemiology,
administration, health education, disease prevention
health, toxicology, occupational safety and health
others such as preventive medicine.

Existing"health and eneAroamental legislation has
manpower needs in public health. The Schools of Pub
a national manpower training resource for federal a
rind environmental agencies. The demand for public
is expected to increase as Congress continues to enac
that improve the quality of life and reduce health c
meet this increasing demand the Schools need additional
tional support to meintain ana improve the quality of
programs.

ens of national
altb services
environmental
nutrition and

coated growing
is Health are
local health
alth manpower
new progress

re costs. To
is institu-

belt training

AsPH urges Congress to reauthorize funds for institu
to Schools of Public Health. Providing support to student
tions is a means whereby the Federal Government can sh
with state and private universities for training pr
operate federally mandated health programs. Teaching cos
per year approximate those of medical schools, or a
year.

II. litiagsatrwespara.aTEALtheatsliiSsil

ASPH requests reauthorization of $5.0 million in

students in Schools of Public Health.

MAUAlt

Federal assistaece to encourage development of expecienced public
health prafessionale through traineeship support began in 1956.
The traineeship program supports graduate or =pecialdzed training
of health professional personnel' in such key public health fields
as biostatistics and epidemiology, environmental and occupational
health, dietetics and nutrition, health adbinistration, alth planning
and,bealth policy analysis, preventive medicine and dentistry. Trainee -

ships are awarded to train students enrolled in Schools of Public

Health and other public and non-profit institutions' which provide
graduate or specialized training in public health.

The program is intended to attract high caliber students and
to offer the economically disadvantaged, especially minorities, an
entry point into the system. The rising coat of taition and other

million in FT 1906'and $7.0 million In FT 1987 for tr

ional support
and institu-
re the costs
essionals to
a per student
ut $12,000 a

1995, $6.0
ineeships to

b

,
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expenses will make it even more difficult for low-income student4
particularly minorities, to afford graduate education in public health
schools.

Furthermore, many undertake graduate study in public health
at mid-career and have important family obligations. Others have
alraedy accrued heavy debts froe their previous education. The graduates,
unlike many of the other health professional.* not enjoy lucrative
incomes. Nearly 80 percent of the graduates are employed by governmental
agencies and universities. Their modest salary levels are reflected
in a recent survey which showed the mean tacos* for alle1981 graduates
at $24,500 with half of the graduates making less than $22,000 (this
figure includes physicians and dentists working in public health).

aweU1=10n
A recent 505 report to Congress (January 1982) .and several 008

financed studies indicate that the need for public health professionals
could double between 1900 and 2000. The proliferation of health
programs and agencies has increased --not decreased- -the need for
trained people in a variety of public health specialities: administration
and planning, environmental and occupational health, nutrition and
maternal and child heaita biostatistica and epidemiology, preventive
medicine and dentistry and others. This was substantiated further
by the July 1979 Surgeon General's Report Minalibytellaig. Aballagdd
da exist in alma key Public imalkh-fle1118. Tcaineeships are ways

2
to ensure that shortage areas are adequately filled.

Rbtaialanal 6

ASPH requests reauthorization of $5.0 million in FY 1985, 86.0
million in FT 1986 and $7.0 million in FT 1987 to support residency
training for students of preventive medicine and dentistry in Schools
of Public Health and medical schools.

1ueicaon
ASPH urges the Committee to appropriate funds that provide support,

to residencies in public health and preventive medicine. ASSALNI
ZasstIn underlined the need to increase the supply of professionals
in these special practice areas. Also a recent Institute of Medicine
r port, "A Manpower Policy for Primary Health Care," made a number
of recommendations including one to increase, the number of residency
pisitions in preventive medicine. The October 1980 GMENAC report
also urged support for preventive medicine training saying it was
definetly a shortage area in medicine.

See Attchment A

3:36
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ASPH concurs with its sister organizations, the American College
of Preventive Medicine and the American Teachers of Preventive Medicine,
in their efforts to have Congress recognize the special needs of

programs in preventive medicine. They maintain that if a change
lb tc, be effected in the health care system to bring about a greater
em.hasis on prevention and cost containment, a change must be made
in the attitudes and behavior of the medical profession. Medical
students, and hence physicians, are not trained to understand the

potential of prevention. Therefore, residencies are needed to promote
an awareness of prevention within the medical profession.

IV. .1 lb,. .

ASPH urges aaequate support in the new health manpower act for

i.ro3ect$ to collect, compile and analyze data on health manpower.
With the demands being placed on the Schools of Public health to
provide data to the executive and legislative branches of the federal

government, it becomes imperative that a centralized system of data
collection be continued. Because of the need for authentic data
vrodued in a timely fashion, federal funding is necessary to maintain

Gn puLlic health manpower production in the Schools

t rublic Health well as in the other health professions schools.

V. Lii.CILIA1

ASIH Cvq,eftff reauthorization of $3.') million in FY 1985, 54.0

7,1111or in FY 1906 and $5.0 million in FY 1987 to support special

project grants. The special projects grants program began in 1960

but was not reauthorized in P.L. 97-35. It was intended to aid accredited

1:.choolr. of Public Health to develop new programs and expand existing

progra:7s in tiostatistics and epidemiology, health administration,
health planning, health policy analysis and planning, maternal and
child health, environmental and occupational health and dietetics

and nutrition.

Froject grants provide support for the development of training

opp(ttJnitie in public health to meet emerging national priorities

f.: health manpower competencies. These include the training
lealersIlip fcr management and specialized responsibilities in

net. in projected health areas such as:

geriatrics
health promotion/disease prevention
nutrition
alcoholism
toxicology/environmental health
epidemiology of sexually transmitted diseases
health care cost containment
injury due to accidents within acrd outside the
workplace
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ASPH believes that these funds will provide support for curriculum
development that will enable the Schools to stay current with tech-
nologies' and scientific advances in public health and medical fields.
ASPS believes that increases for special project grants would provide
the basis generic support for improving the quality of curriculum
and teaching techniques to provide health promotion and disease prevent ion
as well as health services management activities in the community,
state and Nation.

VI. Summary

ASPH urges the Administration and Congress to support our reauthor-
ization requests and initiate programs chat complement the Surgeon
General's ilealayleesle thesis*

It is the thesis of this report that further
improvements in the health of the American
people can and will be achieved--not alone
through increased medical care and greater
health expenditures--but through a renewed
national commitment to efforts designed
to prevent disease and to promote health.

Further, the Administration and Congress should provide support
to another finding of Dealthe Prot's:

In the field of public health, in contrast
to personal healtn, manpower shortages are
believed to exist in some key fields, including
occupationalhealth,epidemiology,biostatistics
and health services administration.

ASPH believes that continued federal assistance :is actually
an investment at the front end of the health care system., The Schools
(i.e.; through their students, graduates, researchers,. faculty and
community service programs) will not only help preventlillness, but
will also help slow down the rapidly escalating costs of medical
care. Providing basic institutional and student suppogt is a means
whereby the Federal Government can share the costs wtth state and
private institutions for the training of public health personnel
to manage and operate governmental health programs. Public health
is a public responsiblity. Schools of Public Health trpin personnel
for public service. The Federal Government has a dikect interest
in assuring that an adeauate supply of public health.personnel is
trained in quality intitutions to manage and operate the health delivery
system in the national interest.

The Association's recommendatons would provide a means whereby
the Federal Government can share costs with the universities for
the training of politic health professionals in short supplt: epidemi-
olists, biostatisticians. environmental health workers, preventive
medeercine physicians, among others.
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In summary, public health professionals play a key role in maintain-

ing the nation's health. They are state and local health officers,
toxic-waste managers, specialists in controlling epidemics, directors
of immunization programs, organizers of pr'ventive health-care programs
for the elderly, health educators and administrators of health-service
agencies, to cite but a few examples. Such professionals are the
main reason drinking water is free of infectious agents, food and
beverages are safe to consume and diseases like measles, tetanus
and diptheria have been all but eradicated.

Applicatons of the principles and practice of public health
have also had dramatic results in wore recent memory. The near elimi-
nation of polio in the United States and other industrialized nations
and the worldwide eradication of smallpox are two recent examples
of the effect of public health research and practice.

With the control of infectious diseases, the chronic illnesses
are now our major causes of death and disability. Heart disease,
cancer and stroke are currently responsible for the majority of all
deaths in the U.S. Application of approaches unique to public health,
proven successful in controlling infectious diseases, are vital in
the effort to limit the toll from these chronic diseases.

*See Attachment 13

S .4
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ATTACSMENT A

ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOLS OF PUBLIC HEALTH

e;

Surveyed in February 1982

SAPIAZNOBt

1211 78.1% of the graduates are employed
12.5% of the graduates have continued their education
9.44 of the graduates are unemployed

Zale0EsplaingQMaizatiasi
43.8% of employed graduates work for tax supported

orgnizations such as Federal, State, Regional
or Local Govet.ament

26.8% of employed graduates work for Voluntary Health
Agencies

22.7% of employed graduates work for Proprietary Organi-
zations

Types of Services Which Graduates are Providing

40% of graduates are providing Administrative, Planning
or Evaluation Services

34.3% of graduates are providing Technical Services
suchasClinicalLaboratory,SocialandEnviroumental
Services

14.1% of graduates are providing Education and Training
to others in public health

6.8% of graduates are prviding Public Health Community
Organizational Services

4.7% of graduates are providing Consultation Services

Lax:Lino Levels_ of_Embloveit Graduates

50% of employed graduates earn less than $22,000
per year

flaanclaLLianiaLgaralatuinsL/Litiains
58.7% of graduates depended on traineeships, scholarships,

fellowships, grants, loans or employer subsidation
as the primary source of funds for meeting educational
expenses

failicaLisaa_lielLterL_Lndatteslanzz

60% of graduates reported some amount of education
related indebtedness. The mean indebtedness
for all graduates (including those reporting
no debt after graduation) was $4.56%.

8 m
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Why It Is Critical To Curbing the Sigh Cost of Wealth Care

Public health professionals are engaged in preventive health-
care--stopping disease before it happens--and reducing injury levels.
Thus, they are helping to curb inflation in the $240 billion health-care
industry. Yet the Adrinistratica wants to terminate federal institutional
assistance to Schools of Public health that train these professionals.

The reductions would force the nation's Schools of Public Health
to turn away many qualified students, and cut support for faculty,
especially junior faculty. This would be au extreme instance of
false economy. Here are some reasons whys

Public health professionals play a key role in maintaining
the nation's health. They are state and local health officers,
toxic-waste managers, specialists in controlling epidemics,
directors of immunization programs, organizers of preventive
health-care programs for the elderly, health educators,
and administrators of health-service agencies, to cite
but a few examples.

Such professionals are the main reason drinking water is
free of infectious agents, food and beverages are safe
to consume, and diseases like polio, tetanus and diptheria
have been all but eradicated.

Public health specialists are in short supply. A federal
task force recently projected a shortfall of 1,750 in the
7,300 doctors specializing in preventive medicine who will
be needed by 1990. Cther federal studies project shortages
of as many as 10,000 health-service administrators by the
mid- 1980s, as well as deficits in such fields as epidemiology
and industrial hygiene.

The economic benefits of preventive health-care programs have
been repeatedly demonstrated:

Measles immunizaton is estimated to be worth 10 times its
costs, resulting from avoidanc of the roughly 4 million
cases and 400 deaths occurring before mass immunizations
began in the early 1960s. Other immunization programs,
such as those for rubella and polio, are likewise highly
cost-effective.

Programs like the screening of older men for hypertension,
and the use of fluoride to combat dental aries have strongly
favorable cost-benefit ratios. The Center for Disease
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Control says the $27 million invested by the U.S. in the
successful global campaign against smallpox rethrns that
amount in savings roughly every two months, because vaccination
programs are no longer needed.

Common sense suggests many health measures never
analyzed in cost-benefit terms are highly cost-effective.
Public health professionals prevented a Venezuelan Equine
Encephalitis epidemic in the U.O. in the early 1970s, sparing
us the hundred* of thousands of cases, and hundreds of
deaths, that occurred in Central and South America. It

was a public health professional who blocked approval of
the deadly drug thalidomide. Wore recently, other such
professionals have led the successful effort to cut the
incidence of toxic-shock syndrome.

Public health professionals are dealing with the major
killers. The mortality rate from cardiovascular diseases
dropped 28 percent between 1968 and 1978, meaning more
than 300,000 deaths avoided. Changes, in diet and lifestyle,
many induced by public health education efforts, undoubtedly
played a significant role in this reduction.

Despite its cost-effectiveness, prevention is the stepchild
of national 4:sad policies. Only 4 percent of federal health dollars
are spent on it. Yet there is tkewendous potential for public health
professionals to make further inroads on the high costs of ill health)
For example:

listALLILefnenlozgikizens--The elderly population is expected
to swell from 24 million, or 11 percent of the total to
50 million, or 17 percent, over the next 50 years. Right
now, it is estimated at least 25 percent of the elderly
have conditions that require regular health-care services. New
preventive efforts tohelp the elderly lead healthy lives
are badly needed, or the demand on health-care services
will drive inflation in the health-care industry to yet
higher levels.

Toxic wastes -- Experience has shown that failing to deal
effectively with toxic metes can exact a high cost. The
chemical wastes dumped it Love Canal could have been safely
disposed of for about Fe million. To date, more than $100
million has been spent to clean up the site, and relocate
residents. Public health professionals are needed both
to manage the disposal and to allay public fears that the
problem is not being brought under control.

chronic disease ereventipa--Comparisons with other industri-
alized countries show great potential for cutting U.S. death
and illness rates for many diseases through prevention.
It has been estimated that a minimum of 39 percent of deaths' C
front mn4nr ravAine.ntrelsTe.. A4 74 mf" A^,iuke. .N,
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from cancer and 17 percent of deaths from respiratory diseases
could be avoided with improved prevention. These percentages
will rise as researchers discover new screening techniques
and early treatment methods.

To deal with these and other growing health concerns will require
sere trained professionals. Not only will the reductions rule that
out, they may force large numbers of the 7,000 students currently
enrolled in public health schools to drop out. Most of these students,
including the minority who are N.D.s, tend to enter public service.
Thus, they cannot borrow heavily against high future earnings, as
can N.D. candidates who plan to enter private practice. Neither
the states nor the private sector can be expected to make up 'he
federal contribution.
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Federation of Associations of Schools of the Health Professions .
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MOP is federation of associating's whose member schools train health

professionals. The current members represent the profession.; of osteopathic
medicine, pediatric medicine, nursing. veterinary medicini, optometry. pharmacy.
allied health, public health and health administration. Our objectives are to:

(I) improve communication among health profession. educational groups,

(Z) develop and maintain liaison among member organitatioes and with other
profeisional orgsnirations.

(3) search lot a consensus on the needs of society from the standpoint of
education in the health professions,

(A) coordinate the planning of future health professional educational programs.

and

(5) demonstrate the effectiveness of health professionals working as members of

a [444.

In preparation for the reauthorlasties of federal health professions education
programs, consistent with its miselon. the Feuration has carefully considered

how the educational system should prepare to respond to current and future
public needs. We are please to provide the ComsiStee with our view.. Please

note that the following observations and recoesseedations pertain only to comma

program which involve health professions students and school/1 as a whole.

Individual PAW 'ember IMPOCIAtiOOS will separately address programs that

involve their unique interests. Allied health and nursing programs, in

particular, are not included.

Several significant trends are emerging which will have impact on the demand for

health manpower, the pattern, of their education. sad the health services

environment in which they will function. So that the Federation could diocese

policy development in the context of these changes, its members collaborated in

the preparation of a background paper which speculated on these societal cese4a

and consequent impact on the schools of the health professions. The complete

background paper "The Environment of Wealth Manpower Policy Development in the

Onited Stets'. Over the Next Twenty Tears" has been made available to the

Commit. The trend. discussed can be grouped into the categories of

socio-political. technological and economic factors. A very brief review of

' those reveals the following:

Socio-political treeds--41ore are significant demographic changes occurring.
such an the increase in pronorrion of the major ethnic minority groups, the

shift in population to the alhbelt states. the increase in the proportion of

population over the age of 65, and an increase in the proportion of handicapped

and disabled.

Employer-employee relationships are changlag. We see a treed toward more very

large scale multi-purpose corporations which have remarkable put-et/Islas power
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for health servitor or behalf of their employees. For coot containment purposes
and. improving productivity, there will be increased interest on the part of
these and other corporations to sponsor wellness related programs and services.

A third oracle-political factor is a continuing major change L. the organization,
financing. and control of health services. We expect that within short tine
must organized health care delivery settings will be a part of multi-purpose
cyst. That_is, we anticipate a continuing decline in the independent,
freestanding delivery of health 'cervices. , We also wee continued increase in
competition experteaced by traditional health services provide., as well as
lucre/wed competitive from 'untraditional providers. The organisation of health
services will also be influenced, by a continuing shift free fee-for-services to
prepaid plans, by a growth of interdisciplinary workinwenvironeents, a greater
demand and emphasis on ambulatory and home health care, and an increase in
innovative delivery systems and models.

k
All of these trends create a great deal of pressure' for a national strategy on
health professional education resulting in increased emphasis on understanding
disease prevention and promoting wellness. Renewed emphasis on tfie independent
responsibilities of the individual and the developmest of aelt-improvement
programs are consistent with these trends and certainly must be considered in
the training of our health prefeasionals. Also, a better educated public will
create higher expectations regarding the quality of services received and the
cost effectiveness of social welfare programs.

Technological trends---We anticipate that new technology will be increasingly
affecting our daily lives. and at a such more rapid pace. While this can
certainly improve the delivery of. health services, there will be a concomitantfa
pressure to justify cilia technology as coat effective. Also contradicting these
technological changes will be an increasing expectation to interject human
warmth and personal contact into the system.

Economic trends---WO anticipate that there will be a moderately expanding
economy over the next decade or tan, and that this expansion will be due in part
to Increased productivity. Still it seems clear that containment of health care
costs. rather than health itself, will remain a national priority.

Specifically the economic future for health profession.' schools can best be
vitved in light of present constraints. Despite real effort to slow the trend.
there have been substantial increases in the cost of education. At the same
time. continuing federal deficits have meant: (1) greatly reduced federal
funding of educational programs, 2) Nedicare/liedicsid reforms with consequent
negative effects on financial support of clinical training program., and 3) no
subetanti..1 real growth in'federal support for biomedical research. Schools are
further stressed by reduced student financial aid support and potentially fewer
students due to a reduced applicant pool.

Serious budgetary limitations at the state level due to the general economic
climate, in some cease exacerbated by the new federalem. prevent the states
from increasing their support for education. Private philanthropy cannot
overcome the problems of increased costa and decreased revenues. Private
foundations. industry. and other private sector groups do not see their role as
underwriting basic educational programs.

SIG
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SEEDS OF THE HEALTH PROFESSIoNS SCHOOLS

After 1-eviewing the aforementioned treads. and analysing the current economic

and vtlitical climate, the Federation has identfled a number of priority needs

of, schools of the health profession.. We tried to limit our thinking to the

need. which are of national concern that can be best net through nationally

coordinated effort, and therefore refit the Attention of federal policy makers.

-They are m follows:

STUDENT ASSISTANCE PRoGligetS are ngeded no that health prof...semi education

is not priced beyond the'mans of average income students, and that such

education does not result in level of indeptedsess that adversely affects the

coat of providing health care or the careers chopen by students. All schools

require programs to assure that students from under-represented ethnic and

financial groups continue to have access to education. The quality of the

educational esperierwe at every school must be enhanced by students representing

the diversity in the public served by health professiouals. Fainting student

assistance programs require strengthening to insure their viability for future

health professions students.

(2) FACULTY mmunlest PROGRAMS are Deeded to asallet existing faculty in

methods to ?rove their teaching Allis. to upgrade overall competency in

targeted area.- such as comrades and other new to aology, research hethode,

clinical scientist trnininglicoareunication skills, istrative management and

ethics. In addition, there'Needs to be support for re raining 'meeting faculty

in emerging national priority areas such as toxicology /environmental health,

nutrition, and geriatrics/gerontology.

(3) PROGRAMS ARE NEEDfl) TO SUPPORT INNOVATIVE CURRICULAR CHANGES which will lead

to the preparation of health practitioners who are educated with efficiency and

well prepared co meet changing oncletal needs. Multidisciplinary education.

health pr-..00cion. disease prevention. wallower;
concepts, coat effective service

delivery models, Increased communication skills. geriatric.. and eelsice all

repre..enc areas of curricula% development which merit federal support.

(`.) NEN CLINICAL TRAINING SITES must be developed to 'preps,* new practitioners

to respond to the continuing need for cost containment. increased emphasis on

self -care, dittoes* prevention and wellness. the aging population. and other

soefetal changes noted earlier. Experiences at nontraditional training sites

rl must be incorporated into the education of health professionals

(S) 'THERE IS AN URCflIT WEED TO UPGRADE OLD OR TECKNOLOGICALLT IRSUFFICIERT

EQUIPMNT AND FACILITIES. Reny of our nation's health professions school* are

currently utilising equipment that is outdated, if not obsolete. Academie

institutions can neither acquire nor maintain the lestrerents necessary to

conduct research or train students in their tree. in many cases, existing

facilitite need extensive renovation or new construction to accommodate

&rate -of -the -art equipment for research and training. Most health science

buildings were built more than' thirty year. age and desperately need

modernisation. The currant state of academic physical pleats seriously

compron'see our national capacity for high quality research and, therefore. will

future productivity and competitive ability.

'Si',

4'
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(6) SIMPOST OF DATA COCLECTION MM. Reliable sod comparable
data art required on eaa statue of the health professions qpd their educational
institutions. ?hie is essential if policy makers are to be in a posItion to
underetand the consequences of pest and future decie:ons. Such data collection
currently ranges from good for aces profeeeions to non existent for others. The
Federation provides a unique vehicle for the federal government and health
professions educational institutions to collaborate in a coat effective data
collection program.' PAM member eseocietions are now exploring the feasibility
of common data collection. and relatively few federil dollars to facilitate end
suatainlibe development of such program would be well spent.

In summary, there is an urgent need for representatives of all health
professioes to participate with federal policy mekera to the formulation at 8
enhereut approach to supporting the training of health professional.. Toward
thiv end, the Federation hem developed a full legislative proposal for essential
programa which are cameo to all health profession. heals and students. Our
Proposal bee previously been submitted to you for conaideratioe and is also
appended to this statuette'.

The membership of the Federation appreciates this opportunity to present our
vivito and Iocche'forwavi000 workbag with the Committee in the coming months as

./Rts consider reauthoriration of essential national health,profeasioqa education
VTOVASIO.

38-784 0 - 84 - A
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of Amociations of Seim* of the Health Professions

Legislative Pigpen& for Common Programeto be Reeuthorized Under
Title VR of the Public Health Service Act

This statement was prepared by the Federation of Associations
of Schools of the Health Professions (FASHP).nietnber organigations
representing schools affected by Title VII of the Public Health
Service Act: Rmerican Association of Colleges of Osteopathic
Medicine, American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy. American
Association of Colleges of Pediatric Medicine, American ASsecietinn
of Dental Schools, Association of American Veterinary Medical
Colleges, Association of Schools end Colleges of Optomet y,, N.

/Association of Schools of Public Health, and Association of University
Programs in Health Administration. ....

It addresses only common piogianss which benefit health professionst -
-.)_, students and schools as 'a whole. Individual FASHP member

associations will make recommendations regarding Title VII programs
that involve their unique interests. Nursing programs provided
under Title VIII are pot included.under

2/22/84
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Federation of Moeda! lens of Wow* of the Health Pnotaideas
Legislative Proposal for Common programs to be Reauthorized Under

Title VII of the Public Health Service Act

A LOAN 111-10111) REPAY /1131T PROGRAM
FOR GRADOATIS OP RRA.I.TH 991,01111811101111 SCHOOLS

In recent years, the costs of attending a health professions school have risen
dramatically. It is not uncommon for the student's coats of attendance at a
state-supported institution to approach 810,000 per year. As a result. relatively few
students can complete a health professions education without incurring educational
debts, often substantial. For example, among the 1983 graduates of dental schools,
75 percent of the graduates had student loans in excess of 820,000.

To repay these loans, the graduates must seek relatively high-paying jobs; regardless
of their career desires or talents, economics dictate their job selections. An effect
of this is specialty-based shortages in Mlle Ranprofessions. Quite often, these
are public service fields related to public health, preventive medicine or environmental
health. Academic and research positions cannot be filled, either, because of the
low beginning salaries available.

A cost-effective solution is to create 'a federal program of loan repayment on behalf
of graduates who enter Jobs In low-paying, spe:ialty-shortage fields. We have labeled
this the Loan In-Kind Repayment (LIKR) program, because the graduate will he paying
off most of his or her loan through in-kind service rather than with cash.

The federal government has operated a loan-repayment program in one form or another
sine the mid-Sixties, generally with good success. Despite this experience, we expect
that Congress will want to begin the program at a modest level as a "test." However,
in the future the program offers the prospect of becoming a cost-effective complement
to the National Health Service Corps (1,4H8C) program. Whereas the purpose of the
Corps is to addriss manpower shortage, LIK It addresses the distribution of health
manpower. Hy postponing the sign-up time until the graduate is about to enter the
workforce, there is a short lead time between the student's decision and the
government's identification of need and the provision of service for that need. The
students should be able to make more intelligent decisioss about desire. careers just
before graduation than they can in the first years of professional school, as the WRFC
scholarship program requires.

The Agreement With the Derrweer

The LIKR proposal provides that the borrower will not elect to participate in this
program until he or she is ready to enter the workforce. This would be shortly before
graduation from the health professions school or near the end of a residency when
the is common practice in a profession,

in return for one year of service in a LIKR-eligible job by the borrower, the federal
government will repay 20 percent of the borrower's federally-assisted educational
loans, up to 920,000 per year of principal repaid. The federal government's aggregate
obligation will be no more than 80 percent of the loans, i.e., the equivalent of four

8 .)
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years' service by the borrower. At whatever time the federal government completes
its obligation. the borrower will commence repayment of the balances owing. During
LIM R-eligible service. interest on outstanding loans must be paid by the borrower.

To assure some stability in the program. it is appropriate to require the borrower
io make a commitment of :At least two years to the specified employment. The
Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services (AMS) will be authorized
to enter into two-. three-, or four -year commitments, depending on projected needs
and the borrower's interests. An incidental benefit of this is that the government
can pay its obligation at the beginning of the borrower's service, saving enormous
sums of money in intereSt charges that would otherwise be payable on the outstanding

loan balances.

A substantial penalty will be imposed upon a borrower who fails to fulfill his or her
employment commitment. The borrower will be required to repay to the federal
government three times the amount the government has paid on his or her behalf

adjusted to retct the portico of time served. This payment will be due In

full one year s ter the borrower leaves the eligible employment.

LIKR ,program will cover federal direct loans as well as federally insured or
.rantsed obligations. At the present time, the programs that will be eligible are

hmional Direct Student Loans, Guaranteed Student Loans, PLUS loans to graduate
and vratessional students. Health Professions Student Loans and Health Education
Assistance Loans. The federil government's payment obligation will be 20 percent
of the total of the principal per year, with an annual maximum of $20.000. The

maximum federal commitment will be for four years and SO percent of the participant's

loans..

r
Mille ParticIpawts

The LIKR program will be available to schools and colleges of medicine. osteopathy.
dentistry. veterine'y medicine. optometry. pharmacy. oodiatry. public health and
graduate programs in health administration.

Eligible Jabs

The legislation will specify categories of jobs of employers that are eligible job

positions for participants in the program. The categories me propose are:

o Teaching and/or research positions in health professions
schools.

o State or local public health or environmental protectic'
agencies.

o 'fete or locally coned hospitals, clinics ,.nd prisons.

o Nonprofit nursing homes and other tee -term care
fac
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o Civilian federal agencies conducting or sponsoring
biomedical research.

o Civilian state ano federal programs for the inspection
of meat, poultry and other animal-derived food products.

o Employment in a health manpower shortage area.

The Secretary of DHHS will from time to time determine which of these fields are
in greatest need of health professions and which professions are needed. These decision
will be announced by means of notice-and-comment informal rule making published
in the Federal Register.

The legislation will direct that the purpose of this program is not the delivery cf
primary health care, which is the mission of the NHSC. Rather the aim of the LIKR
program is to help meet needs in public health, research and teaching that cannot
be adequately supplied by traditional health care providers. The Secretary will be
directed to develop informal advisory relationships with representatives of the potential
employers in order to keep abreast of the needs.

The LIKR program is self-limiting. Some federal, state or local government or private
agency must be willing to hire a health professional before the borrower receives
any benefit from the federal government. There must also be a borrower willing
to take the job. Federal government service may have the same salary drawbacks,
or other perceived unattractive lectures, as state government and academic
employment, particularly for health professions with highly specialised training. DHHS
will "subsidize" this employment to the extent of the loan repayment; there will
be no other payments to the employing agency or the health professional through
this program.

Matching Jabs With Gradostes

In the implementation of the LJKR program, DHHS will be expected to publicize
its existence to health professions students, governors and heads of federal departments
and agencies. Recent graduates and LIKR-eligible employers can be expected to
find each other on their own.

will be directed to develop a method by which the governor, cabinet secretary
or other appropriate official requests that a particular job be designated as eligible
for LIKR participation. If DHHS agrees aril an eraployeee is found, DHHS will
undertake to pay the agreed-upon portion of the educational loans. Of course, a
monitoring system will be required to assure DHHS that the borrower is in fact serving
in the designated position.

"rearm Casts

We assume that the typical participant in this program will have eligible educational
debts totalling 540.000 to 550,000. To enter into a multi-year commitment with
the participant. DHHS needs the spending authority that will cover the entire loan

822
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repayment oeriod, i.e.. $32,000 to $40,000 for the typical participant who agrees
to stay with the eligible job for four years. Thus, an apropriation of $20 million in
the first year (fiscal year 1985) will allow for the participation of between 400 and
1.250 borrowers. The 400-participant figure assumes each one signs a four-year
commitment and has educational debts of $50.000. The 1,250-participant figure
assumes each one signs s two-year commitment and hrs $40,000 of educational debts.
For fiscal years 1986 and 1987, we recommend that the authorizations be raised to
$25 million and $30 million respectively. This will allow a few more participants
in the program, but we anticipate that most of the growth will go to covering the
higher average debts of the potential participants who are now in school.

HEALTH PROFESSORS STUDENT LOAN PROGRAMS

Much effort tins been focused on this program in recent months. institutions have
made dramatic improveli,cnt in loan collection so that today's Health Professions
Student Loan (liPSL) program i: healthier than ever before.

New Federal Capital Costribidloa (FCC) Authority

New federal capital contribution authority is needed so that schools that were eligible
to receive FCC only for a limited time will be able to build a revolving fund which
can sustain itself. A number of schools in the various participating disciplines were
opened in the 1970's and received FCC for a very short time apportioned from reduced
appropriated amounts. For example, one new school of optometry received only $843
total FCC for fiscal year 1983. That school would nerd to have 966,060 available
yearly in order to make the average HP$L loan of $2,200 to 25 percent of its student
body.

The Federation esamates that there are approximately 40 MODVOPP schools with
en undeveloped revolving fund. In order to bring the amounts available to the minimum
necessary to make awards of $2,200 to 25 percent of their enrolled students, $5 million
is critically needed. We therefore recommend that authority for new FCC be included
at a level of $5 million in fiscal years 1985, 1986, and 1987.

The schools of Public Health and Health Administration have not yet received funding
necessary to participate in this program. If these disciplines are to remain open to
students from low income families. they must develop a revolving fund sufficient
to meet that need. The Federation recommends a new authorization of $4.0 million,
$4.5 million and $5.0 million for fiscal years 1985, 1988 and 1987 respectively,
which would be sufficient to establish revolving funds at the 23 schools of

public health.
In addition, new authorization levels of $1.3 in fiscal year 1985, $1.45 million
in fiscal year 1986. and $1.55 in fiscal year 1987 is recommended to establish revolving
fund.- health administration programs.

S
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Distribution of Asset:

HPSL revolving funds can, under the current statute, be used to make loans to students
only through 1987. After that time, the program is scheduled to go into liquidation;
amounts repaid by graduates will revert to the United States Treasury. We recommend
extending the date for liquidation of assets to 1992 so that health professions student
loans can continue to be made available to needy students.

Authority to il,eftsid the Program

When a school with an established HPSL revolving fund cuts its class size significantly
or if that school closes, an "excess cash" balance will result. Currently,all excess
cash from the HPSL program reverts to the United States Treasury. We recommend
a statutory henge which will allow such money to be re-programmed to other schools
participating in the HPSL program.

Loma Collection Enhancement

The Federation agrees with administration proposals which would allow schools to
raise the amounts they could charge delinquent borrowers as penalties. Currently,
institutions may assess a late fee of $1 for the first month a loan is overdue and $2
for each month thereafter. We recommend allowing schools to assess a penalty charge,
not to exceed 6 percent of the overdue payment for amounts more than 60 days past
due. Such a statutory change would assist schools in their debt collection efforts,
and is. in fact, a more stringent penalty than required under the Debt Collection
Act of 1982.

The Fed. On strongly urges that the statute be amended to allow schools access
to interns Revenue Service address lists (skip tracing), to assist them in locating
delinquent borrowers. This authority would be especially helpful in locating the
nongraduate delinquent borrower.

Finally, we recommend that when schools have made good faith efforts to collect
delinquent loans but have been unsuccessul. they be allowed to refer those Loans to
the governmer.t for collection. The school's best efforts are not always tr persuasive
as a letter from the Justice Department; allowing referral would give us one more
tool in pursuing delinquent borrowers.

Regulations Gowning the Priv:nue

Regulations governing administration of the HPSL program were recently issued by
the DHHS. The performance andards set in that regulation were so stringent that
many of the health professions schools were threatened with suspension from program
participation. The day before schools were scheduled to be suspended for
non-compliance, DHHS amended the rule to delay imposition of the performance
standard for one year. We believe that the health professions schools and the students
who rely on these loans deserve a more stable environment, where program
participants receive the classic protections of notice and comment on proposed rules
and right to a hearing before suspension.
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We believe that schools must Ms allowed to continue as active particklitte in the
HPSL program so long as their current loan collection practices are in compliance
with current HPSL collection regulations, and schools are making good faith efforts
to reduce delinquency on loantmede priorlo 1983.

This could be achieved by providing for the following in the statute:

1. A school's compliance with current regulations shall be measured by a
performance standard which is reasonable and achievable for educational
institutions.

2. School's administration and collection practices regarding loans made prior
to 1983 shall not be reflected in the performance standard. A reporting
system shell be devised to assure that schools undertake good faith efforts
to collect old loans.

3. Regulations concerning administration of the HPSL program (including 1
and 2 above) shall be developed using the notice and comment process and
no school shall be suspended from active participation in the HPSL program
without a hearing on the record.

HEALTH EDUCATION ASSISTANCE LOAM PROGRAM

The Health Education irssistance Loan (HEAL) program assures the availability of
federally insured loans from non-federal lenders to health professions students. Unlike
most federal student financial assistance, interest for the HEAL program is based
on the current T-bill rate plus 3.5 percent, with interest calculated masterly. Because
students must be willing to borrow at the market rate of interest to participate, HEAL
serves as a loan of last resort for financing the education of health professions students.

Since its 1978 inception. the program has served as an effective fallback for health
professions students who have depleted other financial aid resources with lower interest
rates. Extension of HEAL% authority for that purpose, namely as an adjunct to other
financial assistance programs, is recommended, As educational coats climb, student
indebtedness grows, and concern with loan repayment delinquencies continue, the
member associations of FASHP encourage only a prudent and cautious expansion
of this program.

Historically, authorization levels for this program have grown gradually' to the current
level of $250 million for fiscal year 1984. In fiscal year 1983. the HEAL program
dasbur ed $161.5 million to borrowers. Fiscal year 1984 borrowing demand is expected
to met t or exceed the authorized amount of $250 million. The Federation therefore
recomin, rids the following authorization levels for this program:

"cur 1985 $275 Million
Fiscal Year 1986 $290 Million
Fiscal Year 1987 $305 Million
Fiscal Year 1988 $320 Million
Fiscal Year 1989 8335 Million
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To address the potential problem with HEAL delinquencies and defaults, the Federation
also recommends limiting the internship and residency deferment period to four years.
Because the number of years which may elapse between the time a loan is made until
repayment ends, any deferment reduces that time period and subsequently, increases
the amount to be repaid each Month. Concurrently, increasing interest amounts also
accrue. Without limiting the deferment period for those students directly entering
an internship or residency program, bcjh factors could potentially increase the
occurrences of default.

It is also recommended by the Federation that, contingent upon supporting tuition
and income data, graduate allied health students be allowed to participate in this
financial assistance program.

DISADVANTAGED ASSISTANCE: HEALTH CAREERS OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM

Health professions education has developed a significant commitment to the
recruitment and retention of qualified disadvantaged students. Each health profession
can document the degree of success it has achieved in tiles, areas. Despite some
degree of success, there still exists significant underrepresebtation of minorities
and other disadvantaged individuals in the health professions.

It is the FASHP position that in order to provide equal access for the disadvantaged
to health professions we need to continue an across-the-board effort to recruit, retain
and financially support students from disadvantaged bacicgrounds in health professions
schools. Major strides toward alleviating shortages of minorities and other
disadvantaged persons will not be achieved without the involvement of all health
professions schools. Federal programs of assistance to disadvantaged students must
continue to provide the opportunity for participation by all schools of the health
professions. FASHP believes that only through a mass effort will we be able to
adequately address the need to increase the number of disadvantaged individuals
in the health professions.

FASHP supports efforts directed towards disadvantaged students as defined in 42
CFR 57.1804 tb) (2) and applied currently in the Health Careers Opportunity Program
(HCOP). The Federation believes that equal access to health professions must be
guaranteed to individuals who are disadvantaged not only by environmental or armed
family income but disadvantaged also by education, race or ethnicity and sex. Health
professions students selected to participate in HCOP should more adequately represent
the broad definition of "disadvantaged." The recommended modifications to current
legislation should not alter the categories of health professions students that are
eligible to participate in the program.

Because resources for HCOP are limited in proportion to the magnitude of the problems
involv.,ci in the recruitment and retention of disadvantaged students. it is essential
that resources W directed toward applicants with greatest potenial effectiveness.
Institutions antrerganizations eligible to apply for HCOP grants should be limited
to health professions schools and national education related organizations. The
Federation believes that the health professions schools are best prepared to identify,
recruit and retain eligible students. We recommend that these educational institutions
be the pri ary recipients of funding for programs designed to attract and graduate
disadvantaged students.
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Since the inception of HCOP, national education related organizations have produced
several effective models for increasing the numbers of disadvantaged individuals
in health professions. Such organisation should continue to develop and provide
the largest measure of recruitment assistance, for by virtue of their national focus
and discipline-wide representation they can effectively identify potential students
in each discipline. Funding preferences need to be refined and focused on the most
effective ways for health professions schools and education organizations to accomplish

the goals of HCOP.

Recommended authorizations are $24 million. $25 million and $26 million for fiscal
years 1985. 1986. 1987 respectfully.

EXCEPTIONAL FINANCIAL NEED SCHOLARSHIPS

Loan programs are available for students from low-income backgrounds but the soaring
education-related indebtedness rates for health professions students severely impair
schools from attracting and retaining individuals from disadvantaged financial
backgrounds. It is important to develop programs for students with "zero financial
resources". the criterion used by the Bureau of Health Professions for EFN eligibility,
which rely less on loans and more on grants, work programs. and scholarships. Such
programs provide access to health professions education for low-income students
and at Rte same time, will not contribute to the problem of defaulting loan debts
which ultimately must be absorbed by taxpayers.

The Federation recommends that the exceptional financial need scholarship program
be expanded to provide a minimum of two scholarships per year for each public or
nonprofit school of medicine, osteopathy, dentistry. optometry. pharmacy, podiatry,
and veterinary medicine as contained in the current statute. The Federation
recommends that these scholarships be made available, also. to each school of public

health and each graduate program in health administration. For the 1983-84 academic
year. 361 exceptional need scholarships were awarded among currently eligible health

professions schools. The scholarships averaged $15,525 for a total expenditure of
approximately 85,541.742. Based on these amounts we recommend that 748 scholarships
averaging $15,525 be awarded to schools of the health professions, including public

health and graduate health administration for a total appropriation of $12,000,000.

Specific calculations are below.
c
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CIRMCAL INTLATIVItS FOR HEALTH PROFESSIONS EDUCATION
REQUUUNO SPECIAL rioncr AUTHORITY

Coupled with emerging health concerns, educational institutions must be ready to
respond to other social, economic and technological changes which promise to
dramatically alter the health care delivery system. The Federation describes such
major trends in its white paper, ""The Environment of Health Manpower Policy
Development in the United States Over the Next Twenty Years" (copy attached).
Due to the length of training for health practitioners, health professions schools must
now address the needs of society in the year 2000 and beyond.

in order to insure the availability of appropriately trained health profession& required
for the future. schools must provide for:

I. Faculty Development

The clinically trained and oriented faculty of health professions schools,
must improve their teaching skills and be instructed in the use of new
educational methods. Their own education did not prepare them specifically
to be teachers.

Also, the overall competency of current faculty in targeted areas including
computer and other new technology, research methods and clinical scientist
training. communication administration management and ethics must
be upgraded. Beyond thee general needs, facodties must acquire educational
expertise in high priority specialty areas such as toxicology /environmental
health, nutrition, gerontology and other profession-specific disciplines.

ti

Since financial restraints will largely prevent schools from expanding their
teaching staff, development programs must be ea$ablished for existing faculty
in these areas.

2. lnss'vetive Curricula

Faculties must examine existing curricula to insure that they adequately
cover the full range of subjects all. students require. Wellness concepts,
health echication/promotion, disease prevention, 'the importance of self-care.
the special needs of the elderly, and communication skills necessary for
practitioners must be emphasized in professional curricula. In addition,
students must be prepared to address the ethical as well as economic
considerations involved in health care decisions.

Continuing budgetary pressures mean faculties will seek more cost effective
education and service delivery models. In this light, multidisciplinary
approaches to educational programs need to be explored.

3. New Clinical Training Sites

Because the health care dellaery system is undergoing significant change
in response to the need for cost containment. emphasis on prevention, the
aging of the population, and many other societal changes, health a fessions
schools must develop non-traditional clinical training sites and tunities
which are consistent with these trends. New community based sites must
he considered. as well as realistic simulation of clinical encounters.

r-

,
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The Federation recommends that special project support be reauthorized for these
broad needs shared by all schools. This recommendation reduces the list of possible
initiatives in current statute from an unmanageable twenty-four to the three highest
priority areas.

Inecial Projects

Health professions educational programs are the responsibility of each institution
and its faculty. However. given the substantial increase in the cost of education
and the limitations of institutional and state budgets, individual schools do not have
the resources to respond to national needs on their own. The historical partnership
of the federal government and schools in addressing high priority ns 'anal concerns
must be maintained.

Therefore. the Federation recommends continuation of special project authority with
the following refinements:

I. Competition by Profession . s

we are concerned that existing statutory provisions lack definition and have
allowed the exclusion of various professions in activities relevant to national
needs. To assure each health profession of opportunities to develop its unique
responses and knowledge, special project funds should be allocated to each
profession for distribution within that profession on the basis of competitive
application.

2. Priority. Setting and Review

Within broad purposes and authorities provided in statute, it is our belief
that each profession is best equipped to determine those areas in which
special project support can most effectively be utilized to enhance the
development of ,skills and knowledge within that profession. The educational
institutions of each profession must be involved in the process of priority #
designation for special projects. Therefore, we recommend that the statue
specify development of general national health professions echication priority
guidelines by the Health Resources and Services Administration, in
consultation with the health professional school associations. Further, it
should be required that special project grant proposals be subjected to peer
review and that final funding recommendations to the DHHS Secretary be
made by the Health Professions Educational National Advisory Council.

3. Two Special Project Categories

Demonstration, Evaluation and Dissemination - in each health professional
school group, grants should be available on a competitive basis to develop
models and demonstrate new approaches to the needs outline above (three
special initiative areas). Completion of these projects will benefit each
group as a whole. and health professional education in general.
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'S
Implementation - - Separate and distinct from the need for dqvelopment
and dissemination of model approaches, all schools may require assistance
in implementing program changes needed by their institution. Therefore
a separate authorisation and competitive process should be established
for each health profession to eddress the unique and highest pribrity needs
identified by schools.

3. Adequate Authorizations

Under health prof special initiatives we recommend annual
authorizations cif- $10 $1 million each for school of medicine,
osteopathic medicine, dentistry, veterinary medicine, optometry, pharmacy,

... podiatry, public health. health administration (programs), and allied health;
a for demonstration, evaluation ..nd implementation. An additional $10 million

should be authorized annually for implementation.

MATCHING GRANTB FOR RENOVATION OP TEACHING maw= FOR
HEALTH PlIOFEEMONS AND awns FOR IMITKITMENTATION AND EQUIPMENT

'7!

Pursuant to Title VU, Part B of the Public Health Service Act, the federal government
contributed more than Si billion to the nation's health professions schools between
1965 end 1975 for constructing and equipping teaching and research' facilities.
Subsequent to 1975, however, the governMent its policy ol encouraging an
increase in the numbers of health professionals, and the of dollars for construction
and equipment purchase slowed to a trickle.

ri

Due to the cutoff of federal susiport for this girigram many of our nation's health
professions schools are currently utilizing equipment which is outdated if not obsolete.
In many cases, existing facilities will need fairly ;Massive renovation to accommodate
state-of-the-art equipment-for research and training.

The sorry state of our national research capacity is just beginning to receive the
serious attention it deserves. A 1'!80 study conducted by the Association of American
UniversitiesiAAU) examined the current status of univeriity facilities, and found
a serious erosion of our national capacity Tar jigh quality research. including health
science research. The report concluded that there were ". . . probletns In the
acquisition, use and maintenance, of research instrumentation in all of the leading
universities visited." Moreover, AAU said, "many facilities are in need of renovation
or replacement."

The AAU study found thet both U.S. industry and foreigt; universities arcoutdistaacing
Americen universities in research capability. The problem, said the report, was the
escalating cost of equipe..ig facilities at a time of decreasing federal funding. "Signs
tad aging facilities now impede' research were found in nulpy laboratories and support
facilities." the report concludes.

Co

4
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In a L083 repbrt. the National Commission on Student Financial Assistance.

Subcommittee on Graduate Education expressed great concern about the current
statirof education in the sciences, including the health sciences:

4$

Our investment . in sophisticated. expensive and powerful
equipment and instrumentation is inadequate. It is not
simply a matter of not keeping pace - our penury has
led to a situation in which many existing instructional
labs and much of the equipment and instrumentation
currently available are obsolete and insufficient to the
tasks at hiind.

In the face of this regrettable erosion of our capacity for high quality education and

research in the health sciences, FASHF proposes a two pronged effort to:

I. Assist health professions schools ini securing access
to up-to-date equipment and instrumentation; and

2. Where necessary, assist in modernizing existing physical
plants in 'order to accommodate state-of-the-art
educational instruction, and to conduct first rate
research in the health sciences.

tit

...,..We' het Congress provide a modest start-up pilipgram in this important area. In

order to receive funds for renovation of facilitiedrunder this program, schools will

be required to match the amount of any federal grant by means of nonfederal
contributions. Authorization levels of 815 million for each of the fiscal years 1985,

1988 ande 987 would provide such a program with a strew beginning.

AREA HEALTH EDUCATION CENTERS
Ar

In I978.6new fiincting wits established for schools of medicine and osteopathy for

planning, development. and operation of Area Health Education Centers (AHEM

Requirements included the participation of one or more schools of medicine or
osteopathy, and at leest two other health care discielines. Dentistry mustbe included

if there is a school affiliated with a university with which the school of medicine

or osteopathy is affiliated. The AHEC is also required to conduct a training program

for physicians assistants or nurse practitioners.

The 1981 Reconciliation Act made substantial amendments o the AHEC statute.

Priority and funding was given to AHECs'which carry out projects that have positive

impact on supply and distribution of health personnel.

There seems to be substantial interest in the AHEC program, and a dissatisfaction

with the current level of participation tiSi health professions schools other than medicine

an dentistq. As a result, the Federation is milking two legislative recommendations

for the AHEC program. An extension of this program's current authorization level,
$24 million, is recommenderk for the next three fiscal years. In addition. the Federation
recommends the inclusion Of a requirement to encourage multidisciplinary training

and practice invcting health professions. 1,

ADVANCED FINANCIAL DISTRESS

The Federst.ion supports continuation of advanced financial distress grants through
the current cycle.

4
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The Environment of Health Manpower Policy DevelopmenA
in the United States Over the Nest Twenty Tears

the 1 'g
redo:Adam of it:sciatic/a of Schools

of the Sealth Professions*

a

In our discussions of the factors in society which will influence the
developmant of health .;aopoweiMP.Ipolicy in the United States, we focused on
those which ore most likely to heve'some impact on demand for health empower.
the patros of their education. and the health services environment in which
they will function. The factors identified can be loosely grasped into three
primary categorise: socim, olitical. technological, and scan f. Again, it
is important to' emphasize that our objective is nomblo Comprehensively
identifp all of the trends in our society which will affect health care or
indeed. society in general. It is to hone in on those for Stich there is the
implications of an impact on *ducat . question ultimately must Washed
by the health manpower (Macedon c tr, "So what?" What does this trend
in our society have to do with the development of health manpower? Mewing
identified the impact. the sr t question is does this' impact mandate a
response in public policy it 3'4 ceders". state. or local lave }, or does it
misdate a response 'from the private sector, or comhiiation thereof? ..tad

then, what is the appropriate response desired?

The legislation which authorizes the federal government to support health
manpower expire* this year, thus causing us to take stock of the federal role
in the education of health professionals: Also.'it is a pivitol time, for it a.

has been twenty years since the federal goverment entered Aggressively Lego
the business of supporting the education of various kinds of health menpowir.
and the year f000 is roughly twenty years away. Given the sipnificant Humps
in the role of She federal goverment relative to herlth services and at of
education, it id . imperative that the ',eldership of health profes one
education, the leadership on opr campuses, eathe relevant net nal
organizations understand esderstand themselv tfteCew ir t of manpower edu Lou
and provide leader p in helping the comma ties with whom they interact to
understand the new foment. IC is else important that 'recommendations for

Ai a new health am r policy of the federal government be developed on the
basis of a debt ratipic%tich loot, forward to that new euvironment% It'ls
not appropriate, nor ically viable to approach new legislation by looking
back, that is. by stoking the argument that support to the professions should
be continued because 'Ippon misted before. TM argument suit be based on a

students, and the educational
le for the federal 'oversewn:a in balance with

appropriate "roles for other governments,
defined appropriate ?O

institutions theneelves..0ther elements of the priiste sector may also plav*an
important role.

le Presented at the Annual Meetings of thd Associstiu. ut Academic Health
Centers. Septiiber 28. -1983 and the American Cbuncil on ducation.
October 1. 1981.
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Hts4th Manpower Pol:c7 Development Page 2
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AT

Agai , our thinkhog goes as follows: First identify trends which will likely

"hay an impact on education, igen identify the impact, then determine how thee,

will nfluence needs, and finally determine how the public os private sector

can st appropriately respond. This paper only ,.ideticifies trends and

impacts. We use this meeting to validate and elaborate on our.projections as

that we may move on to the development of the second part of this position

peuer, that which makes recommendsclonsidegarding appropriate public and

private sector colas.
116'

Social-Political Trends

Delographic Changes

ikr;t. ,it us look at socio-politicalrends.

We assume that there will be major changes in the demogFaphics of American

socigf . In fact, the rate of change may be estered 'more visible than it

i

p
has b n at any time *ince the decrease is European immigration early 4n this

cent° .
We have identified four principal changes in the demographics *.tich

bear on our concerns.

The First are the changes in ethnic mix. Because of birth rate differentials

and =Station. ye will see continued growth in the number and percentage of

.4 the iron population identifted, as Latino. black" or otiental. 'Fort, al

theee cultural. ethnic, and racial orientstiona brings particular perspectives

and approaches to family structure. is lima implications for housing

patterna;fertility rates. and care of the aged. There are distinct views of

inatitutiouelization, for example, which minsdate a highly refined apprach to

consideration of health facility .eeds in relation to population bed age

4174:ribution. Tha7 bring distinctive languages with'unique'terminology which

,prehart communication thelIenges with implications ar the education of

practitioners wt./ nark with thee. Individuals of0different cultural and 'wigs.

backgrounds seer the use df a, wider variety of practitioners ari relate c.

*practitioners of oll kinds on particular ways. There is a large body of

knowledge from sociology focusing on the idlosyncrecies of various groups in

their relationships tr health services and health practitioners.

The politlial implications of this in ethnic mix are profound. This

country is no longer strongly motivated by melting pot philosophy which

mousses that all, citizens move 10oward a homogeneous model. W are now
strongly streeping the pluralism of this society, and thus we can conclbde

that the policifel visibility of theme emerging communities will be

increasingly impattant. It is no longer clear when a minority is a minority.

Major political subdivisions are in fact governed by, or dominated by,, one or

another subgroup of American society,'and within those political entities., the

subgroup is a majoriby by every definition. This development coincides with

the changing notion of the role of various government levels and the

deggucion of politel responsibility to .levels which are closer to

'Thus, programs wiljeed to be responsive to the unique tastes end d forint

eats :f priorities ich will dbminate the politiCal process at local levels.

the second major factor 1.n demographic development is the shift In population

distribution :n the so-called "sunbelt." Thi). trend has been alludedmto

Continued
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repeatedly by :chn Naisbitt as al very significant factor in the future
patterns of aeyelopment of the country. The hub city phenomenon identifie:
with the marketing strategies of major airlines is also a reality in

projecting growth patterns of cities themselves. That is. the major urban
growth w'll be in the middle range sized cities which offer most of the
amenities of the largest cities, but with" less congestion and urban tension.
To the extent that middle TAW cities hold concentrations orb specific
subgroups of American society. they can be expected to el atff access to

specialized, human service facilities including health services and higher
education. An example of this is the large influx of elderly people to
Arizona.

he third factor in demographics is, of course, the increased proportion of
the population over the age of 65. The ArIzone Coalition for coot effective
quality care represents a quarter million elderly Arizonans and refle,ts the
increasing visibility of the aged. Similarly, it can be anticipated chat in
certainpopulations there will be decrease in re number of children as a
proportion of the population. The future impact of a population!reflecting
fewer school-aged children upon public snpport for revenuip.producing
initiatives is well known.

The final element in demogrephiis is one which is little recognized for its
potential potence and impact ad health services. That is. the substantial
pro:ected increase in the propOrtion of handicat.?ed and disabled among the
population. This increase is a:result of increased Life expectancy maw:related
with many disease, and health conditions, and the trend to move people out of
institutions for rehabilitation. Certainly this will increase the number of
individuals out in society yith certain handicaps and thus create certain
demands on health services.

Employer-Employee lelat,_onships

A second major factor it the social environment of the next two decades Is a
changing employer-eeplotee relationship. There will be a new pattern of

relationships which save to some extent. reflect the influence of the lapansee
9040., bUC,1149 its origins in other causes as well. And the Issue is not ens
of unionization ,r non-unionization despite decreasing union membership and
.canfrontationa,tetween productivity and employment security.

The first contributing factor is that the pattern of business size and

corporate structure is changing toward a larger number of very large scale
nulti-rurpose corporations,, and a smaller number of middle range sized firms.
The large scale organizacions are tending to offer employees -a vide variety

f 1:Tort:Initiate to 2SO the cImpany as .a focal point for chair interests. !n

sCre F2rt.ing 500 :ompanies. It Joy appears that the employees are spending en
increasing amount It non-job-related time at the company taking part It.

health. education. 'nobbe. and social welfare activities. :t is an interesting
return to an earlier day when some contended that companies were intrusive
Inca the daily lives of their employees. But in the current social

anvircnnent. it hen taken on a vet, different flavor. Both employers and
esp:Qyees stem 7e increasingly accepting of a broader relationship. And it

:s in tne area of wel:ness-oriented activities that this new relationship is

'.:ontinued
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=ft dramatic. Firms are providing an increasing vart. )11nm-related
services in response to their cost containment potenc.aI as of the current
debate% among benefits officers concerned with cos: containment outcomes of
their iIness strategies is the extent to which release time during the work
day is appropriate and can be demonstrated to be cost effective. Stamm firms

have currently reached an anticipated ceiling of participating employees, and
yet wish to attract more employees into wellness related activities outside of
wor.ting hours. The purely cost benefit justification seems nut to be the only

motivation.'

Organization of Health Services

The third major assumption within the socio-political frame of reference has
to $61 with the organization of health services. There will continue to be
ma:or changes in the organization, financlgg, and control of health services.
The recent Lewis-Harris study for the,ritable Life Assurance Society clearly
demonstrates that the public strongly favors major changes in the organization

of health services and is politically favorable to government intervention

should private initiatives fail to respond to their concerns.

There are several factors which we believe are propelling the rapid changes in
organization. The first of these is chat most organized health care delivery
settings will within a very short time be part of multi-purpose systems.
There will be of course. variations it the extent to which they are

responsive the direction of the parent organization, or the confederation

in which to participate. But the fact- is that the free standing delivery of
health services which must rely totally on the institution's own resources is
rapidly becoming the exception. There are estimates that among hospitals. for
example, BO percent will be part of such groups within from two to five years.
The percentages and the years vary, but the trend is clear. What is less

apparent is the extent to which this phenomenon extends beyond the hospitals.

Nursing homes are increasingly moving into chain organization!? One chain

which is among the top three has commenced that well established independent
nursing homes are coming to them with offers Co sell out at a rate which far

outruns the chain's ability in terse of financing or management depth.

Similarly, the relatively new phenomenon of ambulatory emergency Centers or
surgery cantata is largely a chain development resulting from both the

development of new facilities and the absorption of existing facilities.
Centers :min such chains to seek the capital flow or marketing competence of

the parent organizapone.

A second propellant of tttie assumption for organizational change will be the
increased competition experienced by traditional health services ?roviders.
This competition will come from asch other as is commonly assumed, but it will

also tome increasingly from non - traditional providers. The Harris study

demonstrated public interest in and support for a wide variety of healrh

practitioners and alternative delivery systems. We have already pointed out
the 'relationship between the sociology of population subgroups tn.the !rated
States and tneir attitudes toward traditional practitioners. and .ndee.l. their

teman4 for sources of care which are in keeping with their cultural

traditions. This will be a factor in the competition from non-traditional

providers :he proposed new medical stati standards of, the Joint Commission

".ontinued
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on Accreditation of Hospitals (3CAS) tips its hat to the right of individual
hospitals to determine which axe the appropriate practitioners to use its
facilities. This non-prescriptive approach is in contrast to previous tight
definitions of who can practice in a hospital. It not only reflects the trend
of devolution of authority to the community level but also en anti-trust
reality which reduces the ability of the traditional providers co limit access
and legitimacy by their less traditional competitors.

rr The third factor is the continuing shift from fee-for-service-to prepaid
plans. There are several factors which lead us to conclude that the current
growth in prepayment will continue and indeed accelerate. While it is true
that the more optimistic prognoses for HMO growth have not beau fulfillei, it
is also true that they have grown, and that the conditions for their frowth
are improving constantly. The most important condition is public famil'arity
with the phenomenon. In many communities, prepaid plans are no longer exotic,
but are accepted alternatives, particularly for young families. Capitation
for Medicaid and Medicare enrollees is clearly a politically attractive
approach to cost containment and to predictability of health service costs.
It can be comfortably predicted that DRG-type reimbursement in some
combination with capitation may lead to a stronger financial base for prepaid
plans. Employers most increasingly turn to approaches which give them the
protection of predictability as well. Finally, there is the increasing M.D.
willingness to by eeployed, reflecting both increased familiarity and comfort
with the setting. as well as the fact that more doctors need Jobs.

Continued growth of interdisciplinary working environments is another
propellant of organizational change. It is the continuation of a trend that
has been the focus of a great deal of professional conversation over many
years. Although some would argue chat effective interdisciplinary patient
care has rarely been achieved and that there is a mythology of teamwork, we
would argue that the convergent impact of all of the assumptions laid out
herein will be to encourage the continuation toward more. rather than fewer,
interdisciplinary health services. Competition among health services delivery
organizations will lead to an effort to find new ways to be productive in
manpower utilization, innovative delivery systems. will `den their
interdisciplinary flavor as 'a marketing strength, and stricter reimbursement
programs will force reconsideration of task allocation among health providers.

The fifth propellant of change is the greater demand and emphasis on

ambulatory care and hone health care. The most immediate indicator of that
demand will be the DILG pressure to move people out of the hospital. ICAO has
figures showing more than zmo ambulatory centers of one kind or another
which have potential for independent accreditation. Ambulatory centeraiare
clearly not a passing phenomenon but one for which there fowlers to be a tied,
market. Despite the debate over the cost effectiveness of home health care,
particularly as it serves as a replacement for family-provided services, there
is the common notion chat ic is better than the high cost, high tech
alternative. Part of its value is the fact that the patient is at home
relating to the family, and the family is involved in the treatment or

renabili,:ation process. Again, we refer to the sociological imperative and
the fadt that we have an increasing influence by cultures which are less
institution oriented and more extended family oriented.

Continued
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The fine: maor propel:ant is the increase in innovative delivery systemi and

nadels. The bases for continued increase are al: in place. The regulatory

environment which:includes the JCAH 1.4, moving t., legitimize a wider variety,of

delivery models. The reimbursement system is becoming more open-ended and
indeed. in some cases, actively seeks alternative delivery models. s'e have

mentioned the substantial number of free-standing ambulatory cehters of one

kind or another. They are increasing, by some estimates, on the order of ram

to three a week. The hospice is rapidly developing in importance. It is not

longer an experiments' volunteer -based activity at the margins. There is

formal accreditation for hospices mend there is reimbursement for hospices.

One interesting new technological development which further argues for

de-institutionalized care is home alert monitoring systems. These systems

place s communications device in the home of a high risk individual thus

assuring the immediate communication of an urgent problem to the provider

organization. Does this fortell even the monitoring of vital signs by remote

systems which may be tied into either the doctor's office or an ambulatory

clinic of one kind or another' Again, I refer you to the Harris Poll, with

its somewhat surprising finding that a substantial majority of the

administrators of leading hospitals favor such developments designed to reduce

inappropriate or high cost hospital use.

Another of our basic assumptions is that there will be a substantial increase

in the effectiveness of public educational systems. There will be an

increasing emphasis on the, effectiveness of basic education in primary and

secondary grades, with a number of significant consequences for the Social

environment of health services and the education of manpower. One

result fa a better informed and potentially more Pilettnating public.

Public educatioc in the United States is currently at a low point and there is

no debate about the inadequacies of the system. The critical factor is that

primary and secondary education are very close to fundamental social values

and aspirations. Hew populations, either new in arrival. new in size. or new

in political clout, will support strong schools particularly if a national

strategy for improvement emerges. Znquestionably, any national strategy for

curriculum improvement will reflect an increased emphasis on understanding

disease prevention and'promoting wellness.

Another outcome of increased educational system effectiveness will be higher

expectations regarding the quality of services received and the cost

effectiveness of investments in social welfare programa. Public education

levels ilreedy include a strong consumerism flavor, which, when combined with

an emphasis on wellness prevention and environment, will raise the sensitivity

of young people to the quality and impact or all kinds of services which

affect their daily lives.

The final tummy:Awl within the socio- political framework is that there will

be In expansion of the current re-emphasis on the independent responsibilities

of the individual. There has been a strong trend in that direction in this

country in part due to the decreasing influence of the melting pot philosophy

and the concomitant resurgence of emphasis on plurally's. In pluralistic

society, who knows best' We see three specific cot. ributing trends. The

first to that the individual will have more individual autoority for investing

benefit .ollars. Employers will be less directive and more interested in

Continued
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designing benefit programs to include incentives to change behavior, a process
built on the encouragement of informed individual behavior and individual
responsibility for the outcomes thereof.

A second factor we have already discussed, chit is, the tendency to turn to
and accept the services of alternative practitioners and delivery systems.
00t only does this changing pattern of utilization follow from the increasing
pluralism in society, but also from the competitive force previously
identified.

The third force underlining the assumption of increased independent
responsibility is the rapidly expanding involvement in self improvement

activities of all kinds --not only for health but also fqr personal

advancement. Enrollment trends in higher education are now forcing
institutions to consider repackaging their services aWd reaching broader
audiences. This is happening at exactly the right time in terms of the

technical obsolescence of productivity challenges, of this society. Ws have
said that omplbyess will be .spending an increaftl'Is amount of their optional
time in activities which center on the place of work. Many of those

activities will, of course. be of an educational self advancement nature. We

know that the shift of population geographically reflects changing employment
patterns. We also know that many individuals who mere separated from their
usual work in the last five years will not be re- employed and face the need
for retraining. thus the demand for self learning opportunities will

increase. And new technology is expanding these oppottunitiek. In the last
few weeks, an announcement was made that a new far- profit corporation will
market educational satellite television-linked services nationwide. This new
corporation will enable universities and corporations to reach out In a matter
somewhat akin to the British Open University.

SG far we have discussed only socio-political thaws.

Technological

The second moor arse of development after the socio-politital is the

technological. It ha. been said many times in many places that society is
becOming increasingly technologically based. yet we have been technologically
based for Amy years. That is meant is that new technology viii be introduced

into our daily lives at a much sore rapid pace. Daily living will be
increasingly impacted, 'number it is through the telephone. television,
automobile, or any other utensil or'fictor in the comforts of life or in the
process of doing business. Technology is increasing, touching all of at a

national level.

On one hand, the increasing rate of technoloilIcal change will have an immense

impact on the nature of health services. first, there must be an

accommodation between the pressures for high technology investment and cost
containment efforts. A dramatic illustration in cores of corporate policy
cones from the fact that the Hewlett-Packard Company is in the business of
inventing and marketing very high technology based health services .equipment
with a very high price tag. The President of Hewlett- Packard is on a hospital

86
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board which wants the freedom to purchase whatever equipment it ffels it needs

to retain its competitive position, and at the same Ube. hawcompbny is
aggressively pursuing cost containment policies in the community which are

desi,oed in part to limit the ability of hospitals and other institutions to

invest in unnecessary. duplicative, or overly expensive high technology

equipment. Ales to be considered is the view of John Waisbitt that the human

reaction to the increasingly high tech environment of health services will be

a cokintervailing &nand for high touch services. We should anticipate more

demand for services which bring human warmth and personal contact into the

system. those which maintain the human dimension which we so easily 'atoll as

being the essence of health services, but which .s re so easily denied in our

organizational innovation.

Economic

Finally, it is appropriate to touch on the economic environment as we close

the twentieth century. Our assumption is that there will be a moderately

expanding economy, and that expansion will be due in part to increased

productivity. There will be increasing competition for disposable or

discretionary income. We have said that a substantial portion of the work

force has been sods obsolete by technical changes in the last five years, and

that re 11 be made obsolete by technological innovation in the next

decades, is entirely probable that the long-term trend toward a shorter

work week vill continue, both as a response to the increasing productivity of

J technologically based society Ind as a result of social policy designed to

minimize unemployment. A shorter work week remorse' with our earlier

discussion of orienting free time toward c46 work place, pursuing self

improvesseit, particularly of an educational nature, and having4ncressed

individuak_responsibility for the disposal of benefit and other kinds of

, income.

There will be increased political pressure to
contain costs and at the same

time to provide services. We west anticipate increased political oversight of

the allocatio, of health dollars at all levels of government.
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2d Session
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DEAF! NUMBER IMRE
FEBRUARY 23, Ma

HEALTH

To wend the Public Health Service ACC to revise and extenethe progremeRof
assistance, under Title. VII of such Act for the education of health professions
pitsonael, and for other purposes.

Mr.(Ms.)
pmmattee on

IN TEE SENATE

,1984

Introduced the !alloying hill; which was referred to the

A SILL

To ameed the Public Health Service Act to revise and *stead the programa of
assistance under Title VII of such Act for the education of health profession,
personnel. and for other purpose..

4.

Se it enacted by the Senate and the Souse of Representatives
of the (Fatted States of America in Centre's assembled,

SHORT 11111; REFEREXCETO ACT
4

SECTIOW 1. (a) This Act say he cited as "The ResIth Professions Au-
ibotitstion Act of 1980.

/J.
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To amend the Public E.slth Service Act to revise and exthr4 the prove:as of

irsiatente under Title VII of such Act for the education of health profebeime

personnel. end for other purposes.

41P

IN TIM NOUSE OF ISPUSTIPTATIVES

.1944

Mr.[Its.]
introduced the following bill; which was refert14 c2 the

Committee on

A Int

To owed the Public Seelth Service Act to melee and extend the progress of

assistance under Title VII of inch Act for the education of health professions

personnel. sod for other purposes:

4

Se it enacted by the Senate and the Rouse of Representatives

of the Noitsi Stotts of Morten in Commas anseiblod.

95017 MIA; ANAIMENCE TO ACT

SECTION 1. (a) This Act say be cited as "The Realth $rofeseions Au-

thorisation Act of 1994".
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(b) Whenever in this Act an amendment or repeal if expressed in terns of
an amendment co. or repeal of, a section or other provision, the reference shall
be considered to be made to * section or other provision of the Publicdialth
Service Act.

FINDINGS AND PURPOSES

b

Sec. 2. The Congress finds that the following points deserve priority coniad-
*ration in the formulation and development of Federal health professions pro-
grams:

'a (1) In recent vsere.,coste of attending health professions school have
riser dramatically. Students must bear undergraduate educational debt in

addition to the costs of their professional education. As a result, relatively
few students can complete health professions dducation without incurring
substantial educational_ debris.

(2) In order to repay these loans, graduates often must seek relatively
high-paying jobsq regardless of their career desires or talents, economics
dictate their lob selections. An effect of this is speciality -based shortages
in some health professions. Quite often, these are public se vice fields related
to public health or preventive medicine or environmental health. Academic and
research positions tempt be filled because of the low ealaries.

(3) Significant underrepreeentation of minorities and other disadvantaged
individual* is the health profeesionp still exists. Efforts to recruit. retain
and financially support students from disadvantaged backgrounds in health
professions schools mart be continued. Major strides in providing miporities
and other disadvantaged persons with educational opportunities and access to
health professions careers will not be achieved without the involvement of all
health professions schools.

(4) Geographic and speciality Deeded shortages of some types o' health
professionals continue to mast.

(3) Educational institutions must Wormed, ro respond to other social.
economic and technological changes that promise to dramatically alter the health
care deliverl system. Due to the length of training for health practitioners,
health professions schools must now address the needs of society in the year
401 and beyond.

(6) Mane of our nation's health professions schools are currently utilis-
ing equipment that is outdated it not obsolete. Academic institutions can
neither acquire nor maintain the instruments necessary to conduct research or
train students id their use. In many cases, existing facilities need //stalely,
renovation or new construction to accommodate state-of-the art equipment for
research and training. NOst health science buildings were built more than
thirty years ago and depOerately need modernigstion. The current state of
academic physical plants seriously compromises our national crpecits for high
quality research and, therefore. will erode future Productivity and comperitiVe
ability.

V
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TITtf I - CONST1UCTION OF-TFACRING FACILITIES Ale ACQUISITION OF

EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENTATION

Soc. 101. Section 701(6) is asasatled by --

(1) inserting "(A)" after "(6)"; and

(9) adding the following at the end thereof:

"(11# The corm "equipment and instrumentation" weans equip -
mint, device*. tool*. and any other medical or scientific in-
etrumentstion dedicatqd figs- use by students, faculty, or adainiv-
tratioe or maintenance peiNonnel for clinical pumas**. resear.h

actervitiss, librarlas, classroom, offices, auditoilins, or other
related purposas necessary for, and appropriate to, the conduct

of program of education. ".

Sec. 102. (a) Section 720(a)(1) is amended to read se follow,:

"(s)(1) The Secretary may make greats to assist in the

construction of teaching facilities and the acquisition of

equipment and isstruseistattaa for the training of physicians,
44tocisto, pharmacists, optometrists, podiatrists. vetertnariaNn.
and profesnional public health personnol".", ,

(b) Section 720(b) is amended to rota as follows:

"(b) There ore authorised to be appropriated for the purpose
of making poymenta under grants under subsection (a). $15.000.000

for theffiscol year ending September 30. IONS, and for each of

the two succeeding fiec 1 years, to remain available until

ospenuled:".

Sec. 109. Section 721(b)(1) is amended by -7

(1) inserting "or acquisition of equipment or instrumentation" after

"construction of any facility"; and

i

;

(2 inserting "or acquire oquieent or instrumentation" after "construct a

facilit .

Sec. 104. (a) Section 721(c)(2) is amended

(1) inserting ", equipment or instrumentation" after "the facility" in

oopubparagraph (A);

(2) Insert/nit "in the case of an application for s Stant to assist in

construction of a teaching facility," after "(li)" in subparagraph (II); and

(3) inserting "in the Case of an application for a grant to assist in

construction of a teaching facility," after "(C)" in subparagraph (C).

U t.

i.
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o' teaching facilities," sires

(4) Section; 721(0(7) is
tion for grant to Rapist in
"(71".
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amended by inserting "in the cache of construction

*mended by. inserting "in the case of an opplfce -
the construction of a teictsing facility," after

(4) Section_7211d) is amended by inserting "for
facilities" after "applications for grants".

construction of teaching

(e) Section 721 ie emended by. Inserting the, following at the end thereof:
a

-"(h) The Secretary shall by regulation provide for proper
review of all grants and contscte under this pert by utilizing
to the maximum extent possible apprgRelate peer review groups-
composed principally of non-federal ealtert.".

Sec. 105. Section 722(c) is Reindict by inserting "for assistance in con-struction at teaching facility" after "the amount of any grant".

TITLE II - STUDENT ASSISTA1SCF

Sec. 201. Part A of title VII is amended by suldin&the following new eection.mt
the end thereof:

Sec. 711. All regulations affecting part C of this title shall be pro-
mulgated in accordance with the notice and comment procedures -for informal
rule-making as provided in 5 C.S.C. 553. with a minimum eertod of 60 days for
eublic commest.".

Sec. 202% Section 728(a) is amended by --

(1) striking out the ;nit MUM* thereof:

(;) striking out "and" after "1983;";

(3) inserting the hollowing before the period:
"M75.000.001 for the fiscal year ending September 30. 1985; 1290.000.000 for
the fiscal year ending September 30. 1988; $305,000,000 for the fiscal wear.
ending September 30, 1987; $320,000,000 for the fiscal year ending September 10,
1988; and $335.000,000 for the fiscal year ending Septe&4er 30. 1989"; and

(4) striking out " September )0. 1987" and !amercing in lieu thereof
"September 30. 1992",.

Sec. 202. Section 729 in emended by inserting "a poetbaccalaureate degree
a program in allied health," after "chiropractic," each place it Appears.

p
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Sec. 203. Is) Sectton'731(s) (2) (0) is mended, by inserting "(however. such

repayment shell begin after the borrower has been a participant in internships

or residanee-progrea for four years)" after "internship or renidency program".

(b) Section 731(n) (2) (C) is emended by inserting "(except in the case of

internship, and residency programs under clause (ii) )" after "shall not be

included."

TITLE ITT - sTuObwr LOANS

Sec. 301, (a) Section 740(a) is emended by -c
6

(1) inserting "public health." after "optometry": and

(2) inserting or any Faust, program in health administration." after

"veterinary medicine".
log

4 . (b) Section 7411(b) (4) Is emended by inserting "or doctor of pharmacy

after "bachelor of science in pharmacy" and inserting "aster or doctorate of

public health or an equivalent degree. aster ofyfealth-admlniscration or an

equivalent degree." after "doctor of optometry o; IN equivaDent degra.".

(c) Section 740 to amended by eddies the following new subsections at the

$, end of thereof:
.*

"(c) An agrament with. school or program entered into pursuant to

Inbsection (a) may be terminated by the Secretary, in accordance with the

procedures of this pasbeection, upon finding by the Secretare of failure by

the school or progress to comply subetantialllowith the requireanre of Sec.

745. The procedures that the Secretary *hell follow to effect a :insta-

ting shall Include at least the following procedural steps:

"(1) The Secretary shell provide the school or program with

written notice that the school or program appears not'to be complviog

abstentielly with the requirements of section 745, and the Secretary

obeli furnish a written statement of reasonable and achievable steps

which the school or program may take to demon/trate progress toward

achieving nibstential compliance with those requiremats.

"(2) The Secretary shall afford the school or program a reason-

able opportunity (at Inuit 30 working days) -to demonstrate diet the

school or program has substantially complied with the requtrements of

Settion 745 or has taken reasonable actions to demonstrate siontfictit

progress toward achieving substantial coppliance.

"(3) if the Secretes', determines that the sehool or program'.

response is not adequate, then the Secretary shall Pottle the -school

of pears= in writing of the Secretary's intent to termirpte the

agreement with the school or emogram and of the school or program's

opportunity for a formal bearing. tf the school or program request.

suels a hearing 'rialto, 30 day., the aerial; shell be conducted by an

OaliOLOtrirrIVO law !udge who shall consider all evidence offered at

6.111,
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the hearing and prepare fipdiny of fact and made a determination
whether a school or program has complied substantially with the
requirements of sortie's 745. In making such determination, *1

administrative law peke *ell give appropriate consideration of

exteseatimg factors, which wry include but are not limited to the
following

"(A) if the school or prosrms has relatively few borrowers
who are repaying these Inane, a rigid delinquency performance
standard may not be appropriate.

"(A) the relative number of borrowers who did not graduate;

"(C) the relative number of borrowers who are repaying their
loons;

"(D) the progress the school or program is oohing in col-
lecting past-due accounts;

."(E) the economic conditions of the area in which the school
or program's graduates have located;

"(r) administrative problem. beyond the control of the
current official. responsible for loam collection; and

"(C) the legal enforceability of any delinquent loans.

AP "(4) (A) Except as ptovided in avbparairaph (II), the determina-
tion of t..e administrative low Judy shall be binding on the parties
wad beilimmo effective thirty days after issuance of the administrative
law judge's findings of feet and determination under Section
740(C)(3).

(11) Any school or prooree may, withi4 thirty days following the
decision of the administrative law judge. request a review of such
decision by the Secretary. If such request is mode, the Secretary
shall conduct such review and make the required determination booed on
consideration of all information submitted to the administrative law
Judge and any other information submitted by the parties. In conduct-
ing such review and nal" such determination, the Secretary shall
affirm the finding and determination of the administrative law Judge.
unless they are unsupported by substantial evidence based on the
record taken as a whole.

"(5) A school which has requested A hearing pursuant to Section
740(0(3) and has requested a review of that derision by the Secretary
pursuant to Section 740(C)(4), shall be considered to have exhausted
its administrative remedies tad shell be entitled to judicial review
in a U.S. District Court.

(d) Until an agreement with a school or program entered into pursuant to
Section 740(a) has been formally terminated by the Secretary pursuant to Section
740(C), the school or program shall continue have access to all funds available
under Section 740 to empgatudent loans.".

-6-
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Sec. 302. Section 746(j) is amended by --

.(1) inserting "(I)" after NW";

,(2) sticking out the 'second sentence and inserting to lieu thereof "Such
charge. not to exceed six percent of the inotalleest. may be assessed for each
month by which such installment or evidence is late, provided that the install-
ment is not less than sixty days late."; and

(3) adding the following new parageeph:

bstanding any other prevision of law, upon a written
.11 Revenue Service, a school shall have access to

...;ess 1. r, he Internal Revenue Service which may egoist
therecho11 An _ .zing delinquent borrowers. ".

a
S. '13. (a) Section '42(a) Is amended by --

:,,serting "(1)" after i(a)":

(2) sc:iking out "anti" after "September 30, 1983.";

(I) inserting the following before the period: "S5,000,100 for fiscal year
ending September 10, 198 , and for each of the two waccosding fiscal veers";

(4) inserting the following new paregrapha at the end thereof:

"(2) For the purpose of making Ft fT.1: apical contributions
into the student loan funds of echo public hettlth which
have established such funds under sec:. a 760, there are au-
thorized to be appropriated 54.000,000 for the fiscal year ending
September 30, 1985, 54.500,000 for the fiscal year ending Septem-
Set. 30. 1986. and S5,000,000 for the fiscal year ending September
10. 1987.

"(3) For the purpose of making Federal..!apital contributions
into the student loan funds of graduate programs in health
administration which have established such fend, under section
'40. there are authorized to be appropriated $1,300,000 fot the
fiscal veer ending September 30, 1985, 51,450.000 for the fiscal
year ending September 30, 1986. and $1,550.000 for the fiscal
year ending Septmrber 10, 1 °S7. ".

(b) Section 742(b)(3) is azistsded by adding the following at the end

thereof: "The Secretary shell allot funds authorized for each of the fiscal
years rfter the fiscal year ending September 30. 1984, to schools that have
established such student lo.n funds after Jule 1. 1972.".

(c) Section 742 is amended by adding the following new paragraph, at the
end thereof:

"(Si In the case of a school at which a student loan Turd
has been established under section 740 which, for whatever

b

S 7 /
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reason, reduces its enrollment significantly or closes, if an
excess cash balance in the student leen fund exists, such ftads
shall be returned to the Secretary ler allotment under this
subpart.".

Sec. 306. Section 743 is amended by striking out "1987" each place it &porkers
and inserting in lieu thereof "1992 ".

Sec. 305. Subpart II of part C of Title VII is amended hr adding the following
new section at the end thereof:

"STUDENT LOAN INTOONATION DT IYSTITUTIUWS

"Sec. 745. (a) With respect to leans mode by a school or proves pursuant
to this subpart after June 30. 1985. each school or program, in order to carry
out the provisions of sections 740 and 741. shall, at the time mma school or
program makes a loan to a student borrower under this subpart, provide thorough
and adequate loan information on loans aide 'seder this subpart to the student
borrower. The loan information required by this subsection shall include--

"(1) the yearly and cumulative maximum amounts that may be
borrowed by a student;

"(,) the terns on which repayment will begin;

"(3) the maximum number of years is which the loan must be
repaid;

"(4) the interest rate that will be repaid and the minimum
amount of required monthly payment;

"(5) the amount of any other fees charged to the student by
the lender;

"(6) any special options the borrower may have for deferral,
cancellation. prepayment, consolidation, or other refinancing of
the loan;

"(7) a definition of default and the consequences to the
borrower if the borrower should default; including a description

any arrangements made with credit bureau organizations; and

"(81 to the extent practicable, the effect of accepting the
loan on the eligibility of the borrower for other forme of
student assistance.

"(b) Lich respect to loses made after June 30. 1985,, each school or pro
gram. 'in order to carry out the provisions of sections 740 and 741, shall,
immediately prior to the graduation from such school or program of a student
borrower under this subpart. disclose to the studernr borrower the information

S7d
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required under this subsection. The disclosures required by this subsection
shall include:

"(1) the admiration of and the total amounts financed.
calculated by adding all amounts borrowed by the student borrower
under this part, and subtracting all charges, paid by the student
borrower:

"(2) the dollar cost to the student borrower of the amount
borrowed;

"(3) the dollar amount of total scheduled payments, cal-
culated by adding the mounts in paragraphs, (1) end (2); and

"(4) the repayment schedule of the student borrower, includ-
ing the member. amounts. and frequency of payments.

"(c) The loan information required by subsections (a) and (b) shell be made
available in a conspicuous form either in the note or other written evidence of
the loan or in another written form signed by the borrower.

"(d) Each school and program, in order to carry out the provisions of
sections 140 and 741, shall maintain contact with any student borrower on loans
nada under this subpart during any period of deferral of repayment of such loan
which btains after June 30, 1985 (as permitted in section 741 (c)) following the
borrower's graduation from such school or program. Such required contact with

the borrower shall consist of letters to the borrower which summarize the
information required in subsections (b)(4), and such letters shall be sent by
the school or program to the borrower approximately 90 days after the borrower's -
graduation, approximately 180 days after said graduation, and at approximately

30 days prior to the date the first payment on a loan made under this subpart is

dug.

"(e) With respect to loans made pursuant to this subpart which are apt';
delinquent as of June 30, 1985, and with respect to any loans made pursuant to
this subpart after such date, a school or program. in ordet to carry our the
provisions of sections 740 and 741, shall take the following actions whenever
borrower under this subpart fails to make one or more loan payments in accor-
dance with the repayment schedule contained in the loan agreement between the

0, borrower and the school or program;

"(1) The school or program shall notify the delinquent
borrower of the status of the borrower's loan account and the
consequences of default at the following intervals

"(A) approximately IS days after ;Parma is due;

"(B) approximately 45 days after payment is due;

"(C) approximately 60.days after payment is due;

"(0) approximately 75 days after payment is due:

"(E) approximately 120 dir,s after payment is due.

073
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"(2)41f all of the notices required under subsection (e)(1)
have failed to cure the delinquency, the school or program shall
take the following actions whenever the costs incurred by the
school or program in such actions do not exceed the esment owed:

"(A) notify the credit bureau of which the school or
program is a member of the overdue account;

"(11) use collection pouts. which may include the use
of an internal collection agent; and

"(C) institute legal proceedings the borrower after all
other attempts at collection have failed, provided that such
litigation is appropriate.

"(f) With respect to loans which are delinquent as of, June 30. 1985 the
school or program shall take the following action whenever the coats incurred by
the school or program in such actions do not exceed the amount owed:

"(1) The school or program shall pursue all reasonable
aithods evaijable for locating borrowers.

"(2) If a borrower is located, the school or program shall
send the borrower a registered letter, restating.the borrower's
obligation to repay the loan and the consequences of default.
The borrower shall be given 30 days to respond before further
actioos are taken.

"(3) A noorespomdleg borrower shall receive tyro additional
registered letters. indicating the future actions the school or
program viii take to collect the loan.

"(4) A borrower who has not begun to repay the loan within
120 days after the initial notification by registered letter
shall be subject to the collection efforts described in sub-
section (e)(2).

"(g) If a school or program has complied with all the requirements of this
section and the loan remains delinquent, the Secretary shall accept referral of
this loan for collection by each means as may be at the disposal of the federal
government. Any amounts collected on a loan referred to the Secretary shall be
paid over to the loan fund of the school which referred the loan. If any such
loan fund has been liquidated, any amounts collected by the Secretary shall be
distributed among the loan funds of participating schools in accordance with the
provisions of section 742(b)(3)".

TITLE IV - OMR SCWOURSWITS

Sec. 401. (a) Section 758(a) is amended by --

(1) inserting "public health." after "podiatry, "; and

-10-
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(2) inserting ", or graduate program in health administration" after

"veterinary medicine".

Obk., Section 758(b) (2) is amended by inserting before the period "except
that theN4otal scholarship sward for that year shall.not 'steed the cost of
education for that year at the educational institution".

(c) Section 758(d) is amended by --

(1) striking out "and" after "1983,"; and

(2) inserting before the period ". 812.000.000 for the fiscal Year
ending September 30. 1985, $13,000.000 for fiscal year ending September 30,
1986, sad 814.000.000 for fiscal year 'ailing September 30. 1987.;r

Sec. 602. (a) Section 781(c) is amended by adding the following at the end

thereof: "In the case of en area health education center in which more than two
other health professions schools or programs are actively participating with the
school of medicine or osteopathy, the Secretary shall provide additional funds

under the grant for such'center in consideration of each additional participant
school or program.".

(b) Section 781(g) is amended by inserting ", and for each of the three
succeeding fiscal years" after "September 30, 1986 ".

TITLE V - DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS. FINANCIAL DISTRESS

Sec. 501. (a) Section 787(a)(1) is amended
after "determined in accordance with".

(b) Section 787 (b) is amended by --

be inserting "paragraph (3) and"

(1) striking out "and" after "September 30, 1983."; And

(2) inserting the following before the period: "$24.000

fiscal year ending September 30, 1985. $25,000,000 for the

ending September 30. 1986. and $26,000,000 for the fiscal
September 30, 1987 ".

Sec 502.(a) Section 788 is amended by striking out subsections (a).

and redesignating subsections (b), (a) and (f) as subsections (a),

respectively.

,000 for the
fiscal year
year ending

(c) and (d)
(b) and (c).

(b) Section 788(a) (as redesignated above) is emended to rex' as follows:

"(a) (1) The Secretary may make grants to and enter into contracts with

schools of medicine, osteopathy, dentistry, veterinary medicine. optometry,

podiatry, pharmacy. public health, and graduate programs in health adminis-
tration end allied health, and other appropriate public or nonprofit private

entities, for health professions projects and programs to--

bit



"(A) demonstrate. evaluate. and disseminate; and

NI) implement; special projects in the health professions.

"(1) Grants made and contract. entered into under paragraph (t) shall
include projects and programs to --

"(A) provide faculty develppmeet. including --

"(I) enhancement and improvement of the ter$4.11'ns skills and
education methods of faculty of such sehoolsi

"(Ii) training for faculty of such schools in ..pater technolo-
gy. research methods. communications skills. ads, .stration manage-
ment. ethics;

"(III) training for faculty of such sch. :21 in specialty areas
such as toxicology end environmental 'ealth, nutrition and
gerontology;

"(II) plan. develop and establish innovative curricula. including --

"(I) course =unfair in health education and promotion. disease
prevention, soli -care. the special needs of the elderly and communica-
tions skills; and

"(II) multidisciplinary approaches to educational progress.

"(C) establish 'pew clinical training sites to provide training consis-
tent with changes in the patient population. emphasis on cost effective
education and service delivery models. importance of prevention. and
reduced financial resources. including non- traditional community based
mites and training by lation of clinical encounters when appropriate.

"(3) The Secrets Shall prescribe general notional health professions
education. priority guidelines in order to establish priority projects in
each project category described in subsection (b). Such guidelines shall
be prescribed in consultation with health professions schools.

"(A) In awarding grants and entering into contracts under paragraphs
(1). the Secretary shall evaluate proposals from schools by comparing those
proposals with others from schools providing training in the same profes-
sion.

"(5) The Secretary shall by regulation provide for proper peer review
of all grants under paragraph (1) by utilizing to the MiX11100 extent
possible appropriate peer review groups composed principally at non - federal
experts. The Secretary shall submit all proposals for peer review. The
Secretary may not make grants or enter into contracts under paragraph (1)
until the Secretary has receirmiehe recommendations of --

"(A) the peer review comm,tteee; and

-12-
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"(6) the Health Professions Education National Advisory Coup-.

cil.".

(b) Section 758(e) (as redesignated above) is mounded by --

(1) inserting "(1)" after "kr, and

(2) inserting the following sew paragraphs at the end thereof

"(2) (A) for purposes of subsecTioc (a). (1) (A). there are

authorised to be appropriated 8100.100.000 fir the fiscal year

ending September 30, 1985. and for each of-the two sueevvding

fiscal years.

"(1) Per pniposee of subsection (a)(1)(8), there 'ere au-

thorised to be appropriated 510,000.000 for the fiscal year

September 30, 1985. and for each of the two suceesdkne,

fiscal years.

"(3) With regard to the foods authorised to be appropriated

under subparagraph (A) of paragraph (2). 51.000.000 shall be
defigiumed for each of the following health profeseleue schools

under each such subparagraphs medicine, osteopathy. dentistry.

veterinary medicine. optometry. pharmacy, podiatry, public

health. health a sinistration, and allied health.".

TITLE 61°- LOAN-IN-KIND REPAYMENT PROGRAM

Sec. 601. (a) Part C of tir11.. 'III le amended by adding the following new subpart

after subpar: II:

"SUBPART III - LOAN-ER-REND REPAYMENT PROGRAM

"Sic. 747. (s) The Secretary shall establieh'the Loan -In- Kind Repayment

Progran (hereinafter in this subpart referred to as the "Repayment Program") to

assure an adequate distribution of trained health professionals and to provide a

program through which the graduate of a health prof osions school may reduce his

education debt through service is academic. nonprofit research. or commumitvor

public service seploymant.

"(b) To be eligible to participate in the Repayment Program. an lodividusi

must--

"(1) be within one year of graduating from an accredited

school or program in a State offering degree in medicine,

osteopathy, dentistry, or other health profusion (or within one

veer of completing an approved internship, residency or other

advanced clinical training program);

-13-
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"(2; submit an application to participate in the Repayment
Program;

"(3) sign and submit to the Secretary. at the time of
submittal of such application. written contract (described in
subsection (e) to accept payment of designated loan amounts on
his behalf (contingent on finding and securing sr eligible
employment position under this subpart) and to undertake
full-time saiployernt for the designated period; and

"(4) have obtained s loam in support of his health pro-
fessions education under --

"(A) the National Direct Student Loan Program (20
U.S.C. 1087aa at seq.);

"(S) the Guaranteed Student loan Program (20 U.S.C.
1071 at seq.); or

"(C) loan proirresse ender this title.

"(c) In disseminating application forms and contract forms to individuals
desiring to participate is the Repayment Program. the Secretary shall include
with such torus --

"(1) fair summar7 of the rights and liabilities of an
individual whose application is approved (end whose contract is
accepted) by the Secretary. including in the summary * clear
eiplanation of the damage' to which the United States is entitled
under section 7411 in the case of the individual's breach of the
contract; and

"(2) information reepectirg meeting a designets4 employment
obligation under an agreseent and such other information as may
be necessary for the individual to understand the individual's
prospective participation in the Repayment Program and designated
employment pos.itions.

"(3) The application form. contract form. and all other
information furnished by the St:rotary under this subpart shall
be written in a manner calculated to be understood by the average
individual applying to participate in the Repayment Program. The
Secretary shall make such application forme. contract forms. and
other information available to individuals desiring to partici-
pate in the Repayment Program on a data sufficiently early to
insure thet such individuals have adequate time to carefully
review and evaluate such forms and information.

"(d)(1) An individual become a participant in the Repayment Program only
upon the Secretary's approval of the individual's application submitted under
subsection (h) and the Secretary's acceptance of the contrar submitted by the
individual under subsection (b).

-14-
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"(:) The Secretary .shall provide written notice to an
ndividoel promptly upon the Secretary's approving. under para-
graph (1), of the individual's participation in the .Repayment

Program.

"(0) The written contract (referred to in this subpart) between the

Secretary and an individual shall contain --

"(1) en agreement that --

(A) subject to paragraph (2). the Secretary agrees (1)
to provide the individual with reparere (described in

subsection (f) for a period of years (not$less than two not
more chap four years) determined by she individual..during
which perio4 the individual is engager, in full-time employ-
ment in an eligible employment position; and

"(8) subject to paragraph (2). the individual agrees
to engage in full -time employment for a time period (not

less than two nor norm than four years) in accordance with
section 749;

"(2) a provision that any financial obligation of the United
States attain! out of a contract entered into under this rubpart
and any obligation of the individual which is conditioned there-
on. is contingent upon fondle being appropriated for loan repay-

ment under Allis subpart;

"(3) a statement of the damps to which the United States
is entitled. under section 748 for the individual's breach of the

contract; and

"(4).such other statements of the rights and liabilities of
the Secretary and of the individual, not inconsistent with the

provisions of this subpart.

"(1)(1) Repaymemt under a written contract shall consist of payment to, or

(in accordance with paragraph (2)) on behalf of, the individual an amount quat

to 20 percent per year of the principal of the individual's federally- assisted

educational loans fite provided in subsection (b)1 not to exceed 520.000 for each

year of serVice. Such payment shall not exceed 80 percent of the principal of

the individual's eligib: loans. Eligible employment may not No less than two

not more than four years under the Repaymest Previa. Nothing in this section

shall preclude the hocretary from priming all of part of the eligible amonet

of an individual's eligible loans.

"(2) The Secretary may contract with a lender of eligible
loans for the payment to the lender of the principal amount, on

behalf of the individual. Payment to each lender may be Inds
without regard to section 3648 of the Revised Statutes (31 U.S.C.

%29).

"ig) The Secretary shell report to Congreee on 'Notch 1 of each year --

-15-
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"(1) the number. and type of health professions soploymenw
that individuals undertake under the Sepayment Program;

'(2) the sweet of loan principal paid in the aggregate in
each year; sod

"(3) the number of application* filed for participation in
the Repayment Prograi.

"00C. 148. (a) Except se otherwise provided in this section, if se' indi-
vidual breaches his written contract by feints, either to basin such individu-
al's ennloyment to conplete such employment. the United States shall be entitled
to recover from the individual an amount determined in accordance with the
formula

A 30(t-s/t)

in which "A" is the amouut the United States is entitled to recover. "0" is the
sum of the amounts paid under this subpart to or on behalf of the individual;
"t" is the total number of maths in the individual's period of employment; and
"s" is the number of menthe of each period tweed by him in accordance with a
written egreemeet under section 747 (O. Any amount of damages which the United
States is entitled torecover under this subsection shall. within the one year
period beginning on the date of the breach of the written contract, (or such
looser period beginning on such date as specified by the Secretary for good
cause shown) be paid to the United States.

"(b)(i) Any obligation of an individual under the Repayment Program (or a
contract thereunder) for service or payment of damages shall be canceled upon
the death of the individual.

"(2) The Secretary shall by regulation prdbide for individu-
als to remain participants in the Repayment Program is good
standing in the cast of individuals who do not retain their
employment while such individuals seeks new position* eligible
under the Repayment Program.

"(3) The Secretary shall by regulatiou provide for the
partial Or total waiver or suspension of any designated repayment
penalty by as individual under the Repayment Program (or
contract thereunder) whenever compliance by the individual is
impossible or would involve extreme har4,110 to the individual
and if enforcement of such obligation vita respect to any indi-
vidual would be unconscionable.

r°
"Sok. 749.(a) An individual participating in the Repayment Program shall enter
into a contract with the Secretary to undertake full -tins employment in the
categories of public hegIth. research. and teaching as specified is subsection
fb).

"(b) Designated employment under this subpart is as follows:

-16-
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"(1) Teaching and/or research posilions in health pro-

fessions schools. .

"(2) Scat/ of local public health or environmentel pro-
tection agencies.

"(3) State of locally owned hospitals. clinics, and pris-

one.

"(4) Nonprofit nursing homes and other longterm care

facilities.

"(5) Civilian feldral swam:lee conducting or sponsoring
biomedicil research. The principal agencies are the Rational
Institutes of Health. the Rational Science Foundation, the

Agriculture Research Service. the Food and Drug Administration,
and the Environmental Protection Agency.

"(6) Civilian state and federal programs for the inspection
of meat, poultry, and other animal- derived food products.

"(7) Employmeut in a health manpower Olson/we area designat-
ed under section 332.

"(c) Eligible participants under this subpart for repayment under the
Repayment Program are graduates of schools and colleges of medicine, osteopathy.

dentisery, veterinary jpedicins, optometry. Podiatry. pharmacy. and 'Public

health, and graduate proerams of health admAnistretion.,

"(d) The Secretary shall frau-time to time prescribe regulations designat-
ing which of these fields are in greatest need of health profesaionals and which

categories of professions are needed.

"(a) The Secretary shall publicise the existence of the Repayment Program,
the fields is greatest used of health professionals, and the employment veri-
fication procedure and distribute such information so that it is available to
health professions. students, health professions sch-ils, governors. and adminie

tritons of federal, state, and local departments and agencies.

"(f) The Secretary 0811 pre scribe regulations to implement this subpart.
including regulations establishing a procedure whereby a particular position is

determined to be designated employment position and a monitoring system

whereby the Secretary verifies that each individual participating in the Repay -

meet Presses' is complying with the terms and conditions of the contract with the

Secretary.

rSoc.750. There are authorised to be appropriated for repayeenta under this

subpart $20.000.000 for the fiscal year ending September 37, 1.985,-$25,000,000

for the fiscal year ending September 30, 1986. and 930,000,000 for the fiscal

year ending September 30, 1987.".
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March 23, 1984

Senator Orrin !etch
Chairman
Health Subcommittee
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20610

Dear Senator Hatch:

I appreciate having the opportunity to submit written
comments, for the record, on proposals to reauthorize the Nurse
Training and Health Professions Programs under Cities VII and
VIII of the Public Health Service Act.

As you are aware, this nation has benefited substantially
as a result of these federally mandated programs. Talented in-
dividuale_wbo would have been unable to receive the necessary-
training for careers in the health professions because of a lack-
of adequate funding have been given the opportunity to do so.
More importantly, urban and rural communities which, heretofore,
had been overlooked by Ldics1 personnel seeking more-lucrative
areas for their practices are now being served by graduates of

the programs. (nudgng reveal, however, that a shortage still
exists is many areas and in many specialties. I, therefore,

applaud your efforts to extend these programs.

I understand the importance of reducing the federal debt
and balanciqg the budget, but statistics have shown that the
availability of adequate medical care actually reduces the drain

on futurefederal dollars. Preventive health care-, rehabilitative,
and gerontological services are Just a few exwmples of servicet,

which can be deterrents to overwhelming medical expenses in the

coming decade.

I also want to note, as indicated in the testimony by

our own Dr. Clive O. Callender before your Cmenittee on Organ
Transplants earlier this session, that minority persons are
less healthy than other American citizens: Speolfically,
minorities have a higher incidence of infant mortality, a
higher incidence of renal failure, and do less well when trans-
planted than do other groups. Therefore, targeting resources to
help train individuals to care for these persons, who ginerally
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reside la poor urban and rural communitlies, would be oust effective.
Channeling funds into'programs to conduct research into the causes
of the problems cited above would also make sense, as indicated by
proponents of nurse research foods.

My colleagues in the Association of Minority Health
Professiods Schools have cited similar concAns in the testimony
theY presented on this subject. While we are all coscarued about
proposed cuts in the Administration's 17'1945 budget in various
health programs, we are confident that you, Senator Kennedy and
other, members of your Committee will continue your efforts on our
behalf.

CPA: haw

Yours very truly,

Carlton P. Alexis, M.D.
Vice President for Health Affairs
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Janes P. Gloms. M.D.
President
Om Mount $1441 Medical Center
Mew York. son iyo 10019

March 14. 1984

ISMS Of MEDICAL MANPOWER AID KEDIGAL CAME

Greve concerns about medical nispowee have been voiced by many eutboritm.

live sources. including severalgovernment ameissione. The neat preminent

of these was the Graduate Medical-Education Motional Advisory Committee. or se

GMIMAC. sponsored by the Department of Health sod Menem Service* and chelreE

a
by Dr. Alvin Terloff. thou Professor of Medicine at the,University of Chicago

School of Medicine and presently director of the Seery J. Raiser Family Founda-

tion. Nosy of the leaders of organized medicine perticipsted in this study

p over a'period of scow two years.

It is clear tram the CDJIAC study and from other stellar prospective and

retrospective analrma that lye are is a posture of potential overproduction

of physician. This situation may be delecesqous to health CST! delivery.

rod most certainly it is not cost effective. The reason, for this are diver',

but learrelsted and deserve the scrutiny of coegresaioael committees; concerned

with them' esttere.f

Let smeSsEll. by addrillting the question of why ors are is this peeltien

of overproduction. 111storicelly it should be remembered that the notion suffered

4 shortage of physiciena 'Noway after World War II. particularly in terms

el medical specialists. A great efiort wearthen made to poor up our reeldeecy

training cepebtlitlse.to produce the specialists Chattels perceived were needed.

This acceleration of 4sOlifled residency training program was s laudable

sad major accenplishmOdt at the medical education enterprise. Ms were able

to iScreaae me ors of speciallstmin virtually avert disciltae. and today .

It can safely be said that there ere-sboareese of medical specialists in only

a of areas. ;twee include body adult end child psychiatry. emergency

I
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medicine and. in some areas of the country. family practitioners. Other spe-

cialties seen to have been very well served by this expansion of residency

trinins capability.

During the same period, the total number of physicians available for health

care delivery was increased. The federal government's initiative in this effort

was to offer4finamcial inducement to schools of medicine to increase their

enrollments. Medical school dome were told that if they would increase enroll-

ment by factor cf 20 percent. they would receive capitation grants '.hat would

cover not just the 20 percent increment bet rather 100 percent of all students

enrolled. On the other hand. if enrollment was not increased by 20 percent.

no capitation support world be given. The consequence of tbia is quite obvious.

All of the medical achoole expanded their capacity and increased their enroll-

ment is response to this inducement.

Similarly. it wan a federal initiative to increase the number of medical

school.. From 1950 to 1984, the number of approved medical schools in the

United States grey from 50 to 127. This represents am increase of moos 60

percent in the total number of schools. with each school enrolling an intros-

Mentally larger amber of medical students.

Thu net result has been that in the past thirty to thirty-five years,

VS have increased the capacity of our medical echools to produce item appellant-

mutely five to six thousand graduates a year to a total mew of seemly 17,000

new physicians annually. Graduates of medical school do not enter the pool

of practicing physicians immediately. They go through periods of residency

training that vary from three to eight years. depending woe the specialty.

but ultimately they will enter the pool.

This might not be a drastic problem. .xcept that concurrent with this

increase in aumbeta of physicians being produced, attrition of physicians

is at an all time low. The percentage of physicians who are retiring or ceasing
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to practice for one reason or another is disinishing. while the number of physi-

cians entering the practice pool is increasing at an accelerated rate. (the

average age of physicians is falling, and now approximates 37 years of age.)

Let no provide a =metrical perspective. In 1962. there were some 480.000

physicians in the United States. of when approximately 375,000 were actively

engaged in the practice of medicine. With the incremental increase in number

of graduates. W4 can anticipate that the pool of practicing physicians will

accelerate at a rate of five percent annually. this means that in twenty years'

time we will double the number of physicians in practice, if no changes in

public policy occur.

Skeptics and critic!' argue that a larger number of physicians in the practice

pool will be beneficial. They contend that more doctors will mean more competi-

tion. and more competIcion ill drive down prices of health care. Experience

has above that this is not the case, and that medical manpower is utilized

to its fullest, regardless of theJaire of the available manpower pool. The

reasons for this are not totally obscure, but are somewhat complex.

Moot important. I believe. Is the fact that our patients cannot be expected

to know to what extent they should utilise medical manpower, or medical tech-

nology. which is so terribly expensive today.

Also. the appetite for consuming medical care is virtually unlimited.

All of us when ill, no matter bow minor our completer, would like the undivided

attention of the physician. We would also like to take advantage of all avail-

able technology, from the very selfish but very buses perspective of being

certain that mars being adequately diagnosed and treated.

the question of whether greater members of physicians would accomplish

rp'sdistribution of medical 'pamperer to solve the problem of geographical mal

distribution also renales moot. It has been demosetrated in recent months

that 80 percent of the country's population lives within caustics of a physician
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or sn adequate health care facility. Ninety-eight percent of our Population

lives within 25 miles. or a abort driving time. of adequate medicol care. Only

two percent live in areas that are fi,3 sparsely settled that they could not

be expected to *attract or sustain a physician. These statistics were reported

in the New England Journal of Midiciae. October 23, 1963.

We must also take the practicalities of the situation into account. Very

few physicians are anxious to locate in an area where they do not have adequate

tools to practice modern medicine. Today's doctors are trained to employ the

best in laboratory technology. radiologie
techniques and the various other

accoutrements of modern medical practice. To isolate oneself from thiq modern

technology fa considered a retrogressive step by must doctors.

Similarly. doctors are loathe to locate in areas that cannot provide the

cultural advantages they enjoyed in obtaining a medical education. usually

in a metropolitan center. They are unwilling to deprive their families of

those educational-and cultural opportunities.

Finally. a physician is very unlikely to settle in areas where there is

no opportunity for cross -fertilisation of ideas by frequent professional
exchanges.

no opportunity to call on a colleague for help with a difficult diagnostic

or therapeutic problem. no opportunity to share the responsibility for community

health care. and no opportunity eves to take cells for one another and thus

have same leisure time.

It. therefore. means unreasonable to expect that even with a massive over-

supply of physicians. we will ever .sea a totally satisfactory distribution

of doctors, although the study that recently appeared is theft", teglend 2eureal

of Medicine suggests we are achieving a reaaseably good distribution.

If there do not appear to be advantages to producing am oversupply of

physicians. what arc the disadvantages? First and formai:wt. it should be recog-

nised that every physician who enters the practice pool today accounts for
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an average of over $300,000 of health care expenditures annually. This figure

Is based on the individual physician's utilisation of hospital beds for his

Or her patients. medications prescribed, and use of medical technology and

diagnostic capabilities. It is obvious, am,. that the larger the number of

physicians, the greater the total cost of health care Co the public and ultimately

to the taxpayer.

We also know that a larger number of practicing physicians will not bring

down the coat of professional fees. n fact, it has been demonstrated that

quite to the contrary, each doctor must sustain a certain level of income in

order to neat expenses. If the costs of education, malpractice insurance.

office overhead, and the various other cost factors of a medical practice can

be spread over a larger base of patients, the cost of individual health care

is lower. if those same fixed base coats must be spread over a smaller number

of patients. each patient will pay proportionally more for the same services

[rem the sane physician.

Virtually every doctor enters practice today burdened with a predetermined

debt related to his or her medical education. It is estimated that by 1956

that debt may approach $60,000 per physician. By 1990. the debt might easily

he of the magnitude of $100,000. This debt must be amortised and interest

paid over the interval of that physician's practice.

The coat of medical malpractice insurance hss soared along with the cost

of medical education, due primarily to the staggering mums awarded by the courts

in medical malpractice actions. For temple. neuroeurmeoe is the greater

New Tort area is faced with a medical malpractice insurance fee of more than

$50.00o a year. Similar rates are common around the country. particularly

in the more populous states. The physician swat pay these fees as an overhead

item before any personal incises is generated, %manes no physician can afford

to be without some form of insurance coverage today.
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A major expense item today also relates to office overhead. No doctor

can prdttice medtclf.e without some form of an office base. In the metropolitan

areas. physicians ate often forced to purchase property in order to establish

an office. The purchase price may run to several hundred thousand dollars

in areas such as New York's upper east side. These coats must also be amortised

against practice incase.

As we look at the rather staggering financial obligation that the physician

undertakes, it is no wonder that the coat of 'medical care could be driven upward

by an oversupply, for each doctor incurs shallot- operating overhead expenditures.

Our problem with medical manpower is further compounded by certain ill-

advised policies regarding admission of foreign trained physicians to the United

States. This includes not only foreign-bons and foreign - trained physicians.

but also students from this country who have attended unaccredited foreign

medical schools. and returned here to be added to the practice pool.

At present there may be as many as 20.000 U.S. citizens attending medical

school abroad. Most of than are enrolled in the so-called "offshore schools"

of the Caribbean. which are neither accredited nor approved by any of the usual

authorities. Many of these schools ate lictle more than diploma mills. They

offer a degree which has no credibility in the medical community. and which

is honored only to the extent that these physicians are allowed to rerun to

this country and sit for medical practice licensors examinations. This occurs

predominantly in Nos Tort state, where licetplere LIMO are extremely permissive

regarding foreign medical graduates. but it is also a problem elsevbere la

the nation.

&Moral thousand physicians a year are thus entering the practice pool

In addition to the seventeen thousand that me graduate from our own schools.

Shim further complicates the problem of the oversupply of physicians.

A rational exploration of thin situation would suggest that it we are
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to have more physicians than we nerd, sie certainly should have wore physicians

who are qualified. not an abundance of physicians who are out qualified by

virtue of an inferior medical education.

We are et a crossroads in medical education. The coats are staggering

to the public. They must be bores in part through tax dollars. because health

care is national resource. This being the case. all of us -- public servants,

medical educators. and licensing authorities -- have a public obligation to

make every effort to improve the quality of our practicing physicians. Instead.

we are diluting it by bringing into our health care delivery system physicians

who are ill-trained to meet the challenges of providing the best medical care

in the casing decades.

Row should we go about fulfilling this obligation? There is no federally

mandated licensure requirement for the practice of medicine. and no federal

controls are imposed on this process. The National Board of Medical Examiners

is the most credible and creditable examining authority. It is not a federal

authority but a private agency, supported by medical schools, by the candidates

for examination themselves, and by various other licensing boards, since the

National Board constructs many of the licensure examinations used by various

state boards.

Not all statea require licensers from the National Beard of Medical numinous

for an individual to practice medicine. Boss states have their are individual

licensors examinations. la New York state, for example. the requirements for

smaminstion and licensers, for physicians trained abroad -- whether they be

foreign -born or United Stater' citinese -- are established sot. as saes might

perhaps expect, by the Commissioner of health but rather by Abe Department

of Education under the Mss York State hoard of Regents. Other state. have

different sysystems. however. the glIedlelliMMIS of regulation and medical licensers

are often divorced from the medical education enterprise. and it is clear that

89t
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the medical schools themselves cannot influence the licensing procedure. Medical

educators have not yet been invited to participate in the licensing process.

and the mechanics of bow licensure for the graduate* of foreign medical schools

is handled thus its outside the medical education system of this country.

Nonetheless. there are several msehaniems by which we could improve the

quality at the practice of medicine. and mauve that one foreign- trained -

clan seeking licensers in this country wou:4 meet our standards. Ada approach

would be to insist that any physician with a degree from a nom-accredited W-

ebers or other foreign medical school be required to complete a minimum of

two years of additional education in en accredited U.S. medical school before

being permitted to take any liceesure examinatiots. The two years would include

one year of basic science studies and one year of clinical medicine.

Other means of control might include more rigid enforcemeet of licenser*

requirements.
Serious consideration should oleo be given to requiring all

foreign- trained physicians who do pass a licenser* examination to undergo further

training in approved residency program. rather than siaply in community hospitals

as is now so often the case.

Finally, we could address the problem by sore selective consideration

of the known capability at the school ftam which the foreign-trained student

has graduated. We know. for sample. that emly three percent of the graduate*

of certain of these schools are able to pass our nommen examinations. Used

on that track record, it might be reasonable to determine that graduates of

such an Institution not be greeted the privilege of taking the licensure examine-

clan.

All of these measures can and should he considered by responsible licensing
-t

authorities, in my opinion.

If we are in the posters of overproduction of physicians as I assert.

and I firmly believe we are then why not reduce the enrollment of our medical
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schnolet Because we would be [oafish to reduce enrollment across the bond

in the qualified, approved and accredited medical schools in this nation so

long as we continue to see a' influx of poorly prepared. poorly trained physi-

cians fret foreign. unapproved, enaccredited and incompetent schools of medicine

that offer degrees of questionable value. Until and unless that influx Is

steamed. our awn schools would be ill- advised to make massive este in enrollment.

On the other hand. 1 would point out to the committee that some institu-

tions of leadership and inegination have addressed this issue and are already

reducing eprollonest. several schools by elialficant percentages. Most recently.

the Duke ,*University School of Medicine announced that weed*. next four years

It would reduce its medical student enrollment by ten percent. This is an

innovative. imaginative nova by a leading institution which can afford the

loss of tuition that is generated by a reduction in the number of enrolled

students.

Clearly, this sort of initiative invites emulation by other institutions.

and I tau tell you that us at Mount Sinai School of Medicine have considered

similar moves. The deans of the medical school, of the state of See Vork.are

prepared to address the limos of reduction in enrollment. We represent thirteen

school's. or approximately ten percent of the nation', medical educational capa-

bility. and we are prepared to act jointly in this setter, provided's* cam

see woe reduction in the influx of foreign-trained physicians who are Inadequetely

trained to provide the level of medical cars that we think is appropriate to

the citizens of this canstry.

In Oasis's, let me reaffirm my belief in the importance of supporting

medicalducation as a national resource and the pressing need for both federal

and state presume to provide scholarships sad grants in aid for medical students.

Without such aid. health care cents will only matinee to soar as physicians

attempt to pay off their nountainana educational debt by increaaLmi their fees.

Further. we will simply discourage many potential physicians, and studying

medicine will become an option available only to the wealth. This is scarcely

the hallmark of a democratic society.
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The National Association of Pediatric Nurse Associates and

Practitioners (NAPNAP) is pleased to present written testiuosy

supporting the resetharisation of the Naree Training (Edon:titian)

Act of 1914. NAPNAP is available to Mork with the Committee on

Labor and Ninon Resources in developing and passing remmtbarise-

Hem legislation pertaining to nurse practitioners and the Norse

Training (Education) Act.

NAPNAP to a fennel professional organisation thetrepresents

2600 pediatric, family, and school nurse practitioners. 114PN4P

has been instrumental is defining the Pediatric Mersa Prectittoser

(P1W), developing ai Scope of Practice, developing Edoestionsl Guide-

lines, and developing and implementing a national certification and

certification maintenance procedure. The organisation ie also active

in supporting and conducting nurse practitioner research as well as

disseminating the research findings. Primarily VAMP addresses PIP

lames relevant to education, practice, certification, professional

development and research.

Pediatric nurse practitioners were thefiret educated nurse

practitioners and have been in existence for about 20 years. By

definition, a nurse practitioner in a registered nerve who has com-

pleted an edocationel program preparing him/her to provide primary

health care. The foreelimed educational program meets ANA/AAP Guide.

lineareed the curriculum includes preparation in development of clini-

cal judgment mod decision-making booed on alOpecifie primary child

health care core. Pediatric nurse practitioners in the future will
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be registered morose with a owe= of baccalaureete envying degree

and sorsa prectitiever edecetiou either in formal nootimeino edneetios

or master's preoroe.

The edecotiouel preparation emblem the pediatric nurse prectitioner

to provide =rein; core is primer, health core settings in collaboration

with Aber health care professionals.
While most practice setting ere

ambulatory core facilities, the III? guy aloe contribute to the deliviiy

and contiguity of health core service, within Morita* sad other mete

sod leap -term eettinge.

Firm ere synaeamems with soft, cont-offeetie, end realty primary

health care. For instance, the setnal appointment *Awe rotes, rams

visits, and imeseimation levels of conromere ere higher is Nurse ?cacti-

tieeerclinics than in menomeree prectitiewer clinics. that is Wilmot'

emcouregos cometwore to seek or roam for care free some prectitiamere

Quite simply their IIM» meads awl net through direct rare,

educetiou, counseling, reforrel, etc. Gut-offeetivensia mod quality

care hal beep well documented aver the post five years. W's have

been credited with possessing detailed interviewing/comunieetiam

which in theneelvse have been mov by decremeleg the needs

for some liberator, tests and prescription medicatipme. dine* We ere

Moms to identity more signs and symptom. throe. detailed Waterloo

and physical exams, the ceet-effectivemess
is realised dawn. esrly

problem ideetificatien, revelation
and promotion of Airtime or foster*

segmeloo. Through early Identification
sad resolution of beelth ewe

coacerne6consemere are ewe. unnecessary visite is the emergeecy rem

as well se anneceesary days *may from school end work.
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Cost-effectiveness touches the pockets of COOMMETII, health care

providera,,ineurence carriers, fbm-payers, and the federal sovernmest.

/Cost-effectivenses of NP's in primary health care, health education,

counseling and follow-up services hes been well documented. Three.

follow-up care, consumers have reported high level of satisfaction

with nurse practitioner/congener relationships.

Worse practitioners are also concerned about Iheir professional

education and their competency of practice. Thin is reflected through

NOM sembere support of- continuing education, certification and

certification maintenance. Certification for Mfrs is available through

either the National Board of Pediatric Horse Practitioners

or the American Heroes' ANDOCUlt1010.

NA/NA! does support the concept of NP education occur. tug at the

master's level. However, there must be some plan for financial support

for those MP programs that have not yet bees absorbed into the master's

progress. It is ouch too costly to begin new educational programs when

those that are in piece can be assisted is meeting special needs of

the nuraing profession or becoming graduate programs in nursing.

Professional research expertise evolves from neater's end doctoral

preparation. There le a need for continued scree practitioner research

in educational and practice settings, but until nurse practitioners are

n ester's and doctorally educated, eerie practitioner conducted research

will ramie spars.., Many of the existing research studies hake been

conducted by physicians or social pcientist. Professionally, it is

necessary for nurse prectitioeers to develop research studies to further

document consumer benefits sod the nurse practitioner contributions to

the health care system.
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Ibe ledi report by the Institute of Mndicies, NORM EDUCATION:

.
PUBLIC POLICIES ANO PRIVATE ACI106, stresses the seed for the services

of sores prectitiewers mod cestiamed hooding for Mewed odecoties for

=roes. WPM strongly urges the Cessittse so lebecosed NW= Sesourres

and the Ceserves to pose a Neese Weirdos (Idoestion) Act ehich strongly

moppets earns prostitieser odecelion, practice, sod rseserch that will

strength= the bogie csre system. froperies heath cern providers

that are safe sod coot-off ective in two pees slang goalie? and oast-effiretive

effective core to the CISOMEGTO.

Additionsily, WNW supports the Tri-Ceencil sees deacon for

the 110641 Protein' (Edecatien) Arts the locreemed sotheriestion levels,

for Adosmed Nerse Treisiag, Nefos Prectittenore, Nasse-Oidoifery Edelen-

ties, and Professional Our= Treinesehip progress. ipsin, if '11111110P

coo be of insistence in developing thisbopertmot legislation, passe

contact

pnblicstions about we practitioners hove We= Secluded

with Zieselet:eihmemy. fl you for your aseistance is intro/eels( ibis

*Per legislation.
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PUBLICATIONS

I. TREFEDIAVIC NURSE PRACTTTIONER The National Asoociatian of
Pediatric -Nirse Atteociatee and practitioners

T. SCOPE Of PRACTICE - The National Atsociation of Pediatric Wm,
Associates-and Practitioners
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EDUCATION OF PEDIATRIC NORSE PRACTITIONERS - The Association of
Faculties of Pediatric Moran ImaociatasfPractitionor Programs, Inc.

4. NORSE PRACTITIONERS: A REVIEW OF TIE LITERATURE 1965-19112
ft/erica:A Nursee Associatflip and National Association of Pediatric
*wee Associates and Practitioners

3. NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF PEDIATRIC NORSE ASSOCIATES VPRACTITIONERS/
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Teatimony of David Calkins, M.D., Chairman, Health Policy

Committee, Society for Research end Education in Primary

Care Internal Medicine, regarding the Health Professions

Training Asestance Act of 1984,

Submitted for the record of the Committee on Labor and

Hunan Resources, United States Senate.

March 26, 1964
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I am pleased to have thisinpportunity to submit testimony on the Health

Professions Training Assistance Act of 1964 on behalf of SREPCEM -- the

Society for Research and Education in Primary Care Internal Medicine. SREPC1M

wan founded in 1978 as an affiliate of the American College of Physicians.

Our major purpose is to promote the training of physicians in primary care or

general internal medicine. Most of our members, who now number about 900,

serve on medical school faculties, and many are involved in the teaching of

residents in general internal medicine. Accordingly, SREPCIM is especially

Interested in that portion of the Health Professions Training Assistance Act

which provides authority for training grants in general internal medicine and

general pediatrics, and I will confine my remarks to that portion of the Act.

During the mid-1970'f. members of this Committee joined other leaders in

government and medicine in calling for an expansion in the supply of primary

care physicians. As a result medical schools and teaching hospitals began to

develop divisions of general internal medicine within departments of medicine,

and some established special training programs in primary care internal

medicine. This process was accelerated greatly by passage of the Health

Professions Education Assistance Act of 1976 (Public Law 94-484) which

provided authority for training grants in general internal medicine and

general pediatrics.
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The central vurpoee of these training grants is the support of a new kind

of residency mining. Primary can intreal medicine residency training

differs from traditional internal medicine training is several important ways:

More teaching occurs in as ambulatory setting. In a traditional

internal medicine residency, about 10 percent of a resident's

experience is in an ambulatory setting. In the primary can programs

supported by federal training grants,
mere than 25 percent of

training takes place in such matting. Thus, primary care residents

are better prepared to care for their patients outside the hospital

sad therefore may be less likely to advise uneaceesary and costly

hospital admissions.

Primary can programs emphasize continuity of care. Resident.

maintain responsibility for
their patience over an extended period of

tame, serving as the patient's advocate in an increasingly complex

health can system. They learn how to help patients use health care

resource' is As appropriate and efficient mangier.

Primary care residents acquire skills in areas such as psychiatry,

dermatology, orthopedics, and office gynecology, which are not part

of traditional internal medicine traisimg. Thus, they are able to

manage the vast majority of problems encountered in ambulatory adult

patients without referral. to subspeciallets.
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Reoldents are taught priaciples of health smietesence. They work

with other health profonalmale, lacludieg nutritionists and names

practitiowers, to counsel patients megerdieg diet, energise, *ad

other health-related behaviors. Thus, primary care residents are

able to help patients stay healthy ea well as treat them when they

are ill.

. -

Pillory cam training emphasises cost-effective approaches to health

care. gesideets learn shoe to use laboratory tests as well as when

not to was them. They also learn that there are alternatives to

hospitals and naming hones -- and even physiciaas -- which may offer

their patients morn appropriate and less costly care.

Perhaps most important, residents in threes programs leers through

experience and ex.ople that a career in primary cars can be

intellectually sad personally rewarding - and they stay with it. Due

in large neesers to the impact of these eyelid's programs, the

proportion of tetanal medicine resident. electing subspecialty

training dropped from 66 percent in 1976 to 53 percent is 1981. This

will seen more primary care physicians and fewer subspecialiste in

the year.; ahead.

While the principal purpose of the training grants has been to support the

education of primary care residents, they have had other desirable effects.

They have been a major stimulus to the development of divisions of general

9 I )
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internal medicine within deportment* of medicine throughout the United

States. A 1474 wormy of major teaching hospitals found that 77 percent bed

divisions of general,internel medicine.
*early half of them units had been

created elute 1976.e' Thu general internists who staff these divisions play a

critical role within their departmentss

Faculty is divisions of amoral internal medicine spend almost half

their time in direct patient came, usually in hospital -based clinics

or group practices. Them clinics are am important some* of

ambulatory tete, especially for the poor. The preeence of fell-time

faculty in such clinics has led to imprevemets in both the quality

and efficiency of Services.

faculty in divisions of 'general
internal medicine spend about a third

of their time teaching In ambulatory and inpatient 'mans. They

supervise residents in traditional internal medicine program as well

as those to primary care. Gemmel medicine faculty play as important

role within traditional Weasel medicine program. Studies shoe

that intone' medicine sobspecia/iste are atm the principal source

of cane fat their Fattest*. If those graduates of traditional

programs Mho become subspeciallets are to bs effective in the role of

primary physician, they seed to learn the skills of the gemerel

Internist. This includes a knowledge of health promotion and disease

preveatioa activities, as well as coot-effective apprcachsa to health

care.

9 -3
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General internal medicine faculty serve as important role modle for

medical students, interne, mad residents. Studies indicate that

medical school faculty have a &teeniest= influence as the career

choice of physician is training. The dominant rola model on most

medical school faculties is the subspecialiat. The academic general

internist offers Mixes., including those in traditional interest

so:liana provosts, as alternative.

The devalopment of general internal medicine residency training programs

and faculty divisions of general internal medicine would not have been

possible without federal great support. Our current practices of paying

phyeicians and hospitals encourage the devslopmest of faculties dominated by

subspeciallate and residency training programs focused on technology*Intensive

inpatient services. By explicitly fondles ambulatory care teachieg, the

residency training grants have provided departments of medicine with an

incentive to add to their ranks faculty interested in general medicine and

residents Wanes training includes substantial ambulatory care. Continued

funding of the residency training grants is critical to the maintenance of

these activities. Therefore, we urge you to intend this program at the

current authorisation level, adjusted for inflation.

further growth of residency training in general internal medicine and

general pediatrics will require an expansion in the supply of medical school

faculty trained in these disciplines. fellowship programs in general intrmal

9 I U
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edic'se and general pediatrics can help meet this need. Although mistime

law authorizes support of such fellowships, the Department of Health and Kern

Services has to date allocated no funds for this purpose. V. suggest

therefore that in the report which accompanies this bill you mks clear your

intent that a portion of funds appropriated under this authority be used for

fellowships in general internal medicine and general pediatric..

Our astioo faces many health care problems a costumed shortage of

primary care physicians, an aging population is used of more thymic care, and

spinals" costs for health care services. Primary cars internal medicine can

be a part of the solution to many of these problems. General internists can

moot the demand for more primary care service. in both urban and ravel AMNIA.

They can evaluate the seeds of the chronically ill elderly and supervise their

cars at home or in an inetitution. And they can act as a broker far the

patient in an incree.lagly
technologroriotted health care system, assuring

that care is provided In a cost-effective esemer. The federal investment in

primary cars internal medicine training is sound. Sustained federal support

is essential to the maintenance of this training effort.

Tbank you again for this opportunity to present our slows.

911
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WRITTEN STATEMENT

OF TOE

SOCIETY OF TEACHERS OF FAMILY MEDICINE

SUBMITTED TO THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES

RE: HEALTH PROFESSIONS REAUTHORIZATION LEGISLATION

THE SOCIETY OF TEACHERS OF FAMILY MEDICINE REPRESENTS 2,409

FACULTY IN 115 DEPARTMENTS AND DIVISIONS OF FAMILY MEDICINE IN

U.S. MEDICAL SCHOOLS AS WELL AS FACULTY IN 388 FAMILY MEDICINE

RESIDENCY PROGRAMS IN HOSPITALS ACROSS THE UNITED STATES. WE

APPRECIATE THE OPPORTUNITY TO COMMENT ON REAUTHORIZATION Of

SECTIONS 780 AND 786 OF THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE ACT WHICH

AUTHORIZES SUPPORT OF TRAINING PROGRAMS IN FAMILY PRACTICE.

FAMILY MEDICINE AS A SPECIALTY OF MEDICINE HAS ARISEN OVER

THE PAST DECADE AND A HALF AS A RESULT Of SOCIETAL NEED. THE RISE

OF SPECIALIZATION IN MEDICINE IN THE 1940s. '50s. AND '60s WAS

ASSOCIATED WITH A CONCOMMITANT DECREASE IN NUMBERS OF GENERAL

PRACTITIONERS. VIRTUALLY ALL MEDICAL SCHOOL GRADUATES ENTERED

OTHER SPECIALTIES AND GENERAL PRACTITIONERS AGED AND RETIRED.

38 784 0 84 58

do.

912
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STFR STATEMENT-PIE HEALTH PROFESSIONS LEGISLATION PAGE 2

THIS DECREASE IN GENERAL PRACTITIONERS RESULTED IN A GENERAL

SHORTAGE OF PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIANS AS WELL AS A PROGRESSIVE.

DECLINE IN THE TOTAL NUMBERS OF PHYSICIANS IN RURAL AREAS. WHAT

WAS NEEDED WERE SPECIALIST PHYSICIANS EDUCATED IN BREADTH WHO WERE..,:

QUALIFIED TO COORDINATE IRE CARE OF FAMILIES AND TO HANDLE THE

VAST MAJORITY OF COMMON MEDICAL PROBLEMS OF INDIVIDUALS OF ALL

AGES.

FEDERAL ASSISTANCE IN DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE OF FAMILY

MEDICINE PROGRAMS THROUGH SECTIONS 780 AND 786 HAS PROVEN TO SE A

POWERFUL CATALYST IN DEVELOPMENT Of FAMILY MEDICINE TRAINING

PROGRAMS. DIVISIONS AND DEPARTMENTS OF FAMILY MEDICINE WITHIN OUR

NATION'S MEDICAL SCHOOLS WERE VIRTUALLY NONEXISTENT IN 1970.

TalAY IN MOST OF OUR MEDICAL SCHOOLS THEY PROVIDE MUCH NEEDED'

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS. FACULTY SERVE AS ROLE MODELS FOR MEDICAL

STUDENTS AT THE TIME THEY ARE SELECTING THEIR SPECIALTY SO TODAY

12% Of ALL, MEDICAL SCHOOL GRADUATES ENTER FAMILY MEDICINE. THREE

4

YEAR RESIDENCY TRAINING PROGRAMS IN FAMILY MEDICINE. ALSO

PRACTICALLY NONEXISTENT.IN 1970. TODAY ENROLL OVER 7.400 PHYSICIAN

TRAINEES. PEDICAL STUDENTS GRADUATING FROM MEDICAL SCHOOLS WHICH

91.3
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STFN STATEMENT RE REALM PROFESSIONS LEGISLATION PAGE 3

fiO

NAVE RECEIVED FEDERAL FAMILY MEDICINE SUPPORT ENTER FAMILY

MEDICINE AT TWICE THE RATE Of THOSE FROM SCHOOLS NOT RECEIVING

THIS SUPFORT.

GRADUATES OF FAMILY MEDICINE PROGRAMS ARE FULFILLING

EXPECTATIONS. THEY ARE ASSISTING IN MEETING PRIMARY CARE NEEDS IN

EVERY PART OF THIS COUNTRY. WITH THEIR INDEPTH TRAINING IN THE

SPECIALTY OF FAMILY ME ACINE. THEY ARE BRINGING A CONSTELLATION OF

SKILLS TO THEIR PRACTICES NOT PREVIOUSLY INCLUDED IN RESIDENCY

TRAINING. FURTHER. THEY ARE ASSISTING IN ADDRESSING PROBLEMS OF

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION Of PHYSICIANS. OVER 402 CF FAMILY

MEDICINE RESIDENCY GRADUATES ARE PRACTICING IN RURAL (NON -SRSR)

COUNTIES. ONLY 132 ofN Das NATIONALLY PRACTICE IN THESE RURAL.

COUNTIES IN WHICH ONE GUAR R OF THE U.S. POPULATION RESIDES.

WE ARE PROUD OF THE AC ISHMENTS OF OUR FAMILY MEDICINE

PROGRAMS. HOWEVER. CONTINUATI AND ENHANCEMENT OF FEDERAL

SUPPORT FOR FAMILY MEDICINE EDUCATION UNDER SECTIONS 780 AND 786

ARE ESSENTIAL IF THE GAINS OF THE '70s ARE TO BE MAINTAINED IN THE

'SOS: OUR NATION WILL BE WELL SERVED BY PLACING MORE Of ITS

GRADUATES IN FAMILY MEP:CM WITH ITS FOCUS ON AMBULATORY CARE.

914
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sin+ STATEMENTIE WEALTH PROFESSIONS LEGISLATION PAGE 4

AND PREVENTIVE CARE. WE ANTICIPATE THAT RURAL NEEDS FOR

PHYSICIANS MULLCONTINUE BECAUSE RURAL PHYSICIANS ARE SIANIFICAMTLY

OLDER THAN THEIR URBAN COLLEAGUES AND CONSEQUENTLY. THEIR

ATTRITION RATE WILL BE HIGH. THE FAMILY PHYSICIAN WILL CONTINUE

TO BE THE PHYSICIAN HOST LIKELY TO SELECT RURAL PRACTICE.

GRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION IN THE U.S. IS FUNDED LARGELY FROM

PATIENT CARE INCOME DERIVED FROM THIRD PARTY REIMBURSEMENT. A

NUMBER Of STUDIES. HOWEVER. HAVE DOCUMENTED THAT FAMILY MEDICINE

RESIDENCY PROGRAMS CANNOT FUND THE COSTS OF TREIR PROGRAMS FROM

PATIENT CARE BECAUSE THEY ARE ORIENTED TO LOW INCOME

AMBULATORY CARE RATHER THAN INPATIENT HOSPITAL CARE.

CONSEQUENTLY. TEACHING HOSPITALS GENERALLY ARE SUBIAIZING THESE

RESIDENCIES.

EDUCATION Of FAMILY PHYSICIANS AND OTHER PRIMARY CARE

PHYSICIANS WILL CONTINUE TO BE AN ESSENTIAL SOCIETAL NET.D.

UNFORTUNATELY HOWEVER. THESE PROGRAMS ARE NOT ESSENTIAL TO MOST Of

OUR NATION'S TEACHING HOSPITALS WHICH TEND TO BE ORIENTED TO

ADVANCED SECONDARY AND TERTIARY CARE. TODAY. HOSPITALS ARE
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STF$ STATEMENT It NEAL TM PROFESSIONS LEGISLATION PAGE 5

APPROACHING A CRISIS IN THE FUNDING OF GRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION.

INCREASING COMPETITION AS WELL AS PROGRESSIVE CONCERNS ABOUT THE

LONG TERM SUPPORT OF GRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION TP7OUGH MEDICARE

ARE FORCING HOSPITALS TO REASSESS THEIR COMMITMENT TO GRADUATE

MEDICAL. EDUCATION. INCENTIVES MUST BE PROVIDED FOR HOSPITALS TO

\CONTINUE TO MAINTAIN FAMILY MEDICINE PROGRAMS. CONTINUED FEDERAL

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE Of FAMILY MEDICINE RESIDENCIES THROUGH

SECTION 786 WILL ASSIST IN PROVIDING THESE INCENTIVES.

CONTINUED SUPPORT OF MEDICAL SCHOOL DEPARTMENTS. PREDOCTORAL

PROGRAMS. AND FACULTY DEVELOPMENT IN FAMILY MEDICINE IS ALSO

ESSENTIAL. FAMILY MEDICINE DEPARTMENTS TEND TO BE SMALL AND

OVEREXTENDED. THE SHORTAGE OF QUALIFIED FACULTY IS GREAT.

DESPITE THEIR SMALL SIZE. DEPARTMENTS OF FAMILY MEDICINE HAVE BEEN

EXTRAORDINARILY SUCCESSFUL IN CREATING A MEDICAL SCHOOL MILIEU

WHICH FOSTERS SELECTION OF FAMILY MEDICINE AS A SPECIALTY SY THEIR

GRADUATES.

THE SOCIETY OF TEACHERS OF FAMILY MZDICINE,DELIEVES THAT THE

RELATIVELY SMALL FEDERAL INVESTMENT IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF FAMILY

MEDICINE. MEDICAL SCHOOL. AND RESIDENCY TRAINING PROGRAMS HAS

916
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STEM STATEMENT RE HEALTH PROFESSIONS LEGISLATION PAGE 6

YIELDED RICH DIVIDENDS FOR THE AMERICAN PEOPLE. IT IS ESSENTIAL

THAT THIS INVESTMENT BE MAINTAINED AND ENHANCED TO PERMIT

INCREASED DIVIDENDS IN THE 1980s. WE STRONGLY RECOMMEND THAT

AUTHORIZATION LEVELS FOR SECTION 780 BE MAINTAINED AND THAT

AUTHORIZATIONS FOR SECTION 786 BE INCREASED TO REFLECT

INFLATIONARY LOSSES Of RECENT YEARS. RECOMMENDATION NO. 29 Of THE

REPORT OF THE GRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION NATIONAL ADVISORY

COMMITTEE (CANA° STATED THAT. 'FAMILY PRACTICE PROGRAMS, AT

LEAST FOR THE NEAR FUTURE, SHOULD BE GIVEN SPECIAL ATTENTION IN

VIEW OF THE DIFFICULTY IN FINANCING TRAINING PROGRAMS FROM

AMBULATORY CARE REVENUES.' THIS STATEMENT IS AS TRUE TODAY AS IT

WAS IN 1980 Al THE TIME OF ITS WRITING.

91
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Primary care trainiee for general intoning mid aseerel pediatricians has
helm supported by &miff= 114 of the Public Saida Service Act leco 1977. This ,

prose= has berm sapported in order to radreaa the natietutl inbalsace of both
medical aped/Miss sad gwerphic mal4istribution of physicians. Tha mares has
boom highly **coastal. It he* provided seaport for residency training in sonars! .

imtvoral mediciae and Beasts' palistrice is ell'perte of the cowry. Le 1993
.thers were 1,172 resident physicians training in total of 55 morales which
received support.

The impact of this federal training pogrom reaches far beyond the individual
physicians whom it traces. Suring the Last six year*, there has beam a
significant growth is the davalopmeat of senora' sa imppomod to subspecialty
medical training es a result of this prelim'. Before 1970, less than 52 of the
nation's teaching beepitals bad Divisions or Scotties/ of Cameral Iaternel
Medicine. Primary Care Vas out imcluded in the standard curriculum for Removal
isteraists mad did pot receive special eupport is the training of general
pediatrician.. Sy 1979, with the support of the O.S. Public Ilealth Service Act,
Divisions or Sorties. of General Intormal Sediciaa bad beams established in
saveacysawn percent of rho noose's medical echoole. By 19134, the number of
actual Diviaiona bad almost doubled from 79 (1979) to over 140 (see accompanying
map).

Sectioas of Cosecs' Internal Kedicies provide Iambi% faculty is ivory state
which has a medical school or major coaching hospital. The*, faculty are engaged
is the training of Radical resident physicians aid medical ptudeets.

The outcome. of Primary Can training are ememplified by a regent survey of
the 'widest*, of the Beaton City hospital's Medical Issideacy Training Program.
This training proeren has two tracks, primary care track, which has received
fedarel support, and a traditional eubepacialtyoriented track. A comparison has
been sada of the 51 graduates of the Primary Care Training Program and the 141
graduates of the traditional residency. This comparisoa reveal the following:

1. 102 of Primary Cars !gaieties Program graduates eniered primary care
careers, as compared to 342 of traditional pathway graduates how the Oa
Departmeut of Nadicie Frost's,.

2. Physicians who train at the Saito, City hospital and *sitar practice are
likely to remain in urban centers (55-603 in both pathways). Primary Care
snidest/a are twice as likely (VAT vs. 91) to practice ix smell town or rural
areas. A toll 652 of Primary Cars Training Program graduates in practice are
rvin low income/high need groups whereas teas than 352 of traditional graduates
are doing ,so.
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3. Primary care graduates in practice are wore than three times as likely

(462 vv. 13%) to practice with stereo practitioners as are traditional graduates.
They ere more likely to utilise social service egencies, mire likely to use

patient education resource*, sad are far mare likely to be involved in

.oat-contammeat programs at their practice site.

4. 60: of Primary Can Training Program graduate. provide medical care to

achocl aged children or adolescents, compared to 15% of traditional graduates.

5. Vben asked what changes they would suggest 1,0 the Departmout of Medicine

based on their current Perspective, 35% of traditional graduates suggested greater

emphasis on *lemmas of the Primary Care curriculum.

Armory Care physicians are actively practicing both in community hospitals

and in community office practices. By dividing their time between these two

settings for medical care, they have an excellent opportunity to serve as patient

advocate, and cost -caetaiaare. These physicians are not dependent on, nor are

they reimbursed tor, any lucrative subspecialty procedures or tests. The career

survey reveal, that Primary Gets grimiest** are far more likely to be involved in

cost-cootaimment programs in their office practices and community hospitals than

graduates of the subspecialty medical track.

Ye request that funding be continued at the level of the 1904 appropriations

of $11.5 million. Support for Peculty Developmmat as described by the Society for

Neeeerch and Education in Primary Care Internal Medicine is also requested in the

amount of $2.2 million.

1916; AleAteetLellan Soonest for ?tiller, 4111, Vegetal Medicine and Pediatrics

17.8 million -- Residency Training

2.2 minim -- Tel Support

20.0 erlliae -- Total

Prtnary care internal medicine and pediatrics do mot have exteurive

alternative sources of support. Comparisons with family practice reveal that in

tipsily medicine there is special federal support not only for residency training,

but also support for faculty development and for the development of Departments of

Family Medicine. Tinily Medicine Departments also receive substantial support

treat state legislatures. Family practice training programs are fret:mostly located

in smaller community hospitals which do not carry the administretive cost of

programs based in larger teaching hospitals. These training programs also do amt

have Alcatel' to the extensive educational resources of larger iambic% hospitals.

Therefore, the need for continued federal support for residency trsinial in

Pelletal interest medicine emit general pediatrics is real, and is a different need

than the costumed need for support which also exists for the family practice

rrograma across the country.

.

:On Noble, M.D.
Piofeesor of Medicine and Chief.
5eczioo of General Internal Leitrim,
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125 of the approximately 140 Divisive. of General Internal Medicine are listed below.
Ma information wan compiled frau preliminary results of a 1914 eareey of all D.D.
Gears' Internal Medicine Divisioes.

ALARM MAITLAND 0110
B irmingham Saltimere (2) Ciacimesti
Mobil. Becheada (2) Toledo

Rootstowm
ARIZONA miummunmes Cleveland

Pascoe Nbrcestar
SeeramiCambridge (11) =mom

ARKANSAS
. Springfield Oklahoma City

Little Rack MIMIC/Al
Aft Arbor MOON

CALIFONNIA NOtroLt Portland
D avis Bast Lomb*
Orange rommuna
La Nola MINNESOTA Philadelphia (5)
San Francisco (3) Rochester (2) Kersey
Lams Ueda Pittsburg
Stamford MISSISSIPPI
Lang Mach Jack... RNOON ISLAND
Los Angelo. Providence

MISSOURI
COLORADO Colombia SOUPS CANOLIMA

Deaver SC. Louis Charleetom
Raman City (2) Columbia

COMMIT=
Farmingtou PRASASKA TUNES=
New Naves Omaha (2) Memphis

Nashville
DISTRICT OF COWNPIA MARA

Washington, D.C. (3) Nano TRIM
Roustoe (2)

FLORIDA NOV RAIIPSNISS Austin
Gainesville &mem Dallas
Miami relvestom
Tampa NSW MUT San Antonio

East Orange
MUGU Semis* UTAH

Atlanta Piscataway Salt Lake City
Aeguata

N EW NE= VI:1MM
MAXI Albuquerque Burlington

Mersololu

N ib TORS VIRGINIA
ILLINOIS Albany Richmond (2)

North Cbicago New Tort City (6) Cbarlotteevilla
Macao (2) Walhalla
Nimrod Nechestar (3) UST VIRGINIA

Smog.. NorgantommMUM Wifely
Imdiaaapolis Steely Scoot WISCONSIN

Milwaukee (2)
KANSAS SOWN CAROLINA Radio*

Kansas City Vinatan-Salem 10MA
Barham Iowa City

RSIIIIICRT Chapel Sill
L aminators Gresevilis MAINE
lowisville Portland

LOUISIANA
Shreveport
New Orissa.:

NOON ROMA
Grand Fork RISSINGTON

Seattle
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DIVISIONS Of GENERAL INTNINAL MEDICINE IN TUE COWIN/MAL UNITED STATES

Oats Compiled from Survey of the 140 Divisions of General Internal Medicine in the United Staten)

* One Division of Comeral Inch:sal Medicine

Om More than Odes Division of Cenral Internal Medicine
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Testimony of the
American College of euree-Midwives

on the
!Anse Training Act of 1984

Committee an Labor and Rumen Resources
United States Senate

March 14, 1984

Nult,e-midwifery care is particularly well-equipped to address two serious
national health problems -- the persistently high rate of low birth weight

and premature births and the rising cost of health care.

sores- midwifery care has brought about dramatic reductions in infant mortality

retain among women and infants who live in poverty. Unveil-midwifery care has

also been found to be ctmaatitivr and cost effective in the health care

marketplace.

Federal funding of nurse - midwifery education is critically important to the
profession and stimulated a tripling of the number of certified nurse -
midwives in the U.S. during the 1970e.

The American College of NUrma-Midwives urges the Cbomittne on Labor and

Human Resources and the °Degrees to reauthorize the Nurse Training Act

this year and to provide funding levels adequate for the challenge of educating

sufficient numbers of nurses and nurse-midwives.

4,

:'C
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The Ai-vitt-an College of Nurse-Midwives MEMO is pleased to present
testimony on the r-authoriration of the Nurse Training Act. The College
looks foiward to working with the Committee on labor and Human Resources on
the development and passage of this important legislation.

Nacre midwives have praeticed in this country since 1925, almost 60 years.
Thseuyhout this time, nurse-midwives have worked extensively with women and
families who live in poverty. In the early 1970s, affluent consumers dis-

covered nurse - midwifery care. In response to this consumer demand, nurse
midwives began working in the private sector as well as the public sector.

The American College of Nurse-Midwives defines a certified nurse-midwite
as "an individual educated in the two disciplines of nursing and midwifery,
who possesses evidence of certification according to the requirements of the
American Collor. of Nurse-Midwives." Nurse-midwifery practice is defined
415 the "independent management of care of essentially normal newborns and
women. antepartally, intrapartally, postpartally and/or gynecologically. This
occurs within a health care system which provides for medical consultation,
etillaborative management, and referral and is in accord with the 'Functions,
Standards and f,lualifications for Nurse-Midwifery Practice' as defined by the

ACM4."
The American College of Nurse- Midwives represent* certified nurse-midwives

in the united States and Is'An autonomous organization. The ACM speaks for
certified nursemidwives on issues pertaining to the education, clinical
piletie and professional development of the profession.

Nurse-midwifery care is particularly well suited to addressing two of our
m,st serious national health care probleee, the persistent rate of low birth
weight and premature births and the rapidly rising cost of health care. Nurse-

midwifery care has been continuously scientifically scrutinized over the last
60 years and each study has shown that nurse-midwives provide safe care. in

addition, all of the studies of nurse-midwifery practice, in poor and socio-
lolieally at-risk taipolationS show striking reductions in infant mortality

and morbidity rates after the introduction o: nurse-midwifery care. Federal
studies issued in 1979 and 1980 by the Department of Health and Human Services,
the general Accounting Office and the Graduate Medical Education National
Advisory Coemittea have strongly recommended increased utilization of nurse-
midwives in programs designed to provide care to poor families. The Institute

of Medicine's POO report, "Nursing and Nursing Education: Public Policies
and Private Actions," echoes these recommendations when it advises the federal
government to coottne funding for advanced education of nurses.

Although only one published study has looked at the link between nurse-
midwifery care and cost savings achieved by virtue of improved infant outcomes,
common sense dictates that healthy babies are less expensive babies. The

research shows that nurse-midwifery care can make a crucial difference in
birth outcomes in sociologically at -risk populations. Intensive care nursery

care can easily cost $1000 a day; at that rate the go nment can spend in

less than a month what it vosts to educate a nurse-micerife.
Improved infant outcomes are not the only way that society reaps savings

through nurse-midwifery care. Several characteristics of nurse-midwifery care
lead to financial benefits for consumers and pubic or private payers. Nurse-

midwives use expensive technologies, laboratory tests and drugs only when

clinically indicated and not routinely. Consumers have requested and nurse-

midwives have implemented programs which decrease or avoid use of hospitals,
such as early discharge programs and free-standing birth centers. All of theme

eharacteristics ran result in cost savings and increased competition in the

health care marketplace. Nurse-midwifery care is now widely reimbursed, a con-

dition which affitims the competitiveness and coot effectiveness of the protrusion's

care. Many private and federal health insurance companies and self-insured
employers have chosen to reimburse for nurse-midwifery care.

9
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The tedetal govlmed has mandated incluei.m of nussmidvsfry cate in

ClUteeeS and Medicaid, and 14 state governments have mandjtc'd reiaMortment

by private lesusaece companies opereting in that state.

gutsmidwifety education began in this country in 1932 with once program

at the Soetnity Center Association in New 'fork City. Twenty-eight institutions

now offer mow-midwifery education and all tacytams are affiliated with major

universities. The quality of nurse-midwifery education is rigorously monitoted

by the Division of AirreditAtion of the American College of Nurse- Midwives Ceough

a regular schedule of education tnogiais self-assessment and review by experiened

educators. The U.S. Detattatnt of Education has approved the Division as a

national accrediting agency. The Division's Activities insure that nurse-midw;:ery

education proerams ate designed and conducted to picaltie clinically competent

beginning piatitioners. The Division has accredited programs housed in a variety

,,f institutions, including schools of nursing, medicine, allied health and the

U.S. Air Force. In nurse- midwifery certificate programs, students receive

preparation for clinical practice. Master's and doctoral degree Programs add

additional courses in musing theory, research, education apt administration to

the midwifery education.
The Division cf Examsne's of the ACNM maintains another luality onttol

process for the profession. The Diviuion administrn a National certification

Examination which is open only to graduates of ac.tedited nurse-mideitexy

educatal 14ogsams. The Division's activities have been recognized by the

National C,mmission for Health Certifying Agencies as having met its highest

tandards for certification and testing procedures. Forty-three U.S. juris-

dictiens teiognile A(NM cettification an the primary credential necessary for

practice in that jutisdiction.
redcrol funding for education programs has been critical to the growth of

nurse-midwifery. The number of nurse-midwives in the United States grew slowly

from 1925, tvaihig appteximately 600 by 1971. over the next decade, the number

more than tripled, growing to almost 1900. This rapid expansion is a direct

result of signifieant support for nurse-midwifery education by the Division of

Nursing and the Divisi.m (formerly Office, of Maternal and Child Health. The

impact of the profession on the nation's health in the last decade can be judged

in part from the quantity, as well as
the contents, of numerous research studies

reporting the intact of nurse- midwifery preetice among poor populations during

the 1970e.
The federal government. began

supporting nurse-midwifery education in 1960 with

Title V funds administered by the Division of Maternal and Child Health, the

Division hag continued to support
nurse-midwifery education and funded three in

the 19412-1903 academic year.
The Division of Nursing has funded nurse - midwifery

education since 1972. During the 1902-1983 academic year federal funds allocated

through the Davison of Nursing supported 17 of 2C nurse-midwifery education

programs. Five of these programa received Advanced Nurse Training funds and

12 received Nurse, Practitioner funds.
During that year, the Division allocated

a total of approximately $3,013,697 to nurse-midwifery education program support.

If the money not. extended because
nurse-midwifery care has kept infants firm

needing intensive care nurseries could be turned directly to nurse-midwifery

education, the federal government would not need to provide any other means

of supporting these education programs. That kind of creative accounting is,

of course, not possible. It is obvious that investment in nurse-midwifery

?duration, as well as placement of
nurse-midwives in federal health care

delivery programs, has been a wise use of government monies. A growing body of

evidence suggests that nurse-midwifery
care is competitive and cost effective

in the health care marketplace.
The clinical effectiveness and the cost

effectiveness on nurse-midwifery case combine to melte Continued investment in

.asree-midwifery education a wise decision by Congress and the executive Agencies.

The American College of Nurse- Midwives urges the Committee on oabor and

Haman Uesoures and the Congress to pass a Nurse 'raining Act which will

enable nurse-midwifery education to grow and to :and innovative ways to achieve

that growth. The Collece particularly support, increased authorizatiun levels

for the advanced Nurse Training, Nurse Practitioner and Professional Nurse

Tratneeship programs. The College also supports the American Nurses' Association

le, ommendatious for the Special Projects programs and the addition of demonstra-

tion project aathority for the Division of Nursing.
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The American Nurses' Association, on behalf at its 50 constituent

states, representing 165,000 nurses, 'appreciates this opportunity to

present our views on federal support of nursina education and research.

THE INSTITUTE or mrtacm STUDY

In-parch 1983, the Institute of Medicine of the National

Academy of Sciences comnleted a twO year study of nursing and nursina

Wucation. The study, contracted by the Department of Health and

Pusan Servic,s, was mandated by Public Law 96-76, the Nurse Training

^ct Amendments of 1979. 'he ',study was promoted by concerns as to

whether further federal outlays for nursine education would be needed

to assure an adequate supolv of nurses. The intent of the congress-

ional mandate was to secure an objective assessment of the need

intinued federal support of nursing educati(:1 and research proerams.

The American Noises' Association cons noes the Institute of

Medicine on its efforts to respond to its mandate from conaress, and

is in general agreement with the conclusions.of tit, study committee.

With attempts by this and the past several administrations to dras-

')
tically reduce the level of federal funding for nursina education,

the recoonition of the need for continued federal support by repre-

sentatives from a variety of health related disciplines, academicians

and other professions is si,,,Triaoicant. ANA views this recognition as ad-
.
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vantageous to the profession as we move in concert with other health

care nrofeesionals to address the critical issues in health care de-

livery re us. Further, we perceive the report as useful in

1

brirgingh the attention of Congress and the public many of nursing's

concern, as 11 as priorities.

We agree with the ICM study's finding that current economic

demands have .reated a temporary alleviation of the nurse shortage,

and that this does not mean the shortaoe of nurses is over. Rather,

as the committee has pointed nut, shortrnes nersist in certain neo-

ereahre areas, at particular health facilities, within specialties

in nursino, ane among those with advanced and snecialized educational

prenaration and skills.

The costs of nursin education have risen rapidly over the past

fef, years, and increases are prolected to continue. Nursing students,

who are predominantly women, finance their tuition and living costs

from a combination of sources: the very limited funding remaining

under the Nurse raining Act; general federal nroorams of financial

aid; state and c Ilegiate grant programs; earninos; and personal eel

family savinos. Nursing education is facing a future in which re-

sources will be more constrained than in the pant. Nursing students

tend to come from families with moderate incomes, or to count heavily

on their own resources to finance their education. They bear the cost

without the assurance of ea is cceTarable to those of students in

other health-related fields who rake similar educational investments.

Continued reductions in assistance to schools and students could cur-

tail the number of people eutering the profession.

4t)
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Thus, the American Nurses' Association embraces the ION study's

recommendations that the fedetal novernment should maintain financial

aid to nursing students so that aualified rrosnective nursing students

will continue to have the opportunity to enter nussing education ore-

gram% in number sufficient to maintain the necessary aggregate supply,

and to alleviate geographic and specialty shortages which continue to

exist.

rDITATION "ROcRAMS ITDFA NRSF TsAININC ACT

We believe it is obvious that federal ivvolvement in nursing edu-

cation has been an overwhelming success, and needs to be continued.

Therefore, we .n:!crse continuation of the following programs under

TItle VIII;

Advanced ;4srse Ttaining and Trazneeships - The arowing comolexi-

ty of health care presents situations that increasingly re3uire the

specialized khowl doe and experience of nurses with advanced nursing

dearees. Also, the capability of those providing care at the bedside

depend uper. Ithe !kill and comoetencv of their teachers, who rust Tito-

vide both the hnowleOrle znd cl;nical experience necessary to produce

competent profssionals. qegrettab17, the nation's supply of nurses

is short of imrsons who have been educationally prepared for advanced,

positions in nursing administration, nursing education, nursina re-

search, and in clinical specialty areas.

At present, about 60,000 or less than 4 percent of all nurses

err prepared at the masters or doctoral level. Only 62.5 percent of

all full-ttme nursing facility members have masters denreea and only.

5.3 percent hold doctorates. Less than half of nursing service ad-

ministrators hold at least a baccalaureate degree; of this groan,

9 3 0



only 28 percent hold masters degrees. These individuals are respon-

sible for over half of a hospital's budget and ono-third of its per-

sonnel.

Registered nurses with quality graduate education are a scarce

national resource, and the Congress should continue and strengthen

federal support for such education. MA agrees with the TOM study's

recommendation that the federal aovernment should expand its support

of programs at. the graduate level to assist in increasing the number

of nurses with masters and doctoral degrees. The Advanced Nurse

Training program under Section 821, the Traineeship prooram under

Section 830 and the Nurse Anesthetist Traineeship proorams under

Section 831 should, therefore, receive increased authorization levels.

Special Pr1ects - The Special Projects program provides grants

and contracts to public and nonprofit institutions to develop inno-

vative nursirig methods emphasizing primary care and prevention to

help meeting the needs of high-risk groups such as the elderly,

children, and pregnant women.

°The focus of the Special Projects prceram corresponds with a

specific recommendation contained in the Institute of Medicine Penort.

The report recommends that the federal government offer grants to

nursing education programs which, in association with the nursing

services of, hospitals and other health care providers, undertake to

develop and implement collaborative educational, clinical, ,ir-!,or.re-

.search programs.

Priority areas addressed by the projects currently funded under

this program include attracting minorities to the

education.

prof ssion of nitre-

/mpg; providing nursing educatio outreach programs i geographically

r/
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remote areas; and enhancing the work setting through cooperative

arrangements between schools of nursing and hospitals. Current

levels of funding for Special projects have provided only for continu-,

ation of ongoing projects. Consequently, many worthwhile projects re-

mained unfunded. The approved unfunded projects focus on training

for nurses in the assessment and management of the elderly so that

they can remain in their own homes; educating nurael in. the care of

high risk infants; p:oviding access to educational opportunities ir

rural or inner city settings by extending established nursing pro-

grams via satellite canpusee: :Iroviding uuward mobility opportunities

for licensed practical nurses to become registered nurses; and enhanc-

ing an institution's ability to retain nurses in practice.

BVCAUFIC the Special Projects program hap, and can continue to.

positively influence both clinical practice and nursing education, we'

request that funding be increased to a more adequate authorization

level.

Nurse Practitioners - The majority of nurse practitioners serve

in rural and inner-city communities, and focus their services on under-

served populations such as mrurant workers, low- income mothers and

children, and the elderly. About half of .the patients cared for by

nurse practitioners have annual incomes of less than $4,000*. A study

by the Office of Technology Assessment on the cost effectiveness of

nurse practitioners showed that their use results in productivity gains

and cost reductions.

The 1982 Third Report to the Congress on the Nurie Training Act

recommended extension of the nurse practitioner training program to

meet the dictates of a redirected national health strategy emphasizina

the promotion of health and prevention of disease, thus reducing the

(i si '2
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need for institutional care. The Institute of Medicine Report also

cited a particular need for the services of nurse practitioners in

medically underserved areas and in proerams caring for the elderly.

ANA endorses the continuation of and increased funding for the

Nurse Practit;oner program. re also believe that special considera-

tion within that program should be given to increasing the number of

nurse-midwives, wfio contribute greatly to improved maternal and in-

fant health in medically underserved regions of the country.

Student Loans - The Nursina Student Loan nroarar rrovides low

:nterest loans to underaraduate and araduate rursina students. Reports

indicate that about two-thirds of loan recipients are frotr low-income

tarilies. According to a survey by the National Student Nurses'

Association, 71 percent of those students receiving aid stated that

they could not continue school without this assistance. Reduction in

other higher education student assistance proorams such as Fell Grants,

c;uatanteed Student Loans, and National Direct Student Loans will leave

nursing students with few alternatives and permit only those from

wealthier families to attend nursing school full-time.

Although the overall shortaae of aeneralist nurses has been

somewhat alleviated over the cast few years, we believe that the cur-

rent supply situation is clouded by economic conditions which have

brouoht a decline in the demand for health services. Fowever, the

need stil exists for financial assistance to those who lack access

to nursing services and dollars to pay for them. Improved conditions

could release a pert -up demand which would again trigger a shortage

if care is not taken to maintain nursing supply at a high level. We

are pleased that the DO!' Report recommends the need for continued

federal aid to assure that the nursing supply is maintained.

9 .!3
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We are extremely concerned about proposed NSL regulations from

the Department of Health and Human Services. Their proposal refuses

to recognize the economic situations faced by most nursing students.

While the Department admits that poor management of the program is

more to blame than an unwillilogness to repay by borrowers, future

nursing students will bear therburden of the regulations. We ask

that the proposed rules be redrafted to allow schools to continue to

participate in the program wo lend as their current loan collection

practices are in compliance with current NSL collection regulations,

and schools are making good faith efforts to reduce prior thilinouency

rates.

Additional Programs - In addition to maintaining and expanding

these existing programs, we would like to suggest the creation of

two new programs within Title VIII. First, we would like to see a

demonstration project authority, which would provide grants to

schools of nursing and other entities for projects to establish nurs-

ing education/practice collaborations, to improve accese to nursing

services in the community, and to improve aeoaraphic avid specialty

distribution of nursing manpower. Second, we would prOpose a

fellowship authority, which would provide a specific rlursina fellow-

ship proaram for fu!l-time doctoral students, since tOe number of

part-time students has increased markedly because of the paucity of

funding for full-time study.' The addition of these okograms to the

current law would greatly enhance our ability to prodime qualified

nursing leaders; and would gain valuable data regardiWo the increased

use of cost-effective nursing care.

In summation: ANA belie es that Title VIII shoull be funded at

approximately the same level sugaested in the IOM atudyi which would

934
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be an appropriation of approximately $80 million. Without such a

reasonable funding level, the nation dill be unable to expand the

number of nurses with skills commensurate with the growing'Complexi-

ty of care in many health settings. We request that the Com-

mittee give serious consideration to an increased authorization level

that would continue the federal government's commitment to a strong,

qualified cadre of professional nurses.

NURSING RESEARCH

Nursing research addresses human and behavioral questions that

arise in the treatment of disease, prevention of illness, and main-

tenance of health. Some of the human questions investigated are:

how are Individuals helped to assess their own health status and use

existing resources to r,aintain health ?; how are people helped to cope

with their human responses to illness ?; how are complications for

hospitalized or critically ill individuals reduced ?; how is illenss

prevented for people who are highly subject to health risks such as

premature infants or the elderly ?; and, what are ways to measure

anxiety, pain, and stress for people in hospitals and those with

health problems?

Nursing research projects and grants have been funded in areas

such as: maximizing the living skills of elderly nursing home pa-

tients; comprehensive nursing care for cancer patients: home care for

children with cancer; cultural factors in hypertensiOn; and helping

patients with families with heart problems cope with stress

associated with their hospitalization and rehabilitation. Research

projects are authorised under Section 301 of the Public Health Service

Act with an open-ended authorization. Research fellowships provide

t)
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grants to institutions in support of predoctoral and postdoctoral

fellowshil,, and are authorized under Section 472 of the Public Health

Service Act.

Therefore, nursing research addresses the national need for fo-

cusing on cost effectiveness of quality heal'.:+ care services, and

nurses are in a unique position to conduct such research.

Other factors also argue for an increased role for nursinn

research:

First, narsing research projects eddress important Questions

ielardino patient care and have long-range implications fer

cost effective delivery of health carp. The majority of nurs-

ing research projects currently funded by PRSA focus on nurs-

*
Ina carp of high risk populations, such as the elderly, pre-

mature newborns, the chronically ill, the disabled, and the

dying. Second, last year, the United States spend over $330

billion, or 10.58 of the Gross National Product, on health

care. A large proportion of this money is spent on nursing

care, yet a limited federal investment is made in research

efforts to improve the quality of this care. While approxi-

mately $4 billion is spent on biomedical research, less than

$2 million of this amount was awarded to nursing research

from all existing institutes within NIP. Third, support for

nursing r,..earch is dependelA to a large extent On federal

funds. And finally, though expanding en recent years, the

nursing research field is still very small, with only .000

nurses prepared to conduct competitive research. As reported

in the Third Report to Congress on the Nurse Training Act

(1982), there will be a need for as many as 23,000 doctorally
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prepared nurses by 1990. The report also states that doctor-

ally prepared nurses are a small but important cadre within the

nursing profession, providing key leadership in the improvement

of nursing practice, in the development of programs of nursing

education, and in the design of innovative health care delivery

systems.

It is important to note that the Institute of Medicine study al-

so expressed strong reservations about the underfunding of nursing re-

search. While a substantial share of the health care dollar is ex-

pended on nursing care, there is a remarkable dearth of research in

nursing practice. The 10M report found the federal government's

wirsing research initiative not at a level of visibility and scien-

tific prestige to encourage scientifically oriented RNs to purse

careers devoted to research into the issues and problems that nurses

confront.

In renewing the recommendations of the IOM for building a

stvIng research base for nursing, we conclude that the only place

for J viable nursing research program would be an Institute of Nursing

NIH. Styli an entity would be a focal point for promoting the

growth of quality nursing research, and would provide an expanded

pool of experienced nurse researchers needed to further develop the

knowledge base for nursing practice.

It is not only nursing research that has been neglected. The

health research enterprise of the federal government is almost ex-

clusively directed toward basic biomedicine, clinical medicine, and

pharmacological research. Entire fields have been pushed aside by

NIH and the University Siomedic Science establishment. Largely pass-

ed over has been the behavioral science, nursing science, health pro-

motion and rehabil itation medicine.
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For example, the federal research enterprise is out of touch

with developments and needs in the field of long-term care. Without

a more balanced research agenda on the part of the national govern-

mental agencies and universities, the results could be tragic by the

end of this dcade. A more substantial research base ta'reguired to

develop regimes and systems that can result in quality,.cost effect-

tive care for the nation's aged and chronically ill. Helping the

nation redirect its aoals and dollar allocations for health research

is surely a legitimate responsibility of this committee.

We are pleased that the House of Representatives passed an a-

mendment to H.R. 23'0 creating a National fristitate of Nursing. We

are also pleased that Pr. James Wyngaarden, Director of NIE, has re-

cently stated that he will establish a special task force regarding

nursing research at NIH. While this is a positive step, we believe

that legislation may still be necessary; and request that the

Committee seriously consider supporting the concept of a Nursing

Institute at NIH.

CONCLUSION

The tederal government has made a significant and substantial

contribution tc nursing education and research. We ask this

Committee tc, maintain that commitment to quality nursino and health

care.
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American Association of Colleges of Nursing

a cri Eleven Dupont Circle Sono 430 We D.C. 21028 (242) 332.1917. 19 le

The American Aaaociatiou of Collages at Nursing (AACM) represents 356

college and university schools of nursing and apprmtientely 8,000 full-time

faculty. in serving the public letterset, our organisation exists to improve

the practice of professional nursing through advancing the quality of baccalaureate

and graduate programa; promoting research; and developing academic leaders. The

AACX provides baccalaureate and higher degree programa in nursing with a framework

through which issues critical to nursing can be considered and expeditiously acted

upon.

We appreciate the opportunity to submit testimpay to this committee on the

reauthorization of Title VIII (Nurse Training Act) of the U.S. Public Health

Service Act and on the support for nursing rseanrcb on the Federal level. Our

recommendations are based largely on the findings and recommendations of a two-year

study of nursing and nursing education conducted by the Institute of MCdiciao (ION).

Tbe Congressional mandate for this study was to secure an objective assessment of

the need for continued federal support of nursing education.

The intent of the Nurse Training Act which was originally authorized in 1965

was two-fold: to expand the supply of nurse., and, to improve the quality and dis-

tribution of nursing services prnvided to the public. Over the past 19 years, the

' basic nursing supply problem has been addressed; however, the second Congressional

charge to improve quality and distribution of nursing services has not received

enough attention.

It is tine to focus on the issues of quality mussing services and adequate

':distribution of those services. We are now at a point in health policy where there

is a critical need fur nurses who are educationally prepared to dnlivec high quality,

couples services, to organics and adminlster those services in the moat cost effective

m-oner possible, to research the outcomes and effectiveness of nursing services, and,

to prepare the nursing educators. The AACA believes that continual federal support

graduate and baccalaureate preparation for nurses is essential to address thene needs.
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Institutional Support

Advanced Nurse Training. The IOM study emphasized the need for Federal

vort for advanced nurse education and stated:

The committee believes that RNs with high quality graduate education
are a scarce national resource and that their education merits continued

federal support (Page 10).

.6 committee further determined:

. . . a wide range of problems can be alleviated only by increasing sub-

stentiilly the supply of nurses with advanced education. The nation's cadre
of professional nurses is short of persons who have been educationally prepared
for advanced positions in the administration of nerving services and nursing
education proems', in education (including research) and in clinical Specialty
areas (paw: 9).

Nursing can be 'instrumental beat! in reducing health cars costs and providing

quality health care services. Nowevlk, this can occur only if schools of nursing

are encouraged to develop and maintain graduate programs which will produce enough

well-prepared nurse administrators, nurse educators, nurse clinicians and nurse re-

searchers.

The scarcity of nurse administrators with advanced education is attested to by

the national Survey of Registered Nurses in 1980 that reported that among the more

than 61,000 RNs who occupied top nursing administrative positions, only 182 held a

Master's degree and only 1.42 held a doctorate. Yet these nursing directors are

responsible for departments chat conpriae about 302 of the total hospital budget. The

focus on cost containment and the change Co a prospective payment system in our

hospitals increases the need for nursing administrators with advanced nursing edu-

cation that includes ausiness administration, economics, budgetary management, and

human resources management in addition to advanced .clinical practive. The 10M study

found widespread conviction among administrators of hospital and long-term care

facilities that their notes administrator colleagues could make the delivery of care

more cost effective if they had better grounding in finahcial management and is

human resource management. Nursing service administrators should be equipped

with the emu academic preparation as their colleagues in othe departments. Many

Masters and Doctoral level nursing programs must revise their curriculums and

expand their programs to speak to the evolving needs for nursing administrators.

However, Masters and Doctoral nursing programa cannot be expanded and casSot meet

the critical shortage of adequately prepared nurse administrators noises there

is an increase in radars/ support for the programs.

9 ft
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Nursing program' must also receive increased federal support to meet the

critical need for more puree educators. This was particularly emphasised in the

ION study;

Although the demand foi highly qualifiad'oursins administrators. faculty
member*, resume:lets. and clinical specialists prepared st the graduate
level has been increasing and is expected to centime to'increase. the
evidence of a scarcity of nurse educators is most apparent (page 10).

Indications of scarcity of nurse educators are suggested by the fact that of

the approximately Z0,0001full-tlme faculty in alL tavola or nursing oancialon

in 1980, only 682 had a nester's degree and oily 72 held a doctoral degree.

Among AACN schools 242 of the faculty held a doctorate degree. The proportion of

nursing faculty with doctorates dose not_eampere favorably with other disciplAaes.

According to the Association of Schools of Public Health, well over one -half of the

faculty employed by 20 schools of public health held at least one doctorate.

Compared with science faculties, lurses showed up even more unfavorably. A National

Science Founda.ion study of science and engineering faculty found that more than 90

percent ',old the doctoral delves. Sy coeparison. in the 22 nursing schools having

doctoral level programs in 1980 -82, only 35 percent of the faculty in these

leatitutioes had doctoral preparation.

Additionally, constant changes in health care technology and advances in

medical science have created extraordinary deemed* for the advanced degree purse

clinician who is able to provide direct patiset Services in acute care hospitals,

community agencies and in long -term care settings. The /OM reported that the

majority of university hospital administrators prefer masters prepared nurses for

intensive care and other specialised patient ;spits (p. 43). Patients are sicker,

and there are many more technologies which eustitin life and therefore require

close monitoring. Patients an dialysis, resiirators, and hyperalimentation are

increasingly being cared for at home and have nursing care needs which were ague

strictly Limited to inpatient. acute care settings. The complexity of long term

care has increased' dramatically, both in terms of numbers of patients as Will as

the intensity of services required by this population. The vacantly passed Med-

icare prospective payment syst2a will further lacrosse the demand for and complexity

of services required in the community and lofts term cars settings. To meet some of

these needs, the 10M specifically recommended that Federal support be provided for

Lustructional and clinical programs in all areas of geriatric nursing (page 44);

The estimates of future pupply centrists sharply with the estimates of needs

for nurses with graduate degrees that DONS projected for 1990. Using the judgment
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of need (RIMS) model, the projected minivan used for assure degree e...reee was

an estimated 236.000 sad for doctorate degree :tutees. !twos an estimated 14.000.

The .!0O1 study projects that the apply of each nurses by 1990 would fe considerably

lees t%au half these numbers (page 14i). Thies- prediction indicates an alarming

?shortage which represents a threat 'to our health cars syssem.

" State sad Inca! governments and the private mister simply cannot respond

adequatel or rapidi'y enough lo address this critical shortese of ourse clinical

apecialiscs. nurse, educators, researchers,. coneultaues end edefeletretere.

Therefore, a substantial'increascrn the Federal authocisatiou is aeceseary

to enable cvlivgiete schools vt morels% to plan, develop. operate. espaed, .sad

maintain ervireve for the advanced education of these nurses at the motor's

and doctoral level. This will enable schools of nursing to.prepare the number end

quality 0: valuate nurses that is necessary to meet our nation's suede.

!creel Practitioner Preremf. Iacluded A this need for institutional support+

for swensecee training de the need for beer Federal artiste to collegiate schools

of nursing for theilpecation of nurse practi ra. The IOM study stressed the Ns,

need or the services of nurse practitioners. especially in medically underserved

areas and in prbgrams caring for the elderly and reconmended.that Federal support

should be continued for their educational preparation.

Eves with the Anticipated ther111000111 in physician supply, nurse practitioners

will he needed to mores hard-to-reach populations.' to facilitate new organisational

arrangements for providing health cars in cost effective wsys. especially in practice

settings thatopsmete within fixed budgets, And to augment the quality of care pro-

vided in nursing homes.

In a review of 15 studies, J.C. Record concluded in a 1979 ORRS document that

betwese 751 -802 of adult primary care services and up to 902 of pediatric care ser-

vices could be performed by nurse practitioners. Potential cost savings with the use

of nurse practitioners was $0.5 billion to $1 14Allion or 192 -491 of total primary

care provider emits., If ea are to contain health care coots. the use'of mires

practitioners to deliver high quality health core Awn be increased.

' The trend for nurse practitioners to bscdaucted in master's prose/red father

than certificate progress de supported by ARCS. Since the nurse practitioner bas

a high degree of responsibility and aubmacmy, it is advantageous that they halim

advanced educatariin graduate smialts$ programs to prepare than for independent

decision-making and provide thaw with a specialised le-depth kdowledee bale.

In,

a

a
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Nurse practitioner grants should continua to incits# currant. well - established

program. in nurse midwifery. The high quality and coat -effective:saes of uurso

alder/vale alto repeatedly deemnstruted is rem:larch findfugo. Fur example. charges

fur nurse midwifery services at a New Turk Birthing Center are 37.6% of in-hospital

care.

We recognised an increase in the authorisegion for grants to collegik

schools of aureoles to plan, develop, operate. expand, or maintain progress for

rte education of nurse practitioner..

Special Protects. Grant. to schools of nursing are necessary to intros'''.

oppertuuirise for individuals from disadvantaged and ethnic-minority backgrounds

to ester the nursing profeesion. Minority groups in the population, including

now immigrants. are particularly disadvantaged both in their emcee* to health ser-

vices and in their access to educational opportunities in nursing. According to

the'ION study:

Strategies to develop minority soanpoor to provide saga adequate:
morning services in medically undersere._ areas have been stated as goals,
thmegh inadequately supported by poet lesieletiqn. These scale require
re- emphasis and new approaches through a redirection of authorisation and
funding available under the Nurse Tr-steins Act(page 13).

Special project grants are also needed to modify =fisting nursing education

programs to provide opportunities for educational advancenoat. preceptor experipnces,

and for continuing education programs. The Wit study concluded that "Licensed

nurses at all levels who wish to upgrade their education SO as to enhance career

opportunitisa should not encounter unuarrauted berrierh to admiesions"(pege 7).

Schools of nursing need special project funding to develop programs to minimise

loss of time and mousy by student. moving from one nursing education program level

to soother. Advancement of diploma and associate delves graduates to the bacc.slaur-5

egLAt Level is fit:Chly4Igy (Ur a pc:rind of tines. This also will enlarge the pool for

graduate level education. AACN supports an increased authorisation for Federal

grants to schools of nursing far special projects.

Demonstration PooleeteL There is a pressing need for domobstration models

which improve collaboration buts:ten nursing education and nursing services.

According to the ECM studys ke,

Cloeer collaberstion between nurse educators and nurses who provide
patient services is eesential to give students as appropriate balance of
academic and clinical practice perspectives and skills during their educa-
tional prepare ion. The Federal somornmont should offer grants to nursing

education grogram. that. in association eiththe nursing services; of hospitals
and other health cars providers, undertake to develop and implement collabora-
tive educational, clinical. and/or ressafth En-gismo (page 8).

38-784 0 - 84 - 60
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'Another tette of deemestration project
which is needed to improve pottr4V

. care as well as to improve access to care, is the educational outreach erverem.

Attesting to the need for such projects; the lOn study stated:

To alleviate nursing shortages in medically undereervedareas, their
residents need better access to all types of nursing education, inclu4ing.

outreach and off-caves programs. The federal goveruarat should continue"
to ceeeposeor model daeousttations of programa with states, foundations. ,

and educational institutions. and should support the dirmessuattou of

reaults(page 11).

There should be no espectatioe that the nurse labor market will improve eisgift-

cantly,in inner-41.y and rural area vole.. concerted actions are taken to deghlop

an indigenous supply-- people she live in the shortage areas. Various forms of out-

reach programs ran be designed to suit the requirement* and conweisience of students

who, or reason. of family. resideuce, or the need to continua employmeec while

studying, cannot readily itramLmutisting wampum propene. As well as ipproving

the *cease to nursing serVices in the community. these project. viii improve the

geographic and specialty distribution of manpower.

Other types of deimestration projects includes

Community Pursing Cratere providing cost-effective can which would decrease

hospitslisstions and provtdo scrims to underserved populations..

Dononntratiow project, of how psalmist teaching' educted by nurse. in bospitAls

reduces the patients' length of stay and reduces readmissions. r 011Ge.

some hospitals may attempt to cut coats by solicit* the quantity andfluality

of nursing cars. .This will decrease patient teaching. incr.**e complicatioos.

sad prolong the length of stay. If petleats are discharged early trithout *digests

nursing care and teaching, they will have a high rite of complication. and

isreadmiselcus. Quality nursing care is the hey to the emcees of the prospective
payment system in hospitals and this needs to be demonstrated.

- Demonstration projects of bow, in somm'cases, teem nurei.se care is costleffective'

substitute for hospital car*. The projects should incorporate revisions Su medicare

policies such as "homebound statue. skilled care criterion." and "physician -

established plea at care." It could be demonetreted that with certain revisions
in currant policies, the coat of can would be reduced and quality of csremould

be increased.

Student Supitert

TToinueAsioto. To elimivate the critical shortage for nur.ses with advanced

education. 4CCOSO to master's and doctoral level study on a fell-time basis salsa

be available to qualified individuals. Mei ells recognising the need for

advanced preparation do not have the resources to purees full,-time education. The

10M study stated tit "Lowering financial barriers through loans and grants to

rape full-time enrollment of en graduate student. will increase the supply

"16
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sore rapidly, because ameterle and doctoral students who must work to support

theirleducaticm take longer to complete it"(page 10). Compared to other health

professionals. nurses often do not have the earning potential to pay off Largo

loans. Therefore, trainseahipa for the education of nurses are necessary to

meet the need fur wore nurse educators mimeo administrators. nurse midwives,

nurse anesthetists. and nurse practitioners. AACM therefore recommeride that as

increased reauthorisation level should be made to support and increase in the

trainesehips for advanced education of nurse..

Fellowships. Pre and post doctoral fellowships granted on a competitive

basis to nurses who are developing leadership abilities in impsa ouch as primary

rate, administrative services. nursing research, and health policy specialities

would promote further develepernt of a cadre of nurse leader.. The development

of a larger group of leaders in nursing is surceeeary Cur the 'tondos prufwuniuu

to contribute fully to the development of alternative health care modalities di-

rected towards the containment of health care costs and the maintenance of quality

services,

Awl racoon/Inds a sew authorisation to support an adequate number of pre and

post doctoral fellowships for nurses.

Student Loans. The Deana represented by *ACP support rigorous, but fair, nursing

student loan (061.) collection to ensure that government dollars under this program

are protected and that this very worthwhile and essential program is continued.

Much effort has been focused on this program in recent months and nursing schools

have made dramatic improvements is loan collections.

However, in spite of these improvement.,the proposed regulations for nursing

student loan (MSL) programe,if enforced, would discontinue the program in SO2 of

all nursing schools. This would have a devastating effect an the nursing programs

and would constitute a real throat to the supply of nurses. SACS members are con-

fident that the intent of Congress would not be ;rat by the proposed regulations and

therefore we support statutory changes that would improve the NSL program and

establish reasonable and achievable loan collection standards for nursing schools.

The original intent of the NSL program wee to make loans available to nursing

students who would be usable to meet commercial banking loan criteria. According

to those criteria. nursing students are bit* risk borrowers. That is. moat

nursing students are only high school graduates. do not have a credit hinter;,

cannot post collateral. often cows from moderate to low income families,

\s.
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and du . .v the same earning potential as other health professionals, euch

as physiciaaa. Fet Lilts reasen, the rigid application of commercial banking loan

cullcctsou petiorm4ove standarde to this cohort of burrowers is ill-adviscd aud

is not consistent with the original intent of the program. In the same vein.

applying the same regulations to the NU grogram as are *pelted to the other

health proteesions student loan (HPSL) progress is also iluestionsble because the

HPSL borrowers are college graduates and generalay are a lower-risk cohort of

oortewere.

We believe that schools must be allowed to continue as active participants

In the NSL program as long as their current loan collection practices are in

compliance with current NSL collection regulations. and schools are making good

faith efforts to reduce delinquency on loans made prior to 1983. This could

be achievalay providing the following provisions to the statute:

1. A school's compliance with currant regulation shall be measured

by a pvsforr...! , standard which is reasonable and achleveabl fur educa-

tional insti.4cloas.

2. School's administration and collection practices regarding loans made

pr to 1983 shall tut be reflected in the performance standard. A re-

rfins system shall be devised to assure that schools undertake good

faith efforts to collect old loess.

3. Regulations concerning administration of the NSL program (including

1 and 2 above) titian be developed using the notice and comeent process
and no school stall be suspended from active participation in the NSL

program without a hearing on the record.

Preliminary findings in a survey of colleges of nursing who are members

of our aesociatiun indicate that a high percentage of the delinquency rates

among the schools of nursing may be due to students who did not graduate from

the nursing prugram. Eapensice of the loan forgiveness provisions to attelat

schools in dealing with these loans is needed.

rosummend that when schools have made good faith efforts to collect

delinquent loans but have been unsuccessful, they be allowed to assign or

refer those loans to the government for collection. Since the school's best ef-

forts are not always as persuasive as a letter from the Justice Departmett. al-

lowing referral would b' an effective tool to assist schools in pureeing delinquent

burrowers.
ti
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When a ichool with anestabliehed NSL revolving fund closes. is suspended

from the program, or cuts its class size elsnificently, all excess cash from

she NSI. program reverts to the United States Treasury. We recommend a statutory

change which will allow such mousy to be re -prosreamed to other schools participating

in the 106 program.

In addition to recommending a continuation of the revolving nursing student

loan fund, we recommend a new authorised= for the development of revolving funds

in new schools of nursing or in schools that have not previously had a revolving futii.

In this time of shrinking student resources, new schools and schools that previously

did not have a aped for the program sr now requesting to be included in the NSI, program.

It will not be possible for these schools to be included unless there is an aduquatu

authorisation.

General Authority for the Division

There is a need for the Division of Nursing to establish a program, including

a uniform data reporting system, to collect, commils, and analyse data on professional

nursing pereennel. There Ls also a mad to disseminate informed= from the Division

of Nursing through publication. workshops and conferences. A general authority should

be provided for the Division of nursing to accomplis'. these necessary functions.

'bureau of Nursing

AACN also strongly supports making the current Division of Nursing a Bureau

within HASA to increase the visability and support for nursing at the Federal level.

We recommend that funds be authorised for start-up costs for such an entity.

Nursing aseerch

Over the past 15 years, various groups. such as the National Academy of

Science (1977-110). the Kra Program nimble Committee (1968). and, met recently,

the 10$ report have coosistently recommended increased Federal funding to encourage

the growth and development of nursing research as a specific area of scientific inquiry.

Although support of nursins research by scientific bodies has been consistent, the

nursing research program housed in the Division of Nursing (URSA) line not: grown in

funding and has remained at 1976 levels until FT84 when appropriatioas were increased

to $9 million for nursing research grants. Funding for nursing research fiellowallipto

(NASA) however, remained at $1 million.

Nursing research has been largely overshadowed by biomedical research which

consumes the major share of the current $4 billion allocated to NIS.

9 4 3
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Biomedical research focuses on the cure of disease and is perceived as priority

research to the exclusion of other important types of research.

Nursing research. on the other hand, is the investigation of nursing care

problem* and provides the necessary
scientific underpinning to the solution of

those problems. The goal of aureleg research is to facilitate the development

of clinical nursing interveations
which will improve health outcomes and contribute

to the optimal delivery of cars.
The primary focus is on care as compared to

other disciplines which focus primarily on cure. The nurse researcher starts

with a cure problem and than conducts studies related to that problem in the

areas of basic biamedicz1 sciences, the behavioral sciences, the clinical sciences,

cad health services research.

Although a substantial part of the health care dollar is expended on direct

nursing care. a relatively sell amount is invested in research efforts to improve

the quality of nursing core. The significant increases in the cost of health care

and the continued demand for quality health services has clearly demonetrnted the critica;

need for research in cost-effectiae health care delivery
system, alternatives to

inetitutioraliretion, improved outcomes
for existing health care programs, and the

prevention of health related problems: Nursing research has a tremendous potential for

providing the basis to improve the quality and coat -effectiveness of health care

services. However, this potential will
be realised only if adequate funding and

emphasis is providing for the nursing research effort. The ION study recommended:

The Federal government should establish an lrgaaisational entity

to place nursing research in the mainstream of scientific investigation.

An adequately funded focal point le needed at the
national level to foster

research that informs nursing and other health care practice and increases

the potential for discovery
and application of various means to improve patient

outcomes.

In relation to the specific
recommendations of the ION, AACN was pleased

that the House of
Representatives passed an amendment to U.K. 2350 creating a

National Institute of Nursing. We are also pleased that Dr. James Wyngaarden,

Director of MLR. has recently stated that be will establish a *keels' task force

regarding nursing research at NIH. While this ie a positive step, we believe that

legislation may still be necessary and request that the Commi..ee seriously

consider supporting the concept of a Nursing Institute at NIH.

We eppreciate this
opportunity to present our views on nursing education and

research. THAW TM::
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This testimony is submitted on ivhalf of the National tmague for

Nursing, the organization Witch is nationally recognized as the official

accrediting agency for nursing education. Wore the largest American

coalition of nurses; other health professionals. and conswers, dedicated to

developing and improving the standards of quality nursing education, nursing

services and health care delivery in the United States.

We appreciate the
opportunity to present to this distinguished

Committee our recommendations
regarding the need for increased federal funding

for nursing education. These funds are authorized
under Title-VIII of the

Public Health Service Act, and are currently due for reauthorization for

fiscal years 1985 through fiscal year 1987. Our testimony will also address

the pressing need for greater emphasis on nursing research at the Federal

level.

There can be no doubt that the complexity of today's health care

settings demand nurses who are highly knowledgeable and skilled in many

components of nursing and health care. New technology and treatment

modalities require that nurses have more than just technical skills. .

For instance, administering
nursing care to a patient hospitalized with

cancer can prolong life and improve the quality of that life. In a situation

of this nature the patient
is likely to receive as many as 5 chemotherapeutic

agents, which must be administered with absolute accuracy, and with the

knowledge of each drug.'s action and side effects. The patient's physical

needs must also be met in terms of nutrition, mobility, skin care, hygiene,

and susceptibility to other infections. The patient and his family also have

psycho-social needs that must be considered - including the implication of

dealing with a fatal illness and the effects of illness on the total family

system. In addition, the patient (no matter what age or cultural background),

needs education as to the meaning of the diagnosis, the treatments. and the

prognosis.

It is the nurse who is
responsible for most, if not all, of these

services. As one physician author io
aptly stated of nurses in hospitals:

"Erie thing the nurses do is tcl hold the place (hospital) together.

...The institution is held together, glued together, enableg to

function as an organism, by the nurses aridity nobody else."'

The nurse also functions as the basic component in the delivery of

health services outside of our hospitals and nursing homesi through home

health care. Community outreach programs, school nursing, public health

nursing, and numerous other voluntary organizations. It is the nurse who,

within all of these levels of care, is responsible for the ccamunication and

coordination between health professionals and the patient.

As the nation pays more attention to preventive medicine and diseases

of the aged. there is a consensus among health planners that nurses can play

en expanding role in the delivery of these services. The pole of the nurse as

a "patient educator"
offers hope for our nation's health status through the

day-to-day repatterning of behaviors toward
healthier values and activities.

The nurse is the only health care provider prepared with a knowledge base

9
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broad enough to encompass the entire range of activities and behaviors related
to the health of the individual. What we currently have in this country is a
system of health care geared toward acute episodic modes of treatment. What
we need, because of changes in the demographic makeup of the nation and the
nation's health status is a system geared toward prevention and chronic
illness.

NUMSING AM) THE ELDERLY

Perhaps this ro4e is of greatest consequence with regard to the elderly
of this country. The number of persons age 65 and over increases by more than

500,000 each year. Today one out of every five people OS years of age and
older is a patient in a nursing home. By the year 2000 -- in 15 years -- this
segment of the country's population will have increased almost five fold over
what it was in 1960.

Along with dewographic trends the growing emphasis in hospitals on
early discharge (largely as a result of cost contral-and PrOSOictive ;foment)
has resulted in mounting pressure to transfer patients with complex, multiple
problems to nursing homes. This intensifies the need for more sophisticated

nursing care. it also emphasizes the need for suPpOrtive services that can
make it possible for more of these patients to be able to leave nursing homes

and live at home. These trends will demand an increase in the kind of care

nurses provide.

Our senior citizens rely primarily on nursing services, since extensive
nursing care -- both institutional and home based -- is often the mainstay of

their treatment regimes. This is especially true when one considers the large
number of chronic illnesses which face society today, i.e. emphysema,
diabetes, stroke, heart ailments and arthritis. Nurses with advanced training
in areas such as gerontology, community health and rehabilitation can offer
their expertise in settings as diverse as hospitals, hospices, HMOs, clinics,
nursing homes, day care centers and at home -- all of which would improve
quality of care for our nation's elderly. Not to provide advanced nurse
training for educating these nurses would deprive the elderly of services for
which they already are in dire need.

COST EFFECTIVENESS OF NURSING SERVICES

In this era of economic uncertainty and fiscal constraint, it is often
overlooked that the nurse is the most cost-effective provider of care within

our health care ustem. Through advantageous rate differentials,,and
cost-saving levels' of health intervention, nursing fs one of the basic cost

containment tools available to our country. Research data are now available
indicating that chanses in nursing care can affect recovery rates, recidivism,

and the success of preventive health measures. By varying the organization of

care, nursing studies have demonstrated a 40 to 50 per cent reduction in the
average length of stay of patients.with abdominal surgery and renal
transplants. In one'study, the actual savings to the hospital for this
populatloo for one year was more than $51,000.2

With the teplementntion of prospective payment and the new look at
services beyond the acute care settings,-it is important to realize that

952
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nurses are the "backbone' of home health care agencies and skilled nursing

facilities -- the two alternatives most frequently chosen in attempts to

decrease utilization of. more costly hospital resources. Nurses with graduate

training are needed in these settings in order to deal with the complexity of

the caseloads, the responsibilities of coordination and management, the

budgetary considerations, and the need to provide quality care.

ADVANCED NURSE TRAINING

Despite the widely-held belief that the nursing shortage ha abated,

there are still serious categorical
shortages of nurses and, perhaps the most

serious problem of all is the dearth of nurses in leadership positions.

Presently, there is a shortage of clinical specialists, teachers, and

administrators for service agencies, educatic ti institutions, and

government. During the next decade, an incre..:.:e in demand for these nigug,

specialized workers is projected. For instance, according to the 1983

Institute of Medicine (IOM study which was mandated by Congress, supply of

nurses with advanced nurse training is not nearly enough to meet the growing

need. By one estimate, 256,000 FTE masters level nurses would be needed by',

1990, while supply of master's prepared nurses is predicted to reach only

112,400.3

Advanced medical technology has resulted in the need for more highly

skilled nurses who are educated to provide leadership in patient care settings

as diverse as infants in high risk nurseries and elderly patients in nursing

homes. Clinical nurse'specialists are being educated in advanced nurse

training programs to assume the responsibility for developing a plan of care

over a twenty-four hour period, demonstratingLcare to other nursing personnel,

and providing health teaching and counseling to patients and famPies. ,Nurses

now need skills such as computer proficiency and scientific and mathematical

sophistication to adjust to rapidly changing technoldgies in hospital settings.

Among factilty teaching in all three types of programs which prepare

registered nurses, only 65% are prepared at the minimal or master's level,

with under 8% of all faculty having doctoral preparation.4 Compared with

other professions, this is a very low percentage of doctorally prepared

educators.

Among directors of nursing services, a large proportion have only a

basic diploma preparation. Only 25% have a baccalaureate degree and even

fewer have graduate level preparation, yet these same individuals are

responsible for large personnel budgets and significant policy decisions

within health care agencies. The 10M report also found a 'widespread

conviction ... among administrators of hospitals,and lone-term care facilities

that their nurse administratfve
colleagues could make delivery of care more

cost effective if they had better grounding in financial management and other

areas.°S

NORSE PRACTITIONERS

In the primary care arena,
nurse-practitioners have already shown that

they can improve access to care for patients in urban and rural settings at a

lower cost. By addressing the patient's psycho-social and educational nreds,
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nurse-practitioners help patients adhere to prescribed regimens and repattern
their behavior to healthy lifestyles. This in turn can reduce their use of
more costly resources, such as frequent hospitalizations and emergency room
visits.

Many studies have documented the cost benefits of t.aing
nurse-practitioners in primary care. A study at a Kaiser plan in California
showed that when nurse-practitioners were employed, average cost per patient
for a twelve month period was $96.63, in contrast tr the $131.19 average for
physicians.8.

Another study reported that when school nurse- practitioners were
employed in Arizona, the school district realized a savings of $19,000. This

was achieved by eliminating the position of school physician and purchasing
medical consultation services from the local university when needed.'

In order to privide quality cost effective health care, the preparation
0 nurse-practitioners is essential. Because of the high degree of adtonomy
which characterizes their practice, it is essential that nurse-practitioners
have advanced ed.xation in graduate nursing progress to prepare them for

independent decision making and provide them with a specialized, in-depth
knowledge base.

- Nurse-midwives have also demonstrated their ability to deliver safe.
high quality, personalized maternity care phich is also markedly less

expensive than traditional hospital care. Charges for nurse-midwifery
services at a New York City child bearing center were 37.6% of in-hospital

care. An. audit report noted that the cost to Blue Cross fomfamilies
delivered at the Center is 66% of the cost of the plan had the same family
gone to a hospital setting.

A .0k-year study of medicaid clients in New York City shdwed that
comprehensive ambulatory maternity care provided by nurse-midwives offfered
savings ranging from $855 to $1840 when compared with normal birth charges in
13 Manhattan hospitals.8

Ip a California study, nurse-midwive,had a greater than 50% decline in
neonatal mortality and premature births for a sample of disadvantaged warn.
Two years after the nurse-midwife services were terminated, the neonatal
mortality had tripled.9 The costs of neonatal intensive'care for high-risk
newborns are very high in comparison to the costs of preventive services
offered by nurse midwives.

Because of the cost savings that nurse-practitioners bring to the
health care system, we propose increased levels of authorization under the
Nurse Training Act.

SPECIAL PROJECTS

Funding for special projects is intended to promote career mobility and
educational advancement for all types of nursing programs and for narses
currently in practice. This is especially iamortant for the many nurses who
are single parents or middle-aged women who mar lack the finincial resources
to cortinue their education.
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A the present bill, special projects adckesses the problems of the

nursing shortage by providing funds for nurses seeking reentry into practice

and for education of paraprofessionals. Funds for student recruitment and

continuing education are else included.

It is now proposed that grants for special projects will emphasize

problems in the distributieh of nurses end will remain a category where many

ongoing needs of the profession can be included. For example, in underserved

areas, one means of increasing the nursing supply is to give area residents

greater access to all types of nursing education. Schools could operate

outreach or off-camou programs to train students in locations which are

closer to their hones or work places. This would be especially important in

areas of gerontology and community health. where the needs are greatest.

Recruitment of minority and disadvantaged students was also cited as a

priority in the IOM study. In 1901, blacks comprised 5.2% of graduates of all

basic RN programs, while students of hispanic origin totaled only 2.3%.

American !Viols and Orientals combined were only 1.3% of all basic. RN

graduates.'"

Agdtttonal funding for recruitment of students,from minority

backgrounds is important, not only in terms of educational opportunities, but

in terms of the possible improvements in ihe access of cage for underserved

Populations.

- Evidence already exists supporting the notion that "people who live in

an area are more likely to remain or return there than are those attracted for

limited tours of service...01 This further justifies the needs for

educational outreach of nursing activities and special efforts to recruit

nurses from minority and disadvantaged back grounds. In order to subsidize

these programs, funding levels higher than currently' authorized would be

required.

STUDENT FINANCIOL ASSISTANCE

If nursing is to continue to generate the number of graduates needed to

maintain our nation's supply of nurses, then federal assistance in the form of

student loans and traineeships must be forthcoming. Lack of federal funds for

nursing students would mean a serious decline in the number of curses prepared

- especially students from families who are at a socio-economic disadvantage.

Assuming full-time study for two years, the average young person faces

a cost of tuition and livfog expenses of $20 to $30,000, in addition to a loss

of income for that period. 1c A young person who seeks to borrow for

graduate education will fiiid relativeteOret low-cost options available, and

the availability of commercial loans is generally based on one's current or

future earnin4 power.

Salaries for most nursing pp lions. although improving, are not as

high as salaries for other professioals. Fos ekampIe, the most recent data

on salaries for newly-licensed nurses shoe an annual salary of $18,360 in

I9$243. The salary expenditure curve in nursing is very flat, and has a poor

salary progression. In contrast, entry level salaries for computer

95 )
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programmers are Over P0.000, with excellent opportunities for salary
progression. gar ti

We recognize that in the past, nursing students have had nihi9M
delinquency rate fn their Goan repayments. However, recently many schools

have improved their performance standards. These schools should be allowed to
continue in the student loan program aslong as they maintain good faith

efforts in reducing previous delinquency rates. The $16 million revovieg
student loan fund is not enough in view of the burdensome costs of education,
the need to provide Irons to students in new nursing programs, and the special
needs of finandal assistance for students of minority and disadvantaged
backgrounds.

DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS

This year, we are urgipp authorization for the creation of a new
category: Demonstration Projects. These projects, which could improve access

to and quality of nursing eervices could have i significant impact on our
nation's cost and quality care.

The IOM report on nursing cited how many nursing service administrators
believe that nursing educators are not preparing students to assume the

responsibilities of clinical pursing. Similarly, many nurse educators believe
that nursing service administrators fail to provide environments allowing

nursing graduates to prat ice the level of professional skill for which

havethey ha been prepared.'

The ION report endorses collidarstive arrangements between nurse
educatori andrnurseS in practice settings. It States that this collaboration
Nmuld require "special funding and staff to test untried relationships and to
develop new patterns of accountability." The report concludes that the

non-Federal sectorA will not be able to providc necessary funding for this

collaboration."' Because these demonstration projects would contribute to
*Proving Patient care, and because they canript be included in any other
category, they warrant authatiation as a separate line item of legislation.

Althduih nurses are involved in other demonstration projects sponsored
by agencies such as the Health, Care Financing Administration and the National

Center for Health Services Research, the demonstration projects which we are
recommending do not meet the criteria of these othir agencies. Therefore, we

strongly urge that these projects be directed by that part of the federal
government that oversees the nursing profession: The Division of_NUrsing.

NURSING FELLOWSHIPS

Little:attentfon has been devoted to mobilizing the knowledge and
abilities of nurses, the largest group of providers who are specially trained
in developing andAmplementing reform from within the system. Research-based

changes in nursing-core can lead to cost savings at'leastas great as those
produced by utilizOod review.

Twenty-six universities now award doctorardegrees in nursing.
Although total enrollments.in doctoral programs have continued to rile, the
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,number of part-time students has steadily increased. This Is largely a result

of the scAtcity of funds for full-time doctoral study. In 1982, partttme

students were over 50% of total doctoral enrollments. This large proportion

of part-time students lays the rate at which doctoral degrees are granted. A

For full-time doctoral students, pre-doctoral National Research Service

Awards currently offer less than a million dollars for nursing fellowships.

In many doctoral programs, this is the only form of student assistance

available for full -time students. Because the opportunities for nursing
fellowships are limited when compared with other disciplines, the National

League for Nursing strongly urges the Committee to etablish an authorized
item for fellowships under the Nurse Training Act.

NURSING RESEARCH

The'nurse's orlentaticeris quite different from the orientation of the

physician. The physician seeks to diagnose and, when possible, treat a
Pathologic syndrome.-- Nurses, in addition to carrying out the therapeutic
regimen prescribed by tht physician, seek ways to help the healthy individtlal

maintain the best physical and mental status possible and to help the
individuili with specific health probldms to deal with their situationaeln the

most positive way possible.
t

.

There are ',onerous studies rating reductions in post operative

com 11,plications,4hospitalstay, and 4:rtanalgesics
on

as a result of

preoperative teaching provided by nurses. In one study, infection control
practitioners (75% of whom are nurses) were proven effective in decreasing the

occurence of hospital acquired infeations.-. This is critical when one
'Eonsiders that currently in this country we haie 2,007,000 hospital acquired
infections per year, half of which are preventable, and that these infections

result in 6,409,000 additional hospital days, for a total cost of one billion

dollars. 4,

In another study, nursing intervention among mothers with a history of

child abuse resulted in improvedlrealth of BB% of the children observed and no

need for hospitalizing these children. This was in,dramatic contrast to the

'
control group in which 90% of the children were hospitalized as a result of

parental abuse or neglect.

The 1983 ION study brought the need for nursing research to the

A attention of the scientific community and advocated a federally-sponsored

ce'er for nursing research as cited below:

"A substantial share of the health care dollar is ixpended on direct

nursing care, yet the professionals who deliver this care work without

the benefit of a strong organizational base to stimulate and support

scientific folestigatioeq,in their field. The committee believes that a

tinter of nursing reseer is needed at a high level in the federal

government to be % focal point for promoting the growth of quality

nursing research.°15

Nursing research funds have been administered winder; the direction of

the Division of Nursing, Bureau of Health Professionals, Health Resources and

() ;
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Services Adithistration; MKS. Though the adwinistrationof these funds has
been excellent, the Division of Nursing is not as visible to the public or to
Congress as the National Itflitute of Health: Nursing this year (1904) was

ltallotated $9 million; a sad contrast to the $3.6 billion NIH budget.

If one accepts the praxises that nursing is an important cVmpinest of
the U.S. health care system and that research is an essential mechanise in any
profession to improve the quality of practitioners and services provided, then
one must cOnclude that there is inequity in thelallocation of federal research
and developmentfunds.y.

The most traditionfl and acceptable method to assure the successful
completion of vital health research has been through the NIH. Since NIH is
the vanguard, the recognized leader of biomedical reselhsch in thenation, the
minimal support of nursing research within NIH tt.appil Ting. If nursing-is to
be brought into the the mainstream of .scientific'investigation, there mustbe
a visible, coordinated, and active effort within the auspices of NIH. Any
such research endeavors at Nut would involve working in h collaborative way
with existing NTH coeyonents.ang structures, enhancing rather than interfering
or competing with other.resewa efforts. Nursing research is indeed unique
in what it offers to the health of the nation.

The National League forltursing firmly supports the formation of a d.
National Institute of Nursing, as passed by the House of Representativ's lebt
fall (MR 2350).. A strong federal presence for nursing research is important,
not only because it would strengthen nursing research endeavors, but also
because of the improvements and cost savings it would bring to our nation's
health care system.

We appreciate the opportunity to present our views and hope the
Coanittse will give serious consideration to our recommendations regarding the
need fair increased funding for nursing education. and nursing research.

We would be pleased toyspond to 4,ny request for clarification or
further information.

4
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The Honurable Orrin Hatch
Chat roan
Senate Labor and Human Reaourcea Committee
Hart Senate Office Ruilding, Roca S27
wanhinnton, P.C. 20510

O.ar Senate' Hatch:

We very much appreciate the opportunity to add our testimony to the health
profesaione education program [Ford.

Tun copies of our teteernt are enclosed.

jwl
Fnc,

sincerely yours,

0A..4 1L'1.1 MML4-
Gary ..liersan, Rh.tllp et
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Statement by

Gary L. Pileratan, Ph.D.
President

Association of University Programs
in Health Administration

March 23, 1984

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

On behalr of the nation's health administration programs, I would like to
thank you far affording us the opportunity to submit testimony in connection
with the reauthorirat ion of health professions education programs.

By way of background, the Association of University Programs in Health
Administration (AUPRA) is a 36-year-old consortium, consisting of 1S3 health
administration programs in 144 colleges and universities throughout the
world. These educational programs are designed to strenthen and improve
administrative and managerial leadership in the health care delivery system.

The Critical Need for Competent Health Administrators

Recently, Mt. Chairman, this Committee heard testimony from Dr. Edward H.
Brandt, the Assistant Secretary for Health. In his statement, Dr. Brandt
quite accurately pointed out the new demands for well-trained health
administrators as a result of changing patterns of organisation and practice.
This country is experiencing well-documented shortages of professionally
trained administrators for home health agencies, long-term care facilities,
rural hospitals, HMOs, and PPOa. However, Dr. Brandt failed to mention the
fact that, new organizations aside, the current work force of health
administrators Le seriously lacking in education and management skills
training. In fact, it is estimated that two-thirds of the nation's health
admin. et rat ore have not received adequate training and edugpt ion for their
Jobs.

Mr. Chairman, this country needs an effective health administration
education system to accomplish the goals of improved health services
productivity, competition, and the expansion of alternative delivery systems.
These objectives will not be achieved without a more adequate supply of
competent health administrators.

Today, for example, expenditures for health care consume 10.54percent of
the GNP, or about double the share held in 1960. If current trends are
allowed to continue, national health care costs will grow to account for as
much as 12 percent of the GNP by 1990.

As the members of this Committee are well aware, increases of this
finitude would eventually threaten a serious hemorrhaging in our society.
for this reason, the Congress and the Executive Branch are examining a variety

962
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of cost containment measures designed to slow the growth in health care
costs. Vtrtu4lly all of these measures, including the recently enacted
prospective payment system, are dependent upon there being an adequate supply

of competent health services manager*. They are the individuals who are
ultimately responsible for administering cost containment measures, as well as 41

grappling with problems of nursing shortages, physician availabilqy, and
practitioner competence.

In short, health services administrators could accurately be regarded as
the linchpin of our Iealth delivery system. Yet, as I mentioned earlier,
two-thirds of the nation's health administrators have not received adequate
training and education in this field. As a result, (1) our efforts at cost
containment are weakened and fall short of expectations, and (2) hospital
facilities and health profeselonr.ls continue to function less productively, in
inadequately managed settings.

In light of these facts, Mr. Chairman, one can only conclude !tat the
Administration's proposal to terminate authorisations for health
administration programs is misguided. The overwhelming evidence points to the

need for an expanded effort in this area. for, as Dr. Brandt pointed out, the
health delivery system is lacking in the key resource necessary to implement

effective coat controls and for the development of low cost alternative
services. aiHealth administration programs are the pr urce for attracting young
people to careers in health management, training

t
m properly, and for

upgrading present managers. These programs respond to the task by keeping

students abreast of new developments in health management, teaching cost
containment to other health profession*, conducting management research, and

offering continuing education.

Title VII of the Pvbl.c Health Service Act authorized two programs in

health administration:

Graduate Programs in Health Adainistration - Section 701

yrtder this program, grants are awarded to public or nonprofit private
educational institutions to auppert graduate programs in health
administration, hOspital administration, and health planning. The

program is successful in increasing nonfederal investment in training
for health services management. To participate in this pro;ram,
institutions must provide a minimum base of nonfederal funds.

Currently, every federal dollar generates three or more dollars in
nonfeder I support.
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Health Administration Trainseships - Section 791A

006er this program, grants are awarded to public and nonprofit
private educational institutions. The grants support traineeships
for graduate study in accredited programs in health administration,
health policy analysis, and planning. The programs are located in a
variety of graduate schools, including health sciences, business, end
public administration. The traineeships must serve primarily
minority and mid-career students.

The federal investment In these programs is comparatively small, yet
remarkably effective. Furthermore, the one-ing statute has succeeded in
stimulating nonfederal support for these programa-. (Historically, federal
funds have be -n over-matched by a better than three-to-one ratio.)

Recommendation

The AUPHA recommends modest increases in both the graduate programs
activity end in traineeships. This increase is necessary tc, assist an
expanded number of programs.

Graduate programs in health
adainistration (Section 791)

Traineeships (Section 791A)

1985 1986 1987
$3,000,000 $4,000,000 $5,000,000

61,000,000 $1,500,000 82,500,000

In keeping with the programs' objective of encouraging nonfederal support,
AUPHA recommends that the threshold requirements for nonfederal support be
raised to $200,000 for fiscal year 1985, $225,000 for fiscal year 1986, and
6250,000 for fiscal year 1987.

Mr. Chairman, I will be hrppy to provide any additional information the
Committee desires. 1 want to thank you again for the opportunity to present
testimony on this most important subject.

96
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April 11, 1984

Senator Orrin G. Hatch
Chairman
Committeceon Labor 4 Human Resources
United States Senate
Room 527 - Hart Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Re: Health Professions Education

Dear Clnator Hatch:

\,-----4e understand that your committee will be meeting soon to mark-up

reauthorization legislation for health professions training. I

am writing to submit; our views regarding a provision of existing

law that authorizes support for residency training in preventive

medicine. I would also request that this letter be made a part

of the hearing record on the subject.
%.

,..

v,,,

' The Association of Teachers of Preventive Medicine is an academic

society composed of teachers and reearchers in the field of
preventive medicine and community lwalth.

A substantial portion of our membership slog includes medical school

departments of. preventive medicine. As such, our organization has

bed a long - standing interest tm federal authorities which foster

the to hing if prevention. When current health professions
authorities were debated and enacted three years ago, the ATPM

playect,an activ... role in eventual enactment of Section 793 of the

Public Health Serice Act.

The Administrationlhas proposed that for fiscal year 1985, Si. million

be authorized for preventive medicine residencies. Given the

history of this program and the needs it was designed to address,

this ceiling would clearly be insufficient.
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During the first year that this program was funded, P183, $1 million
was appropriated. These funds were awarded to twenty (21) schools
of medicine and public health to spipport seventy-three (73) residents.
In FY83. cammitments were made to these programs for a three-year
period through FY85. As the enclosed chart indicates, at that time
the Division of Medicine contemplated a growth in funding for an
additional eighteen (18) residents in year 02 of the program, and a
leveling off of support for ninety-one (91) residents in year 03.

FY83 funds, however, were used for an abbreviated funding cycle of
only three months during that fiscal year, from July 1 - September 30,
1984. As a result, an increase of funding was required for year 02,
which was for nine months (October 1, 1984 - June 30, 1985), just to
keep pace with continuation support for the seventy-three C73)
residents funded in year 01. Therefore, for FY84, Congress
appropriated $1.6 million for this program to assure level funding.

FY85 funds will therefore be used for year 03 of this prqgram, the
funding cycle for which will constitute a full twelve months, from
July 1, 1985 through June 30, 1986. In addition to stretching
year 02 funds further by compressing them into a nine-month period,
the Division of Medicine also changed the funding cycle to make
it consistent with the academic cycle of funding residents.

The affect of these changes in the funding cycle for the program
means that in FY85, $2.3 million will be needed to continue funding
at the original level of_seventy-three (73) residents. Because
year 33 of the program will be for a full twelve months, continuation
funding needs will level off in that year.

As the above indicate's, therefore, reauthorization ceilings will
need to be higher than the current funding level for this program
if actual cutbacks are to be avoided. Given that the overall
funding level relative to need is so small already, we would
encourage a close examination of this program during your consideration
of its reauthorization to assure that its purpose is not jeopardized.

As always, we would be pleased to assist your committee in any way
that we are able as it considers this matter.

Sincerely,

John M. Last, M.D.
President

.1M1./Ibk

cc: .David Sundwdll, M.D.

O
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GRANTS FOR PREVENTIVE MEDICINE RESIDENCY TRAINING

APPLICANT

FY 1983 FY 1184 FY f985
ProjectBudget Periods

01 Year 02 Year 93 Year 04 Year 051E Period

(3 mos.) (9 mos.) (12 mos.)

University of Maryland, MD 34,478 122,912 122,912 -0- -0- 280,302

Univ. of North Carolina, NC 79,124 114,420 114,420 -0- -0- 307,964

Tulane University, LA 40,850 120,650 120,650 -0- -0- 282,150

University of Arizona, AZ 48,867 116,539 140,484 -0- -0- 305,890

Loma Linda University, CJI 52,099 120,728 120,728 -0- -0- 293,555

University of Ca., L.A., CA 40,700 69,737 64,737 -0- -0- 175,174

University of Michigan, MI 38,460 92,320 126,34u -0- -0- 257,120

Univ. of California, Berkley, CA 43,704 113,982 113,982 -0- -0- 271,668

University of Alabama, AL 84,180 108,240 108,240 -0- -0- 300,660

Ohio State University, OH 27,t32 54,528 94,528 -0- -0- 216,608

SUNY, Stony Brook, NY 67,786 147,707 146,046 -0- -0- 362,339

Johns Hopkins Univ., MD 41,489 137,04 13i,074 .-0- -0- 315,637

University of Washington, WA 27,845 101,492 101,492 -0- -0- 230,829

Mt. Sinai Medical Center, NY 55,593 85,500 80,640 -0- -0- 121,731

University of Illinois, Chicago,IL 48,150 159,600 159,600 -0- -0- 367,350

Med. College of Wisconsin,WI 38,052 78,995 82,377 -0- -0- /99,424

University of Hawaii, HA 40,893 50,471 51,971 -0- -0- 143,335

University or S. Carolina,Columbia 69,437 129,680 107,293 -0- -0- 306,410

University of Rochester, NY 41,246 171,334 rii,334 -0- -0- " 383,914

Oreuon Health Sciences University 3,310 53,498 53,498 -0- -0- 110,206

Total
$923,895 $2,189,407 $2,219,146 -0- -0- 5,332,348

indirect costa (80 73,647 170,873 173,252 -0- -0- 417,772

TOTAL $997,542 $2,360,280 $2,392,398 -0- -0- $5,750,120

Number of Residents 73 91

Program Support $412,540 $377,304
*differences in totals .

Stipend Support 511,355* 1,812,103
due to indirect coats

1

Average Stipend: $20,000/year Additional cost for 18 residents in year two: $460,000

9 6/
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April 18, 1984

Ns, James Powe!.1
Labor and Human Resources Committee
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20513

Dear Hr. Powell:

1 respectfully request that the enclosed be included
in the hearing record on S.H. 2281, on the reauthorization
of the National Health Service Corps. Thank you.

407

S cerely,

! ephen Newman, N.1.
President ANSR

75241CittredgeStreet Sults Betkeloy CA 94704 (415)841-6500 est 512
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April 4, 1984

Testimony of Stephen R. Newnan. M.S.

Senate Labor and Human Resources Committee

I would like to thank you tor permitting me to submit this testi-.

many. My name is Stephen lawman. I am a third year family

practice resident at San rrancisco General Hospital, and a

National Health Service Corp Scholarship recipient. I will

begin four years of obligated service this July. I am

hers on behalf of the ISsalociation of National Nialth Service

Corp Scholarship Recipients AMMO, which represents scholarship
recipients from 4$ states in all levels of traiWing. NOR
was formed last fall by obligated health professionals who
were distressed about recent changes in the philosophy of
the National Health Service Corp (snap.

As a first year medical student at George Washington University

in 1"..77, I recall meeting with the Corp director on our canpus."

I remember the vision we shared of a new form of health care
delivery for those pee:Ants, who far reasons of *OP,
language, or poverty, were unable to receive cal attention.

I remember-the vision of an expending Corps witk federally
funded providers working in, federally assisted sites, on Indian

reservations, in rural areas, and in our inner cities. I

remember the promise of a career with the NHSC for those of'
us who found the Corps preferable to traditional private

praptice. Seven years later as I look forward to serving my

obligation, I have discovered that the Carp has undergone
significant changes; gbhanges which my colleagues and I believe

violate the spirit and intent of engross and deprive thousands

access to health care.

The impact of cuts in federal public health programa is havinq

repercussions throughout the country. According to statistics

pfovided by the National Health Law Program, eight states and

32 urban areas report alarming increases in infant deaths

since 1981. As community health Centers have been forced to

cut services, and in the worst cases close their doors, and

as fewer and tower private physicians are willing to see
Medicaid patients, NMSC doctors and dentists can fulfill

en important and growing need. Unfortunately, recent Corps

policy changes have altered the mission of the Corps.and
thus its ability to respond to pressing needs. In this regard

we have two specific concerns.

212411UreigeStmot SuthoS Nerkele CA 04704,01108444400 ext. 512
;,

.141110,
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Stephen R. Newman, M.D.

In the'41ast s,x months, 4O% of all Hpalth Manpower. Shortage
Areag (HMSA's) have been"Bedeaiepated--most of them urban.
Harlem, the South Bronx, East Los Angeles, netroie and
Atlanta are not "needy" enough to warrant HMSA-designation,
despite the fact that health status indicators for these
I,oserty ridden communities remain among the worst in the
country. As a consequena of loging HMSA designation,othese
needy communities can no longer recruit NHSC physicians or
dentists. How does the administration justify this action?
They subscribe to the diffusion theory, a yet unproven
hypothesis which assumes that physician maldistribution
will be corrected through the operation of competitive
market mechanisms. In other words, intense competition
resulting from a predicted oversupply of physicians will
force physician migration into the least desirable practice
locales--urban ghettoes. -

This position represents a significant departure from
longstanding Congressional intent that the NHSC serve
the'needs of both urban and rural shortage 'ogees, land
in some instanees, clearly ignores recommendations of
state health plann'ng agencies regarding needs in their
states. In dedesignating urban areas, we believe that
the Administration is blatantly misinterpreting the law
and regulations governing HMSA designation. Furthermore,
this discriminatory interpretation will mean that the
quality of care received by many inner city residents
yell deteriorate. The consistent medical manpower provided
by Corp health professionals will no longer be available.

We believe federal policy should continue to recognize and
supyort the health manpower needs of urban, inner city
comiinities. We urge Congress in this reauthorization
process to reaffirm its intent that the NRSC serve both
urban and rural areas. We urge the Congress to review
these regulations and ensure that the Administration's
interpretation is consistent with Congressional intent.

In its process of identifying placement sites for NHS
professionals this year, Corp administrators imposed a new
criteria which is clearly biased against the urban poor.
This "Attractiveness Index" fails to.consider a population's
need for medical services, focussing solely on geographic
access. This criteria was developed and implemented without
any public review or Comment. We believe that NHSC placement
policy must recognize barriers I/etiquette, economic, cultural)
in addition to geography. Por this reason, we recommend that
the Attractiveness Index be abolished.
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ANSR fully unpoorts the concept of the Private PraCtice
92cion. As many of our members haw. unfortunately discovered,
:som sisoe slated for the Private Practice Option (PPM cannot
support a physician in private', practice. Doctors are forced
to awsune large capital expenditures at their own' risk. Tne
Corp's promise of technical assistance in helping physicians
to develop viable PPO's is not always made available. In

this year's placement cycle, m400 of all placements are to
be PPo. we'believe that scarce federal resources should be
targeted to communities that cannot financially support
a private practice. Federal salaried positions should be
allocated to the areas of reatetst need (HMSA's 01 and 02).

The PPO should 1)4
e

allowed In any HNSA (01-04) pursuant to
Pl. 97-35.

In duthoring the legislation, the Congreee.astutely recognized
the importance,oZ a suitable matc=wein the obligee, his or
her family. and the underservye g ity in promoting retention
of Corps personnel. This is apparently not a priority for
NHSC administrators. ANSR has documented numerous inappropriate
matches where families are forced to live apart, bilingual
health professionals are not utilized effectively, and where
physicians ere not appropriately trained to meet the medical
needs of the community.

Upon leaving residency training, young physicians are faced
with the awellome duty of being solely responsible for patient
care. This is an immense responsibility for Corpsphysicians
workz-ig in isolated rural communities where medical back-up
is not always available. The NHSC's expectation that physicians,
against their own good judgement, will practice beyond their
scope of treining is/not acceptable, to ANSR, Pediatriciani,
should not be expected to deliver babies and treat adult
diseases.

S

When my tollesgues and I joined the NHSC we understood that a mayor
Corps goal was to encourage obligated physicians to continue
to practice in underserved areas after they completed their
obligations. We understood that the NNW was designed to
address the long-term problems of medically needy communities;
dot to provide a temporary infusion of medical manpower.
Although, retention appears to have been successful in previous
years when placement opportunities were less restrictive,
comments ANSR has received from obligees in'the present
placement cycle lead me to believe that the retention rate
/or 'this group will be.dismel. We feel it is imperative
that Congress seek to enssre enforcement of Section 333(8
of the 1981 Public Health Service Act which clearly stipulates
that the NHSC attempts to make suitable matches between
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obligees, their spouses, and underserved communities.

I would also lake to bring to your attention the serious
problems obligees are experiencing with the Corps. Thie
year's placement cycle provides many examples.

o With less than two weeks left in tne 1964
placement cycle matching process, obligees
who had tentatively matched to sites under
the Early Decision Alternative in September.
are now being notified that their match is
dAsapproved as a consequence of the rampant.
dedesignation. This ill-timed action leaves
obligees and dedeaignated communities with
few options.

0 Placement opportunity lists sent to obligees
lest summer contained many sites that were
in fact not sites. Unfortunately, many
oblieees did not learn,this until they agent
considerable time, money, and effort developing
a site.

o Obligees, who request an extension of their
deferment period, but not beyond the allowable
three years, are forced to sign a Conditional
Service Agreement, essentially agreeing to
waive all rights tc participate in the matching
process.

ANSR can provide extensive documentation of these problems.
we believe this situation warrants an in-depth Congressional
investigation into the administrative practices of the NHSC.

There are twn final concerns I would like to bring to ylur
attention. Prior to the 1961-64 academic year, students on
!MSC scholarships received the equivalent of a SS50 per month
living stipend and an educational expense allowance. Last
year, Congress eliminated the allowance and cut stipends
by 5200 per'month, forcing students to take out Loans to meet
basic living expenses. These loans, as well as loans incurred
during undergraduate education, will become due when students
begin serving their obligation. raced with present salary
levels, NHSC obligees will have a diffiefilt time repaying loans
while supporting their families. Tha 59,000 salary cut
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imposed on obligees beginning service last July reduces
salaries for this group below the 1978 level. In effect,

those of us who chose to continue residency training are

being punished. Had I eaected to serve my obligation
after completing only a one-year internship, two years

ago, I would receive o ,-eler salary than my colleagues
who were board ',-rtainly, I am more valuable

to the Co l. .w.nr than a general

practits.:. . ANSH by of 113 who accepted

a NHSC lac .arship inateau t a military scholarship should
not be pei ized. WO belie Congress should appropriate
sufficient ands to provide students on NHSC scholarships
the educate ii expense all 4ance and a realistic monthly

stipend. should be ro-established between those
who chose the ::.1tary scholarship and those of us who

chose the Corps. Furthermore, salary levels should reflect
training and skil. rather than the date an obligee eminences

his or her' service obligation.

It is my understanding that the NHSC was designed to serve
as:a match-maker between health professionals and underserved
communities. The goal was to make a good stable marriage
between the two; one that would endure beyond the doctor'r
obligated service. This makes sense, and is e lrtant
long-range step in alleviating physician meld.- ation.

The present situation bears more resemblance t .notgun
mar:iage, these unsuitable matches will not promote retention
and .inderserved communities will net enjoy a stable, long-term
source of medical care. Shpuld these policies continue
over the next few years when the pipeline runs dry, the

NHSC will have accomplished little in redistributing
medical manpower. We urge the Congress in the course of the
reauthorization of this legislation to review the overall
mandate of the NHSC program and make those changes which
are necessary to ensure that the longstanding goals of the
program are met.

Again, I would like to thank you for f..0 .:pportunity to
testify before you today. I would be happy to answer any
questions you may have and look ft:ward to working with you
and your staff in resolving these issues.

9 ;43



ANSR ISSUES MID ISCOPOSIMVATIkilia
The Association of MathOnal 11041th Scholarship Recipients (AMU, whom membership includes

Asocial= of MEC recipients from fourty-eight states and all levels of training, wee formed last fell by
scholarship recipients who were distressed about recent changes in tee philosophy of the Corps.**data* amMisals

Z1 as CITY CONNUNIMS OMNI= NW purommiL

Shortsighted interpretation of designation co:gelatines/ has reeelted is
the &designation of 4011 of all filth Manpower Shortage Areas (INISA'0).
mostiork time inner city area, within the last six months. These include
RUINS, the South Bronx, last Los kelpies, Detroit and Atlanta. Despite
the fact that health statue indicators for them poverty ridden committee
remain among the worst is the coustry, they can no longer recruit NNW
physicians or dentists.

As pliantly implemented, the NOMA designation promos:

ignores longstanding Cengsweeional intent that the IWSC serve
the needs of both urban and rural shortage arms,

ignores recommusdations of state health planning agencies
regarding needs in their states, and

does not adequately consider *commie, cultural and language
barriers which restrict access to health care services.

MSC PLACEMENT POLICY

Misr placement policy has undergone wafer changes in the last year:

" A second layer of site designation criteria implied by Corpe
administrators discriminate against the urban poor whose mod
for medical services is not considered in the process of
identifying placement sites. This criteria was developed and
implemented without any public review or comment.

Nary of the MiSC sites slated for the Private Practice
Option WPM do not hem a sufficient financial ham to sustain
a pr vete practice forcing obligees to aseum large capital
emenditures at their own risk. Technical assistance promised
by the Corps to assist physicians in amassing the viability
of site, is often not available.

ACCONNEKDATIONS

1) Federal policy *Meld continue to recognise
and support the health manpower needs of
urban inner city commomaties. Congress
should reaffirm its intent th&t the NNW
aerie thaw needs of both urban and rural
areas.

2) The MIA designation regulationenust be
reviewed to ensure that the Administratiott
interpretation is consistent with
congressionl incest.

RF.CcidelliaDATIOSIS

1) The so called "Attractiveness Index"
should be abolished.

2) federally supported MSC positions
should be targeted to the areas of
greatest need (41t0A's 01 and 02).
The APO should be allowed in any
NNSI,(01 -04) pursuant to P.L.97 -15.

X34101teedoe Sheen Sue, 116441ey CA 94704 (415) 5414400 sal 512
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N118: PLACEMENT POLICY (continued)

Contrary to Congreselonal intent which clearly stresses
the importance of a suitable match in promoting retention
of Corps personnel in underaerved areas. PPM administators
make little, if any, attempt to match a health profesiional's
ethnic background or ausily circumstances with the umereerved
community where he or she ie ries.qned.

Nany NNSC physician/5, against their own good judgement. are ex-

pected to practice beyond their scope.of training. Pediatricians,
fcr example, are expected to deliver babies and treat adult

diseases.

ADMINISTRATIVE PROOLEMS PLAGUE TRE MNSC AND ?INMATES ITS VIABILITY

Obligees in the 1984 placement cycle have been subject to
late information, misinformation and contradictory information
regarding placement opportunitifii. creating undue hardship for
obligees, their families and the underserved communities.
This la partially attributed to communication problems between
the Central Office and the Regional Offices.

'With lee, than two weeks left in the 1984 placement cycle matching
process, obligees who had tentatively matched to sites under the
early Decision Alternative lost September, are now being notified
that their match is disapproved ma a consequence of the rampant

dedesignation. This ill-timed action leaves obligees and
dedesignated communities with few options

'NO mechanism exists for impartial hearings for obligees placed

in default of their obligation.

'Regulations) have been changed repeatedly without public review or

odevent.

STIPEND AND SALARY CUTS

Educational expense allowances were eliminated and stipends were
cut by 1/3 ($200/month) for students on PRISC scholarships. This

forced many students to take out loans to meet minimum living

expenses.
Obligated Corfu personnel muttered $9,000 salary cut in 1913.
Present eater es are below the 197 level. y'

9' ,)

page 2

REVOMNENDATIONS

3) Congress should seek to ensure
enforcement of section 333(f) of the
Public Health Service Act which requires
the Secretary to *wigs to an area a
Corps masher who has (and whose amuse ha
has, if any,) those characteristics
which are characteristic, which increase
the probability at the member's remaining
to serve the area upon completion of his
assignment period."

RSOOMMENVATIONS

1) The Congress; should conduct in-depth
investigation into the administrative
practices of the NNSC and seek to en-
sure that the program is administered
consistent with Congressional intent.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1)Congress should appropriate sufficient
runts to provide student* the educational
&WNWe allowance and a realistic monthly
stipend. Parity should be re-established
boatmen those who chose a military scholar-
ship and those who chnea the, NMSC.
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ANSR
Aseactatlan oi MEC

Schoicaship andpients April 17,1984

Mr. Bruce Bagel
119 Church Street
Weston, MA 02193

Dear Mr. Bagels

Your 1etter to Senator Kennedy was forwarded to me by that office
for response.

Thousands of NBSC scholarship recipients across the country Mare
your concerns regarding the present state of the MSC. Many
obligees, like your daughter Anne, selected the MSC scholarship
inateadtef a military scholarship or loan programs because they
believed in the goals of the MISC. Many planned to serve their
obligation in urinal areas. Unfortunately, few obligees will be
allowed to agree in urban innercity areas because this administratton
does not believe that urban innercity communities are "needy
enough" to warrant placement of MSC physicians. ANSR believes
that this policy is contrary to Congressional intent and clearly
not in this country's best interest.

ANSR is deeply concerned about these issues and the effects
recent NHSC policies are having on under...rind communities
as well as NBSC obligees. Two weeks ago ANSI testified before
Congressmen Waxman's Souse Subcosmdttee on Bealth and the environ-
ment and presented these concerns. I have included a copy of
that testimony for your information. We have also contacted
Dr. Wesley Clark in Senator Kennedy's D.C. office. On March
21, the Senate Labor and Rumen Resources Committee ton which the
Senator sits as Minority Chair) approved a bill authored by
Senator Match reauthorizing the MAC for three years. Although
the Comadttees proposed lending levels for the program substantially
exceed recommendations made by the Administration, many of the other
problems with the Corps were not addressed.

Thank you for sharing your concerns with Senator Kennedy. We hope
that his staff will work with us to bring about the changes that
are necessary to restore the program to Its original goals.

Si rely,

+-It) Va
Sarah Jewel, MPH
Executive Director, AMR

cc: Senator Kennedy
encl

2124 Inftredge Street AIM S Begkeley CA 94704 (415) 041-6500 ad 512
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The American Academy of Pediatrics is pleased to submit testimony on S. 7559,
the "Health Professions Training Assistance Amendments of 1984.° We commend the
Chairman for his interest and support of the federal government's role in the
education of health professional students, particularly in the area of primary
care.

There are several aspects of the forthcoming reauthorization measure which
warrant comment, foremost among them: training grants. Specifically, the
Academy recommends that the Department of Health and Human Services renew empha-
sis on grants to 1) plan, develop and operate approved residency training
program in general pediatrics; 7) plan, develop and operate teaching programs
for medical students in general pediatrics; and 3) plan, develop and operate
programs for the training of physicians who intend to teach general pediatrics.
Total authorizations for the above-mentioned initiatives should be set at not
less than $70 million during each of the next three fiscal years as, in our
,judgment, that is the minimum sum sufficient to meet basic maternal and child
health interests. Moreover, it is the considered view of the Academy that espe-
cially during a period of scarce resources, the primary care specialties should
not receive arbitrarily disproportionate federal assistance.

To underscore the particular value of pediatric primary care training grants,
the Academy commends to your attention data recently developed by the Ambulatory
Pediatric Association, which initiated an analysis of both the programs and
trainees funded by these grants during the past all years. Though the study is
not yet complete, the results are so striking that we believe the preliminary
data should be made available.

The enclosed data (see Appendix I) makes it clear that the grant has acme-
plished its major goal: the development of physicians committed to primary care
practice. Of those pediatricians who trained with grant funding, 96 percent who
are now in practice are in primary care, and kh percent are working in socio-
economically deprived areas. More than half the programs responding cited that
improvement in pr y care curriculum and clinical training had occurred
directly as a t of the grant. They further stated that a loss of grant
support would It in a reversal of these gains, and a shift back to emphasis
on subspecialty rather than generalist training in their teaching programs. It
is obvious that the federal government's/ prior commitment to primary care
training has been a fruitful investment. Such support bas exerted a profound
influence an the may in which primary care is taught. More faculty and better
facilities have given primary care new credibility and respect in the eyes of
physicians-in-training. Quality training is now being provided, and physicians
are therefore more comfortable with primary care and more interested in pro-
viding it to patients. Removing or decreasing funding for this grant would
reverse these gains throughout the country.

The relative availability of funds for res earch and training in the 1960a pro-
moted the growth of subspecialization. The influence of these subspecialties
and of the service funds associated with them was an important factor in
bringing about emphasis on residency training in inpatient settings at the
expense of training in ambulatory care. Traditionally, departments of surgery
and medicine, as compared with departments of pediatrics, have received dispro-
pctonate levels of hospital and medical school support because of the revenue
generated from their hospitalized patients. Lower rates of hospitalization and

9 7
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greater volume of ambulatory care have been contributing factors, and make it

very difficult for genera! pediatric training programs.

Turning for a moment to the proposed bill's student assistance provisions, suf-

fice to reiterate established Academy views. Medical students should be

limited to an aggregate $80,000 in federally Insured loan* for their education,

including tuition, fees, and reasonable living expenses. Interest rates should

he fair and variable in regard to need. Repayment on principal and interest

should be deferred during medical school and length of residency, service in the

armed forces, Peace Corps or National Health Service Corps. Repayment ought to

be permitted Oyer 10-1', years and begin 9-12 months after graduation.

The Academy also favors partial forgiveness of loan principal and interest. in

return for a minimum of two years of service in the 'MSC or in a shortage area:

15 percent for one year; 20 percent each for the second and third year; and 25

percent for the fourth year. The amount of debt that can be paid in this

fashion is HD percent of the principal. Of course, to cases of death, permanent

disability or the like, the loan should he totally discharged.

With respect to enrollment commitment, the Academy would applaud legislation

that atter to release recipients of grants,
loan guarantees and interest sub-

oidiea (such as medical schools) from any contractual obligation to fulfill

related enrollent tneeane. Ti is an effort long overdue.

polt there are other efforts equally overd,:e if the government is genuinely

Aricw, 41,90f 4-.4,1nr 1, deli4er adequa - eosi-effective health care to all

Americana. Clearly today, idvanes in prevention and control of traditional

aeate and infet.icin 4.11.iner
permit the pediatrician to devote more time and

attention to iota' have N.en relatively
reflected ,.ream -- chronic 'disease; the

ierreanine number if hehavi,wal vrohlm ,r childhood and adolescence; and what

a '411 h! ')Y..1.%1
ttNele ta: N problems socially induced or compli,

,aLed by nqlal ani efiviramentai faetora. Because coping with the challenges

,Jwirly will "lqfW an inr:,. in the ineidenre of biosocial problems.

ir)d,rn pediatric tra:oi,e he direet4 more Nperifically to the treatment of

tore problem..

The eentent of experience in D1,590(1.11 pediatrics should include normal and

abnormal growth and development, Male Mehavioral science information, reactions

of children of varioen ages to illness, education for healthy lifestyles and

familiarity with the principal literature regarding child development.

Residents should also learn about the nature of psychelogic and achievement

tests, the principal paychologic therapies, the principles of psychophar-

macology, and the techniques of family counseling. They should be familiar with

the development characteristics
of the parent-child interaction, child pare

practices and dyafunotions in parenting.

Residents should learn to manage such family crises as death and bereavement,

suicide attempts, sexual assault,
accidents, child abuse, birth of a defective

child, separation, divorce, abortion, and a wide range or common behavioral

disorders. Furthermore, they should be able to work with the family to resolve

problems in parenting, well child care,
adoption/foster care, school adjustment,

and learning. They should he familiar with the role of the pediatrician In the

9 7 J
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management of disease states in which psychological elements play an etiologic
or contributory role.

There has been nisi a dramatic increase in our recognition of child health
prohlems associated with poverty. a deteriorating physical environment, changing
family structures and other social and psychological factors. There is growing
eveidence that encouragement of health promotion and changes in lifestyles may
become more important than medical irtervention in affecting morbidity and mor-
tality. The Pediatric comet pity recognizes that pediatric education must
respond to these changes in child health needs. We ask Congress t, follow suit
by authorizing the funds to allow us to develop and maintain an educational
program relevant to those needs.

Ped1:-.tric programs have, in fact, begun to evident', a shift in emphasis toward
treltment ofVosooial disorders through a strengthening of ambulatory training.
But the shift has been slight, and the bulk of pediatric training still takes
place in hospital settings even though the burden of care for children with such
Problems remains largely in the community. We simply cannot continue to all but
ignore the relationship between biosocial and developmental disorders such as
early family adjustment difficulties and school failure and adverse health
effects of those problems. A recognition of that relationship mandates
pediatric education which emphasizes the processes of human growth and develop-
ment and their relationships to health and disease.

Because pediatrics is a primacy care discipline, and because most pediatric
problems are best handled on an otpatient basis, pediatric education should
utilize the skills and demonstrate the commitment to personal, eontinuous care
practiced by the general pediatrician. The oirrent preponderance of hospital-
based teaching in the pediatric curriculum is one indication of the dissonance
between current pediatric education and the health needs of children. By the
completion of formal postgraduate training, most pediatricians are extraor-
dinarily skilled at diagnosin:, and managing illness, especially that or hospita-
lized children. As a consequence of concentrating pediatric resident education
on illness, may if not most pediatric realdents have only a rudimentary
knew:edge of the concept of normality and particularly of the variability
sc rounding the."averagew with regard to child development and health status.

In the future, pediatricians will he called upon sore and more to manage
children with emotional disturbances, learning disabilities, chronic illnesses
and other problems of a developmental, psychological and social nature. They
viii jrovide increased amounts of health oars to adolescents. They will be
expected to manage their practices efficiently, collaborate with other members
of the health care team and use community resources to enhance the effectiveness
of services to children and their families.

The ambulatory esperlence responds to these needs by developing skills in coun-
seling, anticipatory guidance, developmental appraisal, referral, consultation,
use of screening procedures and practice menageoent. Skills relating to the
care of children with chronic illnesses and handicapping conditions are par-
ticularly important. Finally, the ability to coordinate services, plan eosin* -
hensive care and mobilize available comeunity resources is essential to provide
ambulatory care of high quality. To accomplish all this, there remains a

9 3 0
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distinct need fur faculty development and greater support for research related

to ambUlatory care. Fell-time faculty members in ambulatory pediatrics need
formal tralniwin the discipline; it is no longer acceptable to assume that any

iedlatrcin can Leach ambulatory pediatrics.

Unfortunately, the pediatric community finds itself in the ux.enviable position

of reenacting to a dramatic shift in educational need in an atmosphere of fiscal

restrairt. Moreover, increasingly larger percentages of medical school fends

are being devoted to the delivery of patient care, a development which we

recognize is a justified response to the public demand for quality health but

one which means that other sources of support are necessary if service programs

to educational centers are to iay'rnve the teaching environment -- particularly

through the development of model ambulatory care programs. An appropriate

program of grants foe,geneeelgediatric training could respond to this need be

earmarking; funds for the development of ambulatory pediatric models. We would

reiterate, also, that the Academy does not seek additional pediatric residency

poeitions but, rather, the means to improve the quality of existing residency

training and provide the necessary redirection of content.

The need for federal support of ambulatory training programs derives also from

the prevent pattern of reimbursement far pediatric services by third-party

payers. The funds used to support pediatric residencies are pooled true many

sources, including Medicaid, other patient -care revenues, state appropriations

and grants. Current reimbursement formulas directly and indirectly detract floe

the importance of ambulatory care and diminish pediatric department operating

budgets by imposing restrictions on full reimbursement for ambulatory care.

Medicaid reimburses well below the actual cost of providing ambulatory care in a

teaching netting, and many private insurance policies do not cover ambulatory

care. Sixty-five percent of families have no insurance covering office visits

to a physician. Furthermore, procedure-dominated reimbursement systems tend to

discriminate against the provision of preventive services, which constitute a

large proportion of good pediatric practice. Simply stated, pediatric resident!"

programs cannot further expand into ambulatory teaching without independent sup-

port. Only overate and dedicated federal funding can aecceplish teschl

and trainina objective.

We believe increased financial support
channeled into faculty salaries to be the

post effective use of increased Funding. Current eirounstanose find medical

school faculty commonly forced to "earn their keep by delivering medical cars

during cam- teaching hours. This obviously detracts tram teaching time and

effectiveness, in the pediatric field, this problem le oaspounded by the

generally longer hours required of practicing pediatricians and the above-

mentioned disproportionate financial stress on pediatric deperteents. A more

substantial federal support program would free pediatricians on medical school

faculties to do their job, namely, to teach pediatrics to the best of their

ability.

As the empt isle on teaching ambulatory care increases, pediatric dapertmente

will need to cope with the serious shortages of faculty to teach in such areas

as adolescent medicine, learning disabilities, care of the chronically ill.

ambulatory care, community pediatrics and the behavioral sciences. Faculty

develo2ment in these areas will reluir, tImnejillepportfellowship and
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research positions in these disciplines. This means that pediatric cdUcatiOn,

which is already costly, will grow even more so if it responds to the obvious

health needs of our nation's children. In the past we have been much slower to

finance ambulatory and preventive care than catastrophic or tertiary care.
However, it is increasingly clear that etoonowleal and effective health care

depends ouch more on the former that the latter. We ask you to recognize this

situation in this and future health manpower funding proposals.

Finally, the American Academy of Pediatrics would like to offer its services to

aid in Implementing some of the suggextinnfi made above.

2
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OATH 111111.ISIS

!trait ofyrjoari_care Training Grants sa Pediatrics

4,

SI!!!1Onnaire purvey .!*f Programs 1977-1483

1. Program =- percent of programs have responded -- Representing all

generaphi-al regions of the country. Fifty-three programs have received

some support through this legislation over the past 4iX years.

gp a. lumber of graduates '-- 620

b. Rueter of pediatric residents being trained as a result of these greater
-- 2,189

c. Number of faculty -PTE (Pull Time Equivalents) being supported 7- 132

d. Percent of primary care residents actually fended by Grant (remaining
percent indicates institutional commitment which exists)

1977-70 26 percent
197849 -- 42 percent
1979-80 -- le* percent

Cradustesw-- Type et Prectice

1980 -81 -- 44 percent
1981 -62 -- 42 percent

1987-83 -- 25 percent

a. Cb per-ent of graduates in praetiee are in primary care. This number

eompaes with the estivate of tnr Annual Report of the A.M.A.. 1980,

whlrh Indicated that 73 percent of the pediatricians practicing in the

n.r.. were or/I/idler primary car. .

Of these' grala,tel vin "hose f.Illuship training, almost CO percent
selected primary rare fellw0.1

44 percent arc working in A -.,..i,wk.onomically deprived area.

1. emsduatem .(leAtinai

a. C4 percent Are 1* a large cityfluhurh.

b. 24 are in rural areas qt small tarns.

J. ***suit* tf funding lost -- qualitallre'statements by program directors:

4. More than percent of.progrJmm reported worked improvement in curri-

culum, addition of coasesiitg training mites (schools, camps. day crre

cent ern), improvement in ambulatory or outpatient care with better con-

tinuity of rare provided, attrtion of better quality trainees. and,
greater recognition within programs of the importance of primary care.
These gains would he loot if Punting is diminished or withdrawn.

h. Most respondents felt a loss of funds would result in a decrease in tit*

quai.y of primary rare trifling; emphasis would once again shift to

inpatien, s.ibsperialty train1nv and lead to a decrease in wail-trained
primary elr-

I
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TOTAL FIRST YEAR EURCUPERTS APtO FEMALE FIRST YEAR ENROLLMENTS
IN SCHOOLS Fon SELECTED HEALTH OCCUPATIONS. 1992 -83

All

First
Year

Enrollments

Female
First
Year

Enrollments

Percent
Female

Medicine 18,936 5,890 31.1

NO 17.254 5,462 31.7

00 1.68Z 428 25.4

Podiatry 724 150 20.7

Dentistry 5,498 1.223 22.2

Optometry 1/ 1,249 335 26.8

Pharmacy 6,S74 3.496 53.2

Veterinary NediLim! 1/ 2,246 1,079 48.0

0011c mealth Mnt Not tint

Available Ayallablc Available

1/ These data are for acadmic year 19814: anti are the latest availablv

at present.
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*able h-l-t. mom 4 CCR4111101 44214 !Al 4191.20411. IO 6.8.

94 1. 03111811..
UMW. 411=4141 401811113C IMMO.

1441-44 WOO= 1041 -42

Umebec leavost Woreect 40plicomity-

02 of Ono' 400eated hasaptamee

hamdaeAc Year Schools idtplicattta* 118010aate Noe %Loom Matte

1941-4243 8 7 14.241 4.1 *0.1 41.1 1.7

1347-1444 94 14.724 14.4 11.9 54.4 1.1

1971-1172 102 34.172 12.4 41.* 41.1 2.4

1177-1974. 122 40.140 21.1 11.2 0.0 2.9

1978 -19"x9 111 31.434 28.1 *9.4 43.7 3.3

1270-1990 1111 14.141 14.3 84.1 44.1 3.1

1140-12111 124 14.140 21.2 47.9 44.4 2.1

1141-1141 Ili 14.727 11.4 47.7 41.7 t.1

mouromps pats 4inno*1 tirlit an Milactolidsostiopqm M. 4441,11. amp. 441ems

144. VD. 24. CadaNdow 341/11. 10421
0,414111114 gm, Imams 44. lehomere. 1971. aged

dtaarao, 401eao 97. dtmeoboa. 1441.

spree the male at agealloaate,
heedolathia of tstoriaaa 44410a1 calmer.

449,11c.aat data dives Mac Urn -On ado far 119 tiatmola sad emelidie the chatter alamiaa

Lt iftrehimicorn man Maiwureity. Marttatares Oletettall
Oaiverrity itc West inivinta. and

Catholic Voteeraity its iltorto Um.
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Table 1-1,2. r11 1-srmas 0.0. 141101C11. GC110611 6711102.12101W, t 1 041004314

1970-79 111100011 1902-61

124 IA:Movie

1971-90 111,0-01

1211 Sulsouls 126 Schouis
100112

120 sctooto
19102-41

127 00.00010

Number Wercont Number Percent mu low Percent Member Percent Number 110,04000t

Kohn 12,119 74.0 12.217 72.2 12,220 71.1 11,951 49.2 11,792 60.1

eumen 4,162 25.2 4,711 37.0 4,966 211.9 5.117 10.11 5,462 11.7

ItnAv 16,501 100.0 16,910 100.0 17,104 100.0 17.261 120.0 17,214 100.0

Ir lodes etutient repeating, reentering or cantinuirg.

acuocel 9011 0nrollment u (veg, Association of American Medical Colleges, Mcaresber 22, 19112.

'fable A 1-3. (0.4.4a.1 TOTAL 0.0. 111111CnI, SC1001. 0/111011M1147, PI ammo,

19711-79 1000000 19112-01

1971-79 1971-10 1,110-01 1901-42
124 tihAigbig 176 scboas 126 lichcole 126 Schools

1903-01
127 Sdhoola

1;10000.! Humber Percent Au-.1bwr percent Humber Foment Mumbox Percent Welber Percent

Men 47,111 75.7 47.451 74.7 47,116 71.5 47.791 72.1 47.151 70.6

ogumMfi 15,1V7 24.1 14,141 25.1 17,741 16.5 111,505 27.9 19.597 211.4

TOTAL 62,111 100.0 61,800 100.0 065,10, 100.0 00,296 1010.0 66,741

IOU. 0

.7(.4.1 Includes IS Students tram odium gender mom rant report.d.

11.,uscel 1411 Knsollnent 0514ey, Apipmlimtlun or swerlican Medical Colleges, Porember 22, 1913.
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Tibia A-I-2.

Oacialittenic Grasp

flilif-111511 0.8.

1010-79
ilWrost

MEDICAL 8511801. 11111101.1/111111a 1111 41CIALATI11lIC 9506? *00anmosir
1918-79 TI M28 19025

1919-08 1980-01 1951-82 1904-03

0.9. Ultima

Euebat Parson 1111;61 aToat Ilembot Toccala

VAlto 14,062 91.7 14,250 04.2 14,262 105.0 14,215 82.4 14,005 81.6

0oattropcosoota4
NitscItles'

Olock 1,061 6.4 1,100 6.3 1,128 6.6 1,196 6.9 1,145 6.6

AMMICAM Iodide or
Alaskan Native

liosicos imecicao/

4/ 0.3 63 0.4 67 0.4 70 0.4 62 .4

Caicos. 260 1.6 290 1.1 258 1.5 )00 1.8 305 1.8

Amato titan
(lloielmod) IS 0.5 86 0.3 93 0.5 101 0.6 114 .7

(!distal) (1,441) (6.0) (1,547) (0.1) (1,548) (9.0) (1,671) (9.7) (1,626) (9.4)

Otkom 0.8. 'gadgets

Alga Of riCitiC
ioltadoc 452 2.7 302 3.0 irs 3.3 765 4.4 016 3.4

Motto Woos IN 1.1 226 1.3 241 1.4 250 1,3 229 1.3

(Commommoaltli)
Other Ilapastc 151 0.9 188 1.1 224 1.1 247 1.4 rps 1.6

(8obtotat) (752) (4.7) (916) (0.6) (1,037) (6.6) (1,262) (7.3) (1,441) (8.4)

atidootitiad - 40.. - ...V .... 6 0.0 9 0.0

Foreign 228 1.4 208 1.3 339 2.0 111 0.6 91 0.3

Cased Total 46.501 1011.0 /6.930 100.0 17,180 180.0 17,260 180.0 17,276 100.0

Mica-yam aorolimast tabula nos setraata and Chose ottolosta ropeeclos, raentorins or camisoles.

*CS. titivate codollood is 1901-82 aid chersetter to tooled+ tellateant 11044eata.

Sacco, toll Enrollment Swam. Amovietia of Aaarican Medical Collages, Ileventes 22, 1082.
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Table A-1-4. TOTAL 0.8. 1W1CA. 006i00.. 1010114200% ISACIAL/IITOMIC MOW ASP CITIOMOV01,*

1970-19 MOWN 1982-A13

lacial/gtbaic Gruen 1978-19 1979-00 1900-81 1901-07 1982-03

8.5. Mammas

SMINkiiThf 116111e Pertamt mat dint r arent iecaat

Obits 41,720 86.4 44.854 86.0 55,434 85.0 46,201 84.8 56.012 81.9

Underrepresented
Minorities

Sleet 1,147 5./ 1,617 5.0 3,700 5.7
4

3.084 4.9 3.069 5.8

4osricoo Indian or
Alaskan Matter 202 0.3 212 0.1 111 0.3 229 0.3 134 .4

Melton Asericool
CLicano 882 1.4 964 1.5 951 1,5 1,040 1.6 1,071 1.6

Puerto Ricers
(Mainleed) 211 0.4 283 0.4 319 0.5 350 0.5 369 .6

(Subtotal) (4,898) (7.0) (5.006) (8.0) (5,209) (8.0) (5,503) (0.3) (5,544) (0.1)

Ocher U.S. Students

Aslas or PorSele
Islander 1,492 1.6 1,777 2.0 1.924 3.0 2,410 3.8 2,916 4.4

Puerto Rican 611 1.0 100 1.1 790 1.2 856 1.3 901 1,4

(Commoromalth)
Other Mispanie 489 0.8 567 0.9 603 1.0 4147 1.3 962 1.4

(Subtotal) (2,61a) (4.4) (3.044) (4.8) (3.404) (5.1) (4,221) (6.4) (4,601) (2.2)

Unidentified -- -- 12 0.0 55 0.1 7 0.0 17 0.0

roviain 897 1.4 794 1.2 1,056 1.7 166 0.5 154 8.5

Grand Tetal 62.213 100.0 63,800 100.0 65,1419 00.0 66.20 100.0 66.748 100.0

*U.S. Cltisens redefined is 1981-82 and thereafter to Include Permemset MasOdeate.

Sources Fall Enrollment Surrey, Aasociatioo of Americo. Medical Collages. Sorsaboir 22, 1902.
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Academic
Tear

Table 4-1-9.
NMCINK
AcAOSNIC

Number of

teELLS12251

APPLICANTS 1$ 8010018 OF 0813/01411111C
DI 188 UNITED SIAM, ST Ms
MSS 1976-77 M0001 1902-83

Male TASK
Percent
Finals

1976-77 3,707 5/A 01/4 8/A

1977-78 3,918 3,359 559 14.5

1978-79 3,530 2.920 610 17.3

1979-80 3,856 3,091 765 19.8

1980-01 3,786 2,982 804 21.2

1981-42 3,885 2,984 901 23.2

1982-83 3,917 2,952 963 24.6

Antxcairs 10 SCI001.8 OF OSTEOVAIDIC =MINS IN M
um= MIMS. ST AACIALMINNIC EAIMAYs

ACADEMIC TEM 1976 IMO= 1982

Acndonic
Veer

Total
Applicants

Minority
Applicsate Slack ti

American
Indian /alms

Parost
!amenity

1976-77 3,707 168 59 33 14 62 4.5

1977-78 3,918 220 111 42 12 55 5.6

1978-79 3.530 231 116 NS 18 59 6.5

1979-80 3,856 312 113 56 19 104 8.1

1980-81 3,786 319 130 76 15 98 8.4

1981-82 3,885 352 138 92 15 117 9.3

1982-83 3,917 433 150 128 16 139 11.1

SOME: aserican Association of Cannes of Os lisSic_gle, Anneal

Statistical Osport4 1:3, Data feeble participating is the

American iSoociation Collages of Osteopathic Medicine Application

Service (AACONA8).
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Tale h -)-4 IMMODIVO, DISOWDMID DOMMIDIMMTO
MO Men DOMINIONIONIMS, SWAIM FOP

IMMO= ISM. 3103-43 WOODS 1101 -

heediebt
3nter

11110190001

ifigetteligaina-.

lietbas el

AMMINEMINielftelN11,

Dotal Me pestle

1552 -f3/ 5.0$ 4.275 1.133 5.457 4.477 550
11111344 5431 COO 1,253 1,571 4.473 1,055

11134411 C 1.171 3.245 1.303 SALO 4.343 1,147

130341$ 5.014 3.374 1.335 SAM 3.114 1.1m
1343417 4.555 * 3.433 1,373 4.525 3.%3, 1.3447

1017.48 4,711 ,317 1.403 4,777 3 iii :133

1314413 4.711 3.317 1.445 4.433 3,401 4232
1115A0 4.715 3,317 1.433 4.413 3,231 14413 .

.
133041 ...... ar

throw. 4#715 3.317 LOD 4,354 ,3,013 1,200

legal Male reale

, 11111-2000
t At

1/ The beets setbsteleer yes used tee all ed these pte$estiese# St

seamed that the muntex at lint -voint eteloss *Sal etittives to demises

dating the sent Uwe rests at Oast the espe rats as *sties the last flow

Tess. Also, it is asseed that the stepactieeed Seale stations will

eentlsoe te ineteese at sheet the tem tete as is the pest.

V Fitsbosses students Om 1512-43 are metes' Mutes.

SOOMChs Swath itesamsaus and Madams dsinialwatidn', skiess et Emelt*

Ftelessises, Dictates edbeeselated end Meats/ loath Dweiesstems#

wit

9:1/

kitJA-1):
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Table 4-3-5. FIRST-Ithe INIDLLsENT 1$ $C8001.8 Of CANT18101 IN TO 011180
STAIRS. MACIASOSINNBC COMM' ACADEMIC MAO 1971-72 11110001 1502-02 if

PacasidetaniC ostopArr

'lots/ ftsat-yeas

hoodlums first-visas slasstsey NorUM Other

yeas aesellassit serollsost *Um illsposic Intim Owl= NfaorIt]

Palm of toduato

1171-72 4,705 412 243 02
1972-71 3,257 475 246 5,
1973-74 5,309 529 273 69

1174-75 4,535 551 219 71
1973 -74 5.691 637 208 75

1970-77 5.869 643 210 96

1977 -74 5,090 641 214 110
1970-19 6,235 681 280 122
1970-00 6.066 745 274 163

1900-81 5,944 772 283 100
1011-02 5.109 876 299 143

1982-03
,

5,423 079 289 187

PIK44104

1071 -72 100.0 0.6 5.2 0.9

1972-73 100.0 9.0 3.0 1.1
1973-74 100.0 9.6 5.1 1.3

1574-75 100.0 9.9 ' 5.0 1.4

1175 -76 100.0 11.2 3.2 1.3

1976-7T 100.0 11.0 4.9 1.6

1977-71 100.0 10.9 1.9

1178-79 100.0 10.9 4.5 2.0
1979-80 100.0 12.3 4.5 2.7

1960-41 100.0 12.9 4.7 2.7

1981-82 100.0 13.1 5.2 3.1

100243 100.0 16.2 5.3 3.4

LI:
128
141
142
LIS
174
225
262
289
'317
373
287

0.1 2.4 0.2
0.1 2.0 0.2
0-2 2.6 0.6
0.2 2.6 0.8
0- 3.3 1.0 .

0.3 3.0 1./
0.2 '3.8 3/
0.3 4.2 2/
0.3 4.8 2/
0.2 5.3 A/
0.4 0.4 31
0.3 7.1 I/

/ Deluca, students at mayoralty of Puerto Atom.

11/ Tar category of `Other slimier see alinissated from first-year student data
for 1177-71 and subsequent years.

800=2 American Dental Association. Cassell on Distal education. Ninowi-v
dt.soent enroAlmmnt Ana 0caosissmxties in 0.4. 0052.al *Meals. for 1911-72 and for

1172-13. minority *mom Isugilewast of /meal Assoft on pineal sducetIon 1913-4,
mod reports for mussequant academic rears.
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.

SUMMARY OF, HEALTH PROFESSIONS TRAINING AFSISTANCE ACT or 1984

This bill reauthorizes current programs in Title VII of the
Public Heralth Service Act for four years at funding levels
consistent with FY 84 epproprietions. The following is a summary
of change. made in the statutes .

1) Redefine "program for the training of physicians
assistants" to focus on training primary health care providers
and emphasize training in disease prevention, health promotion,
geriatrIc*edicine and home health care. (Sec. .701(8)(A))

2) Redefine "alliaOhealth professional" to include higher
degree than the baccalaureate level. (Sec.701(10))

3) Include at lehst ono representative of an allied health
professions education program on the rational. Advisory Council on
Health Professione Education. (Sec. 702)

4) Incluie acquisition of equipment or instrumentation under
grant authority for construction of teaching- facilities. (Sec.
721)

5) Maintain level of federal loan insurance program to a total
principal amount not to exceed $250,000,000. (.Sec. 728)

6) Include students enrolled in post baccalaureate program in
allied health among those entitled to participate in federally
insured Loan programs. (Sec. 729)

7) Amend Health Education Assistance Loan Program in order to
improve administration, collection rate, and allow the Student
Loan Marketing Association to originate loans. (Sec. 734)

8) Amend the Health Professions Student Wan Program to
improve its administration and collection rate, including
changing a penalty for outstanding loans. (Sec. 741)

9) Limit funds from the new authority for Health Professions
Student Loan Program to schools that have established such loan
funds after July 1, 1972. (Sec. 742)

10) Give authority to the Secretary of HMS to use studnent
Wan funds from a school which closes, or has an excess cash
balance, to capitalize student loan funds at another school in
need of such funds. (Sec. 742)
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11) Extend authority for the Health Professions Student Loan
Program through 1991. (Sec. 743)

12)Amend authority for Area Health Slucation Progress to .ve

them sore flexibility.

13) Redefine dentistry to "advanced, educational program in
general dentistry." (Sec. 786)

14) Amend project grant authority for interdisciplinary
training and curriculum development to focus on current national
health priorities, including: health prouotion/disease
prevention, training in geriatrics and long term cares promoting
economics in health professions, teaching and practices faculty
development for health professional schools: and nutrition.
Authorization level is increased to $6.0 million. (Sec. 788)

New Section:

15) Require a study be submittad October 1, 1985, regarding
student indebtedness, and the association, if any, between level
of indebtedness and specific careeer choices. This study will
include recommendations for a national policy, if needed, to
assure an appropriate distribution of medical specialists.

16) Repeal several sections which are obsolete or redundant,
including:

-Advance Funding- -Title VIII (Sec. 703) This authority has not
been used for many years. "Advance funding" (appropriations
of funds this year for obligation in a future year) is
different from "forward funding" (appropriation and obligation
of funds this year for expenditure by the recipient of the
award next year).

-Lister Hill Scholarship Program (Sec. 759) This authority,
added by the Health Professions Blucational Assistance Act of
1976, never was implemented. It expired for new awards) at
the end of FY 1980.

-Part 0 - Grants to Provide Professional and Technical
Training in the Field of Family Medicine (Sec.s 761 - 1st 768)
This autnority was never implemented. It expired at the end
of FY 1973.

-Grants for Training. Traineeships, and Pallowships in Family
Medicine (2nd Sec. 767) This authority expired at the end of
FY 1977 and has been replaced by the family medicine training
author it; in Sec. 786.

1 0I
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-Grants for Sapportpf Postgraduate Training Pr, we for
Physicians and Dentists (2nd Sec. 768) This autu....Ly never
was implemented and expired at the end of FY 1976.

-Grants for Training, Traineeships, and Fellowships for Health
Professions Teaching Personnel (Sec. 769)

-Grants for Computer Technology Health Care Demonstration
Prcgrams (Sec. 769h) This authority expired at the end of FY
1977.

-General Provisions (Relating to Empired Secs. 767-769h) Sec.
7698) This section should be repealed with Secs. 767-769h.

-Capitation Grants (Sec. 770 -771) Repeal capitation grants
for health profession schools with the exception of schools fo
public health.

-Education of Returning U.S. Students from Pareign Medical
Schools (Sec. 782) This authority expired at the end of FY
1980 and is no longer needed.

-Occupational Health Training and Hiocation Centers (Sec. 785)
This authority, which expired at the end of FY 1980, never was
implemented as such. Similar training centers have been
established under more general authorities administered by the
National Institute for occupational Safety and Health.

-Training in Emergency Medical Services (Sec. 789) This
authority expired at the end of FY 1982 (per P.L. 96-142)
Responsibility for 04S training is more appropriately assumed
by State and local governments or other non-Federal entities.

1.012



Nurse Training Act Reauthorization

"Nurse Blucation Amendments of 1984"

f. Creation of a New Bureau of Nursing

A. General Authority - To create a Bureau of Nursing
within the Health Resources and Services Administration.
The Bureau will have three Divisions; the Division of
Nurse Blucational Support, the Center for Nursing
Research, and the Division for Advanced Nurse Blucation.

1. Authority for the Bureau Director under the
Secretary to carry out all of the programs within the
bureau.

2. Authority to establish systems to collect,
compile and analyze data on professional nursing and
nurse education, and report annually to the Congress
on nursing education and educational requirements.

B. Division of Nurse Blucational Slipport

The-Envision will oversee - Financial Assistance to
Nursing Students and Nursing Schools

1. Traineeships - Sec. 830 - is amended to read as
follows; "grants to schools of nursing to cover the
cost of trainmeshipe for the educaton of master's and
doctoral level nurses - (A) to prepare to practice as
nurse practionere and nurse midwives, (B) to serve in
and prepare for practice as nurse adminstrators,
educators and nurse researchers; (C) or to serve in
and prepare for practice in other professional
nursing specialties determined by the Secretary to
require advanced training."

2. Nurse Anesthetists - Sec. 931 ls amended to read
as follows: (b) The Secretary may also make grants to
public or private non-profit institutions to cover
the cost of projects to improve and upgrade existing
programs for the training of registered nurses to be
nurse anesthetists which are accredited by an entity
or entitiea designated by the Secretary of Health and
Hunan Services."

3. Student Loans Provisions

Sec. 836 - is amended to read as follows:

a. Delete preference to MO's.

b. Grant Secretary authority to retain excess
cash from school loan programs that have been
terminated within the NSI, program. These funds
can then be recycled to newly accredited schools
to start-up loan programs, existing schools with
new loan programs and existing schools.

iO
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c. Extend authority granted federal agencies by
the Debt Collection Act of 1982 to obtain
addresses from IRS records to institutions who
participate in the RPSL and OSL programs.

C. Center for Parsing Oesearch

A. General authority to the Secretary to create a
Center for !Parsing Research. The purpose of the
Center will be to conduct, support and disseminate
basic and clinical research, training and related
programs, through grants awarded on a competitive
basis to qualified nurse researchers. The Center's
activities will be oriented, towards basic and
applied scientific research related to the promotion
of health, prevention of illness, and understanding
human responses of individuals and families to acute
and chronic illnesses, disabilities and the aging
process.

2. The Secretary shall report biannually on the
Activities of the Center, the coordination of nursing
research activities Within the Center and with other
government entities (both agencies and departments)
and the status of nursing research.

D. Division of Advanced Nurse Education,

1. Advanced Nurse Training - Sec. 821 is amended to
read:

"(1) plan, develop and operate,

(2) expend; and

(3) maintain programs at the master's and doctoral
degree level to prepare nurse educators,
administrators, consultants, researchers or to serve
as clinical nurse specialists or other professional
nurse specialities as determined by the Secretary. ."

2. Nurse Practitioner Programs - Sec. 822 is amended
to read,

"The Secretary may make grants to and enter into
contracts with public and private collegiate schools
of nursing to meet the costs of projects to:

I(l) plan, develop and operate,

(2) expand; and

(3) maintain programs for the education of nurse
practitioners at the master's degree level, and
accredited certificate programs for nurse midwives."

3. Special Projects - Section 820 - is amended to
read as follows:

1 0 n
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1. "(6) the Secretary may make grants and enter into
contracts with public and private collegiate schools
of nursing to carry out demonstrations with regard
tot institutional and nursing service organizational
frameworks that support more cost effective delivery
systems and nursing education/practice
collaborations."

II. Authorization Levels

A. Proposed Budget for the purse Education Amendments of
1984

Proposed Authorization

Special Pnojects $ 9 million-$7 million for grants
and contracts and $2 million for
demonstrations

Advanced Nurse Training $11 million
Nurse Practitioners $ 9 million
Traineeshipe $ 9 million
Nurse Anesthetists $400,000
Student Loans $ 4 million
Start-up money for new Bureau $ 2 million
Center for NUrsing Research $10 million

Trotal f54,460,00a

III. Repeals

A. Sections 801 through 805 (have not been funded since mi
1970's

B. Section 810 through 815 (have not been funded since mid
1970's

B. Section 815 (has not been funded for pest 2 years)

10 Li
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MIS

Pebruary 29, 1984

Senator Orrin G. Hatch
135 Rummell Senate Office Bldg.

U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Hatch:

On behalf of the American Psychiatric Association, a medical
specialty society representing over 28,000 psychiatrists
n ationwide. I want to commend your introduction of 5.2311, a
bill to amend the provisions of the Public Health Service Act
relating to health maintenance organisations. You have
certainly responded positively to the concerns about and
opposition of the APA to the repeal of the requirement for
mental health and subetence abuse treatment in in HMO's basic
health services (eat forth in our April 8, 1983 letter),

We have previously testified against the discriminatory
treatment of mental health, alcohol and drug abuse treatment by
attempts to eliminate them from the "basic health services' and
relegate than to supplemental. Me are --es noted pleased
that your reauthorization legislation continues current
outpatient mental health, alcohol and drug abuse coverage at
the level presently provided and applaud your efforts,
Mt. Chairman, in this regard,

However, the inappropriate regulatory interpretation by the
Carter Administration which resulted in inpatient psychiatric
hospitals being deemed a supplemental, not basic health service
is regrettably being continued,

On October 31, 1980, notwithstanding the clear leetsIstive
mandate to the contrary, Secretary Harris approved final
regulations which eliminated inpatient psychiatric care from
the basic health services requirement Mar HMOs. Secretary
Harris iisregerded the general provision in Section 1302(1)(s)
of the Public Health Service Act which state', "The tars 'basic
health services means inpatient and outpatient hospital

services.' She relied open the provision defining the term
'supplemental health *orrice' under paragraph (1)(D). However,

paragraph (1)(D) raters to 'short-term (not to emceed twenty
visits) outpatient evaluation and crisis intervention mental
health services,' and not to inpatient hospital services, which
are required under paragraph (1)(8).

1006
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In lieu of an amendment to reinstate the original Congressional intent we
believe appropriate legislative intervention can be achieved through the
committee report clarifying that inpatient psychiatric hospitalization is a
basic health service under HMO law. The best evidence of the reality of
inpatient psychiatric hospitalisation as a basic service is the preliminary
results from the 1982 National Survey of Psychiatric Services and Coverage
Benefits within Health Maintenance Organizations. You may be interested to

know that without regard to the inappropriate regulatory interpretation those
preliminary survey result, indicate that 33.33 percent of the surveyed HMOs
provide psychiatric inpatient hospital coverage of 31 or more days; 57.07
percent at least 30 days.

The treatment of mental illness is insurable. Look at the FEHISP experience.
When Aetna altered its benefit for the treatment of emotional disorders, Blue-
Cross-Blue Shield, which had better benefits, enlarged its enrollment, since

the benefit was desirable. Premiums did not skyrocket. Many studies have now

been done which measure the reduction in medical-surgical utilization when a
mental health service or benefit is introduced. These studies provide
convincing evidence for inclusion of the treatment of emotional disorders in
the basic health services to be provided by HMOs. In the mental health area,

the introduction of mental health benefits at least pays for itself in reduced
medical - surgical utilization. Two HMO based studies are most illustrative:

--Kaiser Plan in California estimated that subsequent savings for each
patient receiving psychiatric care were on the order of $250 per year.
In a study which matched each of the 152 patients in the study group
with a similar person who had a similar level of psychologic distress
but who did not seek psychotherapy, the control group experienced
virtually no change in health care utilization over the next five
years. On the other hand, the study group, the group receiving
Psychiatric care, reduced its non- psychiatric outpatient visits by 62
percent and its inpatient days by 68 percents

--Group Health Association of Washington has found that patients treated
by mental health providers reduced non-psychiatric physician usage with
the MMO by 30.7 percent in the year after referral for mental health
care was made available compared to the previous year. Purthermcre.

laboratory and x-ray services declined by 29.08 percent.

Outside the Hieo arena, equally compelling data are to be founds

--Blue Cross of Western Pennsylvania assessed the medical/surgical
utilization of a group of subscribers who used a psychotherapy
outpatient benefit in community mental health centers with a comparison
group of subscribers for whom such services were not made available.

The findings showed that the medical/surgical utilization rate was
reduced significantly for the group which used the psychiatric

benefits. The monthly cost per patient for all medical services was
more than halved -- dropping from 516.47 to $7.06.

--In Texas. a longitudinal study (1973 -1977) demonstrated that access to
needed treatment for mental illness resulted in a reduction in seen
length of stay of over-65 patients in patient facilities from 111 days
to 53 days. This halving of hospital stays resulted in a cost reduction

of more than 51.1 million.
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Further, there is preliminary research findings from GHA of Washington which
suggest that appropriate and available psychiatric intervention -to a single
member of a family in need of such care has a positive cost-benefit upon the
medical utilisation by the entire family. For example, a hypochondriacal
mother. once provided with psychiatric care, not only seeks treatment.for her
awn physical disorders on a reduced basis, but takes her child less frequently
to the pediatrician for minor complaints. Her spouse is similarly mub3ected

to fewer medical interventions.

In the area of alcoholism treatment the evidence is overwhelming that the
provision of treatment reduces medical and surgical utilization to a level
which allows the alcoholism treatment Co more than pay for itself.

In each case, whether treatment for an emotional disorder, or for alcoholism,
or f3r drug abuse, it is important to recognise that what is being provided is
appropriate care, nut a palliative remedy. We could, for example, simply
treat the liver problems of an alcoholic or the physical menifestat:ons of a
psychosomat.c illness in an emotionally disturbed person. Such treatments are
not only obviously less appropriate, but probably, in the long term, also more
expensive, both in human and economic terms.

The omission of inpatient psychiatric treatment fosters the failure to perform
a differential liagnsis to separate the illness with a psychiatric etiology
from that wit. a physical etiology. Also. it encourages an inappropriate,

incomplete rr inaccurate ilagnosie .o hospitalize a patient (using a physical
illness to perm:r inpatient psychiatric treatment) which ultimately is more

costly.

The American 4e1.,"41 Association in testimony to the Subcommittee on Health
and Environment of the Energy and Commerce Committee regarding HMO amendments
an' reosbursement of Mos under Medicare stated: We believe that the removal

of mental health and ilcoLoi and drug abuse services from the definition of
'basic health services' detracts from the identity of the HMO as providing a
comprehens4ve package of health services regardless of a member's health

status." Tne AMA has long called for parity of ,everage for mental health
services with that provided for other medical problems. The stigma stall

attached to emotional. nervous and mental disorders together with the cost
effectiveness studies both provide convincing evidence for the inclusion of
the treitren, eeetal elnegs in.Heki easic.health services.

We appreciate the opportunity of having °ilk views included in the hearing

record for S.23:1.

Sincerely,

/4/444;1- dleati

Melvin Sabshin, M.O.
Medical Director

enclosure

lOos
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March 26, 1984

Senator. Orrin G. Retch
135 Russell Senate Office Bldg.

U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Retch:

The Neerieen Psychiatric Association (APA), a medici4 Specialty

society representing over 29,000 psychiatrists natione6de,

harps this oprioctunity to submit its comments concerning

SX303, a bill to rewire and extend the Alcohol and Drug Abuse

and Mental Sealth Services Bloc* greet. The APA supports the

Chairman's bill reauthorizing the ADeliilock grant but would

.., like to addomis tarticular eureka conoernt

First, the proposed authooilzation levels of 8.2303 allow for

only a 911 growth increase stitch we believe would not only make

it difficult to maintain the current service levels but would

also prohibit services to be extended to unmoved areas oc

expanded to meet unmet needs.

Therefore, we urge the Committee to increase appropriately the

bill's authorisation levels.

Second, we disagree with placing the administration of the

health block grants in the Office of the Assistant Secretary

Cot Sealth. WU believe that the ADS block grant program should

remain at the administrative level most
experienced with these

activities. It is only in this any that we can be assured that

the appropriate fadegal oversight will be maintained. The

Alcohol, Doug Alma* and Mental Sealth Administration is

appropriately regarded as the focal point for relating to the

provision of these services nationwide and we urge it to .

continue.

Third, we support the proposed addition to the ADS block grant

concerning the development of the model criteria and forme for

the collection of data and information with respect to services

provided.

Pinelly, we urge the Committee to consider amending 0.2303 as

proposed in B.A. 4310, a bill introduced by Congressman

.Ncitinney or with a comparable provision. That bill 'meld amend

section 1915(c) of the Public Smith Service Act (the provision

respecting, the Yrtateis application for funding allotment) to
clarify that the weaning of "least

restrictive setting" is for

care to be provided in the "ogitieum therapeutic setting."

"Optimum therapeutic setting" is defined is 'the environment

1.O ;)
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that !'" least restrictive of an individual's personal liberty and where the
care, treatment, habilitation, or rehabilitation is particularly suited to the
level of services necessary to properly impleimont an individual's treatment,
habilitation, and rehabilitation." Thus a state assures that the mentally ill
are provided mental health treatment and related support services and not
discharged inappropriately into a communiti unable to deal with his or her
needs. It makes clear that whet, the available community services fail to
provide conditions which enhance the care, treatment, and general well being
of the individual an optimum therapeutic setting for an individual may be a
properly operated State hospital or other cater facility.

Tide concludes out statement and we appreciate having the opportunity to share
our views.

it1:Sincerely,

2).
Melvin Sabehin, M.D.
Medical Director

PES/yh

i
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The clue Cross and Bine Shield Association, on behalf of its Melhber Plans, welcomes

this opportunity to provide comments an amendments to the federal HMO Act.

Our own investment in HMOs has a long history and the results have been quite

encouraging.ging. Prior to enactment of the federal law, we were involved in 12 HMOs.

Today, 40 Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans own, operate or administer 59 HMOs, offering

more programs in more areas of the coentry than any other HMO developer. Our Plane

also provide contractual services to more then 29 other programs.

In addition to our breadth of coverage, we have seen a rapid increase in HMO enrollment,

23% growth in the twelve month period ending June 30, 1983. Preliminary enrollment

figures for December 1. 1993 indicate more than 1.4 minion members.

We Are committed to the principles embodied in the HMO concept managed eare,

prepayment and capitation with the HMO organization at risk. With some further

modification of the federal HMO Act we believe that we could and would see an even

faster development of this important concept.

When the 1973 federal law was enacted, it was intended to be a vehicle for the

investment of public funds for the purpose of accelerating HMO development. While

most of the Act was devoted to the responsible disbiamement of funds, it was felt

necessary to define eligible organisations in terms of their structure, benefits and

conduct. The dual choice mandate was added to facilitate Congress' intent to test the

effect of HlIbs. and this mandated stimulated interest on the part of inanimation* like

ours which had developed HMOs with private funds. When an employer is isiquired by

law to offer federally qualified HMOs, non-qualified tows, regardless of their merit*,

are at a distinct disadvantage. Fifty-five percent of the employers responding to a

O
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recent Hay Associtkes survey reported policies that limited HMO offerings to federally

qualified HMOs. Thus the marketplace is increasingly demanding the federal qualification

of HMOs.

Two federally mandifted requirements for qualification seem to us both inappropriate
WOW

an-I counterproductive in today's market:

(I) The need for an HMO to be a separate legal entity with one-third of its

governing board comprised of HMO enrollees, and

(2) The community rating requitement.

Of our 59 HMOs, 21 or 46% are federally qualified, in) from NI% two years ago. We

are responding to market demand. However, if these two requirements were removed,

we believe tat more Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans (and no doubt other third parties)

would find it both easier to develop asore\--115103. and to offer them to a merit wider

spectrum of employee groups. The remainder of this statement will focus on these two

requirements ano the need for their repeal.

HMO Structure

The HMO Act requires a qualified HMO to have a governing board of which one third

are HMO enrollees. This requirement is probably reasonable for organizations developed

only as HMOs, especially if their ilevelopment is publicly funded through federal grants,

loans and loan guarantees under the Act. For health service benefit plans (or insurance

derriere), however, whose boards already have responsibilities to all their subscribers

for to their stockholders) and whose HMOs are developed with private funds, this
requirement is not reasonable.

I 0 Li
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Should an insurance carrier or service benefit plan manage to comply with the board

composition requirement and itself become a federally qualified HMO, the Act and

regulations governing the activities of the HMO would preclude it from offering its

traditional health benefits i.e., another choice for consumers in areas where HMO

benefits are offered. This prohibition derives from the federal regulations that require

that the plan or carrier not offer a lessor scope of benefits than ita HMO offering.

Thus, the practical effect of these provisions is to require the creation of an HMO

corporation, separate from its sponsoring organisation, to achieve federal qualification.

In our view, a separate HMO legal entity: (1) is unnecessarily costly, requiring a

wasteful expenditure of health care dollars for incorporation, capitalization and licensure;

and (2) can hinder private investment and resource mansgement by precisely those

organizations which are best equipped by experiences and resources to develop successful

HMOs.

To accomplish this. we:

(1) Strongly support elimination of the requirement for enrollee representation on

an HMO's governing board as proposed by S. 2311; and

(2) Propose in addition an amendment which would state that HMO law and

regulations apply only to a sponsoring organization's HMO business and not to

the offering of other health benefits by that organization. We would be pleased

to work with the Committee on language changes which would accomplish this.

1 .1
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HMO Kathy; Methodology

HMOs compete for members on two levels, the employer or group level and the employee

or individual level. On the employer level. market entry is facilitated by existence of

the dual choice mandate. On the employee level. however, the difference between the

cost of the HMO program and the alternative traditional health benefits plan becomes

a key determinant of the competitiveness of the HMOs.

Under the HMO Act, employers are required to contribute the same amount toward the

federally gratified HMO's premium as is contributed toward the traditional health benefits

plan, unless that contribution would exceed the cost of the HMO's premium. If the

;IMO premium is greater than the employer's contribution, the additional cost must be

paid by the employee joining ti HMO.

In nearly all large employee groups, premiums for traditional coverage are based won

the historic claims experience of the particular group. Such "experience rating" has

proven to be tie most reliable in projecting future utilization and cost exper;erce.

High cost groups pay higher premiums and low cost groLls pay lower premiums for

traditional coverage.

Community-rated HMOs, however, must base their premiums on the average costs °V."

their total membership. They are unable to reflect the actual historic costs of a

particular group of employees in the premiums for that group. This creates no problem

in employee groups whose experience is roughly similar to the cross-section of the

surrounding eommun .nrolled by the HMOs. In such settings, the federally qualified

HMOs can be quit" competitive.
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Even in those situations, however, some employers may want no pert of community-

rated products, particularly employers who have decided to invest in employee health

promotion or illness prevention programs, in order to reduce the overall costs of their

health benefits. If selh programs are effective, the employer is likely to want the

benefits to be reflected in his subsequent (experience based) rates and not 'dissipated'

across other groups through community rating.

The more common, and more difficult problem, however, arises in employee groups whose

experience differs widely from the average, either on the low side or the high side.

The HMO puts itself at significant risk by offering its services to such groups. In a

low cost group, the employer's contribution to the HMO will be low and the employee's

contribution will be correspondingly high. Only those who anticipate use of comprehensive

HMO benefits are likely to pay the additional cost. In a high cost group, where the

HMO premium differential is low or non-existent and HMO benefits are broader than

under the traditional plan, the HMO option may be attractive to many. The cost of

delivering services to this group, however, may exceed the HMO's community-rated

premiums. In either case, the HMO will be attracting relatively high risk enrollees

(commonly referred to as "adverse selection"), and their resulting experience will typically

increase the HMOs' community rated premiums.

The unfortunate result is that HMOs have little incentive to offer their services to

groups which fall outside the narrow range of the community rates which HMOs are

allowed to charge. This restricts an HMO's market and limits the areas within which

the cost containment characteristics of an HMO can be brought to bear.

0 ;
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The 1981 HMO Amendments brought greater flexibility to HMOs by permitting Community

rating by classes age, sex and family size, for example. This was helpful; it did

allow same recognition of the need for HMOs to experience rate. However, this

flexibility is not enough for HMOs to be competitive in the low cost markets and avoid

adverse selection in the high cost markets.

In light of the above, we

CI) Support the proposal it. S. 2311 which would allow HMOs flexibility in setting

rates for supplemental benefits; and

(2) Urge extension of the same flexibility to basic HMO benefits.

In summary, we support provisions of S. 2311 which would remove the board composition

requirement and allow flexibility in rating supplemental benefits. In addition, we urge

0/ addition of an amendment which states that HMO law and regulations apply only to

111,110 business, not to the offering of other health benefits by a sponsoring organization,

and (2) removal of the community rating requirement for aU HMO benefits.

We appreciate th;s opportunity to comment and stand ready to diseuas our views in

greater detail if requested.
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E D HEALTH PLAN

b A .1 *A, S.1.1i M 4,/. . w,.A 41 AS ( no$01 (.r -.4 i tto $ .44e, 40'.'

March 28, 1984

;nu Honorarily Oren Hatch
Senate Human hesources Committee
Dirkscn Senate Office Building
Washim,ton, DC 20')10

near senator Hatch:

1 would like to suggest certain changes in the HMO bill with
reqard to the deletion of community rating and supplementary
benefits. The' definition as to what basic and suvolemnitary
beaetits are has received little cosideratilon by OHMO. They
simply take the attitude that there can be flo limit to basic
benefits and include within that framework such things as:
per,ons innired while they are committing a felony, intentionally
self u.11 acted injury, and unlimited treatment for infertility
rtr.vie is no reasonable end point to the "medically necessary"
t:catment of infertility and therefore treatment for this condi-
tion is frequently abused,. The same apolle,. to treatment for

and most importantly, the entire subject of neonatal
intnFive care.

Normal newborn care obviously falls within the definition of
basic benefits. Neonatal intensive care does not. It is fre-
quently experimental in nature and sometimes involves the trans-
fct of an infant to an out of area location because of lack of
availability cif local treatment facilities. Thus, it could
th,.retically be' excluded from coverage because most HMO's only
Ct-Of out-il-area if the event actually occurs out-of-area.
rurtLrmore the care provided falls outside the scope of the
contiol of the HMO in most cases. A reasonable solution to this
ri:b1cm is to label neonatal ICU treatment as a supplemental rath-
er thur a basic benefit sr, that the cost for such treatment van

AV-MED
os. . C.. e 1 PM id .err. Mfi,efk1, e

Cont'd....
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The Honorable Oren Hatch
March 28, 1984
-2-

be mitigated through appropriate mechanisms, and out-of-

area coverage which is usually denied, can be provided.

All of the above mentioned conditions, if placed in the
supplemental rdthr than the basic benefit category, would

be of immeasurable help to the HMO industry. 1 hope you

will give this your careful consideration.

HHD/hm

Yours truly,

AV-MED HEALTH PLAN

Herbert H. Davis, M.D.

AV-MED
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STATEMENT BT
NATIONAL. ASSOCIATION OF STATE MENTAL HEALTH rROGRAM DIRECTORS

NVP.HPV Reprreniative) Terry Sarayin, Director
Mental Health Program Divisor,
State of Minnesota and
Chairman, NASMHPD Committee on
tinaccing of Mental Health Services

The NatIoral Association of State !Weal Health Program

1)re.torm tHE'etieD) is an organiration of 54 state and
terr.torial mental health cgencien.

NAI.erien functions under a cooperating agreement with the
tAt:Andi Governors Association ard all national policy for the

states and territories is developed in cooperation with the

NO!.

kASSIMD ADDRESSES IN THIS STATEMENT rim ALCOHOL, DRUG AROSE AND
RENTAL HEALTH BLOCK GRANT REAUTHORIZATION SILL (3.2303)

Tre r4.dget fur services to mentally 111 persons by the state

meo.a! health agencies total seven billion dollara in 1984.

A.thodgh the mental health p3rtion of "'he P.fderal ADM Block

';rant r,presents only x.15 percent of the total mental health
effort ,f tt4e 54 ?Antes and territories It is nut to be
,n?..14-red an insignificant factor in the delivery of services

mIllion out of $7 b11110n).
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The committee may be interested
the ADM Federal4Hlock Grant is so
between 19.2% and 168.5% of the
glaiminuty Eg services:

to know, that in 2,12_4tatea.
critical that it represents
.statue effort in funding

Virginia 19.29%
Ohio 19.49%
Illinois 20.01%
South Carolina 20.54%
Nebraska 25.95%
Arkansas 27.78%
Vermont 28.62%
Oklahoma 28.99%
Maine 31.05%
New Mexico 32.52%
Tennessee 33.20%
Arizona 39.57%
New Hampshire 43.81%
Kansas 44.39%
Rhode Island 48.83%
Alabama 51.65%
Indiana 52.60%
Georgia 71.31%
South Dakota 90.54%

168.49%

Thus it may he seen that Federal Block Grant, in many
states, is a stsbstantial and critical underpinning' of mental
health services at the local level.

In all states, it is an incentive to sustain and expand the
shift of treatment focus of care of the mentally ill from
institutions to the community.

The state mental health agencies operate and/or fund a wide
variety of programs, services and facilities numbering over
12,000: psychiatric hospitals, residential facilities for
children, geriatric centers, community mental health centers
crisis intervention programs, case management systems,
outpatient clinics, child guidance systems, day treatment
facilies, surgical/medical hospitals, group homes, sheltered
workshops, skilled nursing facilities, veterans homes,
rehabilitation units, half-way houses, forensic insitititions,
psychiatric services in prisons.

These programs have a long state government tradition behind
them and mandate a heavy commitment of funds by Governors'
budgets and legislati appropriations.
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Hut, continuing suport and expanding care at the community
level demands new and fresh resources. Such incentive funding.,

often is not readily available at adequate levels from state
r.cvernm,iit ur local government or private insurance'scurces.

The federal mental health bleck grant fills this critical
need, and is a v:ta: incentive to netter care of the seriously
mentally ill by tn tates.

The block grant, totally focused on community, services,
c reinforces, strengthengf and encourages the state'tand local

effort to build stronger, broader and more effective.commoniti
mental he;c1th service prcgrams.

The loss or reOmetion of the Clock grant would be a critical

blew to community mental heAth services in the states. At the

1,ame Wire rc ent history shows that, an expansion of funding
under the block grant 4rAZtically .aoseleratX2 state and local
irput and expansion of resources and services.

Tn terms of interest of the state governments and local
governments in the provision of expanded, and better, mental
health services at the community level it is essential that in

FY 1985, nd coming years, the fDM block grant grow at a
reaLunanle Out progressive rate:

:t is in this sense that a true and effective
federal/tate/local p.trtnership in delivery of mental health
i.ery ic es at the omtnunity level can be achieved.

Aothorlzal:ons fur the ADM Block Grant for its early years were:

Ey -482 - $49l million
'983 - 511 0
1984 - 532 "

The ::tote mtntal health directors respectfully recommend
that in order to keep pace with inflationary rates, plus an
appropriate and moderate growtn rate the authorization levels of

grants to the states be increased to:

ir)
k- 11.0
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FY 1985 - $566 million (9% over the Congressionally
1986 - 601 authorized 1984 amount)
1987 - 636 "

If these sums were to be authorized by the Congress (and
actually appropriated) it would mean that in the Fiscal Year
1985 the United States Government would have re-targeted its
commitment and concern for community mental health services from
1-25 percent to 1.7 percent of the 54- state government
investment in community mental health services.

IlLe-S11111flelltaliealthlirealierrmgommeng,

(1.) The State Mental Health Directors would support the
change of the audit proposed at Line 20 page 4 of
S.2303.

(2.) NASMHPD would support the proposal in S. 2303 on dial,
,ollection contained at line 23, page 4, thru line 6 of
,age 5 of S.2303, and we would urge that such data
collection he done by state government and local
organizations, under contract with the Federal
Government.

(3.) NASMHPD would support the iiroposal in S.2303 fo?"-en HHS
review _of allocation of funds, to be reported prior to
April 1, 1985, line 23, page 2 of 5.2303, thru Line 18
of Page 3, providing that NASMHPD and NGA are involved
in the deliberations. There ..hould be no
redistrib n of funds until the study is completed
and revieweddby NGA and NASMHPD.

NASMOV-would support the proposal In S 2303 on line 9
of poise 2 in regard the Secretary of HMS witholding one
percent for re-training.

(5.) NASMHPD would support the amendment im S. 2303 proposed
at line 8 of page 5, repealint the "lecommendationste
thrCgUittrall01= 1- 19 A

(6.) NASMHPD wilt object to any provisions added to the
block grant that reduce the flexibility of the state
agencies in assignment of federal block grant dollars
to local services.

1024
38-784 0 - 84 - 65 0
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NASMHPD calls to the attention of the Congress that in

some states the federal block grant dollars represent

.41% of the states total mental health effort. If you

increase the appropriation for the ADM block grant by

$10,000,000 in FY 1985 the state with the .41% mental

health share will recieve an additonal $9,319. NASMHPD

urges you to keep this in mind when you consider adding

*mandates* to the states in delivery of services to

mentally ill in the community. Envision yourselves as

the Governor, Legislature or Mental Health Agency in a

state that is given an additional 49,319 with te

half-dozen new *strings - attached on how.the money

MUSI_Ie_21C,RAMcled.

Tne block grant is only 3.25%, at present, of the

mental health effort of the 54 staves & territories.

We urge you to keep it flexible for the states' to use

it as an incentive as best suits the states' plans for

community mental health services.

Mr. Chairman, only a handful of federally' funded CMHC's

exist that would have had 8 years of federal funding

thru 1985 under the'old "CMHC Act*. The state agencies

ir'.,nd to provide funding to these programs thru their

8th year. We have no objection to provisions that

would assure this. The states plan no phase - out of

these services in as much as in mos; states they are an

essential core of the local services.

(8.) NASMHPD does Lot favor any "demonstration" projects

funded out of the block grant. Such demonstrations, if

considered by this Committee, should be lei addition_te

the block grant and mal allocated on the block grant

formula basis.

(9.) NASMHPD, as in the past, supports federal funding for

"Community Support Programs*, providing they are funded

outside the ADM block grant.
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SUMMART

Mr. Chairman, the state mental health agencies warmly
support the three -year extension of the federal block
grant providing support for the massive and intensive
effort of the state mental health agencies to provide
comprehnsive mental health services at the Community
level.

Although the federal government involvement in the
community mental health effort is only three percent of
the state governement effort, that 3% is a vital and
necessary incentive to reinforce the conviction of the
states, counties and cities that the seriously mentally
ill must be served at every opportunity in the
community.

We welcome and encourage the small but growing
partnership of the federal government in this critical
effC)rt.

Mr. Chairman, we appreciate your courtesy in hearing
the state governments on this issue, which is of
substantial importance to the community mental health
effort in this nation.

/ft

i) t
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ATLANTIC EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES COUNCIL, INC.

Suite 905
1331 Pennsylvania Avenue, X. W.

Washington, D. C. 20004

(202) 393 -1313

March 15, 1984

The Honorable orrin G. Hatch

Omicron%
Committee on Labor and Human Resources

United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

On behalf of the Atlantic Emergency Medical Services' Council, Inc.,

I want to submit comments for the record to the Committee on Labor and Human

Resources regarding
rcauthorixation of the Esergeacy Medical Services program

in the Preventive Health and
Health Services Stock Grant. The Atlantic EMS

Council encompasses the states of Maryland, Delaware, Pennsylvania, Virginia,

West Virginia, New York, New Jersey, and the City of Washington, D. C. Its

purpose is to foster a complete, compatible and integrated network of

emergency medical services systems throughout the mid-Atlantic region. She

Council strongly suppe.ts increased targeted funding for emergency medical

*services, either 14,..oush separate
categorical funding or with a special

earmarking in the block grant. Mr. Chairman, EMS deserves special attention,

Hut unfortunately is receiving
short shrift in the current Preventive Health

and Healtn Services Block Grant.

U le primarily concerned with critically ill and injured victims of

trauma. When an adequate and properly
coordinated system of EMS is in place,

survivability of trauma victims increases dramatically. Despite this fact,

a recent General Accounting Office Report reviewing state implementation of

the Preventive Health and Health Services Block Grant stated that the percentage

of total expenditures for emergency
medical services decreemed by more than

one percent in eight of the 13 states surveyed.
The report goes on to point

out that of these eight itates, two had discontinued
funding for EMS "because

state officials believed it to be a local responsibility."

Provision of EhS is not solely a local issue. Traditional geographic

and political boundaries are
irrelevant in most.cases. Systems must cover

102
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The Honorable Orrin G. Match
March 15, 1984
Page Two

a

broad areas rather than small localities because victims may require the
services of a variety of specialised facilities, such as a shock-trauma
center, a burn unit or a pediatric emergency facility. Every locality cannot
afford to a major trauma center. There must be a renewed Federal coal-
aitment to upporting the Deprogram if we are to realize its full potential.

We also believe that current restrictfons on using PreVentive Health
and Health Services Block Grant funds for operational costs or the purchase
of equipment have unnecessarily hampered development of V systems. The

GAO stated that the restriction on the purchase of equipment was often cited
by. state officials as being a contributing factor to decreased expenditures.
This was especially true because communications equipment was a substantial
expense under the old categorical program. These restrictions should be
removed.

Articles such as that appearing in the March 1984 issue of
WASHINGTONLAN MAGAZINE are increasing public awareness of the extraordinary
efficacy of emergency medical services systems. However, we will not be
able to meet the increased expectation of citizens if these systems are not
permitted to develop and mature.

Thank you for providing us with the opportunity to make these
observations. Please contact us if we can provide any additional infatuation.

Sincer21y,

I .

Harry Teter, Jr.
Director

1023
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titPallimtihr 04 HEALTH & IMMAN Ohm of oho %or ley

Pr. James W. Nell
Mak*
Committee nn Labor and Homan Nemirow;
United States Senate
430 Entkeen minding
Washiniton, D.C. 20510

Dear Mi. Powell-

weewesse OC Item

Enckried is the edited transcript of Dr. Edward N. Brandt, Jr., Assistant

Secretary tar Health, and other Public Health Servics representatives true

the Wen 22 Cagnetta. hearing. Also enclosed are responses to questions

sonmittei tot the moon&

Please let me know it we can be cd further assistance.

Enr lteurre

innately

tow C. Pnot

Aasistant Secretary
for Legielatice Wealth)
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SENA= KENNEDY

to you regard alcoholism, drug abuse, mental health, disease

prevention and health promotion, and community health services as

areas of National concern and responsibility? On what basis do

you believe that block grants lacking even standarizeu retracting

reauirements are the best vehicle for achieving these goals?

A There exist various areas of national concern which incluae

alcoholism, drug abuse, mental health, disease prevention and

health promotion, and cummunity health services. Under the health

block grants, the States are responsible for identifying their

health needs and for oeveloping a program to amoreas these nee.

block grants are an appropriate vehicle for providing resources to

the States so that they can design and implement health programs

mppropriate information requirements to address their specific

health needs. For example: (1) A State's plan for the

expenditure of these funds must be made available for public view

as part of the application process; (2) there are compliance

reviews in smreral States each year which allow us to observe the

State's adherence to various statutes and regulations; ana (3) the

legislative bodies in each State are involved in the application

development process.

1
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SENATOR KlialINISDY

2. C Is it true that the Administration has not collected comparable,
quantitative aata which would alio.. assessment of tne contritution
of the current block grants to meeting national needs, either in
terms of overall service levels or in terms of relative
effectiveness of State programs in meeting these needs?

A It is true that we have not collected, on a uniform oasis,
quantitative data for the assessment of the impact of block grants
towards meeting national neeas either in service levels or State
program effectiveness. In implementing the block grants, it has
been our policy to eliminate burdensome requirements, including
data collection requirements. The States will collect the data
necessary for their own needs. At least two sample stuales of
multiple States, one by the General Accounting Office and one
performed by the Urban Institute unaer contract with this
Department, suggest there have not been major changes in
operations by States as they have mover' from the categorical
programs to the block grant programs. he feel the States are
capable of determining where the service needs are the greatest
and where to place their dollars. In adequately meeting the neeas
of their population, the States will, in the process, contribute
to the national need.

2
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SOME KEIRIEDY

3. 0 Has the Administration collected data on;
number of clients served, by State and program
7.(t-Aces provided per client, by type of service and by State

'tier of clients served as a proportion of a standard

.efinition of need, by State?

A We collect trom the States data which the statutes require that

the States submit. in implementing the block grants, we ha-e

given the States maximum flexibility and reduced a number of

burdens, including data collection and submission.

The attached table displays the State reporting mcsuirements

contained in the health block grant statutes.

3
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The table below displays the State reporting requirements
contained in the Statute for PUNS, ADMS, MCI and PC block grants:

STATE REPORTING
REWIREMENT

ALCOHOL
6 DRUG

PREVENTIVE ABUSE 6 MATERNAL
HEALTH & MENTAL AND CHILD
HEALTH HEALTH HEALTH PRIMARY-

SERVICES SERVICES SERVICES CARE

Application Reports x x % x
a. Programs & activities

to be supported x x x
b. Services to be

provided x x x
c. Statement of Goals

& objectives x
. x x

d. How State het previous
year's goals x x

e. Population areas &
localities needing
services x

f. Data State will collect x

Annual Report_on
Activities
a. Funds expended in

accordance with
application

b. Description of State
Activities

c. Record of purposes
for which funds
spent

Annual Independent Audit
Independent Audit - every

X

3a
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SEMI* SENN=

4. Q Without data of this type, bog, can the Administration justify

either the funding levels it has proposes or continuation or

expansion of the current blocks?

The data that are collected allow each State to: (I) oetermine

its needs and priorities, (2)
develop programs to meet these needs

and priorities; ana (3) evaluate the programs the State

administers. As you may recall, there have been several studies

conducted on tne States' implementation of block grants. /he CAC

studies have shown that States favor the concept of block grants

and that, for the health block wants, States have iogementea

these grants with few problems. The success of the current health

blocks is demonstrated in each of the 57 States and les:manes

which have implemented the block grants.

4
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SENATOR =MEDI

5. C would you object to a legislative requirement for collection of
this type of data?

A We continue to believe the responsibility for the manimomment ot
these programs belongs in the hands of the State officials who are
charged with responding to the needs of their constitutnts.

e

5
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SENATOR UNMET

6. C The block grants were supposed to encourage States to meet

federal, State and private tunas into a comprehensive approach to

dealing with the Nation's health problems. What evidence is there

that this has occurred? what revisions in the legislation walla

you recommend to further this objective?

A within the federally prescribeo funding
requirements, states have

the flexibility, within certain parameters, to move the money from

their State programs to compilement other sources of tunas, either

State, local or nongovernmental sources. Mese total funds then

are directed towards those areas of greatest need as determined LI,

the States which in the aggregate are the nation's health problems.

6

1 0 ,! 1
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SWWRIOR KENNEDY

7. C Would you object to including a planning requirement as a
condition of receiving. the block grants that would require a
strategy to assess need in a standardised way and shwa how
combined Federal, State, load and ptivate funding will contribute
to meeting National health objectives in the areas covered by each

block?

The current legislation for each health blodk grant requires the
States to submit certain materials prior to receiving a black

grant award. These materials include some it which relate to

"planning requirements." Ihe table at question 3 summarises these
application materials. In addition, the States are.toconauct
legislative public hearings on the proposed uses of the block
grant funds prior to receiving arblock grant award. /We believe
that such "planning requirements" contained in the current
legislation are sufficient.

7
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SUWON INIONIDY

O. C Secretary Brandt's introduction to Prevention '82 states "The time

has come for us to turn our atteatiot as a nation to the

preservation of good health . . . A strong National, health

promotion strategy requires the commitment and full participation

of proaoting health professionals, voluntary organizations,

..businessrand inoustry, organized labor, commimity leaders, and

educators, and concerned citizens from every sector and level of

our society. The appropriate role of the Faecal Government its to

lead, catalyse, atd provide strategic support . . . .' The

Surgeon. General's 1980 report, healthy Pm:Vie, providso a set of

specific national prevention goals in areas ranging from reducing

risk factors for stroke and heart disease to flouridation of

community water supplies. How does the currett block grant

structure contribute or detract from acnievement of these goals?

NW can the block grant structure be revised to enhance the

Federal Government's leaden hip and catalytic role? wOulo not a

planninand reportilkrequirement tied to the HealtWleccle

egoals be useful?

A, The current block grant structure permits Stites to direct the

available funds to their areas of greatest need. This discretion

to combine available resources from whatever sector and Locus them

on the greatest needs is precisely the goal of the block grant '

program, as currently structures.

The present structure of the health block grants overlays nicely

with most of the national prevention wills. Many of these

"prevention" programs are contained in the block grants and the

States are provided with funds to use as they Ofteapiropriate.

It is not necessary to revise the bloc* grant structure to enhance

our leadership role.

The Deputy Assistant Sec;retary for health (laseame Prevention auto

Health Promotion) is coordinating the tracking of the Nation's

achievement of the 1990 goals. The AssociationCtState:and
Territorial Halth Officials (ASTRO) through it p 9ngoing data

system, is collecting, data from the States on-the achievement of

these goals.

8
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4 . .

9. Cr The treatment of the chronically mentally ill ikAmerica is a

national disgrace. Some studies have indicated that up to 50
percent of the homeless population are chronically mentally ill.
over 600,000 mentally ill individuals are incarcerated every
year. Still other aembers of this populatign umdergocostlyc
repeated "revolving door" institutionalisations because of lack of
adequate community support. States have put increasing emphasis
on serving this population, but the effort is nowhere near
proportionate to the need and is still far too heavily focused on
institutional care. that is the Department doing to encourage
cc naive planning and effective targeting of State and
Federal funds to meet this need?

A .Section 1915 (c)(3) of the Alcohol and Drug Abuse and Mental
Health Services (Ar1') block grant legislation requires that State

Abmmunity Mental Health Centers receiving block grant funds
provide services to individuals tesiling in a detineo geograrnic
area, with ppecial attention to the chronichlly mentally_ill. Sy

drawing the States' attention to this specifi:. group of
individuals and their needs And targeting'bibck grant funds to the
delivery of services, the Department is encouraging the States to
meet their needs.

saw= 11:11111De

In addition, ALMA staff, in reviewing applicatbm4 for block
grant fqnds and annual reports, are checking to ensure that this
populatim group is receiving the services. These oocuments tram
the States indicate that the States are in fact focusing greater
attention to the needs of the chronically mentally i11. Finally,

during the 24 State compliance reviews completed, special attention
has been given to document4tion of the delivery of services to the

chronically mentally ill.

33-704 0 - Sai- 66

9
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SHIN= MUM

10. C Would you object to including a planning requirement in the* block

grant funds to ensure cooraination of state, heiicaid, ano

funds into an effective program of care using the community

SUppOtt model?

A The philosoift of tne New Federalism, which is incorporatea in the

Cenibus midget Reconciliation Act of 1981 that created the Alcohol

and D7U9 Abuse and Mental Health Services (ADIS) block grant, is

to allow individual States to administer the block grant funds in

a manner which maximises the utilization of funds in accoraance

with particular State needs while minimizing Federal requirements

and interventions in the delivery of ALMS services. Any increase

in Federal requirements or epecitic direction being applied te.,tharo"...,%

a$
States tram the Federal level would be contrary to the basal /

tenet of Mew Federalism and to the interests of the State in .

maintaining-flexibility in the management of these irogr .

(See Answer to 'Question 87)

1.H.11

10
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SIMON MUM

11. 0 What is the Department doing to assure that the mental health
needs of children and the elderly, widely recognized as
underserved, are met through the block grant structure?

A The Alcohol and Drug Abuse and Nental Health Services (ALMS) block
grant encourages each State to utilise the funds for delivery of
services in areas most underserved within the States. Lech State
develops an intended use plan for the delivery of ADMS services
based upon a statewide needs asammumnint rewire° by law. The
intended use plan is subject to review and comment by citizens of
the State as well as organisations conterned with the delivery of
IMS programs. If the State needs asemminment indicates that the

need for mental health services to children and the elderly is
largely being unmet, the plan for the utilisation of hinds for the
State should reflect that need. The plan may subsequently be
adjusted to provide additional funds later on. Thus through
design and implementation, all recognirea unoerserved areas are
provided the opportunity to receive increased funding.

11
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=ATOM MENlifirff

12. Q What progress is being made under the block grant program to

provide mental health services in currently unserved localities?

A The Alcohol and Drug Abuse and Mental Health Services (AU %) block

giant requires each recipient 0 determine independently the needs

of the State fur AIMS services. This needs assessment must cover

not only specific populations but also areas whicb are currently

underserved within the State. The needs assessment is then

translated into a plan for the intendeo use riL Atmfi block grant

funds. This plan is available for review and comment by the

citizens of the State, including! representatives '.rom specific

locations within the State. The comments made on the intended use

plan result iu adjustments so that the unaerserved localities are

provided an uppurtuniily to receive adoitional tunoing where a

specific need can be eietermined.

12
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SENN= KFINNEDY

13. C in view of the 'east unmet needs in this are,, haw do you justify a
fuming request that is a decline in real teriasi

A The Alcohol and Drug Muse and Mental Health Services (ADFISi block
grant was never intencied to provioe total fundiny for all
necessary alcohol and drug abuse and mental health service
delivery within any particular State. It is a catalyst to focus
States' attention upon their particular needs and pm/Fie asource
of funds in keepiny with past Federal funding under the
categorical programs which it replaces while transferring the
administrative responsibifity to the States. The States' tundiny
resources, which include State, local, and community funds, as
well as otter sources, have increased since the implementation of
the block grant and are expected to continue to increase in the
coming years. The request contained in the Fl ts5 President's
Booklet Shows an increase in the amount of funds to be provided
through the ACM block grant program.

13
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ggesnoms FROM SEEMS CBAMLES E. GMASSLEY

(v of the statements submitted for the record today says that the

cormuniry motal health centers do not serve the chronically

mentally ill.

too :; your intorn .ation hear this out, or would you disagree with

thin assertion? It it is true, what should we do about it?

A Section 1915(c) (3) requires the state Community Mental health

Centers receiving Alcohol and Crag Abuse and Mental health

Services (MAO block grant tunas to provide services to

individuals residing in a defined geographic area, with 2E9cial

attention to the chronicallx29ntlly A review of tile ADM

61(graa applications indicates that each of the recipients

ibtends to utilize All S block grant tunes or provision of mental

health services to the chronically mentally ill A review of the

annual reports received tor EY b2 and leY 83 indicates that funds

were spent and services provided at the State level for the

chronically mentally ill. The State compliance reviews completed

in 24 States inaicate in some detail that the States are providing

mental health services for the chronically mentally ill within the

States. We believe that identification of the chronically

mentally ill as requiring special attention has been acconplishea

under the ADMS block grant and that the States are responding to

this rec,uirement and providing the necessary services.

14
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gpEorroms OR THE PRIMARY CAPE BLOCK GRANT

When the primary care block grant was created in 1981, critics
alleged that States have little interest in the provision of

primary care services. Whether or not this was true then, what
evidence is there now that States have an interest?

A There is little direct evidence that additional States would
prefer to administer the Primary Care block grant Eroggam as
currently authorized. However, approximately 40 States have shown
a growing interest. in the operation of primary care programs by

entering into Memoranda of Agreement with the Health Resources and

Services Administration. These agreements provide the opportunity
for cooperative Federal and State administration of the community
health centers program through joint planning for distributing
primary care funds and manpower, identifying needs, developing new
centers and reviewing the performance of existing centers.

We are encouraged by the success of these Memoranda of Agreement,
by favorable comments from Governors, ana by the success of the
other block grants, and we anticipate a much more favorable
reaction to the Primary Care block concept.

15
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LPRINAky CAPZ BLOCK GMT

2. Q Why do you feel it is importart to have States involved in primary

care block grants?

A he feel the involvement of States in the community health centers

(CW) program is important. Increased State involvement has

reinierceo coordination of Oftlecal program activities with State

health department resources which in turn promotes the effective

utilization of liederal and State funds ana manpower in the

development of delivery systems and the support of health services

provided by those systems.

Community health centers are governed by community boards of

directors with an awareness of unique local health news.

Increased State involvement in the ChC program has developed in

many State health departments a growing sensitivity anu awareness

et individual communities' needs which is essential to the mission

of the program.
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Ffl CAME BLOCK MAW

3. Q Is it important to have State Governments more involved in the
area designation process? If so, why? noes it nave an ettect on
provision of services?

A There has been much discussion of state involvement in the process
for designating Medically Underserved Areas and Health Manpower
Shortage Areas. We believe that both State and local agencies
with their different perspectives need to be involved in area
designation processes. ime feel these two perspectives tend to
maximize the utilization of resources, target them to service
delivery systems where there is significant need, ana complement
data available at the national level.

17
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RUMMY CARE BLOCK OW

4. Q Dr. Brandt, in your view, what aspects of the primary care block
grant are barriers to State participation?

P In any view the major barriers are: the stringent matching
requirements; the prohibition of use of block grant funds rot
State administrative costs; and the required adherence to CRC
rules and regulations.

18
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gpmernams cm 2NE PIINVBETTVE BBB= =VICES BLOCK GMANT

Dr. Brandt, from your testimony it is apparent that you agree with
most aspects of S. 2301, the Preventive Wealth Services block
grant and support simple reauthorization of these effective public

health programs. However, I am surprise° that you al° not comagent
on the new section related to Home and COmmunity Duped Care,

targeted for elderly and disables inaividuals at risk or

institut;inalization. Could you please comment on this new

initiati ?

A We presently have your proposed legislation for Hume ana Community
Based Owe under policy and budgetary review within the

Department. There are many issues relating to the provision of
hoOe care to the elderly which mist be reso:ved. We are hoping to
obtain increased information about the cost and effectiveness of
such care from the results of the home health services studies
which were developed as required under the Orphan Drug Act. when

the results of these studies are completed and reporter' to you as
required by the statute, we will be in a better position to make
decisions about the types of haMe health ptograms which are neeaed.

19
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PREVENTIVE MI= SERVICES

2 C Dr. Brandt, I nave been somewhat disappointed that studies I
requested in P.D. 97-414, the Grphan Drug Act related toinorse

health services have not been completed. As you know, this data

was due Januaty 1, 1Sb4. Cbuld you tell me what has been cone to
date, and when I can expect a full report?

O

A The reports and cecoomendations in k.L. 97-414 to oe sutwitted

January 1, 1984, have been prepared and are presently under review

in the Department prior to submission to the Cbcgressional
committees as specified in the statute.

2C
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QUESTIONS ON TEE =rum HEALER SERVICE CORPS

we are aware ot a number of inquiries from the National health
Service.Corps scholarship students who feel that Corps assignment

policieS and priorities have changed over the last several years.
Please describe any recent changes the Corps has made in its

placement-policies and how these effect the National Health '

Service Ceres scholars. Also, please explain how the health

manpower shortage area opportunity list is uses to place these,"

schglars?

A The mission of the NliSC, to provide health manpower to those
communities of greatest need who are unable to recruit or retain

such indivicaials, has umnained constant. Over the several sears

that the MSC has been in existence, major changes have occurred

in tne ',umbers of practicing heafth professionals, where those

health professionals have Chosen to establish their practices, and

in the types of communities which continue to have aitticulty

recruiting or retaining adequate health.manpower on their own.

For examele,in the past 7 years, the nuaher of eracticing

physicians has increased by nearly 6Q,000, accompanied by a

significant oiitusion-of these practitioners into comities
which previously did not have access to health care.

tm,c p011ey still insures that our assignees are places only Ina-0

those communitiet of greatest need; however, the geographic

location, specialty requirements, and type or assignments have

changed in response to the societal changes described. MHSC

scholars face fewer placement opportunities now than several years

Ago due to these social changes. NHSC scholars who are not

recioency trained face more competition tor assignments than .

seVeral years ago. And,,, more hHSC scholars are encourages to

consider the Private Practice Option (PPG) for placement than in

past years. in a recent letter to all scholarship recipients/

Kenneth P. horitsugu, LLD., M.P.H., Director of the RISC,

discussed these social changes and their impaceon the coanunities

the UhSC serves, and thus, oorthe placement opportunities

available for scholars in Health Manpower Shortage Areas ON000.

4 The other relatively regent change'in pla6ement policy has been

the implementation of a HMSA Placement Opportunity List (HPOL)

compiled with the cooperation of local, State, regional, and

national agencies. When the restriction on utilizing thePPO in

areas of greatest need was removed in the OmnibuS budget

Reconciliation Act, this was interpreted by some scholarship

WhLigors that they may serve urmer the PPC in any HMS% of their

r,Ohoice without regard to the relative needs of the area, the

placement strategy of the program or the process to.. making'

placement. This was clearly not the intent of the legislation

which eased the restrictions to bring placemmit of IPCs into

balance with placement of Federal assignees. Except in undlbal

21
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circumstances, as aeterminvo by the Administrator ut the health
fesources and Services Adinistration cHKSAI, all V14.1 placesents
can he approved only it tfley are on the HMSA opportunity list.

IleAuri_ese at the bliCL is to assure a mare et;aitable uistritutiun

of health manpower by listing each Ltates' available placem.nt
opportunities with respect to their nomi to eliminate rifibAs. &U

fAtes are in priority oroer to ensure an equitable geographic
distribution while displaying each major specialty group ut need.

listing enables MISC obligor to consicier only those

opportunities previously determined to be appruiliate Lot their

specialty. Ibis list has proven to be the essential first step itt
targeting oblagors to aperowd IttIAs and will continue to atu in
refining a placement process that, in subsequent years, assures
private practice ana Federal placements in areas of greatest. ntseo.

4
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mandim mums sow= COBS% .

. 2. Q in 1981 tie Secretary of Health and Haman Services was asked to

ev61uate the then current healthlianpower area criteria to
determine whether use of the criteria had resulted in areas that

do not have an actual shortage of health manpower 6eing aesignatee

as health manpower shortage areas. Can you briefly summarize the

results of the study and strew what you think the impbct ot the

-study4e findings have been on designations and why,

A lee report to on the Evaluation or eealth haepower

rtage Area Criter a, prepared by the Bureau of Health
ritfSho

Professions' Citice of Data Analysis and tianaerzeient provided

to COngress in September, 1963, contains the of the
aengressionally mandated study of the criteria ana prOceoures user

for designfting Health Haripoeer'Shortage Areas (IOW. As part ot

this stuayljefforts were made to assess the extent to which

.4,, application of the current criteria has resulted' in designation

errors. The eotential county-level oesienations uncier the

criteria teased on national data for physicians by county as of

Tecenter'31, 1980 (which became available much later than that

date) were compared with the actual designation madeore that
data, Which were based (Iiks...all INSit designations) oh aata

re plied by applicants, health systems agencies, State health

agences, and.coanents received on proposed designations. et t2

potential conflicts identified, many has alredoy been resolved in

tt-r oesignation process during the interim betweenreececber 31,

1980 and the study. Only 20 counties out of the sip designated at

die time of reference, oe12.4*, were estimated to
inapproelriately dasignatea.

li

eith regardieo "suepounky areas, conclusiaRbewere more difficult to

draw since no nationardata base exists for such areas other than

that welch results from the designation activity itself. Case

'$tuaies were therefore performed in a small.sample of areas -

-e-

Ai_rural areas of west Virginia and urban areas of New lorkweity ana
.
ae Los Angeles. These studies were not generally conclusive in terms

of the appropriateness of existing subcounty M toesignations, r

t but indicated that care muse be executed in the detinibion and : t

review of ratianainservice areas for subcounsi Oesignatione, 4,

particularly dkose in,,urbaA areas, since thieeFoetinitione are

volaeile in terms of designatability of thelireas involver'. he

case studies also pointed up thfrgeneral lack of small area dAta

and the aifticulties and expense ot its collection.

The general impact of the study's findings has been twofold." I

First, it uortirsed the need ter regular review of existing itheA

designations to maintain curredby and accuracy.. Amajor review of

all HHSA designations made prior to January 1981 has since Been

chCried out (over the period August 1983 to April 1984) and a
review of it45A designations made in 19e1 it now in progress.

,e
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Seconoly, the stuay has stimulated a much morecaretul Wok at
urLan arca dmpignations. Proposed urban rational service area
boundaries are hot**. being examined very critically in terms of what
selarates the proposed service area from contiguous neighborh000s,
e.q.; poverty level, racial and ethnic conposition, etc,, ano mote
detailed documentation of access barriers is beinj.reqpirea.
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NATIONAL .Jaanq LIMPS

In 1981 the Secretary of Health and Hunan Services was asked to
evaluate the then current health wanvmer area criteria to
oetopine whether Lo.e ct the Criteria :ors resulted in areas that
do not have an actual shortage of health manpower being cieeignatea
is health :nanpower shortage areas. Can you briefly sislimar Ise the
rf.ults of the stuay ama state what you think the ini.act of the
study's findings have beer. on designations and why?

A The 14,pott. to tbriiress on the Imaluation of Health hanpower
sliortage Area Criteria, ptepared tr, the bureau of Health
('rotes' ions' iitrice of rata Analysis and Management arts proviaeu
to Cengress in September, 19143, contains the results of the
corvue!;t:ionally mandate° study of the criteria and procedures used

dsi(piating health Manixiwer Shortage Ateas (1.4SA). As part of
this study, et tint 6 were made to assess the extent to which
application of the current criteria has resulted in uo5ignation
errors. The potential county-level designations unati the
r t ter ra based on national data for physicians by county as of
1./*r ll, 1980 (which became available much later than that
date) were ckimpared with the actual designations made before that

were based (like alt HMSA designations) on uata
f.(ipplfed by applicants, health systa,s agencies, State health
aq,nclic:-, and coments received on proposed oesignations. Li the
poteritial cunt 1 lets ic# lot it ied , many had already been resolved .
tht 40,1tput Ion proces:. during the interim between Decoke[ 31,
lknly and the fitly 20 count.iet. out of the 846 aesignated at
thg /twit! ot reference, or 2.4t, WV1*- ectinatea to be
iniwropriately designated.

rf-i3.1rO to t-uhcounty area:;, COT1C1U510n6 were twee t.ltt t tO
di.fw !. Ince no national 'data base exists for such areas other than
ti.ot which results troy thl; designation activity itself. Lase
ntirlies were therefore per:lei-meta in a small sample of areas -
rural areas of best Vit,:.:da and urban i.reas of lvew xork lily anti

(vs Angeles. These studt.7s were not jenerally conclusive in term;

of the appropriatenes of existink; 4uoc9onty a-ISA oesignations,
but indicated that care must be executed in the netinitiOn anu
review ot rational se -vice areas for subcounty oesupations,
particularly those in urban areas,, since these detinitions are
volatile in teriu: of aesignatability of tee areas Involveu. The
case staint's alt:o pointed up the general lack of mall area data
and the (nit wait ier' and expense art its collection.

The general impact of the study's finaings has been twofold.
Fit it cunt irmed the need for regular review of existing lik.sA
d :,t ions to maintain currency and accuracy. A major review of
all IrrA.SA designations made prior to January 1981 has since been
r.ar 1PC1 (14It (nVer the period August 19b3 to April l914) ano a
review 1-,.f designation_, mane in 1981 s now in progress.

10)6
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Secondly, the study has stimulated a much more careful look at

urban area designations. Proposed urban rational service area

boundaries are now being examined very critically in terms of what

seFarates the proposed service area from 'luaus neighborhoods,

e.g., poverty level, racial and ethnic on don, etc., and more

detailed documentation of access barriers my required.
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NATIONAL REALM sksvmcogps

In 1981 the Secretary of Health and Human Services was also asked
to consider different criteria (incloainq indicators at unmet
demand and the likelihood that such demand would not oe met in two
yearn) which may Le used to designate health manpower shortage
areas. Can you briefly summarize the results of this study ana
state whether indicators of unmet dewana will be useu in placing
NH SC health care providers in health manpower shortage areas.

A As a part of the same evaluation study references: in question a

major.researeh effort was undertak6n by the Bureau of Health
Professions to examine alternative criteria for iaentityinq health
manpower shortage areas as well as to examine methods for
assessino unmet demand. The ifISA criteria were compared with tour
available alternative measures of underservice - the Index of
Medical Uiderservice (a four variable index including
physician-to-population ratio, infant mortality rate, poverty
rate, and percent aged, used with the community health center/
primary care grant program), the Utilization Deficit Index (a
research index developed by Joel Kleinman of NCHS), the 6eaths
Averted Index and the Use/Need Index (indices involving Medicare
expiditures per enrollee relative to mortality rates oevelopea by
Jack Hadbyy of the Urban Institute). These alternative indices
did not perform as well as the current HMSA criteria in
identifying areas with the manpower availability problems that
Federal shortage area programs are mandated to address through
placement of health personnel.

The study also found that the riefinition and measurement of unmet
demand is an extremely complex pro&,lem in view of the data
limitations faced by the designation program. ho technically
acceptable metixxiology for measuring unmet demand and no approach
for predicting whether such demand will be met within a specific
time frame was identified. Nevertheless, county-level data on a
number of indicators, including indicators of neea, economic
demand, and attractiveness, were assembled and used to provide
relative ranking of designated HNSAs in the 1984 MSC placement
cycle. Efforts were also initiated to develop better degree-of-
shortage groupings for use in future priority rankings of
designated HMSAs.

Meanwhile, the adedesignation threshold,gti.e. the number of
additional practitioners required in a given area in order to
remove it from the HMSA list under the shortage criteria, is being
used by the Bureau of Health Care Delivery and Assistance (BA)
as a combined need/demand indicator in aetermininations about now
many PHSC practitioners (whether private practice option,
grant-funde6, or federally-salaried) mould be placed in a
particular area.

27
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This and other factor.i indi4ative or demand are used to select

those HMEAs which are rncludea, on the "Placement Cpportunity List"

from which NHSC scholars may select and/or be matcheo to in the

NHSC placement process. Areas on this list to which indtviouals

are matched during the placement cycle have,their designations ana

need /demand reconfirmed, incluoing the use of information

furnished by local medical anti dental societies, immediately prior

to actual service contracts being stipeci.

2S
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NATIONAL MI= SERVICE CORPS

4. C Section 338F of the Public Health Service Act authorized 550 new
National health Service Co4s scholatships anct continuation
scholarships in each of Fiscal Years 1982, 143, and 1984. Please

explain how many of these scholarships were awarded in ..ach of
these Fiscal Years and to whom they were awarded (e.g.,
Exceptional kinancial Need, Indian Health Service, Continuation
awards)?

The National Health Service Corps iNHSCI Scholarship Program mace
multi-year awards to former recipients of the Scholarship Program
for First-Year Students of Exceptional Financial Need (k v) and
continuation awards to former recipients or the NHSC schoprship
Program as follows:

FY 1982 FY 1983 FY 1984

Romer 160 144 120
EFS
Awards .

Continuation 2,289 804 50

Awards

29
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NATIONAL SANWICE COWS

5. Q In Fiscal Years 1982, 1983, and 1984 --how many tional Health

service Corps. scholarships recipients were sent to the Indian

Health Service to fulfill their National Health service Corps

obligation? What do you project these nabers will be in Fiscal

Years 198% 1986, and 1987? 14,

A The number of MSC Scholarship recipients allocated to the nib in

the past three years were as follows: 1982 110,.1983 m 134,

1984 = 230. Cur projected figures for allocations to the IHS for

1985 are approximately 177 individuals. There are no current

estimates available for allocations to the IHS for 1986 or 1987;

however, our expectation is that in 1986 a similar number will be

needed.

1061
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NATIoNAL HEALTH SEMVICE; COWS

6. Q Please explain how the National Health Seritice Corps -State
demonstration Projects are working, that is, how many States have
taken over NHSC responsibilities andwhat are their
responsibilities?

4
A Currently, 27 states are involved in the NhSC-State aemonstration

project. Through contracts, these States are now actively
involved in identifying areas in need of additional nealth
manpower, validating the designation of existing HMSAs, developing
new IESA designations, working with communities in shortage areas
to develop potential NHSC prsctice sites, and matching, placing,
and managing NHSC practitioners. kifteen of these demonstrations
were begun approximately 2 years ago, 10 are completing a first
year of operation, and 2 new contracts were recently negotiate°.
We are pleased with this demonstrationexperience ana plan to
develop demonstration projects with 4 additional States during the
next fiscal year.

4

e
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NATIONAL NEALTN SEM= comps

7. Q Will the National Health Service Corps need all of the $91.0

million appropriated for Fiscal Year 1984? If not, please Malvin

what amount is projected to be needed and why the difference?

A The short answer is that the MSC will not nem all of the

$91.0 million appropriated for Fiscal Year 1984. The current

prolectiontis that the MSC will need approximately $k3 rnrllian

less for its operations in Fiscal War 1984. This revised

estimate was incorporated in F.L. 98-394.

The reason ter the difference relates to the change in placement

of NISC scholars from primarily federally salaried inaividuals to

Private Practice Option (PPO) and Private Practice Assignment

(PEA) positions. In Auguet'1981, the authorizing legislation of

the MISC was revised to expand greatly the ability of the Nli8C

SonolardFip obligors to fulfill their obligations through private

practice (the PPO) and through non-Federal employment (the PEA)

alternatives. Experience has proven the new options a success ano

as a result the WC needs less than it originally projectea. In

addition, current
projections indicate that only about $354,000 of

the $500,000 appropriated for the NHSC Start -up Loans will be

required.

./)
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HEALTH SUIS/1CL 01:41P'6

8. c What et torts are being conducted by the Departatent to (..-freck the
validity 4 Health Manpower *ortage;area aueporting uataY
UVor ll, are the nuntxn of shortage areas increasing or
ocrasinfi Please explain.

A H111,4 designation precess. unoei published regulations carriu
out by the raireau of health Piotessions' CittNce of Lita Analysis
atx1 Management., has two built -in validity cneek k sr , all

.14,ignat lee requests are Jutotaatically sent to_ the ai4;topgiatt

State Health Planning and Develorinerit Agency, Health System!
Agency, and state Medical or Dental Society for review and convent
Name action is taken. This provides these entities with the
opportunity to verify the supportino data. Staff also routinely
contacts the:a. Of f ire': by telephone when questions arise.
Secondly, following any actual designation, tiles:. aria othet
int.-r(..tm parties are notif tee; by turrsistano then, a CC41 Gi the

letter making the designation; this letter incluaes the taste ciath
wt,tet. web, accepted at the time of designation. ahus, intereateo
'Antler: have an opportunity to challenge the designation haseo on
the data used it they tina it to he incorrect. In aoeit ion, the

statt which makes the tiesignations has available the latest

'ma f nut) data by count y,' the names, specialites arxi auuresses of
rat physicians. by city and town wit nin county (through copies of
put linnet) one( curies), and 19b() census population data Ly census
tract and/or civil division. These reterentres".are routinely

cbecked for basic consistency with data provideai in ria$L.ests, in
order that major discrepancies can be followed up with the

aped leant .

MI at specitically, as mentioned in the anra.e.r to eueation ',...

ayeSCI. a comprehensive review of all fie.SAs was undertaken in

Jtel i983 wel erti.hasis'on those areas designated prior to

January 19a. The result of thi..- review, which involved the
agencies mentioned above and wa% complete° in April 19644 was an
overall reduction in the number of p imary care 111`..b. As by 22

percent. (Of the :6176 designations a force at thel,ginning at
the review, 1539 were continued in tee while 637 were

withdrawn. Mcianwhile, 166 new oesignations were Mac*, tot a net
reduction of 471. This decrease seems largely to represent the
Octets of national increases in the minters of available
physicians and the diffusion of more of these physicians into

rural areas. This trend seems likely to continue, according to a
recent study by the Bureau of Health Professions' (Mice at Leta

Analysis ,ind Manag nt. However, significant numbers of areal,

and population grate with intractable shortages also appear

likely to remain.

A
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4 41la HAMM HEAL= MN= COM

9. Q please describe any recent changes in National Health Service

CorOS urban versus rural placement polict? Specifically, what 4

criteria are used to place an area on the health manpower shortage

area opportunity list?

A The NHSC has no poricy which specifically favors urban or rural

placements. in fact,..the actual distribution of scholars between

urban and rural
sites'appromdhes an even distribution, reflecting

a tangible program recognition of the need for
assignments in both

urban and rural areas.
Over the past few years, the distribution

has essentially
remained constant at 53 percent rural and

47 percent urban, and the same
distribution is expected for 1985.

There are a number of factors which affect the diffusion of

physicians into an area, and these factors may affect the future

distribution of rural versus urban HHSAe which, iitturn, may

impact upon future availability ofielaC placement opportunities.

These factors include the accessibility of professional support,

social amenities, the economic
en/ronment, and the availability

of hospital beds.

Fbr both rural and urban sites, the same criteria is used when

assessing a site for placement on the HPOL. The first qualifying

criteria is that the site must be in or serving a HMSA. Atm the

most part, these are geographic designations. In special cases,

however, a population or institutional
designation can, be applied.

the site must also have the means to support the desired health

professional aria theSpractice.
In the case of a PPO assignment,

the economic
situation must be conducive to the suocessiul

establishment of a private practice.
In the case of a Pederal or

PPD assignment, the site must provide the facility, equipment, and

ancillary staff to support the professional's practice.

An important final criteria
involves the relative need of the

community for health manpower compared to other such sites in the

State, region', andpationwlde. This determination is made

carefully with
thelnput of local, State, regional, and national

organizations. Only those sites of truly greatest need can

qualify for inclusion in the HPOL.
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QCMSTI0ME CW CHILDHPOD IMMUNIZATION

1 C Whai is the background to the Department's proposal for a campaign
to eliminate rubella Werban Measles)? bpeciticaliy, nas the
number of new cases of rubella increased recently? What is the
nepartment.currentlypoing to eliminate or red4be the number of
cases of Tubella?-

A Although major,epidemics of rubella have been prevented and
reported cases of rubella reached record lows in 1983, endemic
transmission still occurs resulting in an estimated 110 cases of
congenital rubella syndrome ((Ns) each year, at an estimated
lifetime cost in excess of 024 million. The tdbr major birth
defects related to CRS are deafnesse impaireq vigTon, mental
retardation, and congenital heart disease. However, any organ
system is at risk for involvement. CUrrent efforts against
rubella-are limited to the comprehensive immunization of preschool
and school age children against the childhood vaccineEtreventable
disebses'and outbreak gontrol activities. Maintenance of this
level of effort will lead to the digappearance of CbS over the
nexl 15-20 years. The rubella initiative offerti the Opportunity
to hasten the elimination of this personal and societal tragedy
within the next 7 to 10 worst The most important aduition to
current activities 10.11 be the improvgament of immunization levels

in women of childiteaeing age.

The rubella and congenital rubella eyndrciiie elimination strategy
will have the same basic" creponents as measles elimination.' They
are:

a. Achieving and maintaining high immunization levels with
special emphasis placed on women of childbesring age (ages
15-44).

b. Intensive disease and vaccine usage surveillance.

c. Aggresive outbreak control.

It is estimated that over 6 million of the 41 million young women
who have left high school and are pow in the childbearing ages are
susceptible to rubella and will be the most difficult to reach.
Assuring high immunity levels in this grow will require efforts
directed in the following settings:

a. College timunimition reqpirements.

b. Immunisation in family clamming clinics.

c. lint-pert= and post-abortion Immunisation.

d. Immunization by family practice and gymecologicel
physicians.

e. Immunization of health 'care workers.

35
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The majority of thube eltuitb will be carried out throigh state

and local health agencies supported with-project grants, although

we anticipate tnat many of those needing immunizations will attain

them through existing public or private sources or thraigh

employment programs. Activities at the national level will

include program direction, evaluation, disease surveillance,

outbreak.control, and biro education and training.

N
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COMO= IMMUXIZATICM

2. 41-. The Department is requesting $4.0 million in Fiscal rear 1905 in
order to increase the vaccine stockpile to 16 weeks. The

Department's goal is to achieve a stockpile at 26 weeks (6
months) %hat is the justification behind the 26 week stockpile
and how much would this increase cost the GOvernment7

A P 6-month stockpile of vaccine is necessary because il4estimates

it production of a vaccine were to be totally interrupted, it
would take 6 months ar more to re-establish production or to
license a foreign manufacturer who is already in the business 4#

producing vaccine. The FDA estimate is based on the following

timetable:

Minimum time needed to grow cultures and manufacture 1 month

vaccine.

Average time needed for xenufacturer to conduct, animel 4 months

tests required by Phh to ensure vaccine potency and
efficacy. Fur complex vaccine (e.g., polio) or major
production problems, V requireepranufacbmer to peodnce
and test five consecutive lots of quality vaccine.

Approximmte time '1;00 for product labeling and 1 month

distribution.

The amount of additional money needed to achieve a 26-week
stockpile in Fiscal Year 1985 depends upon when the money becomes

available. If additional funds are made available early enough
for vaccine to be purchased prior to expiration of the present
contract on December 31, 1904, an auditions' $11,039,660 will be

required to complete the purchase of oral polio; measles; mumpsia
rubella; tetanus and diphtheria Goma& - adult; and inactivated
polio--the currently stockpiled vaccines. It funds are not

available in time to purchase vaccine before December 31, 1964,
the cost to complete the stockpile would increase to 012.108,920,

an additional $1.1 million or 101percent above current prices.

37
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a
wpm= ON VENENL.e. DISEASE

1. Q Your testimony indicates that an increasing number of sexually

transmitted diseases other than gonorrhea & syphilis are affecting

our population. Herpes and non-gonococcal urethritis are serious

problems that are becoming more prevalent in this country. what

are State'grant programs doing for patients with herpes and

non-qcoococcal urethritis?

411

A 1X7 provides active leadership and support for national efforts

-tad toward the prevention and control of sexually tranexitteo

onti thiouqh project grants to States and prows'

4tiont, cattle-0 out at the national level. Venereal di iease

co: rol grants are awarded to all States, territories, the

DiE riot of Columbia and some local health jurisdictions.

Six /-four grants are presently in operation.

Control efforts in areas such as herpes ano non-gonococcal

urethritis/chlamrdia require further technological aovagcements.

Herpes has no effective cure, and control programs tor dhlamydial

infections lack simple and inexpensive diagnostic techniques.

In FY 1984, four States received grants under section 318(b)

authority to establish and evaluate pilot chlamydial control

efforts. In addition, .., currently has a cooperative agreement,

funded through grant . )6-4 with the Institute for Health Policy

Studies, University o& 6ornia (San Francisco) to study,

develop, and evaluate cost-effective analytical moaels for

defining/ specifying chlamydial control strategies.

In chlarydial intervention efforts, 25 grantees recently reported

that STD clinics within their jurisaictions provide therat for

specific related infections. Nine areas appear to havO fairly

comprehensive program activities, including the culturing of

patients, the treatment of infections, and the counseling and

referral of sex partners. A total of 44 areas have public health

or other laboratories involved in expensive cell culture

procedures for the identification of the organism. The majority

of grantees also have some counseling services available to herpes

patients. This counseling involves the steps dist need to be

taken by patients to reduce the pain of their recurring symptoms

as well as the necessary stpps to reduce the risk of exposing

other sex partners to this Trdection.

The STD National Hotline, funded through special 318(b) grant

funds, providps information as well as referral services to over

65,000 callers a year. Approximately 90 percent of the calls are

related to smother than gonorrhea and syphilis. Approximately

50 percent of the calls relate to herpetic infections. This

information and referral service permits callers to quickly obtain

information on potential signs and symptoms as well as the address

of their closest STD clinic. Through this referral system, control

38
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programs more quickly address the diagnostic and treatment needs
of STL patients, thus reducing the potential terliisease
transmission in the community.

Ten STE Prevention/Training Centers were in operation in FY 1984
and, by the end of the Fiscal Year, will have provides clinical
training.p herpes, chlamydia and other sexually transmitted
diseases to over,2000 health care providers from the public as
well as private sector. State grantees have participated in this
training system by supporting the training of Key staff meters ot
their STE clinic.

While the STE Prevention/itaining Centers are an important lust
step in training STD health care pradtitioners, there is a basic
need to reach clinicians during their initial formal training.
Through the use of special 318(b) grants in FY 1984, 6
desonstratiori projects tram medical schools were tundea for tne
development and implementation of MO curricula into their medical
instruction program. This activity requires a signiticant
didactic component within the medical school and liaison
relationship between the faculty members and the local SID program
and its clinic for the clinical training component of the
curriculum. The curriculum will concentrate on the expanoed
spectrum of sexually transmitted diseases/syndromes, including
herpes and chlamydial infections.

39
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VhMEREAL mum

2. Q Some the victims of sexually tranmmitted diseases are babies

who actluire these diseases at birth. Do we know now many babies

in this counttcare being affected by V.D.? Do you feel we are

adequately addressing this protlem?

A The exact number of babies affected by bT1.0 is not known. however,

the following estimates have been made:

Five percent of the babies born each year in the United States

will have, chimp/dial infections. Ct these:

50 percent will develop eye infections

20 percent will develop pneumonia

An unknown percentage will develop

may result in deafness

infections which

Approximately 150 ceees'of congenital syphilis in children

under 1 year of age are reported each year. low pregnant

in with untreated syytrilta, the risk of triage or

stillbirth is 40 percent; for delivery of a congenital infant,

40 percent; and for delivery of a normal infant, only 20

percent.

Appymnimately three out of every 10,000 newborns are infected

with genital herpes. It is estimated that fifty percent of

the infected newborns,
if entreated, will die and half of the

infected newborns will suffer serious mental retardation.

Congenital infections caused by cytamegalovirus (M), a

portion at which mny be se sally transmitted, is estimated to

occur in 1.5 percent of all pregeaucies, affecting 55,000

infants annually. Fifteen percent of tge infants will be

retarded, deaf, or suffer from vial it defects.

Group 8 Streptoopocus, a portion of which may be annually

transmitted, is estimated to c*uae symptomatic dines', in

12.000 infants under 3 maths of age such year. 2bedlaseme

is also responsible for 5,000 anew* infant deaths.

Within current budget priorities intensfie efforts have been

directed toward community projects designed to improve prenatal

services and reduce the potential for congenital syphilis.

CAC's efforts to address neonatal Sit in Fiscal Year 1984

include: Implementing a pilot natienal neonatal herpes

surveillance project to better define the pmataem of neonatal

herpes infections and to develop tne information necessary to

design prevention measures; fundicq two special 31b(b)

demonstration projects designed to improve prenatal care and

40
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reduce the potential for neonatal STD; and operating ten STD
Prevention/lratning Centers to provide over 400 k:articipants with
skill improvements in diagnostic approaches to all STD, including
the proper management of pregnant tamales and pediatric cases.

41
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gpEsnams ON TUBERCULOSIS

1. c Dr. Brandt, could you comment on the extent of Tuberculosis In

this country and the °ewe to which this problem is remediable?

A TUberculosis is now a curable and preventable disease.

Nevertheless, tuberculosis has not been eliminates tram the United

States, and it is not likely to nisei:Fear in this century.

Afproxtmately 10 million persons, or about 5 percent of the

Nation's population, are infected with tuberculosis. In 1983,

23,846 cases of tuberculosis were reporteo to the CDC, for a rate

of 10.2 caseh per 100,000
peculation', Compared with 1982, this

represents a 6.6 percent decrease in the number of cases reported

and a decline of 7.3 percent in the rate.

In 1963, 1,360
tuberculosis cases were reported among children

under 15 years of age, including 818 cases among children less

than 5 years of age; in 1982, there were 1,349 cases ano 7b9 such

cases, respectively.

Final tuberculosis mortality data for 1981 show 1,937 deaths,

conpared with the final totals of 2,007 and 1,978 deaths in 1979

and 1960. There has been essentially no change in tuberculosis

mortality over the 4-year period 1979-1982.

Three things can be done to help remedy the tuberculosis problem

in the United States. They are: More intensive application of

technologies already in use, such as sepervieed therapy, 9 sonars

of short- course chemotherapy, and preventive treatment; widespread

transfer to the field of recently developed technologies, such as

rapid laboratory identification of MwObacterinm tuberculosis,

phage typing, and 6-month short-course treatment regimens; and

development of new technologies, such as a screening test to

identify high-risk infected persons, short - course preventive

therapy, and an effective immunising agent.
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ALMS INCCII GNAW QUESTIONS

What programs are currently being administered th4t recognized the
special needs of women and substance abuse? Do you feel that the
Federal Government is aaequately addressing the special neeas of

women who abuse alcohol and drugs?

A Under the AO NS block grant, each State unaertakes a needs
assessment to 4etermine the particular needs ot its population.
This needs assessment determines special needs, such as those of
women and substance abuse, within that particular State. The

State then develops an intended use ot fumes plan which is
reviewed by the citizens of the State, including apy organizations
representing groups having special needs. Comments received are
incorporated into the State's intended use plan ana brought before
the State Legislature for review and once again an opportunity is
offered for citizen input around special needs, e.g., of woolen who
abuse alcohol and drugs, or other categories of service

recipients. The Federal Government's role is to ensure that
groups are provided the opportunity to impact upon the
determination of the funds utilised and 'thus channel tunds
according to the State's particular needs.
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ALMS .ALOCK cmawr

2. Q Since the block grant was enacted in 1981, what types of data

collection efforts have been undertaken? Do you think it is

necessary to develop some type of national data collection

effort? If so, how would you propose to tailor this type of

effort?

A (a) Data collection activities relevant to tracking and establishing
incidence and prevalence data have been continued, e.g., sample
surveys and inventories nalevaht to reporting of mental illnesb as

well as the national senior high schaol survey, the Drug Abuse .

Warning Network, the National Drug and Alcoholism Treatment
Utilization Survey, and the National Household Survey (latter tour

activities are related to substance abusa4., A number of
collaborative data collection activities haye been continued with
other Federal agencies, e.g., National Center for Health
Statistics, Health Resources and Servicwa Administration, health
Care Financing Administration, Department of Transportation,
1.tterans Administration, and Bureau of Prisons.

(b) The unitors national data strategies yaintly imFlementea by the

States, Federal Goverment, and national Pith associations are the

basis for a national data collection effort. A majority of the

States support the continuation of these activities. States

serving in an advisory capacity or in ad hoc forma with national

association and federal officials feel confident that progress is

being made and that their data nerve are being aadreesed and met.

(c) The success of a national data collection effort is contingent

upon the continued federal, State and national association

participatory approaches. These national uniform data collection
approaches are not tailored to the ARMS block grant. Sather,

national data serves many purposes ana needs. Efforts in

tailoring aata strictly to AU block grant needs may have

negative results.
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ALBS BUU GRVer

. 3. C Can you please identify whether or not the MANIA block grant

funds are going for services for the chronically mentally ill? it

there a need to address underserved populations or to meet the

unique needs of other groups?

A Review of the AUKS block grant applications for the 3 Fiscal bears

of the block grant's existence indicates that btates have
determined the chronically mentally ill to be one of the major

groups requiring funds. A review of the annual reports tor FY 82

and FY 83 indicates that the chronically mentally ill have been

receiving services funded by the ADM block grant. An analysis or:

the findings of the 24 State compliance reviews completed

indicates that the requirement in section 1915(0(3) providing

special emphasis on funding of the chronically mentally ill is

being responded to by the States and that the services are being

made available.

Under the current legisilation, each State undertakes a needs

assessment which identifies underserved populations or groups

within the btate which have unique needs. The needs assessment is

then translated into a State intended use plan which is reviewed

hj; the citizens and offers opportunity for underserved populations

or unique groups to impwct upon the funding decisions. The

revised planlincorporating the comments of the citizens is tnen

brought before the State Legislature where, once again, the

opportunity for publ *,c comment concerning specialized yroues is

pro..rbleo.
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AIONS BLOCK GRANT

4. Q Ir administering the block grant funds to the States, can you

describe the relationship between the Department of health and

Human Services and the States? Can you gime your impressions

about the changes and what you have learned through the ten au oits

you have conducted.

A During the 3 years that the Alcohol and wig Abuse and Mental

Health Services (A1IMS) block grant has been in wilstence, the

Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and MOW Health Administration WNW has
developed a close, cooperative working relationship with the

States in the administration of the wogram. This cooperation is

reflected in the development of nonburdensome, nompr@scriptive

guidance being provided to the States ceecerning their application

and reporting requirements around the Adler block grant and the

provision of technical assistance as requested by the States, as

well as around necessary "investigations," such as the State'

ccaidiance reviews. MAMA has been working very closely with the

States and the national organizations (National Association of

State Mental health Program Directors, National Association of

State Alcohol and Drug Abuse Directors, National Association of

City Alcohol and Drug Abuse Coordinators, National Governors

Association, etc.) in developing a cooperative relationship

whereby problems of each of the cceponents can be'discussed in an

open forum and a mutually beneficial approach developed. Based on

the 24 State compliance reviews which have been pefformed,so fax,

the comments received from the States vis-a-vis their relationship

with ALAMhA have been almost without exception complimentary

toward MAMMA staff regarding the compliance reviews and the

assistance provided during those reviews. It has been a goal of

MAMMA to assure a close relationship with the States while not

'imparting burdensome requirements, such as format or guidelines,

that the States must follow in the aocompliehment of AUKS block

grant s*pported projects. inoications of the success of this

approach have been received during particiation in national

association meetings and other forums.
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AUNS BLOCK GRAMM

5. Q The block grant currently requires that 20 percent of monies be
used for alcohol and drug abuse prevention programs. As an

advocate of prevention, I an always interested in learning what

the States are doing to prevent alcohol and orug abuse. Can you

describe some of the initiatives States have undertaken?

A Section 1915(c)(8) of the Alcohol and Crug Abuse and mental health

Services block grant legislation (Omnibus Budget Reconciliation
Act of 1901) requires the recipient to use net less than 20 percent

of the funds allocated for alcohol or drug abuse activities for

prevention and early intervention progress which are designs to
discourage the abuse of alcohol or drugs ox both.. Review of the
applications and annual reports as well as the 24 state coapliance

reviews thus far completed indicates that the States are utilizing
the 20 percent "earmark" for prevention activities in a variety of

ways. The prevention activities reviewed or observed include the

development of statewide education programs directed at the school

system which will proviae students with accurate material
concerning alcohol and/Or drug abuse information, education of law

enforcement agencies and/bc legal systems in identifying potential

alcoholic and other driving while intoxicated (t INI) related
information, educational progress for children concerning
potential drug abuse, parental abuse, etc.
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6. C Some national studies, including MIWs efforts, indicate a clown
turn in certain types of dos; abuse among high school seniors.

Can you elaborate on the eWriences ot States wi repro to orug
and alcohol abuse ammo youth? And ug you include all teenagers

in your survey tncludino the dropout population?

A %ational institute on Ctuo Abuse (h1LA) conducts two national

surveys that have, in recent years, aocimiented a downturn In aruq

June by Aoerican youth. both surveys are oesigned to yrelo
national level estimates based on scientifically drawn samples.

ertimates arc used to plot trews over time which tell us ft

the prevalence of drug abuse and misuse is increaLing, decreasing,

or remaining ntatle. besultt of the surveys cannot to oefieralizeo

to puptildtiInS other than their respective national target

wpulations. That is, results from the highSchool Senict Survey
cannot be used to reflect drug use in State ur local, communities,

or of school dropouts or younger children; results
from the liognehold Survey do not reflect drug use by persons not
livio, in households, although school dropouts and young teenagers

are included. The Institute has studied the effect of school
mopoots on the estimates produce0 uy tpe high School Senior

ruovy. this review concludes that, ellen though arug use may be
comlidegably higher among absentees and drcenuts, a high level of

uSe within a cooperatively small proportion of the general
population has little impact on the overall estimates. Also,

trends from year-to-year are not affected since the augustments

tot onsJolleo 'Ircuir, are likely to remain constant from one year

to the mart .

107 J
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ACNS KOCK Gam

7. C Do you have any plane for proposing changes in the allocation
formula tar the ADANA block grant?

A The Administration has not proposed any changes in the AGNS block
grant allocation tommula. MANNA has expressed its willingness to
work with the Congress to undertake any studies concerning glory
equitable allocation tobsula tar the AIMS block giant, should the

,Congress determine that such studies should be be undertaken.

A
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AUNS SIDCR

S. Q Are you aware of any issues in service delivery that may need

further research?

A The Alcohol and Crug Abuse and Mental Health Services block grafit

is a mechanism for tunding
service delivery to uefined populations

in a State. It is not to be utilized in the sponsoring ot

'research activities pertaining to alcohol, drug abuse, or mental

health services, except that mime evaluation activities may be

supported by the alcohol and drug abuse portion ot the block

grant. Mete are amny AMNS service delivery research projects

currently eqpported by the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental health

Administration, but these are not being supported under toe AU MS

block grant.

11.
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MIS MOCK GRANT

9. () As a follow-up to the recommendation in the Office of Technology
'Assessaent Report on The Effectiveness and Costs of Alcoholism
Treatamee what studies have you undertaken ang/br what data have
you collected on the cost of alcohol and drug problems, on the
relationship of alcohol and drug problems and services to health
care costs and on the effectiveneserofireahment programs?

.A The Research Triangle InstitUtc, under contract to the Alcohol,
Drug Abuse, and Mental health Administration, conducted a stout}
entitled "Economic Oasts to Society of Alcohol, Drug Abuse and
Mental Illness" which was based /An statistigp through 1977 and
reported on in 1981. This study is currently being updated by the
Research Triangle Institute under an ADMNOA contract. A project
jointly funded by the National Institutor on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism (NINA) and the dealth Cartinancing Administration

43 DOW entitled "The NM Alcoholism vices ation
Evaluation" addresses the rdlationship between lism
treatment services and health care costs and alcoholism treatment

program effectiveness. The investigation of the forme] issue ta
based on a sample of approximately one hundred (100) treatment
prograam located in six States, i.e., New Jersey, Connecticut,
Michigan, Illinois and Oklahoma. Plans call for the investigation
of the latter issue in a subsample of the iv:wash in Pew York,
New Jersey, and Michigan. This project is scheduled for
'completion in December 1986.

Q
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BOWS BLOCK caur

Although many of our activities were initiated prior to the Mice
of Technology Aseeeement Report and cannot necessarily be
considered as follomup to the recommendations, they do address the
issues. ptx example, an analysis of 12 selected studies on the
cost of alcoholism services in empleyee-besed alcoholism programs
and organized care settings determined that alcohol treatment ma
followed by reduction in medical care utilization and costs
ranging from 26% to 60%.

In another study of State employees in California, 90 families
with an alcoholic member, all enrolled in Blue Cross/Blue Shield,
were followed for a period of 5 years. The study indicates that
the total medical care costs per family member &crewed
substantially over time once the alcoholic tamily master entered
treatment. At the conclusion of the study, inpatient costs per
person per month of both control families and the alcoholic
families were similar and the outpatient costs of the control
families were actually higher.

Another such effort examined economic impact in relation to
insurance finance mechanisms, utilizing findings tram a rammer of
studies of alcoholism treatment. This study estimates that the
average annual reduction in total health costs range tram about
$790 per person for fee-for-service plane to some $1,650 per
person for ire -paid plans.

While NIAAA has sponsored a variety of health care costs studies
in the past, there is a need to increase the inf tion and
experience available in the alcoholism field. k ore, Num is
continuing these efforts and has arranged with the ice of
Personnel Management and Aetna fife and Casualty to conduct an
indppth analysis of cost and utilization data with regard to
Aetna's pederal Employee Health Plan alcoholism and drug abuse
benefit. This study has been designed to attain healthcare cost
offset information.

NIAAA believes these and other studies inoicate that treatment for
alcohol abuse and alcoholism is frequently followed by a reduction
in medical care utilization as well as reduced costs.
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